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Dynamics of foam flow in a rock fracture: Effects of aperture
variation on apparent shear viscosity and bubble morphology
Mohammad Javad Shojaei1 ; Antonio Rodríguez de Castro2 ; Yves Méheust3 ; Nima Shokri1
1 The University of Manchester
2 Arts et Métiers ParisTech
3 Géosciences Rennes
Corresponding Author(s): mohammadjavad.shojaei@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk
Foams are widely used in hydrogeological applications and Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) as mobility
control agents for flow in porous media [1-3]. In the particular case of flow through fractured media,
the local aperture distribution strongly influences the effective viscosity of the injected foam and
the distribution of fluxes along preferential flow paths [4]. Although several experimental studies
have been previously performed to study foam flow in fractured porous media, none of them has
specifically addressed the effects of aperture distribution on the rheological behaviour of the injected
foams. The specific objective of this study was to elucidate the effects of aperture variation on the
“in situ” shear viscosity of the foam and the size of the bubbles. To do so, a compressive series
of single-phase experiments have been performed by injecting pre-generated foam at six different
foam qualities and constant flow rate through two types of media: 1) a Hele-Shaw cell with constant
aperture [5] and 2) a replica of a Vosges sandstone fracture of well-characterized aperture map. The
effect of variable flow rate on the “in situ” shear viscosity of a 85% quality foam was also analysed.
To go further, the velocity vector map of the foam flow was computed by capturing the movement
of the bubbles with a digital camera. The effective shear rate map was then calculated from local
velocities and apertures. The results show the significant impact of aperture variation on the the
spatial distribution of the foam flow and bubble dimensions of the foam, echoing the necessity to
take these parameters into account when predicting the pressure drop through the fracture and the
effective viscosity of the foam.
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Stochastic upscaling for hydraulic conductivity based on labora-
tory experiments
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The use of deterministic approaches that consider hydraulic conductivity (K) as a constant value for
an entire soil layer are usually employed in numerical modeling in geotechnical engineering. How-
ever, K can present high spatial variability and its heterogeneity is important even in apparently
homogeneous soils. Due to this heterogeneity K presents scale effects, that is, the change of support
(from the measurement scale or fine scale to the numerical scale or coarse scale) implies a change in
the parameter. The scale effect is especially important if we consider that those K values are used to
feed the K values of a numerical model, where the discretization support is generally orders of mag-
nitude larger than the measurement support. The objective of this research is to perform stochastic
upscaling for K based on laboratory experiments. We use the theory of stochastic random fields to
deal with the uncertainty associated with having limited information about the spatial variability
of K. The scale effect problem was addressed using upscaling, more precisely, the method known
as Laplacian-with-skin, which transfers the information obtained at the fine scale into the coarse
scale to be used by the numerical code accounting for the heterogeneity within the block being up-
scaled plus a ‘skin’ area surrounding it. The hydraulic conductivity of 55 undisturbed cylindrical
samples of radius 0.10 m and height 0.15 m was measured in the laboratory using a rigid-wall per-
meameter. The natural logarithm of K (lnK) was modeled by a Gaussian distribution with mean of
−0.38 (ln(m/d)) and standard deviation of 1.25 (ln(m/d)). The best fit to the experimental variogram
of lnK was an isotropic spherical variogram model with a range of 4 m and no nugget effect. The
Sequential Gaussian Simulation (SGS) algorithm implemented in the code GCOSIM3D was used to
generate 70 equally likely realizations of the K field at the fine scale (cubic grid of 0.1 m), that were
used as input to 70 numerical models of the groundwater flow. Each of the 70 realizations of the K
fields generated at the fine-scale was upscaled. We performed upscaling with cubic block sizes 2, 4,
5, 8, 10, and 40 times the side size of the block at the fine scale (0.1 m). For each realization at the
fine and at the coarse scales, three-dimensional flow was solved by the finite element method (FEM)
using FEFLOW 7.1. Our results show that the upscaling method is very effective for the purpose of
reproducing the average flux crossing the model despite causing a loss of information because the
small-scale heterogeneity is not preserved. Our results also show that upscaling not only produces
models with a small RBq but also preserves the uncertainty of the specific discharge at the fine scale,
even for a block size equal to the entire domain (12 m × 8 m × 4 m).
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One of the most widespread uses for paper-based membranes is in the field of analytical testing and
Lateral Flow Assays (LFA) are probably the most common and relevant exponents. The most impor-
tant component of LFA is a thin porous membrane used to transport a fluid, which may contain an
analyte, through the porous body and to give a clear optical signal by a coloured line (test line) if
the analyte is detected. Thus indicating, the presence of a molecule or substance responsible for a
certain condition or sickness.
Nevertheless, much effort is still being invested regarding the understanding of the transport and
reaction processes taking place in the LFA membrane aiming to improve the design for better assay
results. The enhancement of the test line analyte sensitivity, the reduction of the test time and the
minimization of the sample volume used for the analyte detection are a few of the desired optimiza-
tion outcomes.
It is necessary to emphasize that the development of LFA has been until now, strongly dependent on
experimental results. The use of numerical digital models and simulations is an important asset for
the design and optimization of LFA, which allows more flexibility and the access to design informa-
tion and operational predictions that otherwise could not be possible, or would be very expensive
to get experimentally.
Fluid propagation, analyte diffusion through the porous membrane and analyte-sample surface re-
actions, i.e. adsorption and desorption in the test line volume, depend not just on the fluid but on
the membrane properties as well. The advantage of using a digital model is the possibility to per-
form controlled structural/morphological membrane variations in addition to the variation of the
involved substances parameters and quantities.
Pore-scale and macro-scale numerical models are employed to algorithmically evaluate generated
three-dimensional LFA membranes. Important processes involved in the preparation and utilization
of LFA membranes such as the hydrophobic surfactant coating, the analyte transport and diffusion
through the porous structure, the analyte adsorption at available adsorption sites and the surface
analyte unbinding are taken into account for the simulations.
All these processes together are able to describe the operation and signal quality of a complete Lateral
Flow Assay.
Various approaches providing insight into the propagation, dispersion and reaction processes in thin
porous media are presented in this work.
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The fluid flow in porous media can be highly influenced by capillary forces. It is convenient that
the capillary pressure is considered as a function of the rock and fluid properties and also relative
saturation of wetting phase. However, recent studies have shown that the capillary forces also are
a function of the rate of change of saturation in porous media. This functionality has been investi-
gated in numerous core scale studies and it was proved that the flow in porous media, especially in
low capillary number fluxes, can be heavily affected by these dynamic capillary forces. Moreover,
although it was observed that the dynamic forces are highly scale dependent, the role of these effects
in large scale practices is still unclear. In this study, using a novel simulation approach, the impacts
of the mentioned parameters were studied in a large scale and highly heterogeneous oil reservoir
that is under waterflooding process. At first, the primary investigations showed that the role of
capillary pressure in the considered geometry was significant. Then, it was observed that the role
of dynamic capillary effects in low dynamic capillary coefficient values is not important in large
scale problems. However, it would be important in the high capillary coefficient values that are not
reported in previous experimental studies. Moreover, some noises may be observed in production
curves as it was reported by previous studies. The findings of this work shows that a large unknown
area still exists in this field of study that needs the attention of the researchers in future.
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Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) are low temperature (<90℃) electrochemical devices
which combine hydrogen and oxygen to produce electricity (and heat). The only product of the re-
action is water. An excessive presence of water in the thin (< 10 um) porous catalyst layers (CLs),
where the electrochemical reactions take place, may significantly lower the PEMFC performance and
lifetime. Therefore, a proper water removal from the CLs is crucial. The behavior of liquid water
percolating through the porous CLs is still not well understood. Up to date, no experimental char-
acterization have been made due to the CLs complex structure: mix of a thermally and electrically
conductive support (mostly carbon); dispersed catalyst nanoparticles (typically Pt or Pt-alloys); a few
nanometer thick ionomer film which assures protonic conductivity and a pore phase for reactant and
water transport. An additional complexity is that the hydrophilic ionomer absorbs water and swells
affecting the CLs morphology and therefore transport properties. In this work, we investigate the
relationship between catalyst layer morphology and water transport. A pseudo-Hele-Shaw test has
been developed in which a liquid is injected from the bottom into a catalyst layer under controlled
conditions. The injected liquid displace air to generate an imbibition flow pattern. We showed that
the ionomer swelling caused a shift in the pore size distribution with a subsequent increase in in-
jection pressure during percolation testing. In addition, the Washburn method was used to assess
ionomer water uptake and estimate CLs contact angles to water. Using a Kruss K100 tensiometer, the
samples were attached from the top to a sensitive microbalance and immersed into water to extract:
ionomer liquid uptake and (external) contact angles to water. The results showed that the ionomer
to carbon ratio and the ionomer chemistry have a significant impact on the CLs wettability.
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Abstract. Since long time Conception of thermophysical properties of porous materials has been a
challenging task for scientists to conquer. Knowledge of heat transfer mechanism in porous media
due to developing of various application in industries causes efficiency upgrades. Miniaturization
in technology, energy optimization, multifunctional equipment manufacturing requires engineers
to develop new material that satisfy different functional, thermal, mechanical and physical features.
As a revolutionary idea, open cell metal foams has been great improvement in heat transfer pro-
cess. These materials increase heat transfer while energy dissipation, dimension and density of them
which are constraints for modern technologies significantly reduce. So various numerical, analytical
and experimental efforts have been made to obtain better understanding of their thermo-hydraulic
behavior. In present study a brief history of proposed methods and correlations is presented and fi-
nally a correlation based on experimental data is derived to predict effective thermal conductivity of
open cell metal foams. Presented correlation demonstrates dependency of conduction heat transfer
on pore size, porosity, fluid and solid material properties.
Keyword. Open cell, metal foams, heat transfer, porous media, effective thermal conductivity, poros-
ity.
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A mathematical and numerical model describing a two-phase flow system in porous medium is
treated. For the Darcy flow problem we describe and analyze a volumetric and residual-based La-
grange multipliers saddle point reformulation of the standard high-order finite method, to impose
conservation of mass constraints for simulating the pressure equation on two dimensional convex
polygons, with sufficiently smooth solution and mobility phase. We establish high-order a priori
error estimates with locally conservative fluxes. For the transport problem we employ a new locally
conservative Lagrangian-Eulerian finite volume method. This approach was applied to several non-
trivial examples to show that we are calculating the correct qualitatively good (entropic) solutions
with accurate resolution. We combine these procedures for solving the fundamental two-phase flow
problem with high-contrast discontinuous porous medium. We provide numerical examples for ver-
ifying the theory and illustrating the capabilities of the approach being presented.
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Dynamic Pore-Scale Study of Water-Salinity Effect on a Moving
Oil Droplet
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2 Stanford University
Corresponding Author(s): moataz.abualsaud@aramco.com
The salinity of the injected water has been shown to have a substantial impact on oil recovery. Vari-
ous experimental studies have concluded that the system wettability is altered when the water ionic-
composition is changed. In this work, a numerical investigation of an oil droplet mobilized by water
is conducted inside a single pore. The presented model studies the synergy effect of multiphase flow
and water salinity at the pore level.
The flow dynamics is modeled by solving the full hydrodynamic Navier-Stokes equations using direct
numerical simulation (DNS), and the fluid-fluid interface is captured by the level-set method. The
effect of brine ionic-composition is examined through the DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and
Overbeek) theory of intermolecular forces, where experimental values of the zeta potential have
been used in the model. The system (oil/water/solid) wettability is determined by the intermolecular
forces.
The simulation results show that the water wetting film surrounding the oil-droplet collapses to an
adsorbed nanometer water layer when high salinity water is used. As a result, a large pressure gradi-
ent is required to mobilize the oil inside the pore and overcome the attractive surface forces between
the water-oil and water-solid interfaces. In the case of tailored water salinity, the oil/water/solid sys-
tem becomes more water-wet. The wetting film adhered to the solid is stable due to the repulsive
electric double layer force. Therefore, it takes a smaller pressure gradient to mobilize the oil droplet
inside the pore compared to high salinity water, which indicates that waterflooding efficiency in-
creases with tailored salinity water injection. The effect of solid roughness is studied.
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The novelty of the numerical method lies in efficiently capturing the nanoscale effect of the electric
double layer in DNS pore-scale multiphase flow. The new results shed light on the dynamics of smart
waterflooding at the pore level.
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Drops at the interface between a coupled free flow and a flow in a porous medium can significantly
influence the exchange of mass, momentum and energy between the two flow compartments.
A physically correct description of the transfer processes in and around the drops would require a
model on the pore-scale, while averaged macro-scale equations can be used to describe the free flow
and the flow in the porous medium.
Therefore, we develop a coupling concept which takes the drop-related pore-scale processes into
account by upscaling them to the macro-scale. The drops are modeled in a lower-dimensional inter-
face domain. This concept has already been applied to fractures in porous media [2] and allows the
storage of mass, momentum and energy within the interface.
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In the field of reservoir engineering, several solutions to equations that govern transport of fluids
in porous media have been developed. A solution to the diffusivity equation with infinite bound-
ary condition was first introduced into the industry by Everdingen and Hurst in 1949. Furthermore,
Carslaw and Jeagar in their book (conduction of heat in solids) also solved the diffusivity equation
for different boundary conditions. Unfortunately, all these solution are too complex and require a
lot of approximations and assumptions for most practical applications like well testing because they
involve infinite summation of Bessel and Exponential functions and this in turn reduces the accuracy
of their real life applications.
Therefore, this paper presents a novel method called Laplace-Differential Transform Method (LDTM),
which is suitable for obtaining very simple and excellently accurate solutions to equations that gov-
erns fluid transport in porous media. The results show that this technique is very effective, efficient
and convenient.
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Modeling of transport phenomena and pollutant degradation dur-
ing DBD discharge used for soil remediation
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Co-author(s): Christos Aggelopoulos 1 ; Skouras Eugene 1 ; Christos Tsakiroglou 1 ; Vasilis Burganos 1
1 Foundation for Research and Technology, Institute of Chemical Engineering Sciences
Corresponding Author(s): caggelop@iceht.forth.gr
A numerical simulator has been developed to model DBD plasma discharges that generate suitable
oxidation processes in the interior of a porous soil structure, as presented in Figure 1. This simulator
assesses the favorable pollutant (atrazine) degradation inside the soil structure, and examines the
transport phenomena inside this specific pore network. The complex phenomena that take place in
the reactor are spanned over two characteristic time scales. The first scale refers to plasma discharge
phenomena extended from a few nanoseconds up to the order of milliseconds, while the second one
refers to the momentum, mass, and thermal transport phenomena that take place at characteristic
timescales on the order of minutes. In the former scale, a 100-reaction model is formulated and the
resulting equations are solved numerically (using commercial CFD software) to assess the oxidized
species generation, as well as the electric power production, under specific DBD operating condi-
tions. For the transition from the micro-timescale (plasma phenomena) description to the macro-
timescale (transport phenomena), the species calculated at the micro-timescale are introduced as
source terms for the description of the degradation of the pollutant inside the soil porous structure.
In this study, the effect of the pore structure on the concentration of the oxidized species at the
micro-timescale is assessed by varying the pore volume. Furthermore, the effect of the heterogene-
ity of the pore structure is estimated by changing the characteristic dimensions of the soil grains.
In addition, the dielectric permittivity and thickness are investigated in order to optimize the reac-
tor characteristics under specific operation conditions. At the macro-timescale level, the transport
phenomena are monitored inside the pore geometry, initially assessing the degradation rate inside
a single pore, and then extending over a pore network. This pore-scale analysis offers the advan-
tage of understanding the degradation process from the level of a single pore up to a complex pore
network, avoiding the use of oversimplifying approximations, such as the Effective Medium Theory
(EMT). Experimental data of a similar DBD reactor setup for the atrazine degradation are used for
comparison with numerical results.
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Modeling Water Treatment by Capacitive Deionization Using Mul-
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Water desalination and wastewater purification by capacitive deionization is a fast-growing water
treatment technology. It is based on ion removal from feed-water through electrosorption in carbon
porous electrodes electrically insulated by a spacer and subject to a low voltage.
The process consists of two half-cycles. The first one, the desalination or ion removal stage, occurs
when the charged ions in the feedwater migrate to oppositely charged electrodes, where they are
electrostatically contained in electric double layers within carbon electrodes micropores. The second
half-cycle, the discharge stage, occurs when the ions are released from the fully charged electrodes
by short-circuiting them.
Whereas many capacitive deionization cell architectures exist in the literature, we focus in this work
on the two most common ones; the flow-by and the flow-through. In both cases, the cell is made
of two porous carbon electrodes separated by a permeable spacer. For the flow-by cell architecture,
the feedwater flows through the spacer. Hence, the macroscopic flow field and the electric field are
perpendicular. On the other hand, in the flow-through architecture, the feedwater flows through the
carbon electrodes macropores, and is thus parallel to the electric field. Each of the two architectures
presents advantages and drawbacks. Chiefly, while the flow-through cell enables the use of spacer of
reduced thickness resulting in more compact cells, it requires a higher pressure difference to induce
water flow compared to the flow-by architecture.
Several studies have focused on modeling and simulation of capacitive deionization processes; how-
ever, due to the high numerical costs of pore-scale simulations, the are typically restricted to the
macroscopic scale and were carried out using averaged models. In this work, a pore network model-
ing approach was adopted to perform pore-scale simulations at lower computational costs compared
to other continuum methods, while still focusing on the key impact of electrode structure. The de-
veloped multiphysics solver consists of three coupled algorithms solved iteratively. In the first and
second steps the flow problem and the Poisson equation for the electrostatic potential are solve,
respectively. The third step solves the Nernst-Planck equation for each of the ionic species using
the velocity and the potential fields produced by the two first steps. The sorption and desorption
occurring in the electrodes is modeled by means of a nonlinear source/sink term.
The developed solver scheme was used to study the adsorption and desorption of ions in the elec-
trodes micropores and a parametric study was performed to analyze the quantity of adsorbed ions
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as a function of the pore-scale parameters, which are easily adjusted in the pore network modeling
approach.
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Pore-scale investigation of the surface roughness impacts on re-
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The dissolution process of calcite mineral is vital in context of several fields i.e. drinking water,
CO2 storage in carbonate reservoirs, enhanced oil recovery from carbonate reservoirs etc. Confi-
dent assessment of these processes requires an understanding of the relationship between dissolu-
tion rate and surface area. Most often, these two are considered to be linearly related. However,
it has been found that dissolution rates calculated using specific surface area (SSA) based on BET
gas-adsorption methods are four orders of magnitude lower than the laboratory-measured batch-
reaction rate (Menke et al., 2014). BET-based rates account for the impact of surface roughness, but
with the assumption that each point at the surface is equally probable to react. It has been shown
at both molecular and pore scale that surface roughness not only increases the surface area but also
alters the overall reactivity of the surface (Fischer et al., 2014 and Jeschke et al., 2002). Consequently,
the concept of rate maps and rate spectra has been introduced in order to quantify the heterogeneity
of crystal surface reactivity (Fischer et al., 2012). Nevertheless, most of such work has been limited
to the respective scale, and not investigated the interplay between roughness, reactivity and hydro-
dynamics. In this study we aim to answer two questions:
1. What is the magnitude of the control of pore scale roughness on overall reactions rate?
2. How do molecular and pore scale roughness, reactivity and hydrodynamics inter-relate?
For the first question, we utilize a multi-component single pore model, in which pore-scale rough-
ness is defined with sinusoidal curves corresponding to a roughness factor β i.e. ratio of amplitude
and wavelength of the curve. We observe that in such converging-diverging pore geometries, recir-
culation zones develop in the trough part of the pore. In these zones, reaction products such as Ca
and CO3 ions get trapped. Their increasing concentrations negatively impact on dissolution reaction
rate. Consequently, the contribution of reaction rate of this point into overall average reaction rate
is lower compare to a point located at the crest part of the pore. This surface reaction rate hetero-
geneity along the pore wall eventually reflects into the relationship between surface area and the
average reaction rate. This impact is, however, a function of the flow rate and the roughness magni-
tude. Deeper the crest or higher the fluid velocity, the heterogeneity in the reaction rate increases
and the RSA based reaction rate has more deviation compare to SSA based reaction rate.
While investigating the impact of molecular scale roughness, which is defined by the distribution
of different structural sites, the hydrodynamic impacts have thus far been neglected. The derived
reaction rate variability across surface is solely a function of density of these different surface sites
and molecular dynamics’ processes such as diffusion and water exchange kinetics. The assump-
tion of a uniform diffusion boundary layer can be valid at the start of dissolution of calcite surface.
We aim to investigate the validity of this assumption through the long-duration of the dissolution
course.
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Fracture-matrix flow interaction characterizations using a temporo-
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Corresponding Author(s): mahkami@ethz.ch
In reservoir applications, such as groundwater management, waste geological disposal, and geother-
mal energy utilization in particular Engineered Geothermal Systems, a fractured reservoir is often
considered to be an interacting double-continuum medium, where open fractures contribute high
permeabilities and rock matrix bears low permeability. In such a medium, mass and energy are con-
sidered to be transported mainly through the fracture networks. In contrast, the heat is retained
in the rock matrices. Therefore, the efficiency of heat extraction during geothermal applications
largely depends on the fracture-matrix flow interactions. Several physical models (e.g., the flow
transfer function (Kazemi et al., 1976; Lu et al., 2008; Abushaikha and Gosselin, 2008)) have been
proposed in order to describe the fluid flow interactions between fractures and rock matrices. How-
ever, validation of these models requires laboratory experimental observations.
Here we present an experimental study on analysis of fracture-matrix flow interactions in a 3D-
printed fractured porous medium. The 3D-printed medium consists of well-defined heterogeneities,
i.e. two porous matrices with two different pore sizes and one dead-end and one flow-through
fracture in each matrix. The interaction analysis takes the two-dimensional velocity field, which
is delineated using a temporo-ensemble Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) method (Ahkami et al.,
2018). This temporo-ensemble PIV method is capable of reducing the interrogation window down to
a single pixel. Such small interrogation windows enable resolving velocity fields in micro structures,
while still capturing the flow in larger features, such as fractures with a much smaller overall pixel
number
The fracture-matrix flow interaction of this study focuses on the fluid flow field of each matrix and
embedded fractures. The velocity analyses suggest that the effect of fracture geometry and back-
ground matrices on fracture-matrix interactions can be quantified by the longitudinal and lateral
components of the velocities in fractures. Comparisons of lateral and longitudinal velocities between
different regions indicate that the background matrices have a significant effect on fracture-matrix
flow interactions, which can dominate over the effect of fracture geometry. These results should
facilitate the calibration of numerical simulations on fracture-matrix flow interactions in fractured
porous media.
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The modeling of the drying process in porous media has been a subject of research for decades. For
this purpose, the classical continuum-scale model 1 is widely developed and used in many environ-
mental and engineering applications. This model requires (effective) parameters which depend on
the local saturation. These parameters are often obtained from tedious experiments. Very recently,
a new method was proposed to extract these parameters from numerical pore network simulations
[2]. In this method the entire computational domain is artificially cut into local slices (volumes)
such that each slice may contain hundreds of pores. In fact, each slice represents the local element
of the one-dimensional continuum model and the averaged values of the parameters are obtained
at the scale of these local averaging volumes. The values of parameters are thus calculated in all
slices during the drying process. The parameters, which depend only on the local saturation, are
fed into the one-equation continuum model [2]. The most interesting outcome in [2] was the obser-
vation of a non-local equilibrium (NLE) effect, meaning that the equilibrium condition of the vapor
is established at the meniscus scale, not at the scale of the local averaging volume. In this work,
we push our previous work forward and thus develop a two-equation NLE continuum model that
accounts for the liquid and vapor transport coupled by a source/sink term. As a first step, we chose
a limiting case of immobile liquid phase, where liquid is distributed as isolated clusters in the entire
porous medium, neglecting the capillary pumping in the liquid phase. This regime corresponds to
the last drying period, where the mass transport is dominated by vapor diffusion. In order to solve
the two-equation NLE model, the effective vapor diffusivity and the specific interfacial area (both
are functions of the local saturation), as well as the mass exchange coefficient are required. These
parameters are determined from the pore network simulations. The solution of the two-equation
model reveals that the non-local equilibrium effect can be simulated with a reasonable degree of
accuracy. The source/sink term successfully captures the non-equilibrium mass transfer at the local
scale. The model can independently reproduce drying kinetics, which was not possible with the
previous one-equation continuum model. The effective vapor diffusivity in the unsaturated region
of the pore network is formulated with an expression which depends on the dimensions of pores
(radius and length), the pore-scale binary diffusion coefficient and the network porosity. Our next
step is to move towards further extension of the NLE continuum model in order to simulate the dry-
ing process in a more resolute and comprehensive manner, i.e. not only when the liquid is present
under the form of small disconnected clusters (last period of drying) but also when liquid clusters
spans the entire network (first and second drying periods).
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We develop in this paper adaptive iterative coupling schemes for the Biot system modeling cou-
pled flow and geomechanics in a poro-elastic medium. We particularly consider the space-time
formulation of the fixed-stress iterative scheme, in which we first solve the problem of flow over
the whole space-time interval, then exchanging the space-time information for solving the problem
of mechanics. Two common discretizations of this algorithm is then introduced based on two cou-
pled mixed finite elements methods in-space and the backward Euler scheme in-time. Therefrom,
adaptive fixed-stress algorithms are build on conforming reconstructions of the pressure and dis-
placement together with equilibrated flux and stresses reconstructions delivering a posteriori error
estimate distinguishing the different error components, namely the spatial discretization, the tem-
poral discretization, and the fixed-stress iteration components. Precisely, at the iteration k ≥ 1 of
the adaptive algorithm, we prove that our estimate gives a guaranteed and fully computable upper
bound on the energy-type error measuring the differences between the exact and the approximate
pressure and displacement. These error components are efficiently used to design adaptive and
multiscale time-stepping strategy and adaptive stopping criteria for the aforementioned fixed-stress
algorithms. Numerical experiments illustrate the efficiency of our estimates and the performance of
the adaptive iterative coupling algorithms.
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Pervious concrete is a sustainable pavement material that helps revive the natural hydrologic func-
tions in urban watershed. One of its main characteristics is its pore structure, which influences its
capacity to infiltrate stormwater through its layers. The objective of the present study is to utilize
an image processing technique in order to determine the porosity of pervious concrete. 25mm slices
from 20 different pervious concrete mixtures were obtained and scanned at 1200 dpi resolution. Us-
ing ImageJ software, the 2D scanned images were scaled, cropped, thresholded, and analyzed. The
estimated porosity is the area fraction extracted from the pore structure analysis. From the results
of image analysis, it was found out that the addition of fine aggregates result to a lower porosity for
most test cases. Similar trend was observed when the cement-aggregate ratio was increased.
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Liquids entrapped within a structured solid begin to exhibit unique behaviors often providing the sur-
rounding material with unprecedented properties. Recently we have developed two award-winning
materials platforms (R&D 100 awards in 2012 and 2013), both based on the infusion of a liquid into
a porous substrate. First, we introduced a new strategy to create self-healing, anti-fouling materials
(so-called Slippery, Lubricant-Infused Porous Surfaces, or SLIPS) that outperform state-of-the-art
materials in their ability to resist ice and microbial adhesion and repel various simple and complex
liquids. Second, we pioneered a technique for patterning 3D photonic crystals, generating com-
plex wettability patterns, and illustrated multilevel encryption, with selective decoding by specific
liquids, so-called Watermark Ink, or W-INK. Generalized, low-cost, and scalable methods to man-
ufacture SLIPS and W-Ink on glass, ceramics, polymers, fabrics and metals will be presented. We
anticipate that slippery surfaces can find important applications as antifouling materials in medicine,
construction, fluid handling and transportation, while chemically patterned photonic structures can
serve as colorimetric indicators for liquids, used in encryption and anti-tampering applications, and
provide a novel platform for efficient catalytic materials.
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Direct Numerical Simulations on Mixed-Wet Carbonates: A Com-prehensive Workflow from Experiments to Simulations
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We present direct multiphase numerical simulations on micro-CT images of a mixed-wet reservoir
carbonate. Our objectives are 1) to accurately model multiphase flow in a mixed-wet rock incorpo-
rating experimentally measured contact angles and 2) to study the impact of enhanced oil recovery
(EOR) applications on the microscopic sweep efficiency using direct numerical simulations.
We used a water-flooding experiment of Alhammadi et al. (2017) in which the fluid configuration
after water-flooding was imaged using a micro-CT. Direct numerical simulations were performed
on a pore structure obtained from segmented micro-CT images using the two-phase colour gradient
lattice Boltzmann method. In the experiment, the wettability of the sample was altered to a mixed-
wet state by aging the sample at subsurface conditions using crude oil from the same reservoir. The
mixed-wettability was confirmed by a range of in situ contact angles measured by an automated
algorithm from AlRatrout et al. (2017). Using a wetting boundary condition presented in Akai et al.
(2018), the measured contact angles were employed in our simulations. We demonstrate how to use
measured contact angle data to improve the predictability of direct numerical simulations, highlight-
ing the difference between the contact angle required for the simulation of dynamic displacement
process and the contact angle measured at equilibrium after water-flooding through the comparison
between the simulations and experiment.
Furthermore, a well-calibrated simulation model to the water-flooding experiment was then used to
study the impact of three EOR schemes on the microscopic displacement efficiency: low salinity wa-
ter flooding, surfactant flooding and polymer flooding. Taking the well-calibrated simulation model
as a base case, rock and/or fluid properties were changed to mimic these EOR schemes. Additional
oil recovery by these EORs were quantitatively evaluated by comparing the remaining oil saturation
of EOR cases to that of the base case. As a result, surfactant flooding showed the highest impact on
microscopic displacement efficiency, while the impact of polymer flooding was not significant in our
case. In addition, we investigated the mechanisms of the additional oil recovery at the pore-scale,
through the analysis of location of remaining oil as a function of pore sizes and as a function of
distance from pore walls.
Overall, we demonstrate a comprehensive workflow for pore-scale modelling from experiments to
simulations to better understand water-flooding and EOR processes at the pore-scale.
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A key challenge associated with desalination is inorganic scaling/clogging. These scales deposit
on the thin membrane surface, decreasing the performance of Reverse Osmosis (RO) desalination
plants. It is common practice to use the fouling rates, indices and prediction models that have been
developed in this field. However, inconsistency arise when field measurements are compared with
model predictions making these techniques ineffective in mitigating and controlling industrial scale
clogging.
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Research on the subject has been mostly restricted to individual or ideal solutions with well-controlled
operating conditions. However, this fails to mimic the complex water chemistries and operating con-
ditions found in RO plants. This project seeks to understand scaling of different water chemistries
and the subsequent precipitation on membrane surfaces. The goal is to model inorganic scaling of
RO membranes under industrial scale operating conditions and validate the model developed by
history matching real field data from a RO desalination plant.
A combination of experimental analysis and mathematical modelling is being used in the analy-
sis. As a first step towards quantifying the effects of complex water chemistries, an experimental
study was conducted with mixed salt solution simulating the molar ratio found in natural waters.
The experiments demonstrated co-precipitation of more than one type of inorganic scale, which is
consistent with what is typically observed in RO operations. A mathematical model is currently
being developed to describe the formation of the scales and subsequent co-precipitation observed
experimentally.
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Microbially induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a technology touted for the stabi-
lization of porous media such as soils, sealing of leaky wells and the remediation of contaminants
in water and soil. The application in the deeper subsurface might occur at elevated temperatures
and the most commonly used organism Sporosarcina pasteurii does not appear to grow reliably at
temperatures above approximately 40℃. However, it has been demonstrated that urease can remain
active at elevated temperatures and hence, we assessed the kinetics and thermal stability of urease
produced by S. pasteurii over a temperature range from 20 to 80℃. It was observed by us that the
enzyme half-life decreases with increasing temperature while enzyme activity increases; when both,
enzyme inactivation and activity, are considered, 60℃ was determined to be the optimal temper-
ature for the ureolysis reaction over a 2-hour reference timeframe, which is deemed relevant for
field deployment. We have developed a method to produce urease using S. pasteurii, thermally inac-
tivate it and make it available for enzyme-induced calcium carbonate mineral precipitation (EICP)
technology implementation in the field. Column studies demonstrating the successful use of S. pas-
teurii-produced enzyme for the consolidation of porous media will be presented.
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Insight into Influence of Crossflow in layered Sandstone porous
media during Miscible and Immiscible CO2 WAG Flooding
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2 Private researcher
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For the layered system, cross-flow is one of the mechanisms for recovery enhancement during an
IOR/EOR process. Thus, the results from this paper are very important to overcome the current
challenges in capturing the importance of cross-flow influence as well as mitigating the effect of
geological uncertainties on current and future IOR/EOR projects.
This manuscript presents the results of an experimental investigation into the effect of cross-flow
on ultimate oil recovery during miscible and immiscible CO2 WAG flooding in layered sandstone
porous media. A manufactured core sample constructed by attaching two half-cylindrical homoge-
neous natural sandstone plugs of different permeabilities. The core flooding tests using n-Decane
Synthetic brine CO2 were conducted at a constant temperature of 343 K and under two different
pressure conditions, namely, 9.6 MPa and 17.23 MPa to attain both immiscible and miscible condi-
tions, respectively.
The results indicated that cross-flow in the layered sample has a negative impact on the ultimate
oil recovery (i.e. decreasing oil recovery factor). The degree of heterogeneity seems to strongly
influence the effectiveness of cross-flow during CO2 EOR with the oil recovery decreases as the per-
meability ratio (PR) between the two half plugs included in every samples increase. For instance,
during miscible CO2 WAG flooding, a decrease in incremental oil recoveries from 3.3% to 11.3% and
eventually to only 4.8% occurred when the permeability ratios were increased from 2.5 to 5 and
12.5, respectively. Similarly, during immiscible displacement, the recorded oil recoveries were 6.1%,
6.9% and 4.7% reflecting the same increases in permeability ratios as above. These results revealed
that cross-flow works against the influence of the dominant active forces. For instance, in non-
communicating layers, the dominance of viscous forces prevailed while there is a preferential flow
path exists in flow in communicating layers. However, with increasing permeability ratio a consider-
able channelling of CO2 into the high permeability layer leaving the low permeability layer touched
partially, implying that heterogeneity in vertical direction indeed significantly affects remaining oil
saturations, thus oil recovery.
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Immediate release tablets are one of the most common and convenient ways of drug delivery to
the patient. The overall microstructure of the tablet influences the hydration of such formulations
and hence affects the disintegration time and the release of the active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs) in the body. The disintegration mechanisms of these drug products are complex and poorly
understood due to the limitation of the appropriate characterisation techniques 1. Terahertz time-
domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and terahertz pulsed imaging (TPI) techniques were used as a new
method to measure fast disintegrating tablets and provide a quantitative analysis of the results to
understand better the disintegration process. The terahertz techniques are concerned with charac-
terising the properties of materials using electromagnetic radiation in the frequency range of 0.1-
6 THz [2]. Functionalised calcium carbonate (FCC) based tablets with porosities of 45% and 60%
and microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) based tablets with porosities of 25% and 10% with two differ-
ent APIs, theophylline and paracetamol, were used for the terahertz measurements. TPI was able
to study the liquid penetration and swelling of the tablets with different porosities upon contact
with the dissolution medium. The total duration for the water to fully hydrate the tablet is less for
the FCC and MCC tablets with the higher porosity compared to the tablets with the lower porosity.
THz-TDS and TPI are useful tools for studying the immediate release tablets and fast disintegrating
tablets in particular. Investigating the effect of the microstructure characteristics on the liquid pen-
etration and swelling kinetics is important for a better understanding of the disintegration process
and in turn controlling the quality and improving the development and performance of the drug in
the body.
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Fractures and high permeability zones in oil bearing formations can greatly complicate oil recovery
by creating preferential flow paths which can lead to reduced recovery and the contamination of wa-
ter supplies. Microbially induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a technology capable of
modifying the permeability of such zones, wherein ureolytic microbes catalyze the precipitation of
calcium carbonate 1. In deep wells, however, the high temperatures cause rapid inactivation of the
necessary urease enzyme. Fortunately, urea hydrolysis also occurs spontaneously at temperatures
above approximately 100oC. Thus, thermally induced calcium carbonate precipitation (TICP) is pos-
sible for deep wells, such as those in the Bakken fields of North Dakota. While previous researchers
have studied TICP as a sealing method, their experiments focused on the reaction in deionized (DI)
water. Therefore, the existing models might not be adequate for environmental conditions. Bakken
water in particular can have very high concentrations of various ions, including Ca2+ and Na+. (21
g/L and 81 g/L, respectively).
In this study, TICP kinetic studies were performed in Bakken and DI water at 130oC to assess the
influence of dissolved salts on the ureolysis rate and subsequent precipitation of calcium carbonate.
Our data show that ureolysis (and therefore TICP) proceeds at a much slower rate in Bakken water
than in DI water. Approximating the reaction as first-order, the ureolysis rate constants were calcu-
lated to be 0.028 h-1 in the Bakken water versus 0.14 h-1 in DI water (when urea was the only added
solute). High concentrations of calcium had been previously observed to slow the rate of ureolysis,
therefore the rate difference was postulated to be due to the native calcium in the Bakken water.
In follow-up experiments which controlled for calcium concentration, Bakken water samples still
showed a significantly slower reaction rate. Under equimolar conditions (1 M urea and 1 M Ca2+)
the first order rate constants were estimated at 0.028 h-1 in Bakken water versus 0.043 h-1 in DI
water. This discrepancy may be due to the high ionic strength of the Bakken water, for which the
effect on activity is not accounted for in concentration-based kinetics models.
The results of these experiments suggest that while the Bakken oilfields will be more time-consuming
to seal than earlier laboratory models would predict, TICP might be a viable option for deep zones
where microbially or enzymatically induced calcium carbonate precipitation is impossible due to the
elevated temperatures.
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We assess scaling of the probability density of equivalent hydraulic conductivity of a fractured rock
system. We do so upon considering jointly data from an outcrop of a fractured system and their
increments evaluated between two points separated by a given distance (or lag). The study is set
in the context of a geostatistical framework which has enabled us to quantify seemingly random
spatial variations of environmentally relevant quantities such as rock mineral content, permeability,
or porosity. While traditional approaches rely on a view of such quantities as multivariate Gaussian
random functions characterized by well-defined spatial correlation scales, there are evidences docu-
menting that many spatially varying hydrologic (and other) quantities exhibit non-Gaussian behav-
ior over a variety of (spatial and/or temporal) scales. In this context, quantities such as log hydraulic
conductivity and their spatial increments are known to be generally non-Gaussian. Documented
evidences of such behavior include symmetry of increment distributions at all separation scales (or
lags) between incremental values of the given (hydrological) quantity of interest, with sharp peaks
and heavy tails that appear to decay as lag increases. These and other aspects of statistical scaling
are manifest in porous as well as fractured media characterized by either one or a hierarchy of spatial
correlation scales. We illustrate typical aspects of such scalable non-Gaussian behavior upon relying
on data collected across a natural outcrop of a fractured system. Our data-set comprises aperture,
spacing, orientation, and persistency of fractures which are categorized into a collection of families.
Spatial distributions of directional equivalent conductivities are evaluated at two differing observa-
tion scales/windows across the investigated domain. These data and their increments evaluated at a
set of lags are then subject to statistical analysis. They are interpreted through a recent generalized
sub-Gaussian theoretical model that captures scaling behavioral aspects in a comprehensive manner.
Major results of the study include: (i) an accessible high-quality dataset; and (ii) the assessment of
the ability of the considered generalized sub-Gaussian model to characterize the observed statistical
scaling features displayed by sample statistics.
Keywords: equivalent hydraulic conductivity, fractured reservoir, geostatistics, scaling, Generalized
Sub-Gaussian model.
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Conventional ground improvement techniques are energy intensive, highly invasive and require
the introduction of environmentally damaging chemicals or carbon intensive materials. There is a
clear need for the development of sustainable, low-carbon technologies for ground improvement.
Over the past decade, geotechnical engineers have started to consider biological-based solutions
including engineered vegetation/plant root systems, the use of biopolymers, and more recently, bio-
mineralisation (bio-clogging and bio-cementation) for ground improvement. This has resulted in the
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creation of the sub-discipline of biogeotechnics, with the overarching aim of ‘engineering nature’ to
create sustainable geo-structures.
We present here results from investigations of a novel bio-geotechnical technique involving the use
of fungal hyphae to mitigate surface erosion. Fungal hyphae (long filamentous branches) are known
to contribute to soil aggregation and soil hydrophobicity. This study evaluates the influence of dif-
ferent fungal species and treatment strategies on soil erodibility. Sterile sandy soils amended with
known quantities of organic matter were placed in a mould, inoculated with fungal spores of differ-
ent species (including Pleurotus ostreatus and Trichoderma reesei) and placed in incubators to grow
at 25℃. JET tests were performed on treated and untreated specimens with periods of incubation up
to 9 weeks to determine erosion parameters: erodibility coefficient, Kd and critical stress, τc as well
as volume of soil eroded. Results show that fungal hyphae significantly reduced the erodibility of the
soil. Erodibility is shown to be dependent on the method of inoculation, growth period and nature
of hyphal growth obtained. Erosion resistance of fungal treated soils could be further improved by
optimising and enhancing growth techniques.
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The key parameters describing multiphase flow in porous media are relative permeability and cap-
illary pressure. In this study we use X-ray microtomography combined with high-pressure high-
temperature flow apparatus to conduct co-injection of crude oil and formation brine simultaneously
in a mixed-wet reservoir carbonate while measuring the pressure drop. We are therefore able to
measure relative permeability and the pore-scale arrangement of fluids simultaneously.
We use a carbonate rock sample extracted from a very large producing oil field from the Middle East
saturated with crude oil and formation brine from the same reservoir. The sample was dynamically
aged at 10 MPa and 80 ℃ to establish the mixed-wettability conditions known to exist in hydrocar-
bon reservoirs (Alhammadi et al., 2017). After completing the aging process, eight water fractional
flows were injected (fw = 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.85, 0.95, 1). The relative permeability was measured
from the water saturation obtained on the segmented X-ray images (each image is 10 billion voxels)
and pressure drop from pressure transducer readings. A high concentration of potassium iodide (30
weight %) was used as a dopant in the formation brine to resolve the brine in the sub-resolution pores.
To this end, differential imaging was applied to accurately quantify brine saturation in macro-pores
and micro-pores.
The mixed-wettability conditions of the rock were quantified using an automated contact angle
method (AlRatrout et al., 2017). The carbonate rock found to be mostly weakly oil-wet with a con-
tact angle distribution of 119° ± 18° from 194,000 points. In oil-wet pores the brine was found in the
centre of the pores and oil was present in layers. In contrast, in water-wet pores, the brine was in
small crevices and pore corners. Oil layers helped maintain oil connectivity, leading to favourable
waterflood recovery. This has important implications on improved oil recovery and, potentially, on
carbon storage. In future, the measured relative permeability and pore-scale fluid distribution could
be used to benchmark and validate pore-scale models.
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Asphaltene -the cholesterol of crude oil- may negatively affect the oil and gas industry in terms
of production, processing, transportation, economic, and environmental aspects. To obtain a com-
prehensive understanding of asphaltene and its behaviours, a variety of thermodynamic equations
of state (EOSs), particularly cubic-plus-association (CPA) and perturbed-chain statistical associat-
ing fluid theory (PC-SAFT) are used in this research work to investigate the effect of pressure and
solvent ratio on the precipitation phenomena. Association property of asphaltene leads to precipi-
tation and deposition of asphaltene. These two EOSs are able to accurately determine the amount
of asphaltene precipitation on the basis of physical properties and association term, where saturate,
aromatic, resin, and asphaltene (SARA) analysis in the form of solubility fractions, are the input data
to the model. Based on the research output, a good agreement between the modelling results and
real data is noticed. Moreover, a single phase two dimensional lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) in
conjunction with multi-relaxation time collision operator is implemented to simulate permeability
impairment due to asphaltene deposition. A pressure drop and different solvent flow rates were
imposed to obtain asphaltene deposition. The permeability impairment was modelled in different
rates of solvent injection. According to the output of this study, the introduced model (the ther-
modynamic approach in conjunction with LBM) offers a good strategy to assess the permeability
impairment due to asphaltene deposition. It was shown that a decrease in permeability at higher
flow rates is expected due to higher deposition of asphaltene.
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The electrokinetic transport mechanisms of multi-species ions through 3D nanoporous membranes
with chemical reaction at the solid-aqueous solution interfaces are investigated. We systematically
study the multi-physics transport phenomena by considering either inhomogeneous (locally charged
based on local solution pH and ion concentrations) or prescribed homogeneous surface charge at
solid-aqueous solution interface while the pores are screened via electric double layers. To this aim,
a lattice Boltzmann numerical framework is developed to solve the set of coupled multi-physico-
chemical governing equations (PNP+NS). Our modeling results reveal that averaged electric poten-
tial of the membrane is greatly underestimated (about 83%) when the locally acquired surface charge
in pores of the membrane is ignored. It is shown that increasing the porosity of the membrane consid-
erably increases the absolute values and inhomogeneity of the surface charge. The averaging of the
ion concentrations over membrane cross-sections uncovers an internal ion depletion by approaching
toward the outlet which resembles the reverse osmosis phenomenon. The streaming and electrical
conductivity of nanoporous membrane exhibit a nonlinear behavior with porosity. Moreover, the
electrical conductivity demonstrates limiting and over limiting-like regimes with the variation of
the porosity.
Charged porous membranes and ion-selective nanochannels have attracted numerous interests in re-
cent decades owing to their ever-increasing applications for water desalination [1-5], pre-concentration
of species in micro- and nanochannels [6, 7], power generation via reverse electrodialysis [8], molec-
ular sorting, separations, and sensing [9-12]. A crucial common factor among these applications is
the presence of surface charge at the membrane-aqueous solution interface (Fig. 2.1). For instance,
this charge plays a substantial role in the ion selectivity feature of the ion exchange membranes (IEM)
[13-16]. Understanding the physics underlying of the charge acquiring and ion transport through
mechanisms these membranes paves the way for improvements in water treatment and biological-
related technologies.
It is well-understood that a membrane could be locally charged by the chemical reactions of the
solid surface (i.e. silica) with the aqueous solution. The local solution pH, temperature, and ion
concentration (thermos-chemical properties) determine the final acquired surface charge [17]. Mod-
eling the electrokinetic transport phenomena through electrically charged nanoporous membranes
is challenging due to three main difficulties. Firstly, the complex geometry of the membrane which
brings such a great complexity to the governing equations. Essentially, the manufacturing process
of the nanoporous membranes makes randomly oriented pores with various pore size distribution
which cannot be easily manipulated [11]. Secondly, obtaining the local surface charge based on the
local solution thermo-chemical properties which postures as a main bottleneck. Finally, the thick-
ness of the electric double layer (EDL) within the pores of the membrane. The thickness of the
EDL in comparison with the representative pore size of the nanoporous membrane has a key role
in electrokinetic transport phenomena. For instance, when the thickness of the EDL is compara-
tive with the pore size (or even larger), the whole pore space would be electrically charged. This
means that the ion selectivity of the nanoporous membrane is significantly enhanced. However, the
conventional theories which lied on the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation are failed to predict the
behavior of the nanoporous membrane for when the pores are screened via the EDLs. For sake of
simplicity, the previous works tried to model ion transport through homogeneously charged nan-
otubes and nanochannels [18-21] or structured straight nanochannels [22]. Moreover, except a few
studies which relaxed the assumption related to the thickness of the EDL [18, 19, 21, 23, 24], the
majority of the literatures investigated the ion transport under the assumption of thin double layer
thickness; where and denote the reverse of Debye length and the average radius or height of the
nanopores, respectively [25-28]. In this relation, denotes the vacuum electrical permittivity, the rel-
ative permittivity of the solution to the vacuum, the Boltzmann constant, the elementary charge
of the electron, the number density of the bulk ions, and the absolute temperature of the solution.
The assumption of the thin double layer lets us use the electroosmotic velocity at the edge of the
diffuse layer and as a result, one can ignore the presence of the EDL. This assumption justifies the
employing of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation instead of the complex advection-diffusion (Nernst-
Planck) equation. Only a few studies in history tried to tackle the electrokinetic transport through
the porous membranes under the thick double layer conditions (e.g. [29, 30]).
Evidently, the surface charge within a complex geometry like nanoporous membrane could not be
considered as homogeneous, namely, constant surface charge medium. Essentially, the surface
charge heterogeneity within the nanoporous membrane arises from the local solution properties
(pH, ion concentration) or even chemically or structurally inhomogeneity in solid surfaces which
are in contact with the solution.
Despite the aforementioned attempts, one can deduce that two main bottlenecks have not been tack-
led yet: taking into account the effects of the inhomogeneous structure of the real nanoporous mem-
brane on the electrokinetic transport mechanisms and the local surface charge in the pores due to the
local pH and ion concentration. For understanding the physics underlies ion transport mechanism
through the charged nanoporous membranes, one has to solve the coupled Poisson, Nernst-Planck,
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and Navier-Stokes equations within a randomly-generated nanoporous membrane. By utilizing a
randomly-generated porous medium, Wang and Chen [31] investigated the electro-osmosis in a ho-
mogeneously charged porous medium. Recently Zhang and Wang [25] studied the ion transport
through the inhomogeneously charged randomly-generated porous medium by the aid of a simple
1-pK model [32] for very thin electric double layers ( ). In their work, the effect of the thin electric
double layer has been introduced to the hydrodynamic equations by considering a slip velocity based
on the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski classical equation [33].
In this paper, for the first time, we conduct a pore-scale study of the nonlinear electrokinetic trans-
port phenomena for a 3D randomly-generated nanoporous membrane which acquires local surface
charge due to chemical adsorption of the ions. Regarding the local surface charge, a representative
bulk layer (RBL) model [17] has been recently introduced to take into account not only the effects of
the electric double layers (EDLs) interaction (overlapped EDLs regime) but also the complex geome-
try of the randomly-generated nanoporous membrane. Introducing the obtained local zeta potential
to the Poisson’s equation coupled with the Nernst-Planck and Navier-Stokes equations enables us
to study the electroosmotic permeability and tortuosity for inhomogeneously charged nanoporous
membrane with overlapped EDLs. It is noteworthy that, although in the present contribution we
do not consider the inhomogeneity of surface chemical properties (i.e. pure silica), the proposed
numerical framework can be simply extended to consider the chemical inhomogeneity within the
synthesized nanoporous membrane. In terms of the electrokinetic conductivity of the nanoporous
membrane, we obtained the total streaming and electrical conductance of the nanoporous membrane
as a function of the porosity and compared with when the membrane is assumed to be homoge-
neously charged.
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The accurate coupling of geomechanics and flow in poroelastic media plays an important role in
modeling surface subsidence, reservoir production, ground water remediation, hydraulic fracturing,
and CO2 sequestration. In addition, such an accurate and precise coupling is needed for uncertainty
quantification in applications incorporating geomechanical parameters. Since fractures have signif-
icant effects on reservoir flow profiles, incorporating a realistic model for fractures when studying
the coupled geomechanics and flow problem is a must. The main objective of this work is to estab-
lish the convergence of an adaptation of the fixed-stress split coupling scheme (for coupling flow
with geomechanics) in fractured heterogeneous poro-elastic media. In our approach, fractures are
modeled as possibly non-planar interfaces, and the flow in the fracture is described by a lubrication
type system 1. The flow in the reservoir matrix and in the fracture are coupled to the geomechan-
ics model through a fixed-stress split coupling scheme, in which mass balance equations (for both
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flow in the matrix, and in the fracture) are augmented with fixed-stress split regularization terms.
The convergence proof, based on a Banach contraction argument, shall determine the appropriate
values of these regularization terms, which ensure the convergence of the coupling scheme in hetero-
geneous media. Geometric convergence to the unique solution of the system follows immediately
as the sequence of iterates represents a convergent Cauchy sequence. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time in literature a rigorous convergence result is established for coupling flow with
geomechanics in fractured heterogeneous poroelastic media.
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Understanding the mean and turbulent flow structures existent within pore spaces is important in a
wide variety of engineering fields as mechanical, chemical, oilfield, environmental, geological among
others. For example, network modeling is making progress towards predictive capabilities and ab-
solute and relative permeability, among other flow-based characteristics, are required for static and
dynamic oil-field modeling. In this sense, when high inertial effects drive the flow displacement in
porous media, the values of permeability should be corrected by introducing non-linear terms in the
pressure gradient (Forchheimer relation). Thus adequate predictions of flow turbulence are impor-
tant. For its capabilities and reasonable computational requirements, the Reynolds Average Navier
Stokes (RANS) based turbulence models are extensively used in the engineering fields to account
for turbulence at macro-scale. However, at micro-scale, a complete assessment of the particular
strengths and weaknesses of the RANS models has not been performed under the same framework,
and it is important, as the theoretical basis of such models obeys to deep physical assumptions. Ac-
cordingly, this work presents an evaluation the Low-Re (Yangh-Shi, Lam-Bremhorst and Launder-
Sharma) and the classic (Standard k-ε, RNG, Realizable and k-ω) RANS based turbulence models in
pore domains defined by periodic arrangements of squares and circles. The Reynolds number (Re)
was varied from 100 – 40000 and the porosity φ was fixed to 0.3. The grids were built in 2d domains,
using triangular cells, as this kind of elements are especially suited to map complex geometries, as
those required to represent realistic scenarios. Grid independence analysis was completed, and the
validation was made by comparing turbulence kinetic energy (TKE), dissipation rate (ε) and pressure
gradients with experimental data and other numerical studies reported in the literature. Results show
the existence of a critical Re where all models predictions are independent of Re. Strong differences
in the TKE and ε predictions were found for the Low-Re models below such critical Re, suggesting
the existence of a strong flow transition, and peculiar flow patterns.
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We have developed a novel payload delivery technique to transport nanoparticles deep into geo-
logical formations. Such nanoparticles are useful for facilitating oxidation of organic phases, such
as crude-oil, and enabling gas-phase reactions. Flow rate, solution ionic strength, particle surface
charge, pH, and the interaction with inorganic colloids, among other factors, affect the mobility
of nanoparticles (Petosa et al., 2012; Heidmann, 2013). The number of variables makes it difficult to
predict how particles will respond to a complex hydrocarbon reservoir environment, and for most ap-
plications, this understanding is critical for maintaining the nanoparticle size distribution necessary
for success. While the size of primary nanoparticles improves their transportability, it also makes
them susceptible to agglomeration as a result of increased attractive van der Waals (vdW) forces.
This can lead to premature settling, pore plugging, and a subsequent critical loss in the available ac-
tive surface area. Our technique decreases particle interactions with other elements in the reservoir
by providing a protective microcapsule that releases nanocatalysts at specified conditions (e.g., tem-
perature). The capsules are the dispersed phase of an oil-in-water emulsion and move through water
pathways in the porous medium. We use an established empirical formulation to manage and plan
for different reservoir conditions that affect capsule stability and visualize pore-scale nanoparticle
delivery using microfluidic devices with representative sandstone pore network patterns.
Here, we report fundamental colloidal calculations, corrected for size, quantify particle-particle in-
teractions experimentally, and observe payload delivery using experimental microfluidics. We show
that Lifshitz and Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory are useful to screen poten-
tial encapsulating mediums to limit interparticle interaction within the capsules. These calculations
provide insight into the relative strength of net attractive/repulsive forces of particles in different
solvents. Zeta potential and dynamic light scattering measurements presented quantify these inter-
actions in the colloidal system by computing the effective surface charge of particles and the associ-
ated mean size, respectively. Our microfluidics results show that delivery occurs by destabilizing the
emulsion at temperatures near or slightly greater than formation temperature. Once the emulsion
breaks, particles move freely in a continuous oil phase and mix with the in-situ crude. Moreover, we
show that an essential benefit is that the temperature that triggers the release is tunable to reservoir
conditions with the appropriate choice of solvent, surfactant, and fluid ratio. Our work also leads us
to believe that in the absence of an easily accessible crude-oil phase, particles will deposit on grains
or clay minerals at or above the saturation temperature of the encapsulating medium.
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A novel and an efficient method, adaptive numerical homogenization, is used for modeling of flow
and transport in the heterogeneous porous media 1. The key component of method is a selection of
appropriate adaptivity criteria to achieve better accuracy of simulation. In the flow, the traditional
error indicator relies on pressure error indicator, however, most of the previous studies do not take
into account velocity error in the adaptivity strategy. The velocity plays important role in the cou-
pling flow and transport problems.
We investigate a posteriori error estimator for the Darcy flow using Enhanced Velocity Mixed FEM
[2]. We show the error indicators for pressure error and velocity error. Residual-based error indica-
tor and implicit error indicator will be derived theoretically and will be demonstrated numerically.
In the implicit error analysis, we used the post-processing of pressure from [3] to achieve better in-
dicator of flux. The residual estimators are better indicators for pressure error in the incompressible
flow. Moreover, we show the advantages of the implicit error estimators with postprocessing in the
detection of velocity error numerically. Numerical experiments are also presented. The proposed in-
dicators can be successfully used for a number of adaptive methods with Enhanced Velocity scheme
in subsurface simulations.
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Dissolution coefficient of non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL) is one of the most important parameters
in predicting the transport in porous media for contaminant removal from the aquifers. A multiscale
(pore-to-continuum) numerical method is developed in which the dissolution coefficient has been
derived from pore scale physics for heterogeneous pore network models. The method replaces the
need to use commonly applied empirical correlations for dissolution coefficient. To this end, a three-
dimensional pore-scale model is developed to simulate interphase mass transfer over different syn-
thetic and extracted pore network structures. Using pore network modelling, both NAPL dissolution
rate coefficient (i.e., interfacial area is explicitly taken into account) and lumped dissolution rate co-
efficient (i.e., interfacial area is incorporated in dissolution coefficient) are calculated for the various
pore network structures. Sherwood and modified Sherwood numbers are formulated for different
rock types. Additionally several unstructured pore networks are extracted from micro-tomography
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images of rock samples using watershed segmentation algorithm. In parallel, continuum scale mod-
elling is conducted for NAPL removal in porous media. Dissolution rate coefficients calculated using
pore network are used as an up-scaled mass transfer coefficient for simulation of NAPL removal at
continuum scale. Therefore, the impacts of pore network heterogeneity, pore scale parameters (e.g.
throat diameter, pore diameter, and coordination number), NAPL saturation/distribution and aque-
ous phase velocity on NAPL dissolution coefficient are underpinned.
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Slip flow due to wettability effects has significant potential applications in industry, with flow en-
hancement ratios observed in nanotubes up to several orders of magnitudes. Our simulation results
using lattice-Boltzmann method in porous media and tubes considering different wettability condi-
tions are collapsed as a universal law for slip flow. With a nondimentioanl number defined, we show
that the flow enhancement is governed by physical parameters attributed to the hydrodynamics of
small-scale flow systems. We show the agreement of the model with the experimental and numerical
data from literature.
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The structure with all length scales existing in geological media is an inherent natural, and the scale
of a few pores is no exception. Herein, we incorporated heterogeneity into the microscale advection-
dispersion simulation using correlated random pore network. Anisotropic exponential variogram
is used to generate random auto-correlated fields with different correlation length, considering the
mean and variance value of Berea sandstone. These fields are superimposed on one same unstruc-
tured irregular topology network, which only has pore locations and throat connection relation-
ship. Lognormal distributed pore body radii can be mapped form the radius fields. Setting pressure
boundaries, we designed the GPU accelerated preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm with
data optimization to solve the diagonal dominant symmetric matrix Hagen–Poiseuille flow equa-
tion. The transport equation containing advection and dispersion is solved explicitly after solving
the pressure distribution. As high-density iteration calculation, the transport evolution is ideally
suitable for GPU parallelization by allocating different pore into different calculation kernels. With
one-time input and output data transformation, the transport modeling for about 1.2 million pore
bodies can be finished in 2 minutes. Our simulation results show an increase in the magnitudes
of the estimated dispersion coefficients in correlated networks compared to uncorrelated ones in
the advection-controlled regime. The range of the Péclet numbers which dictate mixed advection–
diffusion regime considerably reduces in the correlated networks. The findings emphasize the critical
role of correlation length illustrated by pore-scale models.
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tural regression
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Traditional approaches to the prediction of effective properties from porous media focus on coupling
the 3D structural imaging of porous media with numerical simulation of the partial differential equa-
tions governing the property of interest[1,2]. Such an approach has at its heart the idea that a single
emergent “steady state” will arise, given the defined domain and conditions – there is a single map
which deterministically predicts effective property from structure. The past 10 years have seen an
explosion in the availability of open-source machine learning tools, allowing for an both in-depth
multivariant analysis of porous media structure[3] and powerful new regression techniques, allow-
ing for the usage of such multivariant statistics for effective prediction. In this study a new technique
for prediction of permeability from pore scale images of rocks using multivariant statistical regres-
sion is presented.
A series of over 2,000 synthetic pore networks were generated using object-based techniques. Flow
was simulated on these synthetic volumes using traditional digital rock techniques, giving the per-
meability of each network. The networks were then analyzed for the statistics of their structural
properties and these statistics were used to construct a multivariant feature vector for each network.
This feature vector set was then extended using the Hagen–Poiseuille equation, creating an ultimate
training set of over 10,000 permeabilities and rock structures. The multivariant structural statis-
tics were then regressed against permeability using open-source machine learning tools to create
a predictive model, with predicted values varying over 10 orders of magnitude with a Root-Mean-
Square-Fractional-Error (RMSFE) of <4% in the test set. This predictive model was then validated
using a composite set of real digital rock images (using both open source datasets from the Digital
Rock Portal (www.digitalrocksportal.org), previously published data, and new nano-CT datasets of
micritic carbonate microporosity) ranging in voxel size from 10µm, to 32nm. Permeability was pre-
dicted on these data using the trained model, with predicted values ranging from 10µD to 10D. These
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predictions were then compared with full-physics simulations with a RMSFE of <25%.
Such a technique offers significant advantages of traditional (full physics) simulations. It is signifi-
cantly faster than traditional techniques, with a large volume prediction taking less than a minute
on standard computational resources, where a full physics simulation might take many hours. Per-
haps the most important potential this technique is that the features used for both regression and
prediction can be extracted in 2D as well as 3D. This allows for effective property prediction from
structural analysis of 2D data (e.g. light or electron microscopy), which can be acquired over much
larger areas at high resolution (allowing a better characterization of heterogeneity), can be acquired
faster, and offers qualitatively richer data (potentially including mineralogical or textural informa-
tion not present when in 3D). This approach was validated using a correlated light, electron and (3D)
nano-CT data. Future work will focus on the examination of the usage of such large area predic-
tive statistical techniques to validate and inform upscaling techniques, allowing for integration of
multiple scales of data in single predictive models.
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Wettability refers to the relative preference of a solid material for one fluid in a diphasic or multi-
phasic system. As this property greatly affects the distribution of fluids in the pore space, it has a
critical influence on the oil recovery. Despite the great importance of wettability for the oil indus-
try, its experimental characterization and its exact impact at the pore scale remains poorly known.
The wettability of a reservoir rock is generally determined on centimeter-sized samples through re-
covered fluids volumetric measurements, and expressed by a parameter such as the Amott index.
The current study aims at establishing a correlation between such macroscopic measurements and
physical characteristics at the pore scale. We focus on a Bentheimer outcrop sandstone, saturated
with brine and oil. Two twin samples with equal length but different diameter are subject to the
classical Amott procedure: a sample of 36mm in diameter enables to obtain the Amott index by vol-
umetric measurement of the produced fluids, while a sample of around 5mm in diameter enables
direct observation of the fluids distribution inside the sample’s pore space. This observation is done
by acquiring tomographic scans with a typical resolution around 2µm to 3µm. As both samples are
subject to the same constraints, we impose the same capillary pressure, and should obtain the same
saturation state at each phase of the test. For time considerations, and as we are mostly interested
in Amott Indexes, we only record saturation states at the endpoints, i.e. after primary drainage,
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spontaneous imbibition, forced imbibition, spontaneous drainage, and forced drainage. When equi-
librium is reached, we perform X-ray computed tomography on the small sample. The bulk part
of this work focuses on the adaptation and validation of the Amott procedure on the small sample.
We first applied this methodology to extremely water wet cases, i.e. Bentheimer “as received”. The
indexes calculated by means of recovered volume on the centimeter-scale and through saturation
profile in the millimeter-scale sample proved to be consistent. Moreover, a good agreement was
found between the observed behavior of the fluids in the rocks, the expectations from the literature,
and the macroscopically measured Amott Index. Future work will focus on moderately water wet
to oil wet cases.
Keywords: Wettability, X-Ray microcomputed tomography, Pore scale
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Waterflood optimization for mature North Sea fractured reservoirs requires more accurate fracture
representations and improved abilities to model rock-fluid interaction in dynamic reservoir models,
as compared to industry-standard approaches. We gain insights into waterflood performance by
considering a 2D model of an outcrop at Lägerdorf quarry in northwest Germany, which reveals an
extensive fracture network together with several major faults, see [Koestler and Rekstein 1995]. The
model is populated with rock and fluid properties, representative for North Sea chalk reservoirs (see
[Graue et al, 1999]).
We assess the waterflood efficiency using low-salinity water (LSW), which is an emerging IOR tech-
nique that aims at improving microscopic sweep efficiency by changing the reservoir wettability
towards more water-wet state. We study the dependency of oil recovery factor with respect to wa-
ter injection rate under uncertainty in fracture apertures and orientations, and compare the results
to the case of conventional sea water (SW) flooding.
The domain is discretized using a Discrete Fracture Matrix (DFM) approach so that the fractures
are represented as low-dimensional finite volumes, see [Gläser et al 2017]. Low salinity waterflood
is modelled as a two-phase immiscible displacement, whereas the water phase is represented with
two components – brine and low-salinity injection water. The phase relative permeabilities are then
modified as a function of the salinity. This model was implemented in DuMuX, a free and open-
source simulator for flow and transport processes in porous media, see [Flemisch et al 2011].
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Key observations are the following:
• Oil recovery is slower if fractures are mostly aligned with waterflood direction as compared to
the case of water injection in the perpendicular direction to major fractures orientation;
• Depending on the shape of relative permeabilities curves, SW may initially yield faster recovery
than LSW; as oil saturation approaches the residual value, the trend reverses and LSW leads to
improved recovery;
• For high permeability fractures, high injection rates lead to lower oil recovery with respect to
water pore volumes injected; for low permeability fractures the flow tends to be matrix dominated
and high injection rates lead to higher oil recovery;
• Even relatively poor connected fracture network can yield early water breakthrough;
• Large fractures apertures lead to better sweep efficiency due to more pronounced water imbibi-
tion effects as compared to the case of small fractures.
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Anthropogenic earthquakes induced by pore pressure changes associated with the injection or ex-
traction of fluids have recently become a major concern in subsurface energy technologies. When
hydromechanical and frictional conditions lead to fault reactivation and unstable slip, rupture prop-
agates across the fault with a pattern analogous to two crack tips spreading from the hypocenter.
The final magnitude of the earthquake is in part determined by the symmetry of the rupture process:
whether rupture fronts propagate with equal speeds in all directions or, in contrast, a preferred
directionality emerges during rupture.
Here we study how poroelastic coupling controls rupture directivity in injection-induced earth-
quakes in rate-and-state faults embedded in poroelastic saturated media. Previous studies have
shown that a contrast in material properties across the fault may explain some of the directivity
biases observed in earthquakes ruptures. We show that pore pressure and stress changes induced
by fluid injection prior to rupture, together with the undrained pressure response during coseis-
mic slip, may lead to rupture asymmetries. Using fully coupled hydromechanical simulations, we
observe that, depending on the fault stress state and flow conditions, rupture patterns range from
almost-symmetric to almost-unilateral.
We characterize the rupture directivity bias in terms of the conditions of fault confinement, pressure
evolution and fluid flow. We identify two mechanisms that govern the symmetry of the rupture.
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Firstly, there is an undrained effect due to coseismic fault slip that leads to an increase or decrease of
pore pressure on either side of the fault, which is directly related to the initial confinement. Secondly,
the pore pressure distribution prior to earthquake rupture, which depends on the injection protocol
and on the distance between the injection well and the fault, controls the heterogeneity of fault
strength along and across the fault.
Our results help to understand the poroelastic impact on rupture directivity in injection-induced
seismicity, offering a feasible explanation of the predominance of unilateral rupture patterns in global
catalogs of large earthquakes.
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Biomineralization carried out by bacterial biofilms can lead to formation of conglomerates consisting
of biofilm-produced minerals and the surrounding biological materials. Such biomineral conglomer-
ates can be used for the consolidation of soils, improvement of wellbore cement integrity and to seal
subsurface fractures. The composition, spatiotemporal distribution, and interaction of the biofilm
and mineral components will affect the material and mechanical properties of biofilm-mineral com-
posites, which will likely determine the mechanical properties of e.g. consolidated porous media.
The study of structural and mechanical features of biofilm-mineral composites has been limited,
and we are striving to relate the microscale properties of biofilm composites to macroscale proper-
ties such as bulk strength and stiffness of consolidated porous media. In this study, spatiotemporal
distribution as well as cohesive and adhesive strength of biofilm-mineral composites produced by
Sporosarcina pasteurii strain ATCC11859 and Escherichia coli strain MJK2 biofilms are being as-
sessed. The structural features of and the mineral distribution in biofilm-mineral composites grown
in Drip Flow Reactors (DFRs) are observed using Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) and
Field Emission Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM). The composition of the biofilm-mineral composites
is analyzed as a ratio of organic to inorganic content using Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). The
analyses show that the structure, composition and distribution of the minerals varies with the bacte-
rial strain and the availability of calcium chloride and urea. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) in
compression and tension modes are being optimized to measure elasticity and ductility of samples
while a Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) method is being optimized to measure the fracture strength
of biofilm composites grown between two flat plates. We have demonstrated that the mechanical
and structural properties of biofilm-mineral composites can be varied with operational parameters
such as availability of calcium and urea, and the bacterial strain used. We are striving to develop
relationships between biofilm structure, composition and mechanical properties (such as elasticity,
ductility and toughness) to aid in the design of engineering applications in porous media and else-
where.
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Exploration of phenomenon as evaporation and imbibition for small droplets have great importance
in many application, especially in the printing industry. Employing the techinque of Laser Speckle
Imaging (LSI) it is possible to acheive the dynamic of te porous media beneath and in proximity of the
drop. Pico-liter drops are ink-jetted on a pourus substrate: in this study we used different types of
common printing paper, both coated and uncoated. After the deposition of the droplet a fast camera
(20.000 fps) records the speckle pattern, which is analyzed by means of home-made MATLAB script.
Experimental results will be compared with numerical simulation.
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It is well-known that reaction rates measured in the lab under well-mixed conditions significantly
overpredict reaction when applied directly at the field scale. Effective reaction dynamics are a result
of the interplay between fluctuating physical and chemical properties and their impact on transport
and local reaction. They are impacted by mass transfer limitations, especially when transport is slow
compared to the chemical kinetics at the scales of interest, and the resulting chemical rate laws may
be fundamentally different from the classical mass-action laws. We consider diffusive solute trans-
port under broadly distributed retention times, which are often at the root of anomalous transport
and typically result from stagnation regions and low-permeability inclusions at the Darcy scale. We
then study different chemical heterogeneity scenarios corresponding to the spatial reaction rate dis-
tribution for first order, irreversible decay kinetics. This type of kinetics may describe, for example,
reaction in dilute solutions that do not lead to appreciable depletion of a mineral phase. In contrast
to most available stochastic models, the disorder is taken to be quenched, i.e., the reaction rates and
retention times result from local physical or chemical properties and are fixed at each spatial loca-
tion. We derive the late-time behavior of the evolution of the total solute mass in transport-limited
conditions. We find asymptotic power-law decay as a result of the heterogeneity, in sharp contrast
to the classical exponential decay.
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Understanding the diagenetic evolution of carbonate sediments and their pore system is essential
to evaluate the potential of reservoirs for oil and gas recovery, thermal energy storage or CO2 trap-
ping. Crystal nucleation and ion transport in the pore volume are competitive processes that occur
during chemical diagenesis and greatly influence the pore sizes and shapes. Greater knowledge of
the factors that influence the growth and dissolution rates as well as the diffusion and dispersion
rates in the porous domain will lead to more accurate prediction of porosity and permeability in the
forming rocks.
In this work, microfluidic experiments were conducted either at constant flowrate or pressures to
observe diagenetic cementation in homogeneous and heterogeneous micromodels. The micromodels
were printed using Formlabs Form 2 3D printer, which employs stereolithography (SLA) printing
techniques. Clear resin was used in the printing to enable visualisation. The pore networks for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous micromodels were obtained from the Digital Rocks Portal. Two
incompatible brines were injected into the micromodels to precipitate calcium carbonate. Acid Red
18 and Acid Blue 9 dyes were used to: 1) track the mixing zones in the micromodel, and 2) control
the rate of crystal growth due to their chemistry. The results of the experiment were modelled using
OpenFOAM.
The results highlight how cementation occurs in an oil-free environment in a way that has not
been illustrated before, and promise to pave the way to forming a more concrete understanding
of the fundamental processes governing diagenetic cementation and the role of the oil once it has
been introduced to the mix in future experiments. The experimental techniques are also unique in
providing additional parameters for controlling and fine tuning the carbonate system by exploiting
the chemistry of the dyes, thereby enabling more accurate experiments to be conducted.
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Solid nanoparticles (NPs) has been extensively used to produce novel soft materials such as Picker-
ing emulsions and bicontinuous interfacially jammed emulsion gels (bijels). In this study, the contri-
bution of NPs in hydrodynamics of multi-phase systems and formation of bicontinuous multiphase
systems was studied. The free energy Lattice Boltzmann Method was used to solve the Cahn-Hilliard
convection-diffusion and the Navier-Stokes equations in a two dimensional Cartesian domain. The
NPs were added to the system as hard spheres and their spatial location was traced individually by
Newton’s laws of motion. A potential function was assumed to represent the chemical potential
alteration of the multi-phase system due to the presence of NPs. Attractive and repulsive particle-
particle interaction was entered into the model by a Morse potential function.
Two particle collision models were tested in this research. The first model was the classic elastic
hard sphere collision model. In this method the particles move freely, collide with each other elasti-
cally and exchange momentum. Using this collision model, the particles could be packed to occupy
the minimum space. A second collision model was developed where the particles collide with each
other and form permanent bonds. This model represents the particles that form permanent bonds
by van der Waals or electrostatic forces. Such bonds approximate interparticle stickiness that arises
for some types of nanoparticles but does not lead to large-scale aggregation of the particles.
The two collision models were coupled to the multiphase simulator and were used to study the for-
mation of the newly discovered bicontinuous intraphase jammed emulsion gels (bipjels). Bipjels
are cocontinuous multiphase systems that are formed when spinodal decomposition is arrested by
the solid nanoparticles that stay in one of the phases. The simulations showed that simultaneous
spinodal decomposition and particle aggregation can arrest the phase separation and preserve cocon-
tinuous gels when the new bonding collision model is used. In contrast, simulations with the elastic
particle collision model always leads to formation of emulsions with only one continuous phase. The
results also showed that spinodal decomposition and interface movement has a prominent effect on
the collision process: particles are forced to form stretched structures instead of packed structures.
The effect of particle size distribution (normal, bimodal, linear and constant) on the structure of the
cocontinuous gel was observed to strongly affect bipjel characteristics such as cocontinuity extent,
domain size and curvature. The fractal dimension of the particle aggregates was calculated and it
was shown that it can be used as the main indicator for bipjel formation criteria. The particle struc-
tures formed in bipjels have lower fractal dimensions comparing to the ones formed in single-phase
systems.
The developed simulation model can be used for optimal design of porous materials, such as aerogels,
manufactured by aggregation of nanoparticles in fluid systems.
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Liquid foam has been studied as a blocking agent in porous media, especially for Enhanced Oil
Recovery applications 1. Initially, the goal of foam injection consists to block high-permeability
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layers in the media in order to reach the oil in low-permeability layers. This approach can also be
applied in the remediation field to allow the accessibility of low permeability layers that are usually
more contaminated and difficult to treat [2] as reaching pollutants in low-permeability layers can
also be difficult during remediation processes. However, contrary to the deep stratums in oil industry,
upper soils are non-consolidated porous media with high permeability as well as low pressure and
temperature operational conditions. These differences present specific challenges regarding stability
and flow of the foam, as there is still little literature on these issues.
The main goal of this study is to isolate the pollution treatment zone downstream of the groundwa-
ter flow by diverting it upstream. This study aims to give a better understanding of foam flow in
heterogeneous and high permeability (100-10 000 darcys) porous media, with competition of high
velocity groundwater flow (10 m/day).
Two different experimental setups were used to obtain the results. The first one is composed of a
column of sand or glass beads, instrumented with pressure sensors to monitor the pressure gradient
during foam flow. Mass balance was also conducted to measure the water saturation in the column.
The second one is composed of a thin 1 m large and 50 cm high tank to model a 2D flow. The
tank is instrumented with pressure and water saturation sensors. In addition, an imaging technique
is used to measure the evolution of foam volumes, streamlines and water saturations. During the
experiments, foam is injected from the bottom of the tank and water is injected from left to right to
model a groundwater flow. Finally, the experimental results are compared with numerical models
in order to validate them. The validated model can be then used to simulate foam injection for field
scale studies.
The surfactant has been chosen based on foamability and foam stability tests. Then, thanks to the
column experiments, specific behaviors of foam in high permeable porous media was identified
with two successive different regimes of foam flow (“weak” and “strong” foam) as well as neces-
sary injection conditions for its generation. Finally, the influence of injection parameters on foam
blocking properties, such as the “Resistance Factor”, the residual water saturation, the radius of in-
fluence or the stability under a groundwater flow, has been investigated. The parameters studied
are the injection method (gas and surfactant co-injection, Surfactant-Alternating-Foam (SAF), foam
pre-generation), the flow rates, and the foam quality. The macroscopic experimental observations
have been correlated to pore-scale phenomenon such as bubble generation and destruction, and vis-
cous interactions between bubbles and pores or between bubbles themselves (several bubbles in one
pore).
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Low field nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxometry and diffusometry techniques are widely
used for the characterization of porous materials. NMR relaxometry techniques exploit the propor-
tionality between the relaxation rate of the confined molecules and the surface to volume ratio of
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the investigated pores. The proportionality constant, also called relaxivity, is determined by the ad-
sorption properties of molecules on the pore surface 1, the magnetic impurity content of the solid
matrix [2] and the magnitude of the external magnetic field [1-3]. Consequently, the relaxation ex-
periments provide access to the pore size distribution and the wettability of the confined molecules
[1-3]. NMR diffusometry techniques [4] use pulse field gradients to encode and decode position of
the investigated molecules and thus allow determination of the effective diffusion coefficients as a
function of the diffusion time. This in turn provides information about the transport properties of
the pore system.
In our contribution, low-field NMR relaxometry and diffusometry techniques are employed to extract
information about the effects introduced by the interaction with the surface on the rotational and
translational dynamics of molecules confined inside mesoporous carbon xerogels. The molecules un-
der study were water, cyclohexane and hexane. They were chosen due to their different interaction
strength with the carbonaceous matrix [3]. Frequency dependent longitudinal relaxation measure-
ments, using the fast field cycling technique [5], allowed extraction of the fractal dimension for
the carbon xerogel surface. It was observed that the measured value is influenced by the molecule
affinity to the surface. Diffusion measurements, using the pulse field gradient technique, have re-
vealed that the stronger interaction with the surface of cyclohexane and hexane molecules leads to
an increased diffusive tortuosity, as compared with water.
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The wetting condition of surfaces is one of the key parameters controlling their behaviour towards
fluids. That holds in particular for porous systems subjected to immiscible fluids such as membranes,
filters and natural porous media. So far there is no satisfactory definition of wettability for porous
media. At the pore scale the concept of contact angle is used providing a consistent link with surface
science and thermodynamics, but it fails to capture the chemical heterogeneity, e.g. for rock consist-
ing of complex mineralogy with spatially varying wetting properties. At the Darcy scale wettability
indices defined in an arbitrary way via capillary pressure-saturation relationships are used. They do
capture the effective behaviour of spatially varying systems but are not unique and do not provide a
consistent link to the pore-scale contact angles and their spatial distribution. In this work, we close
this gap by describing the wetting state of porous systems in terms of the geometrical state of immis-
cible fluids that co-exist within the pore space. The concept is based on integral geometry principles
where contact angle is related to deficit (integral) curvature caused by the intersect of fluids and solid.
For geometry consisting of many pores it provides geometrical and topological constraints for the
movement of the fluids. It describes the range of possible contact angles and interfacial curvatures
that can exist even in the case of a chemically homogeneous systems. For homogeneous surface
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energies, the range of possible contact angles are narrow. However, for more heterogeneous distri-
butions of surface energies, the range of contact angles are broader, which resulting in more degrees
of freedom for possible dynamics. This demonstrates that geometric/topological description unifies
the thermodynamic picture of the intrinsic contact angle and spatial variations in heterogeneous
systems. The concept is universal and applicable beyond porous media.
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The contribution of micro-porosity in carbonates to hydrocarbon recovery is not easily quantified,
yet is of considerable impact in the context of enhanced oil recovery. Of particular importance
is the level of connectivity of fluids under mixed-wet conditions. While resistivity measurements
can be utilized to characterize the connectivity of the water phase, the oil-phase is non-conducting.
In this work we introduce a framework to test fluid-connectivity for single- and two-phase fluid
distributions under water-wet conditions on a heterogeneous limestone sample, utilizing the much
faster diffusion and higher solubility of oxygen in oil. The framework consists of a combination of
micro-CT imaging, image-based computation, and NMR relaxometry to measure tortuosity in the
long-time diffusion limit.
We consider a 25.4mm diameter plug (~50mm length) of Mt Gambier limestone. The sample exhibits
a measured permeability of 4.5 Darcy. Oxygen dissolved in water or oil affects NMR relaxation due
to the effect of oxygen paramagnetic enhancement as compared to oxygen-free fluids. We initiate
an oxygen-free initial fluid state by purging the fluids with nitrogen, then allowing oxygen to enter
from one end of the cylindrical plug (inlet). The propagation of oxygen is then dynamically resolved
using NMR 1D low field T2-weighted imaging at 2MHz.
The full plug is imaged via micro-CT at 11 micron resolution. We solve the concentration-diffusion
equation with constant concentration boundary conditions of full oxygen saturated oil at the in-
let of the cylindrical core and closed boundary conditions otherwise. Different discretisation levels
(original 11um, 22um, 44um) and both single-phase and two-phase fluid distributions are considered.
When the rock is only saturated with oil, we observe a strong dependence of the computed effective
diffusion coefficient on discretisation. Counter-intuitively, resolution reduction increases the mea-
sured diffusion coefficient by a factor 2 for a 4x coarsening. For two-phase calculations we consider
the solubility and exchange of oxygen between fluid phases by including a partition coefficient and
notice strong fingering of oxygen through the well-connected oil phase, before water residing in
small-scale porosity is also saturated.
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An accurate mathematical description of multiphase flow in porous media is essential in many practi-
cal applications, such as environmental remediation of the vadose zone and mitigation of greenhouse
effects by geological storage of CO2 in saline aquifers and depleted petroleum reservoirs. Macroscale
models, which are indispensable for simulating flow through porous media in large-scale systems,
often suffer from lack of predictive capabilities due to flow instabilities. This work proposes a physics-
based, macroscale formulation of multiphase porous-media flows that honors the validity of Darcy’s
law in steady or near-steady flows. The new formulation recognizes the multiscale nature of vari-
ous parameters that characterize the system and the nonlinear nature of these flows. Constitutive
relations operate under length scales that are dynamic, may be extracted directly from experimental
observations, and are different from the length scale associated with the static Representative Ele-
mentary Volume used to define variables such as porosity and saturation. Weighted local upscaling
of instantaneous local saturation data over the appropriate dynamic length scale, informed by the
direction of the propagation of information, will honor the fundamental premise underlying the for-
mulation. The proposed formulation is validated by comparing highly accurate, numerical solutions
against core-scale displacement experiments. The classical multiphase Darcy formulation represents
a limiting case of the proposed formulation with the size of the dynamic length scale approaching
the static ones used to define macroscopic properties such as porosity.
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Matrix acidizing is defined as injection of corrosive fluid into near wellbore porous area that its
permeability is declined by induced damage, in order to dissolve the material presence and pore
walls to create more efficient path for oil production 1. Presence of immiscible crude oil with injected
acid in pore space and interaction between them may result destructive side products which leads
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the operation to failure. Asphaltene molecules as one of the main oil sub-fractions are susceptible to
interact with acid and create a third phase named as asphaltic sludge [2]. The formed phase alters the
rock properties like permeability and wettability by settling on pore throats and rock surface. Volume
of formed sludge and quantity of wettability alteration are directly depend on acid and asphaltene
content percentages in medium [3]. In this work the influence of oil and acid properties on three
types of rock (sandstone, fractured and vuggy carbonate rocks) is investigated. Then a model is
suggested to determine the rock permeability and induced skin factor in case of sludge formation.
Also a novel bio-surfactant is extracted from Zizyphus spina-christi shrub leaves, is used to control
and inhibit changing in rock wettability and pore plugging.
Measured volume results indicate that sludge and emulsion volume is increased 113% by 28 wt% HCl
acid while this value was 7% for 15 wt% HCl acid one average for all asphaltene concentration. It is
noticeable that used bio-surfactant avoids any sludge formation on the interface between oil and acid.
The increase in sludge concentration in media from 1 wt% to 2 wt% leads to an increase in contact
angle and alter the surface wettability oil-wetted for every aged time and rock type indicating that
more sludge structures are adsorbed on rock surface. The highest contact angle was observed for
vuggy carbonate samples. Existence of large pore space in this rock type encourages sludge phase
to settle in and alter the wettability. In case of bio-surfactant ZDCE utilization, no significant sludge
phase is created on oil and acid interface. Also it was able to keep the rock wettability water-wetted
and contact angle lower than 60 degree. Since ZSCE molecules compete with sludge structure for
adsorption onto rock surface by their hydrophilic part.
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Wetting phenomena play a crucial role in applied surface science and molecular thermodynamics. In
this study, the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) is used to investigate the effect of disjoining pressure
on the structure and stability of nano-droplets formed on a solid substrate. The pseudo-potential
method is implemented to incorporate the interparticle potentials in the interface modeling. Multi-
Relaxation Time (MRT) collision operator is utilized to decrease the spurious current and to enhance
the numerical stability at low values of viscosity. A new stability criterion is thus introduced and
examined in terms of applicability and reliability. The interfacial region is then determined, and the
smoothing splines method is applied to attain a continuous interfacial profile. Based on the profile,
the adsorbed layer is determined, and the magnitude of the macroscopic contact angle is obtained.
Through calculating the curvature of the droplet, the disjoining pressure is evaluated. Finally, the
role of thin liquid film in the multiphase flow is modeled at the pore scale. According to the output
of this study, the introduced model offers a better strategy to assess the microscale wettability at the
multiphase pore scale, compared to conventional methods.
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Hydraulic fracturing is a widely applied strategy to enhance permeability in geological reservoirs,
e.g. to create enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) or to increase the production rates of oil and gas
reservoirs. Here we focus on EGS, where shear slip in preexisting natural fractures is triggered by
high-pressure fluid. As a consequence of these shear failure events, new fractures are created adja-
cent to the tips of the preexisting ones due to tensile failure.
Thus, numerical studies of EGS require efficient modeling of the coupled solid and fluid mechanics
including shear and tensile failure. We employ an embedded discrete fracture representation, where
large fractures are described by discrete manifolds embedded in an elastic damaged matrix domain.
To properly account for the displacement discontinuities due to irreversible failure of fractures, we
employ a previously developed extended finite volume method (XFVM) 1. For each fracture segment,
a discontinuity function is introduced; similar as in the extended finite element method (XFEM), but
with less additional degrees of freedom.
Fluid flow is computed within both the damaged matrix and the fractures, while mass exchange is
accounted for by modeled transfer rates. Failure and fracture propagation is based on the local me-
chanical stress situation and on the fracture fluid pressure. To reduce computational cost, resolving
the timescale of individual slip events is avoided by directly solving for the final slip displacement.
This is achieved based on the requirement that the local shear force matches the local shear strength
limit. New fracture segments are initiated once the principle stress at the crack tip exceeds the
strength of the material, and the orientation of a new fracture segment is based on the principle
stress directions.
The accuracy of the new model is demonstrated for various test cases involving tensile failure and
fracture propagation. Especially if considering its low computational cost (compared to alternative
models), the results are very promising.
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Fractured porous media can exhibit complicated multiscale, multiphysics behaviours due to their in-
herent heterogeneous nature. The focus of this work is on dual-continuum modelling of poromechan-
ically coupled fracture systems at the field scale. Continuum modelling approaches are attractive
for developing insight into first order behaviours, as well as having lower requirements on compu-
tational power and data compared to explicit modelling methods. The primary goal of this work is
to introduce a poromechanical dual-continuum model that can account for anisotropic behaviours.
Such a model is beneficial, as it is well known that fractures can be preferentially aligned within
the subsurface due to mineralogy and stress history. The poromechanical dual-continuum models
introduced in the literature to date have seldom incorporated anisotropy within their formulation.
To derive this model we make use of approaches developed within the field of microporomechanics.
Within this theoretical framework we are also able to derive explicit equations for intrinsic matrix
and fracture strains. Having access to such quantities is desirable for developing our understanding
of the processes occurring within these complex systems. Further, isolation of fracture strain could
be useful when trying to incorporate non-linear stress dependent fracture permeabilities within the
model. Finally, we compare both isotropic and anisotropic dual-continuum models to fine-scale
numerical equivalents.
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Continuum-scale modeling of fluid flow in Thin Porous Layers (TPL) are usually doubtful since they
do not fulfill the enough REVs (Representative Elementary Volume) requirement along the cross
section of layer. Therefore, pore-scale modeling approaches are needed in case of flow modeling
into thin layers. In this work, pore-scale modeling of ink droplet movement into a thin CaCO3
layer was done using OpenFOAM CFD toolbox. The effect of contact angle, droplet impingement
velocity, and droplet fluid properties impact on final distribution were studied. Later on, the results
of the modelling work was validated comparing with imaging results. For the imaging, a novel
combination of FIB-SEM and confocal laser microscopy were used. The results comparison showed
a good match between modeling and imaging works. Therefore, the developed modeling tool can be
used for further studies of droplet movement in thin porous industrial layers such as paper, diaper,
and fuel cell GDL layers.
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Density Functional Theory for Fluid Adsorption on Rough Sur-
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Random Surface Density Functional Theory (RSDFT) allows to describe the fluid distribution near
rough surfaces. The major difference of our theoretical approach from existing ones is stochastic
model of solid surface which takes into account the correlation properties of geometry. Efficiency
of RSDFT is demonstrated in calculation of argon and nitrogen low temperature adsorption on real
heterogeneous surfaces (BP280 carbon black). These results are in good agreement with experimen-
tal data published in the literature. Also this approach is used as the part of the workflow allowing
to analyse surface geometry from experiments with simple gases (N2, Ar) and then to predict ad-
sorption properties of more complex fluids such as n-alkanes [2].
1 Aslyamov, T. and Khlyupin, A., 2017. Density functional theory formulation for fluid adsorption
on correlated random surfaces. The Journal of chemical physics, 147(15), p.154703.
[2] Aslyamov, T., Pletneva, V. and Khlyupin, A., 2018. Random Surface Statistical Associating Fluid
Theory: Adsorption of n-Alkanes on Rough Surface. arXiv preprint arXiv:1808.05876.
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Natural convection in porous media has been widely studied due to its many applications in steel and
iron production, geothermal energy, chemical industries, oil production, and hydrogeology. How-
ever, these studies have been based almost exclusively on Darcy’s model for porous media, assuming
that the porous length scales are small compared to the flow and thermal length scales. This paper
reports on an experimental study of natural convection in an enclosure filled with a packed bed
of relatively large solid spheres, heated at the bottom and cooled at the top for Rayleigh numbers
varying between 107 and 109. Global heat transfer measurements showed that at lower Rayleigh
numbers, the heat transfer is lower than that for pure Rayleigh-Bénard convection, with the differ-
ence depending on packing type and size of the spheres. However, at high Rayleigh numbers, there
exists an asymptotic regime where the heat transfer for all sphere sizes and packing types collapse
on a single curve which is very close to the curve for pure Rayleigh-Bénard convection.
To better understand the physics of natural convection flow in coarse-grained porous media and
enhance knowledge of the mechanisms influencing the heat transfer in the two regimes, velocity
and temperature fields need to be visualized. Optical flow measurement techniques such as Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Liquid Crystal Thermography (LCT) can be used in porous media, only
if the refractive index of a (transparent) porous medium matches that of the liquid. Refractive index
matching has been used in several studies to visualize fluid flow in porous media. However, the
refractive indices of all frequently-used refractive index matched liquids are strongly temperature
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dependent. This adversely affects the refractive index matching and causes optical distortions in
non-isothermal flows. In this study, water was chosen as the liquid since its refractive index has
the lowest sensitivity to temperature variations among all other refractive index matched liquids.
Polyacrylamide hydrogel spheres were used to match the refractive index of water.
Refractive index-matching of the fluid and the solid spheres enabled the use of PIV and LCT to obtain
highly resolved velocity and temperature fields. Visualization of the velocity and temperature fields
of the two heat transfer regimes showed that in the reduced heat transfer regime, the flow hardly
penetrates into the pores, and it is mostly confined to a (thin) region along the periphery of the cell.
However, in the asymptotic regime, since the thermal boundary layers become sufficiently thin, the
flow penetrates considerably into the porous layer leading to much higher velocity magnitudes in
the core region, a deeper penetration of hot and cold fluid up to the opposite solid boundaries, and
consequently higher heat transfer across the porous medium. The obtained results confirm that the
comparison between thermal length scales and porous length scales determine the flow structure
and the corresponding heat transfer in natural convection in porous media.
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The PIVOTS (Environmental Technology Innovation, Development and Optimization Platforms) pro-
gram is a coordinated set of experimental and analytical platforms focused on environmental qual-
ity monitoring and sustainable management of natural resources (soil, subsurface, surface water,
groundwater, sediment and air) within a context of global change. The observatory (O-ZNS plat-
form), a part of this family, aimed to understand the water-rock-biosphere interactions and the mass
(water and contaminants) and heat transfers in the unsaturated zone (UZ). This observatory, devel-
oped around an exceptional well dimensions (depth - 20 m & dimeter – 4m), offers a unique support
for deciphering, at the relevant scales, coupled phenomena in the environmental geoscience. This
project goal is the understanding of the vadose dynamics, from the ground to the groundwater ta-
ble, throughout the entire vadose zone. The long-term objective is to identify the key processes
promoted by the anthropogenic pressure along the soil-aquifer continuum, founding stone of a new
generation of predictive modeling tools efficient for policy makers and industrials decision.
The design of the well associated with laboratory experiments and numerical models allows the de-
velopment/adaptation of innovative geophysical and physico-chemical sensors for quantitative wa-
ter transfers in UZ, redox barriers, capillary fringe, in a porous/fissured carbonated structure. The
research field aimed identifying the level of coupling between the interfacial properties of phases,
and the electrical/electrokinetic/electrochemical properties associated with moving fluids and bio-
geochemical reactions. Interestingly, an important amount of knowledge’s have been shared over
the last 15 years bringing together electrokinetic characterizations (redox potential, electron activity,
chargeability, etc.) and geophysical techniques including mainly Spontaneous Potential (SP), Spec-
tral Induced Polarization (SIP), etc. A field observatory, associating geochemical and geophysical
processes, thanks to the O_ZNS observatory, gathering geophysicists, geochemists, microbiologists,
and numerical modelers is the action asset of the project.
The preliminary studies carried out with the aim of characterizing the initial state of the O-ZNS site
in Villamblain (35 km north-west of Orléans, Centre Val de Loire, France) through three core drill
holes allowed the collection of soil, sediment and rock samples every meter over the entire 20 m
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depth of the vadose zone. The geophysical measurements, made from the surface as well as in bore-
holes, consisted in particular of the realization of wall imaging, logging (gamma-ray, gamma-gamma,
neutron) and tomography (electrical, seismic, radar). All of these prospections made it possible to
obtain information on the lithology as well as on the presence of clay levels, the density, the porosity
and the resistivity of the vadose zone. The laboratory tests carried out on selected samples, made it
possible to obtain information on the physical, petrophysical and mechanical properties of the sam-
ples. The hydric properties (water retention and saturated or unsaturated hydraulic conductivity) of
the vadose zone materials were also determined.
During its exploitation (planned for several decades), the project will allows acquiring original and
unique data on the mass (water, solutes, organic and inorganic contaminants, gases, etc.) and heat
(induced by gradients temperature, microbiological reactions, etc.) transfers across the continuum
“Soil-UZ-Capillary Fringe – Aquifer” for environmental issues and georesources needs (water, en-
ergy, etc.).
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Preparation of porous and magnetic carbon from waste cellulosic cloth by microwave irradiation,
and its application as an adsorbent for dye removal from water
Saeid Azizian*, Mohamad Reza Khodadadian
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Magnetic, porous and low cost carbon is a promising adsorbent for pollutant removal from water
[1,2]. In the present work, waste cellulosic cloth was used as the raw material to prepare porous
and magnetic carbon by microwave irradiation, as a source of energy. To optimize the synthesis of
nanostructured graphitic carbon, the effects of different parameters on the removal efficiency, such
as the power of microwave radiation, the duration of microwave irradiation and the exposure time
of cellulosic cloth to the pyrrole vapor were investigated. The prepared sample was characterized
by different techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDX), elemental analysis map, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction
(XRD), thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) and N2 adsorption/desorption methods.
Also adsorption of methyl violet was performed from both equilibrium and kinetics point of views.
The effect of various parameters (such as adsorbent mass, temperature and pH) on the removal effi-
ciency of the prepared graphitic carbon was studied for removal of methyl violet from water.
TEM and SEM images showed that the prepared carbon has graphitic structure with iron oxide parti-
cles, deposited on its surface. Based on BET analysis, the synthesized carbon has a high surface area
around 452 m2/g. Total pore volume of the prepared sample is 0.27 cm3/g with pore size distribution
within the range of 1 to 100 nm and average value of 2.4 nm.
The obtained results from adsorption experiments were fitted with appropriate isotherm equations
and also kinetics models. By regarding the obtained results, surprisingly, the prepared porous and
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magnetic carbon adsorbs most of the dye molecules from water within few minutes.
The most important advantages of the prepared magnetic carbon are easy separation from the so-
lution (just by using a magnet), low cost, noticeable adsorption capacity and high rate of adsorp-
tion.
References
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[2] M. Khoshnood, S. Azizian, Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 18 (2012) 1796.
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We investigate solute mixing in a porous medium in the presence of turbulent flow conditions. Our
setup is representative of mixing processes taking place within the hyporheic zone and considers
transport of dissolved chemicals close to the interface between a free fluid system and a porous
medium. Turbulence is assumed at the boundary between the free fluid and the porous column in
order to simulate the effect of the river flow. Interaction and mixing between surface water and
groundwater takes place in such a critical area, where key processes can contribute to decreasing
contamination in surface waters. In general, mixing smooths out non-uniformities in fluid systems,
such as gradients of concentration. Quantification of mixing is particularly critical for the assess-
ment of reactive processes taking place in the porous domain.
Our study is grounded on the use of an appropriate fit-to-purpose Lagrangian mixing model. Resort-
ing to the latter enables us to predict the temporal evolution chemical concentration in the hyporheic
zone, as driven by mixing. We benchmark our theoretical and numerical results against recently pub-
lished experimental results (Chandler et al., 2016), quantifying the vertical variation of the effective
dispersion coefficient with depth below the sediment-water interface. The available data display an
exponential decrease of the dispersion coefficient with depth. Our study is keyed at providing a
proof-of-concept by assessing the ability of our modeling strategy to reproduce solute breakthrough
curves observed at various depths as well as the documented variation of the diffusion coefficient.
Our results will provide additional information on solute mixing and its temporal evolution and will
be relevant to the parameterization of reactive transport processes in the hyporheic zone.
Keywords: solute transport, mixing model, hyporheic zone, porous media
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From 3D Images to Adsorption and Deformation in Porous Me-
dia
Sahar Bakhshian1 ; Seyyed Abolfazl Hosseini1
1 Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas at Austin
Corresponding Author(s): sahar.bakhshian@beg.utexas.edu, seyyed.hosseini@beg.utexas.edu
We have established a framework for fluid adsorption and the deformation that it induces in a porous
medium. The model establishes a fundamental link between the thermodynamics of adsorption and
the mechanical response of the porous media. This is based on the total energy (Hamiltonian) of
the system that takes into account the interaction between the solid matrix of a porous medium and
the adsorbing fluid, as well as the elastic energy stored in the material, and the interaction energy
between the adsorptive fluids themselves. Finite-element computations are applied in order to com-
pute fluid adsorption isotherms along with the induced strain in the medium. The simulations are
performed directly on realistic 3D image of the porous samples, therefore, no assumption is made
regarding the shapes and sizes of the pore bodies and pore throats of the pore space.
To show the versatility and capability of the proposed framework in predicting the adsorption-
induced deformation in porous materials, we applied the model for gas adsorption in metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs), geological formations such as clay materials and sandstone reservoirs.
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Pore-Scale Simulation of Wettability Effects on CO2 Storage Effi-
ciency in Deep Saline Aquifers
Sahar Bakhshian1 ; Seyyed Abolfazl Hosseini1 ; Nima Shokri2
1 Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas at Austin
2 University of Manchester
Corresponding Author(s): sahar.bakhshian@beg.utexas.edu, seyyed.hosseini@beg.utexas.edu, nima.shokri@manchester.ac.uk
Wetting properties of reservoir rocks and caprocks can vary remarkably, and these variations have
a significant effect on the performance of CO2 sequestration in deep saline aquifers. Understanding
the effect of wettability on pore-scale fluid displacement is crucial for prediction of large-scale flow
models and improving storage efficiency and security. The objective of this study is to investigate
the effect of wettability on pore-scale characteristics of CO2 displacement dynamics and its capillary
trapping mechanism during CO2/brine drainage and imbibition cycles. A multiphase lattice Boltz-
mann (LB) model is adopted to simulate CO2/brine two-phase flow in rock samples, by employing
three-dimensional micro-CT images of Tuscaloosa sandstone taken from the Cranfield CO2 injec-
tion site. The LB model that has been applied in this study is an extended Colour-Gradient approach
with improved numerical stability and can handle multiphase flow simulations with low capillary
number and high mobility ratio. To improve the computational efficiency of the LB simulations, the
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model has been applied to a parallel scheme written in C++ using the Message Passing Interface
(MPI).
Various sets of CO2/brine drainage and imbibition simulations have been performed in rock samples
with both uniform and non-uniform (fractional) wettability conditions and the effect of wettability
on CO2 migration patterns, its capillary trapping and storage efficiency has been investigated. To
gain a better insight into the effect of wettability on the CO2 displacement patterns during drainage,
the evolution of CO2 interface with brine and rock surface is quantified by calculating CO2 interfa-
cial area for rock samples with various wettability preferences. The results show that the wettability
controls CO2 entrapment pattern and spatial distribution of residual CO2 clusters during brine flood-
ing. For fractional-wet conditions, the fraction of CO2-wet regions plays an important role in CO2
sweep efficiency and its capillary trapping.
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CFD modelling of Wettability and Temperature effect on Oil Re-
covery at Pore-Scale level.
Yakubu Balogun1 ; Draco Iyi1 ; Faisal Nadimul1 ; Babs Oyeneyin2
1 Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen
2 Robert Gordon University
Corresponding Author(s): y.balogun@rgu.ac.uk
The effect of wettability on waterflood oil recovery in a reservoir of varying temperature using pore-
scale structure was investigated numerically. Three different cases of the two-dimensional geometry
comprising varying sizes of pore spaces and interconnected pore-throats was used for the study. The
Volume of Fluid approach in ANSYS-FLUENT® was used to simulate the two-phase flow and heat
transfer physics. The configuration involves the injection of relatively cold water into a reservoir of
varying temperature under different wettability condition in order to study the flow behaviour, the
wettability effect and temperature on the oil recovery processes. Also, the wettability contact angle
for each of the three different cases of the two-dimensional geometry was simulated for water-wet,
oil-wet and intermediate-wet.
The result showed that in the oil-wet system the displacement behaviour was affected by the contact
angle and then a significant effect on the oil recovery factor. In the water-wet system with the water
wetting the matrix wall and the oil phase surrounded by water, more oil was relatively displaced from
the domain thereby improving the oil recovery factor. The water-wet system resulted in about 25-
35% increase in oil recovery than with the oil-wet system, with the unrecovered oil mainly adhering
to the wall region of the pore bodies for the oil-wet system. For the intermediate wet system, initial
fluid distribution is seen to have a more significant effect on the displacement behaviour than the
contact angle in the study.
The general observation is that by altering the wettability from oil-wet to water-wet condition, the oil
recovery rate can be improved. The results from this study are consistent with reported experimental
and numerical studies in literature and offer a better understanding of the phenomenon which is
critical for other recovery mechanisms such as surfactant and polymer flooding process.
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Modelling Liquid Transport on Gas Diffusion Layers with Het-
erogenous Surfaces in PEM Fuel Cells
Author(s): Yanyao Bao1
Co-author(s): Yixiang Gan 1
1 The University of Sydney
Corresponding Author(s): yanyao.bao@sydney.edu.au
Gas diffusion layer (GDL) is a critical component in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells for
diffusion of reactants and removal of by-product water in the pore space. Numerical simulations with
volume of fluid (VOF) method are applied to investigate the dynamic liquid transport process in a
micro gas channel in fuel cells. The liquid is injected from a single inlet in GDLs with different surface
roughness, generated by gaussian height distribution function and correlation function, comparable
to commercial carbon paper GDLs. The surfaces are characterised by root mean square height of
surfaces and roughness wavelengths. The simulation results show that surface roughness, liquid
injection rate, and air flow rate can influence the transport of water droplets. The increase of surface
roughness generally assists the transport of the droplet inside the gas channel. The droplet radius
at the time of detachment is dominated by air flow rate, and two types of movement mechanism,
i.e., rolling and sliding, are identified for droplets with different volume. In addition, the volume of
remaining liquid water on GDL surface and pressure drop in the gas channel are investigated under
different conditions. The amount of remaining liquid water decreases as GDL surface roughness
increases, and the pressure drop increases when the GDL has a rougher surface. Furthermore, an
analytical model is proposed to predict the detachment and movement of the droplet by considering
the detachment and retentive force of the droplet in the channel, and the solutions are compared
with simulation results.
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Gas Permeability in Micro/Nano-Porous Media: An extended Kozeny-
Carman-Klinkenberg Model
Author(s): Murat Barisik1
Co-author(s): Safa Sabet 2 ; Ali Beskok 3
1 Assistant Professor
2 Izmir Institute of Technology, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
3 Southern Methodist University, Lyle School of Engineering,
Corresponding Author(s): muratbarisik@iyte.edu.tr
Gas transport in micro/nano-pores deviates from classical continuum calculations due to non-equilibrium
in gas dynamics. In such a case, transport can be classified by Knudsen number (Kn) as the ratio of
gas mean free path and characteristic flow diameter. The well-known Klinkenberg correction and
its successors estimate deviation from existing permeability values as a function of Kn through a
vast number of modeling attempts. However, the non-equilibrium in a porous system cannot be
simply modeled using the classical definition of Kn number calculated from the Darcy’s definition
of pore size or hydraulic dimeter. Instead, a proper flow dimension should consider pore connec-
tivity in order to characterize the rarefaction level. This study performs a wide range of pore-level
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analysis for gas dynamics with different porosities, pore sizes, and pore throat sizes at different Kn
values in slip flow regime. First, intrinsic permeability values were calculated without any rarefac-
tion effect and an extended Kozeny-Carman model was developed by formulating Kozeny-Carman
constant by porosity and pore to throat size ratio. Permeability increased by increasing porosity
and decreasing pore to throat size ratio. Next, velocity slip was applied on pore surfaces to calculate
apparent permeability values. Permeability increased by increasing Kn at different rates depend-
ing on the pore parameters. While the characterization by Kn value calculated with pore height
or hydraulic diameter did not display unified behavior, relating permeability values with the Kn
number calculated from the equivalent height definition created a general characterization based on
porosity independent from pore to throat size ratio. Next, we extended the Klinkenberg equation by
calculating unknown Klinkenberg coefficients which were found as a simple first order function of
porosity regardless of the corresponding pore connectivity. The extended model as a combination
of Kozeny-Carman for intrinsic permeability and Klinkenberg for apparent permeability correction
yield successful results.
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Surface electric charge inside mesoporous silica at different pore
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Mesoporous silica is an emerging technology to solve existing problems and support projected revo-
lutionary applications ranging from targeted drug delivery to artificial kidney. However, one of the
major driving mechanisms, electric charging of internal mesoporous surfaces, has not been charac-
terized yet. In the nanoscale confinements of mesoporous structures made of pore throats and pore
voids, surface charges diverge from existing theoretical calculations and show local variation due to
two occurrences. First, when the size of pore throat becomes comparable with the thickness of ionic
layering forming on throats’ surfaces, ionic layers from opposite surfaces overlap so that ionic con-
centration on the surface becomes different than Boltzmann distribution predicts, and there will no
longer be an equilibrium of zero electric potential at pore throat centers. Second, when this non zero
potential inside throats becomes different than the potential of pore voids, ionic diffusion from void
to throat creates axial ionic variation on surfaces. For such a case, we performed a pore level analysis
on mesoporous internal surface charge at various porosities and ionic conditions. Pore parameters
strongly affected the average internal charge which we characterized as a function of overlap ratio
and porosity, first time in literature. Using this, a phenomenological model was developed as an
extension of the existing theory to include nano-effects, to predict the average mesoporous internal
surface charge as a function of EDL thickness, pore size and porosity.
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An electrochemical impedance spectrocopy technique for deter-
mining ionic resistance of ion-exchange membranes
V. María Barragán1 ; Pedro Antoranz1 ; María Amparo Izquierdo-Gil1 ; Sagrario Muñoz1
1 Complutense University of Madrid
Corresponding Author(s): vmabarra@ucm.es
Ion-exchange membranes (IEMs) are used in many applications in different fields such as sustain-
able energy generation or separation techniques. The resistance to ion transport in the membrane
is a key parameter that contributes with a major portion of the overall internal resistance of the
system, strongly affecting the performance of the IEM-based process. The membrane resistance is
affected by the concentration and composition of solutions near the solution membrane interface
and the development of techniques for separating the different contributions is necessary to im-
prove the understanding of the relationship between electrolyte and IEM resistance. We present an
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy technique applied to a modified coaxial line enclosing, the
membrane under investigation, to be characterized in the frequency range from 100 kHz to 100 MHz.
The text fixture consists of a brass coaxial air-filled transmission line of length 67 mm and radii for
inner and outer conductors of 1.75 mm and 4 mm respectively. The cell consisted of two separate
compartments filled with the solution and in direct contact with the membrane holder. The inner
conductor of the coaxial line is fixed at one end whereas it can be dismantled at the opposite end so
that the system can be easily filled with the different solutions. The main advantage of this proposed
setup is the relatively small membrane area required. To validate the performance of the system, we
have used deionized water as a test standard of well-known conductivity value. The final value of
the resistance of the different ion-exchange membranes was determined by means of an iterative
process so that the simulated impedance spectra (real and imaginary parts) of the equivalent circuit
matched the experimental one. The analysis of the experimental data allows the determination of
the different contributions to the overall electrical resistance, membrane and solution contributions.
Financial support from Banco de Santander and Universidad Complutense de Madrid under Projects
PR26/16-20296 and PR75/18-21589 are gratefully acknowledged.
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A method for determining through-plane thermal conductivity
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1 Complutense University of Madrid
Corresponding Author(s): vmabarra@ucm.es
Thermal conductivity of polymeric membranes is a critical property for thermal management in
membrane-based applications. However, scarce information is available in the literature about this
property in ion-exchange membranes. An experimental investigation has been performed to mea-
sure the through-plane thermal conductivity of polymeric membranes. A simple experimental ap-
paratus based on the steady state method was designed consisting on two cylindrical copper setups
with the test sample placed between them, with or without membrane holder. A Pt-100 sensor array
inserted in the cylinders permitted to measure the temperature profile long them at both sides of
the test sample. This experimental temperature profile together a numerical simulation permit to
determine the through-plane thermal conductivity of the test sample. The numerical simulation was
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performed using Comsol (Comsol Multiphysics®, Los Angeles, CA). A simple cylindrical setup with
no isolation, was designed to validate the experimental setup. Thus, the thermal properties of the
solid materials used in the experimental model were characterized. This process leads to have, as
the only unknown variable for the simulation, the membrane thermal conductivity. Different tests
were carried out to verify the known thermal properties of each one of the different materials: Cop-
per, cork and the pla filament used in the 3D printer to design the membrane holder. We used an
iterative process to derive the thermal conductivity of the membrane sample fitting the numerical
temperature profile to the measured one. To test the applicability of the method in the determina-
tion of the thermal conductivity of polymer membranes, it was applied to determine the thermal
conductivity of a Nafion membrane. Values according to the values found in the literature for this
same membrane were found.
Financial support from Banco de Santander and Universidad Complutense de Madrid under Projects
PR26/16-20296 and PR75/18-21589 are gratefully acknowledged.
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The advances in micro-CT imaging and other techniques have improved our knowledge of the in-
ternal structure of porous materials. Currently, most of the efforts in digital porous media and pore
network extraction are focused in using the digital data as a tool for estimation of parameters such
as permeability and capillary pressure curves of the rock cores. We show in this work that pore-
network extraction can be used for analyzing the morphology and topology of the internal pore
structure as well. The main impediment to the application of the pore-network parameters on the
topology characterization of different samples is that different algorithms of pore-network extrac-
tion can lead to different networks describing the same sample. The purpose of this work is to
present a method that can overcome this issue through a simple algorithm that unifies the Max Ball
and medial axis approaches. The network extraction method maps the pore space into a network of
spheres of different sizes and interconnected based on the Maximum Spheres Algorithm (MS). The
final mapping procedure is an accurate method to separate the medium into pores and throats, and
an efficient procedure to extract a medial axis network that can map structures such as fractures and
channels. The recovering of the pore’s local geometry is done by applying graph theory analysis
of the centrality of the nodes and efficiency of its connections, instead of a geometrical definition.
This way the pore-space separation is governed by the sample’s intrinsic morphology. These net-
works can provide important data to better understand the morphology and topology of the samples.
This method was successfully applied to samples of sandstones, carbonates, and to characterize the
morphology of processes of acidification.
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Pore-scale simulation of interphase mass transfer across fluids
interfaces using the Phase-field method
Farzad Basirat1 ; Auli Niemi2
1 Department of Earth Sciences, Uppsala University
2 Uppsala University
Corresponding Author(s): farzad.basirat@geo.uu.se
We present a micro-continuum approach to simulate interfacial mass transfer across two fluids in-
terface. We used the Continuous Species Transfer method (Haroun et al., 2010) for interfacial mass
transfer along with the Phase-Field method (Yue et al., 2006) as the interface-capturing technique
for the two-phase flow system. The main objective is to investigate the multicomponent multiphase
flow at the pore level during geological storage of CO2. The model has been applied to simulate the
interfacial mass transfer in a single pore and 2D porous media under various flow conditions. The
results show that the model can capture the mass transfer between the two phases and at the same
time the interface adjustment.
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Adaptive numerical homogenization: linearization procedure to
solve non-linear multi-scale problems.
Iuliu Sorin Pop1 ; Carina BringedalNone ; Florin Adrian Radu2 ; Manuela Bastidas1
1 Hasselt University
2 University of Bergen, Norway
Corresponding Author(s): manuela.bastidas@uhasselt.be
Non-linear and multi-scale models are encountered in many real-life applications, ranging from oil
recovery and environmental pollution to biosystems and fuel cells. Direct simulation of models
involving behavior over multiple scales are challenging due to the need of a very fine grid.
In this context, multi-scale techniques are a good strategy for the numerical simulations of non-
linear, multi-scale models. Here we present a numerical strategy based on the classical homoge-
nization theory and the mixed finite element formulation combined with a-posteriori indicators for
mesh refinement. Next to deriving the effective (homogenized) models at the macro-scale, we de-
velop an efficient numerical method employing adaptive grid refinement base on a-posteriori error
estimates.
Subsequently, this scheme is combined with a linearization technique for solving the non-linear,
homogenized models. The main idea is to apply a non-linear solver that takes the advantages of
the standard Newton’s method combined with the unconditional convergence of the modified L-
scheme.
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Finally, we present some numerical examples to show the efficiency of the adaptive strategies. In
particular, for some of these cases the classical schemes and non-linear solvers either fail to converge
or become inefficient.
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Enzyme-induced calcite precipitation (EICP) is a promising soil improvement technique. There are
a couple of advantages in using EICP: (1) there is no need to grow bacteria in soils, (2) the process of
mineral precipitation is quick compared to microbial-induced calcite precipitation, and (3) the treat-
ment can be repeated until a target mineral concentration is reached. The shear strength improved
by EICP is dependent on the concentration of calcite precipitated in soils and the precipitation pat-
tern in pore space. The shear strength of sediment increases with increasing concentration of calcite.
And at a given calcite concentration, if the precipitation is concentrated on the contact between soil
particles, the increase in the shear strength is greater than the case of the precipitation by coating on
soil particles. In this study, the pattern of mineral precipitation is explored by using transparent mi-
crofluidic chips. The precipitation characteristics is investigated under different conditions including
the concentration of EICP solution, wettability of pore surface, and the use of nucleating minerals.
The nucleation pattern and growth pattern is monitored as a function of those variables.
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Today, liquid aerosols are produced in many industrial processes like machining, manufacturing of
catalysts or in pneumatic compressors. While the harmfulness of fine dust aerosols is well known
the equally dangerous liquid aerosols (mist) receive less attention. In order to be prepared for future
legal regulations we develop efficient mist filters with less energy consumption.
In our research, we couple micro-scale simulations of two-phase flow in a fibrous porous medium
with macro-scale simulations to develop efficient filters for a stationary (oil mist separator) and a
mobile (pneumatic truck compressor system) application. Because the computational effort to simu-
late mist deposition in a whole filter on the micro-scale would be much too high, on the macro-scale,
the information of the micro-scale is adopted and the whole filter is considered as porous continuum.
In other words, the output of the micro-scale becomes the input of the macro-scale. Specifically, pa-
rameters like porosity, intrinsic permeability as well as relative permeability - and capillary pressure
– saturation relationship determined from micro-scale simulations are used as input to the macro-
scale to simulate the filtration process on the domain of the whole filter. Furthermore, a source term
of the liquid (oil) phase is derived from micro-scale simulations which may depend on parameters
such as velocity and initial saturation. Thanks to this multi-scale coupling, it is possible to predict
the pressure drop and the separation efficiency of a filter and figure out the factors to optimize these
two properties.
A sensitivity analysis is made to find out which parameters have the strongest influence on pressure
drop and separation efficiency. Furthermore, different parameterizations of the capillary pressure
– and the relative permeability - saturationships (e.g. Brooks & Corey and Van Genuchten) are
compared. We also present the validation of our simulations by comparing both pressure drop and
separation efficiency to measurement results. Using this validated model it is possible to predict
both the pressure drop and the separation efficiency for the unsteady as well as for the stationary
phase. In the first step, deposition on existing filters is simulated. In the second step, the filter setup
is optimized with respect to both reduced pressure drop and enhanced separation efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION
To achieve a continuous downstream manufacturing process with in-process quality monitoring and
real-time release testing capabilities, different process analytical technologies (PATs) such as laser
scattering methods, near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy can be deployed to,
for example, measure the particle size of raw materials and powder blends as well as detect the
content uniformity of powder blends and tablets. However, the use of the above-mentioned PAT
methods to directly measure and quantify the bulk properties of tablets, e.g. porosity, that govern
the mass transport processes and mechanical changes in tablets during disintegration and dissolution
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is limited. For example, NIR typically probes surface properties only and these measurements are
not necessarily representative of the bulk tablet property, hence the need for suitable analytical
technologies, such as terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), that can reliably measure the
porosity (volumetric property) of tablets [1, 2].
This study showcases the robustness of the use of a terahertz-based approach [1- 4] in the extraction
of the porosity of several batches of tablets with and without embossment. To achieve a minimum
measuring time for possible in-line application of the terahertz porosity method, the study further
investigates the minimum average waveforms required to extract porosity values with maximum
acceptable error.
METHOD AND MATERIALS
Terahertz time-domain measurements of the batches of tablets were acquired using a TeraPulse 4000
(TeraView Ltd., Cambridge, UK). The porosity was extracted from neff based on the Bruggeman’s
effective medium theory 1. Several batches of biconvex tablets with different porosities within the
range of 10 - 26% that are either embossed or unembossed were used for the study.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A comparison made between the terahertz porosity values of the embossed and unembossed tablets
with respect to their respective nominal porosity has proven that the presence of the embossment
has a negligible effect on the porosity measurement. Despite the use of biconvex tablets, the excellent
linear correlation observed between the nominal and the terahertz porosity manifests the robustness
of the terahertz approach for tablet porosity measurement. It is also observed that terahertz porosity
with a root mean square error (RMSE) value of less than 0.006 with respect the nominal porosity can
be achieved under one second of signal measurement.
Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank Innovate UK for funding and value contribu-
tions of our collaborators from the GlaxoSmithKline (GSK).
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Slippery liquid-infused membranes (SLIMs) have been introduced to membrane technology recently
[1, 2]. The liquid-filled pores can be opened and closed in response to system pressure giving rise
to the formation of pore-sized gates (gating mechanism). In the open state, the pore wall is covered
with the infusion liquid forming the so-called liquid-lined pores. Liquid-lining is expected to give
anti-fouling properties to SLIMs. The pressure responsive pores can be used for efficient sorting of
fluids from a mixture. For example in a two-phase mixture of immiscible liquids, the required sys-
tem pressure, i.e. breakthrough pressure, is different for the constituent liquids. As a consequence,
by setting the pressure properly, liquid-gated pores can let one phase through while retaining the
other phase. Here, we investigate the capability of SLIMs for gravity-assisted permeation of the
dispersed phase, i.e. oil from the oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion. The separation experiments are con-
ducted in a dead-end pressure controlled filtration cell using liquid-infused and non-infused (dry)
membranes. In order to permeate oil, oil droplets should migrate through the bulk of the O/W
emulsion and come in to contact with the membrane surface. Our results reveal that by setting the
system pressure between the breakthrough pressure of oil and that of the surfactant solution, oil
can be successfully permeated. The experimental findings are complimented with multi-body dissi-
pative particle dynamics (MDPD) simulations [3]. In the simulations, piston induced penetration of
immiscible multi-component mixtures (surfactant-solution and oil) into non-infused (dry) and liquid-
infused cylindrical pores is investigated. Subsequently, the amount of water permeating the pore in
the non-infused (dry) and liquid-infused case is measured, and, compared to experiments.
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The increase of extreme weather events, both in frequency and magnitude, is a well-established
trend observed as a consequence of climate change. In the management and mitigation of flood risk
earthen structures, such as dikes and levees, are the essential barriers to prevent inundation. Govern-
ment policies on flood defense now tend toward the design of flood-able areas, where embankments
can be overflown and the safe discharge of excess water managed, instead of continually raising the
crest.
The understanding of the onset of breaching induced by surface erosion is thus fundamental to defin-
ing the levels of protection afforded by embankments and to provide standards for the design of new
structures and strategies for upgrading existing ones.
Almost all earthen structures are built by soil compaction to improve their mechanical properties;
therefore, it is important to understand how compacted soil responds to the load posed by flood wa-
ter. At the onset of the overflow process, compacted embankment materials are generally partially
saturated. The degree of saturation at overflow start, and change in saturation of the outer portion
of the embankment slope during overflow, controls its resistance to erosion.
The focus of this research is to understand the interplay between hydraulic conditions and surface
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loading, in the prediction of clay erosion with the analysis of the scour acquired via laser scanner.
Erosion behavior is known to be a counterbalance between gravity forces and shear erosion forces.
As the particle size decreases, electrochemical interaction between soil particles become more and
more relevant, while gravitational forces become negligible. Particle configuration and inter-particle
forces in clays are known to change with hydro-mechanical stresses history (i.e. compaction and
water content). We investigate the erosion behavior of Speswithe kaolin clay by means of the Jet
Erosion Test (JET). Experiments are designed to mimic erosion of soil on the landward slope of an
embankment during overflow; scour profiles are acquired via laser scanner.
The role of clay microstructure on erosion mechanisms and scour evolution in kaolin have been
investigated in terms of at formation conditions (i.e. dry and wet side of compaction optimum), hy-
draulic conditions (i.e. wetting and drying cycles) and surface loading imparted by the jet (i.e. the
fluid induced tangential and normal stresses). Results of these JET tests show that the different mi-
crostructures (i.e. aggregated structure or matrix-like structure) control the erodibility of the sample.
We propose a conceptual model to explain counterintuitive findings. For example, samples with the
same density but compacted on the dry side of optimum are more erodible than samples compacted
on the wet side; samples with the same formation conditions, but with a different hydro-mechanic
history (i.e. swelling upon wetting) produce different erosion behavior. Our results contribute to
the fundamental understanding of the time-dependent mechanisms that influence erosion of clay
embankments (i.e. the progression of the saturation front) during overtopping and, hence, to em-
bankment failure. In addition, these tests show how basic concepts of unsaturated soil mechanics
can serve as a guidance to ‘design’ the compaction of embankment material.
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Ion conducting membranes are of interest for various energy applications including fuel cells and
artificial photosynthesis systems. Membranes in such systems are required to facilitate the ion trans-
port necessary to feed the electrochemical reactions while meeting various additional selectivity and
permeability demands depending on the application. Accurate descriptions of transport of species,
and in many cases simultaneous transport of multiple species, in these hydrated polymer membranes
is thereby critically important for a range of membrane separations and fuel cell operation. The trans-
port of solutes through these dense, hydrated polymer membranes is described by the well-known
solution diffusion model, Pi = (Ki) x (Di), where Pi is the apparent permeability of the membrane to
component i, Ki is the solubility of component i in the membrane, and Di is the apparent diffusivity
of component i in the membrane. Transport behavior of small-molecule solutes in these systems is
typically characterized in single-component permeation experiments where permeation of the solute
through the membrane is often monitored using chromatographic techniques that require periodic
aliquot sampling. Here, we utilize in-situ ATR FTIR spectroscopy to quantify solution concentrations,
preempting the need for aliquotic sampling and ex situ analysis. We apply this technique towards
understanding how the presence of co-permeants impact solute uptake and permeability in Nafion,
a commonly used ion exchange membrane. In particular, we examine the permeation of a series of
single solute and multicomponent solute mixtures of both charged and uncharged species through
Nafion. Membrane permeabilities extracted from in situ monitored diffusion cell experiments are
coupled with solute solubility measurements to fully describe the permeability, solubility and dif-
fusivity in these systems. Critically, we find substantial deviations in transport behavior between
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ideal permselectivities calculated from single solute diffusion cell experiments and real permselectiv-
ities extracted from multicomponent diffusion cell experiments. For instance, in the case of acetate
and methanol co-diffusion this deviation is found to be driven by changes in solubility selectivity
attributed to the screening of electrostatic interactions between acetate and Nafion’s pendant anions
by methanol.
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Reactive transport modeling is a powerful means of enhancing understanding of mineral reactions
and reaction rates in porous media. Imaging has emerged as a valuable tool to characterize geological
samples and parameterize reactive transport simulations. Analysis of scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and X-ray computed tomography (CT) images of rock samples can provide information on
porosity, mineral composition and mineral accessible surface area at the pore scale. These data can
be upscaled and applied in continuum scale modeling of mineral reactions. Images can be collected
using a variety of techniques and at a range of resolutions, yet the impact of image resolution on mea-
sured mineral properties, and simulated mineral reactions and reaction rates, is largely unknown. In
this work, the impact of 2D image resolution on the calculated porosity, mineral volume fractions,
accessibilities and effective surface areas were evaluated for a sample from the Paluxy formation,
Kemper County, Mississippi. SEM backscatter electron (BSE) images of thin sections were captured
under resolutions ranging from 0.3 µm to 6 µm and used to calculate mineral volume fractions and
mineral accessibilities. This was combined with 3D X-ray CT imaging to calculate mineral accessible
surface areas. Minimum variations in mineral volume fractions occurred with changing image reso-
lution. For high resolution images, 0.3 µm to 1 µm, mineral accessibilities agreed relatively well. For
images with resolutions from 1 µm to 6 µm, the calculated accessibility of smectite/illite and mus-
covite decreased with decreasing resolution while the accessibility of quartz increased. This in turn
resulted in higher estimated effective surface areas for quartz with decreasing resolution. No signifi-
cant variations were observed for calcite, siderite and K-feldspar. The impact of observed variations
in mineral properties on simulated mineral reactions and reaction rates will be assessed through
continuum scale reactive transport modeling in the context of geologic CO2 sequestration. Contin-
uum scale models will be developed using data from each image resolution and results compared to
assess variations in simulated dissolution rates and the overall evolution of mineralogy and poros-
ity. The “Establishing an Early CO2 Storage Complex in Kemper, MS” project is funded by the U.S.
Department of Energy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory and cost-sharing partners.
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Non-wetting liquid flow in nanoporous media under the impulse
pressure change
Anton Belogorlov1 ; Nikolai Demin1
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
Corresponding Author(s): aabelogorlov@mephi.ru
A lot of works are dedicated to study a rate of liquid flow in porous media 1. And now, actively devel-
oped a new field of mechanics of liquid as nanofluidics, especially in case of damping of mechanical
energy by intrusion of non-wetting liquid in nanoporous media process [2-5]. Some of authors are
modeling fluid flow in a one channel by a molecular dynamics method [3], another authors are cal-
culating the rate of fluid flow from experimental data by the recalculating the time dependence of
force (acceleration) [4]. But the direct volume measurements in experiments with impulse (impact)
pressure change are not presented, except of work [5].
In this work we present results of experimental study of non-wetting liquid intrusion in nanoporous
media under the impulse pressure change obtained by an experimental method presented in work
[5]. This experimental method and experimental setup allow to obtain measurements both of pres-
sure and volume changes in experimental cell in time during external impact. Pressure and vol-
ume changes dependence on time analyzing allow calculating the flux of non-wetting liquid in
nanoporous media under the impulse pressure change.
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Poultice technology is currently mainly used for the desalination of masonry structures in the field
of architectural heritage conservation 1. Wet poultices are spread on the porous material surface to
be treated, and kept in place before being removed when dry. The efficiency of the process depends
on the capability of the paste to saturate the substrate before the system dries. However, little is
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known concerning porous substrate imbibition when put in contact with a soft porous material (a
kaolin paste for example).
We followed the imbibition of an initially dry substrate (glass microbeads packing) whose top surface
is coated by a wet kaolin paste. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) was used to follow liquid
distribution in time inside the system. This provided us the evolution of key internal characteristics
in time: 1) the water saturation distribution along the sample axis and 2) the shape of the shrinking
paste.
In contrast with classical imbibition from a free water reservoir where a saturated front progresses
inside the substrate and which may be described by the Washburn model [2], here the liquid is
observed to invade the porous medium while maintaining a partial saturation. In a first period, a
liquid film progresses inside the substrate until reaching substrate bottom. Then, during a second
period, the saturation in the substrate increases homogenously and stops before full saturation. We
explain this remarkable behavior by the development of a precursor film during the first regime that
would progress faster than the extraction of the main liquid amount from the paste. In the second
regime the slow liquid extraction from the paste then goes on filling the medium and capillary effects
can now ensure a homogeneous distribution of the concentration. The process stops when the stress
associated with capillary effects is insufficient to further compress the paste.
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with fully described velocity and diffusion. Both models use the same thermodynamic reaction rate,
because the rate is not forced to absorb the loss of information upon upscaling. Analytic and semi-
analytic upscaling is also performed using volume averaging and ensemble streamtube techniques.
Volume averaging does not perform as well as the RPT, while the streamtube approach (using an
effective dispersion coefficient along with macro-dispersion) performs almost exactly the same as
RPT.
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Some of the existing Lagrangian techniques for simulating solute transport in fluids represent dif-
fusive processes as proximity-based mass exchanges between numerical particles. Two main ap-
proaches of this kind can be distinguished in the hydrology literature: (a) Smoothed Particle Hydro-
dynamics (SPH), which can be derived from the assumption that each particle’s mass can be projected
on the continuum according to some smoothing kernel (e.g., Herrera et al., 2009), and (b) probabilistic
motion-based formulations, often referred to as Mass Transfer Particle Tracking (MTPT), which can
be derived heuristically by considering the probability of collocation of any pair of particles accord-
ing to the Green’s function of diffusion in a time step (e.g. Benson and Bolster, 2016). Here, we show
that MTPT can be numerically equivalent to (i.e., a specific case of) SPH for specific kernel choices.
Following this key finding, we perform a numerical study to shed some light on the influence of
the kernel bandwidth (related to the mass and time discretization) on the results of SPH transport
simulations (MTPT here being a specific choice of bandwidth), for different spatial distributions of
particles. We also consider a hybrid Random Walk / SPH approach. We discuss the trends observed
in the deviation from the analytical solution for the different scenarios. This deviation from the an-
alytical solution can be interpreted simply as an error or as a representation of incomplete mixing,
as has been traditionally done by SPH and by MTPT modelers, respectively.
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A mixed MoL-TMoL approach for solving 2D Richards’ equation
in layered soils
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Water infiltration into layered soils is studied, considering a two dimensional spatial domain. The
physics of the problem suggests a subtle analysis of discontinuity at the interface between different
soils, which is carried on by means of Filippov theory, a sophisticated tool developed in the contest
of control theory that is now spreading out also in the PDEs framework.
The novelty of our approach is based on a mixed MoL-TMoL approach, which merges desirable
features of both the classical Method of Lines (MoL) and Transversal Method of Lines (TMoL), a
numerical scheme originally proposed for the 1D Richards’ equation modeling the case of two lay-
ered soils. The numerical method numerical, together with corresponding numerical simulations
are provided.
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Bundles of polymeric materials play essential and ubiquitous roles in biological systems, and often
display remarkable mechanical properties 1. By utilizing non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simu-
lations to preform force controlled and length controlled virtual stretching experiments of polymeric
fibre bundles one may get valuable insight into the mechanical properties of nanofibrous materials.
A minimalistic reactive force field is constructed from existing force fields to investigate the yield
behavior of the samples [2]. The supra-molecular structure of fibrils in nanometric bundles is stud-
ied, which have been shown experimentally to have great impact on e.g. the Young’s modulus of the
bundles [3]. The chains in the bundle typically self organize to a semi-crystaline hexagonal pattern
with entropically induced defects due to non-zero temperatures, with higher degree of amorphicity
for low external forces.
The main material investigated here is polyethylene oxide (PEO), a polyether compound with ap-
plications ranging from industrial manufacturing to medicine. The simple chemical composition
makes it well suited as a starting point for the study of the general behavior of polymeric fibre bun-
dles, and this procedure of virtual stretching is directly applicable to more complex structures such
as cellulose or collagen with and without the presence of third species, such as room temperature
ionic liquids and aqueous environments. The simulations are carried out for a range of sizes to study
finite size effects.
The thermodynamic potentials of the bundles are studied in more detail. The smallest systems under
investigation consists of single molecules of PEO with 32 units, and on this scale it is still debated
whether a non-equilibrium thermodynamic description even exists. According to the theory of Hill
(small system thermodynamics), the thermodynamic functions cease to be extensive at small length
scales. They obtain additional terms, from surface or line energy contributions. Strøm, Schnell and
Kjelstrup have previously found a scaling law between the thermodynamic and the molecular limit
[4]. This indicates that the thermodynamic laws will indeed apply to the molecular level, provided
that we use the additional terms arising from the system smallness. It is an aim of the project to verify
the theoretical formulation of Rubi et al. 5. This may have a large fundamental impact on how one
can describe biomolecular and other events related to energy conversion on the small scale.
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Effects of Inertia, Péclet Number, and Heterogeneity on Flow and
(Anomalous) Transport in Heterogeneous Porous Media
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We investigate the effects of high velocities (inertial effects) in various heterogeneous porous me-
dia on fluid flow and tracer transport. We generate three pore-scale configurations that differ in
terms of their structural complexity, and investigate 10 realizations of each type. For each realiza-
tion, we solve the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain the spatial flow field; tracer transport is then
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modeled by a particle tracking algorithm that uses a semi-analytic, streamline-based method to sim-
ulate advective motion. At a sufficiently high Reynolds number (within the laminar regime), inertial
effects become relevant, and we observe a transition from linear to nonlinear flow that deviates
from Darcy’s law. The sensitivity to this transition and the strength of the nonlinear behavior are
controlled by the structure of the medium: higher complexity tends to amplify effects of inertia,
which lead to spatial homogenization of the flow field. In the context of transport, at increasingly
high Reynolds numbers, the portion of the velocity field that actively contributes to tracer transport
exhibits increasingly narrower distributions of velocity values. This result leads to more uniform
tracer transport, reducing the degree of anomalous behavior. We interpret the effects of high veloc-
ities in porous media on transport within the Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) framework,
using the spatial distribution of the kinetic energy within the fluid – which is itself a function of
the Reynolds number – as a characteristic measure. Finally, we investigate the effects of the Péclet
number (Pe) on tracer transport in heterogeneous porous media. With increasing Pe, anomalous
transport becomes enhanced as the host domain becomes more heterogeneous, due to the increas-
ingly dominant effects of the complex velocity field. We quantify the effects of Pe by interpreting
the numerical simulations within the CTRW framework, and incorporate Pe within the underlying
tracer transition time distribution.
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In the talk the issue of reliable and efficient flow simulations in large scale Discrete Fracture Net-
works is tackled. The stochastic generation of DFNs introduces fractures sampled from given distri-
butions for position, orientation, dimension, and hydro-geological properties. From a computational
point of view, among the several numerical difficulties of these simulations, reliability and efficiency
of numerical solutions, as well as mesh generation, take a relevant rule. Recently, a new approach
has been proposed, based on a reformulation of the flow problem as a PDE-constrained optimiza-
tion problem and capable to circumvent mesh generation problems avoiding any mesh conformity
requirement among the fractures.
Thanks to its robustness with respect to mesh generation problems, the method has proven to allow
for very general Uncertainty Quantification analyses, also in the case of geometrical stochasticity,
resorting to suitable Multi-Level Monte Carlo methods. Moreover, a tailored parallel approach has
been derived and very high parallel efficiency has been obtained allowing very large scale simula-
tions.
For this recasting of the flow problem, reliable a posteriori error estimates have been derived. Their
application to flow simulation in realistic DFNs yield a large improvement of the quality and relia-
bility of the solution.
The automatic choice of a suitable computing mesh can be useful to ensure, for a fixed level of ac-
curacy, the same precision in the large number of simulations needed in Uncertainty quantification
analyses, reducing the effect on UQ analysis of numerical noise in the solution. Moreover, adaptive
mesh refinement can take advantage from the mesh independence between intersecting fractures,
making the mesh adaptivity easier and computationally faster, providing a suitable mesh with an
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equidistributed and controlled error. The great advantage of the adaptive mesh refinement with re-
spect to uniform refinement is proven on realistic networks with tens of thousand fractures.
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Soil monitoring is necessary in the surrounding of the industrial sites impacted by geological gas
storage. Measuring the physical and biochemical reactions is a typical tool to ensure storage integrity
from industrial sites. Measurements of natural gas flows between the soil and the atmosphere can
be used to detect eventual abnormal emissions. Indeed, it is possible to distinguish natural flows
(soil respiration considered as soil natural emissions from additional gas flows that have migrated
from deep reservoirs, allowing thus to detect leaks).
A prototype station (ESCORT®) for monitoring the temporal evolution of gas emissions (qualita-
tively and quantitatively) has been developed at IFPEN (Rueil-Malmaison, France). This station
records gas concentrations (CO2, CH4, O2) in soil at four different depths (in this study : on the
ground’s surface, at 60 cm, 120 cm and 180 cm of depth). ESCORT® also integrates meteorology
data as temperature, atmospheric pressure and rainfall to correlate the meteorological conditions
with gas variations in the soil. During 2 years, from 2016 to 2017, measurements have been acquired
providing thus a rich database of CO2 and O2 measurements that allow to model the soil respiration
of the site.
Several soil respiration models were tested to predict natural CO2 emissions. This paper presents
the approach proposed to validate the soil respiration model, using available weather data from 2017
year to estimate the CO2 fluxes. In addition CO2 injections experiments in soil were also carried out
to mimic leaks and test the model in such a context. Results show that the CO2 flow during injection
period is higher than the flux calculated from the natural flow of soil respiration. The distinction be-
tween natural emission and leak was observed. Furthermore a mobile station is now developed and
provides on map a real-time measurements of abnormal CO2/CH4 concentrations on the ground’s
surface.
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A posteriori error estimation by stress and flux reconstruction
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Flux and stress equilibration procedure for the Biot’s consolidation (see 1) problem using Raviart-
Thomas elements with weakly symmetry as in 2 are proposed and analyzed. The stress tensor is
reconstructed from a displacement-pressure approximation computed with a stable finite element
pair. The Darcy velocity is reconstructed in the Raviart-Thomas finite element space, such that both
reconstructions are H(div)-conforming, and the equilibration procedure offering serveral advantages
(see 3) can be used. In particular, these reconstructions are build on vertex patches (see also 4) such
that they lead to a local efficient a posteriori error estimator for the Biot’s consolidation problem,
involving constants that depends only on the shape regularity of the triangulation.
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Swelling of gel rods
Author(s): Thibault Bertrand1
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1 Imperial College London
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Corresponding Author(s): t.bertrand@imperial.ac.uk
Swelling is a process in which a porous material grows spontaneously by absorbing additional pore
fluid. Polymeric hydrogels are highly deformable materials that can experience extreme volume
changes during swelling, allowing a small amount of dry hydrogel to absorb a very large amount of
fluid. This feature makes hydrogels extremely useful in applications ranging from moisture control
to drug delivery. The effective use of hydrogels in these applications requires a detailed character-
isation of their constitutive properties, including osmotic pressure, stiffness, and permeability as
functions of water content. Permeability is particularly important for applications that are sensitive
to the rate of swelling and drying. The constitutive properties of hydrogels are typically measured
at equilibrium, but equilibrium states provide no information about permeability. Measurement of
the permeability of hydrogels is further complicated by their extreme softness, and by the transient
nature of swelling. Here, we address this difficulty by studying the swelling of a hydrogel rod that is
suspended in dry air and has one end in contact with a water bath. The rod evolves from a uniform
initial state to a non-uniform (non-equilibrium) steady state in which the rate of water imbibition
from the bath and conduction through the rod is exactly balanced by the rate of water loss through
the sides via evaporation. We study this steady shape with laboratory experiments and a dynamic
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model based on large-deformation poromechanics. This shape is easy to measure and also very sen-
sitive to the permeability function, making it a novel and convenient method of characterising the
permeability of hydrogels.
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Coarse-grained simulations to guide an understanding of capil-
lary pressure scanning curves in fibrous porous media
Divesh Bhatt1
1 Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Corresponding Author(s): divesh.bhatt@kcc.com
Quantification of capillary pressure scanning curves is important in estimating the efficacy of porous
absorbent structures when operated under reversals of scanning direction in partially saturated con-
ditions. Experiments for thin fibrous deformable porous media are difficult. This work details a
coarse-grained approach to study the scanning behavior in such porous media and identify its qual-
itative features.
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Coupled Impact of Physical and Chemical Heterogeneity on Re-
action Rates and Dissolution Patterns in Mixed-Mineralogy Porous
Rock
Yousef Al-khulaifi1 ; Qingyang Lin1 ; Martin Blunt1 ; Branko Bijeljic2
1 Imperial College London
2 Imperial College
Corresponding Author(s): b.bijeljic@imperial.ac.uk
Reactive transport plays an important role in changing flow behaviour during carbon dioxide (CO2)
injection into carbonate aquifers for sequestration or oil recovery. In-situ brine is acidified by the
injected CO2, which may lead to a more rapid mineral dissolution. However, the manner in which
dissolution occurs could be strongly influenced by the physical and chemical heterogeneities inher-
ent in the host rock (Al-khulaifi et al.,2017).
We apply a combined experimental and modelling approach (Al-khulaifi et al., 2018). to study the
coupled impact of physical and chemical heterogeneity on reaction rates and dissolution patterns.
We use micro-CT to image in situ dissolution of carbonate rocks flooded with supercritical CO2
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saturated brine at reservoir conditions. We select two pairs of mixed mineralogy rock samples with
similar physical heterogeneity characterised by velocity distribution obtained by a Navier-Stokes
flow solver (Raeini et al.,2012; Bijeljic et al., 2013). All four samples have approximately 8:1 ratio of
dolomite to calcite, which are non-uniformly distributed, having different chemical heterogeneity.
We run experiments at two flowrates associated with different transport conditions.
Distinct physical heterogeneity (initial pore structure and associated velocity field) and chemical het-
erogeneity (intrinsic reaction rates and mineral distribution) exhibit a markedly different impact on
the effective reaction rates and dissolution patterns. Average reaction rates for calcite and dolomite
are an order of magnitude lower than the corresponding batch rates due to mass transfer limitations.
The calcite effective reaction rates in proximity to fast flow channels are initially higher than those of
dolomite. However, after the formation of a single dominant channel, the dolomite rates are higher,
since calcite becomes shielded by dolomite. The latter is also true for the dolomite effective reaction
rates in proximity to slow regions.
We introduce a new metrics quantifying coupled reactive transport behaviour, which describes prox-
imity of reacted minerals to the fast channels and slow regions. Overall, a higher degree of physical
and/or chemical heterogeneity promotes the preferential channelling effect, as opposed to uniform
dissolution.
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Experimental investigation of oil recovery and recovery mecha-
nisms of silica nanoparticles in water-wet reservoirs
Author(s): Alberto Bila1
Co-author(s): Torsæter Ole
1 Luis
Corresponding Author(s): alberto.bila@ntnu.no
The era of “easy oil” production is ending, and it is necessary to develop new enhanced oil re-
covery (EOR) technologies to run the production economically. Previous studies have shown that
hydrophilic silica nanoparticles can improve water-flooding performance significantly due to their
small size (1-100 nm) and high surface area-to-volume ratio. However, the major challenge is the
development of the nanoparticle types capable of meeting the oil field screening conditions while
providing the highest oil recovery. In addition, a proper understanding of the underlying EOR mech-
anisms of the nanoparticles is needed.
In this work, we experimentally investigated four different types of silica nanoparticles as additives
to injection water for oil recovery applications. The nanoparticles were developed to remain stable
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in the injection water and the hypothesis is that the particles improve the performance of water
injection in a specific oil reservoir.
The nanoparticles were prepared to 0.1 wt.% concentration in synthetic North Sea water. Crude oil
was obtained from a field in the North Sea. Two-phase flow experiments were conducted, at surface
conditions, to verify the oil recovery potential of the nanoparticles at the breakthrough point and at
the end of flooding in water-wet Berea sandstone rocks. The best injection scheme were also eval-
uated. 1) The prepared nanoparticles were injected from start (at Swir) and the EOR performance
evaluated with respect to reference water flood; 2) the nanoparticles were injected after reference
water flood; and 3) the displacement mechanisms of the nanoparticles were investigated by inter-
facial tension measurements between the nanofluids and crude oil, Amott-wettability test and by
analyzing the differential pressure across the core and the nanoparticle size distribution.
Our experimental results from core floods show that the silica nanoparticles can boost oil recovery.
The secondary recoveries ranged from 44.4% to 55.7% of original oil in place (OOIP) compared to
39.7% of reference water flood. Oil recoveries of nanoparticles applied after water flood varied from
4.6% to 9.8% of OOIP. The presence of nanoparticles in the injection water delayed the breakthrough
point and resulted in addtional oil recovery over water flood. The results suggest that it is preferable
to inject the nanoparticles from start, rather than the injection of nanoparticles after the water flood.
Oil displacement studies showed that oil recovery is affected by a contribution of interfacial tension
reduction and wettability. However, the increased differential pressure observed throughout the
nanoparticle injection and the particle filtration may support the log jamming effect in the recov-
ery of oil. High flowrate applied at the end of low rate generated nanoparticle-stabilized emulsions,
which is also thought to contribute in the reduction of residual oil saturation.
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INNOVATIVE TOOLS FOR FIELD SCALE INTERPRETATION OFATTENUATION PROCESSES AND QUANTIFICATION OF CON-
TAMINANT MASS DISCHARGE AT THE GROUNDWATER-SURFACEWATER INTERFACE
Poul L. Bjerg1 ; Vinni Rønde1 ; Nicola Balbarini1 ; Majken Frederiksen1 ; Anne Sonne1 ; Frederick Devlin2 ; MacKen-
zie Cremeans3 ; Mike Annable4 ; Philip Binning5 ; Ursula McKnight1
1 Technical University of Denmark
2 Kansas University
3 Kansa University
4 University of Florida
5 Technical University of Denmark
Corresponding Author(s): plbj@env.dtu.dk
Contaminants such as chlorinated solvents, pharmaceuticals and pesticides, as well as emerging mi-
cropollutants are released to streams from multiple point and diffuse sources. Sustainable manage-
ment of water resources requires assessment of multiple contamination sources within a watershed
in order to assess their direct impact on water quality. Determination of flow paths and groundwater
fluxes are essential for evaluating the transport, fate and potential impact of contaminant plumes
discharging to streams. This implies that investigators have the tools to evaluate the governing pa-
rameters, including an appreciation of the scale of variability, as well as conceptual and numerical
models that incorporate the various mechanisms affecting flow, transport and fate.
A major multidisciplinary field-scale investigation of the Grindsted stream area was carried out
in 2012-2018 to develop the scientific basis for conducting risk assessments for contaminated sites
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impacting groundwater and stream water. The contamination originating from a former pharma-
ceutical industry discharges into a multilayered aquifer system and a downgradient stream (1). The
groundwater plume contains high concentrations of pharmaceutical compounds, chlorinated ethenes
and benzene. The contamination in the source area has been depleted and today the main challenge
is related with the complex plume discharging into the stream. The main impact zone is located
within a mixed land-use stream system, comprising urban areas and agricultural production, with
multiple chemical stressors impacting the stream corridor (8, 9).
Our overall aim of the field investigations was to (i) advance our understanding of transport and fate
of chlorinated ethenes and pharmaceutical compounds in a multilayered aquifer-stream system; (ii)
test the applicability of different methods for mapping groundwater flow and pollution as it enters
streams at a complex site, (iii) perform a risk assessment of the stream using the contaminant mass
discharge approach; and (IV) assess the stream’s chemical and ecological status in a multiple stressor
context.
The study included development of geological and hydrogeological models, geophysical measure-
ments, numerical modeling of the flow and transport, mapping of the contaminant plume at vari-
ous scales, and detailed field investigations at the main entry point of the plume into the stream.
We quantified the flow, contaminant mass discharge (CMD) and attenuation of the plume at the
groundwater-surface interface using different approaches and innovative tools. This included for
example:
- high resolution groundwater sampling in a control plane at the stream bank in conjuction with
application of Point Velocity Probes for determination of flow velocities and directions at the stream
bank (2, 7)
-identification of inflow zones using traditional and innovative tools e.g sediment bed Passive Flux
Meters and streambed Point Velocity Probes (3, 4, 5, 7, 9)
-Comparison of CMD estimates at control planes in stream bank, stream bed and in- stream (5, 7, 9).
-geophysics based quantification of CMD by use of geostatistical methods (2,6)
Our current understanding of the attenuation processes for key contaminants at the groundwater-
surface water interface and the value of innovative field methods for quantification of CMD will be
discussed in the presentation.
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Determination of thermodynamic contact angle based on inter-
facial energy balance in multiphase flow displacement in porous
media
Qingyang Lin1 ; Takashi Akai1 ; Branko Bijeljic2 ; Martin Blunt1
1 Imperial College London
2 Imperial College
Corresponding Author(s): m.blunt@imperial.ac.uk
Recently, the in situ contact angle estimated from the geometry of the fluid/fluid interface where it
meets the solid has been used to characterize wettability. This geometric contact angle is normally
measured from segmented pore-scale X-ray tomography images with interface identification, mesh-
ing and smoothing. However, the quality of the contact angle directly measured from voxelised
images is highly dependent on image quality and resolution, which is related to the pore/throat size,
and segmentation method. Furthermore, the contact angle may be an equilibrium value, or repre-
sent a pinned interface, and so is not necessarily representative of a displacement process. We have
developed an alternative approach to obtain the thermodynamic contact angle based on the interfa-
cial energy balance during fluid displacement (brine displacing oil). This angle can be determined
from the local capillary pressure through measuring the interfacial curvature, the changes of fluid
saturation, and the change of interfacial areas between different phases. We validate this approach
by simulating immiscible two-phase flow at the pore-scale in a water wet Bentheimer sandstone
using the colour-gradient lattice Boltzmann method. Simulations with both geometric and thermo-
dynamic contact angles were performed and compared with a steady-state two-phase flow experi-
ment on the same sample. The results show that the simulation using the thermodynamic contact
angle consistently gave better agreement for the fluid distribution and capillary pressure . This ap-
proach has also been further applied to porous media with more complex wettability (a Bentheimer
sandstone with altered wettability) to provide a more representative wettability input for pore-scale
modelling
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Population balance modelling of particle deposition and aggrega-
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Our work deals with the investigation of particle transport and deposition in porous media, a prob-
lem with practical implications in many processes, concerning both natural and engineered systems:
aquifer remediation for freshwater extraction, packed bed chemical reactors, enhanced oil recovery
are some examples. In all of these cases, it is of the utmost importance to analyse the transport
of particulate matter in the porous medium and investigate their evolution due to deposition and
aggregation phenomena, in order to eventually obtain an upscaled transport model employable at
the macroscopic scale.
The deposition of particles through the system is quantitatively expressed by the deposition effi-
ciency in the porous bed, whose theoretical reference lies in the classical colloid filtration theory
(CFT), and for which the the most important parameter is particle size.
Theoretical works based on the CFT studying particle deposition at the pore-scale suffer a big disad-
vantage: mainly, they ignore the effect of packing randomness on macroscale fluid flow behaviour,
or are limited to very simple particle shapes, thus neglecting the effects of the grains roughness and
shape on mass transport. Moreover, no comprehensive pore-scale study of the influence of the geo-
metrical features of the porous medium on particle removal mechanisms is still available, whereas
both the packed bed porosity and tortuosity have been shown to have a marked influence on particle
deposition efficiency. Last but not least deposition involving a population of particles characterized
by a particle size distribution has not been studied before.
Thus, our novel approach relies on the construction of an array of 3D realistic models using the
open-source code Blender, which allows for a fast and robust modelling of packings of arbitrary
grain size distribution and grain shape. Having obtained the geometrical models of the porous me-
dia considered, flow field and particle transport were then investigated using a finite-volume CFD
code (OpenFoam). This methodology allowed us to perform a comprehensive study of all the rele-
vant geometric and fluid dynamic variabilities at the pore-scale and obtain the particle deposition
efficiency for each case.
Another important innovation in our work is the introduction of the population balance equation,
whose solution is dealt with using the Quadrature Method of Moments (QMOM). This approach
allowed us to consider the evolution of a non-uniformly distributed population of particles which
remains unexplored in the current state of the art regarding particle deposition and will allow for a
description of aggregation phenomena at the macroscopic scale.
The effects of these innovations are made apparent by the results of this work, which clearly show
how the standard CFT theory fails to correctly describe particle deposition in realistic, random,
packed beds.
Other important differences are highlighted between studying an uniform particle distribution and
non-uniform ones. For instance, the deposition process will remove preferentially the smaller par-
ticles, increasing the average particle diameter during the evolution of the dispersion process. This
has an effect on reaction rates, dispersion coefficient, et c. that would be impossible to estimate with
the classical methodology.
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A robust upscaling of the effective particle deposition rate in porous
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In the upscaling from pore to continuum (Darcy) scale, reaction and deposition phenomena at the
solid–liquid interface of a porous medium have to be represented by macroscopic reaction source
terms. The effective rates can be computed, in the case of periodic media, from three-dimensional
microscopic simulations of the periodic cell. Several computational and semi-analytical models have
been studied in the field of colloid filtration to describe this problem. They typically rely on effective
deposition rates defined by complex fitting procedures, neglecting the advection-diffusion interplay,
the pore-scale flow complexity, and assuming slow reactions (or large Péclet numbers). Therefore,
when these rates are inserted into general macroscopic transport equations, they can lead to several
conceptual inconsistencies and significant errors. To study more accurately the dependence of de-
position on the flow parameters, in this work we advocate a clear distinction between the surface
processes (that altogether defines the so-called attachment efficiency), and the pore-scale processes.
With this approach, valid when colloidal particles are small enough, we study Brownian and gravity-
driven deposition on a face-centered cubic (FCC) arrangement of spherical grains, and define a robust
upscaling based on a linear effective reaction rate. The case of partial deposition, defined by an at-
tachment probability, is studied and the limit of perfect sink is retrieved as a particular case. We
introduce a novel upscaling approach and a particularly convenient computational setup that allows
the direct computation of the asymptotic stationary value of effective rates. This allows to drasti-
cally reduce the computational domain down to the scale of the single repeating periodic unit. The
savings are ever more noticeable in the case of higher Péclet numbers, when larger physical times
are needed to reach the asymptotic regime and thus, equivalently, much larger computational do-
main and simulation time would be needed in a traditional setup. We show how this new definition
of deposition rate is more robust and extendable to the whole range of Péclet numbers; it also is
consistent with the classical heat and mass transfer literature.
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The Vanadium Redox Flow Battery (VRFB) is one of the most promising Electro-Chemical Device
(ECD) technologies for large scale local storage of renewable energy, such as wind and solar. Com-
mercial exploitation of this technology has emerged, but a lack of fundamental understanding of
VRFB operation is limiting the development of this new technology. In particular, battery longevity
is a problem due to degradation of the porous graphite felt carbon fibre electrode material under
electrochemical cycling. In addition, the energy density must be improved, as this is low com-
pared to Li-ion battery performance. For these reasons, we investigated here the performance of
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micro-porous carbon fibre electrode materials using a combination of computational modelling and
experimental characterisation. In particular, the surface area of the porous electrode is critical to
the device performance. To optimize electrochemical reactions in the electrode, the reactive surface
area has to be as large as possible. In terms of micro-structure, this means that the felt fibres must be
distributed homogeneously. In current VRFB technology, however, the felts are woven bundles of fi-
bres yielding a large local variation in voids and bundles. Recently, synchrotron micro-CT scanning
was used 1 to image the 3D pore structure of a graphite felt in-operando. However, the resulting
alteration of the actual flow field could not be quantified, as it was very difficult to measure in-situ
due to limited spatio-temporal resolution. Also, it is difficult to obtain the altered flow field from
average tortuosity and porosity calculations, as the relation between permeability and tortuosity /
porosity is only known empirically. Here we calculate, for the first time, the relation between flow
and altered micro-structural properties using direct flow calculations in pore space images of a rep-
resentative volume of a carbon fibre material obtained from micro-CT imaging. We present detailed
spatio-temporal pore space images of a representative 3D fibre felt geometry, and the corresponding
flow field. The flow field was calculated using our home-grown Lattice-Boltz-mann (LB) code (see
[2], [3] and [4]) on a big data set of 15 billion voxels using HPC facilities.
Our simulations show that the electrolyte is concentrated in local areas (“hot spots”), thus limiting
electro-chemical reactions. The heterogeneity of the commercial carbon fibre material therefore re-
duces the efficiency of the electrode, as it may cause high voltage spots and therefore damage in the
electrode. To mitigate problems associated with the heterogeneous nature of carbon fibre graphite
felts, we propose a rational design approach to develop new fibrous carbon materials with superior
properties.
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Wet granular materials: from building sandcastles to the con-
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I will discuss the rheology and mechanical properties of wet granular materials, and show why the
behavior can be very subtle. Once one understands the mechanical properties, I will show that
one can use this knowledge to construct the perfect sandcastle, or to understand why the ancient
Egyptians wetted the desert sand with water before sliding heavy stones over it (Figure).
I will then go on to show some new results on friction at the microscopic scale, between 2 grains.
Amonton’s famous friction law states that the friction force is proportional to the normal force since
both are proportional to the area of contact. However for spherical grains, the contact area is not
proportional to the normal force, as shown by Hertz long ago. We use a new fluorescence technique
that allows us to probe the real area of contact between 2 rough surfaces. In our case, we conclude
that important deviations from Amonton’s law are observed.
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ment of the adsorption of oil polar components on the rock sur-
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The calcite surface plays an important role in the development of hydrocarbon reserves, since this
mineral is the main constituent of the carbonate reservoirs, which are estimated to hold more than
60% of the oil reserves. Although initially water-wet, most of these reservoirs become neutral to pref-
erential oil-wet during the oil migration due to the adsorption of acidic groups from the oil on the
calcite surface. It is observed that by altering the brine composition, the wettability of the rock shifts
towards more water wet for certain brine composition. The phenomenon is called modified salinity
water flooding. Despite many efforts, the modeling of this phenomenon is still based on simple cor-
relations (i.e., interpolation of relative permeability curves as a function of brine salinity) that poorly
reflect the physicochemical interaction in the chalk/brine/oil system. Moreover, the role of the crude
oil composition has been traditionally completely disregarded. However, new experimental evidence
suggests that the fluid-fluid interactions can even outweigh the role of the rock-fluid interactions on
the wettability alteration. Therefore, in this work we first review the few available thermodynamic
(surface complexation) models (SCM) for the brine-oil interface. We found that these models have
important limitations: the chemistry of each crude oil is not considered, they cannot capture the
water/non-polar hydrocarbons surface charge, the interactions between Na+ and the acid sites are
not included, and the equilibrium constants for the adsorption reactions are not validated against
experimental data. We address the mentioned shortcomings by proposing an improved diffuse-layer
SCM for the oil-brine interface. The new model accounts for the chemistry of crude oils by consider-
ing surface sites that are linearly dependent on the total acid number (TAN) and total base number
(TBN). We define weak sites to account for the negative surface charge observed for non-polar hy-
drocarbons in water. We optimize the parameters of our model by fitting the model to reported
zeta potential measurements of oil in aqueous solutions. We validate the optimized model against
different experimental data sets, which generally shows a good performance in predicting the sur-
face charge of oil in different brines with different pHs. We show that the acid and base numbers
are only useful as a qualitative estimation of the distribution of polar groups at the oil surface, and
more sophisticated analysis is necessary to quantify the chemistry of the oil-brine interface. Later,
we couple the optimized oil-brine diffuse layer model to a CD-MUSIC (Charge Distribution Multi-
Site Complexation) model for the calcite-brine interface, to investigate the interactions between the
negatively charged carboxylic acids (dependent on the TAN) and the positively charged carbonate.
These thermodynamic models are coupled to a finite volume solver, providing a numerical approx-
imation of the transport of species and fluid and energy flow. The model is then validated against
core flooding experiments that monitor the acid number at the outlet, which gives an indication of
the extent of polar components adsorption/desorption on/from the surface of calcite.
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The impact of small-scale rock heterogeneity on CO2 plume mi-
gration and residual trapping
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The lateral migration of the CO2 plume is often not well predicted by reservoir simulators where
small-scale rock heterogeneity is not taken into account. Moreover, small-scale rock heterogeneity
has a significant impact on the residual trapping potential of reservoir rock. In this research, we
have measured and characterized the impact of small-scale rock heterogeneity on multiphase flow
parameters and residual trapping of CO2. Furthermore, we have developed methods to find upscaled
effective parameters that can be used to incorporate the effects of small-scale heterogeneities into
larger scale models. This could significantly improve the prediction of plume migration which will
increase our confidence in assessing storage capacity and leakage risks.
For this purpose, we performed experimental and numerical CO2/water core-flood tests at reservoir
conditions for a range of sandstone rock cores (including the Fontainebleau, Bentheimer, Massillon
and several cores of the Paraatte formation) containing different degrees and types of heterogeneity.
The experimentally obtained CO2 saturation distributions, visualized with the use of a medical X-ray
CT-scanner, were used to construct models of the sub-core scale permeability fields of the rock cores
studied.
For each rock sample, accurate petrophysical properties such as porosity, permeability, degree of
sub-core scale heterogeneity were extracted. The degree of heterogeneity, measured by the vari-
ance of the saturation distribution during drainage, proved to be the best predictor of residual gas
trapping. By extrapolating the correlation relationship between the degree of heterogeneity and the
linear trapping coefficient, we were able to show that pore-scale trapping mechanisms account for
47-99% of the residually trapped CO2 and capillary heterogeneity trapping mechanisms accounts for
1-53% of the residually trapped CO2 for the samples we tested. This suggests that capillary hetero-
geneity trapping has great potential in contributing to CO2 residual trapping.
The interplay of gravitational, viscous and capillary forces determines the CO2 saturation distribu-
tion and the amount of residual trapping that takes place. The relative permeablity function is flow
rate dependent as a result of this. We used the models of the rock cores to simulate the core-flood
tests for a range of flow rates and quantified the relative importance of each of the forces at the
scale of the heterogeneity. The results show that the direction, magnitude and spatial extent of the
heterogeneity impact the local capillary forces and, therefore, the capillary pressure and saturation
distribution. Furthermore, our experimental and numerical results indicate that for layered rock
with small variations in permeability, lamination direction has minimal impact on the local capil-
lary forces and does not affect the residual trapping potential.
From the numerical simulations, upscaled flow-rate dependent effective relative permeabilties were
obtained which can be used to incorporate flow rate dependency into larger scale models. In addi-
tion for the special cases of horizontally and vertically layered systems, analytical solutions were
derived to obtain relative permeability as a function of flow rate and fractional flow. These solutions
provide an easy way to investigate the impact of using multiple characteristic relative permeability
curves, and different permeability ratio between layers, on the upscaled effective relative permeabil-
ity.
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Auxiliary space preconditioners for mixed-dimensional H(div) prob-
lems
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Mixed-dimensional modeling has become an active field of research, especially in the context of
porous media applications. These models arise whenever thin structures such as fractures or faults,
as well as subsurface layers such as aquifers, are represented as lower-dimensional manifolds em-
bedded within the computational domain. In turn, the resulting model typically consists of coupled
equations defined on manifolds of different dimensions, referred to as mixed-dimensional partial
differential equations.
We focus on a subclass of such problems, namely those concerning mixed-dimensional H(div) spaces.
These problems are common due to their direct connection to conservation laws, with examples
including mass conservation in fracture flow and momentum balance in linear elasticity. One of the
key challenges in this field is that the inherent scaling with small length parameters often leads to
an ill-conditioned system of equations.
To tackle this problem, we introduce function spaces and differential operators on the mixed-dimensional
geometry which ultimately leads to the formation of a mixed-dimensional de Rham complex. With
the use of this complex, we prove that well-known decompositions of functions including the Hodge
decomposition exist in the mixed-dimensional setting. Such a decomposition, which uses an auxil-
iary space corresponding to H(curl), then serves as the main ingredient for the proposed precondi-
tioner.
By employing conforming, mixed finite elements of lowest order, we show both theoretically and
numerically that these decompositions translate directly to discretized systems. To conclude, we
present numerical experiments showing the performance of the mixed-dimensional auxiliary space
preconditioner.
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ADAPTIVE MCMC METHODS APPLIED TO THE CHARACTER-IZATION OF ROCK PROPERTIES IN FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA
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The Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953) and its variants have been used extensively in
many areas to generate target distributions. However, the convergence of this kind of method can
be extremely slow due an inappropriate selection of shape and size of the proposal distribution used
to generate trial moves in the Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, becoming the bottleneck of this
methodology, mainly in high-dimensional problems. To overcome such problem several adaptive
methodologies have been proposed in order to choose (or tuning) the proposal distribution (Haario
et al., 1999, 2001; Mira, 2001; Haario et al., 2006). In this work we compare the classical random walk
Metropolis algorithm, Differential Evolution -DE- (Ter Braak, 2006) and Differential Evolution Adap-
tive Metropolis -DREAM- (Vrugt et al., 2008) to draw samples from high-dimensional permeability
fields in a two-phase flow problem.
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A key challenge for modelling reactive transport in porous media is to upscale the effect of solute
concentration fluctuations at the pore scale on effective macroscale reaction kinetics (Battiato et al.,
2009, Dentz et al. 2011). Experimental observations have shown the effect of solute mixing on reac-
tions in mixing limited reactive fronts where reactions occur in the fluid phase (e.g. Gramling et al.,
2002, Knutson et al. 2007, de Anna et al., 2013). However, investigating the control of solute mixing
on fluid-solid reaction, which concerns a large spectrum of natural dissolution, adsorption or com-
plexation reactions, requires new experimental approaches allowing the joint characterization of the
pore scale distribution of solute concentrations and reaction rates at solid-fluid interfaces. Here we
develop a three-dimensional experimental set up to image the pore scale distribution of solid-fluid
reaction rate in order to explore the link between concentration fluctuations induced by mixing and
effective reaction rates.
To quantify reaction rates at the solid-fluid interface, we graft fluorescence probe molecules on the
functionalized surface of glass beads. Pore scale imaging is then obtained using laser induced fluo-
rescence in optical-index matched porous media. Image processing provides quantitative pore scale
measurements of key properties including the PDFs of concentration and reaction rates in three-
dimensions. Results are interpreted by developing recent mixing theories (Lester et al., 2016, Le
Borgne et al., 2017, Souzy et al. 2018) to link the dynamics of fluid mixing in porous media to effec-
tive solid-fluid reaction kinetics.
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The simulation of flow and transport phenomena in poro-fractured media is a very challenging task,
mainly because of the high geometrical complexity of the domains, that introduces great difficulties
to the efficient generation of good quality computational grids. The reliability and computational
efficiency of these kind of simulations is of crucial importance for uncertainty quantification tech-
niques, were many computations have to be performed on networks of fractures that are randomly
generated from soil property distributions. To circumvent these issues, we propose a series of ap-
proaches [1–5] that exploit the flexibility of the Virtual Element method in dealing with polygonal
and polyhedral meshes. We consider a fractured medium represented as a 3D Discrete Fracture net-
work immersed in a rock matrix and discretize the domain by a minimal mesh where polyhedra
are delimited by the polygons representing the fractures. Such approach guarantees a conforming
mesh where the continuity of the solution and the balance of fluxes can be imposed strongly, thus
obtaining good quality solutions.
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Irreversible, dissipative processes can be naturally modeled as gradient flows; flow in deformable
porous media modelled by the Biot equations is such a process. In this talk, we exploit the gradient
flow structure of poroelasticity in order to analyze well-posedness of the problem and to accelerate
classical splitting schemes – undrained split and fixed-stress split – using abstract gradient flow
theory and convex optimization, respectively.
After time discretization, a gradient flow structure translates to an optimization problem, allowing
the use of mature optimization theory to construct numerical solvers. For the particular case of
the linear Biot equations, its time-discrete version translates into a quadratic optimization problem
subject to linear constraints. Furthermore, the standard classical splitting schemes can be identified
as alternating and hence successive minimization. Based on these observations, we propose two
novel techniques to improve the performance of classical splitting schemes while reducing user-
input:
• The stabilization parameter included in the splitting schemes is chosen such that energy is re-
duced maximally. This thereby resolves the question of optimal splitting parameters in the split-
ting scheme
• By exploiting the quadratic structure of the optimization problem, we note that the optimal damp-
ing factor can be calculated explicitly, thus accelerating convergence.
Both techniques are cheap and can be build in on top of existing implementations of splitting schemes.
We note, acceleration via line search increases robustness and can be also applied to other iterative
solvers than the classical splitting schemes, ensuring energy minimization. We also discuss the ap-
plicability of the approach for nonlinear processes in deformable porous media.
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Highly conductive fractures through porous media may dominate fluid flow, hence injected fluids
mainly channel through the fracture network without contacting large portions of the matrix volume.
Establishing fluid flow within the porous matrix is important in many applications, e.g. during oil
or natural gas recovery from, and CO2 storage in, geological structures. Several options exist to
minimize fracture flow, therein the placement of polymer gel in the fracture network. With polymer
gel in place, subsequently injected fluids may be diverted into the porous matrix. Polymer gel may be
perceived as a flexible porous medium in itself, where the polymer structure of the gel constitutes a
matrix of constant solid volume and the gel porosity is defined by the volume fraction of solvent. The
behavior of polymer gel after placement in a fracture is complex and largely controlled by external
conditions. We used core scale experiments and high-resolution Positron Emission Tomography
(PET) to investigate the behavior of gel during water injection into gel-filled fractures through porous
rock. The properties of water injection were varied, applying either: 1) a stepwise variation in the
imposed pressure gradient (i.e. external mechanical stimuli), or 2) injection of low-salinity water,
where the salinity of the injected water phase was decreased compared to the gel solvent (i.e. a
change in external chemical composition).
The structural integrity of gel placed in a fracture may often be maintained at low differential pres-
sure gradients. An increase in the pressure gradient may cause the gel to rupture, creating a pattern
of void space, often termed wormholes. Injected fluids may resume flow through the partially gel-
filled fracture, preferentially flowing through wormholes. A significant reduction in fracture con-
ductivity may be maintained over an extended period of time due to the elasticity of gel, where the
wormholes collapse or expand depending on the imposed pressure gradient. PET enabled visualiza-
tion of dynamic wormhole development as a function of imposed pressure and water throughput.
The blocking capacity of a ruptured polymer gel is expected to decrease with water throughput, i.e.
the wormholes are expected to increase in size during water injection. However; gel also has the
ability to shrink and swell. Volumetric changes in gel may occur due to changes in a number of exter-
nal conditions. Recent work shows that a salinity contrast between the gel solvent and surrounding
brine implemented volumetric changes; gels generally swell in lower salinity water and shrink in
higher salinity water. We show that injection of low-salinity water may reverse the damages of
gel rupture, thus increasing the blocking capacity of gel with water throughput, contradictory to
previous findings. Visualization by PET was used to search for the mechanism behind improved gel
blocking.
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Reactive flow with mineral precipitation and dissolution includes an evolving interface at the pore
scale as ions precipitate and minerals dissolve, affecting the pore scale structure. Large-scale prop-
erties such as the effective diffusivity and the permeability of the porous medium is affected. Such
a problem is difficult to handle numerically, both due to the evolving interface but also due to the
difference in scales and the highly oscillatory behavior at the pore scale. A direct simulation would
require a very fine grid to resolve the oscillatory behavior.
We here consider a phase field formulation for the coupled flow and reactive transport resolving
the evolving interface at the pore scale, which, using periodic homogenization, is upscaled to Darcy
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scale. The upscaled model provides the effective behavior and introduces Darcy velocities where the
permeability is found through a cell problem incorporating the phase field at the pore scale.
In a numerical simulation the Darcy-scale equations are time-stepped, where they in each time step
receive information from the updated cell problems as the phase field evolves. However, the cell
problems are decoupled from each other through the periodicity assumption and can be solved in
parallel. Hence, the upscaled model is much faster compared to a direct simulation.
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One-D Water oil displacement in porous media is usually described by the Buckley-Leverett equa-
tion or the Rapoport-Lease equation when capillary diffusion is included. The 1-D geometry is
not representative of a general oil displacement problem. It is therefore of interest to describe the
Buckley-Leverett or Rapoport-Lease equation in radial geometry. We can show that under appro-
priate conditions one apply a similarity transformation ƞ= r^2/2t that reduces the PDE in radial
geometry to an ODE, even (as opposed to the situation in the linear geometry) when capillary dif-
fusion is included. We consider two cases (1) where the capillary diffusion is constant independent
of the saturation and (2) when we include saturation dependent capillary diffusion. It turns out
that the solution with a constant capillary diffusion coefficient is fundamentally different from the
solution, with a saturation dependent capillary diffusion. The most conspicuous difference is the
behavior around the dispersed shock, where we obtain a smoothly dispersed “shock” in the constant
diffusion case and a power-law behavior around the shock for a saturation dependent capillary diffu-
sion. We compare the numerical solution of the initial value problem obtained with a finite element
software package to a partially analytical solution of the problem in terms of the similarity variable
ƞ.
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This work is concerned with iterative solution procedures for coupled thermo-poroelasticity. The
thermo-poroelastic model problem we consider is formulated as a three-field system of PDE’s, con-
sisting of an energy balance equation, a mass balance equation and a momentum balance equation,
where the primary variables are temperature, fluid pressure, and elastic displacement. Due to the
presence of a nonlinear convective transport term in the energy balance equation, it is convenient
to have access to both the pressure and temperature gradients. Hence, we introduce these as two
additional variables and extend the original three-field model to a five-field model. Based on this for-
mulation, we propose six different iterative algorithms, where we at each iteration either split the
problem into several subproblems, or solve monolithically a linearized system. These methods are
based on the well-known ‘fixed stress splitting algorithm’ from poroelasticity, extended to also in-
clude thermal effects, and also capable of resolving the nonlinearity in the model. We also provide a
convergence proof for the algorithms, and validate our results through numerical examples.
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Simulation of multiphase flow parameters needs to be carried out in domains that are large enough
for capturing the representative pore connectivity. For pore scale imaging of chalk nanometer res-
olution is required. Reconstructed domains of chalk from nanotomography barely meet the con-
nectivity requirement. Such simulations are performed on limited size volumes and therefore only
provide snapshots of the larger scale properties, which implies that statistical significance can only
be achieved by repeated sampling.
Until recently the computational burden associated with multiphase simulations prohibited com-
prehensive studies on the pore scale without the use of supercomputing facilities. With up to 32
GB of memory modern graphic card technology is now capable of handling large scale domains in
multiphase Lattice Boltzmann simulations enabling the computation of results within a reasonable
timeframe of days or even hours.
We developed a three-dimensional phase-field Lattice Boltzmann solver for GPUs, which is fast and
memory efficient. Here we present benchmarks for the solver and initial results obtained from simu-
lating drainage and imbibition processes in samples of Upper Maastrichtian chalk. The samples were
extracted core plugs and imaged by X-ray nanotomography. For each core plug several samples were
evaluated with respect to relative permeability and capillary pressure. Finally, we discuss different
drainage protocols and the influence of finite size effects on the estimated water saturation.
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Laser Speckle imaging (LSI) is a very powerful imaging technique that visualizes flow. Compared
to other optical imaging techniques it has several advantages: it works well within turbid materials,
has very high spatial and temporal resolution, is sensitive to extremely small displacements and
set-ups are generally very low-cost. However the two existing data analysis algorithms each have a
serious drawback. One algorithm gives quantitative results but takes a huge amount of calculation
time, while the other algorithm is fast but not quantitative.
We propose a new algorithm that is both fast and quantitative. This new algorithm uses the fast
Fourier transform to quantify dynamics and visualize flow. The existing quantitative method is
based on the auto-correlation function which mathematically holds the same information as the
Fourier spectrum. However the Fourier spectrum is up to 500 times faster to calculate! We have
implemented this new algorithm on a portable LSI set-up where the real-time analysis is performed
on a tablet. This set-up increases the accessebility and applicability of LSI for imaging flow.
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Two-phase fluid flow in rocks depends crucially on the underlying pore-scale physics. While nu-
merical modelling at this scale has received great attention in recent years, it has remained un-
clear whether simulation discrepancies derive from a lacking description of the physics or from
other sources. In this work, we investigate this by directly comparing the sequence in which pores
are invaded during imbibition in numerical models to experimental observations based on fast syn-
chrotron micro-computed tomography. Our methodology allows to compare models to experiments
on a pore-to-pore basis in sandstone and carbonate samples, and captures the importance of filling
discrepancies on the averaged flow properties. The analysis proves that quasi-static physics which
take capillary dominated pore filling and throat snap-off into account can provide a good first-order
approximation of imbibition in strongly-wetted rocks at low capillary numbers. Furthermore, we
investigate how this experimental analysis can be extended into data-assisted pore-scale models,
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aiming to make pore-scale models with low computational cost more reliable and more broadly ap-
plicable.
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The mutual interaction between the fluid flow in fractured porous media and propagating, possibly
bifurcating fractures is important for the overall systems’ behavior in many natural and technical
applications.
We consider porous media where dominant fractures are kept in the mathematical model as ge-
ometric structures up to the Darcy scale. Those will be understood as sharp interfaces and will
be represented by dimension reduced manifolds. Incompressible two-phase flow formulated in the
fractional flow formulation will be considered in the bulk as well as in the fracturing domain.
We propose a fully conforming Finite-Volume approach where all fractures coincide with volume
edges. For the fracture network we rely on a Finite-Volume scheme formulated on manifolds. Ap-
propriate coupling conditions are used to fix numerical fluxes orthogonal to the lower-dimensional
fracture network. To track fracture propagation we will employ a moving-mesh concept that re-
stricts the topological changes to locally marked regions.
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The terrestrial ecosystems in arid, semi-arid and Mediterranean areas are characterized by extended
periods of drought followed by rainfall events, creating pronounced cycles of drying-rewetting
(DRW). As a consequence, the resident microorganisms need to respond to these extreme dynam-
ics in environmental conditions, which is known to induce some of the most dynamic patterns of
microbial growth and respiration documented. Thus, DRW events can account for the dominant frac-
tion of carbon dioxide emissions to the atmosphere in ecosystems affected by drought, with strong
implications for the global carbon cycle and climate change.
Despite their great significance, the mechanisms underlying microbial metabolic dynamics induced
by DRW in soils are still debated and several questions remain open – What is the carbon source
sustaining the increased proliferation of microbes? Which mechanisms control the intensity and
duration of the respiration pulses? How the growth and respiration rates are connected after rewet-
ting? Specifically, two categorically different microbial responses to rewetting have been identified;
a more efficient way of growing where microorganisms start growing immediately upon rewetting,
coinciding with respiration rates that peak immediately and then decrease exponentially (“Type 1”),
or more ‘wasteful’ response in which bacteria grow exponentially after an extensive lag period (up
to 20 h), with a sustained period of elevated respiration, sometimes followed by a further increase
coinciding with the emergence of bacterial growth (“Type 2”). Previous studies have suggested that
the response upon rewetting could be related to the harshness of the disturbance as experienced by
the microbes, with more “harsh” (i.e. longer or more severe) drying resulting in a Type 2 response
[Meisner et al., 2017]. However, the specific underlying mechanisms remain unknown.
Empirical evidence and theoretical work point to several potential processes and mechanisms that
strongly influence the nature of microbial dynamics. On the one hand, the amount of labile carbon is
increased after rewetting because the organic matter accumulated during the preceding dry period
becomes available, sourced from e.g. dead microbial biomass and extracellular microbial products,
and previously physically protected soil aggregates are disrupted during intense dry periods. On
the other hand, microbial physiological processes such as osmoregulation, dormancy/reactivation
of cells, and synthesis/reuse of extracellular polymeric substances are activated as a direct response
to the extreme environmental changes from wet to dry, or dry to wet, conditions.
In this work, we address the hypotheses proposed and formalize them via a modeling approach
built on the process-based soil biofilm model by Brangarí et al. [2018]. Specifically, we evaluate the
simplest scheme that allows capturing the general microbial patterns observed after rewetting of
dry soils. We also identify the environmental and microbial factors that can trigger a switch from
the type 1 to the type 2 response to rewetting, and vice versa. These scenarios allow disentangling
the putative drivers of microbial growth and respiration pulses in a set of virtual experiments that
subsequently can be interrogated by empirical experiments.
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Shale gas, an unconventional energy resource, has proven to be a boon in many ways. Its reservoirs
have extremely low permeability, low porosity, are rich in organic matter, and have complex pore
structures. Many models have been proposed to describe gas flow in shale reservoirs where all the
models account for some additional flow mechanism besides the viscous flow (Darcy’s law). In this
work, a model for gas transport in shale is proposed by accounting for three major fluid flow mecha-
nisms in shale stratum, which is modeled as a 3D fractal media. The proposed apparent permeability
of shale is an analytical expression that also accounts for heterogeneous pore sizes in shale stratum,
and is verified using experimental datasets for methane and helium flow in shale. Results of sensi-
tivity analysis indicate that surface diffusion of adsorbed gas plays an important role, specifically
in smaller pores, while surface diffusion would be negligible in larger pores. Further, the proposed
model shows that flow due to surface diffusion decreases moderately with the increase of isosteric
adsorption heat, while it increases significantly with the increase of the maximum adsorption ca-
pacity. One of the key novelties of the proposed permeability model is that it accounts for pore
size distribution to reveal novel insights on gas transport in shale that can be used to optimize gas
production by operational controls (e.g. controlling reservoir pressure) as flow regimes change with
time.
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Phase-field modeling of shrinkage-induced cracking in cement
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Due to the multiphase nature of porous media, pore fluid redistribution induces a variation of strains
in the solid matrix according to the theory of effective stress [1, 2]. In cement-based materials, this
phenomenon is related to the change of volume at early states because of thermal shrinkage, auto-
genous and drying shrinkage. In the presence of restraints (self-, internal or external), cracks may
develop [3, 4]. Such early-age cracks can affect the durability of the material as they facilitate the
transport of harmful chemical substances into the medium. Objective of this work is to describe
drying shrinkage and cracking in cementitious materials with the theory of porous media and the
phase-field approach to fracture. The phenomenon of drying is modeled within the poromechan-
ical theory of 5, where the average properties of the solid and the fluid water phases are taken
into account. Crack initiation,propagation and branching can be numerically modeled by the phase-
field approach, which describes cracks as diffusive interfaces and offers an unprecedented flexibil-
ity in describing crack patterns with arbitrarily complex topology. The poromechanical-phase-field
framework in the context of variable saturation [8] is calibrated with original experimental data. We
present the calibration procedure and validation of the framework with some examples of shrinkage-
induced cracks observed experimentally.
Keywords: phase-field modeling of fracture, shrinkage, drying, cement, mortar.
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Abstract: With the rapid increasing demand of energy in the world, unconventional oil and gas re-
sources have received more and more attention, especially the tight oil –it has become a hot spot
in global oil and gas exploration, and an important replacement resource for the future oil and gas
production. In recent years, tight oil exploration and development has been extremely frequent and
active. As an important form of energy supply, most countries and regions in the world have dis-
covered this resource.
Tight oil reservoirs of Chang 7 Formation in the Ordos Basin are abundant, but the reservoir physical
property is poor and the formation pressure is insufficient, so there are many complicated problems
for its exploration and development. In order to achieve the goal of profitable production, we selected
the Hua H6 platform as a case study, planned to forecast and evaluate its productivity, and further
to optimize its productivity– based on the condition that we have determined the main control fac-
tors. Eventually, suitable tight oil exploration and development program for Chang 7 Formation was
established.
Key word: tight oil; productivity evaluation; development optimization; Hua H6 platform
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Unraveling the interplay of different sorption-induced deforma-
tion mechanisms in a slit pore: an atomistic simulation approach
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Common phenomena in porous materials ranging from nano- to meso- and macro-pore scale are
sorption hysteresis and sorption-induced deformations. In this paper, we focus on meso-porous ma-
terials and analyze sorption hysteresis and sorption-induced deformations in a slit pore. Sorption-
induced deformations are generally attributed to the interaction of three mechanisms: a disjoining
pressure, a surface stress in the film forming region, as described by Bangham or Shuttleworth, and
a Laplace pressure when capillary condensation occurs and menisci between liquid and vapor phase
appear.
Several studies have been conducted on the different mechanisms at play of sorption-induced defor-
mations, as well as their interplay both experimentally and theoretically, but an integrated approach
is still lacking. Since the origin of these phenomena arises from the atomistic/molecular level, where
intermolecular forces are induced due the fluid-solid and fluid-fluid interactions, we perform hybrid
atomistic simulations including both Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) and Molecular Dynam-
ics (MD). In this study, we aim to characterize the contributions of different mechanisms at play
that explain the sorption-induced deformation when argon atoms ad- and desorb in an academic,
but realistic slit pore model.
The simulated sorption isotherms, characterized by first a film thickening and then a capillary filled
regime, are consistent with experimental and theoretical studies. They show hysteresis, attributed
to the capillary condensation and evaporation process at different relative pressures. With respect
to deformation in the film thickening region, the slit pore shows negligible deformation in nor-
mal direction, while a significant shrinkage occurs in longitudinal direction at very low absorbed
amount. This longitudinal shrinkage is generally explained by the surface stress, but we show that
this deformation already occurs much before a single film layer is formed. The shrinkage is found
to result from isolated adsorbed fluid atoms trying to attract the surrounding solid atoms, making
the solid substrate to shrink. This shrinkage can turn over to swelling when the first adsorbed layer
is formed and becoming repulsive, turning to the classical Bangham effect. When capillary conden-
sation occurs, a sudden shrinkage occurs in normal and longitudinal directions as explained and
properly modelled by the Laplace pressure. During further adsorption, the menisci at the ends of
the slit pore flatten, decreasing the shrinkage as the relative pressure increases. The small mismatch
between deformations predicted by Laplace law and atomistic simulations is attributed to the disjoin-
ing pressure. Analysis of isosteric heat of adsorption shows that the deformation-related isosteric
heat is relative small compared to sorption-related isosteric heat, which indicates that the influence
of deformation on the sorption process is limited. Finally, the effect of temperature on the different
mechanisms is analyzed.
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The various scenarios of liquid water formation in the cathode
gas diffusion layer of PEM fuel cells.
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The cathode Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) is considered as a critical component as regards the water
management in Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC), a key issue in order to improve
the PEMFC efficiency and durability. In this context, the identification and the understanding of the
exact mechanisms responsible for the liquid water formation in cathode GDLs are therefore of the
uttermost importance for improving the water management.
This topic has been widely studied through experimental works and pore network model (PNM) sim-
ulations. So far, two liquid water formation scenarios have been considered in the PNM models. In
the first scenario, referred to as the liquid invasion scenario, the produced water enters the GDL in
liquid phase and crosses it finding paths of lower capillary resistance. In the second scenario, namely
the condensation scenario, the produced water enters the GDL in vapour phase, diffuses through it
and condenses in colder areas, e.g. 1. However, those PNM models are only valid for very specific
conditions and are therefore not able to simulate the whole range of fuel cell operating conditions.
In particular, none of them are in agreement with the observations in fuel cells operating with a
reactant gas high relative humidity (~100%) at standard temperatures (~80℃), which are conditions
very frequently encountered in PEMFC.
To overcome these limitations, we present a new pore network model [2] aiming at simulating the
full range of operating conditions. This model combines the main features of previous models: evap-
oration condensation phenomena are taken into account and water can enter the GDL both in liquid
and vapour phases.
Good agreements with experimental observations are obtained over an extended range of PEM fuel
cell operating conditions. As a result, the new model can simulate not only the operating conditions
for which the previous models were satisfactory but also the conditions that could not be adequately
simulated with previous models. This leads to identify three main liquid formation scenarios depend-
ing on the operating conditions: the liquid invasion scenario where liquid – vapour phase change
phenomena are negligible, the condensation scenario where phase change phenomena control the
liquid water formation and the mixed scenario where the invasion in liquid phase from the catalyst
layer and the condensation – evaporation phenomena are both important.
The model can also take into account wettability heterogeneities in relation with the study of degra-
dation mechanisms in GDLs (loss of hydrophobicity) or for optimising the GDLs (in terms of mi-
crostructure and/or heterogeneous wettability properties).
1 B. Straubhaar, J. Pauchet, M. Prat, Pore network modelling of condensation in gas diffusion layers
of proton exchange membrane fuel cells, Int. J. Heat and Mass Transf. 102, 891-901 (2016)
[2] P. Carrere, M. Prat, Liquid water in cathode gas diffusion layers of PEM fuel cells: Identification of
various pore filling regimes from pore network simulations, Int. J. Heat Mass Transf. 129, 1043–1056
(2019)
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The hydrology of soft porous materials such as clays, hydrogels, membranes, or biofilms is an active
research area with important implications in water and energy technology as well as biomedical
engineering. A key challenge in these areas is that many soft porous materials (including clay-rich
sediments and sedimentary rocks) contain both macropores and micropores, i.e., they are inherently
multi-scale structures. Well-established models based on poromechanics theory exist for describing
the hydrology and mechanics of soft porous materials, but these models are not adapted to describe
systems with more than one characteristic length scale. In this paper, we expand upon the well-
known Darcy-Brinkman formulation to develop a “Darcy-Brinkman-Biot” formulation, i.e., a gen-
eral coupled system of equations that resemble the equations for poroelasticity in the microporous
regions and approximate the Navier-Stokes equations in fluid-filled macropores. Previously we have
shown that this model can be used to model single-phase flow within both plastic solids (swelling
clays) and elastic solids (membranes) by comparison to experimental and analytical data. More re-
cently, we have expanded this modeling framework to capture porous media dynamics driven by
multi-phase couplings through the inclusion of capillary forces, wettability effects, and relative per-
meabilities. We will show that the resulting model can be used as a tool to simulate and characterize
complex dynamic systems and phenomena: from reservoir fluid injection to clay-soil drying, and
from fracture propagation to viscous fingering. This is an exciting development, since, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first CFD model to capture the dynamic couplings between a deformable
porous medium and multiple fluid phases in a manner compatible with Digital Rock Physics.
Sample Images:
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Figure 2: Wettability vs Fluid Injection Rate Phase Diagram
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Figure 3: Fluid Injection Rate vs Solid Fraction Phase Diagram
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The uncontrolled management of water resources for agricultural and industrial uses has caused sig-
nificant problems of water quality (e.g. pollution of groundwater, rivers and lakes by organic com-
pounds) thatbmay cause diseases either directly through human consumption, or indirectly through
the food chain.
The removal of contaminants by modern wastewater treatment plants is often incomplete. With
stricter current and anticipated regulations, more efficient and cheaper removal technologies need
to be developed and optimized.
Low temperature plasma technologies have been proved to be sustainable and efficient alternatives
amongst the different proposed water treatment methods. During non-thermal plasma treatment,
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highly reactive oxidative species (OH, H2O2, O3, atomic O, singlet O2 and UV/VUV photons) of
short life-time (order of milliseconds) are generated in the neighborhood of the water-gas interface.
These species are capable of oxidizing a wide variety of organic molecules ranging from viruses and
bacteria to poly-aromatic hydrocarbons, insecticides, and endocrine disruptors .
Nevertheless the energy cost for the direct treatment by non-thermal plasma of organic pollutants is
of the order of 30Wh per liter of treated water. Also because of the dielectric constant of the water
which is 80, while that of air and other gases is 1 and of solids like, Alumina, glass, PTFE is between
4 and 5, the voltage to maitain the discharge is above 15kV, which can lead to strong instabilities.
A viable option for water and wastewater remediation is based on the development of adsorbents
to trap the pollutants. The adsorbents can be treated by non-thermal plasma that can oxidize the
pollutants, converting them into less complex and less hazardous intermediates or even fully miner-
alizing them to CO2 and H2O. As the dielectric constante of the adsorbants, in this case the view is
slightly greater than 5, the power to maintain the discharge and the energy consumption are much
lower..
In this paper we review the possibilities of treatment of pollutants by non-thermal plasma and we
demonstrate that the treatment of pollutants adsorbed on porous materials is much more economical
than the direct treatment in the liquid.
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Several CO2 sequestration pilots and demonstration projects have been compromised by injection
impairment, decreasing injectivity, and influencing the shape of the CO2 plume in the reservoir.
The latter effect also potentially reduces the total storage capacity of the reservoir by leaving large
swathes unexplored by the injected fluid. Loss of injectivity is usually associated with super-critical
injected CO2 drying the reservoir formation inducing salt precipitation from resident brine. On the
other hand, mixing of the CO2 with resident brine results in a lower pH, low enough to dissolve
certain minerals acting as cement at formation grain contacts. These dissolved minerals will be
transported outwards from the well until they are deposited due to lowered superficial flow velocity
or aggregation and trapping at pore throats. A simplified model is constructed simulating dissolution
and precipitation without going into detailed geochemical reaction descriptions; instead, adjustable
coefficients specify increase or decrease in pore radius, influencing local velocity in the different pore
volumes. The evolving pore throat size distribution in turn influences the stability of the injected
fluid front, potentially leaving areas behind with no or less CO2 saturation. A similar simplified
representation of the local effective stresses is established in terms of the pore pressure, whereby
criteria are established based on pressure difference between neighbor pores for fracture opening
and propagation. The fluid pressure in each pore being a function of flowing velocity, in turn itself a
function of pore throat radius and thus of the competition between dissolution and precipitation. The
mineral transport along the flow direction also implies that the competing chemical effects are not
occurring at the same distance from the injection point, instead separated by a distance depending
on the local velocity field. Variation in dissolution and precipitation propensity thus also leads to
different fracture patterns.
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Some real porous media, such as carbonates, show very complex structures characterized by the pres-
ence of poorly connected cavities which impacts on flow and transport leading to stagnant zones
formation and solute segregation. The double or multiple continua approach is appealing for pore
to continuum upscaling of transport in these scenarios.
We present the derivation and the calibration of a novel double-continuum model, which explicitly
accounts for the exchange process between high and low-velocity regions but avoids cumbersome
non-local formulations. Our modeling approach relies on the simplification of the porous medium
system into a unit cell made up of an immobile continuum and mobile one, where a uniform shear
flow is present. The numerically resolved pore-scale velocity distribution in the porous medium is
employed to characterize the volume fraction assigned to each continuum and the velocity profile
in the unit cell. Using the simplified unit cell, we derive a closed-form model, which includes two
effective parameters that need to be estimated: a characteristic length scale (L) and a ratio of wait-
ing times RD which lumps the solute segregation effect defined as the time required by the solute to
escape/explore the stagnant regions of the porous medium to the characteristic diffusive time scale.
We explore the impact of the two effective parameters on the solute concentration profile shape.
Our results showcase the flexibility of the model using global sensitivity analysis (GSA) consider-
ing three different initial conditions for solute transport. These results are then used to define a
tailor-made objective function for optimizing the efficacy of model calibration compared to classical
calibration approaches. To calibrate and validate our model, we rely on a set of pore-scale numeri-
cal simulations performed on a disordered segregated periodic porous medium and the same initial
solute distributions investigated in the sensitivity analysis.
Our results show that our model can predict both symmetric and highly skewed solute concentration
profiles. Using a sensitivity analysis driven calibration, our model provides a good interpretation of
the solute concentration profile evolution independent of the given initial condition relying on a
unique set of effective parameter values. These results support the robustness of the approach pro-
posed and allow better understanding the solute transport phenomena itself, particularly on the
influence of the mass exchange process between mobile and immobile regions and how it impacts
on solute profile shape, depending on the initial condition.
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In the last decade, the study of the behavior of granular materials, such as dense packing of spheri-
cal particles and particle migration process, etc., has great important significance for chemical engi-
neering and petroleum engineering. However, it mainly focuses on the macroscopic performance of
granular materials, but there are few reports on the mechanism of microscopic mechanism such as
the mechanism of rupture and evolution. To address this challenge, we treat granular materials as
spatially-embedded networks in which the particles (nodes) are connected by weighted edges. We
use community detection network analysis method to find sets of closely connected particle clusters
and extract chain-like structure that are reminiscent of force chains. We investigate the packing
granular material in three dimensional which is compressed by fluid with different pressure. The
results show that Granular contact network exhibit a very clear community structure and network
analysis method provide new viewpoints to underlying and generate new perspective of describ-
ing granular material problem compared with traditional methods. The distribution of force chain
community size is consistent with an exponential distribution and the high-pressure force chain
network exhibit compact instead of branching communities. And granular matter displays traits
of self-organization forming complex force network which arrange in response to applied load or
compression and more specifically force network rearranges prominently when applied pressure is
disturbed.
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Compositional flow involving a gas phase is of importance in many areas, including oil reservoir
production, pipeline transport, CO2 sequestration, and the disposal of radioactive waste. Composi-
tional flow involves the inherent possibility of phase creation and its subsequent transport. Keeping
any potential gas components dissolved in the brine phase is important for efficient extraction in
reservoirs; the presence of gas bubbles and the resultant fluid-gas menisci complicates flow and can
compete with brine movement.
A challenge to the numerical simulation of compositional flow in porous media is the change in
the system of equations that accompanies the appearance and disappearance of a gas phase. We
developed a network flow model that checked on the flow condition (two-phase, single-phase under-
saturated, single-phase over-saturated) in each pore to determine the appropriate equations to ap-
ply. In our computations of two-phase, two-component (H2O, CO2) flow in a 3D pore network1. We
noted the periodic appearance and dissolution of the gas phase in certain pores. Intensive evaluation
of our algorithms led us to conclude that the phenomenon was not numerical in origin. We develop
and analyze a 2 × 2 dynamical system describing flow through a single pore to study the dynamics
of the appearance and dissolution of gas bubbles during two-component (CO_2, H_2 O), two-phase
(gas, liquid) flow.
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Paper is one of the most widely used typical porous media for absorbing liquid, and accurate control
of water imbibition in paper is crucial in developing paper-based microfluidic devices. Washburn
equation is usually used to describe the dynamics of the liquid flow through the cellulose matrix of
paper. However, it is well known that this equation has limitations in predicting water flow in paper.
We report that swelling and intra-fiber pores that have not been considered in developing Washburn
equation are mainly responsible for the limited accuracy when predicting imbibition length of water.
We demonstrate that cellulose fibers have significant internal voids that absorb water. In addition,
we quantify water induced swelling that leads to the expansion of inter-fiber space. We develop a
hydrodynamic model of water imbibition with the consideration of intra-fiber voids and cellulose
fiber swelling that well explain experimental observations. Our study provides a new insight into
not only porous media flow with intra-void structure and swelling effects, but also a theoretical
background to design μPADs.
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Unconventional oil and gas production from shale has revolutionized the world energy landscape,
and particularly within the united states where unconventional gas represents today more than
50% of U.S total production, as compared to 1% in 2000. Shale is a fine-grained sedimentary rock,
composed of solid organic matter (OM) scattered in a mineral framework. The decomposition of
this OM at high temperature leads to the generation of hydrocarbons during a process known as
maturation. The resulting organic matter develops a network of nanoscale pores that governs the
ability of a shale petroleum reservoir to store and ultimately yield oil and gas. The mineral matrix
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may also contribute, mainly through inter-particle voids, to the overall porosity leading to a pore
size distribution spanning from a few Å to the µm range. It is therefore crucial to develop accurate
tools to characterize the multiscale pore network of shale rocks in order to better understand the link
between their texture and their adsorption and diffusion properties controlling the efficiency of a
production well. In this work, we have combined adsorption of multiple gases (N2, Ar, CO2, H2 and
O2) with Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) to study the pore system of 5 samples from the Vaca
Muerta Shale formation in Argentina. While the combination of low-pressure adsorption enables
probing the micro and meso-porosity (from a few Å to ≈ 50 nm), MIP allows for characterization of
the meso and macro-porosity (from 3 nm to ≈ 500 µm). Rather than using a fragmented approach of
simple overlays from individual techniques, a unified approach utilizing a kernel constructed from
model isotherms and model intrusion curves is used to calculate the complete pore size distribution
and the total pore volume of the material. This technique has then been used to follow the evolution
of the porous network over the course of the demineralization of the original shale rocks by various
acid treatments, ultimately leading to isolated OM. This sequential approach gives insights of the
contribution of the different mineral phases to the overall porosity and makes the link between the
textural properties of these samples and their high-pressure adsorption properties.
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The low-frequency dielectric spectroscopy of granular material, where the porosity is representative
for sands and sandstones, is until now always modelled using theories based on the work of Schwartz
(Schwartz, 1962). The theory for the low-frequency dielectric spectroscopy of suspensions, on the
other hand, has been developed much further over the last decades both numerically and analyti-
cally.
We present new analytical expressions for the complex conductivity of granular material, such as
sands and sandstones in an electrolyte solution, adapting the theories developed for suspensions
(Kirichek, 2017). We show that the new expressions enable to predict the measured complex conduc-
tivity of various granular material, such as packed glass beads, sands and sandstones. Because of the
typical grain size of sand and sandstone particles, for any ionic strength the double layer is much
thinner that the particle size. Contrary to existing theories for granular materials, the expressions
we derived are valid for any ionic strength and no adjustable parameters are required.
Figure 1 : Equivalent circuit representation of the measured electrical impedance for a sandstone. Left:
the sandstone (white) saturated with electrolyte (red and blue) in between two electrodes (grey). Right:
the equivalent circuit where Rb, Cep and Cb are resistance and capacitances of the EP and bulk. L is a
fitting parameter.
We furthermore demonstrate that the measured impedance of an electrolyte bearing sandstone can
correctly be modelled using an equivalent circuit approach (Kirichek, 2018), see Fig.1. The following
impedances of the circuit can be mathematically correlated to a polarisation phenomenon: elec-
trode polarization (EP) at low frequencies and bulk polarization at middle frequencies (kHz). EP is
correctly predicted in our case using the model presented in (Chassagne, 2016) for all investigated
concentrations. The bulk contribution is derived from the model we present here and requires no
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adjustable parameter in the case of fully electrolyte-saturated pores when all material properties
(porosity, salinity, dielectric constants) are known.
In the measurements, an additional polarization effect appeared at higher frequencies. We defined it
as a “pseudo-inductance” in the model and it is symbolized by L in Fig.1. We show that even though
this pseudo-inductance might be of parasitic origin and originate from an unwanted interaction
between the electric circuit and the sample it can be used to our advantage in the case of sandstones
saturated with a complex fluid. In the case of a sandstone saturated with a mixture of electrolyte
and supercritical CO2 we indeed demonstrate that two of the system parameters (the electrolyte
concentration and the CO2 saturation) can be uniquely determined by simultaneously fitting the
bulk polarization and the pseudo-inductance polarization. The fits are given in Fig.2.
Figure 2 : Magnitude |σ| and phase conductivity spectra in a sandstone saturated with 10 mmol/L NaCl
for different CO2 saturation . The CO2 saturation is given by (1- Swn) where Swn is given in the figure.
Using the electrolyte concentration and Swn as adjustable parameters, the data could be uniquely fitted
and the found parameters corresponded to the expected ones.
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Fractures can drastically affect the flow patterns in porous media.
We propose a new iterative algorithm for the identification of a small number of large fractures in a
porous medium from given distributed measurements.
This algorithm is based on the use of fracture indicators that give a first order information concerning
the effect of the addition of a new fracture. As these indicators are cheap to compute, a large number
of configurations of new fractures is tested at each iteration.
This algorithm gives very satisfactory results for a series of numerical examples representative of
typical situations, although this problem is considered difficult.
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Quantifying Uncertainty Reduction in Geological CO2 Sequestra-
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Bailian Chen1 ; Dylan Harp1 ; Shaoping Chu1 ; Nataliia Makedonska1 ; Rajesh Pawar1
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Corresponding Author(s): chenbailian719@gmail.com
Geologic CO2 sequestration sites usually have large uncertainty in geological properties, such as
uncertainty in permeability fields. Geological uncertainty leads to significant uncertainty in the risk
metrics such as CO2 plume stability in storage reservoir, CO2/brine leakage rates through wellbores,
and impact to drinking water quality (such as total dissolved solid (TDS) and pH) in groundwater
aquifer due to CO2/brine leakage, all of which would have large impact on the post injection site care
(PISC) and the determination of the storage site closure time. Recently, a CO2 stability evaluation
approach and Integrated Assessment Model (IAM) have been developed by National Risk Assess-
ment Partnership (NRAP) to quantify the uncertainty of risk metrics. However, these models do not
account for the potential value of monitoring data (e.g., CO2 saturation and pressure measurements)
acquired during the operation of CO2 storage.
In this study, we integrate monitoring data into a reservoir model(s) using a novel data assimilation
approach called Ensemble Smother with Multiple Data Assimilation (ES-MDA). With the integration
of monitoring data, reservoir model(s) are calibrated. Based on the calibrated reservoirs, three sets
of uncertainties, i.e., uncertainties in the risk metrics for CO2 plume stability, uncertainties in CO2
and brine leakages from potentially leaky wellbores, and uncertainties in groundwater aquifer im-
pact (TDS/pH plume size), are quantified using the CO2 stability evaluation approach and IAM. We
demonstrate how assimilating monitoring data into reservoir models can reduce the uncertainties
in different risk metrics of interest using the Rock Spring Uplift site at southwestern Wyoming in
US as a field case. The value of information (VOI) for monitoring data over time is also quantified
in this study. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in geologic CO2 sequestration
to comprehensively quantify the uncertainty reduction in all risk metrics of interest from storage
reservoir to wellbore to groundwater aquifer.
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Dynamic Formation Damage in Porous Media induced by Particle
Transport
Jessie Chen1
1 University of New South Wales
Corresponding Author(s): jlchen2594@gmail.com
Reservoir management is critical for the petroleum industry, CO2 sequestration, and groundwater
quality evaluation. By understanding the effect that particulates have on the permeability of reser-
voirs, we can better evaluate field performance, as well as the concentration of contaminants in
aquifers.
The aim of this research is to investigate the effect of rock structure and particle properties on forma-
tion damage to sandstone reservoirs. It has been shown both experimentally and numerically that
permeability reduction can occur when particles such as sand grains or fines travel through the reser-
voir and clog the pore spaces. Pore clogging is predominantly initiated due to size exclusion for sand
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grains, which comprise of larger quartz particles. However, with shaly sandstone, pore clogging can
also be a result of electrostatic forces between the clay fines and the porous medium.
In this research, we study the phenomenon numerically in three dimensions and validate the results
with experiments. In order to obtain the porous media structure, X-ray microtomography (micro-
CT) scans are taken of sandstone samples to obtain realistic pore geometry. The micro-CT images
are then meshed in preparation for numerical simulation. In order to solve both the fluid and par-
ticle flow, the mesh is smoothed for increased accuracy before being imported into the numerical
simulator. For the numerical simulations, we use an opensource numerical package to simulate the
particle transport and retention through porous media. The software couples the Lattice Boltzmann
method for fluid flow with the discrete element method for particle-particle interactions. For the
particle-fluid interactions, the immersed boundary method is used for both dilute and dense particle
flow scenarios.
The experimental work verifies the physics of the phenomenon and validates the numerical results.
Firstly, a micro-CT image of the rock is taken as a reference geometry. Particles are then injected at
selected fluid rates and in specified numbers. For each case, steady state is reached before obtaining
a second micro-CT image. The fate of the particles within the samples are observed and compared
against the reference image. From this, the physics of the phenomenon is verified through observ-
ing size exclusion, amongst other secondary trapping mechanisms, and the permeability reduction
obtained experimentally is used to validate the numerical model.
The pore-scale numerical model can provide the basis for more realistic reservoir models through
upscaling to field scale. The outcome of this work is a dynamic skin factor, which is a function of
rock geometry and particle properties. This information can be fed into reservoir models to account
for particle retention during production or injection. Furthermore, the resultant reservoir model
can be coupled with a geomechanical model to obtain the concentration of sand particles travelling
through the porous media under different operating conditions. This coupling would also enable
a more accurate sand production rate prediction due to the inclusion of particle retention. The
significance in this work lies in the improvement of production forecasting, injectivity estimation,
sand production prediction. Our results show that the rock structure and particle properties play an
important role for determination of formation damage.
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Application of online nuclear magnetic resonance technology to
analysis of displacement process in tight oil cores
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2 PetroChina Research Institute of Petroleum Exploration & Development
Corresponding Author(s): chenting15@mails.ucas.edu.cn
The analysis of oil and water content in the cores is of great significance for the exploration and
development of tight oil reservoirs. Online nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technology combines
low field NMR spectrometer with high temperature and high pressure displacement technology,
and NMR testing can be carried out in core displacement experiments. In this study, online NMR
technology was used to test T2 spectra, stratified T2 spectra and Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
of tight oil sandstone cores during deuterium water flooding. Through the analysis of the measured
T2 spectra data, it can be concluded that the injected deuterium water preferentially entered the
macropores. When the proportion of pore with inner diameter greater than 1 μm in tight core
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exceeded 30%, it was difficult to displace oil in small pores for waterflooding development. It can
be seen from stratified T2 spectra that with the injection of deuterium water, the right peak of T2
spectrum at the injection end decreased significantly, which indicated that the injection medium
preferentially enters the large pores. By adding fake colors to MRI images, the displacement process
can be seen intuitively. With the amount of deuterium water injected from 0.2 pore volume (PV) to
5 PV, the core color begins to darken from the injection end, and the whole core color darkens later,
indicating that the oil in the cores was continuously expelled.
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Pore-scale simulation of fluid displacement in micromodels and
real rock samples using the CSF-based lattice Boltzmann multi-
phase model and geometrical wetting model
Yu Chen1 ; Albert Valocchi2 ; Qinjun Kang3 ; Hari Viswanathan3
1 Los Alamos National Lab
2 Univ Illinois
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Corresponding Author(s): yu_chen@lanl.gov
The lattice Boltzmann method has become very popular for pore-scale flow simulations in micro-
models and real rock samples, thanks to its high fidelity and high efficiency on Manycore proces-
sors such as graphics processing unit (GPU). However, the current color-gradient multiphase model
suffers from large spurious currents and low numerical stability, leading to a very limited range of
surface tension to viscosity ratio. These have hindered the predictive capability of the color-gradient
model. For example, recent studies have confirmed that inertial effects impact the invasion patterns
during the process of scCO2 displacing brine in a heterogeneous micromodel 1. However, the exist-
ing color-gradient model failed to match the capillary number and Reynolds number simultaneously
due to the limited range of surface tension to viscosity ratio, thus cannot fully reproduce the inva-
sion patterns observed in the experiment.
In this work, we employ the CSF (continuum-surface-force) based color-gradient model and geomet-
rical wetting model to reduce spurious currents and eliminate artificial films, thus we are able to
match both the Reynolds number and capillary number of the scCO2 and brine displacing process.
The simulations show good agreement with micromodel experiments and fully reproduce the inva-
sion patterns. With efficient implementation of the code on Manycore processors, we are also able
to study the inertial effects on a real rock sample during fluid displacing process.
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An improved LBM-DEM model for hydro-mechanical coupled pro-cess
Zhiqiang Chen1 ; Moran Wang1
1 Tsinghua University
Corresponding Author(s): 1452087789@qq.com
Hydro-mechanical coupled processes are considerably prevalent in petroleum industry such as hy-
draulic fracture in unconventional reservoirs and sand production in sandstone reservoirs. Owing
to the high cost of experiments, numerical study has been an efficient way to explore the underlying
physics of hydro-mechanical coupled process. Generally, there are two kinds of methods to sim-
ulate this process, continuum-based models and discontinuum-based models. In continuum-based
models, different nonlinear equations based on continuum theory should be solved iteratively, so
fully hydro-mechanical coupled schemes are difficult to be achieved. In addition, little information
can be provided by continuum-based model to understand the mechanism at particle scale. Thus,
discontinuum-based models are developed, and among them LBM-DEM is a popular one. Compared
with continuum-based models, DEM can capture the discrete nature of rock by treating it as an as-
sembly of discrete particles. Secondly, the influence of micro parameters on the macroscopic behav-
iors can be considered, which is important for understanding the mechanism of hydro-mechanical
coupled process.
In LBM-DEM model, rock deformation and fluid flow are simulated by discrete element method
(DEM) and lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), respectively, and then DEM and LBM are coupled to
capture the fluid solid interaction. There are some schemes to couple these two methods, such as
bounce-back scheme (BB), immersed boundary method (IBM) and immersed moving boundary (IMB).
Among them immersed moving boundary is commonly used to explore hydro-mechanical coupled
processes involved in geophysical system such as hydraulic fracture and sand production, because
this scheme is computationally efficient especially in dense particles cases. However, a limitation
of original immersed moving boundary exists that is the hydraulic force calculation is not accurate
enough. Thus, the purpose of this work is to overcome this limitation and simulate hydro-mechanical
coupled processes with improved LBM-DEM model.
In this work we develop an improved LBM-DEM coupled model, which can give more accurate hy-
draulic force calculation than original IMB method but with little additional computational cost. To
validate current model, sphere particle sedimentation in Newtonian fluid is simulated, and better
agreement with FEM results can be obtained. Finally, hydro-mechanical coupled process is simu-
lated, which gives an understanding of this process at particle scale.
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The normal-score ensemble Kalman filter (NS-EnKF) has been proven to work well for the identifi-
cation of a contaminant source in an aquifer together with the estimation of the spatial variability
of hydraulic conductivity, even for highly heterogeneous, non-Gaussian conductivity distributions,
in synthetic aquifers. In this work, the NS-EnKF is tested with real data coming from a sandbox ex-
periment with a binary spatial distribution of conductivities. The sandbox contains patches of high
conductivity mixed with patches of low conductivity. The main difference with the synthetic cases
in which the technique had been tested previously is that no piezometric head data are available, and
therefore, an important amount of information regarding the spatial distribution of conductivities
will be missing. After some preliminary tests, it was found that for the filter to meet the goal of
jointly identifying the contaminant source parameters and the non-Gaussian conductivities, it was
needed to use a large number of members in the ensemble or with inflation techniques to prevent
filter inbreeding. The best results were obtained with a large ensemble size or with the Bauser’s in-
flation method. The results show the ability of the NS-EnKF method to jointly identify contaminant
source and conductivities in a sandbox experiment.
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Corresponding Author(s): , ,
The study of the dynamic capillary rise is crucial for many industries and applications, such as flip-
chip encapsulation, design of micro-/nanoelectrical mechanical systems, fluid flow in porous media,
as well as enhanced oil recovery.
A comprehensive study of liquid penetrating into capillary tubes is of great significance and neces-
sary. Based on the energy balance theory, a normalized governing equation for the capillary rise
was derived in this paper, which accounts for the kinetic, gravity, viscous force, and capillary tube
effects. Among them, the friction dissipations of gas resulting from long capillary tubes are usually
ignored by previous research.
This model was validated the by comparing the results with some published experimental data. Then,
the origin of capillary oscillation phenomena and some relevant effects on it were investigated in
detail. The results show that this model can accurately capture characteristics of rebounds of liquids
in a cylindrical tube. As the capillary tube’s length increases, the magnitude of capillary oscillation
is weakened owing to the resistance of air. Theoretically, the capillary oscillation would vanish if
the length of the tube is infinite. In addition, the liquid viscosities also pose a remarkable effect on
the oscillating behavior, increasing the viscosity of liquid leads to a greater viscous resistance of the
wetting liquid, thus the oscillation behavior is inhibited and even disappears. Moreover, as there is
a positive relationship between the liquid density and the inertial force. Therefore, a more drastic
oscillation behavior will emerge when using a higher density of liquid for simulation. Overall, the
capillary oscillation is controlled by a variety of factors. The inertial force of the liquid is the primary
reason that gives rise to the oscillation of liquid column. We suggest that the unified mathematical
model could provide us new insights into the capillary rise of liquid, and it can be readily upscaled
into porous media using homogenization techniques, fractal theory, statistical models, etc.
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In this talk, we present upscaling methods for nonlinear multiscale problems. We use recently de-
veloped multiscale concepts for linear problems and extend them to nonlinear problems. The main
idea of these approaches is to use local constraints and solve problems in oversampled regions for
constructing macroscopic equations. These techniques are intended for problems without scale sep-
aration and high contrast, which often occur in applications. In our method, the local solutions are
used as a nonlinear forward map from local averages (constraints) of the solution in oversampling
region. This local fine-grid solution is further used to formulate the coarse-grid problem. Our ap-
proach is discussed on several examples and applied to single-phase and two-phase flow problems,
which are challenging because of convection-dominated nature of the concentration equation. The
numerical results show that we can achieve good accuracy using our new concepts for these complex
problems. This research is partially supported by Hong Kong RGC General Research Fund (Project
14304217) and CUHK Direct Grant for Research 2017-18.
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Traditionally, direct numerical methods are widely used to solve for flow on micro-computed tomog-
raphy (micro-CT) images of rock samples. However, it is computationally demanding, especially on
large micro-CT images (10003 voxels and more). We introduce a fast and robust approach in order
to solve the elliptic flow equation and estimate the absolute permeability of micro-CT imaged rocks.
The approach involves a common technique in computational fluid dynamics, an agglomeration. By
allowing specific locations of pore voxels to be agglomerated, number of pore voxels or active cells
in a sparse matrix can be reduced by approximately 60% to 80% depending on the type of rock and
its pore size distribution. Meanwhile, the fine details obtained from micro-CT scan are maintained.
The results compared with Pore-scale finite volume solver (PFVS) are within 1.6% difference (3.7%
difference for carbonate sample) on level 1 agglomerated grids and 1.9% for level 2 agglomerated
grids while fluxes are being conserved. Moreover, the computation time reductions are at least 59%
from all the micro-CT image tested in this study. This approach is suitable for a rapid estimation of
an absolute permeability from micro-CT images of rocks, especially on the system with more pore
voxels.
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Relative permeability in discrete fracture network model of coal
micro-CT images
Traiwit ChungNone ; Ying Da WangNone ; Peyman MostaghimiNone ; Ryan ArmstrongNone ; Jing YuNone
Corresponding Author(s): traiwit.chung@student.unsw.edu.au
Recently, Coal seam gas (CSG) has recently been globally gaining interests, because its environmen-
tal benefits compared to traditional hydrocarbon sources, as well as its abundance. Nowadays, direct
flow simulations are widely used for simulating flow on microcomputed-tomography (micro-CT) im-
ages of conventional reservoir rocks. However, not many have been done on micro-CT images of
coal, due to the complexity that makes coal images difficult to characterise.
In this work, we use Lattice Boltzmann Methods for Porous Media (LBPM) in order to study for fluid
flow (both single-phase and multiphase) on coal images. The coal images we use in this study are
reconstructed using a discrete fracture network (DFN) model from the actual micro-CT images of
coal. The results are compared with the laboratory experiment results. Understanding of absolute
and relative permeabilities and other petrophysical properties from coal images in pore-scale will
lead to better development of larger scale simulation for CSG
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Parameter of the pore tortuosity is a basic parameter characterizing macroscopic pore space structure
of permeable porous materials. This parameter plays important role in all transport processes tak-
ing place in porous materials (Carman 1937, Clennel 1997). In spite of its fundamental character and
great number of publications devoted to its definition and analysis of the physical and geometrical
meaning and the methods of determination, there is still no commonly accepted general definition
of this macroscopic notion and its microscopic representation. This problem becomes even more
complicated in materials with anisotropic pore space structure.
The aim of the paper is to present the general solution of the problem of macroscopic description
of the anisotropic pore space structure, which allows precise and consistent formulation of defini-
tions of macroscopic parameters of pore space structure: pore tortuosity and surface porosity, and
also their natural introduction into macroscopic description of processes occurring in porous mate-
rials. Considerations have been based on the model assumptions presented in the papers Cieszko
2005 and Cieszko 2009. It was assumed that at the macroscopic point of view interconnected pores
in permeable porous materials form anisotropic space, the structure of which is determined by its
metric and this space is modelled as Minkowski metric space. Such approach to this problem re-
sults in a number of consequences: a) modelling of the pore space structure is a primary problem
in comparison to the modelling of processes occurring in the pore space; b) parameters of the pore
space structure are defined by the metric of the space; c) pore structure parameters co-determine the
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course of each process occurring in the pore space and are independent of them. It was shown that
pore structure parameters and their tensor characteristics are directly defined by the metric tensor
of the pore space. This means that character of these parameters is purely geometrical.
The proposed definition of the pore tortuosity parameter based on the concept of Minkowski met-
ric space is also the basis for precise determination of their relation with quantities characterizing
microscopic pore structure. General form of such relation for pore tortuosity have been obtained
requiring the full representation of macroscopic density of fluid kinetic energy in the potential flow,
by microscopic velocity field. It was shown that such approach is directly related with the varia-
tional problem of minimization of scalar field inhomogeneity defined in the pore region the measure
of which is the integral of square of gradient of this scalar field, called Dirichlet integral or Dirichlet
energy. Euler equation for this problem takes form of the Laplace equation that is the basic equa-
tion describing various types of potential transport. This equation does not contain any material
characteristics, and due to the pure geometrical character of the variational problem, its solutions
are contingent also upon geometry of the region on which it is defined.
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This paper proposes application of capillary and chain random models of pore space structure for
determination of limit pore diameter distributions of porous materials (Cieszko et all 2018), based on
the mercury intrusion curves. Both distributions determine the range in which the pore diameter
distribution of the investigated material occurs and defines the degree of inaccuracy of the method
based on the mercury intrusion data caused by the indeterminacy of the sample shape and its pore
space architecture.
We derived equations describing the quasi-static process of mercury intrusion into the porous layer
and porous ball with a random chain pore space structure and analysed the influence of the model
parameters on the mercury intrusion curves. It was shown that distribution of link length in the
chain model of the pore space, random location of chain capillaries in the sample and the length
distribution of the capillaries do not influence significantly the intrusion process. Therefore, a simple
model of the mercury intrusion into the layer is proposed in which chain links of the pore space
have random diameters and constant length. This model is used as a basic model of the intrusion
process into a sample of any shape and size and with homogeneous and isotropic chain pore space
architecture. The thickness of the layer then represents the mean length of chain capillaries in the
sample. It was also proved that the capillary and chain models of pore space architecture are limit
models of the network model identified in this paper with the pore architecture of the investigated
sample. This justifies application of both models for determination of limit cumulative distributions
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of pore diameters in porous materials based on the mercury intrusion data.
The limit distributions are compared with distributions determined from microscopic image analysis
of samples obtained by the micro computed tomography ( CT) method. These distributions are
considered as actual distributions of the pore space and are determined by prescription to each point
(voxel) of the pore space of porous material, the diameter of the maximal sphere that contains this
point and is completely inside the pore space (Hildebrand and Ruegsegger 1997).
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Nowadays, the applications of polymeric sponges are extensive, ranging from classical uses in clean-
ing 1 and filtration tasks 2, to more advanced uses in sampling devices [3] or eye surgery [4]. Ir-
respective of its actual application, characterisation of a sponge’s properties is fundamental to its
application. These properties, such as pore size and connectivity, which influence liquid uptake, re-
tention and transport, are dependent on production methods and can change over time, depending
on the way they are used 5. However, in order to gain a better understanding of sponge proper-
ties and behaviour, new methodologies are needed that allow the characterisation of these systems,
preferably in situ, enabling a more complete characterisation. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and High resolution X-ray Tomography (µCT) offer complementary information about the structure
and properties of porous media [6, 7]. µCT provides precise information about the 3D structure of
porous media, due to the typically high resolution of the technique, which can go down to the µm
scale [6]. While MRI is unable to achieve the same spatial resolution, it can probe the 3D structure
of porous media at a resolution of 10-100 µm and is also able to probe the diffusion and flow of fluid
within the system, providing an understanding of transport within the pore network [8]. Thus, by
combining µCT and MRI, a more-complete understanding of the relationship between structure and
transport becomes possible. While µCT has been used to study sponges [9], MRI has mostly studied
porous media composed of inorganic materials, such as rocks or glass [10] and limited studies have
been conducted on polymeric porous system. In this study, we have employed MRI, in combination
with µCt, to study the structure and properties of a polymeric open–cell foam. T2 nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) relaxation times of water have been measured for a range of open-cell sponges and
correlated with the average pore size distribution determined by µCt. This methodology is found to
demonstrate the complementarity of MRI and µCT, leading to new insight in the characterisation of
polymerics open-cell sponges.
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Crystalline calcium silicate hydrates could enable tailored per-
meability control in the deep subsurface
Dan Plattenberger1 ; Catherine PetersNone ; Florence LingNone ; Andres Clarens1
1 University of Virginia
Corresponding Author(s): andres@virginia.edu
Efforts to develop next-generation energy technologies in the subsurface hinge on the ability to se-
lectively control fluid migration in heterogeneous formations. In this work we report on the use of
pseudowollastonite carbonation as a means to dramatically reduce the permeability of porous media
in situ. Pseudowollastonite is a polymorph of calcium silicate (CaSiO3) with a strained ring crystal
structure. It has been found to generate layered crystalline calcium silicates in addition to calcium
carbonate when reacted at elevated pressures, temperatures, and pH conditions with CO2. The re-
action products are noteworthy because they are extremely hard and resistant to acid attack, unlike
carbonates and the calcium silicate gels that form cement, but also because they could precipitate
selectively within pore throats, which would maximize their efficiency in controlling permeability
in porous media. A series of sand column experiments were carried out in which pseudowollastonite
was injected and then reacted with CO2. The reacted columns were then characterized using a suite
of micro- and macroscale techniques including air permeability, scanning electron microscopy and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), synchrotron µX-ray diffraction (µXRD), and syn-
chrotron µX-ray fluorescence (XRF) mapping. To fully describe the reactive transport occurring in
the column experiments, small powder batch experiments were conducted with pseudowollastonite
and were analyzed via SEM-EDS and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The results suggest
that in subsurface applications the chemistry reported here may react in ways that are highly de-
sirable for controlling the fate of fluid. The gas permeability of experimental columns was found
to drop by three orders of magnitude before and after reaction. MicroXRF analysis of the columns
reveals the ways in which the precipitated phases seem to crystalize in pore walls as opposed to
pore bodies. The samples were doped with strontium to differentiate the carbonate and hydrated
calcium silicate precipitates and bromide was added to the water to evaluate its penetration into
the column. When these columns were exposed to acidic solutions the carbonate-based cements
dissolved and the reaction front of precipitation followed be redissolution and precipitation further
downstream. In columns containing pseudowollastonite on the other hand, very little change to
the column was observed before and after exposure to the acidic solution. Additional experiments
were carried out to evaluate the temperature sensitivity of these reactions, which are slower but still
observed at temperature below 120ºC. Silicon to calcium ratios of the CCSH phases suggest that the
reaction products are likely a combination of products including phyllosilicates, inosilicates, nesosil-
icates, and sorosilicates. These results could enable new techniques to deploy targeted deployment
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of permeability control in the deep subsurface for geologic carbon storage, enhanced geothermal
energy, compressed air storage and other similar technologies.
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Imaging pore scale processes in geomaterials
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1 Ghent University- UGCT
Corresponding Author(s): veerle.cnudde@ugent.be
Mass transport, fluid flow, evolving pores, mineral crystallization and dissolution, pore clogging and
micro-fractures propagation of are all important phenomena closely related to durability studies of
geomaterials. The study of these phenomena bears importance to a variety of real-world problems.
To fully comprehend the impact of these processes on geomaterials in general, a good understanding
of the underlying pore scale dynamics is vital. In this context, 4D pore-scale X-ray imaging offers
new and exciting insights and the resulting 4D datasets are valuable to complement modelling stud-
ies. Besides providing input, 4D X-ray CT is also a valuable tool for validation of theories and models.
We will discuss some of the current possibilities and challenges related to 4D imaging. Examples will
be given of different experiments related to the imaging of dynamic pore scale processes in geoma-
terials.
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Investigation of fluid/fluid couplings in two-phase flows: appli-
cation to soil remediation
Author(s): Maxime Cochennec1
Co-author(s): Hossein Davarzani 2 ; Yohan Davit 3 ; Stéfan Colombano 2 ; Ioannis Ignatiadis 4 ; Michel Quintard
3
1 BRGM
2 BRGM (French geological survey)
3 Institut de Mécanique des Fluides de Toulouse
4 BRGM
Corresponding Author(s): m.cochennec@brgm.fr
The main objective of this work is to derive effective parameters (e. g. permeabilities and additional
coupling terms) for two-phase flows in highly permeable porous structures. We are interested here
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in the transport of Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (NAPL) in groundwater and soils that have large
permeabilities, such as sands with a permeability of 10−11 to 10−10m2.
The derivation of effective parameters is well known for creeping single-phase subsurface flows in
low permeability media. Phenomenological relationships combined with extension of the law ob-
tained for single-phase flows are mainly used to model two-phase flows in low permeability system.
These classes of models are generally termed generalized Darcy’s law. Inherent assumption of such
models is that, locally over a Representative Elementary Volume, phase configuration can be consid-
ered as quasi-static and therefore, the capillary pressure defined as the pressure difference between
the averaged pressures is mainly determined by the averaging of Young-Laplace equation assuming
a constant curvature.
Multiphase flows in highly permeable structures, such as coarse sands or distillation columns, re-
quires a specific treatment due to the fact that, when the pore size becomes very large, Reynolds
number, capillary number and Bond number attached to the flow can no longer be considered small,
as it is assumed for the quasi-static assumption, i.e., the system can no longer be described as mainly
controlled by capillarity. As a consequence, the classical generalized Darcy’s law model must be
adapted. While this is largely an open question, experimental and theoretical evidence suggest that,
at least, terms representing the drag force between the two phases must be added to the generalized
Darcy’s law. This has been emphasized in recent studies showing, for instance, a deviation from
the hydrostatic pressure drop in water observed in a vertical column subject to an upward gas flow
1.
Models exist to take into account the coupling between phases and are written, for a creeping
flow
Vα = − 1µαKαα · (∇Pα − ραg)
− 1µκKακ · (∇Pκ − ρκg) α, κ = β, γ α ̸= κ
where β and γ label fluid phases andKβγ andKγβ are permeability cross terms .
For flows with strong inertia effect, one can derive the following generalized form accounting for
inertia effects
Vα = − 1µαKαα · (∇Pα − ραg)− Fαα ·Vα
− 1µκKακ · (∇Pκ − ρκg)− Fακ ·Vκ α, κ = β, γ α ̸= κ
where Fβγ and Fγβ are cross terms associated with the inertial correction and Fββ and Fγγ refers
to terms similar to those appearing in the generalized Ergun’s law. Such models can be derived, for
instance, from upscaling procedures such as volume averaging applied to systems respecting the
quasi-static hypothesis 2.
By conducting direct numerical simulations in cylinder bundles, we investigate the sensibility of
the effective parameters on capillary length, capillary number and permeability within the limit
of creeping flows. Numerical simulations are based on the Boundary Element Method, which is
particularly suitable for modeling creeping flow with free boundaries. A Brinkman formulation
is used to include some of the 3D effects on the flow. This work provides information about the
dependency of effective terms for flows that challenge the assumptions underlying the construction
of conventional macroscopic models.
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Multiscale characterization of effective conductivity of random
heterogeneous porous media: multiple versus single realization
approaches.
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2 IFPEN
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4 Centro de Simulación Computacional, CSC - CONICET
Corresponding Author(s): colecchio.ivan@gmail.com
Most porous natural or synthetic materials possess a multiscale structure that have a major impact
on large scale transport properties. In particular, the large scale effective conductivity associated to
thermal, electrical or hydraulic fluxes depends on the media microstructure as well as on the spatial
scale considered.
In this talk, the potential field that solves the up scaling closure problem for a single large realization
(4096^2grid blocks) of a 2D media sample (a Log normal with Gaussian or exponential covariance,
or binary media of high conductivity contrast of 10^4) is first determined.
Then, using two different post treatment of that potential, we calculate two descriptors of the equiv-
alent conductivity for any subsample. These descriptors correspond to the evaluation of the viscous
dissipation and of the average flow rate in that subsample, both estimators requiring negligible extra
cost once the full potential has been determined.
The probability density function (pdf) of these descriptors are studied as a function of the subsample
size and are compared with reference pdf determined by directly solving the subsample up-scaling
closure problem by a complete and far more expansive Monte Carlo study. Each descriptor con-
verges towards the full sample value if the REV size is smaller that the full sample size. Numerical
results are compared in the asymptotic case to analytical estimations. For log normal media, these es-
timations are found to be accurate, even for large input Log k variance. This also happens for binary
media, except near percolation , where slow convergence to the asymptotic regime is observed.
These post-treatment strategies are discussed for the REV determination, as well as for a deeper
understanding of the convergence of the effective properties distribution to a limiting one.
Future work using 3 D cases, power law conductivity distributions and long ranged correlations will
be discussed, as well as applications of such finding to uncertainty quantification.
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The Soil-Atmosphere Interface: Numerical Analysis of Coupled
Free-flow Porous Media Flow Systems
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Mass, momentum, and energy exchange processes at the soil-atmosphere interface depend on the
dynamics of flow both above, below, and at the surface interface. This leads to a strongly coupled
behavior across flow domains.
In the free-flow domain, the development of boundary layers in free-flows depends largely on the
momentum, energy, and compositional content of the atmosphere. In the subsurface, diffusive evap-
oration and capillary effects will dominate the thermo- and multi-phase flow dynamics in the subsur-
face. The size of the boundary layers developed in the free flow will define the primary evaporation
rate at the surface, exchanging mass and energy and altering the rates beneath the surface. Changes
to the subsurface saturation and the undulating shape of the interface will influence momentum ex-
change from one domain to the other, further modifying the exchange rates between the domains.
In this work, a coupled turbulent free-flow and multi-phase, compositional, non-isothermal porous
media flow model has been developed, where soil-water evaporation across undulating surfaces is
simulated on the REV scale. This simulation data has been compared to experimental work, and the
validity of the model concept evaluated.
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A predictive spatial Markov model for transport in heterogeneous
Darcy flows
Alessandro Comolli1 ; Vivien Hakoun2 ; Marco Dentz2
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2 IDAEA - CSIC
Corresponding Author(s): alessandro.comolli@ulb.ac.be
Solute transport in porous media generally exhibits a non-Fickian character that can be traced back
to multi-scale heterogeneity. This anomalous character manifests itself in heavy-tailed breakthrough
curves and non-Gaussian solute concentration plumes.
Understanding and predicting these transport behaviours is crucial for several environmental is-
sues, including aquifer contamination remediation and risk assessment in nuclear waste reposito-
ries.
In order to develop a predictive large-scale transport formulation, it is essential to understand the
relationships between transport features, and medium and flow attributes, as well as the impact of
the injection conditions on early- and late-time dynamics. We investigate these relationships by
considering different scenarios of Darcy flows in porous media characterised by spatially-varying
hydraulic properties. In particular, we consider broad distributions of hydraulic conductivity with
point values spanning over several orders of magnitude.
We propose a correlated continuous time random walk model (cCTRW) to describe and predict trans-
port in several scenarios of increasing heterogeneity. In the spirit of the recent works by Dentz et
al. (2016) and Hakoun et al. (under review), this cCTRW is based on a Markov velocity process
which accounts for injection conditions that lead to non-stationary Lagrangian velocity statistics.
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The effective transport model that we propose is parameterised in terms of the velocity correlation
length, which relates to the correlation length of the hydraulic properties, and of Eulerian statis-
tics, i.e. in terms of transport-independent quantities, which provides the model with a predictive
character.
The presented approach allows us to quantify the impact of advective heterogeneity and of different
injection conditions on average transport behaviour. We show that both processes are crucial for
the fate of effective transport characteristics such as the moments of particle displacements and the
breakthrough curves.
Within our modelling framework, we derive analytical predictions that show good agreement with
cCTRW and direct numerical simulations.
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Understanding the properties of reactive transport in porous media is crucial for several environmen-
tal issues, including carbon dioxide sequestration and aquifer contamination remediation, among
others. In particular, the bimolecular irreversible A + B -> C chemical reaction is ubiquitously ob-
served in nature and the properties of the related reaction-diffusion fronts have been the subject
of intense investigation from both theoretical and experimental points of view since the founding
paper of Gálfi & Rácz (1988), describing their scalings in a rectilinear geometry.
Most of the studies since then have focused on the case of a reactant A being injected into a region
filled with a reactant B along a rectilinear front. In contrast, only few recent works (Brau et al.
2017, Trevelyan and Walker 2018) have investigated the properties of A + B -> C fronts in radial
symmetries. In 2D systems where the reaction front is subjected to passive radial injection, the
front position, its width and the reaction rate keep the same asymptotic temporal scaling as in the
rectilinear case. However, the proportionality constants depend on the injection flow rate, which
means that the front position and the reaction production rate can be tuned by the injection flow
velocity.
Here, we extend the results from Brau et al. to d=3 dimensions. Analytical results for the asymp-
totic regimes are provided and compared to the results of numerical simulations. We show that the
properties of the radial front in 3D in presence of advection are quite different from those in 2D.
We discuss the consequences of these properties on the production of C and their implications on
remediation strategies.
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Enhanced solubilization of entrapped DNAPLs has emerged as one of the most effective techniques
for the remediation of subsurface DNAPLs zones. A key process governing the effectiveness of these
remediation techniques is the interphase mass transfer. Multiphase flow models can be used to es-
timate the interphase mass transfer coefficient from effluent concentration data. The calibration of
such models is a challenging task due to the lack of detailed data describing the DNAPL spatial distri-
bution and the governing the fate and transport processes. In this study laboratory scale experiments
were conducted to evaluate reagent-enhanced DNAPL solubilization in saturated heterogeneous me-
dia. The DNAPL consisted of both pooled and residual forms. To gain insight into the influence of
various input parameters on effluent concentrations, sensitivity coefficients of key parameters were
numerically computed. The sensitivity coefficients were, in turn, used to underpin the difficulties
associated with the calibration of multiphase flow models, most notably the non-uniqueness of cal-
ibration process when partial input data are available. To alleviate this uncertainty and provide
additional constraints, the conducted flushing experiments were jointly used in the calibration pro-
cess. The calibrated model was then used to estimate the interphase mass transfer coefficient. The
results suggest that the interphase mass transfer coefficient is also dependent on the flushing solu-
tion viscosity and the interfacial tension between the DNAPL and aqueous phase.
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A Study of the Total Compressibility in Three-Phase Immiscible
Flow in Poroelastic Media
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In 1 a new computational model is developed to solve three-phase immiscible compressible flow
in strongly heterogeneous poroelastic media where, within the context of an iterative coupled for-
mulation based on the fixed stress split algorithm, the governing equations are decomposed into
three subsystems associated with the geomechanics, hydrodynamics and transport problems [2,3].
The proposed methodology gives rise to a new pressure equation supplemented by a source term
involving the time derivative of the total mean stress with more complex coefficients, dependent
on pressure and saturations that extends the two-phase incompressible model discussed in [4]. The
hydrodynamics subsystem involves an overall compressibility which plays an essential role in the
magnitude of the additional source in the pressure equation associated the time derivative of the
total mean stress. The additional coefficients in the source can be decomposed into a rock/grain and
fluid components involving the formation volume factors of each phase. In this work, by using the
one-way and the two-way numerical methodologies proposed in 1, we study the influence of the
fluid and rock properties on the total compressibility and study the numerical dependence of the
sequential iterative scheme on the saturations of the phases. Numerical results illustrate the role
of the transient nature of the total compressibility upon subsidence, rock compaction, oil and gas
production and finger grow in primary and secondary recovery regimes.
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Drying thanks to nano-films ?
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Basic phenomenological mechanisms of drying in simple solid porous systems initially filled with
pure liquid and in the absence of gravity effects have been identified 1. First, a constant (drying)
rate period (CRP), with a homogeneous desaturation of the medium, occurs. In this regime capillary
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equilibration processes allow for water redistribution throughout the medium so that the saturation
decreases uniformly. This is followed by a falling-rate period (FRP) associated with the development
of a heterogeneous profile of saturation. It is generally considered that the onset of this results from
a demand of liquid, through the imposed evaporation rate at the free surface, larger than the liquid
transport within the porous system induced by a gradient of capillary pressure 2. The mechanism
assumed to govern this second regime is the inward growth of a dry region from the sample free
surface, through which vapor diffuses before reaching the free surface. However, existing internal
observations do not provide unambiguous evidence that such a dry region effectively develops [3-4].
Moreover, it was shown that, surprisingly, as it dries, a model porous medium with pore size of the
order of a few nanometers, desaturates almost homogeneously [3, 5]. This suggests that some kind
of continuous molecular liquid film remains present along the (hydrophilic) solid surface in that case,
to allow the liquid transport towards the sample exit.
To clarify this problem, we look at the mechanisms of liquid extraction under different boundary
conditions. The fundamental observation is obtained from the “drying” of a model (hydrophilic)
porous medium covered with a wet paste. NMR measurements show that the resulting extraction
rate and the liquid distribution in the porous medium in time, are similar to those for drying of
the same porous medium directly submitted to a dry air flux, whereas in the former case air is
saturated with vapour so that vapor diffusion is a priori absent. This suggests that a continuous,
molecular liquid film exists throughout a hydrophilic porous medium and this at any time during
its convective drying at any stage. This contrasts with the usual assumption of dry front formation
in the last stages of the process. This leads to a change of paradigm: drying simply results from
the suction of liquid imposed by the evaporation of the molecular film along the available liquid-air
interface at the sample free surface. As a consequence, the drying rate of a material with a given
structure type can be described by a unique master curve for the saturation vs time scaled by initial
drying rate, whatever the pore size (or, equivalently, the permeability), the sample height and the
air flux velocity, and whatever the resulting liquid distribution in the porous medium (more or less
heterogeneous).
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The mechanical stresses on a rock in the subsurface depend on reservoir depth and pore pressure.
The resulting over-burden pressure (often referred to as Net Confining stress NCS) can affect rock
properties, such as porosity and permeability. Reservoir conditions, and in particular variations of
reservoir conditions are often not matched in laboratory testing.
Most commercial micro-CT scanners operate at ambient conditions when taking a digital 3D image
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of a pore space. This may lead to some differences in pore space geometry when the effect of com-
pression is not modeled.
We present a digital workflow to simulate both, the compaction of an unconsolidated sand using a fi-
nite element (FE) method as well as the permeability for various NCS levels using a lattice-Boltzmann
(LB) solver. An in-depth analysis of the porosity and permeability variation is provided to provide
better understanding.
We create a finite element mesh for each individual grain of a sand pack, and initialize all grains
randomly within a test container, modeled as a FE mesh, in such a way that they do not touch each
other. Gravity is applied to simulate the movement of all grains falling into the container using a
finite element solver. The process of obtaining the initial location and orientation of all grains is
finalized when all grains are not moving anymore. A rigid plate FE model is put on top of the sand
pack within the container. We then perform a second FE calculation to simulate the effect of over-
burden pressure, by defining a step-wise translation of the rigid plate and measuring the resulting
force on the rigid plate. During the compaction we observe relocation of sand grains and some
elastic deformations.
For every NCS we derive a pore space from the compressed grain space and perform pore scale
single-phase flow and multi-phase flow simulations 1 to study the impact of NCS on absolute and
relative permeability.
We observe that the stress dependent porosity is consistent with laboratory data of an unconsoli-
dated sand reported in 2. The slight under-prediction could be related to the lack of modeling of
plastic deformations such as grain crushing and grain-grain penetration.
The reduction of absolute permeability for various NCS levels follows the trend of weakly consoli-
dated sandstones up to 3000 PSI. For stress levels above 3000 PSI, we observe larger deviations which
we associate with not including plastic deformation in the compaction process, which would likely
lead to a stronger pore space alteration.
In summary, the presented compaction process models grain relocation and elastic deformations.
For moderate NCS the simulated porosity and permeability trends compare well with published
data. Large NCS levels require to include plastic deformation in the FE calculation.
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The combination of high-resolution visualization techniques and pore-scale flow modeling is a pow-
erful tool to understand multiphase flow mechanisms in porous media and their impact on reservoir-
scale processes. Phase-field, or diffuse-interface, modeling is an effective framework to construct
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multiphase theories that capture interfacial and wetting phenomena in flow through porous me-
dia.
In the context of a recent benchmark study on pore-scale models for multiphase flow in porous media,
we compare the flow processes and displacement patterns predicted by three different modeling
approaches of increasing complexity. The problem under study is the viscously unfavorable fluid–
fluid displacement in a microfluidic flow cell patterned with vertical posts. By varying flow rates and
wetting conditions, the experimental results explore a rich phase diagram of displacement patterns
and processes.
We consider three approaches to simulate this flow problem: a purely 2D phase-field formulation,
where flow is assumed to be uniform in the gap; a quasi-3D formulation that partially captures the
3D viscous and capillary coupling between fluids in the cell gap, in the context of a 2D, gap-averaged
Darcy formulation; and, finally a fully-3D Cahn-Hilliard-Stokes formulation that is conceived as a
high-fidelity flow model for this problem. We discuss the range of applicability of each modeling ap-
proach, depending on the capillary number and wetting conditions, and discuss the open challenges
in modeling unstable imbibition processes in porous media.
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The IFBattery flow-battery system is very different from a classical system—power, internal resis-
tance and energy density are nonlinear in the number of cells in series. In a classical battery system,
each cell is isolated, possessing its own anode, cathode and electrolyte, and the only motion interior
to the cell is diffusion of ions on an electrochemical gradient. In the IFBattery system all cells are
immersed in a common electrolyte that is in rapid convective motion relative to the anodes and cath-
odes. As we next illustrate, this makes the internal resistance a nonlinear function of the number of
cells in series, which in turn makes specific energy and power a nonlinear function of the number
of cells in series—and fortunately for the IFBattery battery, the nonlinearity works very positively
in favor of the IFBattery battery relative to classical systems.
The battery produces electricity directly, and by judicious choice of the chemistry, can simultane-
ously produce vast quantities of hydrogen gas (no Oxygen) that can be directed at low pressure to a
fuel cell. Here we focus on only the direct electricity generation.
Increasing the convective flow velocity from zero to some critical value increases power and de-
creases internal resistance. Beyond this critical value, further increases in convective velocity de-
creases the power and increases internal resistance. For this presentation, two types of flow cells
have been employed to create convective flow: one uses a rectangular acrylic flow cell, open at the
top to allow Hydrogen to escape, and mounted on an orbital shaker; the other uses stationary, sealed,
clear, PVC tubes with the flow directed vertically upwards and driven by a pump, Hydrogen is re-
moved at the pump instead of directly from the cell. The later design produces higher power with a
3-cell system reaching 30 Watts.
Typical statistics are presented below for the orbital shaker system:
Specific energy (Wh/kg), direct electric only, cells arranged in series in common electrolyte:
1-cell 273
2-cell 544
4-cell 1140
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9-cell 1365
Max power and internal resistance with cells in series arrangement:
Cells, max power, internal resistance
1, 3.16W, 0.435 Ohms
2, 9.01W, 0.517 Ohms
3, 19.0W, 0.515 Ohms
5, 32.5W, 0.532 Ohms
Using the above data for max power, Wn ,for an n-node series arrangement of the cells on the 3- and
5-cell systems we find Wn ~ n^1.84 and n^1.86, respectively, which is quite close to n^2. The punch
line is that classical systems have power scaling with n and for the IFBattery system in this example
power scales with n^1.85 , a very favorable result.
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The decision making process in many geoengineering applications has to be supported by accurate
numerical models that help to predict how fluids displace in the underground and the geomechanical
response of the surrounding rock. For some systems the geomechanical and the flow and transport
problems are only loosely coupled and can be solved separately. However, in fractured natural
formations the coupling is much stronger since the hydrodynamical properties (i.e., aperture, con-
ductivity) of the fractures are highly dependent on the geomechanical configuration. Thus, accurate
simulation requires to solve the coupled system of equations describing flow and geomechanics.
In this work, we employ a finite-volume discretization for the flow equation coupled with a finite-
element scheme for the geomechanics. A friction model is also considered to describe the contact
behaviour at the location of closed fractures. Fractures are embedded in the rock matrix grid and
their effect is captured by employing the embedded discrete fracture model (EDFM) [1,2] and the
Assumed Enhanced Strain (AES) method [3,4], to represent their contribution to the flow and the
mechanics, respectively. This embedded discretization reduces considerably the complexity of the
grid and allows for different grids to be used for the fractures and the matrix. EDFM considers frac-
tures as lower dimensional entities which exchange a mass flux with the rock matrix. The discrete
representation of the flux between the two media is directly related to how the fractures cells inter-
sect the matrix ones. The AES method, on the other hand, assumes a local enrichment of the FEM
solution space inside each matrix cell cut by a fracture element.
Numerical experiments are presented to study the convergence and the accuracy of the proposed
method.
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Most challenges of simulating multiphase flow in natural porous media derive from the variety of
length and time-scales involved. While a considerable effort has been done by the scientific commu-
nity to deal with the disparity of length-scales by introducing, for example, multiscale methods and
adaptive mesh refinement techniques, less attention has been given to how to tackle the different
time scales.
In this work, we propose a local time-stepping (LTS) method for fully-implicit (FIM) simulation of
multiphase flow in natural porous media. The application of local time-stepping techniques to hy-
perbolic problems has been thoroughly studied. However, the fully-coupled system of equations
describing flow and transport in porous media has a mixed elliptic (or parabolic) – hyperbolic na-
ture. As such, it is more challenging to devise a LTS method for such a system. Here, we propose to
employ a predictor-corrector strategy. Starting from simulation time t, first, the full system is solved,
implicitly, with the use of a coarse time-step dtc. Then, based on an error criterion, the regions of
the domain where a smaller time-step should have been employed are identified (e.g., around the ad-
vancing saturation front). Finally, the non-linear coupled system of equations is solved with a much
finer time-step, dtf in these regions until the time t + dtc is reached. A flux boundary condition
that ensures mass conservation is applied at the interface between the fine and the coarse time-step
regions.
Numerical test cases are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and the efficiency of the method.
The LTS solution is compared against a reference one obtained by employing a uniform high reso-
lution time-step. It is shown that results are in good agreement even though LTS only employs the
smaller time-step in a small fraction of the domain.
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Reservoir￿Application of Ensemble Kalman Filter Coupled with
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The most distinctive characteristic of a shale gas reservoir is its extremely low permeability and
porosity. Therefore, multistage hydraulic fracturing and horizontal wells (MHFHWs) are widely
used to enhance the production. Many previous study have revealed that the spatial extent and
properties of hydraulic fracture was critical to MHFHWs’ production. However, limited informa-
tion of activated natural fracture in the formation leads to high uncertainty of stimulated area as
well as the well performance. History matching is always used to determine the uncertain data in
reservoir simulation and it could be a feasible way to determine the extent of hydraulic fracture
network.
In this study, we proposed a new method for history-matching of the Hydraulic fracture by use
of Ensemble Kalman Filter(EnKF) coupled with embedded discrete fracture modeling EDFM . For
each hydraulic fracturing stage, the fracture network is parameterized by a set of uncertain param-
eters including main fracture length, width of stimulated area, fracture density et al. With these
parameters, the fracture network in which each fracture is treaded as a discrete fracture embedded
into the background can be generated stage by stage. After parameterization, EnKF is applied to
perform the history-matching. As each fracture is treaded as embedded fracture, ones do not need
to adjust the background grid system during the history-matching which make the approach much
more convenient in some case with the complex geologic structures. As Microseismic surveillance is
used quite often in field nowadays, we also consider the prior constraint in our proposed approach.
We first define the effective microseismic events area for each stage. Then, the events within the ef-
fective area are used to generate discrete fracture while events without the area are abandoned. The
length, width and height of the effective microseismic events area are adjusted gradually by history-
matching and the reasonable effective area is provided with the assimilation of all production history.
In this study, both synthetic and real case are proposed to validate the approach. The numerical re-
sults show that by use of the proposed approach, the extent of hydraulic fracture network can be
well recognized and the production history can be well matched.
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This work focuses on the impact of concerte early age behavior and structure service-life condi-
tions on an accidental condition such as a fire or a Loss-of-Coolant Accident. Concrete structure
exposed to fire or, more generally, to high temperatures/high pressure, are sensitive to spalling, i.e.
the violent detachment of flakes that exposes steel reinforcement and may lead to structure failure.
Numerical experiments are performed using a fully coupled multi-phase model based of porous me-
dia mechanics taking into account dependencies of material parameters on hydration advancement
degree. Concrete hydration at early age and dehydration/degradation due to high temperature ex-
posure are here treated by means of an original unified approach.The mathematical model is based
on general conservation equations of mass, energy and linear momentum: the explicit introduc-
tion of the stoichiometric model of Powers allows deriving some of the needed closure relationship;
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a new constitutive model is also proposed for the desorption isotherm. The paper underlines the
importance of describing a more realistic condition to properly gather local phenomena (moisture
accumulation, gas pressure increase) that might trigger spalling.
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Li-Ion batteries are commonly used in portable electronic devices and state-of-the-art electric ve-
hicles due to their outstanding energy and power density. A typical Li-Ion battery electrode is a
porous composite consisting of active material (particle diameter ~10-20 µm), conductive carbon
(particle diameter ~100 nm), and polymeric binder. The carbon black and binder form a microporous
phase (CB domain) which is distributed in the macro-pores of the active material network and en-
sures mechanical stability and electrical contact. However, at high current densities, e.g. during fast
charging, the transport of Li-ions in the electrolyte is decisive for the performance of the battery
cell and the CB domain increases mass transport limitations. Furthermore, it was shown that the
production process, e.g. harsh drying conditions cause binder migration to the electrode surface
which enhances performance losses 1.
In our presentation we will show results of pore-scale simulations of Li-Ion batteries 2 which addi-
tionally take into account the morphology and distribution of the CB domain. In order to assess the
effect of the CB domain we performed intensive simulation studies on reconstructions of NMC elec-
trodes with different thickness and density which were created with the help of synchrotron tomog-
raphy and a 3D stochastic microstructure generator[3]. The simulations are in quantitative agree-
ment with galvanostatic cycling data and impedance measurements on symmetrical cells [4] which
are especially advantageous for the characterization of electrode tortuosity. Based on these results
different electrode configurations were evaluated regarding their performance improvements at high
C-rates. This virtual screening provides material-structure-function relationships which are a help-
ful tool for the development of improved functional materials and electrochemical devices.
Acknowledgement
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Nowadays global warming is known as one of challenging problems which threat human future on
the earth. The main reason of global warming refers to carbon dioxide emission so the researchers
attract to the study of carbon dioxide capture and storage (CSS) process. Accurate investigation of
vapour liquid equilibrium (VLE) of impure carbon dioxide system has dominant impact on design-
ing CCS process such as injection and storage in porous media. In the present study, multi-layer
perceptron artificial neural network (MLP-ANN) algorithm was developed to forecast VLE data of
binary system of carbon dioxide with oxygen, Nitrogen and Argon. ANN algorithm is proposed
based on statistical learning methodologies, which has wide applications in different sciences [1, 2].
According to this end, a reliable source of experimental data was gathered to train and test the pro-
posed algorithm. a comprehensive experimental data which contains 191 experimental vapor liquid
equilibrium data for CO2+N2, CO2+O2 and CO2+Ar were assembled from a reliable paper [3]. The
actual dataset contains 57 data points of CO2+N2, 68 of data points CO2+O2 and 66 of data points
CO2+Ar. The utilized MLP-ANN algorithms were developed for determination of vapor and liquid
mole fraction of carbon dioxide separately. The accuracy of predicting models were investigated by
graphical and statistical manners. The determined error indexes lie near the zero and predicted VLE
data has great agreement with experimental data. The comparison of MLP-ANN outputs and experi-
mental VLE data showed that predicting algorithm has great potential to predict behaviour of binary
system of impure carbon dioxide so MLP-ANN can be used as applicable method for prediction of
carbon dioxide phase behaviour in porous media.
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In the recent years, earth surface temperature have elevated significantly. One of the dominant rea-
sons of this elevation is emission of carbon dioxide so the importance of carbon dioxide capture and
storage (CCS) technology has been growing recently. As the storage of carbon dioxide is a complex
process especially in porous media and accurate knowledge about vapor liquid equilibrium (VLE)
and phase behavior of impure carbon dioxide has noticeable effect on designing CCS processes. The
impurities of carbon dioxide has vital effect on CCS technology however as the impurities of carbon
dioxide streams increase the cost of capturing process decreases but it causes further problems in
other processes of CCS such as storage and transportation phases1. In the current work, a novel
computational method namely least square support vector machine (LSSVM) optimized by genetic
algorithm (GA) was used to predict VLE data of binary system of carbon dioxide with Nitrogen, Oxy-
gen and Argon. The LSSVM approach was prorogated by Suykens as a form of SVM method [2, 3].
The LSSVM method can be considered as a simple computational method because it has two optimiza-
tion parameters. To this end, two models based on LSSVM-GA were developed for vapor and liquid
phases. The accuracy of predicting models were investigated by different graphical demonstrations
and statistical indexes such as determination of coefficients of determination near one for training
and testing phases. The results express that the proposed algorithms are dependable for estimation
of phase behavior of impure carbon dioxide. Due to obtained results and analysis, LSSVM-GA can
be considered as an accurate tool for prediction of phase behavior and thermodynamics of carbon
dioxide.
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Fluid flows in a porous media have been widely studied due to their importance in a variety of fields
including oil recovery, solute transport (e.g. groundwater contamination) and biological applica-
tions (e.g. flow of nutrients in capillaries). Flow in porous media can be influenced by variations
in the microscopic pore throats, which lead to a range of invasion patterns and flow distributions.
Here we use numerical and experimental methods to investigate flow distributions for a range of
Péclet numbers with increasingly disordered porous media at a micro-scale. We examine the result-
ing effect that disorder has on the dispersion and diffusion of solutes at the macro-scale. For this,
soft lithography is used to create PDMS chips (micro-models) that contain an array of microscopic
pillars and channels for fluid injection. We use particle tracking to determine the distributions of
flow speeds through the disordered pores throughout a sample of our system, which are then com-
pared to numerical and theoretical models of the flows. These measurements are complemented by
fluorescence imaging to track dye concentration across the system as a function of time, and hence
to evaluate the effect of pore-scale disorder on how a contaminant or nutrient is transported through
a porous body.
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The displacement of immiscible fluids in porous media affects processes in both industry and natural
environment, such as geological CO2 sequestration, hydrocarbon recovery and water infiltration in
soil. As these processes are determined by pore-scale physics, the distribution of pore and grain sizes
have a significant impact on the observable behaviour of fluid displacement. Here we investigate
how a correlation length, i.e. the length over which nearby particle sizes are similar, impacts drainage
patterns at the pore-scale using experimental methods. We saturate PDMS micromodels, containing
thousands of microscopic pillars, with different concentrations of a water and glycerol mixture at
various viscosities. This mixture is then withdrawn from an outlet to either side of the chip so
that air enters through a central inlet and invades radially outwards at different capillary numbers.
Images are studied at the moment when the air exits the porous medium (breakthrough). These
results coincide with work done numerically, where simulations of the same correlation lengths are
undertaken. We find that as the correlation length is increased, the invaded volume and trapping
fraction at breakthrough decreases, whereas the asymmetry of the patterns increases. Our results
show that the structure of the porous medium is an important factor controlling fluid displacement,
and should be considered when modelling and predicting flow and transport behaviour.
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The main goal in the development of any upscaling method is to capture the flow physics as closely as
possible while reducing the computational cost. Upscaling of immiscible multiphase flow is still chal-
lenging, mainly due to instabilities occurring especially at the fluid front. We propose an adaptive
upscaling approach, using robust mathematical homogenization theory and high order discontinu-
ous Galerkin numerical modeling while minimizing the computational time. This approach involves
modeling the position of the fluid interface in a multiphase flow problem, at the coarse scale, without
running the time-consuming full-field simulations. The proposed method for modeling the interface
of flowing fluids don’t have any restriction regarding the complexities of multiphase flows at the
interface. The computational efficiency is achieved by solving a coarse scale problem away from
the front, in the single-phase regions, where homogenization is used appropriately to obtain the
macroscopic equations and effective parameters at the coarse scale, with minimum loss in accuracy.
Local flow details close to the fluid interface which gives rise to the complexities of the multiphase
flow problem is taken into account using more advanced higher order discontinuous Galerkin meth-
ods. We present some numerical results to show the accuracy and computational efficiency of the
approach in comparison to the fine-scale flow simulations.
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CO2 enriched brine interaction with reservoir minerals and the subsequent mineral trapping of CO2
alters the morphology of pore structure. Such changes in the pore space modify the storage capacity
of reservoirs and increases the long-term security of CO2 storage. The extent of pore space modifi-
cation depends on the relative weight of advection, diffusion and reaction mechanisms. We present
a general framework for direct simulation of reactive transport in digitized reservoir rock samples
based on pore-scale modeling in 2D and 3D pore throat networks. We examine the impacts of trans-
port properties such as Peclet (Pe) and Damkohler (Da) numbers, on the petrophysical properties
and dissolution of mineral in pore space. We implement a modified version of the marker-based
watershed segmentation to extract pore-network of 3D micro-CT images. The extracted network is
used to simulate the reactive solute transport and dissolution in real rock samples. We implement
our approach to study the CO2 injection in Cranfield site, Mississippi, U.S.A. We show the effect of
PeDa number on the spreading of solute and found that high diffusion rates enhance the dispersion
of concentration in porous media and results in higher porosity alteration rates.
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Recent advances in 3D imaging allow us to get high resolution geometry of different porous media.
However, 3D imaging is expensive and time consuming compared with 2D imaging. 2D imaging
gives us high resolution and quality, quickly and with little economical investment.
In this work we propose a geometrical transformation of thin slices to a 3D volume. This trans-
formation is unique, isotropic, analytical, and enables us to compute physical properties such as
permeability, bulk modulus, and conductivity. We rely completely in the geometrical information
available in 2D images, and use this information to construct a 3D volume that preserves the geo-
metrical measurements in 2D. The result is a 3D volume that has the same porosity as the 2D image,
as well as a well connected pore-space, geometrically isomorphic to the pore space of the original
sample.
We test the success of this 2D to 3D transform in its ability to predict the physical properties of
the sample, in our case the bulk and shear modulus, conductivity and permeability. Obtaining and
excellent match of properties computed in volumes obtained from micro-CT, and those properties
obtained just from 2D thin slices.
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Understanding thermo-chemo-mechanical processes with fluids in porous media and rocks is impor-
tant. Because of the likelihood of fluid-rock chemical interactions, and our limited ability to decipher
the mechanical, and fluid flow effects of these coupled processes. One of the missing links is under-
standing the evolution of elastic and transport properties together with reactive transport. Because
the properties of porous media evolve as a result of chemical reactions and vice versa. Capturing
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this coupling experimentally and theoretically is one of the missing elements in the existing liter-
ature. We describe here recent advances in theoretical modeling and simulation of reactive fluids
processes in rocks with complex pore structure, in order to understand the effects of dissolution-
induced changes on acoustic velocity, porosity, permeability and electrical properties.
To deal with the problem of modeling the effects of reactive fluids in porous media properties, we
adopt the approach by Osher and Sethian (1988) - a conceptual framework for using level sets as a
tool for numerical analysis of surfaces and shapes - together with 2D and 3D scanned and segmented
pore structure images. The advantage of the level-set approach is that one can perform numerical
computations involving complex curves and irregular surfaces on a fixed Cartesian grid without
having to parameterize these objects. With this we have already shown how material evolution
problems can be mathematically/computationally solved accurately, efficiently (fast), while honoring
the coupling between physics and chemistry.
We can get different versions of the pore geometry by using the Osher’s approach with the simplest
velocity field to change the pore-space interface. Properties such as permeability are then calculated
using the Lattice-Boltzmann method (Keehm, Mukerji, and Nur 2001), for each change in the geom-
etry. The results of the calculated permeability are compared with the experimental observations
(Bourbié 1985) for Fountainebleau sandstone. Thus the method used in our work is the enabling
technology to model and simulate the structural changes of the different components of the porous
media, under different physical and chemical processes.
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Microbial growth in confined flows: the role of physical hetero-
geneity
Author(s): Camille Kerboas1
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1 University of Lausanne
Corresponding Author(s): pietro.deanna@unil.ch
Within the shallow subsurface, soil, rock, fluids, gases and living organisms are in close interaction:
the macroscopic resulting phenomena derive from the coupling between fluid flow, solutes mixing
and microorganisms displacement, growth and adaptation. The common challenge in all these pro-
cesses is their spatial variability (heterogeneity). The consequent complexity that rises from the
coupling of these processes makes predictions, based on rates measured under homogenized, well-
mixed, conditions, different by orders of magnitudes from laboratory and field observations. Using
microfluidics and time-lapse video-microscopy we investigate the coupling between non uniform
nutrient transport through confined micro-structures and the microbial growth of an isolate popu-
lation.
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Prediction of low velocity distribution from pore structure in sim-
ple porous media
Author(s): Pietro De Anna1
Co-author(s): Bryan Quaife 2 ; George Biros 3
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The macroscopic properties of fluid flow and transport through porous media are a direct conse-
quence of the underlying pore structure. However, precise relations that characterize flow and
transport from the statistics of pore-scale disorder have remained elusive. Here, we investigate
the relationship between pore structure and the resulting fluid flow and asymptotic transport be-
havior in 2D geometries of non overlapping circular posts. We derive an analytical relationship
between the pore throat size distribution f￿− and the distribution of the low fluid velocities fu￿u−/2,
based on a conceptual model of porelets (the flow established within each pore throat, here a Hagen-
Poiseuille). Our model allows us to make predictions—within a Continuous Time Random Walk
(CTRW) framework—for the asymptotic statistics of spreading of fluid particles along their own tra-
jectories. These predictions are confirmed by high fidelity simulations of Stokes flow and advective
transport. The proposed framework can be extended to other configurations which can be repre-
sented as a collection of known flow distributions.
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The influence of nominal resolution and focal spot size on analy-
sis results in porous media.
Wesley De Boever1 ; Andreas Grießer2
1 Bruker microCT
2 Math2Market
Corresponding Author(s): wesley.deboever@bruker.com
Over the past years, 3D image analysis based on computed tomography data has become a stan-
dard method in many fields of porous media research. The technology is used to calculate volume
fractions of ingredients, pore and particle size distribution, connectivity and many more parame-
ters.
One important field in particular, is core analysis based on 3D models, or digital rock physics. As-
sessment of transport phenomena through digital rock physics has the advantage of being faster
than traditional laboratory measurements. Furthermore, it is not needed to take expensive cores
from the well, but small drill cuttings can be enough to obtain petrophysical properties of reservoir
rocks.
As in most cases models derived from micro-CT scans are used as a basis for transport modelling,
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the rapidly increasing availability of micro-CT scanners means that more and more researchers can
benefit from this type of data.
These micro-CT scanners come in many different makes, shapes and sizes, but the overall technol-
ogy is in general the same. Although the maximum X-ray energies, scan times or key components
can differ from model to model, the one key parameter for adequate digital rock measurements is
resolution. Although this resolution is one of the most important scanner specifications, it is also
one of the hardest to quantify. In micro-CT terminology, resolution is often put identical to ‘voxel
size’. This voxel size is the real physical size of one voxel, but can in practice be much smaller than
the resolution. It is therefore more correct to refer to the smallest achievable voxel size, limited by
the system’s geometry, as the ‘nominal resolution’ of a micro-CT system. True spatial resolution on
the other hand is limited by the focal spot size of the X-ray source on one side, and the physical size
of the pixels in the X-ray detector on the other side.
In this experimental study, we assessed what is the real difference between high-resolution micro-
CT systems with a true sub-micron spot size and a 2-3 µm spot size. The experiment was performed
using an open-type X-ray source, where different focal spot modes allow scanning using the same
nominal resolution, but different spatial resolution. All other system components (X-ray detector,
rotation stage, etc.) are kept the same. This experiment allows to quantify in which cases it is needed
to take the extra hours of scanning, as small, submicron spot sizes are typically only reached at low
X-ray power and flux, therefore drastically increasing scan time. In the study, several well-known
reservoir analogues are used, with different porosity and composition characteristics. The GeoD-
ict software package is then used to calculate relevant flow parameters on these samples. The first
results indicate that – especially for sandstones – similar results are reached with a lower spatial
resolution but the same voxel size, in roughly 4 times less scan time.
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Cross pumping test to characterize the heterogeneity of hydraulic
properties of a contaminated aquifer.
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Co-author(s): Abderrahim Jardani 2 ; Laurent Thannberger 1
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Corresponding Author(s): theo.de-clercq@etu.univ-rouen.fr, theo.de-clercq@univ-rouen.fr
The assessment of hydrodynamic properties of an aquifer is usually carried out by pumping test
in which the hydraulic responses to a constant or an harmonic pumping flow are analyzed by the
analytical equations to only get the average values of the transmissivity hydraulic and storativity
coefficient. In this work we have developed the harmonic pumping test as an interesting and innova-
tive approach to characterize spatially the heterogeneities of a contaminated aquifer by identifying
the preferential paths of the groundwater flow and contaminants. The approach relies on a har-
monic extraction of the water at the pumping well and recording the piezometric fluctuations in
many neighboring wells. The use of such a tool permits: i) to limit the quantity of pumped water in
particular if it is contaminated; ii) to analyze and exploit even the hydraulic signals with the small
amplitudes; iii) to facilitate the extraction of hydraulic oscillations due to harmonic pumping test
from other hydraulic fluctuations such as tide; iv) to reduce the computing time needed to interpret
the hydraulic signal in term of hydraulic properties by solving the hydraulic diffusion equation in
frequency mode instead to the transitient mode; v) to image the spatial heterogeinity of the hydraulic
properities.
This approach was successfully applied in reconstruction of hydraulic parameters of an experimen-
tal site located in Rouen (France), in which 30 wells were placed on a hydrocarbon-contaminated
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alluvial aquifer in order to improve and study the effectiveness of hydrogeophysical tools to monitor
the remediation activities.
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On the applicability of superposition principle to multiphase flow
for the assessment of CO2 storage capacity
Silvia De Simone1 ; Samuel Jackson1 ; Robert Zimmerman2 ; Sam KrevorNone
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Corresponding Author(s): s.de-simone@imperial.ac.uk
The results of energy systems modelling used in the IPCC synthesis reports on mitigating climate
change identify carbon capture and storage (CCS) as essential in technology pathways limiting global
warming to less than 1.5ºC and 2ºC. Energy system models including CCS usually assume unlimited
storage capacity or very few constraints on rates of injection. However, pressure limitations arising
from the risk of induced seismicity or fracturing of sealing caprocks may significantly limit rates at
which CO2 may be injected over regional and global scales. The adoption of simplified analytical
solutions to pressurisation with subsurface injection can provide dynamic estimates of the rates at
which regional storage resources may approach these limits. The analytical models are computa-
tionally inexpensive and may be included in energy system models to identify potential bottlenecks
to CCS deployment. Analytical solutions for the pressure response to the injection of CO2 into a
single well exhibit accurate estimation of pressure build-up. However, large scale carbon storage in-
volves more complex features, like injection into multiple wells, variable injection rate and presence
of structural barriers to flow. In this work, we investigate if the traditional procedure of superpos-
ing effects, valid for linear single phase flow, can be extended to the case of multiphase flow. We
evaluate the error associated with the application of superposition to the case of CO2 injection. For
the multiple well scenario, the application of superposition overestimates the pressure build-up be-
cause it neglects the presence of multiple CO2 plumes that increases the total fluid mobility in the
reservoir. This error increases with time and with the number of wells, as the dimension of the
CO2 saturated area increases. The adoption of a novel non-dimensionalization allows us to define
a general model for the error which can be used to correct the pressure estimated by superposition.
By means of this corrective factor we define a simplified procedure for the analytical assessment
of reservoir pressurization during multiwell CO2 injection that can be included in regional energy
system models.
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Experimental observations of coupling of free flow and non-uniform
porous structures in a microfluidic setup
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The exchange of momentum of a free flow fluid and a fluid in a porous structure is a common phe-
nomenon in e.g. river beds, air-soil interactions, cooling applications, and petrochemical riser reac-
tors. We present our experimental observations of a PDMS (poly-dimethyl-siloxane) micro-model,
where single-phase flow in a channel and single- or two-phase flow in a porous structure is consid-
ered.
The semi-3D PDMS models consist of a 10-cm long free-flow channel (about 2 mm wide and 0.15
mm deep) and a network of pores with overall dimensions of 0.25 mm by 0.25 mm, representing a
porous medium. The micro models have a depth of 0.01 – 0.25 mm and pore sizes vary between 0.005
mm and 0.5 mm. The pores are shaped and positioned in a regular or random pattern. The porous
structure is in contact with the free channel over a length of about 20 mm.
The PDMS model is fully or partially saturated prior to the experiment. Saturation levels less than
100% add to the heterogeneity of the pore structure, due to the randomness of the locations and
shapes of the blobs, droplets and ganglia of, for instance, air. Then, once (partially) saturated, a fluid
(water or oil) is injected at a constant flowrate into the free flow channel using a syringe pump. The
fluid is laden with fluorescent nanoparticles with average diameter of 0.75 µm. In case of two immis-
cible fluid phases (water-oil), both phases can be loaded with fluorescent particles with a different
color.
The fluorescent particles can be observed in a confocal scanning laser microscope (CSLM). Time
series of images are recorded with a sufficient number of frames per second to observe the movement
of individual particles. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is applied to the image series to extract the
spatial distribution of flow velocities and directions.
The field of view of CSLM is not large enough to view the entire PDMS model. Therefore, mapping
of the entire PDMS model is achieved sequentially with an array of observations (each observation
represents a time series of images). A full PIV map is stitched together after post-processing the
individual observations.
The number of data points per PDMS model and the required number of post-processing steps
per data point are considerably large. Hence, a reliable automation of the acquisition and post-
processing steps is crucial. In particular, when investigating a non-uniform network of pores, as the
effect of non-uniformity can only be characterized when performing a sufficient number of experi-
ments.
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Effect of precipitation mineralization reactions on convective dis-
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In order to decrease the amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and reduce global warming,
carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), whereby CO2 is injected into geological formations, is re-
ceiving increased attention. To explore the influence in CCS of a mineralization reaction between
dissolved CO2 and calcium ions on the convective transfer of CO2 towards a saline aquifer, the con-
vective dissolution of CO2 into aqueous solutions of Ca(OH)2 and CaCl2 is analyzed experimentally
at the laboratory scale.
We show that different precipitation patterns develop in the aqueous solution depending on the
nature and concentration of the reactant in the host phase. In the case of Ca(OH)2, precipitation
coupled to convection leads to vigorous convective mixing in the host phase and sedimentation of
solid particles of CaCO3 down to the bulk of the reservoir. Conversely, dissolution of CO2 in buffered
CaCl2 solutions leads to a stabilisation of the buoyancy-driven convection due to a decrease in den-
sity and the adherence of the precipitate to the cell walls.
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Moment-based Metrics for Global Sensitivity for multiple Models
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Aronne Dell’Oca1 ; Alberto Guadagnini1 ; Monica Riva1
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Corresponding Author(s): aronne.delloca@polimi.it
We propose a set of new metrics to assist global sensitivity analysis (GSA) in the presence of data
allowing for interpretations based on a collection of diverse models whose parameters could be
affected by uncertainty. Our GSA indices enable us to assess the sensitivity of diverse features of
the probability density function (pdf) of a quantity of interest with respect to imperfect knowledge
of (i) the interpretive model to be employed to characterize the system and (ii) the ensuing model
parameters. We exemplify our methodology for the scenario of heavy metal sorption onto soil, for
which we consider three interpretative models (i.e., isotherm models) widely used in the literature.
We perform our analysis considering (a) an uninformed scenario, i.e., when no data are available to
constrain parameters uncertainty and to evaluate the (relative) plausibility of each considered model,
and (b) an informed scenario, i.e., when the analysis is constrained against observed experimental
data. Our Moment-based indices are structured according to two major components: (a) a between-
model contribution, which takes into account the possibility of analyzing the system of interest
by taking advantage of diverse competing model conceptualizations (or mathematical rendering);
and (b) a within-model contribution, due to the uncertainty in the parameters of a selected model.
Our results indicate that a given parameter can be associated with diverse degrees of importance,
depending on the statistical moment of considered for the target model output (y). The influence
on y of parameter uncertainty evolves according with the available level of information about the
modeled system behavior.
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Feed-Forward Neural Networks for Flux Regression in Discrete
Fracture Networks
Stefano Berrone1 ; Francesco Della Santa2 ; Sandra PieracciniNone ; Francesco Vaccarino2
1 Politecnico di Torino, Italy
2 Politecnico di Torino
Corresponding Author(s): francesco.dellasanta@polito.it
Characterization of flow and transport through fractured media in the subsurface is a crucial issue
in many applications concerning civil, environmental and industrial engineering, e.g. in oil and gas
extraction or in avoidance of drinking water pollution due to industrial waste. All these applications
require models that can accurately simulate flow through networks of subsurface fractures.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of full knowledge of the topology of these sparse systems of fractures,
since usually exact position, size, orientation and hydrogeological properties of all fractures (located
hundreds of meters below the ground) can’t be determined. Statistical representations of fracture
networks (the so-called Discrete Fracture Networks - DFNs) are then introduced and used to simulate
flow and transport through fractured media.
Due to the probabilistic nature of DFNs, flow and transport characterization in a real fractured
medium usually requires a statistical analysis of thousands of DFNs simulations; therefore, in or-
der to speed up simulation processes and to build alternative model reduction methods, it is worth
considering the application of machine learning (ML) techniques and, more specifically, Neural Net-
works (NNs).
NNs are a particular kind of ML algorithms that were born more than fifty years ago but only in
the last decade they started to be used in practice, due to computer hardware improvements and
increasing amount of data of these years. The most interesting property of such a kind of algorithms
is their ability to approximate functions through a training (or learning) phase.
In this work, the application of Neural Networks to flux regression problems in a DFN will be de-
scribed. We will discuss the behavior of the regression quality with respect to the number of stochas-
tic fractures and to NNs regularization and architecture; after this discussion we will also study how
regression outputs and errors could help in the understanding of the given DFN hidden proper-
ties.
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Natural gas reforming combined with carbon capture and storage (CCS) or carbon dioxide (CO2)-
plume geothermal (CPG) can be a means of accelerating the use of hydrogen (H2) as a low-carbon
fuel 1. CO2 emissions can be captured at power plants, while clean energy is distributed, e.g., for
transportation, heating/cooling etc. For process-related reasons, the CO2 that is to be stored will
contain impurities, such as H2, methane, and nitrogen. H2, in particular, may change the behavior
of the system in the subsurface. A H2 concentration of 2 % lowers the density of a CO2–H2 mixture
at depth by as much as 25 % compared to pure CO2 2. High concentrations of dissolved H2 are
a driving factor of hydrogenotrophic microbial activity in the subsurface [3], which can lead to a
reduced reservoir permeability. An accumulation of H2 in the CO2–H2 mixture at the CPG produc-
tion borehole can enhance the corrosion of steel borehole casings. Numerical simulations can help
to understand and quantify the effect these factors have on CCS and CPG operations.
This work is divided into two parts. In the first part, we use a 3D numerical model of a saline aquifer
at a depth of 2\,km. The simulations were conducted using the open-source multiphase-flow simu-
lator DuMuX [4].
We observe that the injection of supercritical CO2 containing 1 %mol of H2 can lead to an accumula-
tion of H2 in the CO2-rich phase, locally up to 5.5 %mol. However, this accumulation tends to be at
the fringe of the CO2 plume, in areas where the CO2-rich phase is immobile.
Nonetheless, this accumulation of H2 in the gas phase leads to an increase in concentration of dis-
solved H2 in the liquid phase of an order of magnitude, up to values of 0.023 %mol.
In the second part, we assess the consequences of the increased dissolved concentrations of H2 on the
activity of methanogens and acetogens/acetotrophs using the numerical framework for modelling
reactive systems, Reaktoro 5.
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We propose a conservative multirate multiscale method, which allows for simulation of multiphase
flow in heterogeneous media adaptively in time and space. Motivated by the co-existence of fast
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and slow processes, the multirate method constructs an adaptive conservative time discretization
scheme which imposes different time steps in different sub-domains. Yet, these sub-domains are
consistently integrated with a conservative flux partitioning strategy. On the other hand, to resolve
the challenge of imposing fine-scale spatial grids, to heterogeneous fine-scale properties, we inte-
grated our multirate approach with the multiscale finite volume method. The multiscale method
allows for construction of coarse-scale systems while the fine-scale heterogeneity is being captured
by using local basis functions. To this end, we develop a sequential simulation approach where we
solve the pressure equation with the multiscale technique and then advance the phase saturation
adaptively by solving the transport equation using multirate approach. Preliminary numerical re-
sults show that the proposed adaptive strategy yields efficient and accurate solutions. In the talk,
we will illustrate the numerical procedure and the latest developments.
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We present an approach to upscale solute dispersion in porous media from the pore to the Darcy
scale. We use a particle based point of view to model the impact of medium geometry, flow hetero-
geneity and diffusion on average solute transport. In this framework, the solute is represented by
an ensemble of solute particles, whose distribution is equivalent to the solute distribution. The fluc-
tuating microscopic particle motion is formulated within a stochastic modeling framework, which
allows to systematically derive the average macroscopic transport dynamics. Particle motion is con-
ditioned by the pore geometry in two ways. Firstly, it provides the characteristic length scale for
the evolution of particle velocities, and secondly, it determines the distribution of flow velocities in
the medium. Also diffusion has a dual role. It allows individual particles to sample flow velocities
across streamlines, and causes the trapping of particles in low velocity zones in the wake of solid
grains. These mechanisms are studied through high performance numerical flow and transport sim-
ulations in 3-dimensional porous media for different Peclet numbers. We observe deviations from
the hydrodynamic dispersion paradigm, which predicts linear growth of the particle displacement
variance and inverse Gaussian breakthrough curves. For a sand-like porous medium we identify two
distinct transport regimes. The first regime is characterized by advective heterogeneity, the second
by retention through diffusion into low velocity regions. Particle motion is modeled as a stochas-
tic process that moves particles over the characteristic pore length at transition times, which are
determined by advection and diffusion. A purely advective transport models fails and significantly
overpredicts the breakthrough curve tailing. At the Peclet numbers under consideration, particles
can sample the intrapore velocity by diffusion and the interpore (mean) velocities due to advection.
In order to quantify this mechanism, we develop a model for the statistics of the Eulerian velocity
magnitude based on Poiseuille’s law for individual pores, and for statistics of the mean pore velocity,
both of which are linked to the distribution of pore diameters. Diffusion across streamlines into low
velocity zones is characterized by an exponential distribution of residence times, which can be de-
termined by solving a local diffusion problem. The trapping frequency is related to the low velocity
end of the Eulerian velocity distribution. The resulting stochastic transport model is parameter-
ized by the medium and flow properties and captures non-Fickain transport in both pre-asymptotic
regimes, and the transition to the Fickian regime. It quantifies the physical non-equilibrium that
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is caused by a broad distribution of advective and diffusive mass transfer time scales on the rep-
resentative elementary volume. Based on this stochastic model for particle motion, we derive the
non-local advection-dispersion equation governing the evolution of the average concentration dis-
tribution.
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Wood is a well-used material, in buildings, furniture, art artefacts, etc., where its capacity to absorb
water is not only an issue of dimensional stability and modified material properties, but also of dura-
bility. Wood is a hierarchical material, where the configuration at different scales (lumber, growth
ring, cellular and cell wall material) plays different roles in adsorption/desorption and also in the
resulting swelling/shrinkage and mechanical softening. Different modeling approaches are required
at different scales. As well, upscaling between models is required. This approach allows us to study
holistically this material hygromechanical hysteretical behavior.
Clearly, the origin of swelling lies at the nanoporous material scale. As water molecules are ad-
sorbed into the hydrophilic matrix in the cell walls, the induced fluid-solid interaction forces result
in swelling of these cell walls. The interaction of the composite polymeric material, that is the layer
S2 of wood cell wall, with water is known to rearrange its internal structure, make it moisture sensi-
tive and influence its physical properties. The in-depth study of the coupled effects of water sorption
on hygric and mechanical properties of different polymeric components is performed with atomistic
modeling. Our aim is to understand all the ramifications of this intricate nanocomposite, with the
specific aim of upscaling the results to cellular and macroscopic scales. In order to study the be-
havior of S2 layer, we analyse the different configurations of cellulose microfibril aggregates and
S2 matrix using Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations.
Atomistic simulations are used to mimic water adsorption and desorption in amorphous cellulose,
make observations on hysteresis and relate this hygromechanical behavior as observed from the
breaking and reforming of hydrogen bonds to the hysteretical behavior of more complex polymeric
composites.
We upscale the hygromechanical observations using a poromechanical constitutive model. Further,
upscaling to cellular scale is informed through accurate geometrical description using X-ray CT at
different relative humidity, at different scales, namely sub-cellular, cellular and growth ring scales.
The ensemble of results documents the full co-occurrence of sorption and swelling. Swelling is
shown to undergo constraints by the multilayer wall composition and the cellular structure of wood.
This modeling methodology provides new insights in understanding wood behavior and its material
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properties. Such insights cannot be directly determined from experiments. This multiscale method-
ology allows to explore new pathways for material development and durability of wooden compo-
nents.
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Time-resolved 3D imaging with X-rays has rapidly emerged as an essential technique to understand
materials evolution, facilitating in situ investigations ranging from mechanical deformation to fluid
flow in porous materials and beyond. This push toward time-resolved dynamic studies has been
spearheaded by synchrotron radiation facilities, with temporal resolutions going below 1 second for
a full 3D acquisition. Meanwhile, in the laboratory X-ray imaging spatial resolutions and image
quality have continued to improve significantly 1, often at a significant cost of temporal resolution
however.
Recent advances in laboratory-based approaches have pushed achievable temporal resolutions from
hours down to seconds, enabling the visualization of dynamic processes and real-time imaging 2.
Dynamic in situ studies represent some of the most important scientific drivers of this technology,
however, their widespread adoption has been limited to proof-of-concept excursions due to signifi-
cant technical barriers preventing routine use.
Here we present progress in our approach to dynamic tomography workflows, intended to facilitate
more routine application of such 4D experiments. Dynamic acquisitions do generate vast sums
of raw projection data, which need to be reconstructed and further post-processed and quantified.
It is therefore essential to devise workflow strategies to quickly identify the interesting moments
prior to reconstruction to optimize the amount of data that is generated, but also incorporate the
added time dimension in the 3D analysis workflow to improve image quality. Here we present
challenges and possibilities for dynamic micro-CT imaging related to acquisition, reconstruction and
analysis. The methodology and dedicated workflow from acquisition through analysis is illustrated
by way of example through a foam collapse study. Formation and movement of individual bubbles
are monitored and analyzed over time, providing valuable insights on the stability of the overall
foam structure.
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Structural adaptation of biological tissues
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In this work, biological tissues are studied as fibre-reinforced biphasic media, filled with an intersti-
tial fluid and exhibiting remodelling [3, 2].
The latter, understood as the structural reorganisation of the tissue, is characterised by the onset
and evolution of irreversible strains, which accompany the tissue’s overall change of shape as well
as the flow of the intertistial fluid 2.
Furthermore, remodelling is the result of the adaptation of the tissue to external stimuli, and our aim
is to try to understand in which way the mechanical properties of the tissue are influenced when
structural rearrangement occurs [2, 4].
To this purpose, by taking inspiration from the Theory of Elastoplasticity, remodelling is regarded
as the production of anelastic distortions. To keep track of these, a new kinematic variable is added
to the standard ones and a suitable evolution law for plastic-like distortions is derived [1, 4].
References
1 Epstein, M., Maugin, G., A.: On the geometrical material structure of
anelasticity. Acta Mechanica 115.1-4, 119–131 (1996).
2 Grillo, A., Prohl, R., Wittum, G.: A poroplastic model of structural reor-
ganisation in porous media of biomechanical interest, Continuum Mechan-
ics and Thermodynamics, 28, 579–601 (2016).
[3] Federico, S., Grillo, A.: Elasticity and permeability of porous fibre-
reinforced materials under large deformations. Mechanics of Materials, 44,
58–71 (2012).
[4] Di Stefano, S., Carfagna, M., Knodel, M., Hashlamoun, K., Federico, S.,
Grillo, A.: Anelastic reorganisation in fibre-reinforced biological tissues. Submitted.
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The physical process of
CO2 injection in geologic reservoirs, including
solubility trapping, is a non-isothermal two-phase two-component flow in porous
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media, which is governed by a system of coupled nonlinear partial differential
equations. In this model, the water-rich phase (brine) and the carbon
dioxide-rich phase (
CO2) consist of two components (water and
CO2 component), as the solubility of the components in the phases has
to be taken into account. Local equilibrium phase exchange of the components in the
phases is assumed to hold.
To close the system, the fluid properties of
CO2 are calculated as functions of pressure and temperature. The properties of brine additionally
depend on the salinity and on the mole fraction of
CO2 in brine.
For simulations purpose, a reservoir composed of two aquifers separated by an aquitard is considered.
The leaky well is modelled as a porous medium with higher permeability compared to the formation.
We count the effect of uncertainties in reservoir porosity, reservoir absolute permeability, and per-
meability of the leakage well, on the model response. Also, we consider spatial heterogeneity only
through the different layers according to different geological media, and we count the changes in
fluid properties of
CO2 and that the
CO2 and brine fluid properties (e.g., density and viscosity) depend on the aquifer conditions, the
temperature, the
CO2 pressure, the brine salinity, and the mass fraction of
CO2 in brine.
In the considered Benchmark,
CO2 is injected to be stored in the lower aquifer and the injected
CO2 spreads within the aquifer and once it reaches the leaky well, it connects the two aquifers and
rises to a shallower aquifer.
The following sketch summarizes the model geometry and illustrates a 2D section of the 3D do-
main.
\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=1\textwidth]{geometry_new.pdf}
%\caption{Schematic view of the benchmark problem setup.}
\label{fig:Bench}
\end{figure}
We address an optimal experimental design problem under uncertainties with the main objective of
searching the optimal injection rate of
CO2 for the learning of the leakage rate in order to consistently maintain the harmful leakage
risk.
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Water retention models have traditionally been formulated as a unique relationship between suction
and the degree of saturation or water content. Accordingly, materials compacted to different dry
densities and which exhibit different water retention properties have been described using different
sets of model parameters. If this approach has been successfully applied for granular soils and low
activity clay materials, it cannot describe accurately the water retention behaviour of smectite-rich
materials. Indeed, these expansive materials swell significantly upon wetting, resulting in important
changes in dry density. Consequently, the dependency of the water retention curve on the dry
density of the material is a major issue and explains why classical water retention models have
failed in describing the water retention properties of expansive materials.
This paper presents an experimental study conducted in order to characterize the water retention
behaviour of compacted bentonite. Water retention curves under constant volume and free-swelling
conditions were determined. The results show that, for high suction values, the wetting branch in
terms of water ratio appeared to be density-independent. On the contrary, the boundary conditions
significantly influenced the water uptake capacity of the bentonite in the lower suction domain.
The quantity of water stored under free-swelling conditions is much higher than under constant
volume.
In terms of degree of saturation, the samples at high initial density wetted under free volume con-
ditions do no exhibit significant changes of degree of saturation. This is explained by the important
competing effects of bentonite swelling and water uptake along wetting paths, as a consequence
of strong hydro-mechanical coupling in compacted bentonites. Indeed, the high-density samples
exhibit important swelling, i.e. mechanical drying when suction decreases.
In order to complement the interpretation and model the experimental results, a water retention
model was developed. This model explicitly takes into account the aggregated and evolving dou-
ble structure of compacted smectite-rich materials. The model is calibrated and validated against
the experimental data. The model succeeds in reproducing the stability of the degree of saturation
upon wetting under unconfined conditions. The model provides a better understanding of the influ-
ence of the complex hydromechanical processes on the water retention curve. The influence of the
microstructure evolution is highlighted.
While classical water retention models relating suction to the degree of saturation are generally used
in numerical modelling (their parameters being determined from constant volume water retention
curves), they are not able to represent the observed behaviour. In this case, the predicted degree of
saturation of a bentonite plug under in situ conditions can be considerably overestimated if techno-
logical voids are important and not taken into account in modelling. A good representation of the
water retention properties of compacted smectite-rich materials is thus a fundamental issue.
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We study the flow dynamics of Non Aqueous Phase Liquid residuals within stochastically recon-
structed porous domains over a typical range of Capillary, Ca, and saturation, Snw , values where
both mobile and stranded ganglia coexist. Using an elaborate Lattice-Boltzmann immiscible two-
phase flow simulator, we monitor the dynamics of mass re-partitioning between the mobile and
stranded ganglia populations at the pore scale and at steady-state flow conditions, i.e. when the
volume-averaged phase velocities and ganglia size distributions reach an ’apparent’ dynamic equi-
librium state (starting from a sufficiently disordered initial size distribution). Our analysis reveals
the existence of a Non-Darcy flow regime, spanning over a non-trivial range ofCa values, where the
non-wetting phase flux, unw , is a linear function of the non-wetting phase saturation (for Snw < 0.4)
and exhibits a power-law dependence on the applied body force difference (Bo − Boc). We show
that this regime is related to the gradual mobilization of stranded ganglia and the formation of new
two-phase flow paths that are increasing in number as the body force, Bo, increases above a clearly
identified threshold value,Boc (which is independent ofSnw). Our study also focuses on the size and
velocity distributions of mobile and stranded populations at steady-state. Both populations exhibit
distinct statistical characteristics which evolve withBo in the capillarity-dominated regime.
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Huff-puff is a good solution to improve the oil recovery of tight reservoirs, which are typically
characterized by low permeability (<1 mD). In this study, the N2 and CO2 huff-puff characteristics
in simulation oil (10.5 cp, 0.821 g/cm3) saturated tight sand plugs are experimentally investigated
using NMR (Te=60 us, Tw=10 s). A dual T2 cutoff model is constructed to illustrate the dynamic
distribution of oil in a full pore scale of cores. For a typical T2 spectrum of 100% saturated tight
sand, the movable fluid T2 cutoff (T2C1) and unrecoverable fluid cutoff (T2C2) are derived from
centrifuge and heat-treated experiments to distinguish the unrecoverable fluid (T2 < T2C2), capillary
bound fluid (T2C2 < T2 < T2C1) and movable fluid (T2 > T2C1). The moveable fluid corresponding
to seepage pores can be drained, whereas the bound fluid cannot be easily drained due to capillary
forces in small pores and clay particle pores.
Our results on the investigated aliquots show that the T2C1 locates around 10-30 ms, and the T2C2
range at about 1 ms.
About 3 rounds of individual N2 and CO2 huff-puff can basically stable the residual oil saturations
in tight sand samples. The oil displacement laws in the full-scale pores are similar in N2 and CO2
huff-puff processes. The moveable oil is recovered first and then followed by the capillary bound
oil. Note that not all moveable oil can be recovered. After rounds of individual or alternative N2
and CO2 huff-puff, the right edge of all T2 spectrums do not move close to the T2C1 simply, but
shrink gradually and remain stable at about 110-140 ms. The right boundaries of residual oil in
moveable pores will not be obviously changed by the gas or injection mode used in huff-puff. But
the amplitude of the residual peaks can be decreased obviously when the CO2 is injected. The peak
represents the residual oil adhered to the surface of the particles in the form of film, which is resulted
by the wettability differences between the gas and oil to the matrix. The stability of T2 spectrum
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on the left of T2C2 (T2 < T2C2) in the whole process means the N2 or CO2 huff-n-puff is unable to
recover the oil in clay particle pores (namely the unrecoverable pores). The enhanced recoveries in
the last rounds of N2 and CO2 huff-puff are both mainly contributed by the oil recovered from the
capillary bound pores. CO2 huff-puff can furtherly enhance the oil recovery rate about 12%. Most
of it is consisted by the capillary bound oil, and also includes a small amount of oil films that can
be weakly recovered by the N2 huff-puff. The dual T2C mode based on NMR described in this study
provides new insights into the understanding of the dynamic distribution of oil on the N2 and CO2
huff-puff processes in the full pore scale of tight oil reservoirs.
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Understanding the transport of nanoparticles (NPs), such as nanoscale zero-valent iron (nZVI) parti-
cles, through water-saturated porous media has important implications for many natural and engi-
neered systems. Compared to traditionally used high-field Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (HF-NMR),
low-field NMR is considered to be more suitable for characterization of transport processes in rocks,
because it is less subject to the impacts of internal gradients. In this study, we used the spin-echo sin-
gle point imaging (SE-SPI) sequence of LF-NMR to monitor nanoparticle transport processes through
a heterogeneous porous medium for the first time. This method has the advantages of fast data ac-
quisition and being able to measure paramagnetic NP concentrations in low permeability porous
media. In the experiments, a solution of modified nZVI particles was injected into an artificial sand-
stone core initially, and NMR data were acquired at regular time intervals to quantify concentration
profiles. The concentration data were used to constrain the modeling in HYDRUS-1D software to
evaluate transport parameters at multiple slices along the sandstone core. Two sets of simulations
were performed. One assumed spatial homogeneity and a single set of the transport parameters was
fitted using the concentration data at the outlet, similar to standard breakthrough curve (BTC) anal-
ysis. The other simulation considered spatial heterogeneity by dividing the core into four regions,
each with a distinctive set of transport parameters. This was made possible because the NMR data
provided the evolution of NP concentration at multiple points along the core. A significant role of
spatial heterogeneity in NP transport was proved that the simulation with a homogenous assumption
failed to predict BTCs of interior slices due to variations in pore structures. In addition, the impacts
of pore structure properties, obtained by means of micro X-ray Computed Tomography (μCT) im-
ages, on transport behaviors were discussed in terms of transport parameters. Simulation results
showed that dispersion coefficient D decreased, attachment rate coefficient Kac increased, while de-
tachment rate coefficient Kdc varied in a narrow range with the decreasing porosity. Consequently,
it may lead to a misunderstanding of transport behaviors on the basis of fitted transport parameters
when neglecting the influences of spatial heterogeneity. With the successful application of SE-SPI
sequences in detecting transport processes affected by spatial heterogeneity, it becomes possible to
explore more transport mechanism of NPs in a multi-dimensional and complex system.
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Granular porous materials subjected to shear stress are involved in many geological catastrophes
including earthquakes, landslides and avalanches. The dynamics of a sheared granular layer is con-
trolled by its particle properties, loading configuration, temperature and pore fluids. While field and
laboratory experiments have studied the role of pore fluid in granular interactions within geolog-
ical systems, they lack detailed information about pore- and grain-scale mechanisms that dictate
mechanics of deformation and evolution of macroscopic characteristics. Here a 3D coupled Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics-Discrete Element Method (CFD-DEM) is used to model stick-slip dynamics
in a granular porous system, saturated with fluids, aiming to better understand the hydro-mechanical
influence of fluid flow. Our focus here is dedicated to the effect of fluid flow on the characteristics
of slip events i.e. friction coefficient drop, potential energy drop, thickness change etc. that are
measured and analysed statistically using information of hundreds of slip events in a drained sys-
tem. Our results show that, slip events are characterized by a higher drop in friction coefficient, in
potential energy and thickness of the granular porous layer compared to the dry conditions. Our
results show a fluid-assisted type of particle mobilization in the fluid saturated system, where the
high dynamic fluid pressure is found to stem from the fast fluid flow during slip caused by particles
rearrangements. The spatial correlation of regions with high fluid velocity, particle-fluid interaction
and particle kinetic energy during slip demonstrates the strongly coupled mechanisms of particle re-
arrangement, increase of fluid pressure and particle-fluid interaction forces. This study emphasizes
the important role of fluid-particle interactions at play in sheared granular porous media present
at tectonic fault damage zones showing how numerical models, and in particular the coupled CFD-
DEM approach, can help understand the hydro-mechanical processes that dictate fault slip from a
grain-scale point of view.
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Flows driven by capillary forces are observed in a broad range of porous media applications. While
modelling capillary flows, parasitic currents are generated around the interface due to the difficulty
in accurately approximating the capillary forces. To alleviate parasitic currents, several volume of
fluid (VOF) formulations have been proposed on top of the standard Continuum Surface Force (CSF)
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model, namely the Sharp Surface Force (SSF) and the Filtered Surface Force (FSF). In a previous re-
lated study, we have demonstrated analytically the occurrence of a dynamic capillary barrier zone
during spontaneous imbibition in throat-pore body systems when the contact angle is larger than
a critical value θ_c, which depends on the sharpness of the transition zone. In the present study,
we investigate the capability of the different VOF formulations to model accurately the imbibition
in such systems. We observe that all formulations struggle to capture the process while using the
conventional curvature computation. To solve this issue, we propose to apply a curvature correc-
tion which insures that the norm of the interface normal vector remains equal to one during the
computation. Using this correction, the numerical estimation of the critical contact angles using
the CSF formulation for various shape of the transition zone is in close proximity to the analytic
expression. However, sharpening and filtering may result in wrong prediction of θ_c. Our results
suggest that it is more important to accurately compute the interface curvature than to eliminate
parasitic velocities. Finally, we investigate spontaneous imbibition in a pore network comprising of
ten pores having different aspect ratios and shapes of the transition zones. For the pore network,
using CSF, we notice a capillary barrier zone that is overcome by the meniscus after stopping at the
expected position temporarily. This could potentially occur due to numerical diffusion. Applying
a minimal amount of sharpening helps to prevent this numerical artefact and capture the accurate
flow dynamics.
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The effective thermal conductivity (ETC) of a porous media reflects the interaction of the matrix
thermal conductivity and the pore fluid thermal conductivity, therefore its successful prediction
relies heavily on the exact description of the microscale structure of the porous medium. In recent
years, Digital rock physics (DRP) technology for simulative analysis of rock physical properties based
on extracted CT scanning images plays more and more important roles in geosciences, soil science,
petroleum engineering and many other fields.
In this paper, a novel procedure is proposed for accurate reconstruction of the 3-D internal skeletal
structures, based on which the solid part of the porous medium is successfully meshed for detailed
numerical studies on the thermal conductivity properties. The first step is to determine the REV of
the studied rock after processing all the CT images with the software of ImageJ®, with which the
image noise reduction, threshold segmentation and binary processes are performed. The second step
is to transform the binary black and white series of rock images into a digital 3-D matrix consists
of 0 and 1 with Matlab® software. Then reconstruction of the rock frame is performed through
the software of ProE® to supply the compatible format of the Fluent® software for heat conduction
analysis.
Simulations are carried out to anticipate the ETC of a porous medium along different directions with
fixed heat flux and temperature at the upper and lower boundaries respectively. Numerical results
reveal obvious anisotropy characteristics with distinctively different ETC values along different heat
flux directions. It is concluded the exact description of the skeletal structure is essential on successful
ETC predictions and the novel methods proposed in this paper have practical significance for the
accurate characterization of thermal properties of porous media materials.
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Foam technology has found wide applications in enhanced oil recovery (EOR) and greenhouse ge-
ological storage practices. In this paper, a numerical simulation is carried out with the stochastic
bubble population balance model on the foam three phase displacement process in a homogeneous
oil/water/gas coexistence porous media. The effects of the maximum equilibrium bubble density
nmax and the foam generation rate Kg on foam displacement process is discussed and the simula-
tion results are validated with corresponding experiments. Following conclusions are obtained:
(1)Foam could produce extra oil component from oil/gas/water pre-saturated porous media due to
its high apparent viscosity;
(2) Elevated maximum foam density value leads to higher pressure drop along the sample and there-
fore results in higher liquid phase recovery rate;
(3)Higher bubble generate rate Kg values could generate fully developed foam in a shorter distance
after gas injection, however shows little effect on total liquid phase displacement efficiency of the
foam flooding process.
(4) Numerical results could qualitatively reproduce the experimental observations.
It is expected the reported work could improve the understanding of the EOR mechanism of the
foam flooding processes in porous media.
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Bare nanoscale zero-valent iron (NZVI) particles in aqueous suspensions aggregate into micron to
submicron sizes. The transport process of enlarged aggregates or multi-sized aggregates is different
from that of nanoparticles. In this work, we performed aggregate size distribution analysis of NZVI
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suspension using a laser grain size analyzer and conducted a series of continuous injection column
experiments with different injected NZVI concentrations. The results show that aggregates in NZVI
suspensions range from submicron to submillimeter size and are mainly distributed around 5–9 μm
and 50–100 μm. Quantitative calculation of iron transport and retention showed that the retained
iron linearly correlates with injected concentration. The cross-section images revealed that clogging
weakened from inlet to outlet. Further, larger aggregates (>40 μm) appeared more often in the rising-
declining stages of breakthrough curves, whereas small aggregates (<30 μm) dominated the steady
stage. Indeed, relatively preferential flow facilitated the transport and discharge of both large and
small iron aggregates. Straining of grains especially for the large iron aggregates resulted in a decline
in breakthrough. Moreover, the blocking of attached and plugged iron prevented later retention of
iron, resulting in certain concentration of iron in the effluents. Our study provides greater insight
into the transport of NZVI.
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A large number of natural and engineered porous materials present a part of their pore space with
nanometric pore sizes. This is the case for example for natural indurated clays, which are studied in
several countries as potential hosts for deep geological repositories of radioactive wastes. In such
clay rocks the connectivity of micrometric pores is ensured though very small throats, with diame-
ters as thin as 2-5 nm. To reliably describe macroscopic flow properties at different time and space
scales of such materials it becomes necessary to relate them with microscopic pore structure. It
becomes increasingly popular to exploit to this aim 3D pore networks obtained from different tomo-
graphic methods like X-ray microtomography (resolution from 0.2  m to 40  m) or destructive FIB-
SEM (resolution down to 5-10 nm). These real porous structures are used to conduct pore-scale flow
simulations. However caution must be payed to correctly take into account the confinement effects
that may both change flow parameters, or even require adding new terms to governing equations.
This is particularly the case for two phase flow within porous media where capillary effects dominate
over viscous forces. In this work we focus on studying the imbibition of dead-end nano-channels,
initially filled with air [1, 2]. It has been observed experimentally, that the imbibition process can be
divided into two parts: initial capillary rise following Washburn equation with a compression of the
trapped gas, followed by a dissolution-diffusion stage during which the entrapped gas dissolves in
the surrounding liquid. However in 2, authors reported a particular blocking-moving regime where
the liquid fills dead-ends behind gas bubbles, while its front meniscus stays immobile. During this
regime, the gas bubbles diminish asymmetrically, with only the rear meniscus moving. This stage
ends with a symmetrical regime, where the mass center of the gas bubble is immobile and both
menisci are receding towards it. The first, asymmetrical, stage is unusual and the driving phenom-
ena involved are not clear. Using the home-made Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics code [3], we
explore possible origins of this behavior while keeping the physics as simple as possible (isothermal,
non-compressible, Navier-Stokes based). We show that geometrical factors are sufficient to induce
liquid flow through wetting films and filling of dead-ends behind gas bubbles. It is also possible to
generate the blocking-moving regime, especially when taking into account the roughness of the solid
walls. This observation implies that the two-phase flow depends on the nanometric details of the
pore structure, which are difficult to resolve by imaging technics. Thus the pore-scale simulations
may be more appropriate and reliable in bigger, micrometric, pores only.
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The productivity of many tight hydrocarbon reservoirs depends on natural fractures networks. Keep-
ing the high fracture permeability remains a challenge during drilling operations. The finer particles
invade fractures and pore throats, restricting the flow of fluids from the reservoir to the well. The
industry lacks of models that integrates these phenomena, involving dynamic operating conditions
during drilling. This work presents a new model to evaluate filtrate and particle invasion processes
into naturally fractured reservoirs. This model is based on a three-phase simulator (oil, gas and
water) coupled to a set of mass transport equations of solids and chemical species. In addition, mud-
cake formation in the wellbore face is also modeled under dynamic conditions. Phenomenological
equations are used to model the invasion of solids and their entrapment in the formation. These
equations correlate multiple particle diameters with pore diameters and the fracture widths. There-
fore, it is possible to estimate the contribution of suspended solids to the reduction of permeability,
i.e., the formation damage. The model is validated using results obtained from core-flooding exper-
iments. The results are also supported by a large amount of technical literature. The simulation
model allows varying the operative conditions, such as overpressure, circulation and drilling rate
in order to evaluate their impact on permeability impairment. The model allows for estimating the
permeability return after the displacement of the invasive fluids by the in-situ fluids. As a valuable
conclusion of this work, optimizing the suspended particles size distribution leads to a less severe
permeability reduction. Hence, this work contributes to increasing the productivity of naturally
fractured reservoirs.
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Fracture width prediction and particle size distribution design to
wellbore strengthening: A comprehensive workflow for effective
operations.
Kelly Lorena Díez Hernández1 ; Carlos Nuñez Perez2 ; Juan Mejía1 ; Juan David Valencia Londoño1
1 Universidad Nacional de Colombia
2 Total S.A
Corresponding Author(s): kldiezh@unal.edu.co
The operating drilling window between the pore pressure and the fracture gradient is very narrow
in many geologically complex reservoirs, depleted formations, and deepwater reservoirs. As a con-
sequence, lost circulation remains a recurring problem. Lost circulation increases significantly well
costs during the non-productive time as well as in high expensive remediation treatments. To mit-
igate this, wellbore strengthening technique emerged some years ago. These techniques consist in
inducing shallow fractures in the formation and propping them with an impermeable bridge of lost
control material. In this way, the tangential stress in the near-wellbore region is increased and the
drilling window is improved.
Despite the uninterrupted use of this technology, there is a lack of understanding of mechanisms
by which wellbore strengthening works properly. The success of a wellbore strengthening depends
on the coupling between the fracture induced and lost control material. Influential geomechanical
aspects on fracture width prediction, often are not taken account on mathematical models yet.
In this work, we evidence the effect of anisotropic stress state, rock elastic modules and wellbore
deviation in fracture width prediction. Sensitivity analysis are carried out over the analytical model
proposed by (Zhang 2016) to determinate fracture width. Finally, we show a comprehensive work-
flow for effective wellbore strengthening operations from the fracture width prediction, through
particle size distribution to the application on site.
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Predicting fluid flow via convolutional neural networks
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Recent advances in imaging techniques have made it possible to study micron and sub-micron scales
with more detail. These results have enhanced our understanding of pore-scale structures and how
they impact flow via direct pore-scale simulations based on images. However, performing direct
simulations at a representative scale has proven computationally prohibitive. Furthermore, linking
results from multiple length-scales is still an open question, and usually simplifications are require
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to solve for the flow field. In this work, we aim to speed up pore-scale lithology-independent predic-
tions by learning from an ensemble of existing simulations, supporting efficient upscaling.
Via an artificial neural network architecture, we trained an algorithm to understand the relationship
between pore-scale morphology and flow properties under different flow conditions. We first created
an extensive training set using a multi-relaxation-time lattice-Boltzmann algorithm that runs in our
supercomputer cluster. Afterwards, different transformations were tested to select the most suitable
mapping technique that is able to capture the main morphological relationships that affect flow at
the desired scale. Finally, we validate our model with 3D x-ray images from cores with different
lithology.
Simulating flow at the pore-scale is a powerful tool to understand the processes underlying field-
scale operations. Nevertheless, long simulation times have limited the size of the predictions that
are feasible to carry out by personal computers. Through appending a statistical learning toolbox
to the digital-rock petrophysics workflow, we add value by supporting fast predictions from large
datasets that support physics-informed decisions by the end-user.
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yaniv edery1 ; Tajudeen M. Iwalewa2 ; R. Rice James2
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Corresponding Author(s): yanivedery@gmail.com
Induced seismicity, where earthquakes are initiated anthropogenically, is omnipresent in many an-
thropogenic processes such as CO2 sequestration, wastewater injection and hydraulic fracturing,
to name a few. The frequency of these induced earthquakes has increased significantly in the past
decade as a result of the increase in wastewater injection, leading to considerable public concern. As
such, understanding the basic parameters that control the initiating mechanism for the earthquake
is essential. Fundamentally, the controlling parameters for the initiation, namely, pore pressure and
shear strength, are known. Naively, the injection of wastewater leads directly to an increase in pore
pressure, which reduces the effective strength of a nearby fault. However, the way in which the
pore pressure diffuses to the fault through the permeability heterogeneity of the sub-surface porous
media is largely unknown. Since the permeability generally has significant variation in natural rock,
and more so around the fault where the earthquake begins, it is imperative to test the effect of perme-
ability on the pore pressure increase. Understanding the impact of permeability on the pore pressure
increase can improve the risk assessment for an induced earthquake.
In this study we use layers of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) beads, in the 45 to 200 μm-size range,
to simulate the variable fault permeability architecture. The beads were chemically sintered to form
a rock-like structure, and their refractive index is matched with a wetting and a non-wetting fluid.
Thus, we can visualize the replacement of one fluid with another in 3D using a confocal microscope.
We can control the infiltration rate by imposing the pressure of the invading phase while follow-
ing the plume invasion within the porous medium at the micron scale. An important observation
showed that the invading phase deforms the domain, and locally the domain permeability, leading
to a focusing of the plume invasion towards the outlet.
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Corresponding Author(s): aliak@dtu.dk
Critical aspects of the reactivity of the natural and artificial calcite (e.g., carbonates) in aqueous solu-
tions are still not entirely understood, although crucial in many applications (i.e. CO2 sequestration,
contaminant transport, development of hydrocarbon reservoirs, etc.). The high sensitivity of the
calcite dissolution and precipitation to changes in the solution chemistry makes it challenging to
elucidate experimentally the ion adsorption equilibria. This becomes even more difficult when the
experimental system can exchange CO2 with a gas phase. In order to understand and describe the
reactivity of the calcite mineral surface, several surface complexation models have been developed
over the last few decades. These models could be the key to predicting the behavior of the calcite-
brine complicated systems, e.g., the wettability of natural calcite in contact with different brine and
hydrocarbons, where probably different mechanisms occur concurrently. The prerequisite for the
development of a fully mechanistic model for, e.g., the adsorption of water pollutants or polar or-
ganic groups on the carbonate surfaces in groundwater-remediation and improved oil recovery, is a
thermodynamic model that can describe the physicochemical interactions between the minerals on
the surface of carbonates (mainly calcite) and the ionic species in the aqueous phase. The adsorption,
dissolution, ion exchange, and precipitation not only affect the surface charge of the carbonate, but
also its interaction with other existing phases (i.e., DNAPL, LNAPL). The calcite surface potential
is traditionally quantified experimentally through zeta potential measurements. We revise some of
the existing surface complexation models for the calcite-brine interface and implement them. We
assess their performance in the prediction of available zeta potential measurements reported in the
literature. We optimize one of the models and we couple it to a finite volume solver (Eftekhari et al.,
2017) to model the nonisothermal reactive flow of brine in porous media. In our model, the apparent
equilibrium constants of the adsorption reactions are dependent on the calcite surface charge, the
adsorption is a function of not only the pH and temperature, but is also affected by other physico-
chemical interactions that occur at the calcite/brine interface. Therefore, this model accounts not
only for the species adsorption and transport, but also the effect of these latter on the properties of
the porous media, which enable us to evaluate more realistically the fate and transport of contami-
nants.
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Coupled flow systems containing a porous medium domain and a free
flow region appear in many environmental and technical applications,
e.g. surface water/groundwater flow,
industrial filtration and water management in fuel cells. The
interaction of the porous medium and the free flow is dominated by
the processes which take place at the interface between the two flow
regions. Modelling such coupled flow systems is a challenging task
because of the complexity of the interface driven processes.
Although mathematical modelling and numerical simulation of coupled
free flow and porous medium systems has been an active research
area, there is a lack of interface concepts for flows non-parallel to
the porous layer. Coupling conditions existing in the literature for
flows perpendicular to the interface are physically inconsistent.
Moreover, there aren’t any interface concepts found yet for arbitrary
flow directions.
In this talk, we will show by means of microscale numerical
simulations that the available interface conditions for infiltration
problems (flow normal to the interface) are physically questionable.
We will present the newly developed conditions valid at the interface
for non-parallel single-fluid-phase flow. These conditions are derived
using homogenisation with two-scale asymptotic expansions and
validated via microscale numerical simulations.
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Shear thickening of flexible coiled polymer solutions in non-inertial
shear and extensional flows
Author(s): Eseosa Eguagie1
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We investigate the challenges involved in the use of polymer flooding as a chemical enhanced oil re-
covery (cEOR) technique for improving mobility ratio and enhancing macroscopic sweep efficiency.
Flexible coiled polymers in porous media undergo stretching in a spatially heterogeneous structure.
Due to the viscoelasticity of these polymers, they stretch continuously depending on their previous
deformation until their elastic limit is reached and relaxation occurs. Previous research has pro-
posed that at a certain critical flow rate, the relaxation of polymers cause an increase in viscosity
and in turn a better mobility for enhancing microscopic sweep in porous media. However, others
have reported that the increased viscosity in porous media is not so much related to the elasticity
but more on the normal stresses that occur when polymers are sheared in porous media flow. One
similar fact is that as increased viscosity is observed an enhanced pressured drop occurs and the
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flow becomes highly unstable even at laminar flow regime. This unstable flow is termed the elastic
instability or turbulence but the details of this kind of turbulence, its consequences and applicability
on the impact of oil recovery is not understood.
In this work, we experimentally investigate the flow behaviours of flexible coiled polymers of hy-
drolysed polyacrylamide (HPAM) based on a single pore throat geometry using a microfluidic device.
The aim is to adequately parameterise the effects of the normal stress difference in shear and exten-
sion as a function of the geometry and intrinsic characteristics of the polymer solutions at different
Deborah (De) numbers. Hence, we compare pressure drop and particle image velocimetry experi-
mental data for solutions of varying salinity. Results showed a critical flow rate and De at which
polymer viscosity increases as well as the normal stress difference and different salinities were ob-
served to affect the scale of instabilities upstream of the single contraction geometry. It was also
observed that the flow resistance might be a function of both the elasticity and the normal stresses
occurring in shear flow, however, extensional stresses cannot be neglected.
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From a microscopic point of view, a large number of natural and engineering materials exhibit a
highly heterogeneous structure. Natural granular materials, such as sand, for example, can consist
of millions of grains of different materials that form a loose porous solid skeleton. However, in en-
gineering applications, sand is also frequently used as a basis material to generate highly stiff solids,
compare, for example, sand-cores in metal casting applications, where quartz sand is combined with
a polyurethane-based binder material. Thereby, the overall macroscopic response of such media
stems from the composition and the interaction of the materials on various length and time scales.
Understanding the different processes on and the interactions between the scales has been one of
the main driving forces in research over the last decades.
The group of kinematically extended continuum theories, especially including micropolar and micro-
morphic continua, aims at taking specific microstructural mechanisms into account without direct
modelling or simulation of the underlying microstructure. In general, this is done by enriching the
local material point of the continuum description with an independent microrotation, associated to
an attached rigid (micropolar) or deformable (micromorphic) microcontinuum.
In this context, the focus of the present contribution lies in the identification, the detection and
the evaluation of extended micromorphic and micropolar contributions on the macroscopic scale of
granular materials. This aim is achieved by taking a particle-based microstructural point of view
and deriving a consistent homogenisation strategy that links particle interactions, displacement and
local deformation with extended stress and deformation states of micromorphic continua. The ho-
mogenisation procedure is based on the introduction of Representative Elementary Volumes (REV)
that collect a number of particles on the mesocopic scale and the subsequent derivation of balance
relations for embedded REV. Ultimately, the exploitation of the derived relations on the mesoscopic
REV level yields the identification of averaging formalisms for all relevant stress and deformation
quantities.
In order to demonstrate the transfer of particle-based information from the micro- to the macroscale,
Discrete-Element (DE) computations are carried out as simulations of small-scale experiments with
emphasis on the initiation and the full evolution of shear-bands, as it is well known that extended
micropolar quantities are active in localising granular materials that consist of rigid unbonded grains
(micropolar setting). In order to detect micromorphic characteristics after homogenisation, the pos-
sibility of local deformation is included in the DE model by introducing deformable beam elements
as surrogates for binder material (micromorphic setting).
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The evaluation of the homogenised results shows the activation of micromorphic and micropolar
contributions in granular materials, but also concentrates on their dependency on the chosen REV
size.
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Partially hydrolysed polyacrylamide (PHPA) based polymers are used in a variety of civil engineering
applications including as excavation support fluids in construction work such as piling and borehole
drilling. For these applications, the role of the fluid is to keep the excavation open during digging.
PHPA based polymers offer promising solutions to challenging problems such as stabilising coarse
grained soils. They also require a smaller site plant set-up than conventional bentonite clay based
support fluids and can show reduced environmental impacts. However, there are problems, for
example, excessive loss of polymer from the excavation by permeation of the fluid into the adjacent
ground. This is not only detrimental to excavation stability but also wastes polymer.
To tailor polymers to meet the demands of specific engineering projects it is necessary to develop
a fuller understanding of their flow and sorption behaviours. The research presented sets out the
results of some tests to develop the understanding of the underpinning science as related to the
rheological and sorption behaviour of polymers fluids in coarse grained soils.
The results of a series of laboratory studies of the flow of PHPA polymer fluids in sands over a range
of grain sizes and pressure heads will be presented. The data were obtained using a constant head
permeability set-up modified to obtain data over a range of depths into the sand bed. In parallel,
theoretical aspects of polymer fluid flow in porous media have been revisited and applied to obtain
a better insight into the underpinning microscopic and macroscopic phenomena involved.
Measurements made under transient flow conditions show an initial pressure drop and a subsequent
rise in pressure as the fluid front passes a point in the soil. This phenomenon is described as a
viscosity membrane and is the stabilising mechanism of polymer support fluids in porous media. A
novel theoretical framework to explain the complete time dependent behaviour was tested against
the experimental data. The results indicate that such a model is adequate to address the transient
penetration behaviour of the PHPA polymer solutions in soil pores and thus can predict the length
of penetration at any time. Uncertainties regarding the theoretical description of polymer fluid flow
in coarse grained soils using capillary model will be further discussed. The microscopic interactions
of polymers and solid particles showing a profound effect on the macroscopic flow process in sand
also will be presented.
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Partially hydrolysed polyacrylamide (PHPA) based polymers are used in a variety of civil engineering
applications including as excavation support fluids in construction work such as piling and borehole
drilling. For these applications, the role of the fluid is to keep the excavation open during digging.
PHPA based polymers offer promising solutions to challenging problems such as stabilising coarse
grained soils. They also require a smaller site plant set-up than conventional bentonite clay based
support fluids and can show reduced environmental impacts. However, there are problems, for
example, excessive loss of polymer from the excavation by permeation of the fluid into the adjacent
ground. This is not only detrimental to excavation stability but also wastes polymer.
To tailor polymers to meet the demands of specific engineering projects it is necessary to develop
a fuller understanding of their flow and sorption behaviours. The research presented sets out the
results of some tests to develop the understanding of the underpinning science as related to the
rheological and sorption behaviour of polymers fluids in coarse grained soils.
The results of a series of laboratory studies of the flow of PHPA polymer fluids in sands over a range
of grain sizes and pressure heads will be presented. The data were obtained using a constant head
permeability set-up modified to obtain data over a range of depths into the sand bed. In parallel,
theoretical aspects of polymer fluid flow in porous media have been revisited and applied to obtain
a better insight into the underpinning microscopic and macroscopic phenomena involved.
Measurements made under transient flow conditions show an initial pressure drop and a subsequent
rise in pressure as the fluid front passes a point in the soil. This phenomenon is described as a
viscosity membrane and is the stabilising mechanism of polymer support fluids in porous media. A
novel theoretical framework to explain the complete time dependent behaviour was tested against
the experimental data. The results indicate that such a model is adequate to address the transient
penetration behaviour of the PHPA polymer solutions in soil pores and thus can predict the length
of penetration at any time. Uncertainties regarding the theoretical description of polymer fluid flow
in coarse grained soils using capillary model will be further discussed. The microscopic interactions
of polymers and solid particles showing a profound effect on the macroscopic flow process in sand
also will be presented.
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Darcy’s law, which describes a linear relationship between pressure gradient and fluid velocity, is
normally applied for modelling fluid flow with low velocities through porous media. However, due
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to relatively higher velocities in some applications such as new wellbore, the non-Darcy flow can
be created and Darcy’s law loses its validity. In such circumstances, the relationship between pres-
sure gradient and fluid velocity becomes nonlinear as a result of flow inertial effects. The inertial
effects can be observed as a result of convergence, divergence and tortuosity in the flow path geom-
etry [1, 2]. To our knowledge, all previous studies that modelled solute transport in porous media
using Pore Network Modelling (PNM) have been carried out within the Darcy regime. Solute dis-
persion in porous media has many applications in hydrology, geology and oil recovery [3-5]. In this
study, a computational framework, based on pore network theory, has been developed to investi-
gate the effects of the pore-scale structure of porous media on the macro-scale transport process
within the non-Darcy flow regime. For non-Darcy flow, due to high flow velocity in each pore
throat, the asymptotic Fickian regime (i.e., the regime in which the longitudinal dispersion coeffi-
cient reaches a constant value over time) is not likely to be reached. For that purpose, three different
transport regimes are defined for each pore throat based on the solute residence time and fluid veloc-
ity; asymptotic-Fickian regime, pre-asymptotic time dependent regime and pure advection regime.
For each regime a suitable equation has been used to calculate the effective longitudinal dispersion
coefficient for each pore throat, then the mass balance equation is invoked at each node. The longi-
tudinal dispersion coefficient has been estimated by fitting the resulting break through curves from
PNM to the one-dimensional (1-D) Advection-Dispersion Equation (ADE). The results show a very
good match between the break through curves obtained from the proposed model and the analyti-
cal solution of the 1-D ADE. In contrast to the Darcy flow regime, the transport process within the
non-Dacry flow regime is advection dominated. At high flow velocities, the longitudinal dispersion
coefficient is directly proportional to the fluid velocity. If the inertial forces are not accounted in the
flow simulation, this causes overestimation of the Péclet number (Pe) and longitudinal dispersion
coefficient (DL) through the medium which can be up to three times.
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This work describes a comparison between the turbulence characteristics at Fluid/Porous interfaces
of different permeability values between pore-level simulations and Conjugate volume-averaged
Fluid/Porous simulations, introducing a novel interface treatment for conjugate simulations that is
capable of controlling numerically the penetration/dissipation of turbulence at the interface accord-
ing to different levels of permeability. The interface treatment is based on an enhanced turbulent
wall-like treatment that is free from refinement restrictions. Computational domains are those of
channel flow partially blocked by a porous layer, similar to the classical Beavers and Joseph prob-
lem 1 as described by Betchen et al. 2. The development follows an analytical framework that was
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established by De Lemos [3] for turbulence characteristics. A recently-published pore-level digital
technique [4] is utilized to produce geometric models with the use of a stack up of representative
elementary volumes (REVs), a fluid layer on top of Porous layer, manifesting the fluid/porous inter-
face. Porosities of as low as 5 % were produced and simulated successfully. Distinct flow behaviors
are observed in Conjugate simulations (and confirmed by pore-level simulations) for cases of rela-
tively high permeability values (i.e. for 0.3 porosities and higher), and low permeability values (i.e.
as low as 0.05 of and lower). Applications with such low porosities are related to produce drying
processes in which treating the produce as porous media is important to represent the mechanisms
of both vapor and liquid heat and moisture diffusion. k-ε turbulence models have been used for both
simulations. Profiles at the fluid transition layer for turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate
are investigated and compared between the two types of simulations as well as the jump coefficient
interface model by De Lemos [3]. The profiles for turbulence kinetic energy and its dissipation rate
show a peak near the interface that decays in both directions towards the porous and the fluid regions
for low permeability interfaces while a different behavior is observed for moderate-to-high perme-
abilities. In this case, a considerable turbulence penetration is observed at the porous region with a
much slower turbulence decay towards the fluid region. The approach is comparable in its results
to the work of De Lemos [3] without introduction of empirical ad-hoc jump coefficients.
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In the last decade X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM) has become a powerful 3D characterization
technique for the fundamental understanding of the behavior of liquid water in the gas diffusion lay-
ers (GDLs) of polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs), which is vitally important for improving their
performance, cost and durability.
In early 2018 a new high numerical aperture 4x microscope from Optique Peter has been commis-
sioned at the TOMCAT beamline of the Swiss Light Source at Paul Scherrer Institut. It provides
a higher light collection efficiency and a higher spatial resolution compared to the previous 2x-4x
white beam microscope from Elya Solutions. With the new microscope PEFC-XTM scan times have
been improved by about one order of magnitude down to 0.1 s with sufficient image quality for post
processing. For such short scan times the supply of the feed gases for operando XTM at elevated cell
temperatures of up to 80 ℃ became a bottleneck of the setup. As the acceleration of the sample to
scan speed requires about two full rotations of the sample stage it prevents the use of flexible heated
tubes which where previously used to provide feed gases with dew points of up to 85 ℃ to the fuel
cell on the rotation stage. As solution a heated and motorized rotary union setup that revolves syn-
chronized with the rotation stage at TOMCAT was developed.
This contribution will discuss a) the image quality improvements by the hardware upgrade and im-
proved imaging settings, b) the development of the motorized rotary union setup and it’s coupling
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to the beamline as well as c) present some results of recent subsecond operando PEFC-XTM imaging
experiments exploiting the new setup
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We derive an upscaled model for the problem of transport of inertial particles by water phase in a
porous medium. At the pore scale, we consider an Euler-Euler flow model, in which the particles
are accounted as a dispersed phase embebbed in the fluid phase. Stokes drag is the only interphase
interaction, which renders different velocities for the phases. The non-homogeneities in the flow
field, created by the tortuous paths of the porous medium, create regions of preferential accumulation
or dispersion of particles, which can affect the overal properties of the multiphase flow. We upscale
the pore-scale model by means of formal homogenization, obtaining a set of governing equations
valid in the Darcy scale. We consider both homogeneous and heterogeneous random media.
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Balancing complexity and parsimony to accurately model, and
upscale, the transport of large, fibrous colloids through porous
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Nick Engdahl1
1 Washington State University
Corresponding Author(s): nick.engdahl@wsu.edu
Large fibrous, colloids such as microplastic synthetic fibers, organic matter fragments, and even bac-
teria can strongly affect flow and transport in porous media, with impacts that include pore-clogging
and hyper-accumulation of contaminants, among many others. The mobility of these fiber-like ob-
jects in porous media is particularly challenging to model because of the wide range of physical and
chemical processes in porous media that affect their mobility. Pore-scale flow and transport of fi-
brous objects can now be modeled using physically based simulation tools like constrained random
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walks, which have already shown that fibers have complicated transport tendencies that involve
tradeoffs between fiber length and Peclet number. However, the computational effort required for
these explicit simulations is immense and not practical at field scales. Upscaling methods are needed
to bridge the pore- and field scales but the question of how to scale the transport of these fibers is
unresolved. This presentation considers whether or not classical upscaling tools from the decades of
research on solute transport can be applied to describe fiber mobility. The methods include simple
advection-dispersion based homogenization, dual-domain transport models, exposure time depen-
dent transport, and several random walk-based approaches. We consider transport of an ensemble
of fibers through a simple, periodic model of porous media and compare the parameters of the trial,
effective models, to the observed transport at different Peclet numbers and over different length
scales. Preliminary results suggest that a scale-dependent advection-dispersion model can approxi-
mate fiber transport, and that a random-walk based model provides a less parameterized upscaling
approach, but the results also suggest that simple upscaling techniques break down when the fibers
are allowed to interact with each other and/or the porous substrate. Our preliminary results suggest
that exposure time-based models are good candidate for modeling the mobility of interacting fibers
and that these relatively simple models may afford robust modeling of the complex processes that
affect fiber transport.
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Predicting diameter changes of the vasculature to regulate blood
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Co-author(s): Franca Schmid 2 ; Bruno Weber 2 ; Patrick Jenny 1
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Corresponding Author(s): eppr@student.ethz.ch
The brain is capable of up-regulating cerebral blood flow in response to local changes in neural ac-
tivity. However, the precise pattern of the underlying vasodynamics is still poorly understood. Our
goal is to improve our understanding of the impact of diameter changes on blood flow regulation in
the vasculature.
We present a numerical framework, which is based on a previously developed blood flow model 1
and on well-established optimization algorithms. The strength of our model is that we can compute
diameter changes necessary to achieve desired flow distributions. This is done by adjusting the di-
ameters of the network, in order to minimize a predefined cost function J. The required diameter
changes are computed iteratively by using a gradient based optimization algorithm, where the sen-
sitivity of J with regard to the diameters is calculated with the adjoint method.
In our blood flow model, red blood cells (RBCs) are tracked individually as they move through the
vascular network and their dynamic impact on the flow resistance is considered. If a RBC reaches a
divergent bifurcation, it is assigned to a daughter branch based on a stochastic bifurcation rule. Due
to this stochastic nature of the blood flow, flow rates and pressures can vary over time. This has to
be taken into account while calculating the partial derivatives for the adjoint method and therefore,
our optimization algorithm is based on time averaged flow rates and pressures.
Another challenge is that the solution for this inverse problem can be ambiguous, since multiple
possible diameter distributions can minimize J. Therefore, the cost function is augmented with a
regularization term that aims to find the most likely solution, e.g. the solution that minimizes the
total change of all diameters.
This method allows us to investigate different scenarios related to blood flow regulation. Further-
more, we can use the same method to tune model parameters such as boundary conditions or to
reduce uncertainties of diameters and lengths of blood vessels in realistic microvascular networks
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based on sparse experimental data.
We performed simulations in artificial and realistic microvascular networks to compute the vessel di-
ameters required to increase the mean flow rate at different locations in the network. In our studies,
we investigated how the dilation and constriction of different vessel types affect the flow distribution.
First results reveal that a localized blood flow increase can only be obtained, if arterioles and capil-
laries can change their diameters. These findings suggest that not only arteriole-, but also capillary
dilation may play an important role in the local regulation of cerebral blood flow.
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Pore Scale Modelling of Reactive Transport in Porous Media: Im-
plications to Geological Energy Applications
Author(s): Hamidreza Erfani Gahrooei1
Co-author(s): Vahid Joekar-Niasar 1
1 The University of Manchester
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Simulation of reactive transport of subsurface flow helps us to improve our understanding of com-
plex processes of rock-fluid and fluid-fluid interactions. Such phenomena are important to be con-
sidered in different processes ranging from Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) and geological energy
storage/recovery. The aim of this research is to develop a pore-network modelling of reactive flow
in sandstone rock samples. For this purpose, a geochemical module, PhreeqcRM is coupled with
a geostatistical-realistic pore network model, where advection-diffusion transport along with equi-
librium/kinetic geochemical reactions are solved using sequential non-iterative approach (SNIA).
Reactive transport models, which consider mineral dissolution/precipitation, mostly use reaction
rates, measured in the laboratory, to calculate reaction rates in natural porous media. As labora-
tory systems are designed in a way to eliminate the effect of mass transport limitations, they can be
very different from natural systems. Also, natural sedimentary rocks (carbonate and sandstone) are
usually composed of multiple minerals, with considerably different reaction rates. The developed
coupled pore-network model is able to simulate the interaction of water with different pH and com-
positions with a wide range of minerals. In this study pore scale chemical heterogeneity and the
effect of different averaging methods on reactive model parameters are studied.
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Reactive Density-Driven CO2 Mixing in Sandstone Aquifers: Role
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During geological carbon sequestration, CO2 overrides to the top of the aquifer is inevitable. Conse-
quently, far from injection wells, CO2 phase dissolves into the aqueous phase by molecular diffusion
and density-driven mixing takes place. The phenomenon has been extensively studied in the litera-
ture, however, crucially the coupled flow-geochemistry and effects of geochemistry on the process
in sandstone rock has not been adequately addressed. This research presents a 2D multicomponent
reactive convective-diffusive formulation to simulate density-driven mixing in sandstone aquifers.
A realistic field scale model is designed based on the literature to investigate the effect of rock-fluid
interactions on density-driven mixing and the role of carbon mineralization in carbon capture and
storage process over the project life time. A typical sandstone mineralogical assemblage is consid-
ered and solid-phase reactions are assumed to be kinetic to present a realistic geochemistry. Also,
the impact of mineral dissolution and precipitation on porosity are calculated. The results show that
in moderate Rayleigh numbers, rock-fluid interactions adversely affect dissolution trapping, while
stimulating the total carbon capture through mineral trapping process. In this situation dawsonite
along with magnesite minerals are the most important precipitating carbonates and mineral trapping
contributes to 28% of total sequestered carbon after almost 10 years. The largest porosity reduction
is 1.3% and happens near the upper boundary of the domain. The results of this study shed light
on the effect of rock-fluid interaction on density driven mixing and solubility trapping in sandstone
aquifers and help to better estimate the capacity of saline aquifers for carbon storage.
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Pilot scale “in pile” thermal desorption remediation of mercury
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Author(s): Søren Eriksen1
Co-author(s): Jocob Brix 1 ; Jesper Holm 1
1 Krüger A/S
Corresponding Author(s): soe@kruger.dk
Thermal desorption remediation of sandy soil from a former chemical waste land fill site (Groyne
42) has been tested in laboratory and pilot scale.
Contaminants are mercury, thiophosphate ester pesticides – parathion, methyl parathion, malathion
and sulfotep – smaller amounts of chloro phenols and chloro cresols as well as waste from pesticide
production – mixed (thio) phosphate esters, elemental sulphur and solvents.
The contaminated soil volume of the site is 27000 m3 containing 100 tons of contamination including
67 tons of parathion and 7 tons of mercury. /1/
High remediation efficiencies of well over 99% are required due to high concentrations of contami-
nants.
Complete removal of pesticides and an 85% reduction of mercury to a level of 6 mg/kg was reported
in previous thermal desorption laboratory testing at 300⁰C. /2/
Based on results from lab scale testing removing all contaminants to < 1 mg/kg by maintaining 350⁰C
for 2-4 days a pilot scale test was designed. The pilot set up for thermal treatment of 40 tons soil is a
2.4 x 2.4 x 6.0 m steel box fitted with 6 x 5 kW electrical insertions heaters and off gas treatment plant
consisting of water injection, condenser, mist separator, activated carbon filters and blower.
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The soil for the pilot test contained 440 mg/kg mercury and 1400 mg/kg combined pesticides, pri-
marily parathion.
Five step sequential selective extraction analysis revealed that 71 % of the mercury is only soluble
in the last step, aqua regia, and hence most probably is mercury sulfide. 24% was soluble in concen-
trated nitric acid probably elemental mercury.
During the pilot test, the soil volume was slowly heated while aerated at a moderate flow of 10m3/h.
The air flow serves two purposes: carrying evaporated contaminants out of the soil and oxidizing
mercury sulphide to volatize the mercury in line with processes for winning mercury from roasting
sulphide ore.
Safety considerations for operating the pilot scale test includes: Exothermal reactions, production
of flammable gasses from pesticide decomposition, concentration of flammable vapors of solvents,
sulphur, phenols.
Simulation of chemical reactions and evaporation rates has been used to find safe heating rates
keeping concentrations of flammable gasses well below lower explosion limit.
Preliminary results of the pilot testing as of Nov. 2018 are elimination of pesticides and a 75% reduc-
tion of mercury at 200⁰C. The operational experience has shown that the closed system approach is
ideal when negotiating complex contaminant mixtures.
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We report a large data-set on visualization of CH4 gas hydrate formation and dissociation patterns
using micromodels with sandstone pore shapes and sizes. The effect of salinity and initial fluid sat-
uration on hydrate growth and dissociation within porous media is identified. Direct observations
of hydrate phase transition patterns in pores using micromodels at reservoir conditions provides an
improved understanding of sedimentary gas hydrate and how such system respond to pressure de-
pletion and thermal stimulation. The occurrence and dynamics of the three-phase system of saline
water, methane gas and solid gas hydrate is characterized. The hydrate growth rates were stud-
ied with varying salinity, initial water saturation, pore sizes and degree of sub-cooling. Hydrate
dissociation was studied with respect to two hydrate configurations: 1) non-porous and 2) porous
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hydrate films/shell. A strong correlation between initial methane gas hydrate distribution and disso-
ciation characteristic, and subsequent mobilization of methane gas, was observed. The dissociation
of non-porous hydrate was slower with a gas front that propagated through the pore space. The
direct contact with mobile gas rather than water favored the hydrate dissociation and induced a dis-
sociation front. Local water salinities affected the methane gas hydrate structure leading to distinct
dissociation patterns of self-preservation due to water freshening.
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The reactive transport processes such as dissolution/precipitation are of interest for varieties of en-
gineering fields. Such processes exhibit highly non-linear behavior and many time difficult to up-
scale at continuum-scale. As a result in recent years, increasing focus has been laid on developing
pore-scale reactive transport models. Due to the high computing cost involved in such pore-scale
studies often detail validation and grid convergence studies are not carried out. It has been observed
in case on continuum scale reactive transport modeling that in some conditions grid convergent
solutions are not attainable. This study aims to provide discussion on this aspect using lattice Boltz-
mann method-based pore-scale reactive transport model. The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has
proved to be efficient numerical tool for simulating such pore-scale processes involving evolution
of solid phases due to dissolution/precipitation. In particular this study will focus on effect of grid
discretization on dissolution, precipitation and dissolution-precipitation simultaneously. A detail
set of simulations are carried out to establish grid convergence of lattice Boltzmann method based
pore-scale reactive transport model by comparing with existing analytical models for different geo-
metrical configuration, transport parameters and reaction rates. It is finally aimed that such study
will provide a set of benchmarks to which pore-scale models can be validated.
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Characterization of Foam Flow in Porous Media: Effect of Differ-ent Chemical Concentrations, Flow Rates and GLR Ratio
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Foam can be used as a subsurface mobility control agent to improve oil recovery. High quality and
long-lasting foam inside reservoir guarantees higher mobility reduction and improved recovery fac-
tor. In this study, two different quality regimes were investigated; low-quality coarse-textured foam
versus high quality strong foam with fine texture. Flooding experiments were conducted in sand
packs contained in a HP/HT mini-rig apparatus, and pressure buildup across the sand pack was mea-
sured. The foam apparent viscosity was calculated, and the effluent of the sand pack was collected
in a visual cell at test conditions. The foam structure was qualitatively monitored. Conventional
surfactant stabilized foam was compared against fortified foam with nanoparticles. Changing sur-
factant and nanoparticle concentrations, as well as the effect of quantity of chemicals in the foaming
solution on foam stability were tested. Finally, the effect of injection velocity on foam performance
in porous media was also investigated.
Several core flood experiments were conducted in sand packs at elevated temperature and pressure
conditions (2.7MPa and 60℃). CO2 gas and [AOS 14-16 surfactant + Cellulose nanocrystal] solution
was co-injected into a foam generator. Later, the pre-generated foam was injected into the water
saturated sand pack at the same conditions.
It was observed that foam properties, especially pressure behavior of the foam during flow exper-
iments, are highly dependent on the chemical concentrations and gas to liquid ratio (GLR). By in-
creasing the injection velocity from 8.8 × 10−5 m/s to 7 × 10−4 m/s, it was observed that above a crit-
ical shear rate, foam flow performance inside the porous media does not change significantly. Very
strong foam with apparent viscosity around 650mPas was generated at 80% quality and [1wt% surfac-
tant+ 1wt% NP] concentration. Nanoparticle addition increased the stability during core flood. CNC
Nanotubes prevent the bubble collapse at elevated temperature and pressure by making a barrier in
between the lamella. The apparent viscosity is also measured to be twice that of the conventional
surfactant stabilized foam.
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Seawater Intrusion (SWI) is a global hazard for coastal aquifers which can result in the salinization of
freshwater resources and adversly influencing the lives of millions of people in coastal zones. Frac-
tured coastal aquifers (FCAs) are widespread worldwide and especially in Mediterranean regions. In
these aquifers, fracture networks represent the preferential pathways for fluid flow and transport
in the subsurface that can intensify SWI. Therefore, understanding the hydrogeological processes
associated with SWI in fractured coastal aquifers are significantly important for prevention of such
threats. Numerical modelling can act as an initial step towards this understanding and it is widely
employed for practical purposes as site investigation, safety report assessment and performing pre-
dictive computations. Modeling SWI in FCAs can be perofmred by coupling the discrete fracture
network (DFN) and variable-density flow (VDF) models. The DFN-VDF model requires detailed
discontinuous analysis of the fractures. In real field applications, these characteristics are usually
uncertain which may have a major effect on the predictive capability of the model. Thus main goal
of this work is to provide a preliminary assessment on how these uncertainties can affect the model
outputs.
As our conceptual model, we consider fractured configurations of the Henry Problem which is widely
used to understand SWI processes. A finite element DFN-VDF model is developed in the framework
of COMSOL Multiphysics®. We examine the uncertainty of several SWI metrics and salinity dis-
tribution due to the incomplete knowledge of fracture characteristics. Polynomial chaos expansion
(PCE) is used as a surrogate model to reduce the computational burden. A new sparse PCE technique
is used to allow for high polynomials orders at low computational cost. The Sobol’ indices (SIs) are
used as sensitivity measures to identify the key variables driving the model outputs uncertainties.
The proposed methodology based on PCE and SIs is useful for identifying the source of uncertainties
on the model outputs with an affordable computational cost and an acceptable accuracy. It shows
that fracture hydraulic conductivity is the first source of uncertainty on the salinity distribution. The
imperfect knowledge of fracture location and density affects mainly the toe position and the total
flux of saltwater entering the aquifer. Marginal effects based on the PCE are used to understand the
effects of fracture characteristics on SWI. The findings provide a technical support for monitoring,
controlling and preventing SWI in FCAs.
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The present study deals with the investigation of the widely used volume averaged method accuracy
in the case of fluid flow within a thin porous layer. For the direct simulations, a staggered arrange-
ment of square cylinders with a thickness of one unit cell is considered as porous medium covering
the area close to the walls of a channel. For the comparison, the cylinders are replaced with a thin
continuum layer of a porous medium with prescribed permeability and porosity using the volume
averaging approach. While a two-equation turbulence model is used to solve turbulent flow in direct
simulation, the averaged method uses the modifies k-epsilon model to capture the effects of solid
matrix on the production of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate within porous matrix. The
simulations are carried out for different Darcy numbers (Da), Reynolds numbers (Re) and channel
widths. The results obtained from direct simulation are then averaged over the corresponding unit
cell and compared with those calculated by the volume averaged method.
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Due to complex pore structure and gas storage, traditional Darcy permeability model is not valid
to describe shale gas flow. In this paper, an upscaled transport model is established based on ho-
mogenization theory to consider multiple transport mechanisms and heterogeneity of shale sample.
This new transport model is employed to explain the pressure decay experiment data successfully.
Finally, the sensibility of transport parameters is analyzed. The results show as follows. Absorbed
gas cannot be ignored in the pressure decay experiment and the pressure difference will drop rapidly
without considering the absorbed gas. Then shale gas transport is dominated by Knudsen diffusion
when the pore pressure is smaller than 2MPa and the contribution of surface diffusion increases with
pore pressure increasing. The macroscopic effective permeability of whole domain is dominated by
the permeability of connected phase meanwhile it can be influenced by the permeability of discon-
nected phase. When the pore pressure is smaller than 2 MPa the effective permeability increases
with the organic matter content (TOC) decreasing. However, the effective permeability increases
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with the TOC increasing when the pore pressure is greater than 2 MPa, which is different from the
traditional discussions without considering the relationship between TOC and gas absorption capac-
ity of shale matrix. The effective increases especially for high pore pressure with Langmuir volume
increasing. In addition, the effective increases with Langmuir pressure decreasing, however, which
becomes apparent when the pore pressure is smaller.
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Size effects of molecular sub-region in a multiscale, multiphaseprocess
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The process of displacing tiny droplet in a microchannel by another fluid is ubiquitous in uncon-
ventional oil recovery, and is also closely related to the formation of thrombus in blood vessel. It
is generally accepted that purely macroscopic approach is not suitable for such multiscale problem
where the whole system is big with a tiny sub-region at molecular scale, because it is unable to
resolve extremely small scales where continuum assumption may not hold. However, no clear eval-
uation has been made on the size effects of the sub-region, which determines when macroscopic
approaches become invalid. This work investigates the effects of varying drop size on the droplet
displacement process in microchannel in detail by comparing results of multiscale hybrid modeling
and continuum method. The results indicate that the change of physical properties of droplet due
to huge Laplace pressure has considerable effect once the drop diameter approaches 30 molecular
diameters, corresponding to 10 nanometers in our study, but continuum method is applicable with
macroscopic correction done beforehand. When the drop diameter decreases below 20 molecular di-
ameters, the macroscopic correction gradually becomes invalid as well but continuum method is still
usable with parameters obtained by upscaling from molecular dynamics. The continuum method to-
tally breaks down for drop diameter in the order of several molecular diameters, where macroscopic
descriptions may no longer apply.
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Modified salinity water flooding is an efficient oil recovery technique to unlock residual oil. While
wettability alternation is considered as one of the main mechanisms behind the modified salinity
effect, the factors that control the wettability variation have not been completely elucidated. This
is due to the complex coupling between two-phase flow, species transport, and chemical reactions.
Detailed understanding of oil, brine, and rock interaction in pore-scale is an essential step to pin-
point the mechanism of wettability alternation. Experimental investigations as well as numerical
simulations will lead to a better understanding of these systems. Due to the spatial and temporal
scales of EOR processes, we frequently encounter technical barriers to obtaining accurate measure-
ments. Unlike conventional core flooding tests, microfluidic devices offer a means of observing
interface displacement in immiscible two-phase flow. Hence, we designed and performed a set of
two-phase flow simulations and experiments to provide better insights into microscopic sweep ef-
ficiency of two-phase reactive systems. To this end, a numerical model based on Direct Numerical
Simulation of the Navier–Stokes equations 1 coupled with a calibrated surface complexation model
2 is implemented to describe interaction in the oil-brine-rock system. Besides, we used microfluidic
chips integrated with a high-resolution microscope to perform multiphase interfacial tests. Thus,
fluid configurations inside the microfluidic chip with length scales comparable to the pore sizes of
oil reservoir rock were imaged and compared with numerical model results for different brines. The
development of numerical models validated and compared by experimental microfluidic results are
shown here to serve as a powerful complementary approach to gain in-depth insight into the fun-
damental of these complicated physico-chemical systems, hence better control over the processes of
oil recovery.
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This article develops a Bayesian framework to quantify the absolute permeability of water in a
porous structure from the geometry and clustering parameters of its underlying pore-throat net-
work. These parameters include the network‘s diameter, transivity, degree, centrality, assortativity,
edge density, K-core decomposition, Kleinberg’s hub centrality scores, Kleinberg’s authority central-
ity scores, length, porosity, as well as the Nitrogen-accessible surface area of its porous structure.
In addition, the incorporated clustering aspects of the networks have been determined with respect
to several clustering criteria – edge betweenness, greedy optimization of modularity, multi-level
optimization of modularity, and short random walks. As such, the article takes the first footsteps
of creating a Database of Micro Networks for sandstones and carbonates, to be used as main input
stream for the proposed Bayesian scheme. The Bayesian Network prediction of the absolute perme-
ability exhibits a mean error value of less than 5%, which is favorable given the associated subsurface
uncertainties.
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Once oxygenated, slightly acidic fracking fluid is injected into targeted shale units, fluid-rock interac-
tions cause a change in porosity and permeability characteristics of shale rocks which consequently
impact the flow and reactive transport processes. Large scale reactive transport models can help
simulate these interactions and predict these behaviors. However, presence of micro-scale features-
such as mineral heterogeneity-which strongly affect the reactive transport processes, cannot be im-
plemented in large scale models and hence pore scale models are needed to take these micro-scale
features into account. In other words, there is a need for a sophisticated upscaling approach that
can capture micro-scale heterogeneity from pore scale. Our final aim is to have such an upscaling
approach such as the one presented by Rhodes et al. (2008) where a Continuous Time Random Walk
(CTRW)-based method was used for the upscaling. The upscaling method needs some input param-
eters from pore scale that can either be obtained from experiments, such as the nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) experiments presented by Muljadi et al. (2018) to probe molecular displacements
(propagators), or from pore scale simulations. In this work, we only focus on the pore scale part
and use a 3D pore-scale reactive transport Lattice Boltzmann (LB) based model to simulate the in-
teractions between a fracking fluid and a shale sample. The pore-scale LB model is able to track the
geometry evolution of the shale rock triggered by dissolution (or precipitation) of minerals. More-
over, the pore-scale LB simulator is coupled with an external geochemical solver enabling us to
include different mineral reactions. In the future work, we will use this pore scale model to provide
inputs for the upscaling algorithm.
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Accelerated Rate Calorimeter Application for Heavy Oil Charac-
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Air injection has proven to be a high recovery potential method for both heavy and light types
of oil. One of the screening techniques that allow to examine an oil-candidate for air injection
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process is Accelerated Rate Calorimeter (ARC). The unique feature of the instrument is to mimic
a reservoir conditions in terms of pressure and temperature supporting an adiabacity. This paper
reviews four tests performed in the closed and flowing ARCs to fingerprint and observe the thermal
behavior of an oil. Investigated hydrocarbons characterized as heavy with the specific gravity of
13°API was undergone to the combustion reaction in two scenarios of oil-only and oil in native
carbonate core. Initial running conditions of test are characterized by the temperature of 23℃ and
reservoir pressure of 2000 psig. Experiments showed that an ignition occurs at temperature about
350℃ when High-Temperature Oxidation region is dominant. Calculation of kinetic parameters are
also discussed in this work. Observation of the temperature change per gram of consumed oxygen
that is a representation of the apparent heats of combustion versus inverse temperature is proposed
as a novel approach of ARC. This technique also can be useful for understanding of occurred reactions
during the combustion process.
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Coordination number is widely used to quantify the deformability of a granular material. However,
it is a local feature and the use of average coordination number is not able to fully characterise the
variation of the microstructure in the granular material. Instead, contact networks can be used to
investigate the rich physical behaviour of granular assemblies, allowing for many other multi-scale
structural features beyond coordination number to be accounted for, not only on the mechanical
behaviour but also on a variety of other physics. In the contact network, particles are considered
as nodes and edges are assigned to neighbouring nodes when the represented particles contact. At
the particle scale, when considering ‘granular rigidity’, triangular-like structures tend to be rigid
while square-like structures tend to be deformable. ‘Cycles’ (i.e., triangular or square like structures)
in the contact network can indicate rigid or deformable structures. However, the effect of contact
network features on heat transfer has not been studied yet. This work uses code developed in-house
to extract contact network features such as ‘cycles’, ‘clustering coefficients’ and ‘centralities’. We
use a thermal network model to calculate effective thermal conductivity of a deforming granular
material. In the thermal network model, each node represents a particle and each edge represents a
thermal conductor (i.e., interparticle contact and/or small void gap through which heat can be also
transferred between particles). Here we show that a change of structural features from the contact
network can capture the variation of effective thermal conductivity of granular materials.
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Many of core-flood experiments and field-scale applications have demonstrated that the Gas-Assisted
Gravity Drainage (GAGD) process has gravity-stable oil displacement and thus enhances the oil re-
covery. One of the effective reservoir development plans based on this process is injecting gas into
the gas cap through vertical wells and displace water and oil downward to the horizontal producers.
The corresponding methods to predict the oil recovery of the GAGD process in the previous liter-
ature is limited in terms of universality and accuracy, because they attempt to consider either the
capillary number or the Bond number independently. In addition, only one formula is attempted
for all cases. In this paper, we propose a novel empirical dimensionless formula (Nd) which takes
all capillary number, Bond number, and viscosity ratio into consideration. Instead of previous di-
mensionless number given directly, we use mathematical approach and experimental data to regress
three exponents so that the predictive method is improved in terms of both accuracy and universal-
ity. Last but not least, we coded this approach into an in-house software, of which the input is the
oil viscosity, Darcy velocity, permeability, porosity etc. The software then calculates the expression
of Nd and regression straight line of as well as oil recovery. This method has been compared with
core-flood experiment and oil field data in immiscible GAGD process, and we observe a good align-
ment in this validation.
Keywords: Gas-Assisted Gravity Drainage; oil recovery
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As a simple, portable, cost-effective, and user-friendly diagnostic tool, paper-based detection plat-
forms (e.g., paper diagnostics) have found widespread applications in diagnosis and monitoring of
diseases, environment pollution, food safety, etc. A variety of paper materials have been used to
fabricate the paper-based devices, among which two main kinds are widely used. One is cellulose
fiber based materials, such as filter paper and chromatography paper, which constitute the major
substrates of dipsticks and microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (μPADs). The other is nitro-
cellulose membranes (NC membranes), which are the most important materials for LFAs (lateral
flow assays) as the decisive reactions take place in the NC membranes. The detection performance
of LFAs is notably affected by the reactive fluid flow in the porous NC membranes.
The microstructures of NC membranes affect the capillary flow properties. The capillary flow prop-
erties in turn affect reagent deposition, assay sensitivity, assay specificity, and test line consistency.
Surface area density is one of the most important geometrical parameters of porous materials which
determines the chemical reaction or heat transfer surface area that a porous material can provide. In
this study, relation between the detection performance of LFAs and the surface area density of NC
membranes is revealed using combined experimental and theoretical approaches. First, experiments
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using NC membranes with different micro-structures commercially provided by MilliporeTM are
conducted to compare their detection performance when used as the substrate materials in LFAs.
Then a theoretical model coupling surface Ag-Ab reaction with fluid flow is developed which allows
one predict the surface area density effects on the detection performance. By comparing the experi-
mental and theoretical results, the importance of surface area density on the detection performance
is demonstrated. Based on the validated model, the trade-off effects between the surface area density
and flow speed is analyzed.
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Coal permeability is the key factor determining the effectiveness of coal-bed methane (CBM) ex-
ploitation. In the CBM production cycle, the long-term high temperature and stress make the seep-
age paths in coal evolve with time. In this paper, the creep-seepage law of coal by temperature-stress
coupling effect is studied, and the results show that the creep strain of coal undergoes three phases:
the hardening phase before the creep start stress threshold, the creep phase with compressive vol-
ume deformation and the creep phase with expanding volume deformation. In the whole process,
the permeability of coal gradually decreases and then increases with the creep strains and there is
a good consistency between the permeability evolution and time-dependent volumetric strain. The
creep of coal shows different effects on the coal permeability at different temperatures. Tempera-
ture increase is helpful for the occurrence of creep strain of coal. When temperature is increased, the
creep start stress threshold and the ultimate failure strength of coal samples decrease. Meanwhile,
the stress of coal at the permeability turning point decreases. At high temperature, the creep of coal
shows a greater influence on the decrease of permeability, and the maximum loss of coal permeabil-
ity can reach 35.45%. The results can provide theoretical support for the effective exploitation of
CBM.
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A hydrogel is a network of cross-linked polymer chains. Industrially used hydrogels, known as super-
absorbent polymers, have the ability to osmotically swell up to 100 times their original volume. The
volume of solution absorbed by a gel is a function of several external stimuli, predominately the
pH, temperature and ionic strength of the solution. Specialist mixed hybrid finite element software
has been developed to mimic the swelling of these gels under several external and internal param-
eters. However, experimental verification of this software is essential in demonstrating its efficacy.
Standard imaging techniques such as confocal microscopy or particle tracking velocimetry have
limitations. They lack the requirements of a system needed to image such a highly dynamic three
dimensional process. Therefore, a novel lens free technique is utilized. This technique incorporates a
CMOS image sensor and partially coherent illumination to create digital holograms of the specimen
under investigation. Transparent micro-particles embedded within swelling polyacrylate gels are
illuminated by two separate wavelengths at 45 degrees to each other. This multi-angle and multi-
color illumination permits three-dimensional tracking of particles at 10 frames per second over an
imaging volume of roughly 80mm3. Digital post-processing algorithms are then implemented to dra-
matically increase the spatial resolution of the system achieving sub-micron accuracy. The spatial
coordinates of the transparent micro-particles will enable verification of the numerical model with
a particular emphasis on the constitutive and permeability laws.
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The Porous Microstructure Analysis (PuMA) software 1 is a collection of tools for the analysis of
porous materials and generation of material microstructures. From 3D microstructural images, of-
ten obtained from X-ray microtomography 2, PuMA can compute a number of effective material
properties and perform material response simulations, with an emphasis on high temperature ap-
plications. PuMA was designed to be a modular framework, such that users can implement custom
solvers and tools, utilizing the existing capabilities in the software. Version 3.0 includes capabili-
ties for computing volume fractions, porosity, specific surface area, effective thermal and electrical
conductivities, and continuum and rarefied diffusive tortuosity factors. PuMA can also simulate
competitive diffusion/reaction processes at the micro-scale, such as surface oxidation.
The effective thermal and electrical conductivity for isotropic materials, as well as continuum tor-
tuosity, can be computed using a finite-volume solver with a variety of boundary conditions. For
computing effective anisotropic thermal and electrical conduction, a numerical scheme
based on the Multipoint Flux-Approximation (MPFA) method [3] was implemented. The MPFA
method enables the solution of solid conduction in materials with anisotropic local thermal con-
ductivity, such as in woven materials.
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For material properties and response in non-continuum conditions, particle-based random walk
solvers have been implemented into the PuMA software. The particle solver allows for the com-
putation of mean intercept length (MIL), as well as tortuosity factors of a porous material in transi-
tional and rarefied regimes, such as those found in a porous heat shield during atmospheric entry. A
particle method was also implemented to solve the competing diffusion/reaction problem in porous
media, which has been applied to simulate the oxidation of fibrous and woven materials at high
temperatures. Finally, a particle-based solver for simulating molecular beam-surface scattering ex-
periments [4] was implemented and parallelized within PuMA. The solver can simulate high speed
gas transport and complex surface reaction mechanisms and is being used to develop finite-rate
surface chemistry models.
Recently, advanced material generation capabilities have also been implemented, including the cre-
ation of complex 2D and 3D woven structures, curved fibers, multiple cross-sectional designs, and
fiber clustering. PuMA is freely available to the scientific community as a NASA software under a
US & Foreign license.
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[3] I. Aavatsmark, An introduction to multipoint flux approximations for quadrilateral grids, Computa-
tional Geosciences 6 (3-4) (2002) 405–432.
[4] V. J. Murray, B. C. Marshall, P. J. Woodburn, T. K. Minton, Inelastic and reactive scattering dynamics
of hyperthermal O and O2 on hot vitreous carbon surfaces, The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 119
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gation
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The urban heat island effect rises the temperature of cities, increases the building energy consump-
tion and affects the thermal comfort adversely in urban environments. Pavements cover a very high
fraction of the urban areas and highly con-tribute to the urban heat island development. A promising
mitigation technique to counteract this phenomenon consists of replacing conventional pavements,
typically made by impervious materials, with porous and water-retentive pavements. Due to evapo-
rative cooling, a part of the net downward radiation can be convert-ed into latent heat, keeping the
surface temperature lower compared to conventional pavements. As a result, the underground heat
storage is reduced, as well as the sensible and thermal heat exchange between the ground surface
and the atmosphere. These new pavements can provide effective mitigation solutions for urban heat
island. The present study investigates the impact of porous pavements on the urban microclimate
by means of a fully-integrated urban climate model, which couples turbulent wind flow in the air
with heat and moisture transport in the porous building materials. The proposed approach yields
detailed analysis of the drying behavior of different types of pavements under different meteorologi-
cal conditions (wind, sun, rain). For the case study, three permeable pavements presenting different
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porosities and hydraulic properties are designed and combined in single- and multi-layer configura-
tions. Their thermal performances and evaporative cooling potentials are investigated in comparison
to standard pavement systems. Porous pavements exhibit a longer first drying phase compared to
impervious surfaces, thus benefiting from the cooling due to evaporation for a longer duration and
contributing to reduce air temperature and improve thermal comfort over urban areas.
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Paola Ferraz1 ; Eduardo Abreu2 ; Felipe Pereira3 ; Fabricio Sousa4 ; Het Mankad5
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In this work, we develop a new efficient parallel solver for
Darcy problem in heterogeneous porous media with high-contrast. This is a
fundamental problem appearing in many relevant applications where
uncertainty quantification (UQ) of complex modeling of processes and data
in geophysical flows demand fast algorithms. The new recursive method is
an improvement of the iterative multiscale mixed method MuMM introduced in
1 (see also 2 for its variational formulation), based on a
non-overlapping domain decomposition iterative procedure with Robin
interface conditions. The new method uses a clustering of the multiscale
basis functions on each pair of subdomains leading to a local, and small,
algebraic linear system for the interface between the subdomains. Cheap
local multiscale basis functions are calculated in each subdomain to deal
with the discrete local solutions and can be efficiently computed in
CPU-GPU clusters. The global solution is obtained by recursively applying
the MuMM over of all pairs of subdomains until the union of subdomains
reaches the whole domain. The interface problem are solved by an efficient
implementation of a Schur decomposition with a LU factorization. The new
recursive algorithm bypass the need of iterations. Numerical experiments
for Darcy problem with permeability field of the SPE10 benchmark geometry
is presented to confirm efficiency of the procedure.
1 A. Francisco, V. Ginting, F. Pereira and J. Rigelo, (2014). “Design and implementation of a multiscale
mixed method based on a nonoverlapping domain decomposition procedure”, Math. Comput. Simul.,
99, 125-138.
2 R.T. Guiraldello, R.F. Ausas, F.S. Sousa, F. Pereira and G.C. Buscaglia, (2018). “The Multiscale Robin
Coupled Method for flows in porous media”, Journal of Computational Physics, 355, 1-21.
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ADVANCES IN LINEAR SOLVERS FOR COUPLED MULTI-PHYSICSPROBLEMS
Massimiliano Ferronato1 ; Matteo Frigo1 ; Nicola CastellettoNone ; Andrea Franceschini2 ; Hamdi TchelepiNone
1 University of Padova
2 Stanford University
Corresponding Author(s): ferronat@dmsa.unipd.it
The fully coupled numerical simulation of different physical processes in porous media, which can
typically occur at variable time and space scales, is often a very challenging task. A common feature
of such models is that their discretization gives rise to systems of linearized equations with an in-
herent block structure reflecting the properties of the set of governing PDEs. The efficient solution
of the sequence of block linear systems is usually the most time- and memory-demanding issue in a
coupled simulation. This effort can be carried out by using either staggered schemes, where easier
sub-problems are solved separately iterating until coupled convergence is achieved, or monolithic
approaches, which tackle the problem of the system solution as a whole.
This communication aims to discuss recent advances in the monolithic solution of coupled simula-
tions in a specific class of multi-physics problems, namely poromechanics of fractured media. The
problem is addressed either by proper sparse approximations of the Schur complements or special
splittings that can partially uncouple the variables related to different physical processes. The se-
lected approaches can be included in a more general preconditioning framework that can help accel-
erate the convergence of Krylov subspace solvers. The generalized preconditioner relies on approx-
imately decoupling the different processes (e.g., momentum balance, contact mechanics, fluid flow
dynamics, …), so as to address each single-physics problem independently of the others. The objec-
tive is to provide an algebraic framework that can be employed as a general “black-box” tool and
can be regarded as a common starting point to be later specialized for the particular multi-physics
problem at hand. The use of this preconditioning framework for simulating real-world examples of
poromechanical problems and fractured media will be demonstrated.
Acknowledgements. Portions of this work were performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344.
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Influence of yarn configuration on wicking processes studied by
fast X-ray micro-tomography
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Textiles show a large variability in materials, yarns and patterns and thus respond very differently
to moisture uptake. A yarn is a twisted bundle of filaments used to produce textile by knitting or
weaving. Liquid uptake into textiles happens mainly by capillary uptake in complex voids between
yarn filaments. The role of yarn configuration, and particularly of yarn twisting on transport, is far
from being documented. Yet, understanding liquid transport in yarns is key to optimize moisture
management in garments. The goal of this study was to document in situ capillary water uptake in
yarns of different pore configurations.
The documented yarns are composed of 10 or 32 circular continuous filaments made of polyethylene
terephthalate (polyester), of 55 µm diameter (3.3tex). The filaments were plasma coated for uniform
contact angle (50°). Filaments were spun directly inside the sample holders at tension levels of 2.5,
10 and 30 mN/tex to twists of 50, 200 and 500 tpm using a twist-tester and fixed at this state. A
reservoir is attached to the holder base.
Fast synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography is applied to document the influence of twist and tension
on pore configuration of dry and wetting yarns. Remote-controlled injection of water on the holder
base allows documenting water uptake driven by capillary forces over 5 mm of height of the yarn.
A voxel size of 2.75 µm with one full 3D-scan per second at high image quality allows the extraction
of detailed pore geometry data and water detection almost per voxel. The Paganin phase filtered
and reconstructed images undergo a multistep procedure to segment the different phases, i.e. air,
polymer and water. We employ the Weka-plugin, ImageJ, a machine-learning-based algorithm. Vox-
els which are not belonging to fibers are examined separately in a following step as a time series
of their intensity value and we track when the transition from air to water occurs (Parada, Derome
et al. 2018) . Imaging is acquired at the Tomcat beamline of Swiss Light Source of Paul Scherrer
Institute, Villigen, Switzerland.
Our experiments show that single uptake paths can conduct liquid undisturbedly and rapidly mil-
limeters away from the inlet. We observe faster unsaturated flow in fillets at fiber contacts that
can bridge sections between saturated pores. These stable water bodies in angular pores partially
pre-wet uptake paths from multiple entry points. Once a vertically advancing piston-like flow front
reaches such an unsaturated pore, the water bodies coalesce with formerly stable menisci leading to
further transport in single pores. The abundance of the three filling processes depends on the yarn
configuration, e.g. low-twist yarns contain more undisturbed large pores while high-twist yarns
show shorter free paths and more angular pores.
Contrary to typical hydrophilic porous media, the sequential filling of pores does not correspond
to an advancing moisture front. Due to the small number of pores per yarn cross section, single
filling events have a large impact on the overall uptake process and we conclude that averaged
uptake models, such as Washburn’s or Darcy’s, cannot describe moisture transport in polyester
yarns.
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Integrating publication, software and data in simulation sciences
Bernd Flemisch1
1 University of Stuttgart
Corresponding Author(s): bernd.flemisch@iws.uni-stuttgart.de
While the process of publishing scientific findings in form of journal articles can be considered to be
mature, this doesn´t hold in general for the supplementary material associated with such an article.
In porous-media modeling, this material may consist of the software that has been used to pro-
duce the presented results as well as data such as simulation results or experimental measurements
used for model validation. Although methods and tools for developing and publishing research soft-
ware as well as for managing research data already exist and are under continuous development,
standardized workflows for their employment in porous-media modeling are still in their infancy.
Especially the integration of the three components publication, software and data poses special chal-
lenges.
We present our efforts for making our publications transparent and reproducible by accompanying
them with the associated software, data and metadata. Concerning the software, our aim is to pro-
vide for each publication a containerized environment storing the complete software stack that is
necessary to run the corresponding simulations. Concerning the research data, we present the work-
flow that is being developed currently within the SFB 1313 and the SimTech Cluster of Excellence,
together with the university library and the computing centers in Stuttgart.
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Flow in porous media of foams reinforced with polymers or par-
ticles: application to subterranean oil pumping
Author(s): Natacha Forey1
Co-author(s): Olivier Atteia 2 ; Abdelaziz Omari 1 ; Henri Bertin 1
1 I2M
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Introduction
To prevent aquifer pollution due to industrial leaks, and remediate soil pollution, foams can be used
as by blocking water beneath and by improving hydrocarbon oil pumping. However, when it comes
in contact with oil, foam may collapse and thus has a very limited life time, well below the character-
istic time of the process. Therefore, a suitable foam formulation that can resist oil contact is needed
for application purpose.
In that respect, two main ways were investigated: use of polymer or colloidal solid particles as sta-
bilizing agents. Polymer addition should, at least, increase foam stability by decreasing the film
drainage velocity and colloidal particles may adsorb at the air-water interface and create a mechani-
cal barrier towards oil induced foam destruction. Experiments are first performed in 1D sand column
to study foams propagation in porous media, before injecting foam in a vertical metric 2D-tank to
observe gravity impact and foam behavior at the oil-foam contact.
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Experiments:
Beforehand, several surfactants and additives were screened by investigating foamability and stabil-
ity in bulk in order to choose the best candidates. Experiments were then performed in columns of
unconsolidated porous media, through a gas-water co-injection process. Final saturation and resis-
tance factor were recorded and operating parameters were adjusted to obtain strong foams and the
influence of surfactants and additives concentrations were of concern in absence as in presence of
oil.
In a second part, a vertical 2D-tank of unconsolidated porous media was used to observe gravity
influence on foam displacement. The front shape, total saturation and local resistance factors were
continuously determined thanks to 12 pressure measurement taps. Experiments were then realized
with an oil layer disposed at the top to observe foam resistance to the oil.
Results:
The results from sand columns bring to light the importance of foam quality, total flow rate and
surfactant concentration on foam strength. Concerning foam strengthening with additives, polymer
addition shows an increase in the resistance factor but such increase is only due to the induced
increase of solution viscosity bringing out a loss of foam strength.
On the contrary, particle addition leads to foam strengthening both in absence and in presence of
oil with an increase of the resistance factor (compared to the surfactant alone).
In 2D-tank experiments, stronger foams are seen to lead to a shift from a net 45°-sloping sweeping
front to a vertical front. Pressure measurements show, as usual, a weak foam behavior at the en-
trance, followed by progressive foam strengthening along the porous media. Following experiments
performed with setting an oil layer at the top obviously show foam degradation resulting in a mod-
ification of the front slope. This will be explained by proposing a phenomenological description of
the sweeping process in that case.
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Corresponding Author(s): aforner@mit.edu
The water management in polymer electrolyte fuel cells is a rather complex issue 1. On one hand
side, some water is needed in order to hydrate a proton conductive membrane and ionomer in the cat-
alyst layers. Therefore, humidified gases are fed into the cell. On the other hand, excessive amounts
of water in the porous layers lead to blockage of available pores for gas transport and consequently
increased mass transfer limitations, especially at high current densities when large amounts of wa-
ter are produced. The gas diffusion layers (GDLs) are highly porous carbon fiber materials which
are sandwiched between electrodes and flow fields and provide several functionalities: conduction
of electricity and heat, mechanical integrity of the membrane, distribution of reactant gases and
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removal of the liquid water produced. These functions imply a triple set of contradictory require-
ments: high diffusivity of the gas phase, high permeability of the water phase, and high thermal and
electrical conductivity of the solid phase.
The creation of artificial pathways for water removal within the porous material enables the develop-
ment of advanced water management strategies; however, none of the existing approaches proposed
a method to produce such materials in a way compatible with mass productions. To tackle this issue,
we invented a method to produce GDLs with patterned wettability based on electron radiation graft-
ing 2. The method permits creating hydrophilic patterns throughout the complete material thickness
while the remaining areas remain hydrophobic 2. In this talk, the synthetic method will be discussed
fist [3]. Later, I will discuss the results of capillary pressure characterization obtained using microflu-
idic cells combined with neutron radiography and X-ray tomographic microscopy [4].
1 T. V. Nguyen et al., 1993 J. Electrochem. Soc. 140(8), 2178-2186.
2 A. Forner-Cuenca et al., Adv. Mater. 2015, 27, 6317-6322.
[3] A. Forner-Cuenca et al., J. Electrochem. Soc. 2016, 163 (8), F788-F801.
[4] A. Forner-Cuenca et al., J. Electrochem. Soc. 2016, 163 (9), F1038-F1048.
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Numerical modeling of thin porous media with LBM
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The study of Thin Porous Media (TPM) have been gathering substantial interest lately 1. As noted in
the article understanding flow in thin porous materials are of interest to many industrial processes
including but not limited to fuel-cells, textiles and composite manufacturing. 2 defines three classes
of TPM namely:
• VTPM – Very Thin Porous Media → (δ » h)
• PTPM – Proportionally Thin Porous Media → (δ ≈ h)
• HTPM – Homogeneously Thin Porous Media → (δ « h)
Here h is the height of the cell and δ is the side length. The flow domains of interest include the
stokes region, the laminar region, the transition region and the turbulent region. A numerical model
that can take these domains and TPM classes into account should ideally be able to handle widely
varying geometries and be stable over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Lattice Boltzmann Meth-
ods (LBM) has proven to be effective for numerical modeling of porous media. Reasons for choosing
LBM over traditional Finite Volume Methods (FVM) includes faster parallel computation allowing
highly efficient implementation on massively parallel architectures (GPUs) and ease of varying the
geometry.
In this study a model problem consisting of staggered and simple cubic arrays of cylinders are stud-
ied both numerically and experimentally. For the numerical modeling a Multiple Relaxation Time
(MRT-LBM) D3Q27-Method is chosen so that high Reynolds-number flows are stable; for the turbu-
lence modeling a subgrid-scale model is also utilized. The simulation results are validated against
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tomographic PIV measurement of a physical model. Results indicate satisfactory agreement between
model and experiment.
References:
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2 - John Fabricius et al. “Darcy’s Law for Flow in a Periodic Thin Porous Medium Confined Between
Two Parallel Plates”. In: Transport in Porous Media 115.3 (2016), pp. 473–493. ISSN : 15731634. DOI
: 10.1007/s11242-016-0702-2.
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Tracer particles are a powerful tool to reveal velocities of fluids in experiments. When the appropri-
ate size and density of the tracer particles is chosen, the tracer particles follow directly the motion of
the fluid. The carrying fluid can therefore be observed by tracking the tracer particles. High particle
concentrations are desirable to provide a high measurement density in such experiments. In quasi
2D experiments, this can easily be achieved as all particle images come from one plane. In 3D ex-
periments, the particle density is much lower to avoid overlapping of particle images when particles
are in front of each other along the out-of-plane axis. Current techniques cannot reliably analyze
these overlapping particle images. Instead, overlapping particle images are simply filtered out and
ignored by conventional 3D particle tracking techniques.  
We propose a new workflow which overcomes this limitation and allows for the localization of over-
lapping particle images. We first generate a semi-synthetic dataset of highly overlapping particle
images and use this dataset to train a deep neural network in the detection and simultaneous 3D
localization of highly overlapping tracer particles.
Generation of synthetic dataset 
A large set of cropped particle images is generated and x, y and z locations of particles are determined.
A set number of these images are chosen and placed in random positions of the training images. It
is ensured that a set fraction of these object images overlap with neighboring object images. The
background of the training images is stochastically generated and simulates the noise as well as
strongly defocused object images. The resulting training images have a defined number and degree
of particle image overlapping, a stochastic image background and all particle images in the training
images are x, y and z-annotated.
Training of Deep Neural Network for 3D object localization 
For the localization of the particles in images, we adapted the model Tensorbox for our purpose. The
original version of the model is able to locate highly overlapping objects within the image plane.
We adjusted the network architecture to be able to locate objects not only in 2D, but also in 3D. The
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semi-synthetic dataset with its 3D annotated and overlapping particle images is used to train the
model end-to-end. The accuracy of the system is then evaluated on the semi-synthetic dataset as
well as on real videos of moving tracer particles.
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Contaminants transport in soils is strongly affected by the soil physical properties. Similarly, the
efficacy of in-situ remediation techniques is highly dependent on these properties, and, at the same
time, can interfere and alter the soil physical properties. However, the techniques more frequently
applied in soil science to study soil formation, its properties, classification and mapping, are not
commonly used in studies of soil contamination and remediation. For example, the description and
analysis of soil micromorphology is considered in less than 0.7% of the papers published about soil
remediation. Techniques used for soil characterization at the pore scale are also not frequently used.
For example, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been mentioned in less than 10% of papers
that refer to soil remediation. In this study, we evaluated how techniques that are used in soil science
can be applied for the study of contaminants transport and to assess the impact of in-situ remedia-
tion techniques.
One of the typical methods applied in soil sciences is the procedure for morphological soil descrip-
tion in the field, which includes the observation of several properties and the horizons identification.
This type of description is rarely conducted in in-situ remediation studies. To evaluate if this char-
acterization could be used to address the contaminants fate in the unsaturated zone, one controlled
release of 27L of gasoline with 20% ethanol was performed at field scale. The soil was characterized
according to the guidelines for soil description established in soil sciences, and classified as an Oxisol,
a typical tropical soil. Seven days after the release, the contaminants distribution was investigated.
It was verified that the contaminants transport was strongly controlled by the horizons as charac-
terized by the morphological description, accumulating in the interfaces between horizons.
The impact of remediation techniques in the soil physical properties was also investigated using
techniques typical to soil science. To assess the impact of in-situ chemical oxidation using persulfate,
column tests were conducted simulating a persulfate injection in a tropical soil. Micromorphological
analysis of porosity were conducted before and after the oxidation using impregnated soil thin sec-
tions and blocks. Changes in poroids types were observed, mainly an increase of complex packing
voids. The impacts of thermal remediation were also evaluated, using morphological soil description
and SEM to observe the changes in the soil physical properties at the pore scale. A physical model
was constructed using undisturbed soil samples and heated to temperatures up to 450℃. The soil
morphological description indicated significant changes in color and texture. The SEM analysis also
indicated changes in texture, with a decrease in roughness and more clear lamellar structures.
These examples illustrate how methods from soil science can help construct a more complete under-
standing of the processes involved in contaminants transport and in-situ remediation. The number
of papers about in-situ remediation that mention this type of techniques has increased significantly
in the past years, indicating that more researchers are becoming aware of the need to include other
disciplines techniques in the studies of contaminated soils.
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Microbially induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICP) is widely studied and exploits bacterial
activity to form a calcium carbonate precipitate that has been used to modify porous media. MICP
is an enzymatically driven process that uses the enzyme urease to change solution chemistry to fa-
vor calcium carbonate precipitation. However, in some application environments, temperature can
stunt microbial growth and enzyme induced calcium carbonate precipitation (EICP) might be the
preferred method to promote precipitation. Urease from plant-based sources can be used in lieu of
microbial growth or microbially produced enzyme. The plant sourced urease can be applied in a
similar fashion and this process is referred to as EICP. However, as the temperature increases the
urease enzyme is thermally inactivated as it becomes denatured inhibiting calcium carbonate pre-
cipitation. This factor limits the potential use of EICP in higher (approximately > 50℃) temperature
environments. To combat this thermal inactivation and to extend the practical temperature range of
EICP, immobilization of the urease enzyme through entrapment in silica gel and adsorption on an
internally porous ceramic proppant was performed. The first order inactivation coefficient, kd, was
determined for temperatures from 60℃-90℃. It was found that immobilization of the urease enzyme
drastically reduced the apparent kd when compared to the free, non-immobilized form indicating
that the enzyme was protected by immobilization. Column experiments were performed using the
urease immobilized on the ceramic proppant at room temperature (~23℃) and at 60℃. It was found
that the immobilized urease retained ureolytic activity for the duration of the experiments even
when subjected to the elevated temperature condition. This indicated that the immobilized form of
the urease enzyme was indeed protected from thermal degradation. It also appeared that the im-
mobilized form of the urease enzyme was shielded from inactivation from the calcium carbonate
precipitation process. In previous EICP and MICP experiments ureolytic activity decreased rapidly
as calcium carbonate precipitated. This immobilized form of the urease enzyme shows promise for
more economical EICP applications due to its prolonged activity at higher temperature and during
calcium carbonate precipitation.
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When studying the dynamics of porous imbibition processes, the focus is often on the dynamics of
the fluid and the imbibition imbibition speed. However, in paper materials the solid is also dynami-
cally active as the paper fibers swell with the imbibing liquid. This swelling can change imbibition
parameters like the pore size and surface roughness. The dynamics of this swelling process is impor-
tant to understand in order to understand its effects on industrial processes that use paper imbibition
like inkjet printing.
Using the light scattering technique LSI (Laser Speckle Imaging), we measure the dynamical be-
haviour of the paper fibers throughout the imbibition process. A dynamical front, a short burst in
fiber dynamics, is observed slightly preceding the actual water front. The intensity of this dynami-
cal front is dependent on the local imbibition speed and the type of liquid. This dynamical front is
caused by the reactionary capillary force of the liquid on the solid, locally pulling on the fibers that
make up the capillaries that the liquid travels through.
After the bulk water front has passed, we observe a slow increase in dynamics. This is caused by the
swelling of the paper fibers by the liquid. The LSI technique allows us to follow the whole swelling
process and how it is influenced by different solvent properties.
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In polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC) the transport of liquid water is highly relevant for efficient
operation of the stack. For this reason the liquid water transport in gas diffusion layers (GDL) and
in channels is addressed by many researchers. The GDL/channel interface is characterized by Yu
et al. [1,2], its coupling to channel simulations is shown by Andersson et al. [3]. In that work the
GDL fibers were assumed being hydrophobic by covering them with polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE)
completely. On the other hand it is known that the PTFE distribution on the outer surfaces and
inside the GDL is not homogeneous [4].
In this work the impact of PTFE distribution inside the GDL on transport properties will be dis-
cussed.
The water transport simulations in the GDLs are performed in micro structures created by a stochas-
tic geometry model 5. These geometries are transferred to the lattice Boltzmann (LB) simulations
via a series of binary images. Since the local hydrophilic / hydrophobic properties of the micro
structure have a strong impact on two-phase flow behaviour inside the GDL, a distribution of the
hydrophobing agent PTFE on the fiber surface is taken into account. A certain range around random
positions within the GDL can be hydrophobized until a total amount of the GDL surface is covered.
This algorithm can be applied to the whole GDL or to particular sub-regions of it resulting in local
different contact angles of water on the solid fibers.
The water transport in a hydrophobized GDL is simulated for several total amounts of PTFE. The
studies are applied for homogeneous and also for inhomogeneous PTFE distribution. The amount of
PTFE and its homogeneity of distribution can cause systematic impact on the liquid water transport.
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However; the distribution of a given total amount of PTFE lower than 100 % leads to statistical spread
when several realizations of PTFE distribution are applied to a fixed geometry.
The impact of the pore-scale distribution of PTFE on macrospcopic flow behaviour is discussed.
Part of this work was funded by the Chinese Scholarship Council (CSC), grant 201408080011. Trans-
port simulations are running on hardware of the Jülich Supercomputing Centre, grant JIEK30.
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Gas transport in PEFC gas diffusion layers and an analysis of sur-
face characteristics
Dieter Froning1 ; Junliang Yu1 ; Uwe Reimer1 ; Werner Lehnert1
1 Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Germany
Corresponding Author(s): d.froning@fz-juelich.de
In polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs), including the direct methanol (DMFC) and high temper-
ature (HT-PEFC) variants, the gas diffusion layer (GDL), with its geometric structure on the meso-
scale, connects the electrodes with the feeding channels of the bipolar plate on the cell and stack
scales. Efficient fuel cell operation requires that the electrodes be sufficiently supplied by fluid fuels
from the channels. Furthermore, reaction products must be transported away from the electrodes.
The GDL must also provide electric contact to the bipolar plates, but its major task is the mass trans-
port of these fluids. The GDL is typically composed of materials based on carbon fibers, e.g., paper,
woven and non-woven textiles.
The structure of non-woven and paper-type GDLs in real fuel cells was analyzed by x-ray syn-
chrotron under different local compressions 1. The gas transport is simulated in compressed and
uncompressed microstructures in through-plane and in-plane directions of the GDL, both in real
structures and stochastic equivalent geometries. In order to support multi-scale simulation, effec-
tive properties can be calculated from meso-scale simulation results to provide model parameters
for homogenized approaches in cell-scale simulations. Furthermore, the resulting gas flow is ana-
lyzed with statistical methods that were introduced in a previous study 2. This approach provides
the opportunity to detect quantitative relationships between functionality and microstructure and to
design virtual GDL materials with improved transport properties [3]. The evaluation with stochas-
tic methods provides substantiated properties that are suitable for connecting the meso-scale to the
other spatial scales.
The analysis of simulated through-plane gas flow at the exit layer of the GDL can identify the re-
gions where the gas is entering the adjacent one. For instance, 70% of the volume flow is leaving
the GDL at less than 30% of the surface area. For transport simulations in smaller micro structures,
e.g., catalyst layers, the results from the above may affect a significant part of the simulation domain
[4].
Part of this work was funded by the Chinese Scholarship Council (CSC), grant 201408080011. Trans-
port simulations were run on the hardware of the Jülich Supercomputing Centre, grant JIEK30.
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Reverse Imbibitions Damages during Gas-Water Two-Phase Flow
in Tight Sand Gas Reservoir: An Experimental Based Case Study
Jingang Fu1 ; Yuliang Su1
1 China University of Petroleum (East China)
Corresponding Author(s): fujingang86@sina.com
Reverse imbibitions damages are occurred due to fluid accumulation in horizontal well during the
advance stage of depletion of gas reservoir and also during the practicing of hydraulic fracturing.
This affects gas well productivity and economics of development of low-permeability gas field. In
this research, degree of reverse imbibitions damage for parameters calculation, dynamic analysis
and numerical simulation in tight sand gas reservoir have been studied thoroughly on the basis of
laboratory experiments and as well as numerical simulation.
In this vast research, several full diameter cores are selected from Daniudi block of Ordos Basin,
China. Reverse imbibitions damage experiment is carried out by pressure imbibitions method with
the sets of different pressure and time under high pressure and temperature. Imbibitions rate can
be obtained in matrix and fracture system with injection pump and computer system. Gas-water
relative permeability was also tested through unsteady experiment in matrix and fracture cores to
analyze features of reverse imbibitions damage in different reverse imbibitions conditions. The MRI
techniques allowed us to observe and measure process of the fluid into the reservoir formation and
the gas-water distribution in pores/fractures in sandstone core.
The results showed that imbibitions rate slowed down with time and pressure has positive effect on
imbibitions rate. The high pressure difference between reservoir and wellbore is the key factor of
reverse imbibitions damage. MRI shows that the fluid fills fractures first and then enters the matrix
system and the scope of reverse imbibitions becomes larger as time passes. In addition, the injecting
side tends to absorb more fluid and hence increases the apparent water saturation. The gas perme-
ability test results of the core after reverse imbibitions shows that there is a relation between reverse
imbibitions volume, time and gas permeability. The reduced mobility of gas is a major consequence
of the water saturation increased during reverse imbibitions process. The process of water saturation
changing and water migration can also be observed by MRI techniques.
Keywords: Gas-Water relative permeability, MRI techniques, Reverse imbibitions, Tight gas reser-
voir, Water saturation
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An improved model to predict irreducible water saturation in tight
gas reservoir
Jingang FuNone ; Yuliang Su1
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The irreducible water saturation (Swir) is a vital parameter for permeability prediction and initial
hydrocarbon reserves estimation. However, the complex pore structure of the rocks and multiple
factors of formation condition makes the parameter difficult to be accurately calculated from both
laboratory and conventional well logging methods in tight gas reservoir.
In this study, an improved model to predict Swir is derived based on the capillary tubes model with
the fractal theory, which considers different combined forms of immobile water and stress depen-
dence effect of the capillary tube. Some special immobile water called the lost kinematic water
(LKW) is considered in this model and it is remaining in small pores due to flow around effect and
complex pore structure. The embedded cone on capillary tubes wall is used to simulate volume of
LKW. The model also was considered that during the depressurization development of actual tight
sandstone gas reservoir, the change of stress field can induce the radius of capillary tubes, thickness
of immobile water film and volume of LKW, which resulted in change irreducible water saturation
in the reservoirs.
The validity of the new model is tested and an ideal consistency between predicted results and ex-
perimental data is found. It is proved that the new model is applicable for accurate calculation of
the irreducible water saturation in tight sandstone gas reservoir. It reveals that Swir is controlled
by the critical capillary radius (maximum displacement pressure), LKW coefficient, effective stress
and formation temperature. The results show that at a certain temperature, the smaller the critical
capillary radius is, the lower the irreducible water saturation is. When the critical capillary radius
is constant, the higher the formation temperature is, the lower the irreducible water saturation is.
When the porosity is constant, the higher LKW coefficient is, the higher the irreducible water satu-
ration is. The irreducible water saturation would increase with effective stress if other parameters
are constant.
Keywords: Fractal theory, Stress dependence effect, Capillary tubes model, Irreducible water satu-
ration, Tight sandstone
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Modeling of pore throat distribution and capillary effect in syn-
thesized artificial core
Joseph Fu1 ; Xiang’an Yue1 ; Bo Zhang 1
1 State Key Laboratory of Petroleum Resources and Prospecting, Key Laboratory of Petroleum Engineering Ministry
of Education, China University of Petroleum, Beijing 102249, China
Corresponding Author(s): josephfu100@yahoo.com
In petroleum engineering, application of enhanced oil recovery (EOR) often involves coreflood test-
ing using reservoir core with live fluids to get a more realistic picture of possible recovery enhance-
ment using a certain EOR techniques. These types of testing often requires the use of natural reser-
voir core for which there are issues such as poor repeatability of petrophysical properties, fixed
petrophysical properties that can’t be tailored to suit the research need, complex mineralogy, small
size and quantity, and localized nature of the core with its regional characteristics making it hard
to model the macroscopic heterogeneity of the true reservoir. Artificial core is an invaluable tool
for investigation into the physics of multiphase flow in porous media for the enabling of contrast
and repeat experiments to examine the influence of individual petrophysical factor under specified
physical conditions as well as tailoring of macroscopic material properties according to the research
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needs. Following our previous work in which we demonstrated how to model the primary petrophys-
ical property of particle size distribution and degree of cementation to thus model the secondarily
derived properties of porosity and permeability in an artificial core, in this work, we continued in
our modeling effort to mimic the pore throat distribution in order to ultimately model the capillary
pressure effects of the target core in the synthesized artificial core. To start, we recognized the pore
scale capillary effect is a amalgamated summation of key petrophysical factors such as particle size
distribution, cementation, pore throat distribution, wettability, and mineralization. Due to the real-
istic constraints of difficulty in obtaining sources of various sands of sufficiently pure mineralogy,
we limited the scope of this effort to of a medium wet, pure quartz artificial core model to model
that of a target natural core of medium wettability. In so doing, the modeling of the capillary effect
in artificial core shown in this work is simplified to just the result of two primary factors: the par-
ticle size distribution and cementation. With the role of the wettability being fixed to medium wet,
the pore throat distribution of the artificial core is then controlled through use of different sieving
fractions of finer sands that are small relative to the pore scale as well as compression pressure. By
manipulating these two parameters, the capillary effect and the pore throat distribution of the target
core as is represented by the mercury injection capillary pressure test with its two main parameters
of entry pressure and irreducible water saturation is shown to be matched to by the synthesized
artificial core.
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Quantifying Transport Uncertainty in Two-Phase Flow Using Prob-
ability Distribution Method
Olga Fuks1 ; Daniel W. Meyer2 ; Hamdi Tchelepi1
1 Stanford University
2 ETH Zurich
Corresponding Author(s): ofuks@stanford.edu
In the applications dealing with the two-phase flow in the heterogeneous subsurface, uncertainties of
the phase saturations arise due to the substantial geological uncertainties and need to be quantified
in order to enable the management decisions. This task is complicated by the high computational
costs typically associated with the accurate numerical solution of the underlying hyperbolic trans-
port problem. In this work, we apply for the quantification of transport uncertainties a probability
distribution method that is well suited for the highly heterogeneous porous media. This method re-
lies on a streamline-based description and thus, does not suffer from the numerical diffusion. First,
we show an excellent performance of the method under the fixed streamline assumption in the
challenging channelized porous medium. Next, we propose a method to account for the mobility
changes in the more complex setting where the streamline fluxes change with time. This aspect is
particularly important in the porous systems with high phase viscosity differences. We demonstrate
the capabilities of the method by accurately quantifying saturation uncertainties in the channelized
systems and log-Gaussian permeability fields for different phase viscosity ratios.
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Homogenization of reactive transport processes through thin het-
erogeneous layers
Author(s): Markus Gahn1
Co-author(s): Maria Neuss-Radu 2 ; Peter Knabner 2
1 University of Heidelberg, Center for Modelling and Simulation in the Biosciences - Interdisciplinary Center for Sci-
entific Computing
2 Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Chair of Applied Mathematics I
Corresponding Author(s): markus.gahn@iwr.uni-heidelberg.de
We deal with the mathematical modeling and analysis of nonlinear reactive transport processes
through thin heterogeneous layers. The aim is the rigorous derivation of homogenized models,
where the thin layer is replaced by a lower dimensional interface, and the transport processes
through the membrane are described by effective interface transmission conditions. Our models are
particularly motivated by biological applications, as transport processes through biological mem-
branes. A crucial example are epithelial layers occurring for example in the wall of blood vessels or
the gastrointestinal wall.
We start from a microscopic model depending on a small scaling parameter ϵ. This model describes
all the chemical and physical processes on the microscopic scale. We consider a system of nonlin-
ear partial differential equations for reactive transport in a domain consisting of two bulk regions
separated by a thin layer ΩMϵ with a periodic heterogeneous structure. The thickness of the layer
and the period within the layer are of order ϵ. Additionally, the equations within the layer depend
on the scaling parameter ϵ. Across the interface between the bulk-domains and the thin layer, we
consider two types of transmission conditions: Continuous transmission conditions and nonlinear
Neumann-transmission conditions.
The aim is the derivation of a homogenized model for ϵ → 0, the solution of which approximates
the solution of the microscopic model. In the singular limit for ϵ → 0, the thin layer reduces to
an interface Σ separating the two bulk-regions. The limit equations in the bulk-regions carry the
same structure as in the microscopic model. However, the crucial point is the derivation of the
effective transmission conditions across the interface Σ. In fact, one has to deal with the coupling
between the bulk-domains and the thin layer, the heterogeneous structure within the thin layer
and the periodic coefficients in the microscopic equations, the singular limit, when the thin layer
reduces to an interface, and the nonlinear reaction-kinetics. To overcome these difficulties, we use
the method of two-scale convergence and the unfolding operator for thin domains.
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Thermodynamic Evidence of Structural Transition of ZIF-8 upon
Methane Adsorption
Dinuka H. Gallaba1 ; Aldo Migone1
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Corresponding Author(s): dinuka4@siu.edu
In this study we report methane adsorption on Zeolitic Imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8) which is
one of the porous MOF that has zeolite-like structure with higher thermal and chemical stability.
Structural studies at room temperature and high pressures, found that at 1.47 GPa ZIF-8 undergoes a
structural phase transition. What occurs is that the pressure-transmitting fluid is forced into the ZIF-
8 resulting in a reorientation (gate-opening) of the imidazolate windows in the ZIF-8 that increases
their size. The larger windows allow more fluid to get into the ZIF-8; this additional fluid produces
an expansion of the ZIF-8. This is an unusual behavior for a sorbent. This structural transition was
also observed at cryogenic temperatures with different adsorbates. We have previously observed
this phenomena with N2, CO, O2 and Xe adsorption. We will present the results of low temperature
adsorption isotherms of methane on ZIF-8 ranging from 85K to 107 K. We have observed some
influences of the structural transition in adsorption isotherms. In addition to presenting results for
the isotherm characteristics as a function of temperature we will present the loading dependence of
the isosteric heat of adsorption for CH4 in ZIF-8. We have also explored the kinetics of adsorption
for methane in ZIF-8 as a function of loading. Results on the loading dependence of the equilibration
time for a fixed temperature will be presented.We will compare our results for methane with those
that others and us have obtained for the sorption of other gases in ZIF-8.
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Nanoimbibition in Artificial Opals –a Photonic Approach for Nanoporous
Media
Author(s): Francisco Gallego-Gómez1
Co-author(s): Cefe López 1
1 CSIC, Spain
Corresponding Author(s): francisco.gallego@icmm.csic.es
The so-called artificial opals are colloidal crystal systems made of submicron spheres, exhibiting a
photonic bandgap with application in fields such as photonics, light harvesting or sensing. As porous
materials, opals are prone to adsorb and confine fluids, affecting correspondingly the photonic re-
sponse. Latest advances have allowed accurate transduction of the photonic performance in order
to investigate the liquid-solid interplay in the nanoporous opal network [1-3]. More generally, our
approach enables to use the opal as a photonic lab-on-a-chip to study and model fluid phenomena
in porous microsystems [4-5]. Thereby, in situ monitoring of the photonic bandgap by simple spec-
troscopy suffices to gain insight about vapor adsorption and condensation [6, 7], dew formation [8],
pore characterization [9, 10], wetting or confined flow. Beside practical benefits such as the versatile
and easy manufacturing and post-fabrication treatments, artificial opals offer a fundamental, intrin-
sic advantage: the photonic nature of the output (the photonic bandgap) ensures high sensitivity
and immediate response.
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In this talk I will show the most recent results exploiting the potential of opals for fundamental
investigation in nanoporous media. In particular, imbibition of the nanoporous void network of
opals (referred to as nanoimbibition) is studied in detail. A number of experimental configurations
(immersion, lateral liquid injection), geometries (direct and inverse opals), porous materials (silica
and polymer spheres) and imbibing liquids (water, nonpolar solvents) are considered. The spectral
analysis of the photonic response of the opals revealed the main features of the nanoimbibition
process and their correlation with factors such as the wetting properties, pore size and homogeneity,
etc. As an additional advantage, the vanishing of the photonic bandgap in the imbibed parts of
the opal (due to refractive index matching) allowed direct imaging of the imbibition front across
the sample at the micrometer scale. In view of our results, macroscopic theories are tested and the
appearance of new aspects regarding the filling and drainage of 10-100 nm pores is discussed.
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(Nano)pore scale modeling: can we learn from molecular simula-
tions ?
Guillaume Galliero1 ; Hai Hoang2 ; Dominique Legendre3
1 LFCR, Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour, France
2 Duy Tan University, Vietnam
3 IMFT, Université de Toulouse, France
Corresponding Author(s): guillaume.galliero@univ-pau.fr
Molecular simulations have proven to be useful in the context of (nano)porous media, both to gener-
ate quasi-experimental data and to improve the physical modeling. In this presentation, we will focus
on some fundamental and applied examples on what has been done in our group with these numer-
ical tools to better understand and quantify what is occurring at interfaces and in low permeability
media. These examples will concern slip at fluid-solid and fluid-fluid interfaces, moving contact line,
modification of effective transport properties under confinement, multicomponent transport … and
will illustrate the possibilities, and limitations, of the use of molecular simulations to deal with pore
scale modeling and how this information could be introduced into macroscopic simulations.
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Pressure inside a nano-porous medium. The case of a single phase
fluid.
Olav GaltelandNone ; Dick Bedeaux1 ; Signe Kjelstrup2 ; Bjørn Hafskjold3
1 Norwegian University of Science and Technology - NTNU
2 Norwegian University of Science and Technology, NTNU, Trondheim
3 Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Corresponding Author(s): olav.galteland@ntnu.no
Pressure is an essential property for transport processes in porous media,
however there is no consensus on how to describe the pressure of a fluid in a
nano-porous medium. We have developed a description of the pressure via the
additivity of the grand potential using thermodynamics of small systems, de-
scribed by Hill 1. We find that the pressure is a weighted sum of the pressures
in each phase minus the surface tension of each surface. Using non-equilibrium
thermodynamics we use this expression to describe the coupled transport pro-
cesses in porous media [2, 3]. We test the viability and validity of the pressure
expression using molecular dynamics simulations by studying two idealized mod-
els for nano-porous media, a single spherical grain and a lattice of spherical
grains.
We find that the application of Hill’s thermodynamics of small systems is
essential to describe pressure in a nano-porous medium, as it is needed to repro-
duce Young-Laplace’s law of pressure differences across curved interfaces. We
present data for how the phase pressures and surface tensions depend on each
other, and we show how this can be used in the understanding of transport pro-
cesses in nano-porous medium. We also show how the pressure in nano-porous
media is connected to the pressure on macro scale.
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Modelling immiscible fingering in hierarchically structured porous
media
Yixiang Gan1
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Porous media with hierarchical structures are commonly encountered in nature and synthetic mate-
rials, e.g., fractured rocks, electrode materials, and fibrous materials, which are generally composed
of two components with distinct characteristic length scales. In this paper, we utilise the volume
of fluid (VOF) to capture the interface dynamics and to model the imbibition processes in porous
media with variable secondary pore sizes and wettability. We emphasise the following aspects: (1)
how such hierarchical structures influence immiscible fingering during fluid-fluid displacement, and
most importantly, (2) to what extent the immiscible fingering can be suppressed due to the existence
of secondary porous structures compared with single-pore-size media. To characterise fingering dy-
namics in hierarchical porous media, we provide a phase diagram and propose a scaling law based
on a non-dimensional number, which takes multiple length scales and wettability conditions into
account. The present study provides an alternative mechanism for controlling the temporal and spa-
tial distribution of interface within porous media for various applications, e.g., increased drainage
efficiency, or enhanced chemical reaction.
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Study of Evaporation from Wavy Surfaces by Coupled Turbulent
Air Flow and Porous Media Flow
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The undulation of the soil surface (e.g. tilled soil) has significant influences on the mass/energy inter-
actions between the soil and the atmosphere during evaporation. The naturally occurring turbulent
air flow above undulated surfaces may enhance the influences. However, most previous works only
consider evaporation behavior from flat surfaces, or do not incorporate both porous media flow and
atmospheric flow for studying turbulence over undulated soil surfaces. The goal of this work is to
provide an initial understanding of evaporation from undulated soil surfaces at the REV scale by
experimental and numerical approaches. For simplicity, the surface undulation is represented by
sinusoidal-type wavy surfaces in this study. A coupled free flow and porous media flow model was
developed to describe evaporation under non-isothermal conditions. Turbulent air flow was taken
into consideration. Experiments using an open-ended wind tunnel and soil tank were conducted
and two-period wavy surfaces were built. The experimental system was instrumented with various
environmental sensors to continuously collect atmospheric and subsurface data. Both particle imag-
ing velocimetry (PIV) and hotwire anemometry were applied to capture the velocity profile above
the soil surface. Experimental results show that slower speeds on upstream portions of troughs as
predicted and indicated by lower levels of evaporation in these regions. Evaporation first happened
at the uphill area of the upward wavy surface. Initial modeling results considering turbulence show
that the existence of a recirculation area leads to a local thicker boundary layer and a local minimum
value of the diffusive flux. In addition, this preliminary study demonstrated the application of ve-
locimetry technology in evaporation from wavy soil surfaces under turbulent air flow. Future work
will keep focusing on the influence of wavy surfaces and turbulence on evaporation by experiments
with velocimetry technology and numerical modeling approaches.
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Corresponding Author(s): 1579195331@qq.com
This paper analyzes the characteristics of micropore-Nano structure and calculates the fractal di-
mension. The main research object is shale oil reservoir, and the high-pressure pressure mercury
experiment is used as the method. Studies have shown that the micropore-Nanos of shale oil reser-
voirs are very concentrated and continuous and the main distribution range of pore radius is 30-500
nm by comparing the shale reservoir with two typical dense reservoirs in Songliao Basin and Ordos
Basin. Nano porosity is an important part of reservoir porosity. The fractal dimension of micronano
pore in shale oil reservoir is significantly larger than that of typical dense oil reservoir, which indi-
cates that the heterogeneity is stronger. The research results are of great theoretical and practical
significance for inter-salt shale oil reservoir extraction.
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Fast synchrotron-based X-ray micro-tomography was used to image the steady-state flow of brine
and decane at equal fractional flows during co-injection through a sandstone core at the pore scale as
a function of capillary number from Ca = 10^(-7) to 10^(-5). Three-dimensional images with a voxel
size of 5.2 µm were acquired every minute during the experiment. An accurate differential pressure
transducer was used to measure the pressure gradient along the sample at all the flow rates.
When Ca was lower than 10^(-6), which represents the capillary dominated regime, both oil and
brine were observed to flow through their own connected pathways with a linear dependence of
pressure gradient vs Ca 1. This confirmed to the traditional conceptual picture of steady-state mul-
tiphase Darcy flow in porous media. When Ca was larger than 10^(-6), local fluid rearrangements
were observed [2-7], which caused pressure fluctuations, but there was still a linear dependence of
pressure gradient on Ca. However, when Ca was larger than 10^(-5), we observed a power-law de-
pendence between pressure gradient and Ca with ∇P~q^a where a≈ 0.6 [8]. In addition, we observed
that the oil saturation decreased when Ca was increased at fixed fractional flow.
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The ganglia populations were subdivided in accordance with their size to assess the connectivity for
the range of Ca studied. The brine/oil saturation profile along the core remained approximately con-
stant throughout each experimental stage at each flow rate. However, the amount contributed by the
different ganglia populations changed with both time and flow rate. As the flow rate increased, the
proportion of small and medium ganglia increased, while the proportion of large ganglia decreased.
The large connected pathway was not stable and varied in both volume and spatial position over
time. For intermittent flow, we observed that oil had sufficient energy to make short-cuts through
the pore space, occasionally opening up a more conductive flow path through a narrow throat, as op-
posed to oil flow through tortuous and long pathways through larger pore spaces [3,9]emphasized
text. In conclusion, we present a new phase diagram describing the arrangement of non-wetting
phase (as transient connected pathways or as disconnected ganglia) as a function of wetting and
non-wetting phase capillary numbers for oil and brine flow in Bentheimer sandstone.
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Porous building materials and their degradation process due to
the absorption of solution salts: a Markov approach to modeling
the evolution of the degradation process.
Elsa Garavaglia1 ; Cristina Tedeschi1
1 Politecnico di Milano
Corresponding Author(s): elsa.garavaglia@polimi.it
A building material is often subject to aggressive attacks for the absorption of salts in solution.
The porosity of materials such as mortar or concrete significantly influences the degradation process
due to such attacks and the rapidity of the degradation process is affected by the aggressiveness of
the attack, the size and the distribution of the pores, the degree of diffusivity of the material, and so
on. The damage caused by such attacks is the loss of surface material by exfoliation or pulverization,
whereas the underlying material keeps the initial properties as long as it is not exposed to the air
itself.
Each of these parameters suffers of uncertainty that can not be easily determined.
The proposed paper intends to face the degradation process as a stochastic renewal process: after
the achievement of a certain level of damage with consequent loss of the first layer of material, the
process seems to renew itself equal to itself. Considered the uncertainty involved in the process its
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modelling requires a stochastic approach. A particularly suitable approach seems to be the Marko-
vian approach-
On the basis of experimental surveys and analysis of porosity on different types of mortars and con-
struction concretes, the authors propose a first deterministic reading of the damage as a function of
the porosity and the its evolution time. Afterwards, starting from the results obtained, a probabilistic
evaluation of the damage process is proposed through a Markov approach that will lead to the con-
struction of fragility curves of the probability of exceed each of the established damage thresholds,
as well as the evaluation of the probability of transition from the current state in a future one char-
acterized by a lower level of performance. Considerations on the choice of the damage thresholds
and on the choice of the distributions to be adopted will be discussed.
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Pore-scale Water Draining in Gas Diffusion Layers of Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells Using X-ray Tomography and
Lattice Boltzmann Method
Pablo A. García-Salaberri1 ; Gisuk Hwang2 ; Mohammad Borumand2 ; Jeff T. Gostick3 ; Adam Weber4
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2 Wichita State University
3 University of Waterloo
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Corresponding Author(s):
Understanding of water draining is crucial for optimal water management in gas diffusion layers
(GDLs) of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). In this study, pore-scale water drain-
ing processes in GDLs are visualized using micro X-ray tomography at the spatial resolution of 1.3
microns. The pore-scale water saturation with and without hydrophobic coating agent, i.e., PTFE, is
observed at controlled capillary pressure. The PTFE-coated GDL shows water drainage with isolated
water saturation at higher capillary pressure compared to GDL without PTFE coating. To further
understand the dynamic draining process, the pore-scale saturation distribution is simulated using
single-component, multiphase lattice Boltzmann method, and the capillary meniscus front move-
ment is compared to experimental data. Preliminary results show that the PTFE-coated small pores
initiate the water draining process by increasing the local capillary pressure, whereas the uncoated
larger pores drain the water at low capillary pressure.
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The role of chemical heterogeneities in controlling the wetting
state of porous media
Author(s): Gaetano Garfi1
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Multiphase flow phenomena are at the core of several research fields, such as fuel cell design, car-
bon sequestration and oil and gas recovery. With reference to the latter, a better understanding of
complex subsurface flow phenomena would allow us to design more efficient and environmentally
friendly recovery processes. In industrial practice, two-phase flow phenomena in porous media are
typically described as a function of fluid saturation by means of relative permeability and capillary
pressure. The behaviour of these functions is known to depend on the wetting state of the system
considered. The wetting state of a system is controlled by several factors such as mineralogy, rock
texture and fluid saturation history.
In this work we focused on the investigation of the role that chemical heterogeneities play in con-
trolling the wetting state of rocks in oil-brine systems. We performed an unsteady-state experiment -
drainage-waterflooding cycle - in a water-wet Berea sandstone sample, imaging it with X-ray micro-
CT. The images were processed to segment the rock matrix in four mineral groups and the pore
space in decane and brine phases. Involving the identification of six phases, the segmentation task
played a crucial role. For this reason, we also included a sensitivity analysis of some properties of
interest - contact angle measurement, fluid-fluid interfacial curvature, mineral volume fraction and
specific surface area - to the choice of the image processing pipeline. We compared two pipelines:
non-local means filtering followed by watershed segmentation; machine learning based segmenta-
tion consisting of a manually trainable fast random forest classifier. This allowed us to analyse with
confidence fluid arrangement in relation to mineral spatial distribution. The same experiment and
analysis were repeated on another Berea sandstone sample after having exposed it to crude oil for
the aging process. The results of the two experiments were compared to highlight different minerals
response to the aging procedure.
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The role of convection for CO2 migration and trapping in CO2-
EOR reservoirs
Sarah Gasda1 ; Tor Harald Sandve1 ; Roland Kaufmann1 ; Robert Klöfkorn1 ; Ivar Aavatsmark1
1 NORCE Energy
Corresponding Author(s): sgas@norceresearch.no
Sustainable offshore oil production can be achieved through capture of platform-based emissions
followed by storage or EOR in a nearby reservoir. Platform-based CCS could contribute to substan-
tial reduction of offshore emissions (currently accounting for 25% of Norway’s domestic emissions),
while also providing carbon-free oil that will likely be a valuable commodity in future green-energy
markets. CO2-EOR provides the most financial incentive for disposal of CO2, however the economic
constraints for offshore CO2-EOR may restrict the number and placement of wells thus impacting
flow regimes in the reservoir. In addition, the lower volume of CO2 available offshore is a key fac-
tor. New approaches to EOR can be designed to take advantage of emergent phenomena, such as
convective mixing of CO2 in oil, to increase trapping of CO2 and improve the efficiency of oil pro-
duction. This implies that interaction between CO2 and hydrocarbons at the fine scale will play an
increasingly important role. Therefore, detailed understanding is required for effectively managing
CO2 migration and storage efficiency in CO2-EOR reservoirs, or any storage reservoirs with existing
hydrocarbons.
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Fine-scale interactions between CO2 and hydrocarbons occur in zones where fluids mix in a fully mis-
cible setting. The mixing process occurs at the sub-centimeter-scale and involves complex convective-
diffusive processes. Most oils exhibit non-monotonic change in density when mixed with CO2,
which leads to density instabilities in the mixing zone. These density differences can play a sig-
nificant role in parts of the reservoir that are gravity dominated, either by design or constraint. One
key factor is that density instabilities may occur that drive convective mixing and impact the flow
behavior of mixed fluids in these regimes. In this paper, we employ the use of high-resolution simu-
lation technology to understand he interaction between gravity convection within an EOR reservoir
that involves a mix of viscous- and gravity-dominated regions. We explore the impact of CO2 gravity
fingers in oil at the field-scale and its impact on CO2 storage and oil recovery. We propose a hybrid
modeling approach that is better suited to field-scale simulation using smart model reduction com-
bined with subscale solutions.
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Variable Permeability and Reactions in a Hele-Shaw Cell model
system of Carbon Dioxide Convective Dissolution for CCS
Delora Gaskins1 ; Sam Dehaeck1 ; Anne De Wit1
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Corresponding Author(s): delora.gaskins@ulb.ac.be
The convective dissolution of carbon dioxide and subsequent mineralization in the form of carbonate
containing minerals in saline aquifers for CCS are functions of coupled geochemistry and hydrody-
namics. Basalt aquifers like CarbFix and the Wallula Basalt Pilot Project contain minerals like olivine
which can liberate ions to mineralize and deposit the carbonates as they themselves dissolve. Flow
through experiments in olivine show evidence for a dual control of carbonation by reactive and trans-
port processes (1) and the modification of the permeability of the host rock (2). To discuss the effect of
such variable permeability and reactions on the efficiency of CO2 storage, we report our experimen-
tal study of convective dissolution of carbon dioxide and mineral deposition in a vertical Hele-Shaw
cell modified to account for permeability variations and reactive compositional changes.
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On the use of fixed-stress split scheme for the solution of flow
problems in deformable porous media
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The time dependent interaction between the deformation of an elastic porous material and the fluid
flow inside of its pore network plays an important role in a vast number of real application problems
in fields like geomechanics, hydrogeology and biomechanics, for example. Biot’s equations are used
to model this type of problems and therefore the numerical simulation of this model is an important
issue. There are mainly two approaches to deal with this problem, the monolithic or fully coupled
methods, which solve the linear system simultaneously for all the unknowns, and the iterative cou-
pling schemes, which solve sequentially the equations for fluid flow and geomechanics, at each time
step, until a converged solution within a prescribed tolerance is achieved.
The most used iterative coupling method is the fixed stress split scheme. Different approaches to
this algorithm, however, have been used for both the coupled and decoupled solution of the Biot’s
problem. In this talk, we will focus on some of these solution strategies.
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Corresponding Author(s): gavagninclaudio@gmail.com
In the numerical approximation of a phase-field model of fracture in porous media with the Finite
Element Method (FEM), the problem of the numerical locking due to high volumetric stiffness of the
medium can occur. The causes of this state of incompressibility can be traced both to the hydraulic
and the mechanical properties of the material. Regarding the hydraulic properties, it is well known
that soils characterized by a low value of permeability show a local incompressible behaviour im-
mediately after the application of a load. This causes oscillations of the numerical solution for the
water pressure field when the inf-sup condition for the finite element interpolation functions is not
fulfilled. Regarding the mechanical properties, when cracks are modeled with a phase-field approach
based on a decomposition of the elastic energy into volumetric and deviatoric parts, the deviatoric
stiffness becomes several order of magnitudes smaller than the volumetric one, causing an enlarge-
ment of the localization band of the phase-field variable and a dissipative residual force in the crack.
To solve these problems, a mixed formulation for the mechanical part fulfilling the inf-sup condition
for the choice of the interpolation functions has been developed.
In this work, we first present a mixed u− p− d (displacement-pressure-phase field) finite element
formulation for the phase-field modeling of fracture in single phase elastic materials. Then, this
approach is extended to variably saturated porous media, developing a u− p− pw − d formulation
(with pw the pore liquid water pressure). Both models are shown to be stable. However, the higher
degree of interpolation for the displacements field due to the inf-sup condition and the fine discretiza-
tion required by the solution of the phase-field evolution equation lead to a very large number of
degrees of freedom.
To reduce its computational cost a lower order of interpolation is proposed and a stabilization tech-
nique based on polynomial pressure projections is applied. This stabilization stems directly from the
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analogy between the incompressible Stokes equations 1 and the mixed formulation for incompress-
ible elasticity, and has two interesting properties: the stabilization term is local, requiring only a few
additional lines in the finite element code, and its influence is controlled by a material parameter 2.
Four numerical examples obtained using several unstable, stable and stabilized finite elements are
provided. They are: a one-dimensional tension test of an elastic bar; a two-dimensional shear test
in a single phase material and in a water saturated material, and the study of the development of
cracks in a clay domain during a desiccation process [3].
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Modelling chemical deterioration processes in building materials
- Poromechanical approach
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A general approach 1 to modelling various deterioration processes in porous building materials, due
to combined action of variable chemical, hygro-thermal and mechanical loads, is presented. Me-
chanics of multiphase porous media and damage mechanics are applied for this purpose. Kinetics of
physico-chemical processes, like: salt crystallization/dissolution 2, calcium leaching [3], Alkali Sil-
ica Reaction (ASR) [4], is described with evolution equations based on thermo-dynamics of chemical
reactions. The mass-, energy- and momentum balances, the evolution equations describing progress
of chemical reactions, as well as the constitutive and physical relations are briefly summarized. The
mutual couplings between the chemical, hygral, thermal and mechanical processes are presented
and discussed, both from the viewpoint of physicochemical mechanisms and mathematical mod-
elling. Numerical methods used for solution of the model governing equations are presented. For
this purpose the finite element method is applied for space discretization and the finite difference
method for integration in the time domain.
Three examples of the model application for analysis of transient chemo-hygro-thermo-mechanical
processes in porous building materials are presented and discussed. The first example concerns the
salt crystallization during drying of a wall made of concrete or ceramic brick, causing degradation
of surface layer due to development of crystallization pressure. The second one deals with calcium
leaching from a concrete wall due to chemical attack of pure water, exposed to gradients of temper-
ature and pressure. The third one describes cracking of concrete element, caused by development of
expanding products of ASR.
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From streamlines and transfer functions to flow diagnostics for
naturally fractured reservoirs
Sebastian GeigerNone
Corresponding Author(s): s.geiger@hw.ac.uk
Streamline-based reservoir simulation, which was pioneered by Martin Blunt and his students Marco
Thiele and Rod Batycky at Stanford University in the 1990ties, provides a computationally fast way
to approximate flow and transport processes in geological reservoirs. Streamline-based reservoir
simulations are hence an effective means to quantify the impact of geological uncertainties on future
reservoir management decisions and forecast reservoir performance more accurately. In the 2000s,
now at Imperial College London, Martin demonstrated with his PhD students and postdocs how
streamline-based reservoir simulation can be extended to naturally fractured reservoirs through the
use of new transfer functions.
This presentation will revisit some of Martin’s pioneering research in this field and discuss how it
can be extended to perform flow diagnostics for naturally fractured reservoirs directly on the grid
of a geological model without the need of running streamline simulations. The fundamental idea
of flow diagnostics, originally pioneered by Moyner et al. (2014), is to provide a very fast way to
approximate the dynamic behaviour of a reservoir. By incorporating new physics-based transfer
functions which account for a variety of physical processes (e.g. gravity drainage, imbibition, and
deformation) into flow diagnostics, we can now efficiently screen large numbers of geological models
and consider a much broader range of dynamic uncertainties when we forecast flow and transport in
naturally fractured reservoirs. Considering that the performance of naturally fractured reservoirs is
notoriously difficult to forecast, flow diagnostics offer a step change in how we account for geological
uncertainties in modern reservoir simulation workflows.
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In the context of radioactive waste management, deep geological repository in indurated argilla-
ceous media appears as a potential solution. Radionuclides transport through argillaceous media is
then of concern and in particular diffusion processes in pore water. The Excavated Damaged Zone
(EDZ) surrounding the storage cells and the galleries of the repository presents a complex network
of micro- and macro-fractures where radionuclides transport may be enhanced with respect to the
diffusion in intact host rock. Especially, the micro-fractures are supposed to form a connected path-
way and thus the diffusion of solutes in this network is of high interest in the context of the storage
safety assessment. During the transitory period after the excavation of the repository, the fractures
undergo several desaturation-resaturation cycles resulting from desaturation process during the ex-
cavation phase or from hydrogen flow where hydrogen is produced from corrosion of the waste
metallic canisters after repository closure. Their state can vary from fully saturated with water to al-
most complete desaturation depending on their location, aperture and on the instant in the history
of the repository. The saturation state of porous media has an important impact on the diffusion
processes as it modifies the connectivity and the tortuosity of residual pore water.
In order to simulate diffusion process inside porous geometry, we chose to use a Lattice Boltzmann
Model (LBM) that allows to i) to easily take into account the geometry as available from X-ray tomo-
graphic images or reconstructed through mathematical models, ii) simulate water-gas distribution
inside the porous media for different saturation level, and iii) simulate diffusion inside the resulting
connected water pathway.
If the presented work was initiated focusing on radionuclide diffusion through unsaturated micro-
fractures, diffusion process in unsaturated porous media is of concern in many other fields like
pesticides or carbonated nutriments behaviour in soils or solute migration in reservoirs. We present
here the application of our technique in several kind of porous media, namely on an argillite micro-
fracture, a soil macro-pore and a generic reservoir representative elementary volume.
The LBM we used in this work is based on a Two-Relaxation-Time (TRT) collision operator. Water-
gas distribution was simulated using the LBM described in 1 which follow the Shen-Chen approach
through a particular source term. At initial time, a mean density was imposed inside the void space
of the porous media. The presence of the wetting walls induces spontaneous phase separation lead-
ing to a low-density phase (gas) and a higher density phase (water). On the basis of the calculated
liquid-gas distributions inside the pore space, a basic thresholding algorithm allowed to extract the
connected liquid phase. For the diffusion computations, we considered a non-volatile tracer and
only took into account diffusion in the liquid phase. We conducted diffusion simulations for differ-
ent saturation in the connected liquid phase. Computations were performed starting from an initial
Dirac imposed concentration on the symmetry line of the media. The mean concentration was calcu-
lated as a function of distance to the central line and then fitted with an analytical diffusion equation
candidate curve. Effective diffusion coefficient was deduced as a function of saturation.
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On adsorption gases and vapors exert a force on the pore walls resulting in an excess pressure
compared to the bulk. The disjoining pressure1 can result in swelling as well as shrinkage of the
material. Depending on the rigidity of the porous material the relative length changes can be quite
small, as for cement 2 or large - 10%, as for wood and cellulose fibers[3]. Despite the small length
changes the effects of the large forces exerted on the porous material can lead to a reversible as well
as to an irreversible modification of the pore size distribution[6]. Given that many porous materials
of practical importance like concrete are exposed to humidity changes the mechanical response and
the long term stability of such structural materials may be quite relevant [4].
In the present contribution we present an optical technique to measure small length changes of
porous materials that are exposed to humidity changes. The technique involves a digital camera
recording images of the sample and an algorithm calculating the mechanical response of the material.
The algorithm is based on the so called Digital Image Correlation5, that has already been used to
study the stress of rigid materials. We present measurements of deformation isotherms of concrete
and wood obtained by the optical technique.
1 B. Derjaguin, N. Churaev, V. Muller, Surface Forces, Consultants Bureau,New York, 1987.
2 M. J. Setzer,F. H. Wittmann, Appl. Phys. 3, 403-409, 1974.
[3] F. T. Wallenberger et al.,Natural Fibers, Plastics and Composites, © Kluwer Academic Publishers
2004.
[4] A.V. Tvardovskiy, Sorption Deformation, Elsevier Ltd., Amsterdam, 2006.
5 M.A. Sutton et al., Image Correlation for Shape, Motion and Deformation Measurements: Basic
Concepts, Theory and Applications, Springer, 2009.
[6] A.L. Kolesnikov, N. Georgi, et al. Langmuir, 34, 25,7575, 2018.
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The flow of suspended solid elements through saturated porous structures is of great importance in
a multitude of industrial, geochemical and hydrologic processes like filtration, contamination and
remediation of groundwater aquifers, or enhanced oil recovery. Depending on their size, concen-
tration and charge properties, the suspended elements will be subject to various events, including
size-exclusion clogging in narrow pore throats 1, surface adsorption, or interactions with previously
attached bodies. In all cases, these deposition events take place at the colloid scale but can affect
areas at the kilometre scale.
For a long time, the mechanisms have been studied through break-through analysis at the sample’s
scale in column experiments [2,3]. More recently, 2D pore-scale studies provided direct observations
and quantification of the statistics of deposition [4]. Here, we propose to link the two approaches
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through a direct multiscale observation of the adsorption of colloidal particles on the internal surface
of a 3D porous structure.
We consider the transport, deposition and accumulation of charged colloids (1µm) in a model column
of negatively charged borosilicate packed grains (63µm). We vary the inter-colloidal interactions via
the ionic strength of the suspensions to modulate the dynamics of aggregation of the colloids. The de-
position and accumulation events are followed in-situ by confocal microscopy; simultaneously over
multiple length scales: observation of individual colloidal deposition at the grain’s scale (100µm)
allows us to identify the precise deposition mechanisms. Then, up to the sample’s scale (1cm), evo-
lution of the colloid distribution over space and time can be described by models deduced from the
local mechanisms.
First, we verify that in the case of repulsive inter-colloidal interactions, deposition is limited to a
Langmuirian single-layer of particles at the surface of the porous medium. We highlight the influ-
ence of the flow direction and pore throat sizes on the distribution of particles, in comparison with a
model pore (single spherical collector approach). Secondly, screening of the inter-colloidal repulsive
interactions leads to additional deposition mechanisms in the form of multi-layer deposits. We show
that these deposits grow to a critical size defined by an equilibrium between electrostatic cohesive
forces and drag forces, following the coupling between the probability of particle deposition and
the evolution of the local porosity and velocity. Lastly, extreme screening of inter-particle repulsion
leads to deposits entirely filling the pore space, until clogging of the system.
We believe these results provide a new understanding of deposition mechanisms through direct ob-
servations at the pore scale, as well as a set of references to better predict the transport and deposition
of suspensions over large length scales.
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As the global interest in unconventional reservoirs has increased, accurate prediction of shale gas
production is indispensable. Direct calculation of intrinsic or apparent gas permeability is only fea-
sible in high-resolution imaging samples where connectivity allows the solution of the Stokes or
Boltzmann equation respectively. The effective permeability of the largest low-resolution samples
can be provided through various upscaling techniques, which use as input the permeability tensor
derived from these direct simulations. The main objective of this research is to identify the chal-
lenges and enhance the accuracy of permeability upscaling from the nano to the micro-scale where
fractures appear. To this end, intrinsic and apparent permeability of numerous two-dimensional
random porous media structures is obtained solving the Stokes equations and the linearized BGK
equation (using the Discrete Velocity Method) respectively. This permeability is used as input for
the upscaling process, herein performed by two types of solvers. The first one solves Darcy’s law
in the porous medium while the second solves the Brinkman equation for a domain consisting of
both porous and free regions. In this way, computational domains containing either matrix only or
both matrix and fractures can be simulated accordingly. In this study, numerical upscaling using
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the aforementioned solvers is compared with the direct simulation results and methods to improve
its accuracy are proposed. Special focus is given on the region near the porous and the free medium
interface where the effect of the drastic variations of velocity is taken into consideration and incor-
porated into the model. Additionally, several flow configurations and different type of porous media
are studied in detail and their impact on upscaling is investigated. Overall, this analysis provides an
insight into permeability upscaling of ultra-tight porous media.
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Combusting in the Deep
Margot Gerritsen1
1 ERE-Stanford University
Corresponding Author(s): margot.gerritsen@stanford.edu
There are few systems of partial differential equations as interesting, and challenging, as those gov-
erning
in-situ combustion (ISC). ISC is an environmentally friendlier alternative to steam
injection for enhanced production of heavy oils. A part of the oil is burned in-situ
to generate heat that reduces oil viscosity and often also leads to in-situ upgrading
of the hydrocarbons. The ISC process involves
flow and transport of multiple strongly interacting phases. The chemical reactions
and intrinsic reservoir properties render the systems fiercely multi-scale also.
Our poster will give you an introduction to this fascinating research topic.
We conduct research experimentally, to learn more about the intricate physics,
as well as computationally,
to predict process performance and develop new numerical tools (which can
often be applied to similar systems of PDEs arising in other applications).
The poster will contain a wee challenge to you also, with a prize, which we will
explain in the poster pitch on Monday.
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Mesh-free simulation for precipitation and dissolution in a 2D
discrete fracture network
Masoud Ghaderi Zefreh1 ; Florian Doster1
1 Heriot Watt University
Corresponding Author(s): mg65@hw.ac.uk
We propose a simulation method for reactive flow with dissolution and precipitation in discrete frac-
ture networks. We consider the corresponding reactions for two salts that share an ion. The intersec-
tions of fractures are locations where fluids with potentially different composition mix. Therefore,
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precipitation of minerals may occur at the intersection points. Accumulation of precipitates at the
intersection affects the flow and potentially changes the topology of the network. Therefore, it is im-
portant that mixing in intersections is accurately calculated. This usually requires an extremely fine
mesh to capture the mixing around the intersections as the volume of the mixing is very small.
A fracture network in 2D can be effectively modelled as a set of 1D domains. Hence, the analytical 1D
solution can be used for each subdomain. We use the graph representation of fractures for the flow
part and a front-tracking algorithm based on the analytical solution for advection-dominated trans-
port. The intersections of fractures require special attention. We represent them by semi-continuous
reactors. Each reactor has a characteristic radius that determines its rate of clogging and dissolution.
The simulator is mesh-free as none of the components of the simulator requires a mesh.
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Increasing capacity of CO2 sequestration by brine production
Author(s): Seyyed Ghaderi1
Co-author(s): Yuri Leonenko 2
1 University of Calgary
2 University of Waterloo, Canada
Corresponding Author(s): s.amir.ghaderi@gmail.com, leonenko@uwaterloo.ca
In this study we present how the storage capacity can be increased by adding brine production to
reduce rapid pressure build up during large volume of CO2 injection.
It is well recognized that deep underground aquifers offer a very large potential storage capacity for
CO2 sequestration 1. But it is not clear how to fill the storage with a large volumes of CO2 when it
is taken place within a limited injection area and in a relatively short period of time. Wabamun Lake
Sequestration Project or WASP was one of the first comprehensive studies conducted to evaluate
storage of large CO2 volumes into a saline formation. Nisku aquifer located in Alberta, Canada 2
was considered in this study. To put it into perspective, the project aimed at storing 20 megatons
(Mt) of CO2 per year over 50 years of solely injection operation. However, previous studies have
indicated that, pure injection operation would require a massive landscape usage of the reservoir and
large space between the injectors to manage the rapid pressure increase in the bulk of the reservoir
and especially at the vicinity of the injectors. With all favourable formation properties, such as high
permeability, high fracture pressure, and adequate thickness, maximization of distances between
the injectors which translates to minimum number of injectors, was not a successful option and the
storage target is far from fulfilment. For example, our previous study [3] showed that the maximum
number of vertical injectors cannot exceed 10 (no significant capacity increase was observed above
this number of wells) and as such, the maximum injected volume barely exceeds 40% of target value
of 1 Gigatons (Gt). Adding wells above Application of horizontal injectors can only slightly improve
the storage volume capacity [4]. From economic point of view, although drilling less injectors will
be more favourable, for injection pipeline to cover such a huge area, capital cost requirement would
be significant. Therefore, such operation is not the most practical option due to limited achievable
volumes and viability constraints.
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Based on the above observations, it seems production of the formation water is an inevitable option
to manage the rapid pressure evolution. In this study, a commercial black oil simulator (IMEX, Com-
puter Modelling Group) is used to determine the number of required injectors/production wells, their
orientation (vertical, horizontal, or combination), and their operation constraint (rate vs. bottom-
hole pressure) to achieve the cumulative volume target of 1 Gt in 50 years.
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Corresponding Author(s): uddipta.ghosh@iitgn.ac.in
Geological fractures constitute the basic structural units controlling the flow of fluids and the trans-
port of solutes in subsurface crystalline rocks. Fracture wall roughness is responsible for flow chan-
neling within the fracture plane, which impacts the fracture’s transmissivitty 1, and can also impact
the distribution of fluxes in-between fractures of the fracture networks 2. The most prevalent way
of computing the distribution of local fluxes in (and transmissivitty of) a rough fracture without
resorting to a full 3D flow simulation, is to use the lubrication approximation, which leads to a
simple linear equation for pressure: the Reynolds equation. However, the effect of the electrical
properties of the solid walls on the transport properties of a fracture still remains an open question.
Since dissolved minerals and salts are present in the fluids, Electrical Double Layers (EDLs) form
at the fluid-solid interface [3]. Hence, the occurrence of externally-imposed or naturally-occurring
gradients in electrical potential and/or ionic concentration leads to significant changes in the fluid
flow and solute transport as compared to flows driven primarily by hydraulic head differences. We
consider geological fractures with a realistic aperture field and explore the flow dynamics resulting
from such coupled electro-hydrodynamic forces. To this end we generalize the standard lubrication
theory for flow to include a description of the coupled transport of fluid mass, solutes, and elec-
trical current under the application of fixed differences in hydraulic head (or pressure), electrical
potential and concentration across the fracture. The generalized lubrication theory finally leads to
a set of coupled global conservation equations, which are solved using an iterative Finite Volume
Method.
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3-D Numerical models can be useful in in the design of efficient hydraulic barriers intended to pre-
vent flood induced sand boil formation. Seepage under levees presents serious hazard due to the
difficulty in forecasting where erosion, that can lead to levee breaches, initiates.
Results show that the proposed procedure allows identification of sand boils -prone areas pointing
out preferential, and sometimes unexpected, flows suggesting a new perspective for remediation
measures.
The procedure was tested on three piping – sensitive subsoil areas in Italy, along the Po river: Sacca
di Colorno (Cavagni, 2017), Caselle Landi (Cremonesi, 2017) and Boretto (Virderi, 2018) using docu-
mentation of sand boil occurrence produced by the Interregional Agency for the Po river.
The analysis was carried out using FEMWATER (Hsin-Chi, 1997) a 3-D Finite Element model, able
to solve the saturated-unsaturated flow field both in steady and unsteady conditions. The embank-
ments and surrounding land have been described by means of a detailed Digital Terrain Model with
1m cell grid. The foundation soil and hydraulic parameters have been recovered from existing in-
vestigations: boreholes, Le Franc tests and ERT. These data was processed by the graphical interface
of the Groundwater Modeling System (GMS, 2017) software. The soil properties of the unsaturated
zones have been represented with the Van Genuchten curves (1980) . All analyzed in unsteady con-
ditions using historical flood waves.
3D simulations proved to be more able to distinguish where sand boils occurred and where not, de-
livering results more adherent to reality.
The method is sensitive to DTM resolution and a cell size of 1m was sufficient for good perfor-
mance. This study highlights the role and weight of the DTM for the delineation of sand boil-prone
areas.
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Ballisticules, mobile-mobile mass exchange, and mixing-limited
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Reaction extent between displacing and displaced solutes depends on mixing at the pore scale that
is overestimated by continuum scale quantification by dispersive fluxes. Experiments suggest that
this is due to formation of segregation zones, termed here ballisticules because they arise from lo-
cally correlated pore-scale velocities giving rise to short-range ballistic transports. Diffusive mixing
between ballisticules is addressed via a first-order mobile-mobile mass exchange based on the phase
exposure-dependent exchange (PhEDEx) concept. This results in time-delayed diffusive mixing of
reactants, and in models honoring both independently measured reaction rates and dispersivities, for
both kinetically-controlled and equilibrium cases. The solution for the equilibrium case is a remark-
ably simple closed-form expression involving a hydrodynamic activity coefficient and one fitting
variable. The approach is applied to published experimental data on both fast and slow bimolecu-
lar reactions for homogeneous porous media under postasymptotic dispersive conditions with good
results.
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Corresponding Author(s): tim.ginn@wsu.edu
We develop a reactive transport model of microbial-induced calcite precipitation (MICP) in a meter-
scale tank experiment with transient nonuniform transport in a natural soil, using independently
determined parameters. Flow in the tank was controlled via cyclic injection/withdrawals followed
by no-flow intervals among three wells. Different injection solution recipes were used in sequence
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for transport characterization, biostimulation, cementation, and groundwater rinse phases of the
17 day experiment. Reaction kinetics were calibrated using separate column experiments designed
with a similar flow sequence. This allowed for a parsimonious approach to modeling the tank experi-
ment with zero fitting parameters. The tank data were simulated using PHT3-D, involving transient
nonuniform flow and a multicomponent reaction network combining equilibrium and kinetically
controlled biogeochemical reactions. The assumption that microbes mediating the reaction were
exclusively sessile with constant activity provided for efficient and accurate modeling of the result-
ing nonuniform calcite precipitate. This analysis suggests that under the biostimulation conditions
applied here the assumption of steady state sessile biocatalyst suffices to describe the microbially
mediated calcite precipitation.
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Prediction of the first four moments of the solute distribution is decisive in the optimization of the
dispersion,asymmetry, peakedness and heavy-tails of the solute distributions, through an adequate
design of the composite materials, chemical devices or in oil recovery. Although the relative impor-
tance of the higher moments decays downstream, they manifest the non-Gaussian behavior
of the breakthrough curves approaching the Taylor-Aris regime [1-2], especially if the solute can
diffuse into less porous phase. The extended method
of moments (EMM) is a new mathematical algorithm [7,10] for the recursive
prediction of the two systems of Taylor moments: the spatial (mean-concentration) and the tem-
poral (residence time distribution, RTD). The method applies in any streamwise-periodic stationary
d-dimensional, Newtonian or non-Newtonian, velocity field resolved in the piecewise continuous
heterogeneous porosity field. The EMM looks for the solution of the transport equation in a single
periodic cell, as a product of a long harmonic wave and a spatially periodic oscillating component,
based on the ideas [5-6] for RTD.
The method extends the Brenner’s generalized dispersion microscopic approach [3] and volume
averaging boundary-value formulation [4], from the second spatial moment to any-order, spatial
and temporal, moment in multi-scale flow. The EMM is supported with the entropy-maximization
procedure for reconstruction of distribution from its moments, allowing to visualize the deviation
from the classical ADE solution in heterogeneous structure without resorting to solving of the high-
order upscaled PDE [4] or modeling of the direct microscopic transport. The method provides the
non-trivial benchmarks [7,10] for direct numerical schemes; it also allows to analytically and nu-
merically examine an interference of their fourth-order truncation corrections with the effective
diffusivity, dispersion coefficient, skewness and kurtosis: this is demonstrated for the direct Lattice
Boltzmann LBM-ADE transport solver [9]. The simple exact algebraic transforms [7,10] constructed
between the temporal and spatial systems of moments are also applicable to any direct ADE compu-
tations.
In porous rock, the EMM quantifies the Taylor dispersion and two principal bi-modality effects:
sharp peaks and elongated tails, versus the porosity contrast, aspect ratio, Péclet and Darcy numbers,
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as illustrated [10] by the symbolic solutions constructed in a stratified system composed from a frac-
ture surrounded by penetrable diffusive matrix or embedded in porous flow. In multi-dimensional
flow, the EMM can be handled by any linear advection-diffusion method, supported with the pre-
computed space-variable mass-source and diffusive-flux jump on the abrupt-porosity streamwise-
normal interface. A sequentially solved chain of the steady-state boundary-value ADE problems
[10], independent for each mean-velocity direction, provides three longitudinal Taylor coefficients:
dispersion, skewness and kurtosis; the full dispersion tensor can be restored from d-independent
runs and a recursive extension to the next-order longitudinal moments is straightforward.
The simple local multi-dimensional LBM-EMM numerical formulation with an implicit interface
tracking is examined [11]. Operating in a single cell, the LBM-EMM
is hundreds time faster already in the small Péclet range than the direct LBM-ADE solver, and it
copes very well with the grid refining for high Péclet range. The method proves its efficiency in pre-
diction of the dispersion reduction through porous obstruction geometry and allows to establish the
structure-depending Péclet scaling in dispersion coefficients and the next-order moments.
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Network model studies of relations between flow velocities intwo-phase flow in porous media
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It was recently found that applying Euler’s theorem of homogeneous functions to steady-state two-
phase flow in porous media leads to certain very specific relations between the flow velocities of
each phase 1. These relations are
\begin{equation}v_w = v + S_n \left( \frac{dv}{dS_w} - v_m \right),\end{equation}
\begin{equation}v_n = v - S_w \left( \frac{dv}{dS_w} - v_m \right),\end{equation}
where Sn and Sw are the saturations of the non-wetting and wetting fluids, respectively, and vn
and vw are the flow velocities of the non-wetting fluid and the wetting fluid, respectively. The total
velocity is
\begin{equation}v = S_w v_w + S_n v_n,\end{equation}
and
\begin{equation}v_m = S_w \frac{dv_w}{dS_w} + S_n \frac{dv_n}{dS_w},\end{equation}
is called the co-moving velocity. Remarkably, these relations arise from no other assumptions than
steady-state and Euler homogeneity, and are therefore expected to be general.
Here, we explore v and vm further using a dynamic pore network model. In particular, we shed light
on their functional forms and their importance to the flow under different conditions. The model is
documented in 2, along with novel solution procedures for low capillary numbers.
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Coupled 1D-3D flow models are used for a variety of applications, such as modeling fluid flow
through vascularized tissue, modeling the flow of water and nutrients through soil embedded with
a root system, or modeling flow in a reservoir to or from a well. Veins, arteries, roots and wells all
have in common that their radius is negligible compared to the domain as a whole; for this reason,
they are idealized as being 1D geometries. The 1D structures can then be endowed with their own
1D flow equation, and coupled to the 3D flow equation by the use of a line source.
The main challenge of coupled 1D-3D models is that the line source makes the solution singular.
This complicates both the analysis and approximation of the problem. In this talk, we show that the
solution admits a splitting into two parts: (i) a term that explicitly captures the singularity and (ii)
some smooth remainder. Via this splitting, we can then reformulate the model so that all variables
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are smooth. The solution can then be approximated using any standard numerical method. We
conclude by showing numerical experiments relevant for biomedical applications.
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Renewable energy plays an important role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions from the use of
fossil fuels. Key challenges to transform renewable energy sources into a reliable energy supply lie
in optimizing its storage through increased performance of batteries and in improving efficiency
and durability of portable devices, such as those in hybrid, electric or fuel cell vehicles. The bat-
tery performance is strongly influenced by the micro-structure of the battery materials and, thus,
engineering better batteries and optimizing their behavior strongly depends on understanding the
micro-structure and its impact on material properties.
Here, we use the simulation software GeoDict® to show such an optimization on a state-of-the-art
cathode, which contains a blend of the two active materials Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide
(NCA) and Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LCO).
The starting point for the optimization is a focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-
SEM) image of an NCA-LCO cathode. FIB-SEM is a technique to obtain high resolution 3D images,
although it presents several challenges for the subsequent image analysis and segmentation process.
Image processing and segmentation are done using the import module of GeoDict®. The result is a
structure segmented into three materials: electrolyte, binder and active material. The two active ma-
terials cannot be discerned based on gray values alone, because they have very similar gray-values.
In a next step, the two active materials (NCA and LCO) of the cathode are separated. The Grain-
Find module is used to identify the single grains in the image and to characterize each grain by size,
shape, location, and orientation. The two active materials have different grain shapes and so, based
on the grain shape analysis, the single grains are assigned as being NCA or LCO. The result is a fully
segmented cathode material containing electrolyte, binder, NCA, and LCO.
Next, we use the fully segmented cathode structure in a battery charging simulation with the Bat-
teryDict module of GeoDict®. BatteryDict computes the cell potential over the state of charge and
the evolution of the 3D Lithium concentration, including the two active materials and the binder (see
figure). In addition, other modules of GeoDict® can be used to compute other important material
properties such as pore-sizes, diffusivity, conductivity, tortuosity, and mechanical properties.
Finally, we focus on finding the optimal amount of binder in the cathode for improved battery charg-
ing performance. The binder’s conductive additives enhance the electronic conductivity in the (oth-
erwise poorly) electronically conducting cathode. Unfortunately, because the binder also acts as a
good insulator to ionic diffusion, the lithium ions cannot enter the electrolyte if the cathode contains
too much binder and lithium transport becomes impossible. To find the ideal amount of binder and
study its influence on the charging performance, variations of the original material differing only in
the amount of binder are modelled with GeoDict® and the results are shown.
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Pore scale effects of electrical charge in porous media under elec-
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Electrically charged components are common in natural porous materials such as rocks and soils. Un-
der certain conditions, charged material in the solid matrix, such as clays or other polar species may
affect the fluid dynamics in the pore space through electrostatic interaction with the charged compo-
nents of the fluid. These microscopic electrokinetic effects are the source of important phenomena
with macroscopic repercussions, such as electro-osmosis, and streaming potentials in porous mate-
rials and other microfluidic systems, with applications in areas such as contaminant transport and
enhanced oil recovery.
In this work, we studied the pore-scale hydrodynamic effect of the presence of negatively charged
grains randomly allocated in a porous medium, while varying the distribution and amount of charged
surface area present in the system. With this, we aim to emulate the effect of clays randomly scat-
tered in a porous medium. We studied this under flow conditions driven by a pressure gradient, an
electric field or both simultaneously and observed the effect these phenomena have on the perme-
ability of the system.
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The polygonal patterns of ridges in salt flats, playa, and pans are shockingly regular features of
arid landscapes. They are most well-known from places like Death Valley, or Salar de Ununi. They
also form in the salt crusts covering large pans like the Sua or Etosha pans, which are some of the
primary sources of airborne dust in sub-saharan Africa. Such crusts typically display a pattern of
polygonal cells, a few meters across, bounded by ridges a few centimetres in size. No conclusive
explanation for these features has ever been given, but their resemblance to polygonal terrain, or
columnar joints, has led to speculation that they are formed by fracture patterns of the salt crust.
Here, we instead argue that the pattern cannot be properly understood unless it is considered in light
of porous media convection of salt-rich ground-water beneath the crust. In particular, we propose
that surface evaporation creates a salt-rich surface layer of water that is unstable to Rayleigh-Bénard
convection within the pore space of the playa soil. This drying-induced convection creates variations
in salt concentration, which allow for the selective deposition of salt around the perimeters of the
convection cells, hence appearing as a regular surface pattern. We support this argument with a
linear stability analysis of the geophysical situation, numerical simulations of the stratified fluids,
analogue experiments, and field observations.
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Drying and percolation in correlated porous media
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We study how the dynamics of a drying front propagating through a porous medium are affected
by small-scale correlations in material properties. For this, we first present drying experiments in
micro-fluidic micro-models of porous media. Here, the fluid pressures develop more intermittent
dynamics as local correlations are added to the structure of the pore spaces. We also consider this
problem numerically, using a model of invasion percolation with trapping, and find that there is a
crossover in invasion behaviour associated with the length-scale of the disorder in the system. The
critical exponents that describe large enough events are similar to the classic invasion percolation
problem, while the addition of a finite correlation length significantly affects the exponent values of
avalanches and bursts, up to some characteristic size. We thus find that even a weak local structure
can interfere with the universality of invasion percolation phenomena. This has implications for a
variety of multi-phase flow problems, such as drying, drainage, and fluid invasion.
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Introduction
The vascular system of the mouse brain cortex is composed of a space filling mesh-like capillary net-
work connected upstream and downstream to branched quasi-fractal arterioles and venules. This
network allows for delivery of oxygen into brain cells and removal of metabolism products. The
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distribution of blood flow rates in these networks affects the efficiency of oxygen transfer processes
and its resiliency to local obstructions. However, the statistics of blood flow in the microcirculation
and their consequences on transport properties are unknown. Here, we investigate the distribu-
tion of blood flow from numerical resolutions in a large 3D mouse intra-cortical vascular network
(anatomical data kindly provided by P. Blinder and P. Tsai).
Methods
In each segment, the flow is solved from a stationnary 1D non-linear model taking account of the
complex rheological properties of blood flow in microcirculation to deduce the blood pressure, blood
flow and red blood cell volume fraction distributions throughout the network. Conservative trans-
port is then solved using particle tracking through the network to quantify Lagrangian transport
properties.
Results
The distribution of flow rates is found to follow a broad PDF with power law decays characterizing
the flow resulting from a two-well system. We relate the corresponding exponents and transition
flow rate to the structural properties of the network. We then quantify the effect of the distribution
of flow and path lengths on the travel time distribution through the networks to develop a stochastic
transport model.
Using the model, we investigate the effect of random obstructions in the network on flow and trans-
port properties and discuss the consequences of these findings for oxygen transport in brain micro-
circulatory networks.
Funding sources
ERC BrainMicroFlow GA615102, ERC ReactiveFronts GA648377
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Flooding of oil-reservoirs by low-salinity water has been proposed as a technique to enhance oil pro-
duction. Such low-salinity flooding has been tested both experimentally in laboratory experiments
and in field cases. Positive experimental results of low-salinity flooding have been reported for both
sandstone and carbonate samples. Different mechanisms for oil mobilization by low-salinity water-
flooding have been proposed, including wettability alteration, reduced interfacial tension, increased
PH and dissolution. There has been a significant amount of research on low-salinity flooding dur-
ing the last two decades, however, this has not resulted in consensus on the dominant low-salinity
mechanisms.
A recently proposed low salinity mechanism is osmosis: This require a situation where oil separate
the higher-salinity reservoir water from the lower-salinity injected water. Due to the difference in
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chemical potential between high- and low-salinity water, the water will be transported as a solvent
in the oil phase from the low-salinity water to the high-salinity water. This leads to swelling of the
high-salinity water, which can induce enhanced oil production.
We use a lattice-Boltzmann model to simulate osmosis during low-salinity flooding. The underly-
ing two-phase lattice-Boltzmann model has a single relaxation time collision operator, while fluid
phase separation is obtained by the color gradient method. Further, we allow for water to be par-
tially solvable in the oil phase. The employed fluid separation yields a diffuse interface where the
fluids partially mix. The dissolved water and the brine equilibrate at this diffusive interface, and the
equilibrium is related to the salt concentration. At equilibrium, there is a higher concentration of
water dissolved in the oil phase at the low-salinity interface than at the high-salinity interface. The
osmotic transport is then obtained by modeling an advection-diffusion process for the water solvent
in the oil phase.
We will present results where we have employed this lattice-Boltzmann simulation code to model
experiments where osmosis is assumed to be the main mechanism. This include an oil-wet tube
with a high-salinity and low-salinity droplet separated by oil, and micro-model experiments of low-
salinity flooding. We will compare the lattice-Boltzmann model results to the experimental results,
and discuss the predictability of our model.
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A multicomponent reactive transport model is developed in order to investigate dissolution mech-
anisms in high-pressure condition during acidizing processes. A synthetic pore network model is
built and an operator splitting approach is implemented for solving advection-diffusion and reac-
tion equations. In this study, the dominant equilibrium and kinetic reactions are considered in the
model. A general reaction rate equation is used for calculating dissolution/precipitation rate near
to or far from equilibrium conditions. Organic acids are injected into the system, under different
flooding conditions, and the evolution of porosity is monitored. Due to the uncertainty in the way
that permeability evolves by porosity evolution, permeability changes are prognosticated using sev-
eral well-known equations. Because of high acid residence time in low injection rates, pores that are
near to the inlet experience more dissolution in comparison to the downstream pores, which results
in having not so much permeability increment. In contrast, during higher injection rates, porosity
changes uniformly across the system. In this condition, permeability increases more rapidly.
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In this study, Digital Rock Physics (DRP) is used to increase the accuracy of the reservoir rock prop-
erties calculation. To specify the size of the Representative Elementary Volume (REV), the values
of porosity and permeability are obtained from two separate methods, Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) and Pore Network Modeling (PNM). Three types of digital images studied in this project are in-
cluding Bentheimer sandstone, Grosmont carbonate and the Spherepack; five distinct subvolumes in
50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 voxel sizes were extracted from each rock sample. In order to run direct nu-
merical simulation, the Avizo 9.0.1 commercial software was used. The steps of image pre-processing
for each of the separated volumes, including the filtering, segmentation or thresholding (binariza-
tion), and connectivity have been done to prepare the rock images for fluid flow simulations. Avizo
(XLab Hydro Extension) solves the navier stokes equation through the generated volume mesh in the
void space of the rock by finite volume method (FVM). Porosity values are just the voxels belonging
to the connected void space divided by the total number of the voxels. In order to obtain porosity and
permeability values based on the PNM method, an equivalent network is extracted using the images
that pre-processed by avizo software, and then the fluid flow was modeled inside the 3D network
extracted by Maximal Balls (MB) Algorithm. Finally, the results shown that DNS method generate
better prediction of porous media characteristics and also can decrease the uncertainty in oil field
developments, although it is undeniable to improve the MB algorithm for extraction of pore network
and increasing the accuracy of the PNM method. It was observed that the size of REV was estimated
in two samples of Bentheimer and the Spherepack for the permeability, respectively, is a cube with
side lengths equal to 150 and 100 voxel size. Also, for porosity of Bentheimer and Spherepack, the
REV value is respectively a cube with lengths equal to 100 and 50 voxel size. In the Grosmont carbon-
ate rock due to its high heterogeneity, there was no characteristic trend for permeability data and
thus estimating the value of its REV was not possible; and based on the results of the DNS method, it
is predicted that REV size for the Grosmont porosity is a cube with side lengths equal to 150 voxels,
Which is expected to increase the accuracy of the REV parameter by increasing the dimensions of
the individual volumes that will be considered.
Key Words:
Digital Rock Physics (DRP), Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), Pore Network Modeling (PNM),
Maximal Ball Algorithm (MB), Representative Elementary Volume (REV).
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A computational pore-scale model of NAPL remediation –Investigating
the impact of biofilm growth on bio-enhanced dissolution and
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Non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) are important but challenging problems for traditional ground-
water remediation. They usually contaminate the subsoil following an accidental spill or due to a
defect in the structures storage. These pollutants remain trapped in the form of droplets and/or im-
miscible clusters within the aquifers, becoming a persistent source of pollution that is difficult to
decontaminate. Predicting the fate of this pollutant requires characterizing all the mechanisms in-
volved and in particular the biodegradation, which can occur in the vicinity of the pollutant source
or further, within the dissolved plume.
In the current work, we introduce a pore-scale model to study the interaction between biofilm growth
and non-aqueous phase-liquid (NAPL) dissolution. Fluid flow and dissolved NAPL transport are
coupled with a biofilm growth model to correctly describe the complex dynamics of the processes
including fluid flow, NAPL dissolution/biodegradation and biofilm growth. Fluid flow is simulated
using an immersed boundary-lattice Boltzmann model; while solute transport is described by a cut-
cell finite volume method. A uniform dissolution approach is also adopted to capture the temporal
evolution of trapped blobs. Spatio-temporal distribution of the biomass is investigated using a cel-
lular automaton algorithm combined with the immersed boundary method. Simulations focused on
the dissolution of NAPL in both abiotic and biotic conditions are conducted to assess the capability
of the model. In abiotic conditions, we analyze the effects of the hydrodynamic regimes and the
spatial distribution of NAPL blobs on the dissolution rate under different assumptions (blob size and
Péclet number). In biotic conditions, a series of scenarios are also investigated (spatial distribution,
reaction kinetics and NAPL-induced toxicity). Finally, this model is used to evaluate the pore scale
relevance of a local equilibrium assumption between fluid phase and biofilm phase in the vicinity of
the NAPL source.
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One major challenge regarding the intended shift to renewable energy sources lies within their fluc-
tuating nature. In answer to this challenge and to ensure a consistently sustainable energy supply,
the development of advanced energy storage technologies is required. In many cases – such as in
concentrating solar power plants – storage of thermal energy is reasonable not only technically but
also in view of economic efficiency 1.
Reversible chemical reactions, wherein thermal energy can be stored as reaction enthalpy ∆HR, rep-
resent a highly promising approach. Compared to sensible and latent thermal energy storage, ad-
vantages of thermochemical storage (TCS) include higher potential energy storage densities and
long-term storage with minimal losses. Reaction systems of the generic equation
AB(s) + ∆HR ⇌ A(s) + B(g)
consisting of a solid and a gaseous component, present additional benefits. Not only are the compo-
nents easily separated, due to the dependency of the reaction’s equilibrium temperature on the reac-
tion gas partial pressure, gas-solid reactions also offer adjustable charging and discharging temper-
atures. For a number of applications, various gas-solid reaction systems are currently investigated
as thermochemical storage materials [2, 3]. However, particularly with regard to reactor design, a
unique challenge appears: with each reaction cycle, the structure of the solid bulk changes signif-
icantly. Dependent on the investigated sample mass (analysis, lab-scale, pilot scale), design of the
reaction chamber and handling of the solid material, these structural changes seem to differ. Reactor
development is thus complex as material behaviour is so far unpredictable and vital properties such
as gas permeability and thermal conductivity of the solid bulk cannot be estimated within a satisfac-
tory range. Upscaling of reaction systems showing promise at lab-scale [4] is consequently costly
as prediction of material properties and therefore simulation of reactor and system behaviour is in-
accurate. Consequently, heat and mass transfer within the solid are also difficult to predict as they
change due to structural changes of the solid. Caused by these changes, prediction of the reaction
behaviour is suffering accordingly as the thermodynamic equilibrium depends on solid temperature
and gas pressure. Reactor studies are therefore often conducted by trial-and-error.
Motivated by this predicament, our contribution features ongoing experimental studies regarding
the structural changes of the solid components of gas-solid reaction systems for TCS. We aim to
gain a better understanding of the crucial mechanisms. Furthermore, we investigate the impact of
possible modifications of the materials, such as particle size stabilization, on the structural changes.
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Surfactant-alternating-gas (SAG) is a favored method of foam injection for EOR, but liquid injectivity
in SAG is problematic. Our previous studies suggest that the injectivity in a SAG process is deter-
mined by propagation of several banks (Gong et al., 2018). During gas injection, a collapsed-foam
region slowly propagates from the inlet which greatly improves subsequent liquid injectivity. This
region represents a complex interplay of evaporation, gas dissolution, capillary and viscous effects.
During the subsequent liquid-injection period, liquid first quickly fills the collapsed-foam region and
then fingers through the weakened-foam region beyond of it. Subsequently, a second bank develops
within the liquid-fingering bank, in which gas within the fingers dissolves into unsaturated liquid or
is displaced, and mobility rises substantially. However, it is not clear how gas and liquid injectivities
would be affected by the superficial velocities and volumes of gas and liquid.
In this study, we first examine gas injection following foam at different superficial velocities. We
then study the effect of liquid superficial velocity on the liquid injectivity following a similar amount
of gas injection. We also investigate the effect of the propagation of the collapsed-foam bank on liq-
uid penetration of trapped foam downstream of the collapsed-foam bank. Finally, we scale-up the
experimental results using a radial bank-propagation model and, for comparison the Peaceman equa-
tion which is widely used in conventional foam simulators.
During prolonged gas injection following foam, the propagation velocity and the total mobility of
the collapsed-foam bank are not significantly affected by the gas superficial velocity. During liquid
injection after gas, the liquid mobility holds constant until gas within the fingers dissolves into liq-
uid. The constant liquid mobility is hardly affected by the duration of the period of gas injection.
However, it takes longer for liquid to dissolve gas within the fingers (the plateau in mobility lasts
longer) if more gas was injected previously. This suggests that the fingers are wider if more gas
was injected. The total mobilities of the liquid-fingering bank and the gas-dissolution bank follow a
power-law against the liquid superficial velocity. Liquid fingering through the weakened-foam re-
gion shows shear-thinning behavior with the superficial velocity. It is also observed that the liquid
fingers are wider if the liquid superficial velocity is greater.
In radial flow, velocity varies with distance from the well. Knowing the effect of superficial veloc-
ity is crucial for scaling-up laboratory results to injectivity in the field. However, these effects are
not described by current foam models. We scale-up the model for radial flow around an injection
well. The results show the impact of non-uniform velocity in radial flow and overall injection rate
on injectivity of gas and liquid in SAG.
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In many high temperature applications, porous refractory materials (for example: alumina Al2O3 or
zirconia ZrO2 felts) have become serious candidates as insulating materials. However, the modeling
of heat transfer in these porous materials requires to solve several difficulties. First of all, the complex
morphology of the medium makes it very difficult to realize a mesh for finite elements or finite
differences methods. Moreover, these methods require a very high computing memory and/or are
time consuming. Thus, a 3D numerical voxel structure, issued from X-ray tomography for example,
has been chosen to represent the material, allowing to avoid the meshing process. A second difficulty
is to take into account the semi-transparent behavior of the solid phase (i.e. the Al2O3 or ZrO2 fibers)
in the modeling and to manage the conductive-radiative coupling at the voxel scale.
The aim of this study is to present a new modeling procedure of the transient conductive and radia-
tive transfer in a numerical felt of overlapping semi-transparent (absorbing) fibers. The transient
thermal conduction is described by a stochastic process based on the motion of brownian walkers.
Every walker carries an elementary enthalpy and the temperature of a volume V is proportional to
the number of walkers within it. Different boundary conditions can be prescribed like adiabatic wall,
imposed thermal flux or imposed temperature. In a former work 1, the statistical distribution func-
tions which describe the extinction, absorption and scattering phenomena within the two phases
of the material were quantified. The knowledge of these functions allows to evaluate the radiative
power deposited within each voxel of the spatial discretization. This modeling strategy ensures the
continuity of heat flux at interfaces, and its implementation, based on an iterative algorithm updating
successively temperatures and radiative powers, allows to take into account finely the presence of
the internal sources due to the radiative contribution and to solve the transient coupled heat transfer
equation.
Our first results show the transient temperature evolution in a felt of zirconia fibers in the case of
the simulation of the flash method 2.
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Understanding gas transport in saturated compacted bentonite is of great importance for the assess-
ment of the long-term safety of engineered barriers for disposal of heat-emitting radioactive wastes.
Gas migration in bentonite materials is strongly affected by the initial microstructure and state (dry
density and degree of saturation) set on compaction, as well as by the stress state/history and the
deformation undergone on gas injection. Particularly, the present study focuses on studying, both
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experimentally and numerically, how the heterogeneity of the sample that is created during com-
paction, may influence the initiation and propagation of preferential pathways for gas flow after
complete saturation. These pathways are expected to develop through low-density (clay gel) zones
between coarser clay aggregates.
An experimental program was launched to perform tests on statically compacted MX-80 bentonite
samples (dry density of 1.55 Mg/m3 and degree of saturation of 0.70) with large-size aggregates. The
sample microstructure was studied using micro-computed tomography (μ-CT) at different states:
compacted, saturated and after a gas injection and dissipation test. A high-pressure oedometer cell
was used to perform the saturation and the gas tests at constant volume injection rate.
The evolution of axial strain during gas injection/dissipation tests revealed different deformation
stages. The sample underwent some small expansion at the early injection stage. Once the injection
system was stopped, expansion continued as a consequence of the gas pressure front propagation
into the sample, which induced the pore fluid pressure to increase and the effective stress to decrease.
Maximum expansion of the sample was associated with the breakthrough process, in which increas-
ing outflow volumes were recorded. During the dissipation stage, the pore fluid pressure decreased,
inducing sample compression.
μ-CT images at the as-compacted state clearly indicated a grain structure made of aggregates. This
initial structure did not completely extinguish during the saturation process. It appeared that the
gas injection process followed the low-density pathways (clay gel) between aggregates by inducing
their opening and desaturation. These results were fundamental for a correct understanding and
simulation of the coupled hydro-mechanical processes occurring during gas migration through a
medium with local heterogeneity (random variation of porosity affecting intrinsic permeability and
gas-entry value).
The calibration between CT gray values and densities with reference materials (aluminum, distilled
water and air) allowed reconstructing the local distribution of the initial dry density of the saturated
sample (representative of the state before gas injection). This initial heterogeneity was implemented
in the modelling approach by a random distribution of different porosities. The two-phase flow finite
element Code_Bright was used for the coupled hydro-mechanical simulations. Exponential laws as
a function of porosity for intrinsic permeability and parameters of the water retention curve were
used. The results clearly showed that gas migration initiated and propagated due to the desaturation
of paths in areas with low-density material. Good agreements between measured and simulated re-
sults were obtained in terms of the evolution of deformation, the pressures at the inlet and outlet
chambers, as well as the evolution of the outflow volume.
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The effect of water adsorption on deformation and elastic prop-
erties of Bentheim sandstone
Alexey Yurikov1 ; Maxim Lebedev1 ; Gennady Gor2 ; Boris Gurevich1
1 Curtin University
2 New Jersey Institute of Technology
Corresponding Author(s): gor@njit.edu
Adsorption of water in nano-porous materials and rocks (concrete, shales, coal, etc.) causes defor-
mation of such media (e.g., Gor et al., 2017; Yurikov et al., 2018). Additionally, adsorption of water
leads to variations in elastic properties of natural rocks (e.g., Pimienta et al., 2014; Mikhaltsevich et
al., 2017; Yurikov et al., 2018). For example, Yurikov et al. (2018) showed that adsorption of water
in Opalinus shale results in drastic decrease of the shear moduli and swelling of the sample. Simi-
lar effects of reduction of elastic moduli with adsorption of water are also observed in sandstones
(e.g., Pimienta et al., 2014), rocks that conventionally are not considered as nano-porous. However,
sandstones contain compliant pores at grain contacts, which may be of nanometer scale. Therefore,
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water adsorbed in these pores can produce effects, which are similar to those observed in nano-
porous shales and clays. In order to validate this, we conduct simultaneous measurements of the
elastic moduli and deformation of the Bentheim sandstone with adsorption of water.
The Bentheim sandstone used in the experiment is a nearly isotropic and homogeneous rock com-
posed by 95% quartz, 3% kaolinite, and 2% orthoclase. We regulate adsorption processes by main-
taining the sample in the atmosphere with controlled relative humidity (RH). Elastic properties of
the sample are measured using ultrasonic pulse transmission technique. Deformation of the sample
caused by changes in RH is measured with a semiconductor strain gauge. Transition of the sample
from the driest state (RH = 13%) to the wettest state (RH = 97%) leads to increase of saturation from
0.1 to 1–2%. The measured bulk and shear moduli of the sample decrease with increasing saturation
exhibiting the difference between the driest and the wettest states of ~20%. The strain caused by
adsorption of water in the sample is of order of 10−4.
The effects observed in the Bentheim sandstone can be of similar nature as the effects observed in
nano-porous shales. Deformation and reduction of the elastic moduli of the sample can be caused by
changes in pressure in the fluid adsorbed in compliant nano-pores at grain contacts. We estimate that
such change in the fluid pressure should be of several megapascals to cause the observed deforma-
tion. If the change in fluid pressure is a reason of observed effects, the measured variation in elastic
moduli should be consistent with stress-dependency of the elastic moduli of the sandstone measured,
for example, in a triaxial cell. We compare the measured variations in the bulk and shear moduli
related to the estimated change in the fluid pressure against dependencies of the moduli of the Ben-
theim sandstone on the confining pressure applied in a triaxial cell. The two sets of measurements
show broadly similar trends at low pressures. This confirms that adsorption-induced deformation
and variations in the moduli of the sandstone can be explained by changes in the pressure of fluid
confined in compliant pores at grain contacts.
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Mass transfer in porous media resulting from dispersion occurs in a wide variety of applications
such as water treatment, flow batteries, flow in aquifers, enhanced oil recovery, and packed-bed
reactors. The underlying mechanisms of dispersion are the molecular diffusion superimposed on
the advective transport induced by the fluid flow. Many efforts have been made to model dispersion
in porous media. Macroscopic continuum models require the knowledge of effective properties (ex.
the dispersion tensor) whose evaluation may be a numerically intensive task. On the other hand,
modeling dispersion in pore networks can be performed at a relatively lower computational cost. At
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the pore-scale, based on the assumption that dispersion between neighbor pores can be described by
the convection-diffusion equation, several discrete pore-scale models have been employed.
In this work, three novel models were derived and their accuracy was compared to existing ap-
proaches. The derivations are based on a spatial discretization of the convection-diffusion equa-
tion using the hybrid and power-law finite difference schemes and the exact solution of the one-
dimensional convection-diffusion equation. Perfect mixing at the pore space is assumed and the
Hagen-Poiseuille model is used to describe the incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid in the creep-
ing regime, where the local Reynolds number is well below unity.
Finally, considering dispersion problems over arbitrary porous structures, the developed pore-scale
discrete models were validated through comparisons with direct numerical simulations using a fi-
nite element solver. We show that under a wide range of dispersion regimes, the relative error (with
respect to finite element results) introduced by the power-law and exact solution-based models is
consistently below 1%, whereas the existing models show up to 10% of relative error, depending
on the dispersion regime. Furthermore, the impact of including the Taylor-Aris effect in model-
ing dispersion in pore networks is discussed for the different pore-scale models considered in this
study.
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Influence of Charge-Coupled Diffusion and Non-Linear Reaction
Kinetics on the Dissolution of Carbonate Rocks: Pore-scale Mod-elling and Experiments
Author(s): Farrel Gray1
Co-author(s): Benaiah Anabaraonye 1 ; John Crawshaw 1
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Reactive transport phenomena play an important role in the transport of sequestered CO2, since flow
and storage properties of rocks can be dramatically altered by dissolution and precipitation during
the injection of acidic CO2-rich brine. The resulting effect on the rock structure is determined by the
interplay of a number of physical and chemical processes occurring at the pore-scale which require
sophisticated numerical models to be able to predict.
In this contribution, we present a comprehensive pore-scale reactive transport model which cou-
ples flow using the lattice Boltzmann method, chemical transport of multiple species using a finite-
volume method, reactions between aqueous species, and mineral surface reactions. Time-dependent
changes in the mineral geometry due to dissolution are captured 1. We also include two further phys-
ical and chemical models: a charge-coupled diffusion model using the Nernst-Plank equation, and
non-linear saturation kinetics. The effects of these models are considered by comparison with ex-
periment in both simple calcite channel systems, and in large 3D images of rock pore-spaces.
In many pore-scale reactive flow modelling studies, the diffusion coefficients of all chemical species
are set to the same value, which ensures an electrically neutral solution, however fails to capture
charge-migration effects. In our pore-scale model, we include the effects of ion charges on diffusion,
which allows chemical components to diffuse at different rates, whilst maintaining electroneutrality.
We then examine how this affects overall dissolution rates in cases of two acids: HCl and carbonic
acid as CO2-saturated solution. For the case of HCl acid injected into calcite channels, we show this
leads to large differences in reactant transport rates compared to the use of a single constant diffusion
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coefficient for all species. Use of the charge-coupled model strongly affects the resulting dissolution
rate, and leads to better agreement with corresponding experiments. For the case of CO2-saturated
brine, use of the charge-coupled diffusion model leads to only slight changes in overall dissolution
rate compared to the use of a constant diffusion coefficient. This is understood by considering the
charge interaction of the reactant and product ions with the brine solution.
Then we consider how non-linear reaction kinetics affect overall reaction rates. In many cases, a lin-
ear dependence on saturation state is used. However, according to recent batch reactor experiments,
the carbonate system reaches saturation in a highly non-linear way 2. Here we use the saturation
model of Anabaraonye et al. 2. We find that using the non-linear model leads to considerable dif-
ferences to the overall dissolution rate of CO2-saturated brine systems, both in simple channel flow
experiments and during injection into a real calcite rock, when compared to linear saturation models.
Comparisons with the corresponding experiments are again shown and discussed.
Our results point to the need to include the effects charge coupled diffusion and non-linear reaction
kinetics to more accurately model experiments.
Figure 4: Figure 1
Figure 1 – Left: charge-coupled diffusion processes lead to electrochemical migration effects in sys-
tems with multiple ions; right: the calcium ion distribution inside a carbonate rock sample undergo-
ing dissolution during the injection of CO2-saturated brine solution.
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Thermal conductivity of partially sintered oxide ceramics predicted
via cross-property relations and measured via laser flash
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It is well known that the thermal conductivity of partially sintered ceramics, which may be viewed
as model systems for porous sedimentary rocks, is much lower than predicted by analytical models
based on the single-inclusion solutions for spherical pores [1-3]. Although so-called “minimum solid
area models” have been proposed in order to account for these low thermal conductivity values [4],
it has been shown recently that these models are not useful and should be avoided 5. However, an
alternative model is not available, and only rough estimates can be given when the bulk density of
the ceramic powder compact before firing is known [6]. In this contribution we present experimental
data obtained for partially sintered oxide ceramics via the laser-flash method and confront them with
predictions via so-called cross-property relations, in which a prior knowledge of the relative elastic
properties (Young’s modulus) is used to predict the relative thermal conductivity. We show that our
cross-property relation between Young’s modulus and thermal conductivity [7] can indeed predict
the thermal conductivity reasonably well, without the need for any additional information on the
microstructure.
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Analysis on the existing state of pore water in Gas Hydrate Reser-
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Wen GuanNone
Corresponding Author(s): 1701210249@pku.edu.cn
Temperature is a factor affecting nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation. However, most of
the current NMR measurements are limited to room temperature, so the study about of how tem-
perature affected the NMR relaxation of saturated water deposit and the existance of pore water
is meaningful. In this talk, we first saturated the sediment of the hydrate reservoir with deionized
water, and placed the sample in an NMR device for temperature-changing measurement. During the
whole process, the experimental temperature increased gradually from -10℃ to 25℃.
In the experiment, T2 spectrum showed two distinct peaks and the amplitude of left peak signal was
stronger than the right peak. This phenomena indicated that the pores in the sediment were mainly
micropores and mesopores, with a few fractures.
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When temperature increased geadually from -10℃ to -1℃, the increase in fluidity of water in mi-
cropores and mesopores was larger than that in macropores, and the peak intensity of water in mi-
cropores and mesopores was increasing all the time.These phenomena all indicated that the phase
transition of water was severe, and the ice first melt in the micropores and mesopores.
When the temperature increased gradually from -1℃ to 25℃, the T2 spectrum was stable throughout
the process. The left peaks had little change, while the right peak changed slightly, which indicated
that water in mesopores and macropores had not reached the stable state, so the volume of fluid
increased irregularly.
Except the NMR, we also used X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT) and nitrogen adsorption
method to characterize the pore structures. we got the 3D models of porosity distribution by X-ray
CT, which can reflect the pore morphology and space configuration. However it was difficult for us
to choose the parameters of threshold segmentation in CT image processing, and the result of the
reconstruction will be affected by the large selection of parameters. Finally, we combined with ni-
trogen adsorption method to quantitatively characterize the pore size. The combination of the three
methods can characterize the pore structure more accurately and comprehensively, which can help
to get better pore structure parameters of the samples.
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Pore-scale characterization of velocity probability distributions
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We investigate the key characteristics of steady-state pore-scale velocity probability distributions in
the presence of multiple immiscible fluid phases flowing in heterogeneous porous spaces. We focus
on the identification of the scaling behavior of low and high velocities in natural rocks, which is
critical to the characterization of anomalous transport phenomena occurring in a variety of natural
and engineered processes. For instance, strong tailing affecting high velocities leads to non-Fickian
contaminant transport and early breakthrough, while the scaling behavior of low velocities influ-
ences late time spreading of fluid particles and mixing processes. It is well established that fluid flow
and transport in porous media are direct consequences of the underlying pore structure. However,
relating the statistics of the complex pore geometry with major features of fluid flow and transport
is still an open challenge. Here, we consider unsaturated media (i.e., systems within which two or
more fluid phases coexist) and focus on numerical analyses of immiscible two-phase flow processes
leading to a stationary spatial distribution of the fluids. We consider three-dimensional pore spaces
and use a finite volume-based solver to determine the pore-scale velocity probability distributions of
the flowing fluid phases. We compare the results achieved for diverse wettability conditions in such
settings and use data from fully saturated (single-phase) simulations as a reference for the analysis.
Our results suggest the existence of power-law scaling behavior in the low velocity range, heavy
tails following stretched exponential laws being observed in the high velocity range. These heavy
tails appear to depend on the spatial distribution of the phases. The latter, in turn, depends on phase
wettability and on the flow history. A non-wetting fluid phase tends to remain trapped in the form of
ganglia, obstructing pores and throats otherwise contributing to preferential paths. This contributes
to modifying the spatial distribution of high velocity channels which can be observed under single-
phase flow. Otherwise, a wetting fluid phase is likely to fill the minute crevices and corners of the
porous medium, yielding a less pronounced modification of the topology of preferential paths. Flow
history also influences the spatial patterns observed during fluid-fluid displacements. For instance,
dead end pores will likely remain filled with the phase initially present in the pore space. Otherwise,
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pore spaces associated with high entry pressure will be invaded by the displacing fluid under favor-
able local pressure gradient and depending on the relative strength between capillary and viscous
forces (as driven by boundary conditions). For a given degree of saturation of a fluid phase, differ-
ing flow features can then be observed depending on whether the trapped phases are distributed in
isolated pores or obstruct channels otherwise participating to preferential pathways.
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Chemical EOR is now considered as an attractive option for low permeability reservoirs, in particu-
lar where lack of gas supply does not allow gas injection processes. However, its application can be
challenging for permeabilities below 100 mD as poor injectivity and high chemical retention are fre-
quently observed. This work aimed at investigating the impact of both chemical and mineralogical
parameters on the transport of polymer solutions in well-controlled low permeability porous media.
Solutions of partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM) in waters of variable ionic strengths and
hardnesses were injected in granular sand and clays packs having similar petrophysical character-
istics (permeability range 60 80 mD) but variable and well controlled mineralogical compositions of
quartz and various clays (kaolinite, illite and smectite investigated separately). Specific preparation
methodologies were designed to make these porous media homogenous and reproducible. Their
textural properties were characterized in terms of structure (SEM), and specific surface area and
porosity (BET). The main observables of the tests were the mobility and permeability reductions
generated by the polymer and its irreversible retention.
Viscometric analysis showed that the HPAM solutions intrinsic viscosity decreases with increas-
ing total salinity, as expected from charge screening, with a sharp decrease in presence of divalent
cations, even at low ionic strength, which was less expected. Injection experiments revealed that
polymer retention expressed by unit surface area, mobility and permeability reductions increase sig-
nificantly: (a) with increasing ionic strength and hardness for porous media of a given mineralogical
composition; (b) in presence of clays, even at low ionic strength and hardness.
Assuming that polymer retention originated in polymer adsorption, irreversible permeability reduc-
tions were translated into adsorbed layer thicknesses according to a straightforward capillary bundle
model. This allowed discussing the results in terms of adsorbed layer density, which was showed
to increase with increasing brine hardness and to be lower in presence of illite and smectite than
kaolinite and pure quartz.
The results regarding the impact of hardness are consistent with the outcomes of the viscometric
study and confirms the major role played by hardness, not only on the polymer conformation but
also on the polymer-minerals interactions.
The results obtained with the various clays were more intriguing. For the porous media containing
illite and smectite, we observed in SEM images the formation of clay aggregates. In these cases, the
layer densities as well as the polymer irreversible retention were lower than with kaolinite. The
interpretation proposed is that polymer molecules cannot enter the inside of the clays aggregates
and only interact with their outer surface and that the concept of layer density was not relevant to
describe these situations.
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This systematic study allowed dissociating the impacts of salinity, hardness and clay contents/types
on the transport properties of polymer solutions in low permeability porous media. These results
present new insights on the versatile polymer – clays interactions during flow in confined geome-
tries. They should help building accurate predictive models for the transport of polymer solutions
in porous media with challenging properties for chemical EOR.
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The calculation of the permeability is difficult of getting in small scale, for this reason there is a
discussion about which method is better and until which dimension is useful. The target is to obtain
values of the permeability from different methods and apply them in upscaling scenarios moving
from micron to millimeter scale. The investigation is based on samples of Imperial Colleague of
London. They apply a technique called X-ray micro tomography (XMT), which consist of taking
2D images of the sample from different angles and processing them to reconstruct a detailed 3D
image. The advantages of the XMT are that technique is not-invasive and non-destructible and you
can obtain a resolution from 0.5 micron to 5 microns, which allows to obtain 3D images of objects
that measure from 1mm to 10 mm. The study is based on a sandpack with a 37% of porosity, where
Imperial Colleague have apply Navier Stokes equations to calculate velocities and pressure fields for
single-phase incompressible flow. Our particular sample is called LVC60 is a block of 300 voxels,
each voxel has a dimension of 10 micron, and the flow is only in the direction X, the other sides
are impermeable and the boundary condition is a gradient of pressure of value 1. In global, it has
a permeability in the direction X of 3.41806 e-11 m2, the aim of our investigation is compare the
results of the methods: Darcy and Darcy-Brinkman-Stokes (DBS) to examine in which scale method
is better than Darcy or in which scale we can use each method. It is expected obtain a comparative
of the upscaled permeability using their probability density functions (pdf).
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A pore network model approach is used to investigate the interplay between structural and wettabil-
ity heterogeneities on macroscopic capillary pressure (Pc) and relative permeability (kr) functions.
The scope of this study is to construct structurally representative pore networks of Middle East
carbonates and to develop a capillary-dominated two-phase flow simulator for a complete primary
drainage-secondary imbibition-secondary drainage flooding cycle under arbitrary wettability con-
ditions. In comparison with conventional pore networks, multiscale pore structure characterization
and pore-throat classification approaches are utilized. This study is carried out using carbonate sam-
ples from a giant Middle East carbonate oil field. Pore system properties determined from scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) at multiple-magnifications (75X and 750X) and high-pressure mercury
intrusion porosimetry (MIP) are used as network inputs. Mosaics constructed from overlapping 75X
views reveal abundant evidence of unresolved microporosity within the carbonate samples. After
renormalizing 750X porosities to compensate for the missing large pore areas in the whole carbonate
thin sections, the low and high magnification data are integrated into a multiscale pore size distribu-
tion. Six distinct pore-throat classes, identified by relating mercury-volume intruded through throats
to the corresponding SEM pore-area, are implemented in the proposed model. Model-derived throat-
size distributions are calibrated by experimental MIP data. In flow simulations, all possible generic
fluid configurations in irregular triangle-shaped pore cross-sections are evaluated with appropriate
pore-scale physics and wettability description. Model results display a significant dependency on
pore structure, wettability and saturation history. In primary drainage, the smallest-sized throats
(≤0.711 μm) covering microporous regions of bimodal MIP-curves make a major contribution to
initial water saturation. Carbonate networks with larger microporosity are found to have lower ab-
solute permeability. Incorporating wettability-alteration and contact-angle hysteresis in the model,
different mixed-wettability levels varying from strongly-water-wet to strongly-oil-wet cases are re-
alized in the consecutive floods. Wetting films and intermediate layers on the corners of mixed-wet
pores allow better fluid connectivity and accordingly less trapping. Corner water saturation ac-
counts for no more than 3% of total pore volume despite its significant role in water continuity.
Oil recovery increases with oil-wetness through inhibited snap-off and further oil layer formation.
There is an apparent coincidence between saturation trends of intermediate oil and water layers
during secondary drainage process. The continuity of a phase is deduced to be critical for its rela-
tive permeability rather than its abundance in the porous system. The hysteresis between primary
drainage-imbibition-secondary drainage Pc and kr curves grows with the increase in oil-wetness
of the medium. Simulator predictions are consistent with complex experimental hysteresis trends
and micromodel observations on carbonates. Integrating with realistic pore-networks, our newly-
developed model succeeds to represent experimentally difficult-to-measure Pc and kr curves with
their hysteresis loops and residual saturation trends in mixed-wet carbonates.
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Temperature is known to affect ageing and performance of lithium ion batteries 1. We need to know
the heat sources in the electrode compartments in order to accurately model internal temperature
profiles. Reports of reversible heat effects local to electrode surfaces in lithium-ion batteries are
therefore important, but are scarce in literature 2. The reversible heat production at a battery elec-
trode interface is investigated in this experimental work, measuring the Peltier heat of the electrode
LiFePO4 electrode. The Peltier heat at an electrode can be found by measuring the change in elec-
tric potential across the cell with two identical electrodes when a temperature difference is applied
3. We present the Seebeck coefficient and Peltier heat of a symmetric pouch cell consisting of two
commercial porous LiFePO4 electrodes and a 1M LiPF6 and Ethylene Carbonate (EC) /Diethyl Car-
bonate (DEC) (50:50 w%) electrolyte-soaked separator. The electrodes have been thermostatted to
the wanted temperatures T and T+ ΔT.
Al (s,T) | LiFePO4 (s,T) EC, DEC, LiPF6 | LiFePO4 (s,T + ΔT) | Al (s,T+ ΔT)
We show that the Peltier heat effect is time dependent due to a build up of concentration gradients
within the cell, and the establishment of a Soret equilibrium. The steady state value is obtained after
2-3 days. The Peltier heat of the LiFePO4 electrode will be compared to that reported for LiCoO2 ,
see ref. 2, and its consequences for the battery will be discussed.
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ABSRACT: Fiber-reinforced silica aerogel has been widely used in high temperature insulation field
due to its higher mechanical property and thermal insulation capability in high temperature com-
pared to pure silica aerogel. The heat transfer character of fiber-reinforced silica aerogel is numeri-
cally investigated in this work. We determine the optimal temperature-dependent size for silica fiber
in composite aerogel by combining the spectral extinction coefficient with blackbody radiation. The
optimal temperature-dependent doping amount is obtained by minimizing the effective thermal con-
ductivity. Moreover, numerical model of steady heat transfer is established to obtain the effective
thermal conductivity of multi-layer thermal insulation (MTIM) comprised of fiber-reinforced aerogel
and reflective screen. The Finite Volume method and Discrete Ordinate method are employed to con-
sider the combined conduction and radiation heat transfer in this model, respectively. Based on the
obtained temperature-dependent optimal parameters of fiber-reinforced silica aerogel, the optimal
number of reflecting screens and thickness of each insulation layer could be obtained in different
temperatures when the screen distribution character in multilayer thermal insulation is determined.
The screen distribution with unvaried thickness and unvaried temperature drop are also numerically
investigated with present model. The results indicate that: (1) The optimal fiber particle diameter
decreases with the increase in temperature and lager fiber doping volume fraction is more appro-
priate for higher temperature in fiber-reinforced aerogel; (2) optimal number of reflecting screens
increases with the increase in temperature, and optimal thickness of each insulation layer increases
with the increase in temperature; (3) Screen distribution with unvaried temperature drop has higher
thermal insulation property than the unvaried thickness, and putting the screens at the middle of
the MTIM can enhance the thermal insulation performance of the MTIM successfully compared to
putting the screens at the top and bottom of the MTIM. The measured back temperature curves of
MTIM in the experiment qualitatively verify the optimization predictions. The conclusions can pro-
vide useful guidance for improving heat-insulating property of fiber-reinforced aerogel and MTIM
in engineering.
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Permeation and separation of CH4/CO2 mixtures through single-
layer nanoporous graphene membranes : theory and molecular
simulations.
Juncheng GUONone ; Romain Vermorel1 ; Guillaume Galliero2
1 LFCR, E2S-UPPA
2 Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour, France
Corresponding Author(s): juncheng.guo@etud.univ-pau.fr
Nanoporous graphene membranes are gaining attention in the field of water desalination 1 and gas
separation 2. In the field of gas separation, perm-selective membranes technology consumes less
energy than other conventional technologies. Due to nanoporous graphene’s atomic thickness and
controllable pore size in molecular diameter, it is considered as the most favorable membrane mate-
rial showing a high selectivity. For instance, in the context of natural gas production, the separation
of CH4/CO2 mixtures would greatly benefit from these new materials. With the rapid develop-
ment in graphene fabrication technology, breakthroughs in nanoporous graphene membranes are
expected in the next few years and quite sufficient data can be found in publications. However,
there is no accurate theory with which we can predict gas permeation and separation factor quanti-
tively.
In most researches, analytical frameworks are expressed using Arrhenius-type equations which as-
sume activated diffusion is the permeation mechanism. Nevertheless, recent work from our group 3
shows that Arrhenius-type equations are too simple to predict the diffusive transport coefficient cor-
rectly. The authors performed molecular dynamics simulations on a simplified model of single-layer
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porous membranes. They found that the transport coefficient is related to a well-defined accessible
porosity and a thermodynamic factor, which can be computed from the potential of mean force (PMF)
between the membrane atoms and the permeating gas molecules. Simulated transport coefficients
are in good agreement with the predictions of this theory.
In this work, we show how to extend and apply this theoretical model to more realistic molecular
models of nanoporous graphene membranes. By means of Equilibrium (EMD) and Non Equilibrium
(NEMD) molecular dynamics simulations, we explore the permeation and separation of CH4/CO2
mixtures through porous graphenes exhibiting different pore sizes and geometry. Furthermore, we
investigate the effect of thermodynamic conditions (pressure, temperature, mixture composition) on
the diffusive transport coefficients. We will report our latest results and compare simulation data to
the extended theoretical model.
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Permeation and separation of CH4/CO2 mixtures through single-
layer nanoporous graphene membranes : theory and molecular
simulations.
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Nanoporous graphene membranes are gaining attention in the field of water desalination 1 and gas
separation 2. In the field of gas separation, perm-selective membranes technology consumes less
energy than other conventional technologies. Due to nanoporous graphene’s atomic thickness and
controllable pore size in molecular diameter, it is considered as the most favorable membrane mate-
rial showing a high selectivity. For instance, in the context of natural gas production, the separation
of CH4/CO2 mixtures would greatly benefit from these new materials. With the rapid develop-
ment in graphene fabrication technology, breakthroughs in nanoporous graphene membranes are
expected in the next few years and quite sufficient data can be found in publications. However,
there is no accurate theory with which we can predict gas permeation and separation factor quanti-
tively.
In most researches, analytical frameworks are expressed using Arrhenius-type equations which as-
sume activated diffusion is the permeation mechanism. Nevertheless, recent work from our group 3
shows that Arrhenius-type equations are too simple to predict the diffusive transport coefficient cor-
rectly. The authors performed molecular dynamics simulations on a simplified model of single-layer
porous membranes. They found that the transport coefficient is related to a well-defined accessible
porosity and a thermodynamic factor, which can be computed from the potential of mean force (PMF)
between the membrane atoms and the permeating gas molecules. Simulated transport coefficients
are in good agreement with the predictions of this theory.
In this work, we show how to extend and apply this theoretical model to more realistic molecular
models of nanoporous graphene membranes. By means of Equilibrium (EMD) and Non Equilibrium
(NEMD) molecular dynamics simulations, we explore the permeation and separation of CH4/CO2
mixtures through porous graphenes exhibiting different pore sizes and geometry. Furthermore, we
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investigate the effect of thermodynamic conditions (pressure, temperature, mixture composition) on
the diffusive transport coefficients. We will report our latest results and compare simulation data to
the extended theoretical model.
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Water flooding is an economic method commonly used in secondary recovery, but the poor sweep
efficiency of water flooding results in a large amount of crude oil trapped in reservoirs. Accurate
understanding the distribution of residual oil is essential for the subsequent development of water
flooding. In this study, a pore-scale model is developed to study the distribution characteristics
and formation process of residual oil. The Navier-Stokes equation coupled the phase field method
is employed to describe the fluid flow and track two phase interface. The results show a signif-
icant difference in residual oil distribution under different wettability conditions. The difference
is also reflected in oil recovery and the water cut curves. Much more remaining oil is displaced
out in water-wet porous media than oil-wet porous media after water breakthrough. Furthermore,
mechanisms of enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods are investigated at the pore scale including
surfactant flooding and polymer flooding. Appropriate time of implementing EOR methods is also
studied. Surfactant solution reduces the entry pressure of micropores due to a low interface tension
and increases oil displacement efficiency. Polymer flooding weakens the effect of capillary force by
increasing the viscous force, which leads to the improvement in sweep efficiency. Injection time of
surfactant has an important impact on the field development, but polymer flooding does not have
this feature. Injecting at the low water-cut stage is an economical and appropriate solution for sur-
factant flooding.
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The concept of mixing ratios has proven useful in analysis of reactive transport in natural and en-
gineered porous media, and in particular as a basis for mathematical separation of transport and
reactions processes. Also the use of age of solutes, that is exposure time to the flow field, has been
recently explored as a useful proxy for reaction extent. Here we develop mixing ratio models that are
structured on age, for one-dimensional cases. We show how to develop age-structured mixing ratios
in general and compare with conventional formulations of mixing ratio models, demonstrating that
age is often a more natural independent variable than absolute time. We then apply age-structured
mixing ratios to the problem of mixing-limited reactive transport in one-dimension, and explore its
application to data with comparison to prior models of mixing-limited reactions.
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Pore-filling mechanics in capillaries with variable-wettability pat-
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The modelling and simulation of multiphase flow in shale gas is a considerable challenge due to
its pore structure and surface phenomena, which leads to complex underlying physics. Because of
the depositional environment and organic maturity, clay minerals produce pores of multiple sizes,
which shrink by close compaction during diagenesis and eventually, change the morphology of the
porous medium. Consequently, some organic nano-pores may come into contact with other min-
erals, leading to a dual-wettability condition on the pore surface. This affects the multiphase flow
dynamics, making it difficult for network modelling techniques to predict macroscopic flow proper-
ties. Although Washburn’s equation adequately describes pore-filling processes under homogeneous
mineralogical conditions, it does not accurately reproduce displacement phenomena associated with
variable wettability patterns in capillary tubes. This work studies the quantitative dependency of
pore-filling rate on mineral pattern distributions and initial momentum for fluids of different den-
sity and viscosity ratios. Results show the applicability of the developed analytical relationships
for a 2D channel with given wettability patterns. These analytical models allow the determination
of average filling rates from mineral characterisation of real porous media samples and can subse-
quently be used in multi-phase pore-network models. In the future, this study can be extended to a
3D fracture to define lower and upper limits of pore-filling rates.
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Coal is considered to be a dual porosity rock containing micropores (<2nm) and macropores (>50nm).
Micropores in the coal matrix constitute approximately 70% of its total porosity and account for
approximately 95% of the total internal surface area. Macropores, on the other hand, consist of
naturally occurring networks of fractures or cleat system. It is well established that gas transport
in coal includes the flow through naturally fractured porous network (cleats), diffusion into the
organic coal matrix, and storage within the micropores in an adsorbed state. It is also known that
the microstructure of coal can exhibit a strong deformation response when it interacts with gas
species. The gas adsorption-induced deformation in coal has created uncertainties on the efficiency
of CO2 injection and storage in deep unminable coal seems due to the potential reduction in the
permeability and gas injectivity. Based on a series of experimental investigations, this work will
provide new insight into the effects of carbon dioxide adsorption in coal on flow properties and gas
exchanges.
The interactions between carbon dioxide and methane in a high rank coal will be discussed based on
the results of a series of core flooding experiments. The permeability evolution in response to CO2
injection will be presented and the reversibility of the adsorption-induced deformation processes
during the carbon dioxide storage and methane recovery (i.e. CO2-ECBM) will be reviewed. In
comparison with a series of flooding experiments of N2 into the same coal, new insights into the
permeability evolution under the effects of adsorption induced matrix deformation will be provided.
In addition, the results of a series of core flooding experiments in which N2 and CO2 were injected
into the CH4-saturated coal sample will be presented. Finally, the competitive displacement of CH4
with N2 and CO2 under simulated underground conditions will be presented and the displacement
process, gas breakthrough, and recovery ratios will be discussed.
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Abstract
Through this paper, equations governing oil-water flow in oil reservoir rocks are developed and nu-
merically solved following a finite element scheme. Numerical results are obtained using Comsol
Multiphysics software. We discussed different retention models and the effect of the model param-
eters on the hydrodynamic instabilities that occur during an Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) process
was investigated. An oil reservoir is a porous medium consisted of many fractures of tiny dimen-
sions. In this work and for modeling purposes, the oil reservoir rock is considered as a collection of
capillary tubes which provides useful insights into how fluids behave in the reservoir pore spaces.
In the presence of two immiscible fluids in capillarities, a pressure difference known as capillary
pressure arises across the interface separating the fluids. The capillary pressure plays a significant
role in determining the fluid flow configuration. After conventional oil recovery processes and in
order to retrieve oil left behind, water flooding, as one of several techniques used for enhanced oil
recovery, is numerically modeled. Considering the imbibition case where wetting phase (water) is
pushing non wetting phase (oil), a fingering phenomenon is observed. Such hydrodynamic insta-
bility is followed up versus time in order to give a deep insight into how to control the oil-water
interface for a complete oil recovery.
Key words: immiscible flow, capillary pressure, EOR process, Retention models, numerical model-
ing.
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Thermal diffusion in porous media
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Thermal diffusion, the Ludwig – Soret effect, plays an important role in transport of heat and mass
in fluid mixtures. The coupling between heat- and mass transport extends Fourier’s law for heat
conduction and Fick’s law for mass diffusion and is quantified by the Soret coefficient. The effect
has applications in industrial processes, such as utilization of waste heat 1 and analysis of compo-
sition gradients in oil reservoirs 2, as well as novel use in nanomachines 3 and microswimmers [4].
Many experimental techniques have been used to measure Soret coefficients in bulk fluids 5. It is
known that a porous medium may have an impact on the Soret effect, but experimental data are
not conclusive on its origin. For instance, porosity, permeability, wettability, and tortuosity will all
change diffusion relative to bulk fluid, but the magnitude and mechanism of the coupling of mass
diffusion and thermal diffusion is still unknown.
We will present results from non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of the Soret effect for
a Lennard-Jones model with two miscible fluid components in a porous medium. The medium has
different porosity and wettability preferences for the two fluid components. We show that the wetta-
bility preferences change the Soret coefficient and discuss the mechanisms that lead to such change.
The effect of gravity on component separation is examined by combining gravity and a temperature
gradient acting in the same direction, opposite directions, and orthogonal directions.
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The respiratory release of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the Earth’s soil into the atmosphere is a major,
yet poorly understood, flux regulating land’s carbon sink potential. Understanding soil respiration
sensitivity to climate extremes (i.e., global warming and drought) remains one of the key sources
of uncertainty in quantifying/projecting atmospheric CO2 growth rate. In particular, compensatory
mechanisms accounting for global observations of soil CO2 efflux insensitivity to combined heat
and water stress, leading to strongest reduction in land’s carbon sink potential, are insufficiently
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studied. We seek to explore the passive movement of water between different soil parts via plant
roots (i.e., root hydraulic redistribution), triggered by plant response to climate extremes, mitigating
local water stress in the rhizosphere and thus facilitating rhizosphere respiration under favorable
hot extreme. To this end, we design a millifluidic setup enabling direct 2D visual observations of
spatio-temporal variations in hydration conditions and oxygen content (i.e., the two factors pri-
marily controlling microbial activities) in the root zone, as the model plant responds to controlled
climate conditions. This offers an opportunity to quantify subsurface fluid dynamics modulating soil
respiration hotspots (with higher rates of oxygen consumption) that account for the fluctuations in
land’s carbon sink potential under extreme events. These readily observable root-mediated controls
on soil biogeochemical fluxes will provide new insights into hidden mechanisms, neither accounted
for by large-scale Earth system models (ESMs) nor readily quantified by field observations; thereby
facilitating improved (multiscale) representation of this important boundary condition in current
ESMs.
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What key physical factors yield a good horizontal hydrofractured
gas well in a mudrock?
Author(s): Syed Haider1
Co-author(s): Tadeusz Patzek 1
1 King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
Corresponding Author(s): syed.haider@kaust.edu.sa
Gas flow in mudrocks (shales) depends on the complex, multiscale connectivity among nanopores,
microfractures and macrofractures. Hydraulic fractures stimulate the reservoir volume near a hor-
izontal well and create fractures at all scales. We describe the Stimulated Reservoir Volume (SRV)
as a fractal with its own fracture network and that accesses the organic-rich matrix. The physical
structure of the SRV, i.e., the number of macrofractures and surface area created after fracking is
constrained by the conservation of mass of frac water and proppant. Nanopores in the organic ma-
trix acts as the source of almost all gas. Poor connectivity of organic matter at the nanoscale is
compensated by the percolating backbone of the multiscale fractures created during hydrofracking.
These multiscale fractures bridge the otherwise disconnected specs of organic matter and increase
overall permeability of the reservoir. With most of the organic pore radii in the range of 2-50 nm,
the smallest pores (R<2 nm) are responsible for the low-rate prolonged production over most of well
life. Dense and highly ordered gas molecules in the nanopores (5-15 % of PV) can maintain the late-
stage well production for 3-5 years. Initial production decline that defines well quality depends on
the coupling between the fracture network and the organic matrix. The physical parameters that
establish this coupling are the fracture network permeability, kf ,and the fracture shape factor, s,
that in turn controls fluid transfer from the organic matrix to the fractures. Values of kf and s are
determined by numerical fitting of production data with an optimization function. A large value of
the ratio kf/s causes gradual production decline because of high fracture network permeability at
macro scale. The effective kerogen surface area exposed to the fractures is smaller, but gas flow in
the fractures is more efficient, thus nullifying the negative effect of the smaller surface area. For low
values of kf/s, the decline is faster. In summary, the fracture network permeability at the macro
scale and the shape factor at the microscale control the production rate of shale wells. The best
quality wells have better macroscale connectivity.
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Hydro-mechanical effects on the stability of RJD wells and pro-
duction rate
Mohammad Reza Hajiabadi1 ; Hamid M. Nick1
1 Danish Hydrocarbon Research and Technology Centre, DTU
Corresponding Author(s): mreza@dtu.dk
Radial Jet Drilling (RJD) is an emerging technology in oil recovery enhancement and geothermal
energy production that uses high pressurized fluid often composing of acid or just water to drill
radial patterns of lateral paths into a producing formation. The laterals cut through the formation in
different directions from the main well and extend up to more than 100 m. Depending on the type
of the nozzle used, jetting fluid chemistry and confining stress, the cross-section shape and size of
the laterals varies between a round circular hole to a star shape.
Bypassing the damage formation near the main well, RJD increases the production shortly after
the jetting, but in long time it may gradually loses the efficiency. Since the RJD laterals are not
cased, the instability issue in laterals can be more crucial. During the several production / shut-in
sequences, the material around the hole has the potential for breaking into the laterals and plugging
the hole. Moreover, pore-collapse induced compaction can be responsible for failure and reduction
in permeability near the laterals. The coupled hydro-mechanical simulation results show that large
decrease in permeability due to pore collapse can lead to significant reduction in hydrocarbon recov-
ery. This study considers the hydro-mechanical effects on the stability of RJD wells and production
rate.
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Multiscale finite volume method for finite-volume-based simula-tion of poroelasticity
Hadi Hajibeygi1 ; Irina Sokolova1
1 TU Delft
Corresponding Author(s): h.hajibeygi@tudelft.nl
We propose a multiscale finite volume method (MSFV) for simulation of fully-coupled flow-deformation
in heterogeneous porous media under elastic deformation. The fine-scale fully implicit system is ob-
tained based on a conservative finite-volume method with staggered pressure-displacement nodes.
We propose independent coarse-scale grids for flow and deformation, over which local multiscale
basis functions for scalar pore pressure and vectorial displacement unknowns are introduced. The
basis functions are solved only at the beginning of the simulation, and reused for the rest of the time-
dependent simulations. As for the finite-volume formulation for all unknowns, the fine-scale and
coarse-scale stress fields are locally conservative, as well as the fluid mass flux. Several numerical
test cases are provided first to validate the fine-scale finite-volume discrete fully-implicit simula-
tion, and then to investigate the accuracy of the proposed multiscale formulation for synthetic and
real-field applications. Specially, we show that our multiscale method provides a good estimate of
surface subsidence as a result of gas production, with only a few degrees of freedom (compared
with the fine-scale resolved solver). As such, our multiscale method casts a promising approach for
field-scale simulation of coupled flow and geo-mechanics.
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Stochastic velocity transitions and continuous time random walks
to model solute transport in heterogeneous porous media
Vivien Hakoun1 ; Arash Massoudieh2 ; Marco Dentz1
1 IDAEA-CSIC
2 The Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C., USA.
Corresponding Author(s): vivien.hakoun@gmail.com
We study anomalous transport in heterogeneous porous media using a continuous time random
walk (CTRW) approach based on two Markov models for the stochastic evolution of particle veloc-
ities. These approaches allow for the systematic quantification of the impact of flow heterogeneity
and injection conditions on average solute transport. Specifically, we consider a Bernoulli and an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model for velocity transitions combined with Lognormal and Gamma distribu-
tions for the steady state velocity. We analyze the properties of these Markov models and their
impact on solute transport based on the copula function underlying each model. This analysis gives
insight in the model specific correlation length and convergence rates towards steady state, which
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are key features when applying these models to experimental data. Using two different velocity
distributions, we investigate how the choice of the velocity transition model impacts on the trans-
port behavior in terms of solute dispersion and breakthrough curves. This study sheds new light on
the representation of the interplay between velocity transition and velocity distribution in upscaled
models for the prediction of transport in heterogeneous porous media.
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Solute mixing in porous media: the role of confinement
Author(s): Mayumi Hamada1
Co-author(s): Pietro De Anna
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Corresponding Author(s): mayumi.hamada@protonmail.com
A pore-scale description of the transport and mixing processes is particularly relevant when looking
at biological and chemical reactions. For instance, a microbial population growth is controlled by lo-
cal concentrations of nutrients and oxygen, and chemical reaction are driven by molecular-scale con-
centration gradients. The heterogeneous flow field typically found in porous media results from the
contrast of velocities that deforms and elongates the mixing fronts between solutes that often evolves
through a lamella-like topology. For continuous Darcy type flow field a novel framework that de-
scribes the statistical distribution of concentration being transported was recently developed (Le
Borgne et al., JFM 2015). In this model, concentrations in each lamella are distributed as a Gaussian-
like profile which experiences diffusion in the transverse direction while the lamella is elongated
by advection along the local flow direction. The evolving concentration field is described as the
superposition of each lamella. We hypothesize that this novel view, while perfectly predicting the
distribution of concentration for Darcy scale mixing processes, will breakdown when the processes
description is at the pore scale. Indeed the presence of solid and impermeable boundaries prevents
lamella concentration to diffuse freely according to the a Gaussian shape, and therefore changes the
mixing front profile, the lamella superposition and elongation rules. We developed an experimental
set-up to visualize and quantify, at the pore scale, the dynamics of solutes diffusion, transport and
mixing in a confined space, where we use microfluidics chips to built synthetic fracture and porous
material. First, we measured, with microfluidics and video-microscopy, the distribution of a displac-
ing solute concentration, the results are not well reproduced either qualitatively or quantitatively
by the Darcy scale model. Secondly, laboratory experiment, theoretical and numerical models of
diffusion in a confined medium show deviation of the concentration profile from the Gaussian dis-
tribution, characteristic and building block of Darcy scale model. Our ongoing work is to take into
consideration this pore-scale effect on the global mixing dynamics.
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Experimental study of biogenic gas bubble formation – Microflu-
idic chip and core-scale experiment
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It has been shown that a little reduction in water saturation of in-situ sediments can dramatically in-
crease the resistance to liquefaction induced by earthquake loading. Biogenic gas bubble formation
via denitrification is a promising method to reduce water saturation of saturated sediment. Gas bub-
ble formation characteristics should be investigated further to apply the denitrification process for
the reduction of saturation. In this study, the characteristics of biogenic gas bubble formation via den-
itrification process is investigated through microfluidic chip experiment and core-scale experiment.
The microfluidic chip experiment provides visual observation on the size and spatial distribution of
nucleated gas bubbles and the behavior of gas bubble migration by buoyancy force and trapping in
pore space. The core-scale experimental results provide the final water saturation reduced by biogas
formation and long-term stability of gas bubbles trapped in the sediment. In addition, the packing of
particles with different size shows the characteristic behavior of gas bubbles as a function of pore size
of the sediment. The results of this study will help to predict the saturation reduction and stability
of bubbles for the in-situ application.
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Understanding the Co-Moving Velocity
Author(s): Alex Hansen1
Co-author(s): Dick Bedeaux 2 ; Signe Kjelstrup 3
1 NTNU
2 Norwegian University of Science and Technology - NTNU
3 Norwegian University of Science and Technology, NTNU, Trondheim
Corresponding Author(s): alex.hansen@ntnu.no
In a recent paper 1, we demonstrated that the seepage velocities of each fluid species in immiscible
two-phase flow in porous media can be expressed in terms of the volume averaged seepage velocity
and a co-moving velocity. The mathematical structure presented in that paper is based on the Euler
theorem for homogeneous functions. Even though the mathematical manipulations never went
beyond elementary theory for functions of several variables, it was still hard to build an intuition as
to what precisely is the co-moving velocity.
By considering the geometrical structure of the space spanned by the relevant flow parameters, the
role of the co-moving velocity may be clarified. From these considerations, we also demonstrate
how it may be measured experimentally.
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Displacement of methane by injecting water into shale nanopores
using molecular dynamics simulations
Author(s): Youzhi Hao1
Co-author(s): Detang Lu 1
1 University of Science and Technology of China
Corresponding Author(s): hyzlvxg@mail.ustc.edu.cn
The coexistence of water and methane is important during hydraulic fracturing process in shale gas
development. In this work, the coexistence of water and methane in shale nanopores under shale
gas reservoir conditions is investigated using molecular dynamics simulations. The shale nanopores
are modelled by kaolinite and illite cuboid pores with basal and edge surfaces. At initial state, the slit
pores are filled with methane molecules at equilibrium state. Then water molecules are added out-
side the pore. We observed that as time went on, the water molecules entered into the cuboid pores,
driving much methane molecules outside the pore, which leaves only a small portion of methane
inside the pore. Water films are formed on the surface of the circular or square nanopores of the
clay mineral, serving as a water channel and the methane molecules can flow in the channel. The
nanoscale confinement makes the water channel in the cuboid pore exhibit quasi-round shape. Com-
pared with a non-polar, methane molecule with a zero dipole moment, water molecules with polar
and strong dipole moments have more affinity with clay minerals. Additionally, the smaller the
pore is, the greater the proportion of methane molecules being displaced. This work reveals the
microscopic dynamic process of methane molecules displaced outside the pores by water molecules.
Water molecule is absorbed by shale fractures or pores, and methane is displaced out of the pores
to the fractures by the water, resulting in lower water flowback ratio. This phenomenon explains
that the low rate of fracturing water flowback return can achieve high gas production in shale gas
development.
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Figure 5: Figure 1: Dynamic processes of water molecules moving into (a) kaolinite and (b)
illite cuboid nanopores, displacing the methane molecules outside the pores
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In two-phase flow through porous media the percolating pathways can be hydrodynamically split
into the flowing and stagnant regions. Although the stagnant regions are connected to the flow
pathways, mass transfer into and out of them is diffusion-, and not advection-controlled. The highly-
variable velocity field in the flowing region leads to significant differences in the transport time scales
in the two regions that cannot be explained by the Fickian (Gaussian) advection-dispersion equation.
Up to now very limited efforts have been devoted to characterizing the transport properties in two-
phase flow, using pore-scale information. In this paper, we simulated advection-diffusion transport
in steady-state two-phase flow in porous media using a pore-network model as an upscaling tool.
The simulation results were upscaled to analyse three main aspects of transport in two-phase flow,
namely, stagnant saturation, mass-transfer coefficient and rate between the flowing and stagnant
saturation, and longitudinal dispersion in the flowing regions. The results were compared with the
mobile-immobile (MIM) model, which is a popular model for simulating non-Fickian transport in
porous media. The disagreement between the directly-estimated parameters from the pore-network
simulations and those obtained by using the MIM model implies fundamental shortcomings of the
latter for describing transport in two-phase flow. The simulation results indicate that the relative
permeabilities may be used to obtain accurate estimates of the stagnant saturation, which links
between two-phase fluid flow and transport that. To our knowledge, this is currently absent in the
literature.
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Solute transport in partially-saturated porous media is the key process in many engineering and
natural systems. Current major understanding is based on inverse modelling using different the-
ories which have never been directly evaluated against the experiment. For the first time, we di-
rectly visualise transport of a non-reactive tracer in a partially-saturated porous medium using the
very fast high-resolution synchrotron-based X-ray computed microtomography. After establishing
a steady-state two-phase flow (water-Fluorinert) in a glass-bead packing, we imaged the transport
of a water-based tracer (KI solution) under the same steady-state conditions to directly visualise and
characterise the advection-diffusion transport at 5 second time resolution and 3.25 µm spatial reso-
lution. The temporal evolution of the concentration field clearly showed that transport time scale
within the water-filled area was spatially heterogeneous which led to non-Gaussian transport within
the partially-saturated porous medium. The heterogeneity of the saturation topology influences the
relationship between the total permeability of the advancing and receding phase and stagnant satu-
ration of the advancing phase.
Keywords: two-phase flow, stagnant saturation, 4D x-ray imaging
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Increasing oil production from reservoirs by changing composition (e.g. by reducing salinity) of the
injected water during water-flooding has been subject of many research and shown in laboratory
and field studies. In the literature, several mechanisms have been presented for low-salinity effects
on enhanced oil recovery, such as pH variation, multi-component ion exchange and double layer ex-
pansion which are leading to wettability alteration, interfacial tension reduction and emulsification,
fine migration, microscopic diversion and selective plugging via clay swelling. Notwithstanding,
there are many challenges of determining dominant mechanism during low-salinity water flooding.
Moreover contradictory results demonstrate more than one mechanism can affect on increasing oil
recovery. Thus, it seems likely several parameters control the process. Clearly experimental study
of this process to assess one parameter separately is impossible. Therefore, other techniques such
as pore network modeling can be chosen as an appropriate remedy. In addition, some macroscopic
reactions are governed by implementation reactive transport at the pore-scale. So capability of pore
network modeling to simulate various scenarios of multiphase flow transportation makes it as an
alternative method to calculate network and pertinent fluid properties which has been widely con-
sidered.
Wettability alteration is the most accepted mechanisms for the increasing oil recovery by low-salinity
water injection which is the consequence of adsorption, dissolution and desorption process. It is as-
sumed that wettability alteration described by changing contact angle as a function of water salinity.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the oil recovery by wettability alteration in low-salinity water
injection via pore network approach. The displacement process including drainage and imbibition
are modeled and the effect of contact angle changes investigated. Various contact angles at pore net-
work model can make by several factors, in this work we focus on the salinity of injected water and
geochemical reactions at rock surface and phases. In this regard, the effects of salinity on changing
surface potential investigate by using pore network modeling which is coupled with geochemical re-
action models. Then, the model used to determine critical salinity of water injection for oil recovery
process.
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Probing Chemical Causes of Asphaltene Deposition onto Silica
and Calcium Carbonate Surfaces
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Recovery of subsurface hydrocarbons is related to crude oil interaction with mineral surfaces. Crude
oil interactions with minerals are believed to be strong, almost irreversible, and caused by complex
asphaltenes with several active functional groups. A few likely candidates have been highlighted in
the literature. The surface-active carboxyl and amine (quaternary ammonia) groups seem to be the
main causes of asphaltene adsorption. However, no direct experimental confirmation of their roles
in asphaltene adsorption has been published.
In this work, we study adsorption of different functional groups onto silica and calcium carbonate
surfaces. Sodium hexanoate (NaHex), sodium dodecyl sulfate (NaDS), and cetyl trimethylammonium
chloride (CTAC) were served as sources of these functional groups. Their interactions with silica and
calcium carbonate surfaces in different brines were probed via the QCM-D technique.
Silica surface is negatively charged in almost any brine with weak pH dependence. CTAC is a posi-
tively charged surfactant, and is expected to adsorb easily on silica. Indeed, we observe that CTAC
adsorbs and almost completely desorbs upon flush from silica regardless of brine composition. In
contrast, the negatively charged surfactants like NaHex or NaDS hardly adsorb onto silica surface
even in the presence of calcium.
In contrast to silica, calcium carbonate surfaces can be positively or negatively charged. From liter-
ature, we know that calcium carbonate has a positively charged surface in calcium chloride brines
and a negatively charged surface in sodium carbonate or sodium chloride brines [Hirasaki 2017].
We found that CTAC adsorbs on calcium carbonate in comparable amount for both types of brine.
NaDS also adsorbs onto calcium carbonate surface especially in the presence of calcium ions. In
general, calcium carbonate seems to adsorb surfactants regardless of its own surface charge and the
surfactant charge.
Adsorption of all the above surfactants, CTAC, NaHex, and NaDS is reversible and not representative
of asphaltenes. To better mimic asphaltene behavior, we studied adsorption of polymers with car-
boxylic (sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, Na-CMC) and quaternary ammonium (Polydiallyldimethy-
lammonium chloride, PolyDADMAC) functionalities.
The positively charged PolyDADMAC readily adsorbs onto a negatively charged silica surface, and
its adsorption is irreversible. We have failed to wash it away with highly concentrated brines of
calcium chloride. Interestingly enough, Na-CMC also adsorbs to silica, but its adsorption is rather
slow. The effect seems to be stronger in the presence of calcium ions. In this case, adsorption is also
irreversible.
Therefore, polymers with carboxylic and quaternary ammonia groups do mimic irreversibility behav-
ior of asphaltenes contrary to mono-functional surfactants. We made a more thorough comparison
of asphaltene adsorption features with those of polymers. For example, from the literature we know
that asphaltenes can exhibit fast and slow adsorption depending on surface and asphaltene type.
They also can form both rigid and elastic films upon adsorption [Kornfeldt 2002]. This behavior is
controlled by concentration and reaction time of asphaltenes with surface [Xu 2014]. We found that
polymers share some similarities here as well. For example, Na-CMC can produce elastic films if high
molecular weight is used. PolyDADMAC shows fast adsorption and forms elastic films depending
on brine composition.
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Corresponding Author(s): amirh.hassani@yahoo.com
Lake Urmia, second largest hypersaline lake in the world and the largest internal lake of Iran has
confronted a sever water shrinkage (nearly 90% of its initial volume) in less than 25 years. The salt
and dust storms originated from the lake dried bed have the potential to endanger the sustainability
of local ecosystems, agriculture and livelihoods, regional health, and tourism due to soil salinization.
Here, using dispersion modelling, we estimate what would be the mass flux and spatial scale of
likely salt/sand storms, created from the dried lake bed and how this can affect the soils around Lake.
Also through a combination of climatic, agronomic and hydrologic assessments, a comprehensive
scheme reliant on land management is proposed for rehabilitation of the lake water body as well
as assuring the agriculture and food production sustainability in Lake Basin. The proposed study
and its findings have important implications beyond Lake Urmia and therefore will be attractive
for policy makers and those who are interested to quantify the effectiveness of several strategies
applied for the lake restoration and will also contribute to the efforts toward food and water supply
sustainability.
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Two-phase flow in industrial porous media; Experiments, theory,
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Various industrial processes involve two-phase flow in porous media. Examples are found in fuel
cells, filtration, paper, food, concrete, ceramics, moisture absorbents, and membranes, to name a
few. The common practice in modelling flow and transport in such porous media is to employ the
concepts,
models, and algorithms developed in geosciences. However, many industrial porous media are sig-
nificantly different from soil, and flow and transport processes occur in different regimes. Some
major examples are:
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- Constitutive relations (e.g., capillary pressure curve) are obtained under equilibrium conditions
whereas many industrial flows are very fast.
- Porous media in geosciences are usually hydrophilic; in industrial processes they can be completely
or partially hydrophobic.
- Electrochemical reactions usually do not influence flow in geosciences. Often not so in certain in-
dustrial processes (e.g. fuel cells, filtration, food industry)
- Industrial porous media often have the form of a (stack) of very think porous layers.
- Industrial porous media often have a very wide range of porosity values (1 to 90%).
- Soils/rocks usually have granular packings; industrial porous media have much more complex
topologies (e.g., granular, fibrous, planar, and combinations)
- Deformations of soils/rocks are negligible or slow; so, the solid matrix doesn’t change much. Often
large deformations are encountered in industrial porous media, and the solid matrix may change
drastically.
There is a clear need for developing theories, models, and measurement techniques specifically appli-
cable to industrial porous media. In this presentation, we highlight the special features of industrial
porous media through the discussion of results or studies of two industrial applications: penetra-
tion of ink into paper and the absorption of liquids in diapers. We also discuss how formulation of
two-phase flow in such systems should be modified.
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Understanding growth and transport of microorganisms in porous media is essential for understand-
ing natural subsurface systems and the application of subsurface engineering measures. Storage
of renewable energy as hydrogen gas in exploited reservoirs aims at the use of porous space in
the subsurface. A first attempt to store hydrogen in an underground gas storage was recently
carried out in Austria (www.underground-sun-storage.at). In the frame of this flagship project, a
methane/hydrogen mixture was injected and stored in a depleted gas field to estimate the risk of
hydrogen loss due to physical, chemical and biological processes potentially occurring in the reser-
voir. In particular microbial processes resulted in hydrogen loss and consequently in a partial loss
of energy. The prevailing microbial process for hydrogen reduction was its conversion to methane
in the presence of carbon dioxide.
In a follow-up project, “Underground Sun Conversion”, the possibility of using microorganisms to
convert hydrogen to methane in-situ and on purpose is investigated. However, in-situ gas conver-
sion may result in excessive formation of biomass in the pore space of the reservoir rock. As a
consequence, biomass will reduce the pore space for gas storage and likely the permeability of the
reservoir rock as well. As a result, biomass may substantially compromise storage capacity and in-
jectivity.
In the presented work, we systematically investigate accumulation of microbes and microbial growth
in the pore scale and its influence on hydraulic properties of porous media. Even though hydrogen
storage comprises in principle a two-phase-flow system, the present study focuses on saturated flow,
which provides sufficient complexity.
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The study takes advantage of the high spatial and temporal resolution of optical microscopy in order
to investigate transport and accumulation of microorganisms in microfluidics, i.e. 2D porous media
etched in glass. The experiments were performed in two experimental phases by using Lactobacillus
casei as model organisms. In phase 1, a bacterial suspension solution in a stationary growth phase
was flooded through microfluidic chips leading to initial accumulation of microbes in the pore space.
In phase 2, a nutrient (substrate) solution was injected; the supply of nutrients changes bacterial
growth to an exponential mode. Biomass accumulates with a high rate in the pore space.
The change of porosity over time has been determined by segmentation of the pore space and the ac-
cumulation of biomass in the image sequences. Furthermore, the segmented images allow for direct
numerical simulations on the “digital twin” – the digital representation of the experimental data. By
solving the Stokes-flow and the Navier-Stokes equations in the pore space, changes in flow field and
permeability with increasing biomass could be determined. The study indicates (a) the formation
of preferred flow pathways with increasing biomass, and (b) an associated porosity-permeability
relationship, with a qualitatively different behaviour in suspension flooding (phase 1) and nutrient
flooding (phase 2). Furthermore, an intermittent release of biomass and subsequent filtration have
been observed, leading to a stepwise local increase of biomass by filtration. A first attempt to simu-
late transport and filtration of microbes has been started by particle-flow simulations in the Digital
Twin.
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With the rapid development of the global economy and industry, the consumption of fossil energy
has also increased sharply, and the global climate change triggered by it has attracted more and
more attention. Geological carbon sequestration (GCS) is a promising way to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions. The saline aquifers is an ideal reservoir for geological carbon sequestration. However,
due to the high concentration of salts and minerals in the saline aquifers, when a large amount of
dry carbon dioxide is injected from the injection well, the water in solution evaporates continuously.
Therefore, the concentration of the salt in the solution is continuously increased, eventually leading
to reach the solubility limit then precipitation happening, which will reduce the porosity and perme-
ability of the reservoir, resulting in poor or even complete clogging of the carbon dioxide. Therefore,
this paper will carry out pore scale experimental research to study the effects of carbon dioxide in-
jection rate on salt precipitation behavior by designing porous media chip with cracks, revealing the
influence of salt distribution on permeability.
In this paper, the effects of different carbon dioxide injection rates on the precipitation and distri-
bution of salt in different cracks were studied by designing two kinds of crack microfluidic chips.
Furthermore, the influence of distributions of salt on the permeability of cracks was also studied.
The results show that in the straight crack, when the carbon dioxide injection rate is small, the cap-
illary reflow is more serious, so that the salt solution is continuously replenished to the injection
end, and a two-phase flow is formed in the microporous medium of the salt to increase the capillary
pressure. Thereby, the salt is locally aggregated at the injection end, resulting in a greatly reduced
permeability of the chip to lower than 0.0023 times of the permeability before salting out. When
the flow rate of carbon dioxide is increased, the capillary reflow is suppressed, so that the solution
cannot be replenished to the injection end. Two-phase flow has not been observed in the porous
medium of the salt. The salt is more uniformly distributed in space, so it has less influence on the
permeability, which only reduced to about half of the original. In the curved crack, under different
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flow injections, it is found that the salting out near the injection end is less, which has small influ-
ence on the permeability of the chip. When the flow rate is small, the precipitated salt accumulates
at the front end of the crack and blocks the entire crack in the form of large crystals the structure of
the precipitated salt is mostly in the shape of a crystal. Since most of the solute is locally aggregated
in the porous medium in the form of crystals, there is a relatively clean and complete carbon dioxide
channel in other areas, so the final impact on the chip permeability is small, which only decreased
to 0.68 times of original.
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Smectite is a clay mineral which exhibits a high degree of swelling in presence of water. Smectite is
a negatively charged porous system and its pore water contains multiple ionic species and minerals.
It is well established that the swelling behaviour of the soils containing high amount of smectite (e.g.
commercial bentonite), is primarily governed by the physico-chemical interactions in the clay-water-
chemical system. The high swelling capacity of bentonite is among critical characteristics which
promote this material as a key component of several barrier technologies in geo-environmental
applications. An example is the concept of geological disposal of high level nuclear waste in which
the use of compacted bentonite as a buffer material is envisaged. Temperature of the clay buffer
can be elevated to a range of 80 to 100 oC whilst scenarios beyond this range are also studied. It is
critical in such environmental applications that the clay barrier sustains its swelling capacity under
the effects of elevated temperature to a large extent and for a long period of time.
We will present the results of an investigation on the effects of temperature on swelling pressure
evolution of compacted bentonite. This research provides new insights into the thermo-chemically
coupled processes which govern the mechanics of swelling of compacted bentonite. Based on the
results of a series of experimental investigations on compacted MX-80 bentonite, the development
and evolution of swelling pressure under the effects of temperature for up to 80 oC will be discussed.
The results of a series of re-saturation of compacted MX-80 under constant volume at different tem-
perature and for a range of dry densities from low (1200 kg/m3) to high (1800 kg/m3) will be pre-
sented. Two main aspects of swelling behaviour will be discussed: i) the equilibrium state of swelling
pressure as the results of temperature change and ii) the kinetics of swelling pressure development
for a range of temperature. We will present theoretical aspects of hydro-mechanical behaviour by
re-visiting coupled processes. In comparisons with the experimental results we will present new
findings on the chemically driven processes which control the mechanical response of clay system
to the elevated temperature effects.
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Assessment of the effective hydraulic properties of rock fractures is of considerable interest in nu-
merous applications in the context of subsurface fluid dynamics. Natural fractures typically exhibit
irregular fracture aperture and roughness resulting from shearing, compaction, deposition, and other
mechanical and chemical processes. This work introduces a new analytical model to estimate the
effective hydraulic properties of partially open fractures with rough walls and irregular contact-
area distributions. We first briefly review the applicability of the relevant models in the literature.
Most of the existing models exhibit major limitations related to prediction accuracy and practicality.
For instance, most models rely on static indicators to quantify the fracture contact-area proportion
but do not account for the contact-area distribution. As a result, they fail to estimate properly the
anisotropic flow behavior caused by fracture filling and heterogeneous aperture distribution. Alter-
natively, we propose a dynamic indicator using a particle-percolation approach to quantify the effect
of the contact-area distribution. We then introduce a modified cubic low for 3D fractures which ac-
counts for different factors including irregular fracture aperture, nonparallel walls, wall roughness,
and fracture filling distribution. We assess the predictability of our model and benchmark it with
eight other models from the literature for a large number of cases. The model predictions are com-
pared with the solutions of 3D Navier-Stokes equation using high-precision simulations computed in
parallel. We show significant superiority of our model especially for cases with pronounced fracture
anisotropy where the impact of the fracture contact-area and filling is dominant. We then demon-
strate the model for real rock fractures digitized using a profilometer and present a workflow to
extend the model applicability for complex fracture networks.
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A standard approach to model diffusion in porous media is the assumption of the validity of Fick‘s
Law. Although widely used, that description can only be employed for binary mixtures or low con-
centrations of the components as it neglects molecular interactions of the different species.
When looking e.g. at gas migration of an organic component in soil where higher concentrations of
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components can occur, more complex laws need to be employed. In this work we present a multi-
phase, multi-component model incorporating the Maxwell-Stefan‘s approach to diffusion which
takes into account all interactions between the molecules of different species.
We present a coupled free-flow porous-medium model, where the Maxwell-Stefan diffusion approach
is employed in both domains including consistent coupling conditions.
The model is implemented in the numerical software framework DuMuX and can be used for various
applications. The example application presented is a study on evaporation together with gas migra-
tion of CO2 in the porous medium and across the porous-medium free-flow interface. The numerical
results are compared to experimental results conducted in a climate controlled wind tunnel.
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Green infrastructure, such as bioretention cells and green roofs, help adaptation to climate change
and sustainable storm water management in cities. Bioretention cells are artificial surface depres-
sions which uses a natural process of stormwater filtration, cleaning and retention. A green roof is
a vegetated layer on building rooftops.
The long term aim of our research is to experimentally enlighten the initial formation of soil struc-
ture of the green infrastructure soils and its effect on its performance (Jelinkova et al. 2016). The
neutron imaging proofed as an effective method to study the flow processes in soil (Snehota et al.
2015). In the current study, we used a bi-modal tomographic imaging method to visualize and quan-
tify the soil structure and internal pore geometry as well as the water flow (Kaestner et al. 2017).
The fast bi-modal neutron and X-ray tomographic imaging was conducted at ICON beamline of the
Paul Scherrer Institut, (Switzerland).
Two stages of initial soil formation were compared. The first batch of 22 samples was collected from
a freshly established green roof and bioretention cells, while the second batch of 48 was collected
two months later. The aluminum sampling cylinders had an internal diameter of 29 mm and height
of 80 mm. The height of the samples was in average 50 mm. We selected 8 samples from the first
batch and 8 samples from the second batch for the experiment.
Two rainfall episodes were simulated in the beamline on each sample, respectively. Heavy water
was used as a flowing liquid. The duration of each episode was 15 minutes with a maximal rainfall
intensity of 25.73 mm/min for the soil from the bioretention cell and 2.57 mm/min for the green
roof samples. The water was gravitationally drained from the samples for 30 minutes in between
the rainfall episodes. In case of the samples from the bioretention cell, the water flow was reduced
whenever ponding of the surface exceeded approximately 15 mm. Changes in outflow and inflow
were recorded gravimetrically.
Time lapse series of 11 to 13 tomographic images were recorded for each sample. Each tomogram
was reconstructed using 300 projection, acquired during a 360° sample rotation. The time needed
to collect one tomogram was 60 s. The voxel size of each neutron image reached 68 µm the im-
age dimensions were 900x900x900. The X-ray image resolution was 41 µm, the image dimensions
were 2170x2170x1784. Both neutron and X-ray tomograms were reconstructed using the software
MuhRec (Kaestner 2011).
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The time lapse series of neutron tomograms showed that samples taken after two months of initial
soil formation already contained larger macropores in comparison to the samples taken shortly after
setting up the experiments. The presence of macropores resulted in faster wetting front advancement
in the second batch of samples. The samples taken in the second batch retained less water in contrast
to samples collected in first batch. The time lapse of X-ray tomographic images were used to assess
changes in pore geometry occurring during the infiltration experiments.
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In the present study, an important but less-characterized phenomenon, i.e., the osmosis, during the
oil production by water flooding is systematically investigated. Chemical osmosis describes a phys-
ical process where water molecules spontaneously move in the direction of lower-water potential,
i.e., higher solute concentration, through a semipermeable membrane while the solutes are retained.
The non-equilibrium chemical potentials in the two fluid phases and a semipermeable membrane in
between are the essential elements for the occurrence of osmosis.
In the underground reservoirs, the osmotic phenomenon is widely recognized in analyzing the well-
bore stability during drilling operations [1, 2], the formation damage during fracturing treatment
in shale or tight sandstone reservoirs [3-5], the high-pressure anomalies in geologic environment
[6, 7] and the contaminant preservation by compacted clay liners in landfill sites [8]. Tight porous
media are deemed to be the membrane in these cases. The role of crude oil acting as semipermeable
membranes has recently been recognized in the studies of enhanced oil recovery (EOR) mechanisms
of low-salinity waterflooding (LSWF) [9, 10]. When brines with tuned ionic compositions are in-
jected into the formations, an osmotic pressure is generated by the incompatibility or the chemical
potential difference between the formation water and the injected water solution. However, the
semipermeable nature of crude oils and the contribution of chemical osmosis-driven mass transfer
to oil recovery remain largely uncharacterized.
We use a microfluidic device with custom-designed post structures where samples of synthetic for-
mation water, crude oil, and low-salinity water are placed in contact. The water transition through
the oil phase under the chemical potential gradient is recorded. We use fluorescent microscopy to
quantify the rate of water molecule transport under different osmotic pressures. Crude oils of vari-
ous compositions and viscosities are subjected to act as the membrane. We measure the membrane
efficiency (σ) of crude oils, a parameter describes the ability of a material to act as the membrane,
with different viscosity and compositional properties. Furthermore, a microchip with complex pore-
network is used to quantify the contribution of osmotic pressure to oil recovery processes. The
study of osmosis in crude oil, brine, and rock (COBR) systems is not only beneficial to exploring the
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mechanisms of LSWF but also applicable to the geological processes related to various brines, such
as chemical enhanced oil recovery and fracturing fluid infiltration.
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Three-phase flow in porous media occurs in many engineering science applications, including oil re-
covery and CO2 storage in mature hydrocarbon reservoirs where water-alternate-gas injections and
cyclic injections are relevant processes. In this context, it is important to understand three-phase
displacement mechanisms at the pore scale for the different invasion processes to develop reliable
constitutive relationships for capillary pressure and relative permeability, as well as their hysteresis
behavior, for use in three-phase flow simulation on larger porous media scales. To this end, we have
developed a multiphase level set (MLS) approach for investigating three-phase, capillary-controlled
displacement at pore scale. The model is implemented in a software framework for massive paral-
lelization and adaptive mesh refinement (AMR).
Here, we compare MLS simulations directly with segmented, high-resolution microtomography im-
ages of three-phase fluid distributions obtained during capillary-dominated flow experiments of gas
and water invasion cycles on 3-D bead packs, for both spreading and non-spreading oils. Primary
drainage and imbibition constitute the oil/water saturation history prior to gas invasion. Analyses
of the segmented three-phase images provide fluid/fluid interfacial areas and capillary pressures
(from interfacial curvature) as functions of saturations. We validate MLS simulations based on these
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criteria, as well as the correspondence between simulated and experimental three-phase fluid con-
figurations.
The experiments use a quasi-static displacement protocol where invasion with low, constant flow
rate are shut off regularly for interface equilibration and imaging. MLS simulations use a corre-
sponding saturation-controlled displacement mode that can track the experimental saturation paths
exactly and predict three-phase capillary pressures along these paths. A consequence of controlling
fluid saturations (or flow rates) during drainage is that pore invasion occurs with temporary imbibi-
tion events in other pore regions (i.e., cooperative behavior). However, three-phase simulations with
contact angle hysteresis shows that pinning of contact lines arrest most of these temporary imbibi-
tion events, whereas three-phase capillary pressure jumps associated with the cooperative behavior
persist irrespective of the difference between receding and advancing contact angles. Overall, our
results show that MLS method describes the experimental three-phase capillary pressure curves and
bulk pore occupancies very well for the gas and water invasion cycles. For extracted image subsets,
we show that using AMR in the simulations significantly improves representation of oil layers and
calculation of interfacial area. We also perform two-phase gas/oil and oil/water simulations from
which we construct three-phase configurations for comparison with experimental images and inves-
tigate the conjecture that two two-phase systems can represent capillary pressures in three-phase
systems.
Finally, we demonstrate that, by using the MLS method directly on an imaged three-phase config-
uration with preserved saturations and a realistic range of contact angle hysteresis, we can predict
capillary pressure and a spatial contact angle distribution simultaneously when the equilibrium con-
figuration remains unchanged during the simulation. This is an attractive supplement to other man-
ual and automatic measurement techniques for contact angles on pore-scale images with two or
three fluids present.
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Fluid flow through a mould containing reinforcing material during manufacturing processes such
as RTM or vacuum infusion experiences a pressure drop owing to the influence of the walls and the
porous material. The contribution of the confining walls and the porous bed, to the pressure drop,
depends upon the thickness of the bed and the permeability of it. The commercial software Ansys
CFX 18, was here used in order to solve the governing equations and to disclose characteristics of
the flow field in such a set-up. Pressure and shear forces exerted by the fluid on the confined and
porous bed are disclosed. The geometric model, chosen to mimic the reinforced composite material,
consists of a square array of uniform cylinders, with three different heights, mounted normal to
the flow direction and confined within a rectangular narrow duct. The comparison of forces gives
an indication of the importance of each of them. When the flow regime changes from laminar to
turbulent through transition, due to increase flow velocity, the ratio of the forces will change. The
results show that inertia effect increases with increasing velocity for all bed thickness. However, the
inertial to the viscous forces ratio increases more for thick beds than for a thin bed with increasing
Reynolds number.
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Current Discrete Fracture Matrix (DFM) models, such as 2, 3, 1, rely on ad hoc approximations in
order to derive the matrix fracture coupling conditions. In our work, we present a derivation of
the exact coupling conditions for DFM models based on Fourier analysis, and further obtain ap-
proximations of these coupling conditions, up to a certain order of a given quantity (fracture width,
conductivity, resistivity), by truncating the corresponding asymptotic expansions. In a next step,
we give estimates for the error of the so derived approximate models and compare them to existing
models in the literature. This way, we find that the error of the coupling conditions proposed by 3 is
of third order in the fracture aperture. Finally, we present some numerical tests, in order to illustrate
the theoretical results.
1 Angot, P., Boyer, F., Hubert, F., 2009 Asymptotic and numerical modelling of flows in fractured
porous media, ESAIM Mathematical Modelling and Numerical Analysis 23, 239-275.
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Deformation bands in unconsolidated sandstones are a common feature found in fault damage zones,
which can cause compartmentalization within hydrocarbon reservoirs. They are low-displacement
deformation zones (mm to cm thick) and are formed by continuous processes of grain displacement,
including rotation and translation, as well as fracturing and deformation at grain scale. Those bands
are frequently seen in outcrops, but only scarcely observed in well cores. Due to its morphology,
permeability reduction within the band is hard to be measured in routine core analysis. Hence, we
estimate the reduction of the permeability generated by deformation processes performing simula-
tions directly on the milimetric band. The study was conducted in representative plugs cut from
well cores. The digital model was obtained via CT (core – 0.5 mm voxel size) and micro-CT (plug
– 3.84 µm voxel size) imaging under three confining pressures (500, 1300, and 2500 psi). The flow
simulations were performed using Lattice Boltzmann method in subsamples of the plugs in order to
characterize petrophysical properties within and outside the deformation band. Moreover, porosity
was obtained by segmentation, and elastic parameters (Vp, Vs, K, G, E, and Poisson´s ratio) by finite
element method. Results show significant decrease from thousands (average 3612mD) to hundreds
(average 371mD) of milidarcies on the permeability within the band. The porosity decreased about
40%, from an average of 25.8% to 17.4%. Additionally, the elastic parameters were equally affected
by the textural changes in deformation bands. This work provided useful information to understand
and quantify the flow impact of the deformation bands in friable sandstones. Although the bands
tend to be very thin, they occur periodically spaced, restricting the flow across the reservoir. Prior to
this study, the reduction of permeability by fault zones was successfully incorporated to adjust well
match history, corroborating the results of the flow simulation. Moreover, the results are important
in reservoir modeling to estimate the permeability reduction along fault damage zones, which could
improve production forecast.
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The transfer of mass by convection in porous media has been extensively studied in the literature
due to the large number of systems in which it can be found. However, in many practical systems
with mass transfer by convection the porous medium is adjacent to a region of free fluid. A chal-
lenging problem in the modeling of mass transfer by convection in such a configuration consists
in describing the phenomena in the transition zone between the region and the medium, which is
known as inter-region. From a macroscopic perspective, an alternative to model these systems with
this configuration is known as the one domain approach (ODA), which considers the entire system
as a continuum because it considers the spatial variations of the effective coefficients in the inter-
region. However, heuristic interpolations between the properties of the fluid region and the porous
medium have been frequently used. Therefore, there is no guarantee that such models can provide
an accurate description of physical phenomena. In this work we derive the closed macroscopic equa-
tions of convective mass transfer using the volumetric average method, which is expressed in terms
of the position-dependent total dispersion tensor. The total dispersion tensor is calculated by two
alternatives, (i) through direct numerical simulations (DNS) and (ii) by solving a previously reported
local closure problem 1. Our results show the strong dependence of the spatial variations of the
total dispersion tensor with respect to the Péclet number (Pe). In addition, we have also analyzed
the effects of the microstructure of the inter-region in calculating the total mass dispersion tensor.
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It should be noted that, the relevance of the prediction of the spatial variations of the total mass dis-
persion tensor are: first, these coefficients will allow the determination of the concentration profiles
by means of the ODA solution and second, they are necessary to calculate the coefficients involved
in the jump conditions that apply in the dividing surface between homogeneous regions, which will
be developed in a later work.
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Cements made of reactive magnesium minerals (”reactive magnesium cements”, or RMCs) have been
proposed as an alternative to commonly used Portland cement (PC). PC production is a significant
carbon emissions source, producing on the order of 5% of the world’s carbon emissions annually
[Worrell et al., 2001]. RMC production requires a lower calcination temperature compared to PC (800
vs. 1450oC), enabling the usage of renewable energy for calcination process; and RMCs necessarily
consume significant amounts of CO2 during cementation [Ruan and Unluer, 2016]. These factors
combined indicate that replacement of PC with RMCs in construction and industrial applications
could largely reduce, or even eliminate, the carbon emissions derived from cement production and
concrete usage.
Upon initial mixing, RMC-aggregate mixtures are porous and relatively weak, but over time, and
with exposure to water and gaseous CO2, RMCs react to form stable magnesium-carbonate solids
within the pore structure of the original aggregate matrix. The formation of carbonate cements
strengthens the concrete, but can also clog the pore space and limit complete reaction.
This study reports on a suite of experiments focused on RMC curing in different aggregate composi-
tions, under accelerated and ambient CO concentration conditions. The evolution of the 3D concrete
microstructure was characterized using high resolution 3D X-ray computed tomography at the ANU
CTLab (Figure 1); accompanying temporally-resolved mineral characterization was accomplished us-
ing diffraction infrared spectroscopy. Endpoint chemical composition and CO2 uptake of samples
was determined used X-ray diffraction and thermogravitational analysis. The results provide insight
into the bulk curing mechanism, enabling us to optimise initial aggregate composition such that
the RMCs enhance CO2 uptake and cement strength. Curing under accelerated CO2 conditions is
shown to enhance reaction rates, minimize clogging, and enhance strength.
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Figure 6: Figure 1
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How does chaos rule concentration gradients in porous flow?
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In this talk, we present recent experimental and theoretical results about the mixing potential of
flows in granular porous media. While these flows are observed in many natural contexts (96% of the
fresh water resource is underground), their dispersive and reactive dynamics are poorly constrained.
As an example, no universal relationship has yet been able to relate the effective macroscopic dis-
persion coefficients to the porous media structure and flow properties. Based on recent experiments,
we show how the lamellar description of mixing together with the chaotic properties of porous flow
may partly explain the evolution of solute concentrations and gradients, preparing the grounds for
reactive model formulations based on the physics of pore-scale mixing.
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In this poster, we complement the talk by Heyman et al. (555) “How does chaos rule concentration
gradients in porous flow?” explaining the mechanisms generating chaotic streamlines at pore scale.
We propose a general model capable of predicting Lyapunov exponents for a large range of porous
media. We show that granular porous media generally leads to stronger chaos than continuous
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porous media and that it is possible to tune the media properties (in terms of volume fraction and
coordination number) to achieve a target mixing rate.
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We study the relation between convective instabilities and the heterogeneity of the porous medium.
We consider a Rayleigh-Bénard instability driven by the density changes created by a sustained
temperature difference in a porous medium characterized by a multi-Gaussian permeability field.
Heterogeneity alters the shape and persistence of the scalar patterns as it interacts with the velocity
field structure. The mixing efficiency of the system is also analyzed. We observe that the boundary
fluxes are proportional to the variance of the permeability field. However, the system tends to be less
well-mixed as the heterogeneity creates preferential flow paths that segregate the system.
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SYNTHESIS, STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION AND APPLICATIONS
OF METAL ORGANIC FRAMEWORK AND ZEOLITIC IMIDAZO-LATE FRAMEWORKS
Mohamad Hmadeh1 ; Mohamad HmadehNone
1 AUB, Department of Chemistry, Beirut, Lebanon
Corresponding Author(s): mohamad.hmadeh@aub.edu.lb
Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) and Zeolitic Imidazolate Frameworks( ZIFs) are an incipient
class of highly crystalline porous extended frameworks1. These materials are characterized by their
hybrid identity as they are formed by anchoring organic linkers mainly containing carboxylate
(for MOFs) and Imidazolates (for ZIFs) moieties with metal clusters via strong coordination bonds2.
These materials are renowned by their ultrahigh porosity, high surface area, flexibility and good ther-
mal stability overcoming zeolites, activated carbons and other ordinary porous materials. Tradition-
ally, MOFs and ZIFs are prepared through solvothermal methods, but alternative synthetic strategies
have been developed based on exploiting conventional electric or microwave heating, electrochem-
istry, mechanochemistry, and ultrasonication. Herein, we exploit a new method of synthesizing
MOFs and ZIFs via a reaction diffusion process at room temperature 3. Our novel method of synthe-
sis is advantageous in that it can be easily carried out under facile conditions and provides control
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of the morphology and the size of the crystals by adjusting the thickness of the gel, the concentra-
tions of the electrolytes and temperature. Moreover, more than one kind of metals and/or ligands
could be incorporated within the same topology. Furthermore, application of these new materials
on adsorption and catalysis are investigated and discussed.
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Gas flow in shale nanopores by solving Boltzmann model equa-
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An in-depth understanding of gas transport in nanopores is the key to quantify flow properties of
shale gas reservoirs. In shale nanopores, the gas flow deviates from the description of continuum
fluid mechanics because of the rarefaction effects, which can be characterized by the Knudsen num-
bers 1. It has been shown in experimental study that significant amount of natural gas is adsorbed
on organic-rich shale 2. Recently, a few transport models considering rarefaction and adsorption ef-
fects have been proposed for nanopores [3,4]. However, these models include empirical parameters
determined by fitting with numerical or experimental data.
In modelling nanopore flows, molecular dynamics (MD) is widely used; however, its extremely high
computational cost restricts size of the simulation domain. The gas kinetic theory approach, such as
the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), has been employed recently to simulate gas flow in nanopores
[5,6]. Although the conventional LBM can be derived from the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) ki-
netic equation [7], which are simplified model of the Boltzmann equation, it fails to capture rarefac-
tion effects in simple flows due to limited number of discrete velocities.
In this work, we employ the discrete velocity method (DVM) to solve the Boltzmann model equation,
which can accurately capture rarefaction effects. Appropriate boundary condition is implemented
in DVM to take into account the adsorption effects. We illustrate the influence of pore size and
pressure on flow rate.
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Today aerosols are produced in many industrial processes like machining, manufacturing of cata-
lysts or in pneumatic compressors. While the harmfulness of fine dust aerosols is well known the
equally dangerous liquid aerosols (mist) receive less attention. In order to be prepared for future
legal regulations we develop efficient mist filters with less energy consumption.
We present results of micro-scale simulations of mist deposition on fibrous structures. In our frame-
work, the fibrous structure is obtained from µCT scans. Micro-scale simulations provide information
on fractional efficiency as well as parameters and constitutive relationships for macro-scale simula-
tion used to investigate pressure drop. Therefore, the micro-scale simulation is closely linked to the
macro-scale simulation.
The aim is to develop fibrous mist filters with less energy consumption (reduced pressure drop) and
increased fractional efficiency compared to existing filters. Both energy consumption and the frac-
tional efficiency depend on the microscopic structure of the liquid aerosol filter. To improve both
properties, it is necessary to analyze the microscopic structure of currently used mist filters first.
Therefore, in the first step µCT scans are generated and analyzed. In order to obtain statistically
representative microscopic and macroscopic properties, it is necessary to evaluate a sufficient num-
ber of µCT scans. The required amount of µCT scans has to be defined with a statistic method and
depends of the material fluctuation.
The second step is to generate CAD data out of the µCT scans to run multiphase flow simulations
on the CAD data. The multiphase flow simulation considers all processes and interactions between
phases, such as droplet deposition, fluid film formation, droplet to droplet and droplet to wall as
well as droplet to film interactions. Also the microscopic parameters like fiber diameter distribu-
tion, and fiber orientation are calculated. Subsequently, we determine macro scale parameters like
porosity und permeability as well as capillary pressure- and relative permeability-saturation rela-
tionships. The micro-macro multi-scale coupling is put into practice by determining a liquid-phase
source term as a function of parameters like initial saturation and velocity by micro-scale simulations.
This source term is used along with the above mentioned parameters and constitutive relationships
as an input to the macro-scale simulations.
The third step is to generate virtual fibrous structures with improved properties to optimize pressure
drop (as an output of macro-scale simulations) and fractionally efficiency (output of micro-scale sim-
ulation).
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Multiphase flow in porous and fractured media often exhibits hysteresis or path-dependency. In
particular, at a given state in terms of capillary pressure, the saturation and fluid configuration can
vary significantly between wetting (imbibition) and dewetting (drainage), resulting in a hysteretic
capillary pressure-saturation (retention) function. This behaviour has important consequences in a
variety of applications, including soil moisture, subsurface remediation, carbon sequestration and
hydrocarbon recovery. The retention function is a key component in the classical continuum model
for multiphase flow, the Richards equation.
Despite the importance of drainage-imbibition hysteresis, existing models rely on phenomenological
or semi-empirical formulations. Here instead we propose a novel model based on physical consid-
erations of the local pressure balance at the fluid-fluid interface. The model resolves a sequence of
equilibrium configurations corresponding to local energy minima; numerically this is implemented
through simple synchronous rules of high computational efficiency. In contrast to existing models,
all the parameters involved have physical meaning and can be measured experimentally. The model
and the results of our numerical simulations are validated against laboratory experiments of quasi-
static displacements in a slightly inclined Hele-Shaw cell of variable depth –a laboratory analogue of
a rough fracture, in which viscous fingering is suppressed by the stabilizing effect of gravity.
Our results establish a direct link between local, microscopic capillary instabilities (Haines jumps)
and hysteresis in the macroscopic pressure-saturation curve. Our approach provides a physically-
grounded description of the nonequilibrium (metastable) nature of multiphase flow in porous and
fractured media, and of the memory properties of partial wetting-dewetting cycles associated with
it.
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Immiscible fluid displacement in porous media is key in many environmental processes, including
infiltration of water in soils, groundwater remediation, enhanced recovery of hydrocarbons and
carbon geosequestration. While it is known that microstructural heterogeneity can significantly
impact fluid displacement, quantification of its effect is lacking. We present a systematic pore-scale
study that quantifies the impact of spatial correlations in pore sizes on the drainage of a partially-
wetting fluid. We perform pore-network simulations at varying flow rates and different degrees of
spatial correlation, complemented with microfluidic experiments at similar pore geometry. We find
that spatial correlation leads to more preferential invasion, with reduced trapping of the defending
fluid, especially at low flow rates. Increasing the correlation length reduces the fluid-fluid interfacial
area and the trapping of the defending fluid, and increases the invasion pattern asymmetry and
selectivity.
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Fluid storage in the subsurface is important to reduce climate change (sequestration of CO2) or
for energy storage (CH4, H2) to cope with the intermittent, unpredictable production of renewable
sources like wind and solar. However, the fluids have the potential to leak through damaged cap
rocks or wellbores. One method to remediate these problems is inducing calcium carbonate pre-
cipitation (ICP). Currently, most applications of ICP rely on urea hydrolysis by microbes (MICP) to
promote precipitation within the porous media. However, precipitation may also be induced by the
enzyme urease (EICP) extracted from microbes or plants. The applicability of a certain method is
largely determined by the depth below ground surface and the local geothermal gradient. MICP has
been demonstrated to have immense potential to seal leakage pathways, even at field scale 1 but is
only effective within a limited temperature range, as it relies on the activity of living bacterial cells.
For such field applications, numerical models are important tools to aid in the design, monitoring,
and the evaluation of the application 2.
In such models, e.g. 3 developed for MICP, the sealing is predicted based on the volume of precip-
itated minerals using porosity-permeability relations [4]. The choice of a representative porosity-
permeability relation is necessary to model the large spatial scales of field-scale applications, as no
pore-scale information on the location of the precipitates is available in REV-scale models. However,
this is no straightforward choice to make, as the effect of a porosity reduction on permeability will
depend on the location of that porosity reduction at the pore-scale and is likely to be specific for the
porosity-reducing process. But ultimately, the predictions of the sealing efficiency will strongly de-
pend on the used porosity-permeability relation. Additionally, when considering fluid storage in the
subsurface, multi-phase systems may develop in the case that the present and introduced fluids are
not fully miscible. In this case, also REV-scale properties such as the capillary pressure-saturation
relation or the relative permeability-saturation relation will be affected by the precipitation of car-
bonates.
To improve REV-scale models, we investigate the effect of both MICP and EICP on hydraulic prop-
erties in microfluidic experiments, measuring the pressure drop to calculate the permeability while
quantifying the change in porosity by microscopy (2D experiments) and µCT imaging (2D and 3D ex-
periments). Samples mineralized to various degrees will then also be subjected to capillary-pressure
measurements during primary drainage to estimate the effect of ICP on the capillary pressure-
saturation relation. Additionally to the experimental investigations, pore-scale simulations using
the Stokes Equations on the actual geometries obtained by imaging and pore-network simulations
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will be used to confirm the measured impact of the porosity change on the permeability and to derive
a process-and porous-medium-specific porosity-permeability relation.
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A new dynamic multiscale method for fully-coupled simulation of flow and heat transfer in frac-
tured geothermal reservoirs is presented (FG-ADM). The FG-ADM develops an advanced simula-
tion method which maintains its efficiency when scaled up to field-scale applications. At the same
time, it remains accurate in the presence of complex fluid physics and heterogeneous rock proper-
ties. The embedded discrete fracture model is employed to accurately represent explicit fractures
while maintaining computational grid flexibility. On this given fine-scale system, FG-ADM intro-
duces a multi-resolution nested dynamic grid based on the time-dependent solution of the heat and
mass transport equations. The fully-coupled implicit simulation strategy, as well as the multiscale
framework, makes the FG-ADM be stable and efficient in presence of strong flow-heat coupling
terms. Furthermore, its finite-volume formulation preserves local conservation for both mass and
heat fluxes. The FG-ADM employs multiscale multi-level local basis functions for pressure and tem-
perature, in order to accurately represent the heterogeneous fractured rocks at coarse scales. These
basis functions are constructed at the beginning of the simulation and are reused during the entire
time-dependent simulation. For several heterogeneous test cases with complex fracture networks
(including outcrop-based geo-models), we show that, by employing only a fraction of the fine grid
cells, FG-ADM can accurately represent the flow-heat solutions in the fractured subsurface forma-
tions. The sensitivity of the method to the changes in the reservoir properties is studied for different
coarsening criteria. The proposed method represents the first dynamic multilevel method for simula-
tion of fractured geothermal reservoirs and it casts a promising approach for field-scale geothermal
applications.
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In integral geometry, intrinsic volumes are a set of geometrical variables to characterize spatial struc-
tures, for example, distribution of fluids in two‐fluid flow in porous media. McClure et al. (2018)
utilized this principle and proposed a geometric state function based on the intrinsic volumes. In
a similar approach, we find a geometrical description for free energy of a porous system with two
fluids. This is also an extension of the work by Mecke (2000) for energy of a single fluid. Several
geometrical sets of spatial objects were defined, including bulk of the two fluids, interfaces, and
three‐phase contact lines. We have simplified the description of free energy by showing how the
intrinsic volumes of these sets are geometrically related. We obtain a description for energy as a func-
tion of seven microscopic geometrically independent variables. In addition, using a thermodynamic
approach, we find an approximation for the free energy as a function of macroscopic parameters of
saturation and pressure under quasi‐static conditions. The combination of the two energy descrip-
tions, by integral geometry and thermodynamics, completes the relation between the associated
variables and enables us to find the unknown coefficients of the intrinsic volumes and to calculate
the amount of dissipated energy in drainage and imbibition processes. We show that the theory is
consistent with a set of experiments performed by Schlüter et al. (2016, 2017).
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Rock stress sensitivity was mostly investigated through macro-scale experiments. A new method
combining a high-resolution two-dimensional (2D) in-situ loading scanning experiment and digi-
tal core deformation simulation was developed in this paper, which provides an effective way to
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investigate the relationship between micro-structural deformation and permeability decrease. The
simulation method may also be a possible replacement of in-situ loading scanning experiments un-
der certain scenarios.
Firstly, the 2D in-situ loading scanning experiment combining Field Emission Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope (FE-SEM) and in-situ loading equipment were carried out. The micro structure deformation
of the rock sample during uniaxial loading had been observed and recorded, and the FE-SEM images
at different stress states were analyzed by Digital Image Correlation Method (DIC) for investigating
the principles of rock micro structure deformation. The deformation simulation method was pro-
posed based on the investigation. The simulation was demonstrated to be effective by comparing
the results of simulation and 2D in-situ experiments. Secondly, to validate the simulation method for
three-dimensional (3D) digital core, a 3D digital core of tight sandstone was reconstructed by Micro-
CT imaging experiment. With the same rock sample, porosity-permeability integrated measure-
ments under triaxial stresses were conducted for obtaining the macro-scale porosity-permeability
data under different stress states. With the constraints of measured porosity changes, a 3D digital
core deformation simulation was realized by applying the simulation method. Then the series of
simulated 3D digital cores at different stress states were used for pore network model extraction, a
group of permeabilities were calculated respectively. Comparing the permeability changes of sim-
ulation and porosity-permeability integrated measurements, the consistent results showed that the
simulation method can be used for 3D digital core micro stress sensitivity investigation.
Besides, the SEM images analysis in 2D in-situ loading scanning experiments showed that the throats
generally lead to more severe deformation than the pores did. Pore and throat diameter frequency
distributions were calculated from pore network models. By analyzing the frequency distributions,
we can see that the amounts of connected throats and pores decreased with increasing stress, and
the amount of throats changed more intensely than that of pores. The changing percentage of the
diameter of throats was larger than that of pores. Therefore, we concluded that the deformation of
throats is more critical than pores for permeability reduction.
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Experimental Investigations of Flow Boiling inside Porous Media
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Flow boiling inside porous media is widely used in many applications, such as thermal-removal sys-
tem for electronic devices, heat pipes, and high-efficiency heat exchangers. During phase transition
inside the pore, there are too many uncertainties to accurately measure temperature distribution and
clearly know what’s happening inside the pore. With these considerations, in this paper, we con-
duct micro-scale experiment with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to take deeper insight into flow
boiling inside porous media, and provide a fundamental knowledge to optimize the phase-changed
applications.
The pore-scale test is carried out to investigate the non-continuous phenomenon inside microfluidics
device, including the process of bubble nucleation, coalescence, flow-pattern transition, and dry-out
inside the pore. We designed different micromodels to figure out the effect of wettability, porosity
and geometry, all of which are in micro-size. In this experiment, as an application for electronic
devices cooling, the critical heat flux was measured with different mass flow rate and heat flux, and
the mechanism of local heat transfer deterioration is explained. To deeply grasp the random flow
inside the pore and the effect of porosity, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technology is applied to
quantify the velocity distribution at pore-scale, which is different from large-scale. Backflow can
be investigated with the help of capillary force, which is vital to enhance replenishment of coolant
to the hot wall and delay the critical heat flux. What’s more, different pore-structure can lead to
different heat transfer performance, which is favorable for thermal-removal system for electronic
devices as well.
In all, in this paper, we take new insight into two-phase flow inside porous media at micro-scale,
which can enhance the understanding of small scale processes taking place within tiny fluid vol-
umes with non-continuous effect, and give further knowledge of the effect of phase change, capillary
forces, trapping process, and so on. Micromodels with different wettability, porosity and geometry
are designed and investigated at the scale of individual pores. The results are applicable to learn
microfluidics in porous systems, which provides a fundamental knowledge to optimize the structure
and control strategy of phase-changed applications.
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Numerical Simulation of Multiphase Flow inside Porous Media
at Low Pressure
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Flow boiling inside porous media has many applications, such as bio-systems coordination, heat
pipes, high-efficiency heat exchangers, and aerospace thermal protection. As the structure of porous
media is complex, it’s hard to accurately measure the parameters distribution and the mechanism
of local heat transfer deterioration inside the pore, especially with dynamic phase transition. There-
fore, numerical simulation provides an alternative way for the research during the past 60 years. An
extensive work has been conducted at REV (Representative Elementary Volume) scale, and two of
the typical models are multiphase flow model (MPM) and multiphase mixture model (MPMM). Re-
cently, pore-scale model becomes a new trend to take deeper insight into this problem and consider
the interaction between the pore and throat, such as pore network model. However, till now the
existing study on the mechanism of deterioration is insufficient, thus, it’s difficult to give reasonable
support for the applications. Besides, flow and heat transfer inside porous media is a quite non-linear
problem, which calls for endeavor to enhance the convergence of the algorithm.
Based on these problems, this paper puts forward a modified model to link the phase-change phe-
nomenon during flow boiling at low pressure. First, we modified multiphase mixture model at REV
scale. To enhance model convergence and accuracy, the energy equation is rearranged with kinetic
enthalpy, which has a great linearity and a clear physical meaning, and can catch some slight varia-
tion without missing some important data. Besides, to figure out the mechanism of local heat transfer
deterioration, with the help of micromodel experiment, we take pore-scale effect into consideration,
such as capillary pressure, saturation temperature change with slight pressure drop at low pressure,
and the geometry effect into the model. We found that at low pressure, slight pressure drop may
cause large temperature drop at two-phase zone, which is usually neglected at high pressure, and
concluded that capillary force plays an important role during flow boiling inside porous media, and
the vapor formation affects flow and heat transfer well, which is coupled with the interaction of
mass flow rate and pore-structure. We then added these effects into our model to study the relation
between the pore geometry and the flow and heat input. The results show that with proper geom-
etry design, local heat transfer deterioration can be delayed, which is important in many thermal-
protection applications.
In all, in this paper, numerical simulation of multiphase flow is conducted to take deeper insight
into the internal mechanism during phase change inside porous media. This paper reveals the mech-
anism of local deterioration during flow boiling in porous media inside the pore, and summarizes the
response mechanism during dynamic process, which provides a fundamental knowledge to optimize
the structure and control strategy of phase-changed applications.
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The displacement of non-wetting phase by wetting phase in permeable media, known as imbibition,
is central to diverse processes including enhanced oil recovery and geological carbon sequestra-
tion. As externally imposed flow rate increases during imbibition, viscous force increasingly dom-
inates the imbibition over the capillary force, leading to the transition of imbibition from capillary
to capillary-viscous regimes. Since imbibition involves energy conversion among surface energy,
dissipated energy, external work and kinetic energy, is there a fundamental link between energy
conversion and regime transition? To explore this issue, we perform imbibition experiments in a
rough fracture and analyze energy balance enabled by real-time imaging. We find that regime tran-
sition is intrinsically linked with energy conversion. In capillary regime, surface energy is partially
transformed into external work, and 51~58% of the total surface energy is dissipated. In capillary-
viscous regime, surface energy together with external work is transformed into kinetic and dissi-
pated energies. Such transition is evidenced by quantitative analysis of invasion morphologies. Our
findings bridge the gap between energy conversion/dissipation and multiphase flow, and have im-
portant implications for identifying imbibition regimes in enhanced oil recovery and geological CO2
sequestration.
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Mixed-dimensional partial differential equations arise in many physical applications including flow
in fractured porous media, where the fractures and their intersections form a hierarchy of lower-
dimensional submanifolds. An essential component, and usually the most time-consuming part of
simulating PDEs, is solving the large-scale and ill-conditioned linear systems of equations arising
from discretizations. In this work, we generalize the traditional framework of designing precon-
ditioners for the saddle point systems and develop effective preconditioners that are robust with
respect to the physical and discretization parameters for mixed-dimensional models for flow in frac-
tured porous media. Preliminary numerical experiments are presented to support the theory and
demonstrate the robustness of our preconditioners.
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to temperature and cyclic stress
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1 INTRODUCTION
Temperature and stress are important factors affecting the mechanical properties of rocks, such as
the treatment of high-temperature nuclear waste, geothermal development and utilization, in-situ
pyrolysis of oil shale, underground coal gasification and other fields are involved in high temperature
and alternating load. So the high temperature and alternating load seriously affect all aspects of the
project. The study of physical and mechanical properties of rock has become a very active research
direction in rock mechanics. Relevant research results are mainly concentrated in two aspects, one
is the study of physical and mechanical properties of granite after high temperature action, the other
is the study of physical and mechanical properties under real-time temperature conditions.
Most of the research results about the effect of cyclic loading on the mechanical properties of granite
do not consider the effect of temperature. Through uniaxial compression and fatigue deformation
tests of granite and white sandstone, a new method for determining the critical stress of rock under
cyclic loading is proposed (Feng,2010). The evolution law of plastic hysteresis loops under cyclic
loading is studied (Wang and Li ,2006, 1017). It is concluded that the plastic hysteresis loops will
tend to be stable from the second cycle and the relationship between the plastic hysteresis loops
and the number of cycles is obtained. Taking into account the influence of temperature, Xia (2015)
carried out an experimental study on the mechanical properties of basalt under cyclic uniaxial stress-
temperature. The results show that cyclic stress and cyclic temperature have a “superposition” effect,
and the failure mode is related to the upper limit of cyclic stress and temperature. The highest tem-
perature of this experiment is 90%.
In order to further reveal the mechanical properties of granite under high temperature, the mechan-
ical properties of granite under real-time high temperature and the influence of cyclic loading on its
mechanical properties at different temperatures are studied in this paper, which provides a reference
for the study of related engineering fields.
2 METHODOLOGY
The experiment is carried out by a multi-functional rock triaxial testing machine developed by
Taiyuan University of Technology. The maximum axial pressure of the testing machine is 1000KN,
and the maximum temperature is 650 C. Granite samples were processed into 30 60mm specimens.
The first group measured the uniaxial stress-strain characteristics under real-time temperature con-
ditions. The temperature ranged from 25℃ ~600℃, and there were 3 pieces in each temperature
state, totaling 21 pieces. The second group measured the stress-strain characteristics of granite un-
der cyclic loading at different temperatures. The temperature level and the number of specimens
were the same as the first group. The upper and lower limit distributions of stress cycles were taken
as 20% and 80% of uniaxial compressive strength at corresponding temperatures . The stress is loaded
to the preset stress values at a rate of 0.1KN/s and then unloaded at a rate of 0.1 KN/s. It is repeated
50 times. If the failure occurs within 50 times, the test is completed. If no failure occurs, the stress
is reduced to 0, and then loaded at a rate of 0.1 KN/s until the specimen fails.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
1)the uniaxial compressive strength and elastic modulus of granite are drops gradually with the in-
crease of temperature,while the elastic modulus reaches its maximum in 100℃;2) The influence law
of temperature on the ultimate strain generally exhibits an W shape.In other words, 25℃ to 200℃,the
ultimate strain of granite is drops with the increase of temperature; 200℃ to 300℃,increases with
temperature; 300℃ to 500℃ decreases with temperature rise; and after 500℃ increased with tem-
perature increase;3) The cyclic stress has little effect on the change of elastic modulus from cycles
2 to 50, but it is greater than the elastic modulus during the first loading.4)The elastic modulus of
granite subjected to cyclic stress under high temperature is generally increased, 100℃ and 400℃ are
its two extremities;5) 100℃ not only is the highest temperature threshold value in the elastic mod-
ulus of granite, is also the temperature of elastic best threshold value;6) The effect of cyclic stress
on uniaxial compressive strength of granite is related to its temperature;7) Sample subjected to 50
times cyclic stress at 100 ℃ and 400 ℃ temperature, the ultimate strain value is greater than the
ultimate strain without stress cycle,and its changes is slightly on another temperature.Such results
has important theoretical significance and application value for the study of engineering stability
under the simultaneous action of temperature and cyclic stress.
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Thermal conductivity measurement of porous materials: chal-
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Materials with pore size ranging from nanoscale to macroscale are widely used as thermal insulation
materials for they possess very low thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity is an effective
and key feature of porous thermal insulation materials and its test accuracy is of great significance.
Many steady state and unsteady state methods have been used to measure the thermal conductiv-
ity of porous materials. However, there have some challenges on measuring it accurately. Porous
materials have some specific features. For example, the thermal conductivity of solid structure in
porous materials can be 10 to 10, 000 times higher than that of gaseous molecules. Thermal radia-
tion happens in porous materials and heat convection also exists in large size pores. For moisture
materials, liquid molecules also contributes to the effective thermal conductivity which is affected
by the varied moisture distribution under non-uniform temperature field.
Traditional thermal conductivity methods have some challenges when measuring porous materials.
The laser flash method, hot wire method, hot strip method and transient plane source method are
all based on the unsteady energy equation via heat conduction for uniform and isotropic medium.
When measuring porous materials with high porosity, large pore size or high transparency, the
accuracy will be questionable due to the participating of thermal radiation. The effective thermal
conductivity of porous materials is related to the sample size when the pore size is close to the heat
penetration depth of dynamic test process or close to the sample thickness for steady state method.
For the thermal conductivity measurement of moisture materials, the existence of temperature gra-
dient during the test will affect the moisture distribution which will lead to some uncertainty. When
measuring porous materials, the influence of nature convection within the pores is regarded as neg-
ligible for pore size smaller than 1 mm. However, the assumption is lacking of verification and the
critical value varies with temperature and the magnitude of effective thermal conductivity.
Due to the characteristics of porous materials and the different heat transfer processes among steady
state method and unsteady method, the thermal conductivity measured by different methods can be
different for the same porous materials. In this study, the thermal conductivity of porous materials
with pore size from nanoscale to microscale and macroscale will be measured by steady state method
and unsteady state method. The comparison among these examples will be made to illustrate the
difference. The difference is not only caused by the theoretical basis of different test methods, but
related to the uncertainties of input and output parameters as well. Thus, it is difficult to evaluate the
uncertainties introduced by the test theory and test parameters separately, quantitatively and exactly.
Numerical experiment is a novel and prospective method to evaluate the influences of different
factors and to reveal the responding uncertainty quantitatively.
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With the decline in recoverable conventional oil reserves and rising costs caused by the continuous
exploitation of conventional reservoirs, more and more attention has been paid to unconventional
reservoirs with huge reserves. However, unconventional reservoirs are often more difficult to mine
due to the smaller pore size, larger viscosity, deeper reservoir depth and the like. For tertiary oil
recovery, both the thermal recovery and CO2 have been successfully applied to enhance oil recov-
ery. In the process of jointly utilizing the thermal recovery and CO2, the heating effect induced by
the high temperature steam will cause the solubility of CO2 in oil to decrease. Subsequently, the
CO2 which dissolves in the oil phase before becomes supersaturated, nucleate on the pores wall and
grow up with supply of CO2 component from the surrounding oil phase. The process of CO2 bubble
nucleation, growth, migration, and coalesce affects the CO2-oil two-phase fluids morphology, distri-
bution and flow characteristics in the underground porous medium, thereby having a nonnegligible
impact on the EOR efficiency. Therefore, revealing the law of heating induced CO2 exsolution in
oil phase from the pore scale plays a significant role in understanding formation multi-phase seep-
age and EOR.In this study, a pore-scale high pressure visualization experimental system which can
provide a variable temperature (in range of room temperature to 120℃) was applied. And the CO2
exsolution behavior from the supersaturation oil in microporous due to the heating induced solubil-
ity reduction had been directly observed and analyzed. Using a micro-heating system, we explored
the influence of heating rate and the degree of superheat on the nucleation, growth and migration
of CO2 during the exsolution process. With a relatively higher heating rate and degree of superheat,
the CO2 bubbles could grow faster and have a larger volume. However, once the heating rate and
degree of superheat were too large, dense CO2 bubbles emerged in the oil phase and grew up slowly.
The quantitative temperature dependency of the exsolved CO2 volume and mass for the depressur-
ization and heating process are obtained based on the pore-scale images. We also compared the
observed phenomenon to a pore-scale gas exsolution model, and modify the model to fit the case of
CO2 exsolution from oil in microporus better.
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Fractured karst reservoir is a typical kind of carbonate reservoir, which have significant contribu-
tions for the world oil & gas reserves and productions. The key issue of numerical simulation for
such reservoirs is how to model the 3D complex fracture and cavities. However, this is still a chal-
lenging for real fractured karst carbonate reservoirs. In this work, a hybrid model for simulating
multiphase fluid flow in 3D complicated fractured karst reservoir is presented. In the hybrid model,
an improved embedded discrete fracture model (EDFM) and a cavity model are proposed. The im-
proved EDFM improves the discretization of fractures by using two sets of independent grids for the
matrix and fracture systems, which promotes the modeling of 3D complex fracture in real geologic
models (corner-point grids). The proposed cavity model simplifies the coupled porous and free flow
by the assumption of multi-phase instantaneous gravity differentiation. We demonstrate the accu-
racy of the improved EDFM and the cavity model by comparing the results with the conventional
EDFM and volume of fluid (VOF) method. Then based on the proposed hybrid model, an efficient
numerical simulator is developed based on the integrated finite difference method. And then based
on the typical outcrops of TAHE oilfields, three typical fracture-cavity unit models are designed to
analyze their flow characteristics, which indicate the effect of fracture and cavity on the production
performance. Finally, a real fractured karst carbonate reservoir model with 3D complicated fractures
and cavities is simulated to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model.
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Metamaterials derive their functional properties not from the properties of the base materials, but
from their newly designed, often multiscale structures, in terms of precise shape, geometry, size,
orientation, and elastic properties. Such hybrid material systems can be designed by infusing liq-
uids in porous solids. In particular nanoporous media offer the possibility to establish structures
significantly smaller than optical wavelengths and thus to act as photonic metamaterials, where the
optical properties can be fine-tuned by the filling of the pore space.
Here we present Laser-optical, x-ray and neutron diffraction experiments on monolithic nanoporous
silicon, silica and alumina filled with simple (n-alkanes, water) and complex liquids (polymers, liq-
uid crystals). These experiments allow us to gain detailed insights on the liquid distribution in the
nanoporous media and the phase behaviour of the confined fluids with regard to the unconfined
state [1,2,3,4]. By the same token the resulting soft-hard hybrid materials exhibit novel properties
typical of photonics metamaterials, encompassing optical birefringence step-wise changing with
temperature 1, switchable optical transmission 2 and fast electro-optical activity 3.
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Porous silicon provides a versatile matrix to study confinement effects in soft matter systems, since
its pore space can be tailored over a wide range of pore diameters, pore morphologies, and pore
wall chemistries [1,2]. We present a study on the electrosorption behaviour of acidic electrolytes in
polypyrrole/nanoporous silicon (PPy/pSi) hybrids. The PPy/pSi hybrids are prepared by electropoly-
merization of PPy in an array of tubular nanopores with 10 nm diameter and 80 micrometer length
in a silicon membrane. The monolithic character of this nanoporous medium allows us to study
the macroscopic deformation behaviour of the systems by dilatometry during the electrosorption
experiments 3. The findings are discussed with regard to the electrolyte/pore surface interaction,
electrolyte transport in extreme spatial confinement and sorption stresses in nanoporous media un-
der external electrical control.
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Jettable ink is a mixture of water, co-solvent like glycerol, surfactants and pigment particles for color.
The typical size of these pigment particles is between 20-200 nm. On the other hand, office paper
consists of dried hollow natural fibres of ~2 mm length, and pores which are tens of nanometer in
size. Further, these fibres are compressed into a 100 micrometer layer, which generates a complex
network of pores 1. In addition, paper coatings are granular in nature and contain pores of width
between 10-400 nm. Hence, ink-imbibition into paper is a highly complex process which encom-
passes the complexity of the fluid, complex geometry of paper, and the multi-scale nature of the
problem.
We have started on this topic, using the particle-based mesoscopic simulation technique called
MDPD 2. The first topic to be presented is the surface-tension-driven flow of various fluids into
cylindrical pores, to assess the impact of the fluid on the expected Lucas-Washburn imbibition rate.
Next, results will be presented on the surface-tension-driven flow of a simple fluid into a variety of
idealized arrays of (hollow) cylinders, representing our first step to a model for paper.
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Flow channeling is commonly observed in field and laboratory experiments of flow and transport in
fractured media. This phenomenon indicates the existence of primary sub-networks, also referred to
as the network backbones, where the majority of flow and transport occurs. We use graph represen-
tations of discrete fracture networks in conjunction with machine learning classification methods,
such as support vector machines and random forest, to identify these backbones. We focus on two
basic units of classification, individual fractures and paths. Features used in the classification are
based on topological, geometric, and physical properties of the fractures. Flow and transport simu-
lations in the backbones provides insights into the physical properties that lead to their formation
and the impact of their existence.
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Particle scale coupled hydro-mechanical interactions play a major role in clay macroscopic behavior
and Clays, like other geomaterials, deform in a localized manner (failure and strain localization), but
conventional laboratory test measurements are made at the sample scale rather than at the particle
scale. Understanding the micro-mechanisms underlying the initiation and propagation of strain
localization in cohesive soil, can form the foundation for quantitative prediction of strain localization
in practical fine cohesive soil. Furthermore, clay microstructure is highly dependent on the presence
of water and on the hydraulic history, but conventional microscopy methods such as SEM require
sample dehydration which generates a high suction that deforms the microstructure and prevents a
clear understanding.
In the last decade, soil microstructure has been intensively investigated thanks to in-situ microscopy
technologies such as X-ray computed tomography (X-CT), which allows 3D imaging of the sample
microstructure without the need for dehydration. However, this step foward in the general under-
standing of soil microstructure is restricted to sandy soils, as the resolution of the X-CT (in the order
of few microns) hinders investigation of the microstructure of clayey soils, which generally; present
a particle size lower than 2 microns and a pore space in the sub-micron range.
In this study, 2% of fine silt to sand sized mica (average particle size of 90 micron) has been; mixed
with kaolinite clay (average particle size of 0.4 micron) as a strain marker. Mica is mineralogically a
clay, and as a clay it is platy in shape and electrically charged, yet big enough to be clearly imaged
with an X-CT at high resolution.
A novel miniature triaxial compression cell (7 mm in diameter) has been manufactured such that
the X-CT can be used to image the in-situ soil microstructural behavior upon undrained triaxial
compression at different strain levels. The cell has been additionally instrumented with a high ca-
pacity tensiometer sensor to measure negative pore-water pressure developed upon shear, therefore
allowing mechanical comparison with macroscopic behavior. A particle matching code has been
developed to match mica particles in consecutive scans at the different strain levels and their kine-
matics computed. A conceptual model of the particle configuration, based on the strain localization
evolution observed, will be presented.
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Novel approaches for upscaling transport beyond homogenisa-
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Athough the macroscopic limit of linear advection-diffusion equations is well understood since the
early developments of porous media transport theory (through, for example, homogenisation, and
volume averaging), its extension to complex flow regimes is still an open question, even in presence
of well-separated spatial scales. This is due to the presence of non-trivial microscopic equilibrium
configurations (compared to the trivial constant solution obtained by standard periodic homogeni-
sation), or of dynamic equilibrium configurations. For example, when dealing with fast surface
reactions, high microscopic gradients can develop locally. Similarly, a conservative solute in the
neighborhood of a concentration source (injection) undergoes a dynamic evolution of the local mi-
croscopic configuration in time and space before reaching the asymptotic self-similar profile. These
are only two examples when the classical upscaling approaches fail, and effective macroscopic equa-
tions are often found either empirically or by resorting to generic random walk models.
In this talk, we present some (old and) new theoretical frameworks to overcome these limitations
without the need of ad-hoc calibration or stochastic particle models. These generally involve solv-
ing more auxiliary local problems, and often computing local spectral properties (eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions) of the underlying transport operators. In particular we will focus on i) an exten-
sion of the approach presented in 1 and 3 , considering a large-deviation (exponential) form for the
concentration field, and on ii) model-order reduction based on projections from the full microscale
formulation onto low-dimensional spaces, borrowing concepts from the finite element community
(such as Hi-Mod ([4]), MsFEM, and VMM), and from statistical mechanics. New macroscopic equa-
tions are obtained for one or more macroscopic quantities, that can be seen as extended homogenised
formulations. Applications of these techniques to the classical 2D Taylor dispersion in a channel and
other heterogeneous periodic flows will be discussed.
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On modeling and simulation of multiscale processes in catalytic
filters
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In catalytic filters the transport and reaction processes occur at three scales. The washcoat (active)
particles are nanoporous, and the adsorption processes occur at the surface of the nanopores. The
washcoat is usually placed within a microporous filter, often by a kind of coating procedure for the
inert ceramic matrix. The complete filter element or its parts are usually modeled and simulated at
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Darcy scale. Due to the manufacturing procedures, inert matrices with different level of heterogene-
ity need to be considered, and different level of heterogeneity of the washcoat particles also has to
be considered. The nanoporosity is usually considered to be homogene-ous.
The contaminants are transported through micropores by means of convection and diffusion. The
transport from the micropores to the washcoat particles is usually dif-fusion dominated, but in some
case convection is also possible. The adsorption oc-curs at the surface of the nanopores.
At filter element scale (Darcy scale) usually the reactive transport is modeled with Darcy equation
for the flow and convection-diffusion-reaction, CDR, equation for the contaminant. A postulated
macroscopic CDR equation is usually used in the engineering practice. This modeling approach,
however, is valid only for totally ho-mogeneous media and diffusion dominated processes.
In the current talk, we start with homogeneous media and diffusion dominated pro-cesses, for which
asymptotic homogenization results can be applied, and investi-gate how the increased heterogeneity
influences the validity of the macroscopic model. Pore scale simulations on synthetic domains and
on 3D images are used to calculate effective coefficients at macro scale, as well as to compare the av-
eraged results from the pore scale simulations to the solution of the macroscopic equations.
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Fully coupled flow and reactive transport are a classical example of non-linear coupled equations on
a porous medium. Whenever studying soil remediation, CO2 storage or enhance oil recovery these
equations must be modeled.
We investigate a domain Ω partitioned into two disjoint sub-domains, Ω1 and Ω2, separated by
a Lipschitz continuous interface Γ [Seus, Mitra, Pop, Radu, Rohde, 2018]. Such domains will be
characterized by highly different soil properties, such as porosity and permeability, and different
initial conditions. In this paper, only two domains are investigated for the ease of the presentation,
anyhow the scheme can be easily extended to regions with a higher numbers of sub-domains.
After a Euler implicit discretisation is implemented, we propose three different linearisation schemes
to threat the non-linearity of the expressions involved. We investigate the Newton method, the
modified Picard [Celia, Bouloutas, 1990] and the L-scheme [Radu, Nordbotten, Pop, Kumar, 2015].
The Newton method is the only method which is quadratic convergent. We will anyhow observe
that this method, being only locally convergent can be inefficient in case of complex configurations.
The L-scheme appears to be a valid alternative to the other linearization schemes because, although
only linear, it is globally convergent.
We implement fully implicit solvers, applied to the entire domain, and domain decomposition (DD)
schemes. Such DD algorithms allow us to solve the different sub-regions in parallel, reducing the
complexity of the problem and the computational times.
All the models have been implemented and compared in MRST a reservoir simulation toolbox based
on Matlab [Lie, 2016].
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In-pore solidification: from nanoscale origin to mesoscale dam-age
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Mechanical and viscoelastic behavior of concrete crucially depends on cement hydrates, the glue
of cement. Even more than the atomistic structure, the mesoscale amorphous texture of cement
hydrates over hundreds of nanometers plays a crucial role for material properties. Common degra-
dation mechanisms of concrete are Freeze-Thaw, Alkali-silica-Reaction and Delayed Ettringite For-
mation. These damage mechanisms occur under different thermodynamic conditions, nevertheless
with necessary condition the suffiient saturation of cement’s pore network with water. The dam-
age occurs when a new phase solidifies inside the pore network of cement paste. In this talk, I
present a unified computational framework that links the nanoscale origin of in pore crystallization
to mesoscale damage in cement. Grand Canonical Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations
of in-pore crystallization were performed in the realistic structure and pore network of cement hy-
drates 1. The results provide a new insight on how in-pore solidification creates cracks in cement
paste and suggest solutions to mitigate the problem. 1. Ioannidou K. et al, The mesoscale texture of
cement hydrates, Proceedings of National Academy of Science USA, 113 (8), 2029-2034 (2016)
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Capillary condensation is a ubiquitous process of vapor-liquid phase transition in porous media,
such
as sand piles, plaster, silica gels, cementitious materials, which has an important yet poorly
understood effect on mechanical behavior. The confined fluid can generate enormous local stresses,
as observed in granular material aging, wet floor friction, nano-tribology, cement drying shrinkage
and in everyday life experiences such as hardening of a drying sponge or building a sand castle on the
beach. Capillary condensation and evaporation potentially bring undesirable fracture processes,as
in drying cracking of colloidal films and paints, but capillary stress can also can be exploited innano-
materials fabrication by capillary force lithography, capillary rise infiltration, evaporation-driven
assembly and self-organization and composite imbibition and even used to evaluate the atmosphere
of planets.
Despite the broad importance of capillary forces, they remain challenging to predict in complex
porous materials over the full range of liquid saturation, either in equilibrium or during a dynami-
cal process of drainage/imbibition. For granular or colloidal materials, existing models addressing
partial saturations are oversimplified and only apply either to low humidity (so called pendular,
funicular regimes) or to idealized geometries (slit/cylindrical independent pores or single sphere
against a wall). At higher saturation, models based on geometrical analysis of Young-Laplace equa-
tion for smaller clusters are proposed but restricted to only equilibrium liquid distributions inside
mono disperse packings. Molecular simulations methods are also difficult to use, since the porous
structure considered at the mesoscale (micron-scale).
In this work, we propose a numerical and theoretical framework to quantitatively predict capillary
condensation/evaporation, compute associated capillary forces and structural relaxation in a 3D real-
istic nano-granular cement paste model using lattice-gas simulations of adsorbed water parametrized
from atomistic simulations. In particular, this allowed us to access the adsorption-desorption mech-
anism and assess the role of (metastable) cavitation. In addition, we present for the first time to our
knowledge a phase field model of the liquid-vapor mixture spatial distribution, whose inhomoge-
neous stress tensor is integrated over Voronoi polyhedra in order to calculate forces on each grains.
Minimizing system free energy upon the conjugate action of capillary forces applied to the cement
hydrate nano-grains, together with the cohesive interactions between these nano-grains predict the
overall stress relaxation. We show that capillary stress is an effective mechanism for eigenstress
relaxation in granular heterogeneous porous media, which contributes to the durability
of cement.
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Dependence of shallow landslide stability onset on terrain poros-
ity – an experimental study
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Rainfall triggered shallow landslides are notoriously known to be a severe threat even though mobi-
lization of shallow layers rarely exceeds several meters of depth. On the other hand, such soil slips
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could certainly involve large amounts of highly energetic soil prone to evolve into debris flows of
destructive nature. Affected areas could encompass great extents, even far from the origin of the
slip. Identification of unstable soil layers could be a challenging task as signs of instability are rarely
present. Mathematical models are thus used for the evaluation of areas with an increased risk of
shallow movement development. Such models rely on a number of physical parameters and yield
threshold values for precipitation or soil moisture content so as to distinguish instability conditions.
However, soil heterogeneity could have a drastic impact on the redistribution of precipitation within
the terrain. Variations in porosity of the material are therefore to be considered crucial for the de-
velopment of soil slips. In this study we design and carry out experimental works to investigate the
parameters governing stability onset. A number of tests involving layers of variable porosity, mois-
ture content and precipitation have been carried out. Results indicate the strong effect of porosity
on the infiltration process and thus the decrease of effective stresses and consequent development
of a slip surface. Physical models could therefore be effectively used to calibrate mathematical solu-
tions for pore processes in soil stability problems. An interesting future development of this work
will involve the transition from reduced- to a real-scale problem by exploring the scale effects rele-
vant to the various processes. Field investigations aimed at the investigation of the aforementioned
transition is currently being programmed.
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Reliable Multiscale Models for Manufacturing of Lightweight Com-
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The need for weight reduction is driven by the demand for better fuel efficiency and reduced CO2
emissions in transportation industry. Fibre-reinforced composites (FRCs) are attracting more inter-
est in the market as their excellent stiffness and strength are combined with a low density. However,
there are several surmountable industrialisation hurdles due to complex interplay between manufac-
turing process parameters, multiscale nature of the fibre preform, and different chemistry of resin,
which are mostly related to the liquid composite moulding (LCM) stage of composite manufacturing.
Previous works have reported on different methods to simulate saturated/unsaturated flow during
LCM using coupled local and global (dual-scale) solver for system of equations. This study will intro-
duce a rigorous numerical implementation to simulate multiscale/multiphase flow of resin in porous
composite preforms with strong meso/macro coupling. Results show that the developed model can
be used for increased reliable manufacturing of FRCs that are capable of predicting most process
induced damages, e.g. voids, dry spots and resin rich areas.
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Capillary pressure heterogeneity across scales: Insights from micro-
CT imaging and continuum scale modelling
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In order to tractably model the large scale displacement of fluids in the subsurface, effective, macro-
scopic parameters that describe continuum multiphase flow are required. These parameters should
ideally be upscaled rigorously from the pore scale, ensuring that any heterogeneity below the aver-
aging scale is accounted for and that unique, well defined functions are obtained.
In current Darcy formulations of multiphase flow, the capillary pressure – saturation – relative per-
meability functions are the primary controls on fluid displacement at the continuum scale. When
deriving these functions at relatively large scale (i.e. on cylindrical rock samples with Φ ~ 4 cm, L ~ 15
cm), generally little consideration is given to the pore scale displacement mechanisms, the impacts
of rock heterogeneity or the REV. The resulting functions are therefore largely sample dependent
and non-unique; only suitable for very specific modeling scenarios in a limited range of flow regimes
1.
Recently it has been shown that spatial heterogeneities in the capillary pressure - saturation func-
tion and permeability at the REV scale (>10 mm3 in Berea sandstones 2), caused by variations in the
rock micro-structure can lead to large variations in upscaled effective flow properties, which become
dependent on the capillary number and the specific structure of the heterogeneity 1. These hetero-
geneities are generally inferred from core flooding experiments and are ultimately derived from
observations based on fluid saturations linked with phenomenological concepts [1-3]. Understand-
ing the nature of these heterogeneities, and their emergence from the pore scale is therefore of vital
importance in both the practical derivation of macroscopic parameters and in the rigorous validation
of upscaling methodologies, whether phenomenological or thermodynamically based.
In this work we image meso scale (i.e. Φ ~ 1 cm, L ~ 5 cm) Bentheimer rock cores during the steady-
state multiphase flow of Decane and Brine using high resolution X-Ray micro-CT scanning. We
image the entire core at a resolution of 6µm allowing accurate reconstruction of fluid interfaces
and saturations from the pore to continuum scale. Using the methods of [4, 5], we evaluate the
interfacial curvature and resulting capillary pressure in the core, analysing the spatial variability
in the capillary pressure and associated REV. At the relatively coarse resolution, we are only able
to accurately reconstruct capillary pressures during imbibition, due to partial volume effects. To
analyse drainage displacements with much higher capillary pressures, we perform zoom in scans on
regions of interest, allowing accurate determination of interfacial curvature and capillary pressures
on several O(10 mm3) size sub volumes.
Using the continuum scale characterization methods of [1-3] the capillary pressure heterogeneity
is inferred from the saturation distributions in the core, assuming capillary equilibrium and scaling
from the intrinsic, average capillary pressure curve – obtained using both mercury intrusion and
porous plate methods. We compare this to the directly measured capillary pressures at the pore
scale averaged on the REV sized sub volumes. For the first time, this provides direct validation of
the inference of capillary pressure heterogeneities from mm-scale saturation distributions in hetero-
geneous cores and links pore-scale physics with the continuum scale.
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Fostering microbial enhanced oil recovery? About general mech-
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stimulate bacterial adhesion
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Understanding and controlling bacterial adhesion is highly relevant in many areas of life, especially
since many processes in/of bacteria begin only if they are sessile. Since earlier studies approached
these questions mostly with classical adsorption experiments, quantitative measurements of the
interactions between bacterial cells and interfaces have so far only been carried out for a limited
number of systems. Here, atomic force microscopy-based single cell force spectroscopy is used to
determine adhesion forces of individual bacterial cells to different types of surfaces 1. As a basis,
the adhesion of Staphylococcus aureus cells to very hydrophilic and strongly hydrophobic surfaces
was characterized for a high number of individual cells and the influence of certain groups of cell
wall molecules on adhesion was determined 2. With this knowledge, a method for measuring the
contact area between bacterial cells and flat surfaces was developed and it was shown that the ad-
hesive strength of an individual cell does depend its contact area 3. Propositions are developed
to stimulate or prevent adhesion based on the resulted force analysis in each individual system of
bacterium/medium/material surface. We now aim to move to more complex system such as those
important for Microbial Enhanced Oil Recovery (MEOR) and are seeking collaborative partners pro-
viding interesting oil recovery systems.
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Understanding transport phenomena and governing mechanisms of different physical and chemical
processes at the pore-scale is crucial for a wide range of applications including hydrocarbon recov-
ery, CO2 sequestration and contaminant hydrology. Microfluidic devices, also known as micromod-
els, coupled with visualization techniques allow the investigation of these processes at pore-scale
[1, 2]. For the fabrication of micromodels, glass substrates are often preferred over silicon wafer
and certain polymers due to their high transparency, thermal stability, hardness and chemical resis-
tance. Recently, we have developed a laser-based process that can be used for the rapid prototyping
of micromodels using glass substrates 3. Using this technique, we can fabricate porous structures
containing fine elements, e.g. pores and channels with the width as small as 14 µm (measured at Full-
Width-Half-Maximum). Additionally, the process enables control of the depth of individual pores
and channels.
It is desirable to have uniform migration of a front invading a pore pattern in micromodels. Con-
trol over the flow dynamics of a migrating front can be achieved by optimising the design of the
inlet buffer. In our previous study, numerical simulations showed that the geometry of inlet buffers
affects the distribution of fluids present in a micromodel and a triangular buffer can offer a more uni-
form distribution than a rectangular buffer [4]. In the present study, we integrate micromodel flow
experiments and pore-scale numerical simulations to design and optimise micromodel fabrication.
Simulations are particularly useful for guiding the prototyping of micromodels, since the geometry
and dimensions of micro-channels and pores in the structure have a significant effect on fluid flow
dynamics. In this work, we investigate the fluid displacement front, saturation distribution, and the
influence of the micromodel imperfections on the bulk flow using a commercial computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) code. Additionally, a set of dynamic fluid flow tests are performed on the fabricated
micromodels with different inlet designs. Throughout these experiments, a 5.3 Megapixel colour
camera is used to capture and visualize displacement events.
In this research, qualitative (flow images) and quantitative (flow rate) results from the dynamic
flow tests of the fabricated micromodels are compared with predictions of the pore-scale numeri-
cal simulations. This promotes the validity of the numerical modelling assumptions and improves
the predictions of the models. Moreover, integrating experimental results with numerical simula-
tions pinpoints critically important features of the microfluidic pattern that have an impact on the
fluid flow behaviour. This will help to identify optimal design of inlet buffers as well as the improve-
ment of the fabrication of micromodels in order to avoid any unwanted artefacts in the experimental
results.
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Primary derive mechanisms usually lead to a low oil recovery. Therefore, water injection is com-
monly applied to sustain the reservoir pressure and increase the ultimate oil recovery. Utilising
seawater for waterflooding provides additional sulphate and lowers reservoir temperature. These
provide a favourable condition for sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) to reduce sulphate as an elec-
tron acceptor to H2S. This process is called reservoir souring, and is undesirable for oilfield operators
since H2S is a toxic and corrosive gas [1,2]. Reservoir souring simulators have been developed to pre-
dict the associated risks and to design efficient mitigation strategies. Reservoir souring simulators
utilising different numerical schemes for solving coupled reactive transport processes commonly
assume a single reaction term for the activity of SRB. However contribution of more than one strain
with different dependencies on environmental conditions such as temperature and pH lead to reser-
voir souring 3. In this work we introduce a method to upscale the impact of different strains under
different reservoir conditions. We also show how the upscaled parameters can be used in both single-
and two-phase flow for reservoir simulations for the field scale.
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Microorganisms like bacteria can propel, proliferate and accumulate in a
number of media.
Not much is known about their dynamics although this is important for various
applications ranging from engineering and biology, as well as from a
fundamental point of view.
In addition to self-propulsion, bacteria can stick to each other and to
surfaces where they can create fast growing colonies, called biofilm.
Studies have shown that bacteria more commonly accumulate at surfaces and
around obstacles.
Furthermore, the bacterial dynamics plays a pivotal role in microbial induced
calcite precipitation (MICP) around surfaces in porous media on one hand, and
on the other the trajectory of a single bacterium depends largely on the
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geometrical configuration of a given system.
The calcite precipitation only commences once the bacteria has formed a large
enough biofilm to create sufficient concentrations of inorganic carbon in the
form of carbonate ions by metabolising added urea.
In the present work we modeled dynamics of E.Coli bacteria in a water like
underlying fluid.
In the model the bacteria are represented by molecular dynamics (MD)
particles while the fluid in which they propel is represented by a lattice
fluid via the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM).
The MD particles are coupled to the LB fluid using a frictional point
coupling that ensures momentum conservation of the total system.
We present results of transient dynamics of up to 600 bacteria in porous
domain with various heterogeneous configuration of obstacles.
Our results show that the bacteria tend to a state of momentary stasis in
regions where the underlying fluid recirculates, and thus result in a
sticking behavior near the obstacles of the porous media.
This behavior can be fine-tuned based on the forces between particles, and
between the particles and the obstacles.
Our findings indicate that such behavior is manifested mainly due to
hydrodynamics interactions between a bacterium and the surfaces.
We further developed a model of bacterial proliferation in relation to
nutrient availability.
Preliminary results qualitatively demonstrate growth of bacteria during their
transport through confined geometries.
This model is currently being investigated and enhanced with collaboration
from experimentalists.
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Fluid flow and heat transfer modeling through metal foams or
lamella structures
Author(s): Farshid Jamshidi1
Co-author(s): Anastasia August 2 ; Andreas Reiter 1 ; Aron Kneer 3 ; Michael Selzer 2 ; Britta Nestler 2
1 Karlsruhe University of Applied Sciences
2 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
3 TinniT Technologies GmbH
Corresponding Author(s): farshid.jamshidi@hs-karlsruhe.de
Modern condensing boilers fueled by oil or gas have been extensively in used to warm up water in
apartments and residential buildings. A general problem associated with these boilers is relatively
high NOx production during the initial stage of their performance; this happens due to low efficiency
combustion. A more efficient and resource-saving method to do this is utilizing inductively heated
structures inside the water pipes as heat exchangers. In designing these structures, an essential
criterion, namely a larger wetted area (to enhance heat transfer) for a lower pressure drop should
be considered. Recently, cellular materials are becoming popular in manufacturing these structures
due to their lightweight constructions as well as noise reduction. Another advantage of using these
materials is the easiness of their design using computers. Once a design is complete, it can be used
in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations and manufactured using 3D printing.
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In this work, we selected water flow in stainless steel systems as a benchmark study and designed dif-
ferent digital models for the internal inductively heated structures. The reason to opt for the stainless
steel, along with its high thermal conductivity, is that the selected material must neither be corrosive
nor may support the development or spread of bacteria. We performed numerical simulations to test
the flow and thermal properties of different structures and manufactured them using 3D printing.
The samples were prepared for investment casting since open-pored metallic foams with a quite high
porosity can be produced by the placeholder method (casting). By doing this, we can validate the
simulation results of the synthetic design and select the most suitable model for the application. We
generated specific open-pored metal foam structures with the help of a modified Voronoi tessella-
tion to be inserted as components into water pipes. To conduct a comparative study, the porosity
and specific surface area were selected as the fixed parameters to create other constructions such as
lamellae and airfoil-shaped fins. For the simulations, the Navier-Stokes equations, as well as heat
conduction/convection transport equation are numerically solved. The benefit of the performed sim-
ulations is that specific designs of cellular materials with appropriate heat transfer properties can
be identified as candidates for production and experimental examinations. In the experiment, the
structures are heated by a coil. The pressure and the temperature of the water are measured at differ-
ent positions of the inserted component and pipe. The results obtained using numerical simulations
agree reasonably with the experimental observations. We conclude that numerical simulation is a
powerful tool to ascertain efficient foam designs used for heat exchange.
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Gas bubble migration and trapping in porous media – Pore-scale
simulation
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Gas bubbles can be naturally generated or intentionally introduced in sediments. Gas bubble mi-
gration and trapping affect the rate of gas emission into the atmosphere or modifies the sediment
properties such as hydraulic and mechanical properties. In this study, the migration and trapping
of gas bubbles are simulated using the pore-network model extracted from the 3D X-ray image of
in-situ sediment. Two types of bubble size distribution (mono-sized and distributed-sized case) are
used in the simulation. The spatial and statistical bubble size distribution, residual gas saturation,
and hydraulic conductivity reduction due to the bubble trapping are investigated. The results show
that the bubble size distribution becomes wider during the gas bubble migration due to bubble coa-
lescence for both mono-sized and distributed-sized cases. And the trapped bubble fraction and the
residual gas saturation increase as the bubble size increases. The hydraulic conductivity is reduced
as a result of the gas bubble trapping. The reduction in hydraulic conductivity is apparently observed
as bubble size and the number of nucleation points increase.
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The significance of porous cell walls for water transport in plants
Steven Jansen1 ; Cora Carmesin1 ; Lucian Kaack1 ; Zhang Ya1 ; Schenk H. Jochen2
1 Ulm University
2 California State University Fullerton
Corresponding Author(s): steven.jansen@uni-ulm.de
Considering the global importance of water transport in plants for crop growth, primary productiv-
ity, uptake of atmospheric carbon dioxide, climate regulation of our planet, and a wide range of pro-
cesses and factors that are essential to the human population, most people would be very surprised
to hear that scientists do not fully understand how plants achieve long-distance water transport.
The transport pathway, which generally runs from roots to leaves through the hollow conduits of
a vascular plant, passes through thousands of conducting cells. Hydraulic transport between neigh-
bouring conduits is enabled by nanoporous openings in cell walls with a fibrillar, non-woven matrix.
These porous media or so-called “pit membranes” are composed of cellulose fibres, and create most
of the resistance along the hydraulic pathway. It has long been assumed that redundancy of the
hydraulic pathway provides hydraulic safety, since the porous cell walls are thought to prevent fast
spreading of bubbles between adjacent water conducting cells. Bubble entry could indeed be prob-
lematic and potentially lead to hydraulic failure, especially because water transport is typically under
negative pressure. However, the ultrastructure of porous cell walls remains poorly studied, and is
typically viewed in a two-dimensional way only. Therefore, the central goal of our work is to inves-
tigate the three-dimensional ultrastructure of pit membranes, which would also allow us to better
understand functional implications of water transport and bubble spreading between neighbouring
conduits.
Based on transmission electron microscopy, we show that pit membranes show a 5-fold variation in
their thickness across flowering plant species, varying from ca. 200 µm to > 1,000 µm, with species
growing in wet environments having thinner pit membranes than species from dry environments
(Li et al., 2016). This finding suggests that the thickness of the porous medium is associated with
safety against hydraulic failure. Moreover, the pit membranes show a ca. 50% shrinkage upon dehy-
dration, which is known to occur in plants in the field (Zhang et al., 2017). The shrinkage is largely
irreversible, and driven by formation of hydrogen bonds between glucose chains of cellulose. Per-
fusion experiments with colloidal gold particles of known sizes (5, 10, 20, and 50 nm) show that
never-dried pit membranes show pore sizes that are up to 20 µm in diameter, while shrunken mem-
branes have a more compact cellulose network with pores below 20 nm. A major challenge is the
development of a realistic, three-dimensional pit membrane model at the nanoscale, which would
also be required to obtain accurate estimations of the porosity, tortuosity, constrictivity, and the ef-
fective permeability. Because there is strong evidence for the presence surface active compounds on
and/or within pit membranes (Schenk et al., 2017, 2018), such model will also be useful to conduct
flow simulations in a multiphase environment (including cellulose, water, gas, and surface active
compounds).
In conclusion, pit membrane structures are highly relevant to better understand how plants are
able to transport water, and could also be useful to develop biomimetic transport systems such as
evaporation-driven negative pressure devices.
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Spontaneous imbibition of ink in paper is one of the key phenomena underlying the inkjet printing
process. When a drop of water-based ink is deposited on a porous substrate, the imbibition of the
droplet is strongly affected by the ink composition and the substrate physico-chemical properties.
In this work, the influence of surfactants and pore properties on spontaneous water imbibition is
investigated by Molecular Dynamics simulations.
To mimic the physicochemical structure of cellulose paper, a simple finite-length pore is modelled
as an oxidized Graphene monolayer. A liquid reservoir is initially put in contact with the pore.
Then, Molecular Dynamics simulations are performed and the imbibition of the fluid is investigated
for different pore sizes, surface oxidation degrees and surfactant concentrations. Interestingly, we
find that while the chemical properties of the porous structure highly affect the contact angle and
the transport of fluid along the surface of the pore, they hardly affect the capillary imbibition rate.
Furthermore, the simulations show that the addition of surfactants dramatically increases the dis-
placement of the fluid into the capillary.
This study provides new insights on the fluid imbibition dynamics in the presence of surfactants,
which is crucially important to ink-jet printing. Investigating the imbibition of liquids into pores
with different oxidization degree at the nanoscale provides future guidelines for the design of more
optimized paper coatings for water-based inks.
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Figure 7: Molecular Dynamics simulation of water imbibition in a pore, with N=2556 water
molecules in the presence of few Surfinol 104 surfactants (in red), and a pressure controlled
top-lid. a) t = 0 ps, b) t = 50 ps, and c) t = 200 ps.
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Effect of flow-path tortuosity and contact area fraction on perme-
ability of a rough rock fracture
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Fluid flow in rock fractures is commonly described with the cubic law whose limitations are well
documented in the literature [1, 2]. The deviation of macroscopic hydraulic properties of rough
fractures from the idealized parallel-plate model arises not only from the roughness properties of
individual fracture surfaces, but also from the extent to which the asperities of the fractures are in
touch. The contact area fraction of a fracture leads to a tortuous path of fluid flow which in turn
results in a reduction of the effective permeability of the fracture 3. Very few available permeability
models for rough fractures take the effect of the contact area or tortuosity into account [4]. These
effects are particularly crucial to investigate in order to understand the dynamic behaviour of frac-
tures under loading.We study the effect of the contact area on the permeability of a single, rough
fracture, using a novel experimental apparatus, designed in-house, which enables visualization of
the flow field in a transparent replica of rock fractures. The fractures are subjected to load, and the
change in permeability versus dynamic evolution of the contact area is recorded. The applicability
of the observed relationship between contact area and permeability is studied for a range of rough
fractures with different morphological properties, employing hydraulic and mechanical numerical
models, capable of capturing the contact problem in a rough rock under loading.
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Multiscale numerical simulation and analysis on reactive acid
flow in carbonate rock.
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Corresponding Author(s): b17020093@s.upc.edu.cn
The study on transport of fluid system in porous media is always a fundamental and practical interest
area. For acid fluid system the special is transport accompanying reaction process. Acidizing is one
of reactive flow in porous media, which is widely employed in petroleum engineering to increasing
conductivity of carbonate reservoir. Firstly in this paper a theoretical model is built to indicate the
flowing mechanism of both solute and solvent on pore scale. Then the model is up-scaled through
equivalent substitution on REV scale to gain macro control equation, which is utilized to quantitative
characterize the mass, momentum and energy transport of acid fluid system in porous media. Finally
based on above model the high-order simulation scheme is used to simulate the whole process and
study the influence of independent variables. And the mathematic prove of numerical scheme is also
given in this paper.
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Gas-Water Flow of Tight Core Using Pore Scale Observation and
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The phenomena of tight gas reservoirs which exhibit the unique combination of very high initial
water saturation combined with low to very low permeability (permeability of less than 0.1 mD)
exist extensively in a number of regional sedimentary basins. However, due to the lack of sufficient
insight vision, traditional method only reflects the macroscopic phenomena but fails to reveal some
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important microscopic behaviors inside the cores of different type of reservoir during multiphase
flow process.
In this paper, we conducted gas-water flow experiments on 10 sandstones. Firstly, a series of core
displacement experiments were carried out. Then, nuclear magnetic resonance and X-ray micro-
computed tomography (micro-CT) experiments were introduced to effectively observe and charac-
terize the water flow to various multiphase flow scenarios in different types of rocks, the pore size
distribution of rock samples is converted by NMR T2 spectrum by T2 spectrum and micro-CT exper-
iment. The distribution of the remaining water under different water saturation of different cores
was analyzed and the water production mechanisms of tight high water saturation reservoir were
revealed. Finally, we prove the relationship between gas & water production and pore structure
using effective flow formula.
This experiment and evaluation methods provided a valuable tool in the evaluation of whether given
pay zones in an ultra-tight gas reservoir situation are worthy of completion and under what kind of
pressure should be provided for production. It also provides information on how this new method
can be used in the exploitation of this ever increasing area of tight gas reservoir production.
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Carbon aerogel composites with SiCO aerogels as inner coatings
for ultra-high temperature thermal insulation
Feng JianNone ; Li XiafeiNone ; Feng JunzongNone ; Jiang YonggangNone ; Li LiangjunNone
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Carbon fiber-reinforced carbon aerogel composites (C/CA) are outstanding candidate materials for
high-temperature thermal insulators, but the oxidation problem seriously limits their practical ap-
plication. In order to improve the oxidative-resistant ability of C/CA, SiCO aerogels were used as
in-situ ceramic coatings to cover the nanoskeleton structures of carbon aerogels and carbon fibers.
Anti-oxidation carbon aerogel composites with SiCO aerogels as inner ceramic coating (C/CA-SiCO)
were prepared through gelating, aging, solvent exchanging, ambient drying and pyrolysing stages.
The density of the obtained C/CA-SiCO was 0.35g/cm3 with BET specific surface area 131.54m2/g.
The thermal insulation performance was characterized by transient plane source method with Fox
200 instrument for ambient temperature and laser flash method with LFA 427 instrument for high
temperature. The solid thermal conductivity and ambient thermal conductivity of the C/CA-SiCO at
room temperature was 0.05749W•m-1•K-1 and 0.3194W•m-1•K-1, respectively. The ambient thermal
conductivity of C/CA-SiCO at 1000oC was 0.9192 W•m-1•K-1. In addition, the weight loss for the
C/CA-SiCO after heating at 1600℃ for 60min in air was just 48.87% and the in-plane shrinkage ratio
was less than 3%. SiCO aerogels as nanoscale anti-oxidation coatings provides a new strategy for
the protection of C/CA for the high-end temperature thermal insulation application.
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Rock-typing of heterogeneous rock samples via Minkowski func-
tionals and hydraulic attributes
Han Jiang1 ; Christoph Arns1
1 The University of New South Wales
Corresponding Author(s): hanjiang_ss@163.com
The characterization of formations in the context of reservoir characterization typically relies on the
choice of a hierarchical upscaling framework, assuming that homogeneous sections of each rock-
type can be sampled and characterized. Recent developments in 3D tomography including micro-CT
show that samples considered to be homogeneous frequently still have a high level of heterogeneity,
challenging this assumption. This implies that measurements at the plug scale exhibit a high level
of uncertainty, which may be caused e.g. by fine scale laminations. Characterizing these hetero-
geneities offers a better way of describing the formation characteristics and requires classification
techniques sensitive to fine-scale structural details. Typically, when different rock samples are con-
sidered, rock-types may be defined on the basis of texture measures like grain sorting, angularity,
size distributions of grains, and for example mercury intrusion capillary pressure (MICP) 1. While
this is done on sections of a sample, often using 2D information, 3D tomograms offer much more
detail. In the past it has been shown that the Minkowski functionals are sensitive measures of mi-
crostructure 2. They were also applied to the characterization of thinly laminated sandstone, where
however no saturation based attribute like MICP was utilized in the classification 3. This is signifi-
cant, since a rock-type classification scheme including such attributes should better incorporate the
scale of fluid connectivity: incorporating hydraulic attributes may reveal unique transporting ability
through critical flow channels.
In this work we use regional measures based on the Minkowski functionals and local saturation in-
formation to partition heterogeneous rock samples into multiple distinct regions. Local hydraulic
attributes are determined on the basis of capillary drainage transforms. We consider a range of ar-
tificial Boolean models to illustrate the effect of including hydraulic information on the resulting
classifications scheme. This allows the determination of bias, since for these models local classes are
known ab-initio. We test the classification framework by comparing upscaled petrophysical proper-
ties derived on the basis of the classification results with direct fine-scale computations.
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Carbonate pore space segmentation and classification by a com-
bination of multiscale imaging and deep learning
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Pore space in carbonate rocks can be heterogeneous at all scales; hence, their characterization is
challenging, expensive and time-consuming. Petrophysical analyses cannot provide information on
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the full geometry and pore space connectivity. Moreover, these analyses can be time consuming and
require evaluation by experts. Current imaging techniques may not cover a representative range of
scales, or may not resolve microporosity, and are often not well integrated with the expert knowl-
edge available. In this contribution we present a novel multi-scale workflow how we: 1) combine
multimodal images by novel registration and alignment methods; 2 ) segment and classify pores,
fractures, and grains automatically using deep learning.
Pore space from cm- to nm-scale will be measured by integrating automated optical microscopy
(Virtual Microscopy, ViP) with high resolution Broad Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (BIB-
SEM) image mapping. Pore connectivity will be assessed by applying liquid Metal Injection followed
by BIB-SEM on twin samples. Validated pore space and pore type maps containing 100,000s of
features will be the input for statistical analysis and used to train deep learning algorithms for pore
segmentation and classification.
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There are two main roles for the fractures in the gas reservoir development. On the one hand, frac-
tures will improve the permeability of the reservoir, and the gas recovery of the high permeability
reservoir will be higher than that of the low permeability under the same abandonment gas produc-
tion rate. On the other hand, the water will rush along the fractures and the gas-water two phases
flow will occur in the gas reservoir, resulting in premature water production and low gas recovery.
In this paper, the influence of fracture on the gas reservoir development is studied by the seepage
experiment. Firstly, the influence of fracture on the permeability is studied by testing the physical
properties of rock samples with fractures. And the fracture is characteristic with different fracture
length, fracture width and fracture location. Secondly, influence of fracture on gas reservoir devel-
opment is studied by gas and water flow in the fractured rock sample and mathematical simulation.
The conclusions are that: (1) In the simple-phase flow, the penetrated fracture improved the rock
sample permeability by over 10 times and the non-penetrated fracture improved the rock sample
permeability by less than 2 times. (2) The two-phase flow physical simulation experiment shows
that the water in the matrix rock is piston-type propulsion, and the propulsion speed is relatively
slow. Water rushes in the fractures along the fractured core with a high speed. (3)The mathematical
simulation shows that: when the permeability contrast which means the ratio of fracture perme-
ability to matrix rock permeability reaches 20, the effect of water invasion on the gas recovery is
significantly increased, thus the gas recovery will be declined dramatically.
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Graph theory to infer mixing capacity in complex systems
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Solving flow and transport through complex geometries such as porous and fractured media in-
volves an extreme computational cost. Network theory approaches, where the complex network is
conceptualized like a graph, can help to simplify and better understand fluid dynamics and trans-
port in those media. We investigate the relative impact of topological, geometric, and hydraulic
heterogeneity on transport processes in partially saturated porous media and in three-dimensional
fracture networks. To address this issue, we propose a method based on eigenvector centrality and
a measure of disorder in networks. The eigenvector centrality predictions show that this technique
is computationally efficient and has potential for predicting preferential paths and stagnation zones
for flow and transport. The measure of disorder, as a relative indicator by comparison between two
networks, is a first approach to the dispersion potential and ‘‘mixing capacity’’ of a network.
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Unconventional reservoirs tend to have extremely low-permeability, thus fluid flow is mainly con-
trolled by artificial or natural fractures. Therefore, the characterisation of fracture networks is of
critical significance, which, however, is challenging due to its dramatic heterogeneity and complex
porous structure. This paper aims to develop a novel framework of characterising fractured reser-
voir samples with micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) imaging technology.
A non-destructive imaging technology, X-ray micro-CT technology, is applied to acquire the 3D spa-
tial representation of the fractured rock sample. As a result, rock compositions including fractures,
matrix and minerals, are identified by respective grey values and segmented into unique phases for
separate analysis. Based on the segmented micro-CT images, we develop a comprehensive micro-CT
image analysis method to obtain the statistics of fracture geometrical properties, including orienta-
tion, length, spacing, aperture size. Apart from fracture network, the mineral phase is extracted
and analysed with mineral size statistics and mineralisation degree. In order to represent the het-
erogonous fractured samples realistically, discrete fracture network models (DFN) are constructed,
where geometrical properties are stochastically drawn from the measured statistics. The generated
DFN model is discretised by a voxelisation process to provide the same format with original micro-
CT images with the same resolution. Multiple DFN realisations are reconstructed stochastically with
Monte Carlo method. Absolute permeability, porosity, connectivity, tortuosity and specific surface
area of each realisation are computed and compared with original micro-CT images.
Our results show that the developed DFN models are sufficiently realistic representations of orig-
inal micro-CT images in terms of fracture geometry, topology, mineralisation, and petrophysical
properties. For example, according to the comparison between permeability of DFN realisations and
original micro-CT scans, it is shown that our developed DFN models produce accurate permeability
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estimation with low error of approximately 6.5% on average. Since that the roughness and minerali-
sation information which are obtained from micro-CT images are additionally considered in our DFN
modelling, thus the issue of transmissibility over-estimation associated with conventional DFN mod-
els is addressed. This framework of characterising fractured reservoir samples can be widely applied
for any unconventional reservoirs, including coal seam gas and shale gas reservoirs. In addition,
it is important for its application to digital core analysis because there are many difficulties with
direct simulation of flow on micro-CT images because of limited image resolution. Therefore, the
novelty of this work demonstrates its ability to be independent of the image resolution. Rather than
struggling with the trade-off between the image resolution and scanned sample size, reconstructing
DFN models to represent micro-CT images is no longer restricted with model dimension while also
preserving resolution.
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Enhanced Gas Recovery (EGR), in which injected (and hence sequestered) supercritical CO2 is used
to increase natural gas production, has never been practiced industrially from the start of a gas field
development despite presenting both significant operational (increased natural gas production) and
environmental (secure CO2 sequestration) benefits 1. Primarily this lack of adoption is due to uncer-
tainty regards the extent of mixing of the injected CO2 and the nascent natural gas, possibly resulting
in unacceptable contamination of the natural gas product. Reservoir simulations that accurately cap-
ture the CO2–natural gas mixing processes are essential if EGR is to be adopted 2. Here we report on
the use of NMR measurements to determine critical inputs into EGR simulations; namely dispersiv-
ity and tortusoity relevant to CO2–natural gas core flooding processes under reservoir/supercritical
conditions.
Specifically we use in-situ time-resolved NMR 1D axial profiles to determine the dispersion coeffi-
cient for a CO2-CH4 core flood; via comparison with traditional effluent analysis using IR we are
able to quantify and eliminate the erroneous contribution of entry/exit and edge effects in the core
flood. We also measure tortusoity using traditional PFG techniques and use this measurement to
validate the dispersion coefficient measurement as velocity approaches zero. This is performed for
both a range of sandstone and carbonate rock cores 3. We subsequently have proceeded to adapt our
experimental apparatus and methodology to also incorporate residual or connate water [4,5]. Multi-
dimensional MRI was used to confirm the even distribution of residual water in the rock cores; a
variable direction centrifuge procedure was established to ensure this. NMR T2 relaxation measure-
ments were used to confirm the pore size distribution occupied by the residual water phase. Residual
water was found to distinctly occupy the smaller pores, which resulted in an increase in gas disper-
sion (of up to an order of magnitude) for all rock cores considered. We will also detail methodology to
directly determine the tortuosity of these partially saturated rock cores, again using PFG techniques.
Finally we present the inclusion of these experimental parameters into 3D reservoir simulations of
an EGR process [6], as well as the adaptation of the apparatus to allow for the presence of clathrate
hydrates during the CO2–natural gas exchange process.
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Simulation and Experimental Measurements of Internal Magnetic
Field Gradients and NMR Transverse Relaxation Times (T2) in
Sandstone Rocks
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Corresponding Author(s):
NMR T2 measurements are widely used to determine various petro-physical properties both in the
laboratory and for in situ reservoir measurements using well logging tools. Internal magnetic field
gradients, which occur in rock pores during NMR measurements due to magnetic susceptibility
differences between the rock matrix and the pore fluids, can however distort these T2 measurements.
Hence, it is vital that a pore scale understanding of how these magnetic field gradients evolve with
various rock types, and how they in turn affect T2 measurements, is realised.
Here we implement a FEM simulation of these internal magnetic field gradients on 3D digital  CT
images of five different sandstone rocks, coupled with a random walk simulation of the T2 NMR sig-
nal relaxation process. The FEM simulations required the magnetic susceptibility of each sandstone,
this was directly measured using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) over a
range of magnetic field strengths. The resultant probability distributions of internal magnetic field
gradients were then compared against equivalent experimental measurements for the first time. The
results were generally in reasonable agreement, however the simulations failed to capture the larger
magnetic field gradients that were observed experimentally.
Consideration of various potential reasons including; image resolution, model discretisation, the
effect of heterogenous susceptibilities and the presence of trace ferromagnetic minerals are made.
Based on scanning electron and magnetic force microscopy results coupled with simulations, we
identify the assumption of a single mean magnetic susceptibility as being the primary source of the
variation between simulated and measured results. Furthermore, we identified that small amounts
of iron bearing clays situated at the pore surface can significantly increase local internal gradient
fields, far exceeding what would be expected based on the bulk mineralogy. Simulations of the T2
relaxation process are shown however to be in good agreement with experimental measurements
across the five sandstones studied for a standard 2MHz detection frequency.
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Enhanced convective dissolution flux due to an A+B–>C reaction
Mamta Jotkar1 ; Laurence Rongy2 ; Anne De Wit3
1 Université Libre de Bruxelles
2 Universite libre de Bruxelles (ULB)
3 ULB
Corresponding Author(s): mjotkar@ulb.ac.be
Chemical reactions are known to have a significant impact on convective dissolution in partially
miscible density stratifications in a porous medium and to be able to enhance the steady-state flux
with respect to the non-reactive case. We numerically study such reactive convective dissolution
when species A reacts with B present in the host solution to produce C via an A+B→ C reaction.
This work is divided into two parts. In the first one, we consider unstable non-reactive density strat-
ifications where the dissolving species A increases the density of the host solution upon dissolution.
We analyze the effect of reactions by classifying the density profiles and the nonlinear dynamics into
distinct regimes in the parameter space. We show that upon varying the difference ΔRCB = RC -
RB between the Rayleigh numbers of the product C and the reactant B and the ratio β=B0/A0 of
the initial concentration of the reactant B with respect to A, it is possible to increase the dissolution
flux by an order of magnitude relative to the non-reactive case. In the second part, we consider non-
reactive stable density stratifications where the dissolving species A decreases the density of the
host solution. While the dominant transport mechanism in the absence of reactions is the diffusive
one, we show that chemical reactions can induce convective dissolution and increasing ΔRCB and β
can further enhance the steady-state dissolution flux. We obtain a critical value of ΔRCB as a func-
tion of β above which the reactions can initiate convective dissolution and we show that this value
is in agreement with the theoretical predictions made using linear stability analysis. Additionally,
the effects of hydrodynamic dispersion on the steady-state dissolution flux are studied. Our results
are important in the context of CO2 geological sequestration where enhanced dissolution flux is
favourable to improve the efficiency and safety of the process.
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Imaging and modeling Martin Blunt at the pore scale
Ruben Juanes1
1 MIT
Corresponding Author(s): juanes@mit.edu
I reflect on some of the many contributions by Prof. Martin Blunt, and use them to highlight the
profound influence he has had on my career and my life, from our early discussions on the esoteric
elliptic regions in three-phase flow to the later ones on dynamic pore-scale imaging and model-
ing.
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Study of contact angle variation considering geological CO2 se-
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Geological sequestration is one of the most effective methods of mitigating carbon dioxide emis-
sion. CO2 captured from the main sources is injected into deep underground siztes for long-term
storage. There are many possible sites for CO2 seuqestration. Among them, saline aquifers is the
most interested site due to its capacity. The capacity and safety of saline aquifers are governed by
capillary force. Among the parameters influencing capillary pressure, the wettability of rock, which
is quantified by the contact angle, has the highest uncertainty. The measurement of contact angles
in real conditions inside the pores of a rock is ideal, but technical issues force researchers to measure
the contact angle of a bubble of CO2 or a water/brine droplet on a flat surface, which cannot model
the real fluid configuration inside the pores. In our experimental study, we used a transparent glass
2D micromodel with randomly patterned channels in order to inject CO2 and brine with different
salinities and satureated conditions. And then, we measured the contact angle of the water-CO2
interface on glass channel wall surfaces. Results show that the effects of salinity and unsaturated
condition on the dynamica contact angle including advancing- and receding-contact angles. Results
implies that a higher contact angle increases the risk of the leakage through ground layers and the
migration of CO2 back to the surface. Moreover, increased salinity results in an increased contact
angle for a specific pressure, which must be considered for the safety of any storage site. Also, con-
tact angle hysteresis, which is an important parameter for immobilizing CO2 bubbles inside of the
rock pores, increases with pressure and decreases with salinity.
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Monitoring Pressure Fluctuations in Artificial Porous Media.
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We aim to understand the microscopic mechanisms of individual capillary instabilities which gov-
ern slow displacement processes in permeable porous media. Therefore we investigate the influence
of the pore space geometry and wettability on the “landscape” of pressure variations during slow
displacement of fluid from an arrangement of glass beads by a second, immiscible fluid. For an exper-
imental verification of the capillary pressure variations, we measure the pressure of a bursting menis-
cus in a single throat formed by three beads. Different wettability of the glass beads is realized by wet-
silanization techniques as OTS (octadecyltrichlorosilane) or APTES (3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane)-
coating which result in a water-air contact angle on glass beads of 110° and 60°, respectively. Het-
erogeneous wettability is achieved by throats assembled from beads with different coatings. The
experiments shall be compared with numerical calculations of the capillary pressure in such a het-
erogeneous throat for various combination of contact angles. Understanding the characteristic pres-
sure variations of single throats, we will extend our setup to small bead-packs consisting of a few
layers of glass beads with heterogeneous wettability.
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Carbon aerogels with high microporous specific surface area and
low thermal conductivity prepared through self-sacrificial salt
templating route with ambient drying
Feng JunzongNone ; Zhang ZhenNone ; Jiang YonggangNone ; Li LiangjunNone ; Feng JianNone
Corresponding Author(s):
The application of ultra-high temperature thermal insulation puts forward an urgent demand for car-
bon aerogels. The carbon aerogels with high microporous porosity were prepared through a simple
and novel self-sacrificial salt templating routine to improve their thermal insulation performance.
The salt templates could be removed during carbonization process and so carbon aerogel monoliths
were directly obtained after ambient drying and pyrolyzing without washing removal of salts. The
microporous specific surface area and BET specific surface area of the resultant carbon aerogels
with density 0.23g/cm3 were dramatically increased up to 770m2/g and 1131m2/g, respectively. The
solid thermal conductivity of the carbon aerogels at room temperature was 0.0279W•m-1•K-1 with
gaseous thermal conductivity 0.0187W•m-1•K-1 measured by laser flash method. At 1800oC, the
thermal conductivity at ambient pressure was 0.3721W•m-1•K-1, in which gaseous thermal conduc-
tivity accounted for only about 11%. The thermal insulation property of the obtained carbon aerogels
was comparable to that of carbon aerogels synthesized through supercritical drying. Through im-
proving the content of micropores to reduce thermal conductivity, the obtained carbon aerogels have
great potential applications in the field of ultra-high thermal insulation.
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Multi-scale modeling in poroelasticity: Computational homoge-
nization and Numerical Model Reduction
Ralf Jänicke1 ; Fredrik Larsson1 ; Kenneth Runesson1
1 Chalmers University of Technology
Corresponding Author(s): ralf.janicke@chalmers.se
In heterogeneous porous media, hydro-mechanical coupling between solid matrix and pore fluid
under mechanical loading induces fluid pressure gradients and, accordingly, redistribution of fluid
in the pore space in terms of a Darcy-type pore pressure diffusion.
In this contribution, we put particular emphasis on pore pressure diffusion in porous media on sev-
eral length scales. To this end, we interpret the heterogeneous porous rock as a multi-scale material.
We coin the name meso-scale for the length scale of heterogeneities (fractures, patchy saturation, …)
which are much larger than the microscopic pores and grains. The hydro-mechanical loading and
the overall structural response are assumed to act and to be measured on the macro-scale (separation
of scales between micro-, meso- and macro-scale).
In the case of a purely mechanical macroscopic loading, we observe a local redistribution of pore
fluid without overall fluid transport. In other words, the diffusion length is, in this case, defined
by the typical length of the mesoscopic heterogeneities. Thus, the macroscopic reaction is of vis-
coelastic nature. If, however, a hydro-mechanical loading is applied on the macro-scale, local fluid
redistribution in the pore space is superimposed with a macroscopic fluid transport. This non-local
interaction results in an overall poro-viscoelastic material behavior.
In this contribution, we investigate both, the local and the non-local scenario, by computational
homogenization. Starting from [1,2] we develop a Numerical Model Reduction (NMR) technique
similar to the Nonuniform Transformation Field Analysis (NTFA) to identify the macroscopic (poro-
)viscoelastic properties by a set of (“offline“) training computations. Our machine learning algorithm
allows us to establish a reduced FE2 scheme to solve macroscopic boundary value problems with full
mesoscopic resolution in a numerically efficient and reliable way.
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Impact of Heterogeneous Fracture Aperture on the Well Produc-
tivity of Deformable Fractured Porous Media
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Several hydrocarbon production wells in the North Sea reservoirs suffer from productivity reduc-
tion during primary production. Since the affected reservoirs are highly fractured, closure of natu-
ral/induced fractures around wells, due to an increase in effective stress is expected to be one of the
main reasons for this reduction. Traditionally, the fracture conductivity is determined by its aper-
ture through a cubic law 1. While the fracture aperture is commonly assumed either constant or
uniformly distributed, it is well-known that the aperture distribution is heterogeneous and changes
with varying contact stress at each point on the fracture surface. This heterogeneous aperture field
can affect the flow performance, and fracture aperture evolution due to thermo-poroelastic stresses
2. Moreover, variance, prior distribution, and correlation length, which are used to populate the
heterogeneous field, can further enhance this effect 3. Hence, this study aims to investigate and
highlight the impacts of fracture aperture variation, including initial stage and deformed behaviour,
on the well productivity through a conceptual steady-state single-fracture reservoir.
Coupled solid deformation and fluid flow in porous media is modelled utilising Complex Systems
Modelling Platform (CSMP), an object-oriented application programme interface [4], 5. The investi-
gation is separated into three main parts: (i) the effect of variance, (ii) the effect of prior distribution
length, and (iii) the effect of correlation length/angle on well productivity index. Moreover, the
comparison among the calculation of the well productivity using the homogeneous, heterogeneity
aperture field, and its arithmetic average is also investigated. Taking into consideration the limita-
tions and assumptions made in this study, the following findings are drawn: (i) well productivity
tends to be higher when the heterogeneity aperture field is introduced than the homogeneous and
arithmetic average ones, (ii) this effect is enhanced when the variance is increased, (iii) there is not
much difference between the well productivity results when different prior distributions, i.e. uni-
form, normal, and log-normal distributions, are utilised, (iv) the increase in the correlation length
that perpendicular to the well direction enhances the productivity of the system, and (v) the in-
crease in the correlation length that parallel to the well direction hinders the productivity of the
system.
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Fluid flow and solute transport in fractured porous media are phenomena that control key processes
in groundwater monitoring, generating thermal energy, earthquake prediction, and biomedical en-
gineering, e.g. model activities of the heart or brain from noninvasive measurements on the chest
or scalp. The mathematical representation of the fluid interaction between fracture and rock ma-
trix domains is not straightforward because these two domains usually possess vastly different flow
properties. For instance, fluid conductivity through a system of fractures can be much greater than
that of the rock matrix. To tackle this issue, there are three main approaches, (i) equidimensional, (ii)
mixed-dimensional representing fractures as split surfaces, and (iii) mixed-dimensional representing
fractures as internal walls [1, 2]. The first method demands excessively refinement of the fracture
domain, more computationally burdens, while the second method requires a sophisticated contact
model when mechanical deformation is included in the model 3. Hence, the third method is selected
in this study because of its favourable computational cost and straightforward implementation when
it is incorporated more phenomena.
Researchers have traditionally used the continuous Galerkin (CG) method to solve flow and trans-
port in fractured porous media problems for decades. However, it is not suitable for solving the
transport equation because it may not satisfy mass conservation. Moreover, it cannot represent
fractures that act as flow barriers [4]. This study aims to present the advantages of using the discon-
tinuous Galerkin (DG) method for solving coupled flow and transport in fractured porous media.
A mixed DG × CG space is utilised to solve the pressure equation. Subsequently, a velocity field
is established using CG or Raviet− Thomas function space; then the transport equation is solved
on DG space. This procedure provides more accurate solutions in a convection-dominated regime,
in which a sharp flood-front of the tracer is established, than those of CG formulation. The result of
this work is compared to relatively new numerical methods, including hybrid-finite-element-finite-
volume, lowest order Raviart-Thomas mixed finite elements, and multi-Point flux approximation
methods as part of “Verification benchmarks for single-phase flow in three-dimensional fractured
porous media [4, 5, 6].”
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Nanoscale understanding and prediction of the structural, dynamic, and reactive properties of fluids
confined in clay pores and the behavior of dissolved inorganic and organic aqueous species under
these conditions is important for many geochemical, environmental, and technological applications,
such as geological disposal of radioactive waste, shale oil and gas exploration, geological carbon
sequestration, etc. Is extremely difficult to experimentally study such systems on the fundamen-
tal molecular scale, and the results of such studies are often subject to considerable interpretation
usually based on certain atomistic models. At the same time, rapid development of atomistic compu-
tational modeling techniques in recent years 1 has already proven to be very efficient in providing
significant new quantitative details of the specific effects of the clay mineral structure and compo-
sition on the structure, dynamics and reactivity of interfacial and nanoconfined fluids. However, in
most computer simulations to date, clay particles are represented by their basal (001) surfaces only.
Here we are using the recently developed modification 2 of the ClayFF force field 3 to realistically
model the hydrated edges of finite size clay nanoparticles in large-scale classical molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations. The structure of aqueous solutions and ion adsorption at the (010) and (110)
edge surfaces of kaolinite, montmorillonite, and muscovite are investigated in detail for a number
of mono- and di-valent cations relevant for the problems of shale gas exploration, where they are
suspected to have negative environmental impact as potentially mobile naturally occurring radioac-
tive materials (NORMs). Specific surface adsorption sites are initially identified, and then probed
by the calculations of potentials of mean force [4], thus providing detailed site-specific quantita-
tive information on the free energies of adsorption and the thermodynamics of interfacial cation
exchange.
1 A.G.Kalinichev, X.Liu, R.T.Cygan (2016) Molecular simulations of clay-water interfaces: Recent
progress, challenges, and opportunities. Clays and Clay Minerals, 64, 335-336.
2 M.Pouvreau, J.A.Greathouse, R.T.Cygan, A.G.Kalinichev (2017) Structure of hydrated gibbsite and
brucite edge surfaces: DFT results and further development of the ClayFF classical force field with
Metal-O-H bending terms. J. Phys. Chem. C., 121, 14757-14771.
3 R.T.Cygan, J.-J.Liang, A.G.Kalinichev (2004) Molecular models of hydroxide, oxy-hydroxide, and
clay phases and the development of a general force field, J. Phys. Chem. B, 108, 1255-1266.
[4] N.Loganathan, A.G.Kalinichev (2017) Quantifying the mechanisms of site-specific ion exchange
at an inhomogeneously charged surface: Case of Cs+/K+ on hydrated muscovite mica, J. Phys. Chem.
C, 121, 7829-7836.
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The enormous potential of geological carbon sequestration technologies for reducing the carbon
footprint of human activity is attracting an increasing attention in the recent years [1,2]. Cementi-
tious materials are widely utilized in these technologies for zonal isolation of the CO2 storage wells.
The degradation and deterioration of cement and concrete under the conditions of CO2 disposal and
storage pose potential environmental risks such as fugitive gas leakages and groundwater contami-
nation. To accurately understand, predict, and minimize these risks, a proper understanding of the
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fluid transport pathways in wellbore cement is particularly important.
Here we employ atomistic computational modeling techniques to study the molecular properties
of CO2/H2O fluid mixtures nanoconfined in the porous space of cement’s main hydration phase:
calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H). These molecular scale results contribute to a more accurate quan-
titative understanding of fluid migration through wellbore leakage pathways. The effects of the
cement chemistry and pore size distribution are taken into account by varying the Ca/Si ratio of the
atomistic C-S-H models from 0.83 to 1.75 and the pore sizes from 1 to 5 nm, respectively. At the first
stage, the intercalation potential of CO2/H2O fluid mixtures is investigated using grand canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations for the C-S-H porous systems in equilibrium with bulk CO2/H2O
mixtures at (T = 323 K and P = 90 bar) and (T = 348 K and P = 130 bar), mimicking the T/P condi-
tions of geological carbon sequestration. The increase of Ca/Si ratio leads to lower CO2 adsorption
in pores, as H2O molecules competitively adsorb on the calcium cations, blocking access of CO2.
The equilibrium compositions and structures obtained from the GCMC simulations are then used
as an input for classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using the ClayFF force field 3. The
structural properties of fluids (i.e., atomic density profiles, preferential molecular orientations) and
the diffusional mobility of CO2 and H2O molecules in the pores are analyzed in detail.
References
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Modeling and simulation of multiphase flows arising in environmental problems such as infiltration
and remediation requires careful numerical treatment due to the significant geologic complexity in-
volved and the treatment of strongly heterogeneous soil properties.
The discretization of the PDE’s arising from this class of problems requires locally conservative meth-
ods such as discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods in order to be able to follow small concentration.
We provide an adaptive interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin discretization for the solution of
porous media flow problems extending our previous work on incompressible two-phase flow prob-
lems [1, 2] to compressible, reactive transport and multi-phase/multi-component models. We allow
for refinement/coarsening in both the element size, the polynomial degree and the time step size.
This adaptive strategy allows to refine the mesh when the solution is estimated to be rough and in-
crease the local polynomial degree when the solution is estimated to be smooth. It also grants more
flexibility with respect to the time step size.
To our knowledge, this is the first time the concept of local hp-adaptivity is incorporated in the
study of such problems, thus, allowing to comprehend the advantages and disadvantages of using
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hp-adaptive algorithms and higher order DG methods for the simulation of complex flows in porous
media.
The implementation is based on the Open-Source PDE software framework 3.
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Fluid flow and transport in fractured rock controls many natural and engineered processes in the sub-
surface, including hydrocarbon production from fractured reservoir and the fate of radionuclides dur-
ing geologic nuclear waste storage. However, characterizing flow and transport through fractured
media is challenging due to the high uncertainty and large heterogeneity associated with fractured
rock properties. In addition to these “static” challenges, geologic fractures are always under signif-
icant overburden stress, and changes in the stress state can lead to changes in the fracture’s ability
to conduct fluids. While confining stress has been shown to impact fluid flow through fractures
in a fundamental way, the impact of confining stress on transport through fractured rock remains
poorly understood. The link between anomalous (non-Fickian) transport and confining stress has
been shown, only recently, at the level of a single rough fracture 1.
Here, we investigate the impact of geologic stress on flow and tracer transport through natural frac-
ture networks. We model geomechanical behavior of fractured rock using the finite-discrete element
method (FDEM) 2, which can capture the deformation of intact rocks, displacement of pre-existing
fractures and propagation of new cracks, upon changes in the stress field. We apply the FDEM to
a fracture network extracted from the geological map of an actual rock outcrop to obtain aperture
fields at different stress conditions. We then simulate fluid flow and particle transport through the
stressed fracture networks. We observe that anomalous transport can emerge in response to ge-
ological stress on the fracture network, and show that the stress state is a powerful determinant
of transport behavior: (1) The interplay between fracture network geometry and anisotropic stress
states can induce preferential flow paths and anomalously early arrival of tracers through shear
dilation; (2) An increase in geologic stress increases aperture heterogeneity due to the nonlinear
relationship between fracture closure and stress magnitude which induces late-time tailing of parti-
cle breakthrough curves. Finally, we develop an effective transport model that captures anomalous
transport through stressed fracture networks. Our results point to a heretofore unrecognized link
between geomechanics and anomalous transport in natural fractured media.
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Vigorous mixing and reaction of solutes can occur at fracture intersections (FI) since fluids with two
very different properties can meet and react at FI. Such phenomena are of a great importance because
reaction hotspots can emerge at FI which may control the biogeochemical cycles of elements and
underground contaminant transport. Although the effects of fracture roughness and flow rate on
solute transport through rough fractures have been widely studied, our understanding on mixing
and reaction at FI is very limited. In this study, we investigate how the interplay between fracture
roughness and flow rate controls mixing and reaction kinetics at FI by combining visual microfluidics
experiments and direct numerical simulations.
Microfluidic devices with straight and rough fracture intersections are prepared and used as plat-
forms to study hydrodynamics, mixing and reaction kinetics at varying flow rates. Since reactions
should be fundamentally governed by transport and mixing of solutes, we first characterize flow
fields by visualizing streamlines with fluorescent particles and quantify mixing with fluorescent
tracers. The diffusive mixing of tracers was observed at low flow rates while chaotic mixing of trac-
ers by eddies was observed at high flow rates. We then study reaction at FI with a fast bimolecular
reaction based on a chemiluminescent reaction. Our results show that the interplay between rough-
ness and flow rate yields complex flow patterns that initiates reaction hotspots which is not typically
expected in straight FI. In addition, direct numerical simulations of fluid flow and tracer transport
are performed to complement the experimental findings. We show that both roughness and flowrate
can fundamentally change mixing and reaction kinetics. In summary, we combine microfluidics ex-
periment and direct numerical simulations to elucidate how the interplay between roughness and
flow rate controls mixing and reaction at FI.
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The effect of ionic strength on the development and evolution of
two phase flow in an artificial porous medium
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Low Salinity Water Flooding (LSWF) is an enhanced oil recovery technique, where modified-salinity
water, usually with lower salinity, is injected into the reservoir. This process can potentially lead
to a higher oil production compared to conventional water flooding. There are many speculations
regarding the mechanism(s) under which these effects take (or not) place. The most notable one is
the one of wettability alteration which has been studied in several pore-scale and micromodel stud-
ies. Even though there is a substantial volume of works in the literature studying the LSWF effect,
either experimentally or numerically, there has not been any experimental work which studies the
time scale of oil recovery at different salinity concentrations, while offering direct observation of
the effects taking place on the pore-scale.
In this work, we study the effect of the ionic strength on the time-scale of oil recovery in a closed
network of capillaries forming the flow network of a micromodel. With the use of a custom-made
microscope, we visualized the invasion of water at various ionic strengths in a hydrophobic micro-
model initially filled with Fluorinert, which served as the wetting phase. Under different primary
drainage conditions, we quantified the resulting change of saturation, in terms of recovery time and
breakthrough values.
Our results clearly show that there is an optimal range of ionic strength where the recovery times
are shorter, and for a value of ionic strength within this range, the breakthrough time and satura-
tion are monotonically related to the flow rate. Finally, for a given injection rate, there is a clear
non-monotonic trend between the breakthrough saturation, the breakthrough time and the ionic
strength.
To our knowledge, this is the first reported REV-scale experiment with pore-scale, real-time obser-
vations in which the effect of LSWF is studied for a range of initial saturations and flow conditions
in a micro-model, and the results can provide new insights into the non-linearities of oil recovery at
different ionic strengths.
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Wettability plays an important role in porous media applications such as enhanced oil recovery
and CO2 storage in terms of capillarity and residual trapping. In many applications, the wetting
property of the rock surface is assumed to be static. However, the compositions of many fluids are
capable of altering the wettability of rock surfaces continuously in time. In recent years, wettability
has received attention in laboratory experiments and theoretical investigations. However, few stud-
ies have assessed the impact of wettability alteration (WA) on capillary pressure curves. Recently,
core-scale experiments have shown a time-dependent WA that significantly alters the Darcy-scale
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two-phase flow constitutive relations. Due to the dynamics in WA, the standard capillary pressure
model that assumes static wettability may be insufficient to describe the flow physics. We simulate
capillary pressure curves using a bundle-of-tubes approach, where a Langmuir type model for time-
dependent WA is introduced at the pore-scale. The simulated curves include a pore-scale WA effect
and used to understand how the equilibrium capillary pressure is altered by pore-scale mechanisms.
Based on the information acquired from the simulated data, we proposed a new capillary pressure
model that considers time-dependent WA at the pore-scale by adding a dynamic term to the stan-
dard capillary pressure model. Further, we showed that non-uniform WA can lead to significant hys-
teresis in capillary pressure-saturation relations which is not seen in the standard bundle-of-tubes
model. This study shows the importance of time-dependent WA for determining capillary pressure
over time scales of weeks and months. The impact of wettability has implications for experimental
methodology as well as macro-scale simulation of wettability-altering
fluids.
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Oil spills have caused significant environmental and ecological problems. Oil-polluted water usually
contains toxic chemicals, which may harm human’s health or even have a disastrous impact on the
ecosystem. Therefore, the development of methods for effective decontamination and cleanup is
necessary for the protection of the environment and human health. Traditional cleanup techniques
are useful for the separation of oil/water free mixtures, but suffer from the limits of low efficiency
and high operating cost. Traditional techniques also absorb both water and oil during the separation
process, thus displaying poor separation selectivity and efficiency, whereby separation efficiency is
crucial to many applications.
Both modified and unmodified porous media such as fibers and cotton was previously subjected
for separation of oil spills from water, but faced with some problems. In this work, a polyurethane
sponge with homogenous distribution of porosity used as porous medium. Pore sizes are big enough
that fluid droplets could flow throughout this porous medium. Unmodified porous medium can ab-
sorb both water and oil phases, but with modifying pore walls with nanomaterials, surface wettabil-
ity alters, and as a result, just one phase could move through this porous media. Here, we modified
our porous media with a synthesized functionalized nanoparticles, and altered surface wettability
from neutral wettability, to highly oil-wet condition. Metal organic framework nanoparticles was
first synthesized, and then was coated on wall surfaces of porous medium with PDMS polymer using
dip-coating method. This sponge coated with functionalized nanoparticles (ZIF sponge) is used for
expulsion of oil contaminant from water continuously.
In this study we used contact angle measurement for surface wettability determination. Contact
angle results before and after coating with nanoparticles prove that wettability of porous medium
has altered to highly oil-wet. Also SEM images before and after coating proves that pore walls have
coated with nanoparticles, and this coating did not affect effective permeability of porous medium
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(because of small size of synthesized nanoparticles). In addition, EDAX results from different points
of porous medium proves that our nanomaterials are well on the wall surfaces and altered its wetta-
bility. Its high crude oil sorption capacity and positive environmental footprint makes it ecologically
friendly sorbent for oil spill cleanups. Furthermore, its high contact angle with water (about 160°),
makes it an efficient filter to in-situ continuous separation other contaminants from water such
as oil solvents. The results also demonstrate that in harsh conditions such as high temperature or
acidic/basic environment and also in the vicinity of brine, it revealed a great performance. This
implies that it can be used in marine mishaps or other pollutions.
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Pore-Scale Flow of Water and Supercritical CO2 in 2D Porous Mi-
cromodels: High-Speed Quantifications of Velocity Fields and In-
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Multiphase flow in porous media is relevant to a range of applications in the energy and environmen-
tal sectors. Recently, the interest in the topic has been greatly renewed by geological storage of CO2
within saline aquifers. While high-fidelity field-scale prediction of CO2 migration is central to a safe
implementation of this technology, it is increasingly recognized that rigorous representation of pore-
scale processes is critical to accurate modeling and prediction of such macroscopic flow behaviors.
However, the complex pore-scale flow physics of such immiscible multiphase systems is yet to be
fully understood. Moreover, recent evidence shows that transient flow events occur on the time scale
of milliseconds, and the dynamics, such as rapid interfacial jumps and inertial effects, can greatly
affect the accuracy of prediction if not accounted for properly in predictive models, necessitating
spatially- and temporally-resolving those events using more advanced techniques 1. To this end,
the pore-scale flow interactions of water and liquid/supercritical CO2 are experimentally quantified
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in 2D porous micromodels at reservoir-relevant conditions (i.e., 80 bar, 20 degC), in an attempt to
accurately mimics the process of CO2 injection into saline aquifers. High-speed microscopic particle
image velocimetry (micro-PIV) and fluorescent microscopy are employed to measure the spatially-
and temporally-resolved instantaneous water velocity field and to quantify the interface dynamics,
respectively 2. Furthermore, measurements are performed under a variety of wettability conditions,
in order to quantify the impact of wettability on the physics and to evaluate the role of capillary ef-
fects. Initial results show that for capillary-dominated flow, the invasion of a single pore is dictated
by its intrinsic dynamics which is independent of bulk flow, whereas within the viscous- or inertia-
dominated regime, pore drainage is overrun by bulk flow. It is also observed that changing wetting
properties of the porous matrix significantly affects the pore-scale flow field and the interface dy-
namics both individually and statistically, therefore challenging their microscopic and macroscopic
descriptions.
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Capillary pressure is one of the controlling parameters in immiscible displacement processes in
porous media encountered in applications such as oil and gas production from hydrocarbon reser-
voirs and geological sequestration of CO2. At the micro-scale, capillary pressure is a function of inter-
facial tension and interfacial curvature for each meniscus, according to the Young–Laplace equation
which is valid under static conditions. In this work, an immiscible displacement process is studied
in a two-dimensional micromodel using high-speed imaging to resolve the motion and curvature of
individual menisci. The correlation between the dynamic local capillary pressure measurements and
pressure difference across the micromodel during the drainage process is examined in detail.
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Numerical simulation of residual oil distribution in middle poros-
ity & low permeability carbonate reservoir developed by WAG–
Take RS oil field in Abu Dhabi for example
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The Abu Dhabi’s RS oil field is partially a middle porosity and low-permeate carbonate thick oil layer
in the transition zone. At present, the horizontal well injection hydrocarbon gas WAG flooding is
used for development. During the development process, there are rising problems of bottom wa-
ter influx, poor displacement efficiency, and a large amount of remaining oil. In order to meet the
requirements of high recovery, it is necessary to study the micro-structure and residual oil distri-
bution. Through the numerical simulation software, the numerical simulation model of the oilfield
is used to predict and simulate the oilfield’s remaining oil. Combined with the dynamic and static
data of the oilfield, it is found that on the plane, the remaining oil mainly exists between the wells
and the wells lines. In the vertical direction, the remaining oil mainly affected by geological con-
ditions, most of them exist in the lower part of the interlayer, the low point of the local structure,
the vicinity of the fault, etc. In the three-dimensional space, due to the joint action of the WAG
displacement method and the three-dimensional well pattern, the remaining oil is mainly a horn
funnel shape exist between the production well row and the injection well row. The numerical sim-
ulation software is used to study the potential tapping of remaining oil. The different conditions
of horizontal well productivity, horizontal well pattern deployment, and horizontal well production
mode and formation pressure are studied. At last, we found the long horizontal well infilling is bet-
ter, and pressure-keeping-development can achieve better results. Through Numerical simulation
experiments, results have been concluded that when the horizontal well length is more than 1500
meters and the formation pressure is maintained at 30 MPa, a 3-5 years stable production time can
be extended, and the Recovery factor can increase about 0.8%.
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The environmental threat on non-renewable resources such as rounded natural aggregates strongly
affects the materials available for the production of mortar or concrete. This leads to an increase in
the relative contribution of alternative resources such as recycled or crushed aggregates, which are
highly porous. To account for aggregates water content and correct the resulting water absorption, it
is usual to correct the amount of mixing water added in the mixer. However, the traditional standard
used to measure rounded aggregates water absorption is not suitable for crushed aggregates.
We develop a test based on drying for the assessment of water absorption and its kinetics in the
case of crushed and recycled sands. We measure drying kinetics of one-particle layer composed of
saturated porous aggregates. We show that this method is suitable to determine water absorption of
crushed or recycled sands. Then, we aim at evaluating the robustness and the limit of such methods
while understanding the general underlying physical processes. We therefore measure the drying
kinetics of one-particle layer of non-porous and porous, real and model particles with various sizes
and morphologies. We study specifically the effects of angularity and roughness of particles on
drying rate changes over time.
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We compare the drying of non-reactive materials (glass beads packing) with the one of fresh mor-
tars. Through the sample drying process, the existing literature on the general underlying physical
processes involved in drying of porous media allows for the identification of two distinct regimes.
Capillary forces drive the drying kinetics. We then measure the drying kinetics of the same materials
containing polymers, which do not absorb on the cement grains. We observe the formation of a crust
at the free surface. Moreover, we measure the pore structure evolution with NMR spectroscopy; our
results and analysis suggest that the increase in the viscosity of the interstitial water due to polymer
addition is at the origin of a decrease in drying rate.
As drying of fresh cementitious materials strongly impacts the final properties in configuration with
large exposed surfaces, we suggest that such polymer addition could slow down the overall drying
of cementitious materials and improve their service life properties.
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Generally, most tight formations do not produce without fracturing. However, during hydraulic
fracturing in this type of reservoirs, a large portion of the injected fracturing fluid cannot be recov-
ered which would start interacting with the formation. Although spontaneous imbibition is mainly
introduced as the main dominating mechanism but predicting the reservoir condition as a result of
the formation and fracturing fluid interaction is a big concern. Therefore, understanding the rock
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responses as a result of post-fracturing spontaneous imbibition is a key to account for the behaviors
observed in tight formations.
Since the main driving force for spontaneous imbibition is capillary suction and in another hand
spontaneous imbibition can be considered as changing the saturation of the media, first through a
novel integrated theoritical-experimental approach the values of capillary suction as a function of rel-
ative humidity and saturation have been determined for Montney tight gas samples (our case study)
which shows very high values for capillary suction (more than 100MPa) and as the water saturation
increases the capillary suction non-linearly decreases. Meantime, also based on the developed the-
oretical approach for the effective stress it is found that in partially saturated media decreasing the
capillary suction would lead to local effective stress reduction followed by increasing the possibility
of volumetric responses.
To tackle the above-addressed theoretical findings, a series of uniaxial compression experiments
have been considered through the cycles of loading-unloading-reloading while the sample is be-
ing subjected to different degrees of relative humidity (or equivalently saturation) and it reaches to
equilibrium in each cycle of loading-unloading. The volumetric behavior (axial and lateral strain) is
monitored in each step where the capillary suction due to different relative humidity that the sam-
ple is being subjected to is changing. The results indicate a non-linear dependency of deformability
on capillary suction (as expected from the theoretical analysis) and it highlights the critical role of
reduction in capillary suction on rock mechanical properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio)
during spontaneous imbibition in tight formations. Based on the results it is clearly observed that
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio would decrease and increase respectively as the capillary suc-
tion is decreasing. Such response would suggest that the rock behavior is changing and it is getting
more ductile.
One of the important points in this study is that the clays in Montney tight gas samples (which
are mainly illite) are not expansive clays. It means that large volume changes (swelling) in clays as
a result of increasing the water saturation would not occur which would be so beneficial to char-
acterize the volumetric behaviors and quantify rock mechanical properties based on capillary suc-
tion.
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When evaluating the effective elastic parameters of a rock sample, it is essential to determine the
appropriate image resolution. On the one hand, for a correct assessment, it is necessary to take into
account the microstructure of the core - the surface roughness of the grains and the properties of
the cementing material. On the other hand, images with such quality will be either unrepresentative
or so large that numerical modeling of static loading tests will require substantial computational
resources.
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We present a multi-scale numerical methodology for estimating the effective elastic parameters of
a sandstone sample from digital core images that combines the numerical upscaling, computational
topology and geostatistics.
Our methodology uses microscopic core images (SEM) to estimate the statistical parameters of rough
cementing layers between grains and to calculate the effective elastic parameters of cement distri-
bution for equivalent models with flat grain contacts. Then, a digital model (built on CT-images of
medium resolution that preserves the representativeness of the sample) is divided into grains with
an estimated thickness of the interlayer by computational topology (persistent homology method),
and these layers are filled with effective cement. After that, the effective elastic parameters of the
sample are estimated by the averaging method based on the principle of equivalence of elastic de-
formation energy, where the elastic moduli are determined by computation of potential energy of
deformations arising in the model when homogeneous strains are applied to the boundary (simulat-
ing of the laboratory experiment). To solve the 3-dimensional static problem of the elasticity theory
the iterative relaxation method is used.
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Tremendous contributions have been made to the mechanics of unsaturated soils in the past decade
using the effective stress principle, including models for shear strength, volume change, elasto-
plasticity, coupled processes (thermo-hydraulic-mechanical), dynamic analysis, earth pressure, re-
taining wall, in situ tests interpretation, etc. The advantages of the effective stress is that i) the
response of the soil to changes in total stress, pore water pressure and pore air pressure can be re-
lated to a single stress variable, ii) a single unified framework can be utilised for both saturated and
unsaturated soil’s behaviour, iii) the basic model parameters are reduced to exactly those used for
saturated soils, except for two entities which can be determined in any soil physics laboratory, iv)
complex and seemingly unrelated characteristics of unsaturated soils can be explained in a simple
and unified manner. In this work, the effective stress expression for unsaturated soils is derived
based on energetic equations of the system. The form of the effective stress is extracted based on the
stress component that is conjugate to strain of the solid skeleton. It is shown that the deviation of the
effective stress parameter from the degree of saturation is due to the rate of change on the specific
area of air-water interface with degree of saturation. Validation of the expression is examined based
on data from x-ray tomography of granular material taken at different degrees of saturation. It also
shown that if effective stress parameter is correctly defined there may not be a need for separate
consideration of the air-water interface as a separate variable.
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Performance modeling of Li-ion batteries using multiphysics-based
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Pore network modeling offers the potential to simulate the performance of electrochemical batteries,
considering the entire device with pore-scale resolution at feasible computational cost. This work
presents the application of pore network modeling to Li-ion battery electrodes, which present several
interesting challenges. Cathode materials in lithium ion batteries consists of multiple phases includ-
ing active material, carbonaceous binder, and electrolyte filled pores. Modern X-ray tomography
and image processing is able to distinguish these phases in 3D tomograms. Applying pore-network
modeling to these structures requires interpreting each of the phases as a unique pore network, and
including the interactions between them all. For instance, the presence of carbon binder phase not
only reduces the SEI layer between active material and electrolyte phase but also influences tortuos-
ity and effective electronic conductivity in the pore and solid phase respectively. The present work
extends the pore network modelling framework OpenPNM to handle 3 (or more) interpenetrating
networks, then investigates the effect of carbon binder phase on Lithium Ion battery cathode. NMC-
811 cathode material is used as the test case, electrochemical performance with and without binder
phase is simulated. Unlike previous models which account generally consider the carbon binder
to have high electrical conductivity, we study the impact of binder conductivity on performance.
The developed pore network model opens a new avenue for modelling complex electrochemical sys-
tems with less computational cost, enabling simulation of large electrode domains while considering
structural heterogeneities and features of material in the computation. This approach is essential for
designing electrode structures with optimized performance, capacity and durability.
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Spatial distributions of liquid and/or temperature during drying of particle aggregates may trigger
undesired structural changes. In this work, a discrete pore-scale model is developed to study the
influence of liquid phase distribution on deformation and damage of the aggregates during drying.
The solid phase is represented by aggregates with different spatial and size distributions of primary
particles that are bonded together at their contact points. The mechanical behavior of the aggregates
is simulated by discrete element method. Liquid phase distributions are obtained from isothermal
drying simulations with a complementary pore network. In a one-way coupling, capillary forces that
are computed from the filling state of pores are applied as loads on a particle-particle basis. Bonds
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may break, resulting in micro cracks, if the load exceeds bond strength. Shrinkage can be modeled
but is not yet accounted for in the complementary pore network. Simulations are conducted for
aggregates with different mechanical properties. For stiff aggregates, formation of micro cracks is
dominant. For soft aggregates, however, reversible shrinkage with no cracks is observed.
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Tracer tests are a powerful tool for estimating various properties of geological formations. The idea
behind these tests is i) to inject at least two chemical tracers into existing natural or artificial subsur-
face flow, and ii) to analyze exit times of tracers. These exit times can differ due to the differential
thermal, biological, chemical and/or physical interactions of each tracer with the formation. Im-
portantly, tracer tests are used by the oil industry to estimate oil saturation (Sor) remaining after
waterflood. The reservoir rock may be saturated with immobile water and oil, and use of tracers
with different solubility in water and oil phases provides information about remaining oil satura-
tion.
In this work, we present a geometrical approach to fracturing a rock volume in three dimensions and
simulating flow and tracer transport in the generated geometry. We vary geometrical properties of
the generated fracture systems (e.g., porosity and heterogeneity) and address their impact on the oil
saturation estimated from tracer injection tests. Due to high computational demand, the proposed
simulation approach has been implemented for a highly scalable massively parallel execution.
Fracture generation includes i) distributing seed points in 3D, ii) calculating 3D polyhedra that sur-
round each seed known as Voronoi tessellation, and iii) creating planar fractures after shrinking each
polyhedron towards its center and releasing void space around it. The interior of each polyhedron
is rock “matrix,” while the space around it is “fractures”. For each matrix–fracture geometry, we
calculate a stationary flow field in the fractures with the lattice-Boltzmann method and then use the
random-walk particle-tracking method (RWPT) to simulate the tracers. RWPT simulates the motion
of a large number of tracer particles due to advection (in fractures) and diffusion (in fractures and
matrix). Tracers can penetrate the complex matrix–fracture interface with some probability, which
depends on the matrix porosity, oil saturation, and tracer-partitioning coefficient.
We have created a large a set of discrete fracture networks in 3D. By varying fracture porosity and
heterogeneity (via spatial distribution of seed points), we addressed the impact of geometrical proper-
ties of fracture networks on the transport of active and passive tracers. This allowed us to estimate oil
saturation in the generated geometries and compare it with the input known values of Sor. The effi-
cient parallelized code scales to 10000+ CPU cores on the KAUST Shaheen II supercomputer.
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We perform Stokes flow simulations in random and regular (fcc, bcc, sc) sphere packings with
the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), considering packings of (non-)overlapping spheres over wide
porosity range, 0.26–0.8. We employ a two-relaxation-times (TRT) version of the lattice-Boltzmann
method, as a most suitable choice for Stokes simulations. Use of a standard bounce-back boundary
condition with some LBM implementations can result in viscosity-dependency of the simulation re-
sults (such as permeability). In TRT LBM this issue is resolved when a special combination of two
relaxation parameters is fixed. This combination is known as “magic number” (L) and is a powerful
tool in controlling simulation accuracy of TRT LBM simulations. In our study, we analyze the impact
of L on numerical error convergence.
After defining a sphere packing via coordinates and radii of spheres, we map this packing on a
discrete uniform cubic mesh. This approach seems to be simple, but its standard implementation
is known to produce significant data scatter in resolution studies, especially in the case of regular
(ordered) packings and low discretization resolutions. We use of an improved discretization approach
(doi: 10.1016/j.jcp.2014.10.038) which allowed us to significantly reduce this scatter and to observe
smooth convergence behavior for practically any resolution.
Smooth convergence curves of numerical error demonstrate complex behavior, but still some simi-
larity is found for all considered geometries — regular and irregular packings of (non-)overlapping
spheres of various porosities. We provide a simple mathematical model, which captures key fea-
tures of the error convergence curves and then suggest an extrapolation approach for error behav-
ior as resolution goes to infinity. This approach and appropriate selection of the magic number
resulted in significant reduction of numerical error, while using the most basic LBM scheme with
bounce-back rule, demonstrating accuracies comparable with the higher-order boundary schemes
(doi: 10.1063/1.5042229).
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Microbially and enzyme induced carbonate precipitation (MICP and EICP) via urea hydrolysis are
emerging biological soil improvement techniques. In these techniques, a treatment solution includ-
ing calcium chloride (CaCl2), urea, and either urease-producing bacteria or free urease enzyme are
introduced into soil to precipitate calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and modify the mechanical properties
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of the soil. Both chemical efficiency and mechanical efficiency affect the feasibility, cost, and envi-
ronmental impact of these techniques. Chemical efficiency is defined as the percentage of substrates
converted to the desired product. Mechanical efficiency describes the amount of improvement in the
targeted mechanical property as a function of the amount (percent by dry weight) of precipitated
CaCO3. To assess the efficiency of these techniques, the kinetics of urea hydrolysis and CaCO3 pre-
cipitation need to be considered. This study evaluates how the kinetics of these techniques affect
both chemical and mechanical efficiency.
Chemical efficiency was evaluated through a systematic experimental design using different concen-
trations of substrate (CaCl2 and urea) and urease (bacterial cell or free enzyme). It was observed that
chemical efficiency drastically drops when substrate concentration exceeds a specific value that is a
function of the initial urease concentration. It was also demonstrated by these experiments and by
experiments conducted by others that chemical efficiency of a microbial urease treatment solution
is affected by the presence of seawater and by insufficient nutrient and air for microbial growth.
Based upon these observations, a numerical model was developed to predict the effects of initial
urease content, degradation and encapsulation of the cells or enzymes, pH, temperature, urea, and
calcium concentration on the rate of hydrolysis and precipitation. Model predictions are in good
agreement with the experimental results.
Mechanical efficiency is typically characterized by empirical correlations relating strength and stiff-
ness to CaCO3 content. It is difficult to distinguish the effect of the reaction rate on these empirical
correlations as the mechanical properties of the improved soil also depend on many other factors,
including density, grain size distribution, particle shape and saturation during treatment. However,
experiments have been performed to evaluate how reaction rate influences treatment uniformity
and crystal morphology, both of which have an influence upon mechanical properties. Uniform
treatment requires uniform distribution of urease, substrate, and nuclei in the pores, which depends
on the employed treatment method (e.g. injection, soaking, percolation, mix-and-compact) and the
recipe for (i.e., the constituents concentrations of) the treatment solution. MICP at a low hydroly-
sis rate, which occurs at low initial cell concentration and low temperature, prolongs the induction
time, delays the onset of precipitation, and reduces the number of crystals. For microbial solutions
with high initial cell concentration and high CaCl2 concentration, the solubility product of CaCO3 is
exceeded within a short period and the supersaturation of carbonate ions remains high for extended
periods, resulting in prolonged nucleation time and consequently extended growth of non-stable
CaCO3, which may adversely affect strength and durability. The effect of calcite seeds and the pres-
ence of seawater on morphology were also investigated. It was observed that presence of calcite
seeds lowers the carbonate supersaturation level, facilitating calcite crystal formation. The presence
of seawater was found to inhibit calcite crystal growth.
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Many oil reservoirs are waterflooded for maintaining an economic rate of production. The injected
water may contain polymers and surface-active materials for mobility control and residual oil reduc-
tion. A waterflood operation can be affected by the presence of different scales of heterogeneities in
a reservoir. At the pore-scale, water may bypass oil depending on the wettability state of the rock
surface and the balance between viscous and capillary forces. Large-scale heterogeneities, such as
high permeable zones and fractures, can create short paths for a rapid breakthrough of displacing
fluids. Watered out reservoirs typically have an uneconomical rate of oil production due to a high
water-oil ratio. Herein, the effect of pulsations, which are introduced to the injection rate, on the
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sweep performance of waterflood is investigated. A viscous oil is displaced by water in an oil-wet
micromodel containing pore-level heterogeneities in the form of high permeability pathways em-
bedded in a low perm matrix. In the drainage process, water tends to displace oil through larger
paths that provide both less resistance to flow and lower capillary pressures. The advancing fingers
of water, driven by the medium heterogeneity and/or viscosity contrast, bypass large zones of oil.
Hence, in the waterflood process, a transition zone is formed where the water saturation gradually
decreases from the trailing front to the leading end of advanced water fingers. In the pulsed wa-
terflooding process, we reverse the direction of fluid flow and introduce variable injection rates, i.e.
predefined functions for flowrates and switching frequency. Similar to the forward flow, most of the
oil reversal flow occurs through larger pathways, especially when the backward flow rate is higher
than that of a forward step. During the reversal flow period, the leading zones of the waterfront
are discontinued by oil. The isolated water contributes to a local blockage of large pathways which
consequently attenuates the growth of water fingers in the displacement front. In the reverse flow
mode, most of the oil back-flow is in the leading zones of the water-front compared to the trailing
zones which is at a farther distance to the outlet. In the forward flow, the oil displacement is more ef-
fective when the rate of waterflood is low due to the domination of capillary forces to viscous forces.
Our experimental results reveal that the waterflood performance is significantly improved with a
low forward and high backward flow rates. The period and amplitude of the flow rate swings are
designed based on the feasibility of the backward flow to maintain an optimum oil production rate.
Although increasing the frequency, i.e. reducing the interval time between forward and backward
pulses, can improve the sweep performance by redirecting of waterfront to the bypassed zones, the
time periods should be sufficiently long to sweep a certain number of pores by the flow of water and
oil at each step of the pulsation.
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Modeling and experimental studies of flow in swelling porous media is a traditional research subject
for various branches of such disciplines as soil physics, rock mechanics, oil and gas reservoir me-
chanics, and biomechanics. The reason of this interest is that flow in swelling porous media plays
an important role in moisture transfer in the most fertile soil types and the formation of their wa-
ter retaining properties. In this case, one has to deal with change of structure of pore space due to
swelling, which enhances development of instability of a saturation front due to change of shapes
and sizes of particles in the porous medium. Instability of a saturation front is also present during
water displacement in low permeable reservoirs due to to partial swelling of a mineral phase. This
process also plays important role in evolution of edema and hematoma in medical practice.
Modeling of processes in swelling porous media requires adequate description language that reflects
the complex multi-scale structure of the object of study. Development of such a language involves
taking into account peculiarities of clay rocks evolution and issues of clay mechanics. It also re-
quires taking into account interrelation between microscopic features of clay minerals and macro-
scopic description reflecting these features. Problems of modeling of flow in several interconnected
porous systems should be considered as well. Heat and mass transfer in swelling clay is substantially
non-linear which is reflected in corresponding differential equations. As a prototype model we use
approach that leads to description of the process by Fisher’s equation (also known as Kolmogorov–
Petrovsky–Piskunov equation) 1.
We propose mathematical model of flow in swelling porous media that uses equation of mass bal-
ance of fluid which differs from the equation used in classical models 2. The necessity of usage of
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more complex equation is connected with formation of quasi-stable water films in clay microaggre-
gates during the swelling. These films have, in particular, a density other than ordinary gravitational
water, which must be taken into account when developing the mass balance equation. The model
implement various variants of peaking flow regimes and describe the formation of long-existing
zones with a modified flow structure. A series of experiments on flow in swelling porous media
was performed using custom experimental setup. Experimental data was used to verify the validity
of the developed mathematical model and the confirmation of formation of structures in filtration
flows in accordance with the Fisher-KPP equation solution’s properties.
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Recently, DNA-tagged particles have been developed and applied as a tracer in environmental studies
(1–3). This technique is a promising approach to investigate water and contaminant transport in
subsurface and surface waters. The advantage of the DNA-tagged particle tracer technique over
conventional hydrological tracers is in facilitating the fabrication of a large number of identical, but
distinguishable tracers. These tracers can be tagged with different synthetic DNA sequences and
do not have natural background concentrations. In addition, this approach enables us to conduct
multipoint and multiplexing tracer experiments without convoluting the signal of the new test with
previous ones (1,2,4). As a result, a more enhanced insight about temporal and spatial variation in
water and contaminant pathways in hydrological systems can be obtained (1).
In this study we tested the applicability of the DNA-tagged particles (5) in a coarse-sand and in
a clayey fine sand column, each of 30 cm height under saturated conditions. The columns were
excavated from two agricultural fields, one in the Pleistocene East and one in the Holocene West
part of the Netherlands. The hypothesis was that the effect of grain size on the transport of the
DNA-tagged tracer particles was negligible. The underlying assumption was the presence of dual
porosity with interporosity flow or preferential flow in the clayey fine sand column. The other
objective was to test the applicability of the DNA-tagged particles tracers in undisturbed columns.
Various colloid transport models were fitted with measured breakthrough curves in order to identify
typical transport parameters that described the data best.
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Biogenic gas formation via microbially induced denitrification process has been investigated as a
potential ground improvement technique towards liquefaction hazard mitigation. During denitri-
fication, microorganisms reduce nitrate to dinitrogen gas and facilitate calcium carbonate precipi-
tation as a by-product under adequate environmental conditions. The formation of dinitrogen gas
desaturates soils and allows for potential pore pressures dampening during earthquake events. In
addition, precipitation of calcium carbonate can improve the mechanical properties by filling the
voids and cementing soil particles. Small changes in gas and mineral fractions within soil system
can significantly affect the mechanical properties of soils. This study aims to explore the effect of
gas production rate on the spatial distribution of gas in porous media and experimentally character-
ize the mechanisms. A microfluidic chip simulating a 2D homogeneous porous medium was used
to visualize two sets of experiments. CO2 gas was produced by depressurizing a supersaturated so-
lution at two different production rates. Biogenic gas was produced by denitrifying bacteria. The
results show that very fast CO2 gas production led to nucleation of gas bubbles throughout the entire
pore space, however, the lower rate of CO2 production promoted limited nucleation sites. Biogenic
gas production had a single nucleation point and two percolation paths along the sides of the mi-
crofluidic chip. The experiment proved that gas production rate significantly affects the nucleation,
migration and spatial distribution of produced gas through the porous media.
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The recognition of fracture and its spatial development is vital to understand the fluid-driven fractur-
ing mechanism in hydraulic stimulation. We present how the deep learning-based approach enables
accurately extracting the fracture morphology from 3D x-ray computed tomographic images of frac-
tured porous media and the quantitative measures of fracture aperture distribution and roughness.
Although a number of fracture detection algorithm have been proposed in the field of computer
vision for decades, it is still challenging to directly apply them to images when unavoidable image
noises prevail and barely identifiable fractures are developed with low image contrasts. The con-
volutional neural network based deep learning has recently shown the outstanding performance in
‘object detection’ as the feature extractor by enhancing the intensity-contrast between the target
object and background. We prepared three porous cementitious mortar specimens and each cylin-
drical specimen was hydraulically stimulated by three fluids of liquid carbon dioxide, water, and oil
followed by X-ray computed tomographic imaging. It is virtually observed that the generated frac-
ture from the internal borehole when carbon dioxide is used as a fracturing fluid is thinner and more
tortuous than other cases because the less viscous fluid tends to be readily permeated into the porous
matrix. We applied the encoder-decoder network for the automated fracture detection for all three
image sets. The encoder uses the convolutional neural network (CNN) of ResNet-152 as a feature
extractor and the pixel-level detection of fracture is implemented using the concept of deconvolution
and skip layer in the decoder. The convolutional neural network is further developed using weights
of the ResNet pre-trained by ImageNet datasets (i.e., transfer-learning) because the deep CNN re-
quires an enormous number of labeled data for training without overfitting. Then, we trained the
proposed network by using 400 training images, in which visible fractures were manually and accu-
rately detected, and evaluated the performance of proposed methods with representative test images.
By the traditional image-processing algorithm, it is inevitable that fracture and void cannot be sepa-
rated and they form the embossed plane of fracture when fractures cross the pre-existing void which
has the similar intensity with fracture in X-ray CT images. Also, pre- or post-processing techniques
should be applied in order to improve the image contrast between fracture and background and to
eliminate noise. Compared to the typical detection algorithms, the proposed CNN learns the spa-
tially invariant features regardless of location of target objects in the images so that this approach
seems suitable for automating detection on the various types of image data with adjacent void or
other noise, by accurately separating pre-existing void and induced fracture.
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The first of two field demonstrations of microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP) in a former
water injection well in Indiana, USA, was performed in December 2017. Rather than entering the
target oil-bearing sandstone, the injected water traveled through a leakage pathway in the wellbore
cement to a higher permeability sandstone, or thief zone, located 30-50 feet (9-15 m) above the target
formation. Our study team reduced flow in the leakage pathway using a 3.75 gal (14.2 L) slickline
dump bailer to deliver the MICP-promoting fluids. The well was returned to service with an in-
jection pressure of 700 psi (4.8 MPa) at 4 gpm (15 L/min). While this pressure–flow relationship
represented a significant improvement, the first field demonstration was not able to restore the his-
torical injection pressure of 1,400 psi (9.6 MPa) at 1 gpm (3.8 L/min). A second field demonstration
was conducted in September 2018 to complete the sealing of the leakage pathway.
Since the volume of the wellbore cement channel and thief zone had proven to be larger than orig-
inally estimated, larger volumes of MICP-promoting fluids and a different delivery method were
required for the second field demonstration. First, two strategies were employed to produce more
ureolytic microbes. A total of 60 L of Sporosarcina pasteurii were grown in the lab at MSU, cen-
trifuged, and frozen for resuspension in brine immediately prior to injection. In addition, the mobile
laboratory was modified with an array of four 15 gal (57 L) bioreactors equipped with tempera-
ture control, mixing, aeration, and ventilation to cultivate up to 96 gal (363 L) of cultures per day.
Second, the bailer delivery system was replaced with a direct injection strategy to convey the MICP-
promoting fluids downhole. Multiple ‘pulses’ of microbes and urea-calcium containing medium were
spotted into a string of 1-inch (2.5 cm) diameter tubing separated by brine ‘spacers’ and injected con-
tinuously at a flowrate of 3.2 - 1.4 gpm (12 - 5.3 L/min).
Only moderate pressure increases were observed while the resuspended cells were injected, so on
the second day freshly grown cells were used. An increase in pressure was observed and, during the
third day of injection, the targeted pressure of close to 1400 psi at 1.5 gpm was achieved. Figure 1
shows the flow-pressure ratio recorded during injection in both field demonstrations as a function
of the volume of fluids injected. A lower value means that it is more difficult to inject fluids into the
formation and suggests that flow paths are restricted. A total of 280 gallons of frozen cell suspension,
156 gallons of fresh cell cultures, 955 gallons of urea – calcium medium, 647 gallons of brine, and
156 gallons of fresh water were injected over the 3 days of pumping.
This study demonstrates that MICP can be employed successfully in large-volume applications where
the timeframe for the delivery of reactants is limited. This finding has significant relevance for com-
mercialization of the MICP biotechnology in the oil and gas industry.
Figure 1. The September 2018 field demonstration began with injections of resuspended frozen cells
and urea-calcium media. After injecting approximately 280 gallons of the frozen cell suspensions,
only a moderate pressure increase and little change in flow – pressure ratio was observed. The flow–
pressure ratio decreased significantly during the injection of approximately 156 gallons of freshly
cultured cells. A total of approximately 955 gallons of urea-calcium media was injected over the 3
days.
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Concrete strength and durability are manifested in the micro- to mesostructure of hydrate phases
formed during reaction of Portland cement with water. The main hydrate phase origins from re-
action of tricalcium silicate –the main constituent of Portland cement- with water. These hydrate
phases are described as calcium-silicate-hydrate (C-S-H), indicating variable stoichiometry. The lack
of understanding of the spatial arrangement (meso-structure) of these C-S-H phases hinders inno-
vation in cementitious materials which is needed to reduce their enormous environmental impact.
The understanding of spatial arrangement of the micro- to mesostructure, controlling the strength
and durability, can be improved by investigating the pore space morphology using high resolution
electron microscopy.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) imaging is used since decades to image the microstructure of
cement and concrete. Cement hydrates are very sensitive to damage induced by mechanical polish-
ing and electron bombardment during SEM investigations. This is one reason why the nano structure
of cement hydrates is only qualitatively described.
The approach of the current study enables to visualize and quantify the porosity of hydrated trical-
cium silicate at different stages of hardening by means of modern sample preparation, imaging and
image analysis techniques established for clay materials (Desbois et al., 2009). First of all, by employ-
ing Broad Ion Beam (BIB) polishing a relatively large, representative and damage-free cross-section
is prepared enabling high resolution image mapping of the microstructure using SEM. To reduce
damage by electron bombardment the whole preparation and imaging protocol can be carried out
at cryogenic conditions. For assessing the pore connectivity, a crucial parameter for durability eval-
uation, Liquid Metal Injected (LMI) samples are investigated in the SEM.
These combined methodologies lead to quantitative measures of porosity down to size of few nanome-
ters enabling a better understanding of the changes in mechanical or transport properties at different
stages of hardening. The first studies of standard Portland cement (CEM I Würfel 1016-881) indicate
that: 1) the visible BIB-SEM porosity is on average 19.7% which is much lower than found with
MIP (52%); 2) BIB-SEM visible pore sizes follow power law behavior with small pores being most
frequent but the largest pores account for most of the pore space; 3) the microstructure is affected
by drying cracks and beam damage justifying the need for cryogenic investigations; 4) all BIB-SEM
visible porosity is connected for the liquid metal; 5) pore geometry appear to change due to metal
injection at high pressures (MIP and LMI).
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We present a computational study comparing the parallel scalability of two GMRES variants when
applied to the sparse linear systems arising from the MHFEM discretization of two-phase flow in
porous media. For this particular problem, convergence of the traditional variant based on the mod-
ified Gramm-Schmidt procedure can be achieved only with reorthogonalization (MGSR), which im-
poses additional computational cost. Alternative approaches based on e.g. Householder transforma-
tions require computational cost comparable to the MGSR variant and provide more opportunities
for efficient parallel implementation. In this talk, we focus on the variant using the compact WY rep-
resentation (CWY) for the products of Householder transformations and evaluate the performance
of the resulting GMRES variant on contemporary parallel hardware architectures.
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An accurate modeling of the permeability and diffusion coefficient is essential for predictive flow
and transport modeling. Well-established relations are proposed by Kozeny-Carman for the per-
meability or by Buckingham, Penman, or Millington-Quirk for the diffusion, [1-3]. They relate the
scalar permeability or diffusion coefficient to the porous medium’s porosity. In order to capture the
porous medium’s structure in more detail, further models include fitting parameters, geometric, or
shape factors. Some models additionally account for the tortuosity, e.g. via Archie’s law.
Contrarily to these approaches, upscaling methods directly enable to calculate the full, potentially
anisotropic, effective diffusion tensor without any fitting parameters. As input only the geometric
information in terms of a representative elementary volume is needed. To compute the diffusion-
porosity relations, upplementary cell problems must be solved numerically on this volume and their
(flux) solutions must be integrated. In [4] we applied this approach to provide easy to use quan-
titative diffusion-porosity relations that are based on representative single grain, platy, or blocky
soil structures. As a discretization method we used discontinuous Galerkin method on structured
grids. To make the relations explicit, interpolation of the obtained data was used. We furthermore
compare the obtained diffusion-porosity relations with the well-established relations and also with
the well-known Voigt-Reiss or Hashin-Shtrikman bounds. We discuss the ranges of validity and
further provide the explicite relations between the diffusion and surface area and comment on role
of a tortuosity - porosity relation.
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Acute and chronic viral infections are a major challenge to human health and prosperity. The Hep-
atitis C virus (HCV) [Mo07] causes chronic liver diseases such as liver carcinoma and is the main
reason for liver transplantations in the Western World. The HCV genome (viral RNA - vRNA) repli-
cation cycle is a dynamic process occurring in 3D, which is difficult both to capture experimentally
and to visualize conceptually. The vRNA replication cycle is strongly related to the Endoplasmatic
Re1ticulum (ER), which is an intracellular porous medium. We created nonlinear fully 3D spatio-
temporal resolved diffusion-reaction models of the major components of the HCV-vRNA replication
cycle, namely the vRNA, the nonstructural viral proteins (NSPs), and a host factor. The processes
are described by means of surface partial differential equations (sPDEs) evaluated upon realistically
reconstructed ER surfaces [Ju11]. We present qualitative evaluations of the models [Kn17] and pa-
rameter estimations for the coefficients of the model, namely the diffusion coefficient estimation of
the so-called NS5A protein [Kn18].
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Figure 8: Simulation of a fluorescence experiment of the dynamics of the HCV NS5A viral
protein.
The sPDEs are discretized with node-centered Finite Volumes. The linear equation systems arising
from the application of the Newton method are solved with massively parallel geometric multigrid
solvers. All computations are performed with the open source framework UG4 [Vo13].
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The prediction of CO2 storage behaviour in deep layers asks for the solution of highly nonlinear cou-
pled diffusion-advection-reaction partial differential equations (PDEs). For a detailed description of
the multiphase multicomponent flow, we model the interplay of various components not only in the
fluid and solid phase, but moreover also in the gaseous phase, i.e., also the gaseous phase consists of
various components. The Darcy velocity is a major characteristic of the gaseous as well as the fluid
phase. Since the PDEs also include equilibrium and kinetic reactions, advanced solution techniques
are required. We apply the reduction scheme of Kräutle and Knabner [Kr05, Kr07, Ho10, Br15]
which performs specific linear combinations of equations in order to isolate each equilibrium reac-
tion rate in one single transformed equation. Afterwards, these equations can be dropped. Finally,
the equilibrium equations are used to eliminate certain variables by defining a resolution function,
which further reduces the size of the system. The advantage of the method of Kräutle and Knabner
compared to other transformation techniques is that in the transformed equations, all transport op-
erators depend linearly on transformed concentration variables after solving and substituting the
algebraic equations into the remaining equations. (This avoids the generation of additional nonzero
entries in the Jacobian.) Since the final system splits into a global and a local system, we apply a
nested semismooth Newton solver [Kr11] to the Finite Element discretized / Finite Volume stabilized
PDE system and evaluate the arising linear equation systems with fast massively parallel solvers.
In particular, we present the efficient computation of a recent benchmark [Si17] which is highly
resolved in space and time.
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Due to the similarities of the PDE structure, e.g., in case of petroleum industry applications, our
algorithm implemented under the open source code M++ [Wi10] is highly flexible and applicable to
various other problems within porous media.
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Current automotive exhaust gas aftertreatment systems consist of catalytic converters for abate-
ment of gaseous pollutants such as CO, hydrocarbons (HC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), and a filter
trapping the particulate matter (PM). So far only cars with Diesel engines have been equipped with
the filter (DPF) but the recently introduced EURO 6c particulate number limits enforce the use of
particulate filters also with gasoline engines (GPF). Both catalyst and filter have the shape of a cylin-
drical monolith with a large number of parallel channels in a honeycomb arrangement. However,
standard catalytic converters are flow-through while the filter channels are alternately plugged at
the inlet or outlet so that the exhaust gas is forced to permeate through the porous wall from one
channel to another, filtering out the soot. To make the system more compact, the catalytic material
can be deposited directly into the filter as on-wall layer or inside the porous wall. The advantages of
catalytic filters are space, weight and cost savings, reduction of overall heat-losses and easier soot
combustion in the presence of catalyst. On the other hand, the distribution of catalytic material
on or in the porous filter walls has to be carefully optimized to meet the opposing requirements of
maximum filtration efficiency, high conversion, and minimum pressure drop.
Figure 9: Schematics of catalytic filter for automotive exhaust gas aftertreatment.
In this contribution we introduce a newly developed methodology for the pore-scale simulation of
gas flow, diffusion, reaction and soot filtration in the coated catalytic filter. 3D morphology of the
porous filter wall including the actual distribution of catalytic material is reconstructed from X-ray
tomography (XRT) images and further validated with the mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). The
reconstructed medium is then transformed into simulation mesh for OpenFOAM. Flow through free
pores in the substrate as well as through the coated zones is simulated by porousSimpleFoam solver,
while an in-house developed solver is used for component diffusion and catalytic reactions. Trans-
port and filtration of soot particles is calculated with Lagrangian model including Brownian motion.
Three filter samples with different distribution of alumina-based coating ranging from in-wall to
on-wall are examined. Velocity, pressure and component concentration profiles are calculated en-
abling the prediction of permeability, component conversion and filtration efficiency depending on
the actual microstructure of the wall. The simulation results suggest that the gas predominantly
flows through remaining free pores in the filter wall and cracks in the coated layer. The mass trans-
port into the coated domains inside the filter wall is enabled mainly by diffusion. Large domains
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of compact catalytic coating covering complete channel wall result in a significant increase of pres-
sure drop as the local permeability of the coating is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of
bare filter wall. The spatially averaged results of pore-scale model are then employed in the entire
device model. The predictions are in good agreement with the measured pressure drop, conversion
and filtration efficiency. From the studied samples, the most promising structure is the one combin-
ing in-wall and partial on-wall coating. The developed models provide useful feedback for further
optimization.
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The accurate high-order approximation in space and time is of fundamental importance for the sim-
ulation of dynamic as well as quasi-static poroelastic models which include coupled fluid flow, de-
formation and wave propagation.
Dynamic poroelastic models appear for example Lithium-ion battery fast-charge simulations and
include sharp concentration and pressure gradients, high mechanical stresses, elastic wave propaga-
tion, memory-effects on the permeability, multi-phase behaviour and electro-chemical reactions.
In this contribution our high-order space-time discretisations, including cost-efficient enriched Galerkin
(eG) space-time finite elements for the variables, our monolithic solver technology, which includes
a smart and automatically tuned preconditioning technology, as well as our novel implementa-
tion approach for goal-oriented space-time adaptive methods of the transport problem, are pre-
sented.
The performance properties and their potential for battery simulations and further applications of
the subsurface are illustrated by challenging numerical experiments with physical relevance.
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In this talk, we present two modeling approaches for simulating blood flow in microvascular net-
works and the surrounding tissue. Reducing the computational complexity of this issue, the network
structures are modeled by a one-dimensional graph, whose location in space is determined by the
main axes of the three-dimensional vessels. The surrounding tissue is considered as a homogeneous
porous medium and Darcy’s equation is used to simulate flow within the tissue. The mass exchange
with the blood vessels is accounted for by means of line source terms. On closer examination, this
model reduction approach still causes high computational costs, in particular, when larger parts
of an organ have to be simulated. This observation motivates the consideration of further model
reduction steps. Thereby, we homogenize the fine scale structures of the microvascular networks
resulting in a new hybrid approach modeling the fine scale structures as a heterogeneous porous
medium and the flow in the larger vessels by one-dimensional flow equations. Both modeling ap-
proaches are compared with respect to mass fluxes and averaged pressures. The simulations have
been performed on a microvascular network that has been extracted from a rat brain.
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3-dimensional X-ray imaging is in the process of becoming a valuable new standard method in soil
science. It allows establishing unequivocal links between soil structure and function. This will re-
sult in a better understanding of vadose zone processes and lead to improved simulation models
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and the establishment of more accurate pedotransfer functions. One prerequisite for a widespread
and frequent use of X-ray imaging is that the required image processing and analyses time is re-
duced.
SoilJ aims at achieving this. SoilJ is a plugin for the free and open-source software ImageJ that is
optimized for batch-more applications. It includes tools for automatic object recognition, artifact
removal and gray-scale calibration, all tailor made for cylindrical soil samples. Moreover, SoilJ hosts
routines for various image segmentation approaches, root extraction, mapping of the soil surface
topography and morphological analyses. Recent additions have been functions for scale as well
as network analyses. For the near future it is planned to integrate routines for MRI and neutron
image processing and analyses as well as joint registration approaches for images obtained with
different images techniques. In this presentation, the main functionalities of SoilJ are presented,
using recent applications to soil pore structure evolution, percolation theory and representative
elementary volume analyses.
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The redox flow battery (RFB) is attracting increasing interest as a grid scale energy storage device.
The decoupled nature of their power and energy density allows a seemingly infinite amount of en-
ergy to be stored regardless of the power density of the cell. At the heart of the RFB is the electrode,
responsible for electrolyte distribution in the cell as well as providing the conductive structure for
the reaction to take place.
Electrodes made from carbonized electrospun materials offer a unique way of making highly cus-
tomizable and tuneable electrodes with characteristics more suitable for flow batteries than would be
expected from commercially available graphite felts and papers. Recently, X-ray computed tomog-
raphy has been used to quantify a variety of morphological characteristics of electrospun electrodes,
tracing material imperfections and heterogeneities.
Here we present simulations performed on X-ray computed tomographic volumes of electrospun
electrodes. These simulations focus on quantifying the various transport properties in convective
flow systems, such as the flow battery. Of key interest was analysing the different directional ef-
fects of fibre anisotropy on the permeability and mass transfer coefficient tensors. X-ray CT at very
high resolution and magnification allows for incredibly detailed and thorough numerical analysis
of processes with incredibly small scales, greatly increasing our understanding of these processes.
The simulation results are contrasted and compared to experimental and well established data and
good agreement was found in all cases. These studies demonstrate the considerable effect X-ray
computed tomography coupled with numerical simulations can have on fully understanding the
transport properties of complex porous flow systems.
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Hydrocarbon recovery from retrograde gas reservoirs can be significantly reduced due to condensate
blockage. As the dew point pressure of the reservoir fluid is reached, a liquid phase rich in heavy
hydrocarbons condenses and builds up in the porous medium. The rise of this liquid phase reduces
the availability of flowing paths for the gas phase, thus reducing its mobility. In order to assess
the complex flow behavior of gas and condensate in a porous media, a fully-implicit isothermal
compositional pore-scale network model for retrograde gas is presented and employed.
The porous medium comprised a 2D regular network of nodes and edges which represented, respec-
tively, its pores and throats. The pore throats are described by capillaries with sinusoidally varying
circular cross-sections. In the early stages of liquid phase formation, a thin liquid film is formed
attached to the capillary walls. At critical flow conditions, e.g. liquid phase saturation and local
capillary number, the converging-diverging feature of the throats leads to the formation and accom-
modation of stable liquid lenses across the capillary cross-section. The snap-off of the gas phase was
implemented in the model by modifying both the gas and the condensate local conductance. This
phenomenon can substantially hinder the gas flow, allowing for a better representation of conden-
sate blockage.
After the snap-off occurrence, the condensate lens can be pushed away from the pore throats con-
ceding that a critical pressure drop across the capillary is reached. This critical pressure drop was
calculated as a function of the capillary geometry and the interfacial tension of the fluids contained
in it. Hence, a multicomponent interfacial tension correlation was also included in the model.
With the model, relative permeability curves were generated and the impact of the snap-off inclusion
was appraised. The influence of several parameters in the curves was investigated, such as the
medium’s pore size distribution, average pressure level throughout the network and pressure drop
across the network. Additionally, fluids systems with different compositions were employed in the
simulations in order to evaluate how the flow of different hydrocarbon mixtures responds to changes
in the investigated parameters.
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In this study, liquid penetration in the field of High Speed Inkjet (HSI) printing is investigated. In
HSI printing, the characterisation of penetration speed and wetting of the ink is important, espe-
cially at short timescales (<100ms). The investigation of parameters, which are responsible for the
absorption behaviour and their impact, is necessary. Therefore, we study the influence of viscosity
and surface tension on droplet behaviour during the first few milliseconds of contact with the paper.
1 Furthermore, the change of liquid property impact on drop behaviour over contact time is studied.
The development of five model liquids was done using the Ohnesorge – Number and Reynolds Num-
ber to guarantee a jet-able fluid. 2, 3 The liquids have varying surface tension and viscosity to study
the effect of these properties on penetration and wetting.
Not only the liquid property is affecting penetration behaviour, but also the paper grade significantly
influences the penetration process. Therefore, we have tested the performance of model liquids on
four different woodfree, uncoated, fine papers from an industrial supplier. These papers are an un-
sized und untreated paper, unsized HSI paper grade; an HSI unsized pigmented paper and an AKD
sized paper.
A pico-liter contact angle measurement device is used for creating droplets in the lower pl – range.
After the drop impinges on the surface of the paper the change of contact angle and change in vol-
ume of the drop is measured every 0.5ms after contact. These results show that there is a change of
main impact factor after longer contact times (<20ms) with the paper.
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Multiple-network poroelastic theory (MPET) has been introduced into geomechanics 2 to describe
mechanical deformation and fluid flow in porous media as a generalization of Biot’s theory [3,4].
The deformable elastic matrix is assumed to be permeated by multiple fluid networks of pores and
fissures with differing porosity and permeability.
The biological MPET model captures flow across scales and networks in soft tissue and can be used
as an embedding platform for more specific models, e.g. to describe water transport in the cerebral
environment [7].
To solve the static problem occurring in each time step of a time-stepping algorithm, e.g., the implicit
Euler method, one has to solve a coupled multi-field problem. In this talk we focus on flux-based
formulations using strongly conservative and parameter-robust stable discretizations [5,6].
We analyze the convergence of iterative coupling methods, such as extensions of the fixed-stress
splitting scheme 1 and variants of it and show that they often outperform fully implicit or simulta-
neous coupling methods while maintaining the stability of the latter ones. The theory is confirmed
by numerical results.
This is joint work with Qingguo Hong (The Pennsylvania State University, USA), Maria Lymbery
(University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany), Mary Wheeler (The University of Texas at Austin).
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Influence of Small Scale Geological Heterogeneity on Capillary
Trapping of CO2
Prasanna Krishnamurthy1 ; Timothy Meckel1 ; David Dicarlo1
1 The University of Texas at Austin
Corresponding Author(s): prasannagk@utexas.edu
During geologic CO2 sequestration, most of the storage domain far from the injection sites is likely
to be dominated by buoyancy and capillary forces. Under such flow regimes, small scale geologi-
cal heterogeneities have been shown to dampen plume migration rates and cause trapping beneath
capillary barriers. To understand the impact of such heterogeneities on CO2 trapping processes ex-
perimentally, many core-scale and lab scale flow studies have been conducted. Reservoir cores are
limited by the scale of investigation possible and most lab experiments are conducted in macrohetero-
geneous media constructed by arranging homogeneous units to represent heterogeneity. However,
most natural sedimentary facies display heterogeneity at a hierarchy of scales, and heterogeneity at
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the mesoscale (mm to decimeters) goes unrepresented in laboratory experiments due to the difficulty
in reproducibility.
This work presents results from buoyancy driven invasion experiments conducted at the meter scale
using glass beads packed in a quasi 2D glass cell and complementary reduced physics simulations.
We demonstrate a novel, automated technique to build beadpacks that mimic natural outcrop/rock
like features in a reproducible manner. Fluid migration experiments are then conducted at ambient
conditions using a surrogate fluid pair that mimics density and viscosity contrasts, and interfacial
tension of in-situ reservoir brine and supercritical CO2. With the ability to generate different types
of heterogeneous structures in a reproducible manner, we conduct a systematic investigation of
the effect of grain size contrast and facies geometry on flow patterns and trapped saturation. We
also comment on early and late time system behavior during invasion and the integrity of capillary
trapping post imbibition.
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Co-author(s): V. Maria Barragan 2 ; Signe Kjelstrup 3
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Saline power plants exploit the Gibbs energy of mixing of sea- and brackish water. Two technologies
are then relevant, reverse electrodialysis (RED) and pressure retarded osmosis (PRO). RED, which
has stacked unit cells of alternating cation and anion exchange membranes, is considered to be
somewhat better suited in the relevant concentration range 1. The energy efficiency of the concept
is low, however. In this work, we investigated the possibility to use abundant low temperature waste
heat, to enhance RED technology. We show for the first time that a raise in the temperature of the
brackish water above the sea water temperature in the saline power plant, can substantially improve
the cell performance of the RED cell. To show this, we measured the thermoelectric contributions
to the RED cell potential using FUMASEP cation- and anion exchange membranes. Measurements
with a test cell using water samples from the Nidelven river and the fjord near Trondheim, Norway,
yielded a Seebeck coefficient of 1.8 +- 0.1 mV/K for the unit cell of a RED power plant. The isothermal
concentration potential was approximately 150 mV for the same water samples. This means that the
thermal driving force gives more than 1 % increase in cell emf per Kelvin of temperature difference.
In addition there is a benefit by an increase in the conductivity of the solution with temperature
2, thereby reducing ohmic losses. By reversing the temperature difference, the energy required for
water desalination by electrodialysis can be similarly lowered.
The authors are grateful to the Research Council of Norway through its Centres of Excellence fund-
ing scheme, project number 262644 PoreLab.
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Assessing pore network model performance for predicting flow
and transport in three dimensional porous media
Quirine Krol1 ; Itzhak Fouxon1 ; Pascal Corso1 ; Markus Holzner1
1 ETHZ
Corresponding Author(s): quirine.krol@protonmail.com
Resolving local velocities for laminar flow in porous media is essential to transport processes. Using
high fidelity simulations is computationally costly for statistical representative volumes. Pore net-
work models allow for much faster solutions and resolve much larger domains. However, the pore
network architecture and constitutive model for the hydraulic conductivity heavily influence the
permeability and the quality of the velocity predictions. Here, we investigate the suitability of net-
work extraction methods and the validity of the constitutive law on the pore and the representative
volume scale. We start by generating a range of three dimensional artificial geometries represent-
ing porous media. In this way we can control the geometrical parameters, such as the porosity, the
averaged interface area and curvature measures. As a benchmark, we use high fidelity numerical
simulations of the Navier-Stokes equations to resolve the pressure and velocity field for laminar flow
in the pore-space of the artificial geometries. For the pore network model we use the same geome-
tries from which we extract a network using a watershed segmentation algorithm. Subsequently, we
solve for the local fluxes by using a Kirchoff model with Poiseuille-Hagen pipe flow as a constitutive
law for the local hydraulic conductivity. This enables us to test the validity of the constitutive law by
comparing it to the benchmark study. Whereas the Poiseuille-Hagen network model shows promis-
ing results for idealized two dimensional geometries, we show that it has limitations in more realistic
three dimensional porous media. Lastly, we propose an novel network approach were we couple a
pore-segmentation to iso-pressure surfaces obtained from the benchmark study. In this approach
a local constitutive law based on energy dissipation is justified from a theoretical standpoint and
therefore has the advantage of fewer assumptions over the Poiseuille-Hagen network model. The
results of all models and their performance are discussed with respect to the geometrical parameters
of the simulated porous media.
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Robust simulation of mineral precipitation-dissolution problems
with non-Lipschitz mineral surface area
Serge Kräutle1 ; Peter Knabner2
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We are considering multi-species reactive transport problems in porous media with mobile (aque-
ous) and immobile (mineral) species. For the reaction rates we assume the law of mass action. Since
reactions with minerals are involved, some specific challenges arise with respect to a) the mathemat-
ical model and b) its numerical solution. The main contribution of this talk is to propose a certain
substitution which settles these difficulties.
First, for minerals, considered as constant activity species, it has to be distinguished between the two
cases of a mineral being present, which allows for dissolution, and the mineral being completely
dissolved, which prohibits any further dissolution. In a mathematical model these two cases can
be formulated by a so-called complementarity condition. Complementarity formulations are useful
both for a kinetic description and for an equilibrium formulation of the mineral reaction, and they
guarantee nonnegative solutions. Numerical solution algorithms can be based on the Semismooth
Newton method.
Second, often the assumption is made that the reaction rate depends on the size of the reactive
surface, which again is related to the mineral volume. Measurements may lead to assumptions such
as A(m) ∼ mα with 0 < α < 1, where m is the mineral volume or mass and A(m) is the surface
area. Geometric arguments, e.g., assuming a hemispherical shape of (equi-sized) nuclei, particularly
may lead to A(m) ∼ m2/3. However, since this term is not locally Lipschitz continuous, relations
of this shape lead to models with non-unique solutions, i.e., to ill-posed problems. Starting from
m = 0 in an oversaturated fluid, the immediate precipitation, that is m(t) > 0 for t > 0, but
also m(t) = const = 0 are mathematical solutions of the model. However, only the first one is
‘reasonable’.
What happens when we base numerical simulations on such an ill-posed model?
Possible consequences are that numerical results are not reliable or that numerical difficulties (non-
convergence of Newton’s method) for concentrations equal to zero or close to zero. To our knowl-
edge, up to now the issue of non-uniqueness - and the numerical difficulties caused by this - are
frequently handled for example by forcing m ≥ ϵ, for an ϵ > 0, or by a regularization of the non-
Lipschitz term. Both ways are modifications (approximations) of the original model. We propose a
different way to deal with the issue, by proposing a simple substitution! This substitution lets the
non-Lipschitz terms vanish. In order to also guarantee non-negativity of solutions, we introduce a
complementarity formulation. The resulting model picks exactly the physically correct solution and
is well-posed, and the solution is non-negative. We think that the substitution is an elegant way to
deal with the issue:
- the complexity of the system is not increased at all,
- no model approximation error is introduced,
- we do not have to decide which value to take for ϵ or the regularization parameter.
We perform some numerical tests for the model without and with the transformation.
For a rigorous proof of existence and uniqueness of a global solution, also in the context of multi-
species multi-reaction reactive transport problems (ODEs coupled to PDEs), a formulation using
a Heaviside function is useful. (The Heaviside formulation is equivalent to the complementarity
formulation.) For models with constant mineral surface area, such proofs are available. The substi-
tution trick allows the extension of existence and uniqueness proofs also on reactive transport with
minerals and variable (non-Lipschitz) mineral surface.
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A numerical tool for design and explicit chemical interpretation
of low salinity water flooding experiments
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In the past decades, many studies were conducted on the recovery of crude oil by water flooding
both in secondary and tertiary recovery mode. Results implied that incremental oil could be achieved
with such potentially low-cost and easy-to-implement techniques as low salinity water flood (LSWF)
and alkaline flooding by modifying the ionic composition of the injected water. Low salinity effects
are believed to be governed by the combination of several physiochemical processes with a common
trait: the contribution to a shift in the wetting state of the reservoir because of reactions between
constituents of the injected water and mineral-fluid interfaces.
The purpose of the present study is to provide a numerical capability for designing and interpreting
LSW core flood experiments. This is achieved by linking measured relative permeability and capil-
lary pressure saturation functions to salinity with a linear interpolation scheme.
As low saline water enters the pore space, polar hydrocarbon components bound to the rock sur-
face desorb as ions dissolved in the brine adsorb to the mineral surface. The desorption of organic
components, and hence, the concentration of adsorbed organic components, is proportional to the
concentration of inorganic ions adsorbing from the aqueous phase. By coupling adsorption with the
low salinity displacement, the interpolation coefficient is directly set as a function of total adsorbate
concentration. The ad/desorption process is described by a set of equilibrium chemical reactions
between the dissolved ions and the reactive solid surface resulting in adsorbed monovalent and di-
valent ions. These chemical reactions are linked to the wetting properties through the total adsorbate
concentration.
In the presentation we describe the proposed mechanistic model (based on the work of Kuznetsov
et al., 2015) and we discuss a numerical workflow to properly design an experimental program for
investigating LSWF. Such a workflow would allow better screen capabilities for field scale LSW ap-
plications based on experimental results obtained from well-designed series of special core analyses
(SCAL) including both pure aqueous flood experiments with varying salinity and two-phase SCAL
displacements. Via single phase brine displacements, adsorption related parameters, such as the
adsorption rate of salt ions to the reservoir rock and the concentration of the total reactive surface
site in the pore system may be calibrated by monitoring the dissolved salts of the effluent. Steady-
state SCAL measurements and Amott tests combined with CT scan provided saturation profiles can
be used to assess the threshold conditions (including relative permeability and capillary pressure
curves) of the in-situ high saline brine and the designed low saline water. Finally, the potential of
the designed LSWF as tertiary recovery (oil bank formation, incremental recovery) could be evalu-
ated through unsteady-state experimental setups.
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Experimental observations of the spatial structure of the concen-
tration field during solute transport in reservoir rocks by Positron
Emission Tomography
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Due to inherent heterogeneity of geologic porous media, it has been shown that the classical experi-
mental approach for measuring solute dispersion can lead to significant overestimation of core-scale
transport properties. The main reason for this is that traditional measuring techniques rely mostly
on one-dimensional analysis of tracer flows (i.e. in terms of effluent breakthrough curves) that
considers complete mixing of the solute plume in the radial direction. In this study, we deploy a
unique combination of classic pulse-tracer tests in heterogeneous porous media with two imaging
techniques, namely X-ray Computed Tomography (X-ray CT) and Positron Emission Tomography
(PET). These provide in-situ characterisation of rock structure heterogeneity and real-time evolution
of the tracer plume in three-dimensions. The validity of this experimental approach for quantitative
analyses of solute transport in porous systems has been successfully demonstrated on both synthetic
(i.e. beadpacks) and natural materials (i.e. Ketton Limestone, KL) 1.
Here, we extend our previous work to rock systems that present distinct physical features, including
Bentheimer Sandstone (BS, uniform pore structure), Edwards Brown carbonate (EB, vuggy porosity)
and Indiana Limestone (IL, significant degree of microporosity). Pulse-tracer tests using both brine-
and radio-tracers have been carried out over a range of Péclet numbers (20–600) and using brine as
the carrier fluid. The extent of subcore-scale spreading and mixing has been evaluated directly from
the PET images by using various quantitative measures, such as spatial moments, dilution index,
scalar dissipation and their temporal variation. Significant differences are observed among the three
rocks, with the degree of mixing increasing in the order BS < KL < EB < IL. Notably, when computed
using experimental slice-averaged solute mass fractions, these properties become larger than the
three-dimensional counterparts computed using voxel-scale values. We attribute this behaviour to
the artificial (‘‘numerical”) mixing of the solute plume that has been significantly distorted by the
presence of subcore-scale permeability heterogeneity. In this context, the difference between these
two values are used in this study to assess the extent of solute spreading in heterogeneous porous
media.
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A microfluidic study on biofilm and preferential flow path for-
mation in porous media
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In environmental (bioremediation and ecology) and industrial (chemical engineering) applications, it
is of growing importance to understand the interplay between hydrodynamics and biogeochemical
processes. The mosaic of regions of high and low flow velocity in porous media permits soil microor-
ganism a free swimming lifestyle and to form surface-attached communities known as biofilms. The
growth of biofilms influences pore geometries by clogging them, and thus redirecting the flow, which
in turn affects biofilm development and mass transport. Besides clogging of pore spaces, preferen-
tial flow paths can be formed which show a dynamic behavior. We study these phenomena with a
soil-born microorganism, Bacillus subtilis, in porous media analogs created in microfluidic devices to
obtain a mechanistic understanding of the interplay of the hydrodynamics and biofilm development
at the microscale.
Experiments were performed in carefully designed porous geometries under different flow rates and
pressure gradients. The devices were exposed to a flow of nutrient broth after being seeded with bac-
teria, and over a period of 48 hours. Biofilm growth was continuously imaged using phase-contrast
microscopy.
The rate of biofilm growth is influenced by both hydraulic and geometric parameters of the porous
medium. For the same porous geometry, the initiation of biofilm formation and the definition of
preferential flow paths occurs earlier in time with increasing flow rate. Above a critical flow rate,
this trend is inverted. The preferential paths for fluid flow through the biofilm show an intermittent
opening and closing behavior, intermittent bioclogging. Preferential flow paths are characterized by
the opening-closing frequency and the channel width on the pore scale. Besides the impact of flow
rate and geometry of the porous medium, this intermittent behavior is also controlled by the biofilms’
rheological properties, which enables it to accommodate flow and pressure differences. The rheo-
logical properties were measured with microrheology techniques to fully understand the observed
phenomena. The results shed light on the mechanisms involved in biofilm formation, clogging and
its impact on the hydraulic properties of porous media.
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Influence of Porous Structure on Electrokinetic Properties of Poly-
mer Membranes
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Electrokinetic investigations such as zeta potential analysis provide a valuable tool for characteriza-
tion of the interface of any surface in contact with a liquid. The zeta potential is a well-established
parameter in the field of particle and solid surface characterization and gives information on the
surface charge of a material. However, certain materials, among them electronically and ionically
conductive samples, can make zeta potential analysis more complex and some care has to be taken
when deducing conclusions based on such tests. In this work, we will elucidate the effect of the
porous structure of polymer membranes on zeta potential analysis and will present a method to
disentangle contributions from the outer surface and the inner pores of polymer membranes to the
zeta potential result.
The zeta potential, as presented in this work, is determined from streaming potential and streaming
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current measurements using a SurPASS™ 3 electrokinetic analyzer and its proprietary measuring
cell for membrane analysis. For the analysis, the membrane sample is arranged to create a capillary
flow channel between two measuring electrodes. An induced flow of electrolyte solution shears off
the charge-compensating ions and gives rise to a streaming potential or streaming current signal,
which is transferred into a zeta potential result.
The porous structure of polymer membranes contributes to the zeta potential by its electrical con-
ductance 1. The conventional tangential measurement of the streaming potential thus leads to an
apparent zeta potential only, which gets estimated too low. The measurement of streaming current
takes into account the additional conductivity effects and improves the quality of zeta potential data.
Determining the contributions of the streaming current inside the porous membrane structure and
of the membrane body conductance requires the measurement of streaming current and electrical
conductance at different gap heights of the flow channel. The proposed method allows for a differ-
entiation of the “external” and “internal” streaming currents and the calculation of the correct zeta
potential of the membrane surface 2.
With this approach the measurement reproducibility is significantly improved thus increasing the
reliability of the zeta potential analysis of porous membranes. It has the potential to provide sig-
nificant insights into key issues in membrane science, including surface modification, ageing and
fouling.
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Different multiscale mixed methods for second order elliptic equations have been developed based
on distinct approaches to address the continuity of pressure and velocity fields. We mention, for
instance, the Multiscale Mortar Mixed Finite Element Method (MMMFEM) 1 and the Multiscale
Hybrid-Mixed Method (MHM) 2, as some well known procedures of this type. In the MMMFEM,
the pressure continuity is weakly satisfied in the fine-grid scale, while normal flux continuity is en-
sured on a much larger scale, usually associated with the size of the subdomains. Conversely, in the
MHM, continuity of the normal fluxes is satisfied at the fine grid scale, while pressure continuity
is only imposed at the larger scale. More recently the Multiscale Robin Coupled method (MRCM)
has been introduced in the literature 3 where it was demonstrated that it can provide more accurate
solutions than the existing methodologies.
Solving the Navier-Stokes equations for a large number of unknowns is a difficult task, usually done
in parallel, but limited by convergence and speedup issues. We propose a new domain decompo-
sition projection method based on the MRCM (to solve an elliptic equation that arises in this pro-
cedure), that allows for the independent computation of local problems, which are finally coupled
by the solution of a much smaller interface problem, enforcing continuity in a scale larger than the
fine grid scale. Results show that accurate solutions are obtained compared to the undecomposed
case. As an application of the method that I am developing I am about to start using it to simulate
two-phase flows in the pore scale where the domain for the PDEs is provided by images from CT
scanners.
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Hysteresis phenomenon plays an important role in fluid flow through porous media and exhibits
behavior that are often poorly understood and that is lacking of correct physical and mathematical
modeling, rigorous mathematical/numerical analysis.
We present the key results obtained in 3, in which we study the hysteresis phenomenon for a two-
phase flow in 1D. In 3, we model this physical behavior by using a system of two equations with
a forcing relaxation term in the equation describing the dynamics of hysteresis. The model is con-
structed in such way that solution tends to an equilibrium manifold in the phase space composed by
the unknowns of the system: saturation of water or oil and the hysteresis parameter. This manifold
is composed by three parts: two curves (drainage and imbibition) and an scanning relaxation region
between them. On the drainage or imbibition curves, the system of two equations reduces to a single
scalar equation for the two-phase flow. In the scanning region, the system of equations modeling
the behavior is composed by two equations where the source term vanishes. A complication of this
system is that on the equilibrium manifold the flux terms of equations are non-smooth functions.
Our analysis encompasses all possible flow situations.
We propose a two-fold approach, by analysis and computing. We introduce a new analytical pro-
jection method for construction of the wave sequence in the Riemann problem for the system of
equations. This analysis allows us to fully comprehend the interaction of the waves of the system
between the relaxation terms and the equilibrium manifold. In 1 and 2, we introduce a seminal
technique that gave origin to the improved technique developed in 3. We obtain the full Riemann
solution and we prove the existence of traveling profiles to select the physical shocks satisfying an
extended Oleinik’s condition that we define. We stress that there is no classical entropy for this
system. Next, we developed a new computational method to corroborate our analysis. This method
calculates first the interaction of solution with the source terms, by solving the equation for hystere-
sis. We solve the saturation system using locally conservative discretizations by combining hybrid
mixed finite method with finite volume within an effectively operator splitting formulation. We
found that numerical method agrees nicely with the proposed projection technique. The approach
can be extended for three-phase systems.
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Immiscible displacement in porous media is an important phenomenon that impacts many natural
and industrial processes including water infiltration into soil, the proton exchange membrane fuel
cell, fluid mixing in microfluidics, enhanced oil recovery and geological CO2 sequestration. Under
quasi-static conditions where the role of viscous force vanishes, the displacement pattern is con-
trolled by the pore-scale disorder and the pore surface’s wettability. Previous studies have gained
insightful understanding on the impact of the wettability on the fluid displacement, but the impact
of the interplay between wettability and disorder is not well understood. Here, we combine microflu-
idic experiments, pore-scale simulation and theoretical analysis to show how the pore-scale disorder
together with wettability controls the fluid-fluid displacement patterns. Based on statistical analy-
sis of pore-scale filling events, we propose a theoretical model that identifies the stable and unstable
flow regimes and the crossover zone between them as functions of pore-scale disorder λ and invading
fluid contact angle θ. The phase diagram predicted by the theoretical model shows a critical contact
angle θc below which increasing pore-scale disorder λ destabilizes the displacement pattern whereas
above which increasing λ stabilizes the pattern. The diagram further demonstrates that crossover
zone, in terms of the range of contact angle, significantly increases as porous media geometry shifts
from uniform (λ=0) to disordered (λ>0). This diagram is evidenced by our microfluidic experiments
and pore-scale simulations, including the quantitative analysis of invasion morphologies, specific
fluid-fluid interface length and saturation. This work not only extends the classic phase diagram of
multiphase flow in porous media under quasi-static conditions, but also has potential applications in
predicting displacement pattern and manipulating porous media geometry in designing membranes,
microfluidics etc. for desirable immiscible displacement behavior.
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Biofilms in porous media: laboratory experiments, mathematical
modelling, and upscaling.
David Landa-Marbán1 ; Florin Adrian Radu2 ; Kundan Kumar1 ; Iuliu Sorin Pop3 ; Liu Na 4 ; Bødtker Gunhild4 ;
Petterson Per 4 ; Vik Bartek Florczyk4
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A biofilm can be defined as an aggregation of bacteria, algae, fungi, and protozoa enclosed in a matrix
consisting of a mixture of polymeric compounds, primarily polysaccharides, generally referred to as
extracellular polymeric substance (EPS). Biofilms produce acids, biomass, gases, polymers, solvents,
and biosurfactants. Biofilm formation is generally established through three steps: planktonic cell
attachment to the surface, formation of a structured architecture with the assistance of EPS in the
maturation stage, and cells leaving the biofilm in the dispersal stage. Different environmental factors
affect the biofilm, such as temperature and pH. Biofilms are complex systems, involving different
physical, chemical, and biological processes such as bacterial decay, endogenous respiration, erosion,
sloughing, abrasion, attachment, bacterial reproduction, and formation of metabolites. Biofilms are
present in many systems, with beneficial applications in some areas, for example in medicine, food
industry, and water quality.
In our research, we are interested in studying the biofilm to improve the oil extraction. Most of
the biofilm models are based on simplifying assumptions, e.g. impermeability, a constant biofilm
density, and accounting for diffusion but neglecting convection for transport of nutrients. In this
work, we propose a pore-scale model for a permeable multi-component biofilm including a variable
biofilm density, detachment, and transport of nutrients due to convection and diffusion. It is through
laboratory experiments that we identify the key processes and variables that need to be considered.
Accordingly, we compute some of the parameters (but not all due to the limited experimental obser-
vations) of the mathematical model through calibration. In addition, we study the sensitivity of the
parameters in our model.
Pore-scale models are important because they aim to describe some of the physical phenomena
in detail and one can derive core-scale models through upscaling. Two of the motivations to derive
upscaled models are to determine constitutive relationships and to describe the average behaviour of
the system in an accurate manner with relatively low computational effort compared to fully detailed
calculations starting at the microscale. Then, we upscale this pore-scale model in two different
geometries: a thin channel and a thin tube, in order to derive one-dimensional effective equations,
by investigating the limit as the ratio of the height to the length approaches to zero.
In the macro-scale laboratory experiments, biofilm is growth in cylindrical cores. Permeability and
porosity changes over time at different flow rates and nutrient concentrations are studied. Numerical
simulations are performed to compare with the experimental results.
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Pressure-driven flow within the plane of a confined thin porous medium (TPM) takes place in a num-
ber of natural and industrial processes. This includes flow during manufacturing of fibre reinforced
polymer composites with liquid moulding processes, passive mixing in microfluidic systems and
paper making. During last year’s Interpore conference in New Orleans we presented tomographic
PIV measurements of low to high Reynolds number flows through well-ordered porous media 1.
The work described here is a continuation of this project. The TPM considered is a simplified, well-
structured model of a porous media where the solid parts have the shape of vertical cylinders. The
array of cylinders is confined between two parallel plates, meaning that the permeability is a func-
tion of the diameter and height of the cylinders, as well as their interspatial distance. The flow field
is again investigated using tomographic particle image velocimetry. Refractive index matching is
applied to enable measurements without optical distortion and a dummy cell is used for the cali-
bration of the measurements. Two different cylinder arrangements are considered, quadratic and
hexagonal, and the particle Reynolds number (based on the cylinder diameter and the interstitial
velocity) is varied from 10 to 1700. The pressure drop over the porous domain is measured simulta-
neously with the velocity. The results reveal that the averaged flow field changes substantially as Re
increases, and under certain conditions the flow contains complex, three-dimensional vortex struc-
tures hard to visualize with only planar measurements. Tomographic PIV measurements of flow
through models of porous materials, with different types of arrangements, provide a deeper under-
standing of the flow dynamics. Three-dimensional measurements also enable detailed studies where
different general flow phenomena can be coupled to integrated quantities such as permeability and
dispersion.
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A formal derivation of a macroscopic model for unsteady and inertial one-phase incompressible flow
in rigid and periodic porous media is presented using an upscaling technique. The resulting model
is non-local in time and involves two effective coefficients in the macroscopic filtration law, namely
a dynamic apparent permeability tensor and a vector accounting for the time-decaying influence of
the flow initial condition. This model generalizes previous non-local macroscale models restricted
to creeping flow conditions. Ancillary closure problems are provided, which allow computing the
effective coefficients. Symmetry and positiveness analyses of the apparent permeability are carried
out, evidencing that this tensor is symmetric only in the creeping regime. The effective coefficients
are functions of time, geometry, macroscopic forcings and the initial flow condition. Predictions
of the effective coefficients are made on a simple periodic structure for a wide range of Reynolds
numbers smaller than the critical value characterizing the first Hopf bifurcation. Finally, the per-
formance of the macroscopic model for a variety of macroscopic forcing and initial conditions is
examined in four case studies along with validation with direct numerical simulations. It is shown
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that the purely heuristic classical model, widely used for unsteady flow, consisting in a Darcy-like
model complemented with an accumulation term on the filtration velocity, is inappropriate.
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Study of coupled finite volume schemes minimizing the grid ori-
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In this presentation, we propose an analysis method for the so-called grid orientation effect (GOE),
which may occur when using coupled finite volumes schemes on structured grids for the simulation
of two-phase flow in porous media. This effect is due to an instability on the modelling system
and it is all the more visible as the mobility ratio is unfavorable, which is typically the case of the
simulation of viscous oil recovery by injection of a more mobile fluid (water, steam,…). The GOE is
characterized by a distortion of the solution that follows the axis of the mesh.
This problem is well known and is often studied by the engineers : historically, Yanosik and Mc
Cracken [SPE Journal, vol. 19, pp. 253-262, 1979] has introduced a nine-point scheme for Cartesian
meshes. This scheme is the result of a linear combination of two five-point schemes for parallel
and diagonal grids. Several variants of this scheme were then proposed in the literature (Shah [SPE
Reservoir Simulation Symposium, SPE-12251-MS, 1983] and Coats&Modine [SPE Reservoir Simula-
tion Symposium, SPE-12248-MS, 1983], …) and more recently Eymard et al. [IMA J. Numer. Anal.,
vol. 33, pp.585-608, 2013] have developed a generalizable nine-point scheme for meshes that are not
necessarily Cartesian. Finally, some other authors (Kozdon [Computational Geosciences, vol. 15,
pp. 399-419, 2011],…) have explored multi-dimensional schemes to reduce the GOE. These schemes
consist in upwinding the convective variables along the stream lines instead of the grid lines. Never-
theless, these schemes are not satisfactory enough and do not mitigate sufficiently the GOE.
Our contribution will be to study a new nine-point finite volume scheme and a multi-dimensional
upwind scheme in order to reduce the GOE. In the nine-point scheme, the diagonal fluxes are con-
structed from a linear combination of vertical and horizontal fluxes and these fluxes can be coupled
to an multi-dimensional upwind method. On those methods, we have worked out an approach to de-
fine a notion of angular error for all directions of the flow. It enables us to minimize the longitudinal
error and tune an optimal parameter to single out the least anisotropic scheme.
Some numerical test problems testify to the improvement brought by the new construction. A radial
test case is performed with an analytical solution and a five-well test case is carried out with two
different meshes, where one is rotated from the other by an angle of 45°.
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Porous media are natural reactors where fluid, solid and biological phases interact through redox
reaction, precipitation, dissolution, adsorption and complexation. While reaction kinetics are often
quantified in well mixed batch conditions, most porous media flows are characterized by chemical
gradients, induced by broad velocity distributions and complex boundary conditions (Le Borgne et
al. 2017, Bandopadhyay et al. 2018, Turuban et al. 2018). Yet, it is unclear how these chemical
gradients affect the effective kinetics of reactions taking place between the fluid, solid and biological
phases. Here we present new theoretical and numerical results linking the dynamics of mixing in
porous media to biogeochemical reaction kinetics.
Considering non-linear reaction rates, including reversible and irreversible redox reactions, Monod
kinetics and non-linear adsorption kinetics, we analyze the effect of different mixing dynamics on
effective reaction kinetics. We use a stochastic framework in which the distributions of solute con-
centrations and reaction rates are quantified from Probability Density Functions (PDF). Depending
on the form of the relationship between concentrations are reaction rates, mixing can either enhance
or reduce significantly effective reaction rates compared to the well-mixed case. We quantify the
effective kinetics laws in the different regimes that emerge from the coupling of mixing and non-
linear reactions. These results provide a general framework to understand and quantify a range of
biogeochemical processes in chemical gradient environments.
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Viscoelastic multiphase flow simulations for tumor growth
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Recent years have seen a growing interest in the modelling of cancer from a mathematical and physi-
cal point of view. In this emerging field, a relevant analogy allows to model tumor cell agglomerates
as viscoelastic fluids with interfacial tension 1. These agglomerates coexist in tumor environment
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with other phases (death cells, living cells, healthy cells, interstitial fluids etc.) inside a biological
scaffold, the extracellular matrix (ECM). The dynamic of the cancer is then governed by multiphase
flow dynamics in porous media, and fluid-solid interaction can be described via extensions of Biot’s
theory. Governing equations are often formulated directly at the macroscale, or obtained by upscal-
ing of microscale conservation equations. This second option is the most suitable because it allows
to properly define the connection between micro- and macro- scales and to know all assumptions
and simplifications needed to obtain the final system of macroscale conservation equations. Aver-
aging theories provide well established frameworks to develop mathematical models for multiphase
systems at any scale of interest, and assure a rigorous derivation of larger scale conservation laws
based on microscale relations. However, once mathematical upscaling is achieved, a number of con-
stitutive relationships are typically required to obtain a solvable system of equations; very often,
identification of relevant closure relationships (e.g. pressure-saturation relationships, phase relative
permeability, etc.) remains therefore an open issue.
With this overall aim, a microscale mathematical model for biphasic flow has been developed. The
formulation consists in a set of partial differential equations coupling Cahn-Hilliard model with
Navier-Stokes equations following the guidelines of 2 and Oldroyd-B constitutive law to account
for viscoelasticity. The final model has been implemented on the FEniCS 3 platform and captures
accurately the dynamic of tumor aggregates in vitro [4]. This approach permitted to provide original
explanation on experimental data, showing the relevance of the multiphase flow framework for
the tumor growth description and the predictive capacity of the model. Finally, the link between
pore-scale simulation results and average phase properties in the porous media is studied. A set of
numerical experiments is performed to identify macroscopic closure relationships for tumor growth
modelling 5, in order to set up a model able to consider accurately the high spatial heterogeneity of
the problem.
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In the recent decades, porous electrodes with high specific surface, which are of major interest for
the design of miniaturized electro-devices such as bio-batteries, have received a lot of attention both
from modeling and experimental points of view. Such electrodes may provide much higher electri-
cal current than classical flat electrodes of the same size 1. Despite considerable progress in porous
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electrode manufacturing, effective tool for predicting the optimal thickness of such electrodes have
not been developed in the literature. To fill this gap, this work aims at developing a thorough ap-
proach to estimate the optimal thickness of a porous electrode operating a single reduction reaction.
This is achieved by making use of a macroscopic model formally derived from the microscopic cou-
pled diffusion and electrochemical reaction model operating at the pore scale using an upscaling
procedure 2 relying on the volume averaging method 3. The solution of this macroscopic model
was successfully compared to the solution of the microscale original model obtained from direct
numerical simulations on the one hand and to experimental data on the other hand, validating our
theoretical macroscale model.
The macroscopic model is subsequently used in the steady-state regime (a situation which is of wide
practical interest) to derive an analytical solution for the concentration profile of the dilute species
allowing to express the current intensity available at the electrode. On this basis, an optimization
procedure is finally proposed to estimate the effective electrode thickness which is defined as the
crossover value of two asymptotic regimes characterizing the volume current density dependence
upon the electrode thickness. This yields an analytical expression of the optimal thickness that is
general for a cylindrical porous electrode, regardless the type of microstructure of the electrode ma-
terial. An illustration is provided for the type of electrode used in the experiments reported in this
work.
Keywords: Porous electrode, Volume averaging, Optimal thickness
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The dynamic capillary pressure effect in porous media has drawn tremendous attention in various
scientific and engineering fields. However, though the dynamic capillary pressure has been inten-
sively investigated in the last decades, the essential controls on dynamic effect in capillary pressure
and the corresponding relative permeability are not determined. It is of practical significance to
use analytic methods to study dynamic effect in capillary pressure and the corresponding relative
permeability for fractal porous media. Unfortunately, because of the disordered and extremely com-
plicated microstructures of porous media, the theoretical model for dynamic capillary pressure and
the corresponding relative permeability is scarce.
The goal of this work is to establish a novel and reasonable quantitative model to determine the
dynamic effect in capillary pressure and the corresponding relative permeability. The predictions of
the theoretical model, derived from the Hassanizadeh’s model and fractal geometry, agree well with
the available experimental data. There is no empirical constant and every parameter in the model
has specific physical significance. Compared with the previous models, our model takes into account
more factors, including the influence of the microstructural parameters of the pore space. The pro-
posed models can reveal more mechanisms that affect the dynamic effect in capillary pressure and
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the corresponding relative permeability for fractal porous media. This work provides a comprehen-
sive theoretical study on dynamic effect in capillary pressure and relative permeability for fractal
porous media, which is beneficial to accurate performance forecasts for the dynamic behavior in
porous media.
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Non-uniform fluid displacements in porous media are commonly observed, while are unfavorable
in oil/gas recovery processes. Recently, the micro-gel particle, such as preformed particle gel (PPG),
soft micro-gel (SMG), elastic microsphere, etc., have been developed as a smart sweep improvement
and profile modification agent under such bad conditions. The matching of particles and porous me-
dia will directly influence the displacement effect. Emulsions micro-gel particles (combining oil-in-
water emulsion and micro-gel particle) will be formed automatically during the dilution procession
of the micro-gel particle solution, which plays an important role in micro-gel particle transport in
porous media. However, the synergistic effect of emulsion and micro-gel particle are ignored in the
previous work, where only the micro-gel particle effect was considered.
In this study, the morphology, particle size analysis, and rheological property of emulsion micro-gel
particles were characterized by Cryo-SEM, a Malvern Mastersizer 3000E Hydro, and Hakke MarsIII
rheometer. Microscopic visualization models were used to study the oil-displacement effect and mi-
gration mechanism of emulsion micro-gel particles in the flow and displacement experiments. An
Immersed Boundary-Lattice Boltzmann (IB-LBM) framework is established to capture the motion of
the viscoelastic micro-gel particle in porous media in the pore scale.
Primarily, the experimental results of emulsion micro-gel particle characterization showed the differ-
ent size of the micro-gel particle will influence the size of emulsion droplet in the micro-gel solution.
The smaller size of the micro-gel particle, the stronger of the micro-gel particle aggregation phe-
nomena (the larger size of emulsion micro-gel particle). Thence, the micromodel test indicated that
emulsion micro-gel particles (small micro-gel particle will produce large emulsion micro-gel particle)
can block the fluid channeling paths and diverting the displacing fluid from large channel to small
channel. The pore-scale simulation showed that micro-gel particle can transport in small pores and
cause pressure fluctuation due to its small size and good deformable performance. A synergistic
“two-part” mechanism is important in the mixed emulsifier system, where both the micro-gel parti-
cle and emulsion components have specific functions in the relatively large and the small channel.
These findings demonstrate that emulsion micro-gel particles can be adapted to different porous
media stage classified by different pore sizes. Our results improve the understandings of the syn-
ergistic effect of emulsion and micro-gel particle in the micro-gel particle transport in the porous
media, which is important to gel treatment for enhancing oil recovery.
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Wooden boards, joined together by glue, dowels, and crosspieces were the most extensively used
supports for portable paintings until the early 17th century. Typically, some layers of gesso and/or
fabric were added to serve as a carrier for the paint layer. Well-known masterpieces have been
constructed accordingly, e.g., by da Vinci, Rubens, or Rembrandt.
Since paint is much less permeable than wood, a panel painting can conceptually be approached
as a board with an impermeable layer on one surface. Due to the hygroscopic nature of wood,
a panel will exchange moisture with the ambient air upon changes in the relative humidity (RH).
Consequently, the moisture content will be unevenly distributed throughout the thickness of the
board which will result in differential expansion across the thickness, causing the wooden board
to bend. This can give rise to permanent deformation or even failure, manifested, e.g., as cracks.
Using a specialist Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) setup, which makes use of the magnet of a
1.5T whole body MRI scanner, we have studied simultaneously both the moisture distribution in oak
during changing relative humidity and the expansion. These results show that the asymmetry in
the moisture distribution can be directly related to the expansion. In addition we have looked at the
response of panel paintings to sinusoidal RH changes with different frequencies. Our goal is to come
up with criteria for panels paintings for fluctuation frequency, and amplitude in RH which are safe
or potentially harmful.
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Some multi-scale building materials, like wood and hemp concrete or daub, exhibit high potential
properties in terms hygrometric diffusion (moisture expelling out of a house). However, the corre-
lation between the imbibition and the multi porous structure is complex and still unclear. In order
to get a better insight into the precise origin of such multifunctional properties, new model systems
based on polymeric materials with double porosity have been envisioned.
Bi-porous polymer networks have been designed and elaborated with controlled pore morphology
(interconnectivity, double pore size) and hydrophilicity (using different monomers, contact angle of
water: 10° < θ < 130°). To investigate the role of the doubly porous framework on the soaking/drying
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properties, the materials are compared to both monoporous counterparts: smallest pores (SP: 2µm)
and largest pores (LP: 200µm) monoporous materials.
Absorption for SP material is well described by the classical Washburn theory. The LP monoporous
material presents a high permeability due to the large connectivity of its porous morphology, ob-
tained from high pressure sintering of cubic particles. However, it exhibits a drastic reduction in
imbibition rate, which cannot be describe by Washburn model, with a succession of quick steps of
imbibition and long pauses when the driving capillary pressure drops at constriction. This behavior
is attributed to the slow breakthrough mechanism for the water interface at sharp edge connections
between pores. Remarkably, this slow regime is suppressed for the biporous material, with identical
large pore morphology, and imbibition rate is even higher than the sum of rates obtained for its
monoporous counterparts. This highlights the synergy of mixed small and large pores actions that
neutralize the sharp-edge constrictions effect described above, with the presence of two rising liquid
fronts: one into the small pores skeleton, and one in the large pores network.
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Geologic shale formations are important sources for natural gas (containing a significant amount
of methane) and play an important role for CO2 storage 1. The nanoscopic pore network in shales,
especially meso- and micropores (50-2 nm, <2 nm) 2, plays a critical role for the total amount of fluid
present, due to the high abundance and available surface area for sorption 3. Efficient prediction
of production and reservoir integrity prediction requires detailed understanding of the rock – fluid
interactions under typical shale reservoir conditions of temperatures 20 – 90º C and pressures of
200 – 500 bar. In this study we investigate the high pressure sorption and fluid behaviour in or-
ganic rich shale samples using small angle neutron and X-ray scattering techniques (SANS/SAXS).
To better understand the effects we observe for these heterogeneous materials (pore shapes, sizes,
surface properties) we also use commercially available model materials such as carbon aerogel and
controlled pore glass, allowing good control of surface properties and pore sizes/shapes. A series of
(deuterated-)methane, and CO2 sorption experiments is performed at constant temperature of 50º C
at different pressure steps ranging from 50 – 480 bar (crossing the bulk critical point for both fluids).
The experiments are complimented by laboratory gravimetric excess methane and CO2 sorption mea-
surements at the same pressure and temperature conditions. We aim at providing experimental data
for a fundamental understanding of the effects of the fluid rock interactions including, confinement,
pore type and surface properties.
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To research the influence of interfacial tension of fracturing fluid on spontaneous imbibiton in low-
permeability water-wet reservoir, a spontaneous imbibition model was constructed upon a mod-
ified LW imbibition model includes hydrostatic pressure and flow resistance with fractal theory,
and the relationship between spontaneous imbibition volume and imbibition time was described
by the model. And the influence rules of spontaneous imbibition volume and interfacial tension
was analysed. The imbibition model was verified by laboratory data. The experimental results and
computing results reveal: the impact of interfacial tension to imbibition volume is not monotonous.
Capillary force and flow resistance of oil phase increase with interfacial tension increasing, and
meanwhile imbibition volume shows a trend from rise to decline. Each different kinds of fracturing
fluid have optimal interfacial tension to reach the best imbibition effect, and imbibition volume is
maximum.
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Investigation on the multi-parameter of hydrate-bearing media
using nano-focus X-ray computed tomography
Chengfeng LiNone ; Changling LiuNone ; Gaowei HuNone ; Jianye SunNone ; Lele LiuNone
Corresponding Author(s): chengfenglee@163.com
A nano-focus X-ray computed tomography (X-CT) was used to observe methane hydrate forma-
tion in sands at pore-scale and to investigate the hydrate saturation, pore structure parameters, and
permeability of hydrate-bearing sands. A new test technique was developed to improve the identi-
fication of water-hydrate boundary. It is observed that there are three hydrate accumulation habits
in pore spaces. When there were no methane bubbles, hydrate distribution evolved from floating to
contacting and then to cementing as hydrate saturation increasing. However, only contacting and
cementing distribution patterns were observed in the pores with methane bubbles. We observed the
gas/water/hydrate distributions and investigated the pore structure characteristics. The results show
that the porosity, the maximal pore volume and diameter were decreasing as hydrates accumulating
in the pores. However, the maximal pore surface, the total pore number, and the number of large
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pores (>100 voxels) continued to increase until the hydrate saturation reached 35%, and then began to
decrease rapidly. The pore structure parameters show a detailed change of hydrate and water at pore-
scale. The absolute permeability of hydrate-bearing porous media estimated based on X-CT digital
images and Darcy’s law agreed well with the permeability calculated from the Kozeny-Carman equa-
tion. The results provide a valuable reference for cognition of hydrate bearing reservoirs.
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Genetic Mechanism of Diverse Pores in Bioclastic Limestone andImpacts on Reservoir Quality
Fengfeng LiNone ; Rui GuoNone ; Wenju SunNone ; Yichang YuNone
Corresponding Author(s): 1522188426@qq.com
The Mishrif Formation in M Oilfield was mainly characterized by porous carbonate reservoir with
diverse biological skeletal and complex diagenesis. Reservoir in this area had complicated pore types
such as interparticle pore, intraparticle pore, mouldic pore, vug, intercrystalline pore, fractures,
matrix-hosted and grain-hosted micropore. Based on data from drilling core, cast thin-section,mercury
injection experiment and scanning electron microscopy, the diagenetic mode of different microfacies
had been established and the genetic mechanism of diverse pore had been analyzed. The microfacies
controlled the biological skeletal types which had different ability in anti-resistance dissolution and
compaction. Selective dissolution led to various moldic pore which had high porosity and low per-
meability. The dolomization could develop large amount of intercrystalline pore. If in a low energy
environment, the sediments might had high matrix which result in matrix-hosted micropore and
later nemorphism could result in grain-hosted micropore which both had little influence on reservor
permeability. In meteoric environment, intense non-selective might develop interparticle pore and
vug which not only had high porosity but also had good permeability. The bioturbation in marine
environment mainly led to intraparticle pore which usually was poor-connected. The cementation
was widely developed in diagenetic period, which was a double-edged sword. If cementation oc-
curred in early stage, it could protect the rock structure and later dissolution could produce large
amout of pore. If cementation occurred in late stage, it could infill the previous pore and pore throat,
which result in low porosity and low permeability. In burial environment, compaction and pressolu-
tion were the main diagenesis, which could develop fractures in reservoir which had little influence
on porosity but was favorable for permeability. It concluded that the environment determined the
diagenetic types which had great influence on pore types. The complex pore system was the main
reason of poor correlation of porosity and permeability.The diagenetic stage controlled the reservoir
transform tendency. Reservoir pore types were the comprehensive superimposition of sedimenta-
tion and diagenesis. Sedimentation controlled the sediments types and diagenetic route. The types
and period of diagenesis determined the reservoir quality. It was of great significance for the evalu-
ation and the potential analysis of bioclastic limestone reservoir.
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Micro Gas Displacing potential of horizontal well in tight reser-
voirs
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Co-author(s): Hekun Guo ; zhengming yang 1 ; TieNing Gao ; yapu zhang ; Yixin Dai
1 PetroChina Research Institute of Petroleum Exploration & Development
Corresponding Author(s): 76274491@qq.com
This study aim at tight oil reservoir cores of Erdos Basin, combining NMR technology and core
displacement test, and analysis microscopic oil distribution characteristics both initial state and after
gas flooding of reservoir. Research show that: Before gas flooding, the total oil percentage of target
reservoirs is higher, but less oil(7.27%) exist in micron pores (greater than 1μm), oil mainly exist
in the sub micron pores(0.1 ~ 1μm) and nanometer pores(less than 0.1μm), which about27.67% and
24.00% respectively. After 1 PV gas flooding, reservoir recovery percent of reserves R of micro pores
are higher(64.34%), sub micron pores are second(37.27%), nanometer pores are lower. In early stage
of gas flooding, oil in the larger pores are removed first, and oil production in smaller pores are
lower. After 50 PV gas flooding, there are almost no residual oil in micro pores, R reaches over 90%,
remaining oil of submicron pores have a certain amount, R about 60%, and R of nanometer pores are
low, nanometer pores are the main storage space of residual oil. With the decrease of permeability,
ratio of larger throat-pore in reservoir decreases, the microscopic heterogeneity decreases, lead to
degree of gas flooding micro sweep increases, and the submicron oil recovery has an increasing
trend. The gas injection capacity of tight reservoir is obviously better than that of water injection,
and the lower the permeability reservoir have, the more obvious gas injection capacity get. The
results provide theoretical basis for effective development and establishing rational development
mode of tight oil reservoir.
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The analysis of the effect of ethane fraction on the carbon dioxide
displacement in coal using molecular simulation
Author(s): JIAWEI LINone
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Corresponding Author(s): jiawei.li4@student.unsw.edu.au
Coal seam gas reservoirs usually contain a divergent amount of ethane (C2H6), propane, butane, etc.
These gas components always change with the maturity and heterogeneous structure of coal. Car-
bon dioxide (CO2) enhanced coal-bed methane (CH4) recovery (ECBM) is one of the most favorable
and feasible techniques in coal seam gas development which also contributes to CO2 sequestration.
However, the effect of the C2H6 mole fraction in coal seams on the CO2 displacement remains
unclear currently. In this study, the mole fraction of C2H6 was varied to examine its effect on
the adsorption behavior of CH4, and on the process of ECBM under given pressure and tempera-
ture using molecular simulation method. This procedure was carried out via two main steps. First,
molecular dynamics was employed to obtain the geometry optimization of the unit cell of the carbon
model. Then, Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulation was undertaken to predict the gas
adsorption behavior. Results showed that C2H6 had a similar adsorption behavior with that of CO2.
It was, therefore, indicated that the adsorption selectivity of CO2/CH4 went down with a higher
CO2 fraction concentration under the same temperature and pressure. The adsorption selectivity of
CO2/C2H6 dispersed around 1.1, which suggested that CO2 could enhance the recovery of C2H6 to
some extent during the ECBM process. In addition, the effect of pressure and temperature was ana-
lyzed. Results showed the selectivity of CO2/CH4, in our coal model, had a relatively high selectivity
of CO2 at lower pressure, then it reached a plateau at an optimize pressure which was related to the
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favorable injection depth of the reservoir and it remained constant at higher pressure. However,
the adsorption selectivity kept dropping under the same pressure with increasing temperature. This
study revealed the mechanism and adsorption behavior of related gases and consequently provide
basic data for CO2 enhanced coal seam gas development project.
Key words: CH4, C2H6, CO2, adsorption, Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulation
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Investigation of CO2 Huff-n-Puff EOR Mechanisms in Liquid-Rich
Shale Reservoirs based on Microscopic Visualization Experiments
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CO2 huff-n-puff is an effective way to recover oil in liquid-rich shale reservoirs with multistage
fractured horizontal wells. Numerous core-scale lab experiments have been conducted to prove its
potential. There are many mechanisms during the CO2 huff-n-puff process such as pressure re-
pressurization, miscibility, molecular diffusion, relative permeability hysteresis, gas dissolve and oil
swelling, etc. It’s difficult to analyze the mechanisms during the EOR process only through core-
scale lab experiments. New methods such as microscopic visualization experiment and numerical
study should be designed and applied in this analysis. The purpose of this study is to investigate
the functions of related mechanisms through microscopic visualization experimental and numerical
methods.
In this experimental study, a new artificial visualization microscopic model was built to observe the
CO2 diffusion and shale oil percolation in the nanoscale porous media during the CO2 huff-n-puff
process. Different parameters such as oil composition, reservoir properties (permeability, porosity)
and operation conditions (injection pressure, soaking time, depletion rate, gas injection cycles) were
analyzed. After that, micro-nanofluidic chips were designed to mimic different cases (homogenous /
heterogenous) during CO2 huff-n-puff. Numerical study was also applied to simulate the CO2 huff-
n-puff process to investigate the functions of different mechanisms. Finally, the result is applied to
fit some of CO2 field plots which were performed in Bakken formation of North Dakota. Various
simulation cases were designed and established to investigate different mechanisms such as pressure
repressurization, miscibility, relative permeability hysteresis, capillary pressure and oil swelling.
This work clearly describes the CO2 diffusion and shale oil percolation process in the shale oil reser-
voir media through the microscopic experimental model. The micro-nanofluidic chips can simulate
the nanopore to investigate the shale oil phase behavior in nanopores combined with hydraulic frac-
ture and natural fractures. Visual observation of the CO2/shale oil displacements indicate that there
is an interaction between phase behavior and microscopic heterogeneity. The experimental and nu-
merical results show that the most important mechanism is pressure repressurization, followed by
miscibility, diffusion, relative permeability hysteresis, and oil swelling. This study explains how CO2
diffusion in liquid-rich shale oil reservoirs is different in lab core scale level from microscale level,
and how different mechanisms affects CO2 performance in improving oil recovery from unconven-
tional resources.
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Shale oil production has increased rapidly in last decades especially in United States and results
in a revolution in the energy landscape. However, one main problem existing in the shale reservoir
development is the sharp decline of liquids production in all the hydraulic wells. In recent years, CO2
injection has been experimentally and numerically studied to enhance the oil recovery. Some field
pilots of CO2 injection were also conducted in Bakken unconventional plays and demonstrated great
potential for CO2 enhanced oil recovery (EOR) in Bakken. However, the oil transport behavior and
enhanced oil recovery mechanisms are still not well understood. The lack of understanding impedes
the EOR strategy implement and production efficiency in the shale reservoirs.
This study includes experiment study and theoretical study. Firstly, experiments were conducted
on twenty shale core samples. The microscopic pore characteristics, pore size distribution, mineral
composition, totally organic carbon content and wettability were investigated. CO2 huff-n-puff ex-
periments were implemented on shale core samples to investigate the EOR ability. Then dynamic
molecular simulations were applied to analyze the interaction of CO2 with shale oil under reser-
voir pressure and temperature. The diffusion effect in organic clays and inorganic minerals were
explored. Based upon the experiment and molecular simulation results, the oil flow behavior in
organic matter, inorganic pores and oil dissolution were described in mathematic equations. After
that, the CO2 injection process was investigated in both matrix and fracture systems based upon
LBM method and N-S equation. From the lab experiments, the observed oil recovered in the latter
huff-n-puff cycle was not significant, new development mode combined CO2 huff-n-puff with CO2
flooding was designed and evaluated.
The results show that considerable organic carbon presents 4-10 wt% in the shales. The pores in
shale cores are mainly distributed in the junction region of inorganic minerals and organic clays.
The pore sizes are among several nanometers to several micrometers and can be divided into three
categories: inorganic pores, organic pores and micro-fractures. The oil produced in shale reservoirs
was mainly come from inorganic pores in the early stage, and the oil production rate in inorganic
pores is higher than that in organic materials. In the late stage, most of the produced oil is from
organic pores. The molecular dynamics result shows that CO2 diffuse more rapidly with increases
in temperature and pressure, but diffuse slowly with an increase in pore size. Based upon the studies
of molecular dynamics simulations, liquid flow through carbon nanotubes, experiment results and
theoretical analysis, a unified apparent permeability model of liquid hydrocarbon flow in shale is
derived coupling different transport mechanisms in inorganic and organic nanopores. For the core
scale CO2 injection experiments, the result shows that after four cycles of CO2 huff-n-puff, the
application of CO2 flooding is more effective, which can increase oil recovery by another 5-10%. This
illustrates that after several CO2 huff-n-puff cycles, the injected CO2 only penetrate the relatively
high permeability zones. Thus the oil in the small organic pores cannot be swept. The combination of
huff-n-puff and CO2 flooding will increase both the sweep area and displacement efficiency, resulting
in the increase of ultimate oil recovery.
This work includes a series of experiments, molecular dynamic simulations, theoretical analysis and
development mode design. The oil transport behavior and enhance oil recovery mechanisms by CO2
injection were discussed in detail. This work is helpful to understand CO2 EOR mechanisms in shale
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reservoirs and fundamentally important for applying, evaluating and optimizing CO2 injection in
field production.
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Simulation of Subsurface CH4 Storage if Using CO2 as Cushion
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Corresponding Author(s): kouzou_21st@hotmail.com
The climate change and energy shortage has attracted more and more attention. Power-to-Gas (PtG),
a chemical energy storage technology, can convert the surplus electrical energy into a high energy
density comestible gas. Subsurface energy storage is the critical process in a PtG system. Produced
methane (CH4) can be storage in geological reservoir for further use. To avoid the waste of CH4 in
the withdrawal season, carbon dioxide (CO2) is used as cushion gas to maintain the reservoir pres-
sure due to its great compressibility near the critical pressure and temperature. However, the mixing
problem between two kinds of gases in the same reservoir is inevitable. Therefore, the controlling of
mixed region is of great necessary to improve the efficiency of a PtG system. In this paper, physical
properties of CH4, CO2 and their mixtures are discussed in detail. Based on the interpolation cal-
culations of the National Institute of Standards and Technology database and physical equations, a
hydro-mechanical coupling model is established to study the mixing problem of two kinds of gases
and mechanical stability of reservoir. Then the accuracy of this model is verified by comparing with
the model of Curtis M. Oldenburg. In addition, the effects of reservoir thickness, geological struc-
tures and temperature of reservoir on the mixing degree of two kinds of gases and the distribution of
the mixed region are studied and analyzed in detail. The results show that thick reservoir, anticline
geological structure and relatively high temperature will be a good choice for subsurface energy stor-
age by using CO2 as cushion gas. The mechanical stability and safety during the injection process
is also important. The correlation between safe injection time and tensile strength is obtained based
on von Mises failure criteria. Results of this paper may provide a theoretical and technical support
for optimization of a PtG system.
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Foam injection into the subsurface is generally performed to improve gas mobility control in en-
hanced oil recovery (EOR) and contaminated aquifer remediation (Rossen,1996, Zhong, 2009). The
additions of nanoparticles (NPs) in the presence of surfactant helps to enhance the foam stability
(Binks, 2002, Worthen, 2013). However, the generation mechanism of a foam in the presence of
nanoparticles and surfactant at the pore scale is has been well understood, yet.
Here, a study at the pore scale on the generation of nanoparticle-stabilized foam in the porous me-
dia is presented. A porous medium chip was used and drainage and co-injection tests were carried
out. Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) and functionalized-silica nanoparticles were employed to stabilize
a foam made of nitrogen (N2) gas. The system was monitored with a pressure transducer and a
high-resolution camera. The convolutional neural network method (Krizhevsky, 2012) was used to
identify the bubble and, therefore, their density. In both types of tests, the same generation mech-
anism was observed with either SLS or SLS and NPs. In these tests, the results show overall that
the generation rate, the total number of bubbles, and the uniformity of the bubble size distribu-
tion increase with the flow rate. However, in the drainage tests, the strong foam was generated
only when stabilized with SLS due to a larger shear rate required to form bubbles stabilized with
nanoparticles. These results suggest that when the system is not shear-rate limited the generation
mechanisms is independent of the surface active materials used to stabilized the gas-bubbles and
therefore the constitute equation currently used for surfactant-stabilized foams can be extended to
the nanoparticle-stabilized foam.
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Nano-remediation is a promising in situ remediation technology. It consists in injecting reactive
nanoparticles (NPs) into the subsurface for the displacement or the degradation of contaminants
(Karn, 2009, O’Carroll, 2013, Tosco, 2014, Zhao, 2016). However, due to the poor mobility control
of nanoparticle, the application of nano-remediation faces some major challenges, such as, loss of
nanoparticle, override of the contamination, and particle aggregation, all of which can lead to a
limited distance of influence. Previous experimental studies show the potential of combining nano-
remediation with foam flooding to overcome these issues (Zhong, 2009, Zhong, 2010, Ding, 2013). In
order to design and optimize the process, a model which couples nanoparticle and foam transport is
necessary.
In this paper, a mechanistic model to describe the transport of NPs with and by a foam is presented.
The model considers the delivery of nanoscale zero-valent iron (nZVI) and accounts for the processes
of aggregation, attachment/detachment, and generation/destruction. Simulations show that when
NPs are dispersed in the liquid phase, even in the presence of a foam, they may travel much slower
than the NPs carried by the foam bubbles. This is because the nanoparticles in suspension are affected
by the attachment onto the rock walls and straining at the pore-throats. When the nanoparticle
surface is, instead, modified in order to favor their adsorption onto the gas bubbles, NPs are carried by
the foam without retardation, except for the small fraction suspended in the liquid phase. Moreover,
very stable high quality foam, i.e., 80–90 vol.% of gas, can be attained using properly surface-modified
nZVI (i.e., a nanoparticle-stabilized foam), allowing a significant reduction of water for the operation,
while increasing the efficiency of nZVI delivery, even in a low permeability medium within the
shallow subsurface.
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Role of the interaction of the calcite-water interface in the wetta-bility alteration during low salinity waterflooding
Author(s): Shuai Li1
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1 China University of Geosciences
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Wettability alteration has been widely accepted as the key process for the enhanced oil recovery
during coreflooding test. There are several mechanisms proposed to affect the wetting behaviour
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of the calcite-water interface, such as pH variation, potential determined ions, fluid-fluid interac-
tion. But what is the decisive mechanism during controlled salinity waterflooding, particularly for
carbonate-crude oil-water system, is not fully understood yet. Zeta potential is a crucial electro-
chemical parameter for the mineral-water interface and sensitive to any physicochemical change at
the interface (Vinogradov et al., 2010; Li et al., 2016; Al Mahrouqi et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). In our
study, we conducted two coreflooding tests associated with zeta potential measurements to charac-
terize the surface wettability on the carbonate sample. Two types of carbonate (Carbonate-E and
Carbonate-R) are employed in our experimental study, initially start with streaming potential test at
fully saturated condition, then drain with crude oil to the irreducible water saturation, following the
ageing procedure, spontaneous imbibition and the coreflooding test. Following the same coreflood-
ing protocol with same crude oil and flooding brine, the two samples show a different behaviour in
both zeta potential and coreflooding test.
The zeta potential of Carbonate-E and Carbonate-R with same mineralogy composition shows a dif-
ferent behaviour at high salinity brine, which is most likely caused by the different percentage of face
and edge of calcite crystal exposed to brine. In the low permeability with nanoscale pores, the edges
of calcite crystal are supposed to be the dominate surface exposed to brine within the Carbonate-R
sample.
The results of low salinity waterflooding tests show that the incremental oil recovery can be posi-
tively observed in the oil-brine-Carbonate-R system while no response for Carbonate-E system. The
electrokinetic behaviour of crude oil is similar to the positive oil as shown in previous study of Jack-
son et al (2016). However, the same crude oil shows a negative oil in Carbonate-R system cannot be
explained well according to the polarity of oil-brine system yet.
Furthermore, the incremental oil recovery due to wettability alteration in the oil-brine- Carbonate-R
system can be confirmed by the change in the end-point water relative permeability. As the relative
permeability is decreasing with increasing water saturation, it indicated that the wettability shifts
towards to the less oil-wet which is consistent with the study of Nono et al (2014).
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Object-based modeling of braided river reservoir interbed con-
strained by genetic density
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It mainly developed heavy oil reservoir in Fula North Oil Field in Sudan Muglad Basin. There were
still considerable remaining oil in the braided river sandstone reservoir with high oil saturation due
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to the serious heterogeneity. This study aimed to establish a three-dimensional geological model of
interbed in braided river sandstone reservoir, which included four steps. Firstly, the sequence, sedi-
mentation, reservoir architectures, lithofacies and well patterns were analysed and different genesis
of interbed with different geometric features, lithology and distirbution in braided river were iden-
tified based on the dynamic and static data including drlling core, cast thin sections, logging and
production test. Secondly, the reservoir structure was built combinated with the lithofacies and the
sequence which derived from the first step. Thirdly, density probability curve of different interbed
were obtainted based on the statistics of geometric features and distirbution from well. Finally, under
the constraints of density probability curve, based on the well data, the interbed model of the braided
river reservoir was established using the object-based simulation method. The results showed there
were three types of interbed that were the muddy interlayer developed in flood plains, argillaceous
interbed developed between sand interval and argillaceous interbed developed in channel bar. the
interbed with different genesis was different in their scale, continuty, physical property. Usually,
the more continuous and thick the interbeds were, the better to the development. In the model,
the interbed with different genesis were characterized in different sedimentary environment and
showed different impacts on the development.
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Calculating the exact volume of intersections between spheres
and arbitrary polyhedra
Author(s): Weiwei Li1
Co-author(s): Martin Brinkmann 2 ; Michael Jung 1 ; Ralf Seemann 1 ; Stephan Herminghaus 3
1 Saarland University/MPIDS
2 Saarland University
3 MPIDS
Corresponding Author(s): weiwei.li@physik.uni-saarland.de, martin.brinkmann@physik.uni-saarland.de
Numerical models of immiscible fluid displacement in porous media often rely on an efficient and
precise method to compute the intersection volume between spheres and the unit cells of a grid
[1,2]. Here, we propose a robust and accurate approach to calculate the volume of intersections
between spheres and general polyhedra of arbitrary topological genus. Applying the theorems of
Gauss-Green and Gauss-Bonnet to a function whose divergence is unity inside the sphere but van-
ishes outside, we are able to express the total intersection volume by a sum of intersection volumes
between the sphere and oriented elementary tetrahedra. Each tetrahedon is spanned by the three
corners of a triangle and the center of the sphere. The results of extensive benchmark tests indicate
that the numerical stability and accuracy of our method is superior to the decomposition of poly-
hedra into a number of shape primitives of known volume, as proposed in a recent publication 3.
Compared with previous approaches [2,3], our method is able to cover a wider range of size ratios
between the dimension of a unit cell and the sphere diameter.
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Research on water and rock interaction of groundwater contam-
ination in abandoned coal mine
Author(s): Xilin LiNone
Co-author(s): Laigui WANG ; Ling LIU 1 ; Xiangfeng LIU
1 Liaoning Technical University
Corresponding Author(s): leexilin501@163.com
Aiming at the existing problems of groundwater environment pollution in abandoned coal mines,
taking Fuxin mining area - a representatively abandoned coal mining area in China as an object of
study, the paper will study on the water and rock interaction mechanism of groundwater contamina-
tion in abandoned coal mines.The results of the study are as follows: (1) Tested by water immersion
scanning electron microscopy, XRD analysis, white light speckle digital correlation method, soil col-
umn test and coupling model test, we studied the effect of mine water to the character of abandoned
coal mine backfill, mudstone, sandstone and coal rock mechanics, and also analysed the rock stress
variation, the characteristics of groundwater seepage and pollutant concentration changes, the wa-
ter rock interaction characteristics and coupling characteristics, then the mechanism of water rock
coupling of groundwater pollution is clarified . The results show that the mine water shows dif-
ferent mechanical damage to different rock mass ,and it also changes the physical, chemical and
mechanical properties of rock mass;The process of infiltration of mine water from abandoned mine
can cause pollution of groundwater in the aspects of total hardness, sulfate, chloride and iron.The
heavy metal Cr (VI) was migrated by convection and diffusion in groundwater and the mechanism
of pollution is mainly the migration, accumulation, adsorption and dissolution of soluble salts and
ion exchange.(2)The governing equation of stress field of rock mass caused by mine drainage in
abandoned coal mine,the groundwater seepage equation and the chemical field equation which is
considered the convection dispersion, adsorption and desorption, precipitation and dissolution in-
cluding supplies, chemical pollutants as source sink pollutants in the groundwater migration are es-
tablished and coupled.A dynamic model of three - field coupling dynamics of groundwater pollution
in abandoned coal mine is established .(3)Based on the coupled model,we simulated the groundwa-
ter pollution, pollution range, pollutant concentration distribution and development trend of Fuxin
abandoned mine and combined with field monitoring data, the reliability of the model is verified.
The findings provide scientific technical support for the protection of environment and ecological
balance restoration in abandoned mining area.
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Heavy oil recovery and asphaltenes deposition mechanism in sol-
vent based recovery technique
Xuesong LiNone ; Steffen BergNone ; Matthias AppelNone
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In this study, micromodel experiments were used to assess the recovery factor and recovery rate of
bitumen for different solvents. A solvent-vapor based technology for heavy oil and extra-heavy oil
reservoirs gives promise to a substantially more energy efficient recovery. In this process, solvent
vapor condenses on the immobile bitumen in the reservoir where a fraction of the bitumen is diluted
by the solvent and recovered while the asphaltenes are intentionally precipitated and left behind.
The produced oil quality is improved by the in-situ de-asphalting process, resulting in lower density,
viscosity and heavy metal content. The recovery rate which – next to ultimate recovery – determines
the overall economics and is controlled by processes in a very thin mixing zone where the condensed
solvent diffuses into the bitumen, dissolves the less-heavy fraction and precipitates asphaltenes. The
micromodel experimental results show that for propane the recovery factor is up to 70%, and for
pentane the factor is between 50%-65%. The difference in recovery factor is related to the phase
behavior and rheology of the precipitated asphaltenic phase which in the case of propane is a liquid
and in the case of pentane is solid, which can cause plugging of the flow path. This study suggests
that propane is the better candidate for the solvent-vapor recovery. The production from propane
is comparably more stable, the recovery factor is higher, there is no evidence of severe asphaltene
plugging to the production port.
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Moisture and Heat Transfer in Layered soil: Implications for In-
versely Estimating Layered Soil Hydraulic Property
Zhen LiNone ; Kathleen Smits1
1 University of Texas Arlington
Corresponding Author(s): zhenli@mymail.mines.edu
Layered soil (i.e. vertical texture-contrast soil) is widely distributed in nature, as most soil systems
are composed of soil layers, varying in types and compositions. Appropriate characterization of
soil hydraulic properties is critical in the prediction of soil moisture, soil temperature, and soil-
atmosphere interactions, which further influences the hydrological cycle and energy cycle. Besides
the normal soil sampling method, the inverse estimation strategy based on remotely sensed surface
information (moisture, temperature, flux) is receiving more attention (Mohanty, 2013). While this
method has been applied by various studies for vertically homogeneous soil, the question arises
whether the inversely estimated effective soil properties can represent the characteristics of the lay-
ered soil (Dimitrov et al., 2015).
In this study, the bench-scale evaporation experiments were performed in the testing system consist-
ing of a tank packed with varying layered sand configurations, a wind tunnel capable of simulating
diurnal temperature environment and a sensor network which can measure variables in both the
tank and in the free-flow. A model capable of simulating the coupled moisture-heat transport in lay-
ered soil was numerically solved and validated by comparing with the generated experimental data
set. Then a series of field layered soil profiles under varying atmospheric forcing were simulated
with the validated model, and were analyzed with the simulated surface information together.
Results show that, although it is difficult to use a single effective hydraulic parameter set to represent
the layered soil system when a fine layer overlying a coarse layer (F/C), this property profile can be
inversely estimated based on the evaporation flux or surface temperature of an entire drying cycle
(fully saturated to dry condition). However, when a coarse layer overlies a fine layer, the soil prop-
erty profile can hardly be inferred only based on surface information. Furthermore, if the inverse
estimated property are used as the effective property, the evaporation flux can still be represented
but may cause large deviation in terms of water storage prediction.
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Slip length of oil-water mixtures in organic nanopores
Author(s): Zheng Li1
Co-author(s): Jun Yao 2 ; Jianlong Kou 3
1 China University of Petroleum (East China)
2 China University of Petroleum
3 Zhejiang Normal University
Corresponding Author(s): lzdyx361@163.com
Accurate characterization of oil flow through organic nanopores is significant to macroscale numer-
ical simulation and enhance shale oil recovery. Since water can be present naturally and injected
artificially underground, the previous studies investigating nanoscale flow of pure oil have much lim-
itations. In this work, equilibrium and nonequilibrium molecular dynamic simulations have been
used to study oil-water mixtures flow in organic nanopores and the slip length change with the mix-
ture compositions is mainly focused on. With increasing the percentage of oil in a 6-nanometer pore,
the slip length decreases initially. When the mass percent of oil is larger than 12%, the slip length
becomes a constant which is equal to that of pure oil. Based on the Green-Kubo relation, a mathemat-
ical relation between the slip length and the mixture composition has been proposed. Results of the
mathematical model and molecular dynamics match well. The mathematical model is also applicable
to nanopores with different sizes and is instructive to nanopores of different types.
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Flow regulation analysis in rough fractures considering time vari-
able conductivity
Zongfa LiNone
Corresponding Author(s): lizongfaupc@yeah.net
Under real reservoir condition, the fracture surface is not smooth and straight .what’s more , fracture
conductivity is changing with time and spatial position because of stress change and fracture width
change as a result of proppant sedimentation. These factors make it difficult to forecast production
precisely. This paper estabilishes a fracture conductivity prediction model considering roughness
of fracture surface, fracture tortuosity, fracture shape and conductivity loss caused by proppant
change. Cone, fitting to fractal geometry characteristics, is used as roughness element to simulate
roughness of fracture surface . Due to formation heterogeneity, fracture is not the straight one cal-
culated by many fracture propagation models, Therefore, we extract an effective fluctuation angle
from Barton’s JRC fracture outline and derive an equation to describe the fracture outline’s influence
on conductivity .Considering shape variation of cross-section along the fracture ,We adjust the con-
ductivity according to the variable fracture width along the fracture .we also build up an empirical
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equation according to the experiment during which fracture conductivity can drop to 10% of initial
conductivity within 100 days, to embrace the conductivity loss caused by proppant change.
Based on the fracture conductivity prediction model and numerical simulation technique, we ana-
lyze the flow regulation difference under different well patterns ,and indicate how the conductivity
loss acts upon the flowing regulation. Compared with common fracture ,It is found that flow flux
in the model considering all the above factors is about at most 30% larger for the front 84% fracture
yet it drops quickly for the following 16% . Recovery rate near the fracture tip is lower, in the model
considering all the above factors because lower conductivity at fracture tip due to narrower fracture
cross-section shape at fracture tip weakens the fracture tip effect. What’s more, recovery rate will
be cut down by 7% percent because of heterogeneous and time-varying fracture conductivity .
In real reservoir condition, fracture conductivity is influenced by surface roughness, tortuosity, frac-
ture shape and proppant change, which will change the flow flux distribution and reduce the recov-
ery rate. Under real reservoir condition , Our research can help predict production rate for frac-
tured wells accurately and contribute to adjust well distributions in order to maximize recovery
rate.
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Data Assimilation Based on Ensemble Kalman Filters Using KL-
Expansion and Stochastic Variable Transformation
Author(s): Michael Liem1
Co-author(s): Patrick Jenny 1
1 Institute of Fluid Dynamics, ETH Zurich
Corresponding Author(s): liemm@student.ethz.ch
Ensemble Kalman filters (EnKF) are widely used for history matching (respectively data assimilation)
in the context of sub-surface flows. In general, the prime uncertainty lies in the permeability dis-
tribution, of which typically only sparse empirical data is available. Major difficulties are (i) proper
regularization to avoid obtaining unphysical fields and (ii) dealing with non-Gaussian distributions
of observed variables and model parameters (Vogt et al., 2012).
In this work, we consider cases where concentration measurements of an advected scalar are known
at different times at selected locations. To integrate this empirical information, we calculate the
Kalman update of the model parameters using all available measurements in time and space simul-
taneously. To deal with difficulty (i), we use KL-expansion to regularize the permeability fields as
proposed by Chang and Zhang (2014). This has the additional and crucial advantage that the co-
efficients to be tuned by the EnKF are independent Gaussian variables. To deal with difficulty (ii),
we apply a transformation of the concentration distribution in order obtain Gaussian observed vari-
ables. This is similar as presented in Schöniger et al. (2012), but here, instead of drawdown data
for log-conductivity estimation, spatially and temporally correlated concentration values are used
to estimate the KL coefficients.
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Comparative numerical studies are presented to show the effects of updating KL coefficients vs.
permeability values directly, of the observation variable transformation and of considering temporal
correlation of the observation variables in addition to their spatial correlation.
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Pore scale observations of the impact of wettability alteration on
fluid interfacial curvature
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Corresponding Author(s): q.lin11@imperial.ac.uk
The combination of pore-scale imaging with the measurement of Darcy-scale multiphase flow prop-
erties allows for a direct mapping of pore scale fluid morphology to macroscopic parameters like
capillary pressure and relative permeability. In this study, we imaged the interfacial curvature of
decalin-water interfaces within the pores of a Bentheimer sandstone. From the fluid curvature we
inferred the local capillary pressure while simultaneous measurements of pressure drop allowed
for a determination of relative permeability. To validate the workflow, a steady-state waterflood
experiment was performed in a water-wet Bentheimer sandstone, where decalin and brine were si-
multaneously injected through the core at increasing brine fractional flows from 0 to 1. The local
saturation and the curvature of the oil-brine interface were imaged and determined from a wide
field of view (10.4 mm in vertical length at a voxel size of 3.58 µm). The local capillary pressure
was obtained using the Young-Laplace law and compared with independent core scale experimental
measurements. The uncertainty of the curvature measurement has also been quantified, which is
was up to approximately 9% with a minimum radius of 10 pixels.
Then the surface wettability of a Bentheimer sandstone was altered by sample ageing process with
crude oil at 80 ℃ and 3 MPa. The same curvature measurement workflow was applied after the
wettability alteration. The interfacial curvature and corresponding capillary pressures, as well as
relative permeabilities, for this mixed-wet sample have been characterised and compared with the
water-wet case. The fluid interface in a mixed-wet system was more complicated where both positive
and negative principle curvatures resulting in a net zero curvature (and capillary pressure) have been
measured (example interface in a mixed-wet system is shown in Figure 1). The overall measured cap-
illary pressure of 0 kPa from curvature measurement was also consistent with core-scale centrifuge
measurement. The characterisation of the pore-scale fluid distribution and the fluid-fluid interface
provide more insights for core analysis and enable a better understanding of the fluid displacement
mechanisms in porous media.
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Two-phase electrohydrodynamics in complex geometries – mod-
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1 SINTEF Digital
Corresponding Author(s): gaute.linga@gmail.com
Two-phase flow in porous media is associated with a number of important challenges, particularly
since it constitutes a true multiscale problem where effects at the smallest scales are crucial to the
overall macroscopic transport. At small scales, due to spatially inhomogeneous surface charge
distributions and ions in solutions, electrokinetic effects come into play and influence the fluid
flow.
In this talk, we discuss phenomenology and modelling strategies related to both single- and two-
phase electrohydrodynamic flow. To numerically resolve the governing equations, we introduce
Bernaise - a numerical solver for electrohydrodynamic flow in complex geometries. In particular,
we demonstrate for model systems how the combination of electric fields and ionic solutions can
redirect flow patterns and alter the effective wetting properties.
The results show that the method can be applied to understand low salinity-enhanced oil recovery,
but also that it can be used for systems outside geophysics, including modelling micro- and nanoflu-
idic devices and electrocoalescence. We finally discuss improvements to the approach and suggest
experiments where a direct comparison to theory and simulations is possible.
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Coupling free flow and porous-medium flow: Comparison of so-
lution strategies for solving saddle-point problems
Author(s): Melanie Lipp1
Co-author(s): Rainer Helmig 1 ; Martin Schneider 1 ; Bernd Flemisch 1
1 University of Stuttgart
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Porous-medium flow is coupled to free-flow in a broad variety of medical, technical and environ-
mental systems. Simulating the coupled flow and transport processes helps to understand e.g. evap-
oration dynamics from soils or some processes in fuel cells. So far, Fetzer et al. 1 have used a fully
monolithic solution strategy for the coupled problem. The general goal is now to develop decoupling
strategies in order to, among others, have smaller subsystems and be able to use different solvers
suitable for the respective subsystems. This work presents a first step to decouple the system, which
is to examine solvers suitable for the free-flow subsystem.
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One family of solution methods is algorithms of semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations
(SIMPLE) type, which are popular methods to solve the time-dependent, incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations and which decouple pressure and velocity. Instead of solving the nonlinear, cou-
pled system of the momentum and the mass balance simultaneously for the pressure and the velocity,
every iteration step of the SIMPLE algorithm involves solving first one linear equation for a veloc-
ity correction and then another linear equation for a pressure correction. This way, velocity and
pressure are corrected further in every iteration step, starting from an initial guess. The SIMPLE
method, as well as some variants, have recently been implemented in the open source simulator
DuMux 2.
Different solvers and solution strategies for solving saddle-point problems, arising from the dis-
cretization of coupled problems, are presented and compared for various test cases, as for example
for the lid-driven-cavity test case as well as for test cases based on Donea and Huberta 3 and Angeli
et al. [4]
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Evaluation of pore space structure due to chemical dissolution of
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Standard approaches to the chemical transport at the Darcy scale resolve the porosity changes due
to chemical fluid-matrix interaction, whereas permeability and diffusion are the model coefficients.
However, they depend on the geometry of the pore space such as tortuosity, specific surface. Typi-
cally, empirical relations connecting porosity with all other parameters are used in modern reactive
transport codes. Note that such relationships may not account for complex geometrical changes of
pore space, for example, forming of wormholes leading to permeability anisotropy, which is not a
subject of Cozeny-Carman relation (if the porosity-permeability connection is considered).
In our research, we present a numerical study of the pore space evolution for different flow and
reaction rates. To simulate the reactive transport at the pore scale, we solve the Stokes equation
(only low Reynolds numbers are subject of interest in underground transport). To account for the
complex pore space geometry, when simulating fluid flow and reactant transport we use the im-
mersed boundary conditions. Evolution of the pore space due to the chemical dissolution we apply
the level-set method. Results of the simulation allow us to reconstruct the cross-correlation between
porosity, permeability, specific surface area, and tortuosity for different flow regimes and reactions
rates. Moreover, we manage to construct most probable “trajectories” in the phase space porosity-
permeability-specific surface area-tortuosity for different scenarios.
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Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) with high energy efficiency and zero tail-pipe emissions are
promising replacement of the internal combustion engine. The dispersed nanostructured thin film
(dNSTF) electrodes are developed by 3M and present a viable alternative to conventional electrodes
with Pt nano-particles dispersed on carbon support. The nanostructured thin film (NSTF) electrodes
are made of sputtered Pt film deposited on a perylene red support 1. They are 0.5 µm thick and
showed to produce high power densities and mass activity. However, meeting the robustness targets
remains a challenge, as these electrodes when implemented as cathode catalyst layer (cCL) suffer
from water flooding at low temperatures when evaporative transport of water is low 2. To resolve
the problem, 3M introduced dNSTF electrodes, where these Pt whiskers (0.5 μm in length) are shaved
off the liner and dispersed with ionomer and carbon support to make thicker, more hydrophobic
cCLs. Understanding water management in cCL with these whiskers is critical as this specific cCL
morphology has not been studied before.
We couple continuum and pore-network models to study the dNSTF electrodes’ behavior during
PEFC’s operation to provide better understanding of the dNSTF’s morphology and benefit of its de-
sign. The continuum model is a two-dimensional, two-phase, cross-sectional PEFC sandwich model3.
It solves for gas, ion, electron, heat and water transport and also oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).
The pore-network model (PNM) is used to better understand various physics processes in the dNSTF
cCL on a pore-scale level. It is a two-dimensional network model that consists of a regular lattice
of cylindrical tubes of constant length. The cylindrical tubes represent the PNM structure, which
includes four components: ionomer, pore, support, catalyst. It solves for proton and water trans-
port through the ionomer; water vapor, liquid water and oxygen transport through the pores; heat
transport through the support. Its main advantage is the ability to show percolating water network
for various current densities within the CL. In this coupled model, PNM focuses only on the cCL,
whereas continuum model solves for all the other components.
The continuum model and PNM are coupled through boundary conditions. First, an initial guess
of current density is put into the continuum model as a boundary condition. Then the continuum
model is solved to get the CL-MEM and CL-MPL boundary conditions, e.g. the temperature, relative
humidity and gas pressure. These boundary conditions serve as the input to PNM. A detailed sim-
ulation of the multi-physics processes is performed in PNM. The current density, heat flux, oxygen
flux, vapor flux and water flux are evaluated and transferred into continuum model. Then the con-
tinuum model is calculated again with these inputs from PNM. The iteration loop is formed, and the
convergence is studied.
The nano structure of the dNSTF electrodes is depicted by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
The PNM is constructed based on the morphological information evaluated from the SEM images.
Then, the coupled model is applied to study the multi-physics processes. The study helps to better
understand water management in dNSTF electrodes and its impact on fuel cell performance.
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A New Method for Analysis of Nano-Scale Dual-Pore-Shape Pore
Size Distributions in shale and its application
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Corresponding Author(s): ljw1005@mail.ustc.edu.cn
The conventional calculation methods of pore size distribution (PSD) are based on the simplistic as-
sumption of single-pore-type. These methods may conclude inaccurate results when we deal with
some heterogeneous porous materials like shale in nano-scale. We present a new dual-pore-shape
method by utilizing both adsorption and desorption branches of nitrogen isotherms and deriving
pore volume distributions of both cylindrical pores and slit pores. And this method will help us to
better understand the micro-structure
Condensation occurs in capillary pores when the relative pressure reaches a critical value corre-
sponding to the Kelvin radius. In fact, the adsorption branch and desorption branch of open cylin-
drical pores or open slit pores are not overlapped. They separate from each other forming a hystere-
sis loop. Meanwhile, there exist clear differences between the hysteresis loops of these two kinds
of pores. Based on these facts, we develop the dual-pore-shape methods (DPS method) by utilizing
both adsorption and desorption branches of the isotherms and deriving the volume distributions.
Obtaining the PSDs of both cylindrical pores and slit pores can be of great help to better understand
shale reservoirs characteristics.
First, a more accurate mesopore volume distribution help us to better evaluate the gas storing and
adsorption space at nano-scale. The comparison of pore volumes and specific surface areas obtained
from BJH method and DPS method shows that it is easy to overestimate pore volume and specific
surface area if only cylindrical pores are taken into account. Therefore, the gas content and ratio of
free gas and adsorbed gas in shale reservoirs need to be re-estimated based on that.
Second, nano-scale pore structure and fractal characteristics are significant information to under-
stand shale gas reservoirs. The correlations between them can now be meticulously classified into
two categories, one with cylindrical pores, and the other with slit pores. The experiment results
show that the connections in two shapes of pores can be very different, which can eventually reveal
the unknown pore structure mystery.
Third, behaviors and properties of fluid flow in shale reservoirs cannot be simulated and predicted
from traditional flow models because of the presence of nano-scale pore space. In this scale, pore
geometry and pore size distribution can easily impact the flow in porous media. We provide a new
approach to calculate apparent permeability of shale gas systems considering the factors of both two
pore shapes and distribution of pore space simultaneously. The study processes show that consider-
ing dual-pore-shape pore size distributions have great impact on apparent permeability of shale in
nano-scale.
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In a context of further research for shale oil flow in unconventional reservoirs, the flowing macha-
nism in organic matter (Kerogen) nano slit has to be studied. The nano slit is rough due to armor-
phous keorgen molecular structure, which impacts the stream law compared to the ideal model. In
this paper, by means of molecular dynamic simulation, we unravel some patterns for transportation
of shale oil that is multicomponent in realistic structure of kerogen. The kerogen matrix is freezed as
the wall of slit, while the kerogen which close to slit is flexile to represent real condition of surface.
Owing to tremendous adsorption effects of kerogen, the heavy components (n-octane,dodecane and
asphalt) of oil are easy to get adsorbed on the surface of slit that hinder the transportation. The
distribution of multicomponent has a impact on velocity profile, and potential of mean force (PMF)
make it clear that light components (from methane to n-butane) are trend to assemble in the center
of slit region that makes a parabolic profile for velocity. However, the unfixed kerogen layer affects
the velocity of adsorbed layer, which enlarge gradient of velocity at the edge of slit. It is worthy
to mention that analysis of energy can tell us the mechanism when macroscopic laws are invalid,
which can explains the results of simulation precisely.
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Hydrate growth in porous media – implications to the water per-
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Corresponding Author(s):
Natural gas hydrates have drawn enormous attention throughout the world as an alternative energy
resource and as a potential trigger in submarine geohazards as well as global climate changes. Where
and how natural gas hydrates form within pores play a critical role in pore-scale structures and core-
scale properties of hydrate-bearing sediments. In this study, natural gas hydrates are numerically
simulated to grow within the pore space of marine sand slices obtained by an X-ray Computed
Tomography (X-CT) scanner. Fractal parameters (i.e. area fractal dimension and maximum diameter)
of the pore space in marine sands with coating and floating hydrates are characterized. These fractal
parameters are furtherly extended to predict the water permeability of hydrate-bearing sediments.
The result shows that: i) both the area fractal dimension and the maximum diameter of the pore space
decrease with increasing hydrate saturation; ii) coating hydrates and floating hydrates have similar
effects on the area fractal dimension evolution, but very different effects on the maximum diameter
variation; iii) the maximum diameter is the key factor to the water permeability of hydrate-bearing
sediments, while the area fractal dimension has minor effects on it.
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Pore-scale reactive transport modelling has been attracting attention in mineral dissolution studies.
However, the effect of anisotropic rock textures and chemical heterogeneity remains poorly under-
stood. The goal of this research is to gain understanding of effects from nanoscale grain-boundary
processes on macroscopic dissolution rates, wormhole formation and disaggregation in rocks. We
employ reactive transport model based on the Darcy-Brinkman equation to simulate calcite dissolu-
tion in fractured media. Besides, the grain boundary dissolution-induced physical grain detachment
with subsequent grain transport is included into simulation framework. Fractured media with dif-
ferent grain boundaries are generated. The effect of grain size distribution on dissolution are also
investigated. Our preliminary results show that grain detachment can induce a significant decrease
in permeability due to the pore clogging. We have also found that porous media with more uniform
grain sizes have a higher average reaction rate than broad distributions of grain sizes
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Deviation from Darcy’s law for single phase flow can be caused by non-Newtonian viscosity of fluids.
This non-Newtonian viscosity property can be from its origin bulk property or be a consequence
of the confined pore space. Non-Newtonian property caused by confined pore space can lead to
non-linear relationship between flow rate and pressure difference when Newtonian bulk fluid flows
through tight rock samples. To investigate the non-Newtonian fluid flow through tight rock sample,
a pore-scale investigation is conducted with applying Finite Volume Method (FVM) calculation on
tight sandstone structures scanned by Computed Tomography (CT). For present study, the bulk
non-Newtonian property is considered to investigate whether the sample is representative for this
pore-scale modeling. The results show that when Bingham fluid flows through rock sample, the
flow rate increases nonlinearly when pressure gradient is small and then it increases linearly with
the pressure gradient, thus an effective permeability and start-up pressure gradient can be used to
depict the flow. By conducting flow simulations at varying sample sizes, the representative element
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volume (REV) is obtained for effective permeability and start-up gradient. It is found that the REV
size for effective permeability is the same as that of absolute permeability when Newtonian fluid is
driven through the sample. For REV size of start-up pressure gradient, the size is much smaller than
that of permeability. With the results, it is concluded that samples that are large enough to reach
REV size for permeability can be used to investigate Bingham fluids flow through the sample as well.
In the future work, non-Newtonian viscosity property related to pore size will be considered in this
representative sample to investigate the flow rate and pressure gradient relation and the REV size
in this case.
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With the increasing demand of oil and gas resource in the world, the development of deep shale
reservoir has become an inevitable trend. For the development of shale reservoir, the hydraulic frac-
ture pattern and geometry are the key factors to determine the stimulation efficiency. It is essential
to accurately predict the behavior of hydraulic fractures based on the understanding of fundamen-
tal mechanisms governing the process. The prevailing approach for hydraulic fracturing simulation
relies on linear-elastic fracture mechanics(LEFM), which can predict hydraulic fracture propagation
in hard rock. In deep reservoir, however, shale deformation may change from brittleness to ductility
under high stress, high pressure and high temperature. LEFM fails to give accurate predictions of
fracture propagation in ductile shales, even in form of simple planar geometry. In order to investi-
gate the coupled effects of rock elasto-plastic deformation and fluid flow in the process of hydraulic
fracturing in deep shale reservoir, a fully coupled poro-elasto-plastic model for fracture propagation
based on the theories of finite discrete element method (FDEM), cohesive zone model (CZM) and
Drucker-Prager plasticity is presented, which could be able to capture hydraulic fracture geometry
and rock plastic deformations. The model is verified against other analytical solutions of fracture
propagation, stress concentration and classical consolidation problem. The effects of rock plasticity
on the hydraulic fracture propagation are investigated. In addition, the interaction between natural
fracture and hydraulic fracture in plastic formation is also studied. The results indicate that plas-
tic deformations in ductile shale has a significant impact on final fracture geometry and fracturing
pressure.
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Study on modification experiment of pore structure of coal by
response surface optimization method
Xiangfeng LIUNone
Corresponding Author(s): 305066889@qq.com
Abstract: Coal has the complex pore structure and low permeability, it is often accompanied by
accidents such as coal and gas outburst, gas explosion in the process of gas drainage. When the
surfactant was immersed and penetrated into the coal, the penetration of the pores and cracks in
the coal were increased, and the permeability of coal also be increased. Therefore, it is of great
significance to study the effect of surfactant on the porosity of coal. In this paper, the long-flame
coal was used as research object, and SDS solution was used as added surfactant. The effects of
SDS solution mass concentration, modification time and modification temperature on the porosity
of coal were determined by single factor experiment. However, The single factor could not analyze
the continuous point, and there were limitations. Therefore, the Box-Behnken experiment design
was used to optimize the modification conditions, and the porosity change of the modified coal was
analyzed. The results showed that the single factor experiment initially determined the modification
conditions were 0.5 wt.% of SDS solution mass concentration, 48 h of the modification time and 40
℃ of the modification temperature. After the optimization of the response surface experiment, the
modification conditions were 0.5 wt.% of SDS solution mass concentration, 44 h of the modification
time and 38 ℃ of the modification temperature. There were three parallel experiments were carried
out to test the porosity of the coal under these conditions. It can be found that, the real porosity
of the coal was 33.29%, which was close to the predicted value (33.37%). The results show that the
fitting degree of the model was good and the modification conditions can be optimized well.
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Characterization of pore interconnectivity and adsorption-induced
deformation in mesoporous thin films by ellipsometry porosime-
try : an experimental study
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Thin films with ordered mesoporosity and controlled pore size and geometry can be elaborated on
small and large surfaces through sol-gel process combined with evaporation-induced self-assembly
(EISA) of templating agents. The assessment of this porosity is necessary to understand their in-
teraction with their environment in many applications such as microelectronics, sensors or optics.
While inert gas physisorption techniques are often used to characterize bulk nanoporous materials,
they lack the sensitivity required to investigate thin films. SEM and TEM are also used to image
nanoporous materials but the samples preparation require a considerable amount of time and often
involve milling steps that will damage the porous structure.
Ellipsometry is a non-destructive spectroscopic characterization in which a polarized beam of light
is reflected on the sample and recovered in a polarization sensitive analyser. The modification of the
polarization allows the determination of the refractive index, extinction coefficient, thickness and
porosity of thin layers by fitting with theoretical models. Ellipsometry can be combined with an
environmental cell to observe in situ the adsorption of solvents, for instance water or alcohols. This
technique, called ellipsometry porosimetry, can be used to determine the pore size distribution, give
critical insights on surface chemistry, pore organization and interconnections which are not easily
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accessible by other techniques. Additionally; the adsorption-induced deformation of the nanoporous
network due to capillary forces can be followed by ellipsometry using the variations of the thin film
thickness.
In this oral communication, experimental work is presented where different types of self-assembled
mesoporous silica thin layers are investigated by ellipsometry porosimetry. A new technique, des-
orption scanning, is employed to get additional information on the pore connectivities. Additionally,
the adsorption-induced deformations of the thin films are exploited to determine their elastic prop-
erties and calculate their pore load modulus.
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Metal oxides with ordered mesoporosity and controlled pore size and geometry can be elaborated
through sol-gel process combined with evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) of templating agents.
Due to the confinement of the nanopores, capillary condensation of an adsorbate such as water
occurs at a vapor partial pressure considerably lower than its saturated vapor pressure. This is ac-
companied with formation of menisci inside the pores and leads to adsorption-induced deformation
of the whole porous network. These deformations are often purely elastic and can be exploited to
determine the pore-load modulus of the porous material. In the case of a mesoporous thin film, the
pore-load modulus can be obtained by the ellipsometry technique which determines the refractive
index, porosity and thickness of the film. Additionally, since the Young’s modulus of a porous thin
film allows the assessment of its mechanical properties, obtaining an estimation of the latter from
the pore-load modulus would be desirable.
In this poster, the deformation of mesoporous materials under adsorption stress will be explained
and experimental work where the pore-load modulus of mesoporous silica thin films is determined
by ellipsometry will be presented. Additionally, the pore load modulus will be compared with the
Young’s modulus obtained by nanoindentation measurements and their respective evolution with
the porosity will be shown. The influence of the relative humidity on the determination of Young’s
modulus by nanoindentation will also be discussed.
will be shown. The influence of the relative humidity on the determination of Young’s modulus by
nanoindentation will also be discussed.
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Tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5) is the most important constituent of Portland cement with a mass
fraction between 50 and 70 %. Mixing tricalcium silicate with water results in fast dissolution of ions
followed by massive precipitation of calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H). The growing C-S-H phases
subsequently fill the capillary pores between tricalcium silicate particles (Gartner et al, 2000). This
is the origin of strength development of all calcium-silicate based cements.
Here we introduce a pore-filling model at micro-scale based on level-set propagation (Osher, S. &
Sethian, 1988), which can mimic the process of C-S-H precipitation and filling of pore space. Further-
more, the growth of C-S-H in parallel with the dissolution/reduction of tricalcium silicate particles
is considered. In addition, as known from electron microscopic investigations two types of C-S-H
are formed, i.e. one dense C-S-H layer that envelops unhydrated tricalcium silicate particles directly
and a fibrous C-S-H that grows into the larger pores. Both types of C-S-H are numerically simulated
in a representative elementary domain. The capillary pore-size distribution from numerical simu-
lation is compared with those obtained experimentally (scanning electron microscopy imaging and
mercury intrusion porosimetry). The densification process of C-S-H phases during the hydration
process can also be compared with time-resolved X-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic resonance
observed.
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Experimental Investigations of Nanopore Adsorption Measure-
ment by Low-field Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
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In recent ten years, shale gas has become more and more popular in the world because of its reach
storage and cleanliness compared with traditional fossil fuels like coal. Gas shale is a porous rock
composed primarily of compacted fine-grained clay particles which typically has porosoties less than
10%, pore diameters of a few nanometers. Different from traditional natural gas, a large amount of
methane is existed of adsorption state in the nanopores of shale. Thus, the measurement technique
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of adsorption methane in the shale nanopores is of great significance for future exploitation of shale
gas.
However, there is currently limited understanding of the mechanism of absorption, especially in
nanopores under 10 nm. The traditional experiment investigation of adsorption process like volume
method or weight method struggles in distinguishing the two phases of adsorption gas and free gas
in nanopores.
Here, we try to find an effective quantitative measuring method for gas adsorption. NMR technology
is a potential technique in the field of oil and gas exploration, especially Low-field NMR technology
can quantitatively detect hydrogen-containing fluids in porous media without damage, and the trans-
verse relaxation time of porous media is contributed by different atoms of different environments.
In our study, we built an online NMR measurement system in order to measure the adsorption char-
acteristics of nanopores in porous media. The NMR system we built mainly contains high pressure
gas circuit up to 10MPa, oil circuit of fluorine oil which provides a confining pressure and tempera-
ture environment, and a sample chamber of PEEK material. We use CPMG sequence to measure T2
map. The longest relaxation peak corresponds to the bulk methane in the free space of the sample
cavity, and the adjacent middle peak corresponds to the methane in the pores of the particle packed
bed, and may also include the methane signal of a large part of the sample. The shortest T2 peak
is caused by methane in the shale pores. Compared with the solid background, the T2 time of the
detected gas signal is about 0.35-1.35 ms, and the corresponding area increases with the increase of
pressure.
Combined with volumetric method and nuclear magnetic resonance technology, we can measure
the shale isotherm adsorption. The advantage of this method is that the NMR experiment can distin-
guish the adsorption state and the free state to a certain extent. This work helps us to explore the
mechanism of adsorption of methane in shale under different pressures or temperatures, which will
be helpful to the shale gas exploitation in the future.
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Understanding and prediction of the mass exchange between a heterogeneous capillary-porous medium
surface and the adjacent gas-side boundary layer is still one of the remaining scientific challenges
associated with evaporation of porous media. One rational way to tackle this issue is to opt for a
meso-scale pore-network model. Such a model permits to explicitly represent the porous medium
surface in a discrete way. Thus, the number of wet and dry patches on the surface and their sta-
tistical distribution during the evaporation process can be quantified. Our recent study conducted
by three-dimensional pore network simulations indicates that both types of patches (wet and dry)
contribute to the mass transfer from the surface 1. This finding is in contrast with the Schlünder’s
classical model, which assumes that the contribution of dry pores to the mass exchange at the sur-
face is negligible compared to the evaporation rate from the wetted area 2. In this work, we push
our previous study based on pore network simulations forward and thus derive a functional form
of the mass transfer coefficient that depends on the surface saturation and on the pore structure.
Moreover, a function is built between the vapor partial pressure at the surface and the surface satu-
ration by pore network simulations. The results obtained in this study provide valuable insights into
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evaporation from the porous medium surface that can be used to improve the continuum modeling
of the evaporation process.
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In this work, we discuss the mathematical model of two-phase flow in porous media including dy-
namic capillarity and static hysteresis, where the domain is composed of two regions with possibly
different parameterizations leading to discontinuities in the coefficient values at the interface. These
nonlinear differential equations within the subdomains are coupled by the continuity of the flux and
the pressures at the interface. Based on this, we discretize the system in time by the implicit θ-scheme
and introduce two iterative schemes for finding the solutions to the semi-discrete equations, which
combine a stabilized linearization iteration of fixedpoint type (L-scheme) and a non-overlapping do-
main decomposition method with Robin type transmission conditions. The proposed methods are
independent of the concrete space discretization and avoid the use of derivatives as in Newton based
iterations. In the subsequent analysis, we prove for both schemes the existence and uniqueness of
solutions and rigorously show the convergence of the sequence of iterative solutions towards the
solution of the semi-discrete equations under some mild constraints on the time step independently
of the initial guesses. Finally, we present several numerical studies in two spatial dimensions to
validate the stability, robustness and efficiency of the developed methods. The results confirm our
theoretical analysis, and clearly demonstrate the practical advantages of the second scheme over the
first.
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Objectives/Scope: Numerical models are widely deployed to tackle real-world challenges. For in-
stance, in 4D seismic history matching problems, forward reservoir simulators and rock physics
models play important roles. Model imperfection inevitably exists in such models, yet it remains
to be a challenging problem that may substantially affect history matching results. Our objective
is thus to develop an ensemble-based learning framework to handle model imperfection in history
matching problems.
Methods, Procedures, Process: We divide our investigations into two steps. Firstly, we will study
a class of supervised learning problems (SLP), and elaborate the similarities between SLP and the con-
ventional variational data assimilation (VAR-DA) problems. This perspective naturally motivates us
to develop an ensemble-based approach to solving SLP, as it inherits all the advantages of ensemble-
based data assimilation approaches over VAR-DA methods. Secondly, we will show the link between
SLP and the problem of identifying model imperfection, and thus apply the ensemble-based learning
framework to handle model imperfection in history matching problems.
Results, Observations, Conclusions: We design two sets of experiments to demonstrate the per-
formance of the ensemble-based learning framework. In the first experiment, we apply the proposed
framework to a supervised learning problem, in which we aim to recover the underlying function
that maps a set of inputs to another set of noisy outputs (labels). Experiment results indicate that
the proposed framework not only correctly recovers the mapping function, but also provides good
estimations of the associated uncertainties. In the second experiment, we adopt the proposed frame-
work to handle model imperfection in a history matching problem. Our results show that, in all
tested cases, the proposed framework helps improve the performance of history matching algo-
rithms.
Novel/Additive Information: The novelties of the current work consist of the following two as-
pects. One is that, conventional machine learning algorithms typically do not deliver estimations of
uncertainties associated with their final products. Here, we illustrate how uncertainty qualification
can be conducted by solving SLP through an ensemble-based learning algorithm. The other is that,
from the perspective of SLP, we develop simpler and more accurate approaches to handling model
errors than existing methods.
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Tight oil reservoirs have got extremely low permeability and porosity, with complex microscopic
pore structures and fine pore throats, relatively large force of fluids acting on the rock surface of
the reservoir, and uncertain regularities of oil & water distribution. Currently, tight oil reservoirs
are mainly developed in the mode of quasi-natural energy exploitation using staged fracturing hor-
izontal wells, where production declines rapidly, and the conventional water-flooding energy sup-
plementation mode can be hardly effective. It is planned to carry out studies on microscopic pore
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structures of tight oil reservoirs using high and new technological approaches in the project to reveal
fluid occurrence in full-scale pore space and percolation mechanism in micro-nano scale of tight oil
reservoirs; proposed a new method for testing wettability of tight oil reservoirs, disclosing mixed
wettability and a quantitative characterization of oil wet and water wet degree of tight oil reservoirs;
build a relationship between NMR spectrum and fluid viscosity, establishing a mathematical model
for viscosity and T2 spectra, drawing distribution of viscosity in typical tight oil reservoirs; with the
adoption of surface work function and surface charge to evaluate interface properties of reservoirs,
and proposed an optimized method for fracturing fluid formulation. The outcomes of this study
will play an important fundamental role for the establishment of a full scale mathematical model
for pores seepage flows, preferred selection of effective tight oil reservoir development modes and
proposal of reasonable reservoir stimulation methods.
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The importance of the immiscible two-phase dispersed flow (or emulsion flow) in porous media
is present in several areas which include chemical engineering process, environmental sciences,
petroleum recovery, among others. Recently, for the case of immiscible two-phase dispersed flow
in homogeneous porous media, a multiphasic Darcy’s law has been developed using the method
of the volume averaging and under the assumption the local mechanical equilibrium is valid; the
model is given in a closed scheme where the effective permeability can be computed by the solu-
tion of closure problems in representative unit cells 1. However, this model is not necessarily valid
near the porous media boundaries due to rapid changes of the effective properties (i.e. permeability,
porosity or average velocity) occur in this zone, the so-called inter-region. In this work, a general-
ized transport equation is developed to analyze the immiscible two-phase dispersed flow between
homogeneous regions, in particular two adjacent porous media. This model is developed upscaling
the microscopic equations that describe this type of flow using the method of the volume averag-
ing. In this formulation, the local mechanical equilibrium, which considers that only one average
velocity is sufficient to describe the multiphasic flow, is assumed to be valid in the inter-region. The
model obtained consists of a macroscopic equation for the equilibrium velocity, in terms of position-
depend coefficients, which resembles a Darcy-Brinkman equation and includes terms that reflect the
interaction of the immiscible phases. Hence, only one equation is sufficient to describe the multi-
phasic flow in the inter-region and the homogenous regions under the one-domain approach 2. The
effective coefficients are computed on basis of the direct numerical solution of the microscopic equa-
tions using representative geometries of the inter-region. This solution domain requires to be large
enough to represent the multiphase flow in this zone. The validation of the ODA model is carried
out by the evaluation of the profile equilibrium velocity with those obtained via DNS. The results
barely show any difference between the velocity profiles predictions from the ODA with respect the
DNS. In addition, this work proposed the alternative methodology for the predictions of effective
coefficients obtained by solving associated local closure problems in representative domains of the
inter-region
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Numerical simulation of coupling multiphase multi-component flow and transport in porous media
is a crucial tool for understanding and forecasting of complex industrial applications related to the
subsurface. The discretized governing equations become a highly nonlinear problem which usu-
ally needs to be solved with Newton’s method and corresponds with high computational cost and
complexity. With the presence of capillary and gravity forces, the nonlinearity of the problem am-
plifies even farther which corresponds with a larger number of nonlinear iterations. A recently pro-
posed Operator Based Linearization (OBL) reduces the nonlinearity of complex physical problems.
The OBL approach transforms the discretized mass conservation equations to space-dependent and
state-dependent operators. While space-depended operators are treated conventionally, the state-
depended operators are approximated by discrete representation on a uniform mesh in parameter-
space. These state-dependent operators rely on current physical properties (e.g. density, viscosity,
relative permeability) which represent the most nonlinear part of governing equations. The continu-
ous representation of these operators is achieved through multilinear interpolation which provides
a unique tool for approximate representation of exact physics of the problem. In this work, the
OBL approach is then extended for multiphase multi-component isothermal systems with buoyancy
and capillarity. Our numerical examples demonstrate that the extended OBL scheme significantly
improves the computational efficiency with the accuracy of the conventional approach.
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Numerical calculation of effective thermal conductivity for aero-
gel porous materials at high temperature
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Aerogels are porous materials with super insulation properties benefiting from the high porosity
and the nanoscale pore size, making broad application in aeronautic and aerospace engineering and
other fields. Fiber-loaded silica aerogels have a complex porous structure. The thermal conductivity
of silica aerogel materials can be obtained by constructing silica aerogel materials and further calcu-
lating the effective thermal conductivity numerically.
In this work, an effective thermal conductivity of pure silica aerogels and fiber-loaded silica aerogels
which combine heat conduction with radiation is investigated by numerical calculation. The pure
silica aerogel structure model is established by DLA (Diffusion-limited Aggregation) method to sim-
ulate the real structure of pure silica aerogels. The structure model of fiber-loaded silica aerogels with
different loading modes is also established. The spectral extinction coefficient of pure silica aerogels
is calculated by GMM (Generalized Multiparticle Mie-solution) algorithm. The radiation heat flux
of silica aerogel materials is calculated by two flux radiation model. Then, the effective thermal
conductivity of silica aerogel materials is calculated by Fourier heat conduction equation coupled
radiation heat flux. The numerical results provide an effective design for fiber-loaded silica aerogels.
The results show that the fiber can effectively reduce the thermal conductivity of silica aerogels at
high temperature. The fiber extinction coefficient decreases as the fiber incident ratio increases, and
increases as the incident angle increases. The effective thermal conductivity of fiber-loaded silica
aerogels can be reduced by moderately increasing the fiber content.
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The application of microwave radiation technology to low- permeability coal-bed methane mining is
a new research direction. In order to study the efficiency of low - permeability coal-bed methane by
microwave heating, the temperature distribution range and influence law in low - permeability coal
rock under microwave heating were analyzed by using different power microwave heating coal ex-
periment and comparative numerical simulation method. The permeability and heating experiment
under different microwave power and different radiation time conditions are carried out by a self-
designed microwave radiation-infiltrating gas-permeable test system. The results show that under
microwave radiation conditions, the microwave power determines the speed of heating, the higher
the temperature, the power on the heating rate of the more obvious impact. And microwave heating
efficiency is high, and the velocity of heat transfer is 1.5 times faster than that of electric heating. The
relationship between microwave power and the coal temperature is linear. The microwave heating
temperature distribution is chiefly characterized by regional and uneven. The highest temperature
is nearby microwave port, and the temperature decreased rapidly with the increase of the distance.
The maximum temperature of coal sample increases with the increase of frequency in the four fre-
quency bands of 0.915GHz/2.45GHz/5.8GHz/22.125GHz, and the minimum value increases first and
then decreases. The relationship between permeability and effective stress follows a negative expo-
nential function, the fitting result R2 is greater than 0.98;The Permeability increases monotonously
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with the increase of microwave power and radiation time, and the linear fitting slope of data growth
in the low effective stress region is greater than the high effective stress region; Under the radiation
of microwave, the same energy input, the higher the microwave power, the greater the permeability
of the coal sample. The results will provide a theoretical reference for the application of microwave
radiation technology in the field of coal-bed methane extraction.
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New Yield Stress fluid porosimetry Method (YSM)
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Imaging techniques like micro-tomography and Mercury Injection Porosimetry (MIP) are among the
most utilized to characterize porous samples in terms of their pore-size distribution (PSD). While the
former requires very expensive equipment, the latter uses a fluid with toxic vapors. Because of such
reasons, research efforts have been dedicated to finding a non-toxic and cheaper alternative to these
types of porosimetry techniques.
In this perspective, over the past decade, both theoretical and experimental improvements have
been made in an innovative technique called the Yield Stress fluid porosimetry Method (YSM). Its
main principle is that since Yield Stress Fluids (YSF) cannot flow below a certain stress threshold,
by measuring the evolution of the flow rate versus the pressure gradient across a porous sample, its
PSD can be retrieved by an inversion procedure 1. In order to perform this inversion, the porous
sample has been idealized as a bundle of rectilinear capillaries with circular cross-sections.
Different inversion methods have been developed in the literature (2, 3). The first objective of this
talk is to present a new numerical inversion method, allowing to determine the PSD of a sample
when characterized by the injection of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid. This method is based on Gründwald-
Letnikov partial derivatives, and has the advantage of being valid for a wider range of fluidity indexes
than the one proposed by Oukhlef et al. 2.
Furthermore, in an attempt to be more representative of real pore space when characterizing rock
samples by YSM, more complexity has been introduced in our bundle of rectilinear capillaries by
considering angular cross sections, thus allowing dead zones in the corners.
In order to do so, a set of flow rate/pressure gradient relationships have been derived for the flow of
Herschel-Bulkley fluids in rectilinear capillaries of square and equilateral triangular cross sections.
The approach adopted is based on two concepts: the critical Bingham number of a YSF, and the shape
factor of a given rectilinear capillary (5, [6]). Numerical simulations performed with Openfoam have
confirmed the reliability of those relationships, for a wide range of Bingham numbers.
Within the framework of YSM, those relationships offer the new possibility to model porous samples
as bundles of capillaries with non-circular cross-sections. Therefore, the second objective of this
presentation is to highlight the impact of the cross-sectional shape of capillaries on the PSD obtained
by the inversion procedure.
Finally, it is well known that the characterization of rock samples by imaging techniques often reveals
non-circular pore throats [4]. Therefore, the derived flow rate/pressure gradient relationships may
bring new possibilities for the study of the flow of yield stress fluids in pore network models.
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Viscous fingering is a classical hydrodynamic instability that occurs when an invading fluid is in-
jected into a porous medium or Hele-Shaw cell containing a more viscous defending fluid. Viscous
fingering is an undesirable feature of many industrial processes, and various strategies have been
proposed for suppressing or otherwise controlling it. In a Hele-Shaw cell, for example, viscous fin-
gering can be suppressed by replacing one of the rigid walls with a flexible membrane. The result
is a complex fluid-structure interaction problem, the dominant feature of which is inflation of the
flow area near the inlet (high pressure) relative to the outlet (low pressure). The resulting negative
permeability gradient is ultimately responsible for suppressing the instability. Here, we constrain
this problem by working in a system that is deformable but not “inflatable” - A novel Hele-Shaw cell
in which one of the rigid walls is coated with soft elastomer. Our system allows for local expansion
of the flow area in response to the fluid pressure, but prohibits the generation of a global perme-
ability gradient. We show that the two-way coupling between flow and deformation is nuanced
in this constrained system, such that the instability is modified but not necessarily suppressed by
softness. We then consider the implications of these results for two-phase flows through soft porous
media.
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Solubility and mineral trapping are the two essential mechanisms for the long term security of ge-
ological CO2 capture and storage in saline aquifers. When modelling these processes, dissolution
of CO2 in the surrounding brine is often assumed to be instantaneous with equilibrium phase par-
titioning. However, recent experiments in sandstone core samples have shown the importance of
pore-scale concentration gradient. Therefore, resolving the underlying multiphysic equations at the
micro-scale is critical to better constrain macro-scale models.
In this work, we present a fully coupled two-phase reactive multicomponent pore-scale model based
on Direct Numerical Simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations using the Volume-Of-Fluid method.
Mass transfer across fluid/fluid interfaces is accounted for using the Continuous Species Transfer
method and the resulting phase change is computed and injected within the phase distribution equa-
tion. Chemical reactions in the water phase are modelled using the geochemical solver Phreeqc and
mineral precipitation is accounted for by moving the solid interfaces using the Arbitrary Eulerian La-
grangian method. The model is validated by comparison with analytical solutions of simple set-ups.
Then, the approach is used to study and upscale CO2 trapping in 2D micromodels.
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Pore-scale simulations of various bio-geochemical processes such as mineral precipitation or dis-
solution and biomass growth or decay have been investigated in the literature. However, up to
the author’s knowledge, there is no available pore-scale model to simulate the formation and hy-
drodynamic behavior of biogenic gas bubbles in porous media. This is mainly due to the complex
interactions governing the behavior of gas bubbles in porous media including nucleation, growth,
migration, coalescence, and trapping. These processes are affected by the biogas generation rate, the
distribution of reactive sites, and the pore-scale characteristics of the sediment. In this study, the
behavior of gas bubbles in porous media is simulated using a pore-network model extracted from
the 3D X-ray images of natural sediments. The classical nucleation theory is employed to simulate
the nucleation and growth of biogenic gas bubbles. Several numerical algorithms and criteria are
developed to model the expansion of gas bubbles by solute diffusion, size-dependent rising velocity
of gas bubbles, bubble coalescence, slug formation, and movement, and bubble escaping and trap-
ping in the pore space. The amount of produced gas bubbles, residual gas saturation, and hydraulic
conductivity are also calculated during the simulations.
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During carbonated water injection (CWI) and CO2-WAG scenarios, dynamic transfer of CO2 from
aqueous phase into resident oil can cause complex pH variations, which can affect mineral dissolu-
tion around wellbore and precipitation in reservoir. Also, transfer of CO2 from carbonated water
into live oil can liberate light components of the oil, which create gas phase in-situ. In this investi-
gation, a novel methodology was developed to numerically simulate these complex processes in an
integrated approach.
Taking account of CWI data of coreflood experiments performed on a carbonate rock under 3100
psi and 100oC, profiles of ionic concentration of produced brine and rock weight during CWI into a
dry core (in the absence of oil) were history-matched to tune reaction parameters. Also, two core-
flood experiments performed to evaluate additional oil recovery by CWI were history-matched to
obtain CO2 transfer parameters and relative permeabilities. Using the tuned parameters in a reser-
voir model, a series of simulations of CWI was performed to analyse wellbore stability and reservoir
fluid flow due to dissolution and precipitation of calcite and anhydrite.
Calcite, dolomite, and anhydrite reaction parameters (surface area, volumetric content of mineral,
and activation energy) were tuned to match Ca++, Mg++, and SO4-2 profiles. Despite XRD analysis
and ESEM images, the effective surface area of anhydrite mineral was increased by 30% to match
SO4-2 profile. On the other hand, for matching Mg++, activation energy of dolomite reaction was
increased by 23% to match dissolution at temperature of 100oC. For additional oil recovery and dP
profiles, secondary and tertiary CWI experiments were matched simultaneously to obtain relative
permeabilities and CO2 mass transfer parameters.
The results of the sector model have demonstrated that dissolution of minerals would take place
mostly in the vicinity of the injection wellbore. Local grid refinement was incorporated to capture
the rock dissolution and in-situ gas formation around the wellbore. Taking into account the disso-
lution, wellbore stability analysis was performed, which indicated that extended injection of CWI
(more than 5 years) may result in wellbore failure. However, the simulation results demonstrated
that intermittent injection of plain water cycles would prevent wellbore failure, while significant
additional oil recovery is achieved. For the precipitation throughout the reservoir, the simulation
results showed that the permeability impairment would be insignificant.
Using the integrated approach to couple geochemistry and fluid flow, this study could present a step
closer to realistic evaluations of dynamic CO2 transfer from carbonated water to resident oil and
consequent interactions with the reactive minerals in a carbonate reservoir. The understanding pro-
duced in this work can be employed for practical implementation of CWI and CO2-WAG scenarios
where low pH brine would interact with the rock while additional oil recovery is obtained.
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Simulation of multi-phase flow in fractured reservoirs is still challenging. For extensively fractured
reservoirs, it is a common procedure to average the fractures into an effective medium. Accurate
prediction of the flow in the upscaled medium relies on estimation of multi-phase flow properties
such as upscaled relative permeability. Very little is known about the relative permeability of a
fracture network and how it is related to the relative permeability of each individual fracture. Ex-
isting studies have shown that the relative permeability of a single fracture may be non-linear and
is a function of its aperture. A fracture network will typically have a large range of aperture val-
ues. Moreover, it is well known that fracture apertures are sensitive to changes of in-situ stresses
and fracture fluid pressures. In this work, we aim to understand the impact of heterogeneity in the
fracture aperture distribution on the upscaled relative permeability of the fracture system. We use
flow-based upscaling in synthetic fracture networks to compute the upscaled effective relative per-
meability. Here, the non-linear power law coefficient for the relative permeability of each fracture
is related to its aperture via a theoretical correlation established in the literature. The findings of
this study raise awareness of the intricate relationship between single fracture and fracture network
multi-phase properties that may significantly affect the results of numerical simulation involving
flow in fractured porous media.
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Microfractures are small cracks and fractures, mostly visible under magnification, having lengths of
millimeters or less and apertures generally less than 0.1 mm. Microfractures are critical to a wide
range of applications. For example, microfractures are a significant part of flow and transport path-
ways in an oil and natural gas reservoir, where flow mixing and fluid/gas blocking processes take
place. Most numerical subsurface flow and transport simulations of fractured rock ignore implicit
representation of microfractures in a model and the contributions from microfractures are often up-
scaled in the matrix parameters.
We present Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) simulations of microfractures at mm-scale performed
using the dfnWorks simulation toolkit, where each microfracture is represented individually as 2D
planar object in 3D simulation domain. DFN approach is known to be an accurate numerical ap-
proach for understanding the underground flow and transport in fractured rock, where fractures
provide dominant flow and transport pathways. Recently developed at Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory the computational suite based on DFN model, dfnWorks, has been successfully applied for
studying contaminant transport in nuclear waste repository, CO2 sequestration and extraction of
unconventional hydrocarbons at large scale.
In our simulations, the microfracture intensity in the DFN model varies representing different micro
structure configurations. In each DFN configuration steady state pressure solution is obtained and
particle tracking transport is used to model non-reactive tracer transport. Time Domain Random
Walk (TDRW) technique is used to simulate particle movement through microfractures, where a
particle’s travel time is controlled by both processes, advection and diffusion. The simulated pene-
tration profile of particles migration through micro structure is compared to those obtained in the
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Long-Term Diffusion Experiment (LTDE), conducted at the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory, Sweden.
The DFN simulation results show similar behavior with LTDE experimental penetration plot, where
the advection term plays a significant role in the transport modeling, emphasizing the importance
of microfractures in subsurface flow and transport simulations.
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Multiphase flow in permeable media is important in many industrial and natural processes such
as water infiltration in soils, oil recovery from reservoir rocks and geological CO2 sequestration.
As visualization is difficult in the actual rocks due to the opacity, we built an optically transparent
micromodel. The microporous media is fabricated by sintering the glass beads inside the rectangular
borosilicate glass capillary. The refractive index of the glass beads is matched with the wetting
phase and non-wetting phase fluids to obtain the detailed pore-scale flow visualization. Polystyrene
particles of diameter 2µm are used as the tracer for the particle tracking velocimetry. Experiments
are carried out for a range of capillary number, viscosity ratio, and flow rate ratio. We use a novel
technique based on generalized Gaussian feature extraction for particle tracking using only basic
microscope components. We obtain the velocity magnitude and the velocity components both along
and transverse to the imposed flow direction.
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Simulation of fluid flow in fractured porous media under geomechanical forces has received consid-
erable attention in the past few years due to its potential applications to the exploration of uncon-
ventional resources, enhanced geothermal systems and safety of CO2 storage operations. Accurate
predictions of flow rates in fracture networks rely on the estimation of the aperture of each individual
fracture. A common proxy for fracture aperture in mechanically-sensitive fracture networks is the
normal contact pressure, which is the pressure experienced by the stressed fracture and is a common
input for experimental models that relate the normal stress at the fracture to the hydraulic aperture.
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Accurate prediction of the contact pressure requires the implementation of complex non-linear con-
tact mechanics algorithms, that prevent the penetration of the computational cells connected to the
fractures. It is commonly assumed that the fracture contact pressure is significantly impacted by
the normal and tangential displacements of neighboring fractures. In particular, the slip of a certain
fracture may open or close neighboring fractures due to complex mechanical couplings. In this work
we provide a quantitative assessment of the impact of fracture slip on the individual fracture aper-
tures and on the upscaled fracture network permeability. We present a simple contact mechanics
algorithm that was implemented in an open-source reservoir simulation package. We then evaluate
the contact pressure distributions and the upscaled permeabilities for different fracture networks un-
der different stress conditions. The understanding provided by this study will hopefully provide an
insight about contact mechanics in fractured media that may motivate simplified implementations
of contact algorithms.
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Thermal reservoir simulation plays a crucial role in hydrocarbon production, especially for heavy oil
and deep-water reservoirs, but can be computationally time-consuming. So-called multiscale meth-
ods have been developed to accelerate the simulation of industry-standard black-oil and composi-
tional simulation. Herein, we are presenting an extension of the state-of-the-art multiscale restricted-
smoothed basis (MsRSB) method to thermal water-flooding.
Our starting point is a fully implicit (FI) discretization of the two-phase thermal system, implemented
using the object-oriented, automatic differentiation (AD-OO) framework of the open-source MAT-
LAB Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST). This constitutes a precise solution with a huge computer
memory that will result in inefficiency. To accelerate simulation and reduce memory consumption,
we formulate a sequential solution strategy that decouples the FI residual equations into separate
equations for pressure, temperature, and transport of fluid phases and components, and then solve
the three subsystems in sequence, possibly within an outer loop to ensure that the resulting solution
converges to that of the full FI system.
The key idea of the MsRSB method is to numerically compute a set of basis functions that represent
the effect of unresolved heterogeneities in a localized manner. Using these, we can restrict the pres-
sure and thermal subsystems from the representative fine-scale grid to a coarse-scale grid with fewer
unknowns and still obtain viscous and thermal fluxes that are mass conservative and have fine-scale
resolution.
To validate the efficacy of the thermal MsRSB method, we present a series of thermal water-flooding
test cases in which we compare the multiscale solutions and the sequential splitting solutions and
demonstrate a very good match, even for complex and realistic reservoir models. The multiscale
solutions are not only accurate, but also require noticeable less runtime.
The novelty of our work is the inclusion of a temperature equation in the MsRSB method for water-
flooding simulation.
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Mechanical factors play a critical role in tumor development and response to treatment. This is
evident in tumors grown in vivo, where cancer cells interact with the different components of the
host tissue. Mathematical models are able to characterize the mechanical response of the tumor and
provide a deeper understanding of these interactions. We present a model for tumor growth based on
porous media mechanics. We consider a biphasic system, in which tumor cells and the extracellular
matrix constitute a solid scaffold, filled with interstitial fluid. A nutrient is dispersed into the fluid
phase, supporting the growth of the tumor. The internal reorganization of the tissue in response to
external mechanical and chemical stimuli is described by enforcing the multiplicative decomposition
of the deformation gradient tensor. In this way, we are able to distinguish the contributions of
cell proliferation, rearrangement of cellular bonds, and elastic distortion occurring during tumor
evolution. Results are shown for the growth of a tumor in a host tissue, focusing on the effects of
different yield stresses on tumor progression.
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Multiphase flow has a wide range of applications in geoscience and engineering, including ground-
water remediation and Carbon Capture and Storage (CSS). Recent developments in synchrotron
(Berg et al., 2013) and lab based X-ray micro tomography (mCT) (Bultreys et al., 2016) have allowed
to image multiphase flow in rock samples in near real time. While this has shed more light on the
pore-scale dynamics, an all-encompassing theory which bridges the physics at this scale to the Darcy
scale is still lacking. A crucial missing link is an empirical understanding of the evolution of the fluid
distribution based on an appropriate measurement of the local pore geometry and wettability. Pre-
vious work which assessed the experimental repeatability of fluid distributions suggests that this
should be approached in a stochastic framework (Bultreys et al., 2018).
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In this work, we address this problem by analyzing unsteady state displacements of brine by n-
decane in porous samples (sintered glass). This process was continually imaged using an in-house
developed mCT scanner (EMCT, (Bultreys et al., 2016)) with a high temporal resolution (between
12 s and 90 s acquisition time). The fluid distribution during the experiment was measured on a
pore-by-pore basis. Contact angles and fluid-fluid interfacial curvatures of the non-wetting phase
(AlRatrout et al., 2017) were tracked over time and linked to the geometrical descriptors and fluid
invasion of the associated pores and throats. Finally, the non-wetting phase Euler characteristic was
investigated. Special attention was given to the impact of the reduced signal-to-noise ratio which is
commonly associated with fast imaging on the image analysis methodology proposed here. Follow-
up experiments will be targeted at a similar analysis of imbibition and at the validation of pore-scale
simulations of multi-phase flow.
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To be representative, relative permeabilities have to be measured at reservoir conditions. Among
these conditions, the core wettability is a first order parameter that will strongly affect and control
fluid distributions in the porous medium. A widely used method to restore wettability is aging core
samples with crude oil. Yet, the result is dependent on many parameters such as crude oil composi-
tion, aging time and temperature as well as fluid distribution and aging protocols. In this study, we
have investigate the effect of two aging protocols on oil/water relative permeabilities using small
core samples (10 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length) and high throughput coreflood experimen-
tation (HTCE).
Experiments were conducted on a set of initially strongly water-wet outcrop sandstone sample (Ben-
theimer and Berea). Small core samples were initially saturated with brine and then drained to Swi
with crude oil using centrifugation. In the first protocol (static), samples were immerged in crude
oil and aged at 80℃ for three weeks. In the second protocol (dynamic) sample were mounted in a
hassler type cell and continually flooded with crude oil at 80℃ for three weeks. Steady-state rela-
tive permeabilities were then measured using a state of the art experimental setup (CAL-X). Using
this setup, a typical coreflood experiment can be run in less than a day. The setup is equipped with
an X-Ray radiography facility, enabling monitoring of 2D saturation profiles in real-time and thus
giving access to fluid flow paths during flooding.
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Aged samples relative permeabilities curves show clear differences when compared to water-wet
relative permeabilities, hence suggesting that the wettability has been effectively altered. However,
the two aging protocols were unable to produce the same results. Dynamic aging produces symmet-
rical relative permeability curves, suggesting an intermediate-wet system, whereas the static aging
protocol renders the curves more water-wet. The differences can be explained by analyzing a 2D
saturation map. In the case of dynamic aging we observe a homogeneous distribution of fluids sat-
uration during fractional flow. On the other hand, the static protocol results in heterogeneous flow
paths, confirming that this protocol did not alter uniformly the wettability of the sample and gener-
ates a patchier system.
This study shows the potential of 2D in-situ observation of flow paths to detect wettability alteration
irregularities and will help to improve our understanding of the mechanisms of laboratory wettabil-
ity alteration. On top of that, HTCE will also enable optimization of time-consuming laboratory
procedures and workflows.
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Pushing of a liquid drop through a non-wettable porous media
Maciej Matyka1
1 Faculty of Physics and Astronomy
Corresponding Author(s): maciej.matyka@uwr.edu.pl
Abstract
Tortuosity is one of the key parameters in description of the flow through porous media at low
Reynolds numbers. It is used in diffusion, fluid flow and electrical transport through complex media
to account for non regular shape of the transport paths. Not much was done, however, in terms
of multiphase flow and tortuosity, mostly because of tortuosity interpretation problems, but also
because multiphase simulations are complex, require long simulation times and involves the problem
of diffusive boundary at two phases. It is, however, interesting to know if tortuosity of another
processes (different than fluid flow) scale with porosity in a similar way?
Figure 10: The concept of a pushing simulation based on the single droplet model put into
random porous media.
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Here I will concentrate on tortuosity as a parameter that describes porous structure by itself (without
linking to Carman-Kozeny equation). This will let me compute tortuosity directly from the transport
of a single droplet that is pushed through the non-wettable media and provide numerical results at
various conditions.
The concept is sketched in fig. 1. For modelling I will combine the mechanical model of pressure
based soft body dynamics introduced in the context of video games and computer graphics before
[Matyka03] with a random porous media [Matyka08].
As the main result I will provide snapshots of working simulations and preliminary results on tortu-
osity based on the simulated phenomena.
Literature
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Large swaths of agricultural land are abandoned every year because of irrigation-caused salinization
and sodification. Among the main culprits of this kind of soil degradation is the deterioration of soil
structure and the concomitant sharp decrease in hydraulic conductivity.
We examine the irreversible decline in saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) as a function of the soil’s
history regarding irrigation water usage. Through lab experiments, we characterized the hysteretic
behavior of Ks for various soil types, as imposed by input water salinity and sodicity (electrical
conductivity and sodium adsorption ratio, EC and SAR, respectively). There is no well-defined “point
of no return” for Ks decline, but beyond a range in EC and SAR the hysteresis loops markedly increase
in side. For clayey soils, the hysteretic paths of Ks may not close into loops, indicating the limits of
chemical-based remediation.
We present a novel mathematical function for the decline in Ks and its hysteretic behavior. This
function is then incorporated into a low-dimensional model of water and salt dynamics in the root
zone, yielding predictions for soil deterioration and rehabilitation time scales, according to irrigation
water quality and climatic conditions. Both the new function for Ks and the soil-water-salt dynamics
model can be instrumental in devising irrigation policies that are both economically feasible and
environmentally sustainable.
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The simulation of coupled surface subsurface flow is a topic of high scientific and social relevance
for flood protection, agriculture and weather prediction. Most existing numerical models use a kine-
matic wave approximation for the simulation of the surface runoff. We present an approach based
on the diffusive wave approximation for surface and Richards’ equation for subsurface flow. An
operator splitting approach is used with a special boundary condition to achieve a mass conserva-
tive solution. The approach does not require tracking of the dry/wet boundary of the surface like
other existing approaches. Spatial discretization of both flow equations is done with a Weighted In-
terior Penalty Discontinuous Galerkin scheme, while for the temporal discretization a semi-implicit
scheme is used for the surface runoff and a diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta scheme for the subsur-
face flow. We present results obtained with the parallel numerical solver based on DUNE-PDELab
and advanced in computational efficiency within the scope of EXA-DUNE project. The fully coupled
model was tested in parallel simulations on structured and unstructured grids. A code generation
framework developed by Dominic Kempf in the group at IWR Heidelberg was used to obtain an op-
timized version of the (expensive) subsurface solver. The replacement of the original material model
including power functions by a cubic spline approximation allows a fast vectorized incorporation of
flexible material functions. Sum-factorisation is used in the operator evaulations. A total speedup
of 3 was measured in first test simulations. Even higher speedups are expected with higher-order
base functions. On a 32 core Intel Haswell node, 20-35% of peak performance of the Dune-Codegen
generated DG solver for subsurface flow is reached.
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Wetting and spreading of droplets impacting on solid flat surfaces have been extensively studied
both numerically and experimentally for a long time. However, little efforts have been dedicated on
studying such phenomena for droplets striking on textile materials placed on a substrate. Dynamics
of impact on such surfaces is intrinsically complex. Compared to flat surfaces, on textile materials
the liquid penetrates the holes in the textiles during spreading resulting in producing internal flows
in the holes that may induce extra viscous dissipation and thus the energy of the droplet is modified
compared to that on flat substrate which may influence on the maximum deformation of the droplet.
Using our recent proposed lattice Boltzmann model1, we numerically investigate in detail the effect
of different parameters such as the pore size, the thickness of yarns and the impact velocity on the
dynamic behavior of the impacting droplets on textile materials. The simulation results are compared
with the experimental observation of the same conditions and an excellent agreement is observed.
We observe from our simulations that for textile substrates the drop spreads less in contrast with
flat substrates. This suggests that the energy of the impacting droplets is modified for such surfaces.
Using our numerical simulations, we compute the viscous dissipation of the droplet during spreading
on both textile and flat substrates in a precise manner. The results obtained from simulations show
that for droplets impacting on textile materials an extra viscous dissipation is observed compared
with those on flat substrates. We attribute this extra dissipation to the internal flow produced inside
the hole leading the impacting droplet to less deform on textile materials compared to those on
flat substrates. Therefore, the maximum spreading scaling equation proposed in 2 for flat surfaces
is corrected accordingly to take into account such extra dissipations and to properly predict the
maximum deformation of droplets striking on textile material placed on a substrate.
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Direct numerical simulations performed provide a basis to generate detailed pore-scale information
that can be used to understand larger scale phenomena. The large amount of information that can
be extracted from simulations provides an ideal basis to develop machine learning techniques that
can used to automatically interpret simulation data. The application of such approaches to inform
constitutive modeling is an important opportunity associated with pore-scale studies.
We review lattice Boltzmann simulation workflows available in the open source software package
LBPM and discuss the steps needed to mimic traditional experimental protocols using a digital rock-
based approach. We then demonstrate how data generated from simulations can be used as input
for deep learning models as a way to gain additional insight.
While it is imperative that constitutive models be constructed in accordance with the laws of physics,
many relationships of interest are phenomenological and cannot be derived a priori. We discuss how
specific neural network structures can be designed with constitutive modeling and upscaling in mind,
and present concrete examples and results. Deep learning techniques informed by simulation data
are evaluated as a means to predict relative permeability and capillary pressure relationships that
are essential input to large scale reservoir characterization.
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The fluorescence microscopy toolkit in investigations of paper:
High-speed, super-resolution and 3D imaging
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Optical brightfield and electron microscopy have long been the predominant imaging methods to
characterize the heterogeneous and complex structure of paper. Since the early 1990s, also fluores-
cence microscopy techniques and especially confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), have seen
an increasing application in investigations of paper (Bump et al. 2015). However, while impressive
developments have advanced fluorescent microscopy over the last three decades into a method that
has rightfully been honoured with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2014, its full spectrum of capabil-
ities has yet to be exploited in studies of paper.
With the aim to change that, this presentation will provide a brief overview of the most important
advancements of the method in general and some of its applications to the microscopy of paper.
Among those will be (i) fast acquisitions of the imbibition and capillary transport of fluids inside the
paper matrix, (ii) super-resolved images of fiber surfaces as acquired in-situ, i.e. in water, and (iii)
3D reconstructions of polymer functionalized paper.
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Coreflood on a Chip: Scaling up of a Micromodel for EOR Exper-
iments
Lucas MejiaNone ; Peixi Zhu1 ; Matthew Balhoff1 ; Kishore Mohanty2
1 University of Texas at Austin
2 The University of Texas at Austin
Corresponding Author(s): lmkerguelen@utexas.edu
Micromodels have been used for decades to study fundamental flow and transport behavior at the
micrometer and nanometer scales of porous media. Due to their flexibility in fabrication methods,
materials selection, and ease of visualization they are ideal tools for identifying transport mecha-
nisms at the pore scale. The goal of this work is to create chips that are similar to cores in length and
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have internal pore structure and wettability similar to field cores. We designed and fabricated such
micromodels, two-feet (~ 60 cm) long porous medium (Figure 1), with variable grain arrangements
that emulated sandstones or carbonates. Additionally, our chip included 2.5D features where pore
throats are much smaller than the pore bodies (Xu et al., 2017) and calcite coating for the limestone
studies. We compare displacement experiments in our long chip to core floods to evaluate similari-
ties and differences between the two platforms.
The two-foot long micromodel was used to evaluate the conditions for the formation of an oil bank
during tertiary alkaline surfactant polymer (ASP) flooding. An initially brine-saturated micromodel
was flooded with a light oil until residual brine saturation was reached. Then, the chip was water-
flooded at 1 ft/day until the oil saturation reached a residual value. Finally, a 0.3 pore volume (PV)
ASP slug was injected and chased by polymer for 1 PV. Images of the floods were captured using
a high resolution digital camera (Nikon D6500) and an optical microscope camera (Lumera Infinity
4). The results of the experiment were compared to corefloods for which CT saturation data was
available.
Observations from the micromodel experiments such as the end effect saturations, breakthrough
times, and displacement efficiency qualitatively matched coreflood results. However, the average
residual saturation in the micromodel was higher than in the coreflood, and spatial distribution of
residual oil was more erratic in the micromodel than in the coreflood. After comparing the micro-
model results to the coreflood results, we investigated oil bank formation in our micromodel plat-
form. By modifying the viscosity and the flow rate of the ASP slug, we determined the conditions
at which an oil bank formed. Finally, we speculate on how the banking conditions achieved in our
micromodel can be extrapolated to corefloods.
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DEPENDENCY OF STRESS REGIME AND ORIENTATION ON FRAC-TURE PERMEABILITY IN NATURALLY FRACTURED RESERVOIRS-A DISCRETE FRACTURE APPROACH
Alejandro Restrepo1 ; Lorena Diez2 ; Juan D Vallejo3 ; Juan Mejía4
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Fracture network systems provides the dominant permeability in naturally fractured reservoirs. One
of the main reservoir variables impacting fracture permeability is the effective stress state in the
near-wellbore region. The reservoir pressure declines as long as reservoir fluids are produced. There-
fore, the stress distribution around the wellbore is increased, producing a fracture width reduction.
As a consequence, the fracture conductivity is highly impacted on pressure depletion rate. In an
anisotropic stress state, the permeability reduction is also dependent on the fracture orientation.
The impact of permeability reduction will be more severe in fractures that are normally oriented to
the maximum horizontal stress. An optimum reservoir management, based on the understanding of
the underlying physics, is mandatory for increasing the final recovery factor of naturally fractured
reservoirs.
We developed an analytical workflow that estimates the fracture permeability distribution of a set
of discrete fracture network. The workflow is based on the evaluation of the stress state near the
wellbore area, based on the modified Kirsch approach (Fjar et al., 2008). The effective stress is fur-
ther calculated after solving the fluid pressure distribution around the wellbore. Then, the effective
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normal stress affecting each fracture is evaluated. The fracture width is further estimated based
on the normal stress, using the Bandis model (Bandis et al., 1983), and the fracture permeability is
calculated. The workflow was employed for analyzing a well producing from a formation having a
strong tectonic activity in an oilfield of the Colombian foothills at the Llanos basin. The study shows
that some of the fractures will restrict the permeability while others can improve permeability, de-
pending on the fracture orientation and stress state. In addition, permeability variations along the
fracture plane can be developed because of the effective stress distribution in the reservoir.
Sensitivity analysis are carried out on fracture properties and the main variables that affect the
stress state around the wellbore. The difference between magnitude of principal stresses in-situ and
azimuth and dip fracture, are the most relevant variables in fracture permeability variation. Other
variables such as initial fracture width and Poisson’s ratio, have a lesser effect in fracture permeabil-
ity.
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Naturally Fractured Reservoirs are highly heterogeneous porous media due to the permeability con-
trast between the matrix and the fractures. In Enhanced Oil Recovery processes, the fractures are
preferential flow channels, letting high residual oil saturation in the matrix after a recovery process.
For that reason, several methodologies are used for improving the swept in the Naturally Fractured
Reservoir matrix. An example of those techniques is the in-situ foam generation which allows to
block the fractures and sweep the matrix with the injection fluid. Foams are generated through some
techniques, such as dispersed foamer injection in a gas stream. This novel technique has been evalu-
ated through numerical simulation and core-flooding experiments, but its application in a Naturally
Fractured Reservoir has a high level of uncertainty. For that reason, a mechanistic model, which was
previously developed, is extended to evaluate the foam behavior in Naturally Fractured Reservoirs.
This model involves constitutive and conservation equations that represent transport, transference
and foaming mechanisms that describe the phenomenology of the process. The extension of the
model is validated with data from core-flooding experiments and run for a proposed reservoir sec-
tor. As a conclusion of this work, foams generated through dispersed foamer injection in a gas
stream leads to block the fractures temporally and improve the swept in the matrix.
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Basalt and ultramafic reservoirs could provide a permanent sink for anthropogenic CO2 emissions
through mineral trapping. In this study we designed a series of core flooding experiments targeting
carbonation in diffusion-limited zones of reactive minerals where CO2 mineralization is expected to
be most favorable. Whole flood basalt cores were saw-cut to create a single uniform fracture, and
holes drilled parallel or perpendicular to the direction of flow were wet-packed with powders (30-
425 µm) of olivine or wollastonite to simulate zones rich in reactive minerals adjacent to key flow
paths. The reactive powders were separated from the injected fluid by a layer of non-reactive silica
beads to prevent early washout from rapid dissolution and isolate CO2-driven carbonation reactions.
Brines consisting of ultrapure water or 0.64 M NaHCO3 were pre-equilibrated with CO2 at 10 MPa
and injected through the cores, maintaining a pore pressure of 10 MPa downstream. Pre- and post-
reaction xCT scans were processed to quantify porosity changes within the packed beds. Reaction
products were further characterized with Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Complementary reactive transport models were developed using
the geochemical code CrunchTope to isolate the roles of mineral reactivity, grain size (i.e., reactive
surface area), and diffusion distance over longer time scales.
Consistent with prior work, the results indicated that carbonation of Ca-bearing silicates proceeds
more rapidly than Mg-bearing silicates, but may ultimately be limited by dissolution and CO2 supply.
While carbonates formed at the ends of the dead-end packed beds in these experiments, indicating
the reactions were not self-sealing, a general decrease in carbonation efficiency (determined through
TGA) with diffusion distance from injection pathways suggests rapid precipitation at the front of
CO2-charged brines may obstruct further CO2 trapping. Reactive transport models supported local-
ized carbonation fronts, where carbonation peaked at 8-12 mm into the packed beds due to opposing
geochemical gradients before decreasing with further distance as CO2 became more limited. In nat-
ural systems, such localization can form diffusion barriers to further CO2 penetration, which may
limit long-term carbonation as pores fill and flow in diffusion-limited regions is insufficient to gen-
erate new transport pathways. Although in theory this limitation can be overcome if crystallizing
carbonates generate sufficient stress to fracture the host rock, creating fresh reactive surface area
and flow paths that can sustain reactions, no evidence of reaction-induced fracturing was observed
in these experiments. Models also confirmed that the mineralogy of the host rock is more influen-
tial on carbonation efficiency than grain size and associated reactive surface area, highlighting the
benefit of selecting reservoirs rich in Ca-silicates to achieve rapid mineral carbonation relevant to
the scale of CO2 emissions.
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Using nanoCT and high contrast imaging to inform microporos-
ity permeability during Stokes-Brinkman single and two-phase
flow simulations on microCT images
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Understanding how micro porosity effects flow when upscaling to the pore-scale is imperative for
accurate predictive modelling of flow in porous media. However, it is not currently possible to
image at nanoscale resolutions on larger scales. Furthermore, models with trillions of voxels are
computationally expensive, requiring high performance computing to solve their vast geometries.
Carbonate rocks in particular often have complex and multiscale porosity structures that are poorly
understood. In this study we use a combined experimental, modelling, and pore space generation
methods to tackle the impact of micro porosity on the bulk flow properties of Estalliades limestone.
First, a micro core of rock was scanned using x-ray microtomography (μCT) and a representative
microporous region was identified. A nano core of rock was then milled using a laser lathe and
scanned using x-ray nano tomography (Nano CT). The Nano CT scan was then used as input into
the pore space generator and the permeability field was simulated for a range of porosities to create
a synthetic Kozeny-Carman porosity-permeability relationship for micro porosity. We found a good
match between experimental and simulated Mercury Intrusion Capillary Pressure (MICP) range in
the imaged geometry and a good match between the imaged and object generated permeabilities
and MICP.
A micro-core of Estaillades was then scanned in the μCT, the differential pressure was measured, and
the rock was flooded with highly doped brine to elucidate where the micro porosity was connected
and unconnected. The differential contrast between the dry and doped images was then used to as-
sign a porosity to each voxel of connected micro porosity. The flow through the pore space was then
solved using a Stokes-Brinkman solver while a second segmented image with no micro porosity was
solved a Stokes solver. The differences between the measured permeability and the two computed
permeabilities was evaluated. We found that there was good agreement between both the computed
permeability of the Stokes and Stokes-Brinkman simulation with the measured permeability. How-
ever, there was considerable differences in the velocity fields with the Stokes-Brinkman simulation
capturing stagnant regions of the pore space that were not present in the Stokes simulations.
Additionally we investigated the implications of including microporosity in estimations of relative
permeability. Nitrogen was experimentally coinjected through the core with doped brine at a 50%
fractional flow and imaged to find a single point on the two-phase relative permeability curve. This
experimental measurement was then compared with the numerical permeability simulated using
both Stokes and Stokes-Brinkman methods with several saturation points along the synthetic MICP
injection curve. We found that the Stokes simulation was not able to predict relative permeability
with this method due to the major flow paths being impeded by the injected non-wetting phase.
However, the Stokes-Brinkman simulations allowed flow in the microporous regions around these
blocked flow paths and was able to achieve a relative permeability curve that was a reasonable
match to the experimental measurement. This method could be used to predict relative permeability
in water wet pore-structures with high microporosity.
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Unsaturated zones are of growing interest due to global climate changes that modify the water bal-
ance in surficial areas (soils, exposed rocks, etc.), and to industrial drying processes targeting deep
geological storage (CO2, nuclear wastes, gas temporary storages etc.) and/or extraction (tight gas
reservoirs, water/oil uptakes, etc.) challenges. The consequent partitioning of the fluid phase into a
biphasic air-water assemblage modifies the energy status of liquid water depending on the intensity
of the capillary forces, itself linked to the pore size hosting the capillary bridges. With pore size
heterogeneity in crustal or sedimentary rocks, it is possible to host significant volumes of capillary
water in large pore bodies, the energy of which is controlled by capillary forces taking place at tiny
pore throats. Getting strong capillary features on large volume of water can thus be obtained within
a bimodal structure. However, pore bodies are too large with respect to establish equilibrium: the
held-water is metastable and as such is time limited.
In the present work, experiments are developed using synthetic bimodal pore system to study the
gas-water equilibria at capillary conditions. In particular, the pathway to generate and regenerate
capillary state in body-throat porous assemblages is scrutinized by direct observations.
Two geochemical effects appear to cooperate for building the observables. First, capillary water has
a higher solubility for gases: capillarity is a gas-in process. Second and most important, molar vol-
ume of water increases under tension, while the total volume of the gas-water assemblage remains
constant. Consequently, ‘capillarization’ at the pore throats promote the homogenization of this
closed system, as does an increasing temperature along the saturation curve.
This finding means that the pore heterogeneity in rocks submitted to drying processes (whichever
the source of the drying wave), are conducive to long-term tensile state by repetition of the capil-
larization process for in-pores water. As a consequence, capillarity and its geochemical (gas and
solid solubilities) and/or poromechanical (compaction, tensile stress, fracturing, etc.) properties is
potentially one of the major player on the long term in any drying or wetting-drying pore struc-
tures.
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Recently, we have proposed the non-local Darcy formulation, which bridges the gap between a
discrete pore network description and a continuum Darcy-flow formulation 1. Here, the conductivity
distribution T (x1, x2) is at the center of the formulation. It quantifies the flow in network tubes
between two points x1 and x2. We showed that in the limit of vanishing characteristic throat lengths
relative to the scale of interest, the non-local formulation reduces to the classical Darcy law with the
permeability resulting from the conductivity distribution. Our past developments were focusing on
space-stationary settings with T (x1, x2) = T (|x2 − x1|) and unbounded domains. In the present
contribution, we inspect the impact of open network boundaries on the non-local formulation and
show consistency with classical Darcy in the bounded setting. Moreover, we propose a Fourier-based
technique to extract the conductivity distribution from pressure measurements.
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plication on metal extraction from an oxide copper ore
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Ore heaps are typical multi-scale porosity structures, the heterogeneity of packed ore particle beds
leads to complex flow, transport, reactions and heat transfer processes that are closely involved.
A 3D dual pore‒system leaching model based on heterogeneous ore pack geometry reconstructed
from computed tomography (CT) images was specifically developed to account for such strongly
coupled multi-physics across the scales of inter-particle macro-pores and intra-particle micro-pores.
Free flow and porous media flow laws were adopted to depict fluid flow in macro-pore and micro-
pore, respectively; convection, dispersion, diffusion transporting modes were selectively applied to
macro- and micro-pore regions; shrinking-core reaction pattern with relaxation on spherical particle
shape restriction and constant bulk solution concentration limitation was established and applied
to lixiviant‒identified mineral particle reaction; volumetric averaged reaction pattern was used to
describe lixiviant‒unidentified mineral particle reaction; convective and conductive heat transfer
with heat source estimated according to the reaction thermodynamics was imposed on the micro
and macro systems. Governing equations for each process were interlinked by the velocity field of
lixiviant, concentrations of leaching agent and target metal, and temperature profile of the ore pack.
The model was deployed to investigate the leaching kinetics of an oxide copper ore by sulphuric acid.
CT scans of the ore column and ore particles were implemented to capture the structures and analyse
the physical properties of the macro- and micro-pores. Mineralogical analysis was carried out to
identify reactive minerals from CT slices, and then incorporated in the dual pore‒system to solve
the dissolution of copper and gangue minerals. Ultimately, the velocity field, mineral dissolving rate,
metal ion (Cu2+ and Ca/Mg2+) concentration, pH and temperature profile were solved numerically
by finite element method, and the results were physically reasonable. The authors believe the dual
pore‒system model is able to provide insights into the details of the complicate leaching behaviours
that otherwise cannot be revealed by models built on basis of uniform geometries. A miniature
leaching device with strict control on leaching conditions was drafted using a core holder (as an
insulated reactor) and a peristaltic pump for in-situ CT imaging, which can be deployed to improve
and validate the model in the future.
Keywords: Computed tomography • Dual pore‒system model • Pore scale modelling • Coupled flo–
transport-reaction‒heat transfer processes • Leaching kinetics
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For optimal operating conditions of a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEM FC), a sophis-
ticated water management is crucial. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the transport mech-
anisms of water throughout the cell constituents especially on the cathode side where the excess
water has to be removed. Microscale modeling of diffusion layers and flow field has been estab-
lished as a favorable technique to investigate the ongoing processes.
So far, only the gas diffusion layer is considered as a porous medium while the flow in the flow field
is considered using a free flow approach. This concept reduces the computation domain to a very
small section (usually including only one channel and one land) and does not allow the inclusion
of spatial heterogeneities and dependencies inside the cell. Considering the gas diffusion layer as
well as the flow field as porous media allows a more flexible and more efficient handling of the flow
regimes and occurring phenomena, using homogenized models. This allows the coherent simulation
of large cells with a active area of 200-400cm2, as used in the automotive context. To extract such
homogenized models with sufficient accuracy, a correct description of all transport phenomena at
the interface of GDL and flow field is mandatory. Additionally, concerning the development of a full
cell model, upscaling techniques are necessary to gain efficiency in the simulation.
Investigating the interface between the porous layers, a particular challenge is the combination and
interaction of the different material structures and wetting properties at the interface and its influ-
ence on the flow.
In this work, a watershed segmentation algorithm 1 is used to convert real structures to a pore net-
work on which a multi-phase and multi-component flow simulation [2,3] is performed for drainage
and imbibition scenarios. The different wetting and structure properties of the considered materials
are included in the model and first results for a combination of the two layers are presented.
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Aggregate assemblies have a great importance in civil engineering materials, such as ballast or as-
phalt mixture, since they influence how stresses are distributed depending on the stone-stone contact
and the porosity of the material 1, which affect strength and permeability. The design and optimisa-
tion of aggregate structures is complex, since it depends on the gradation and shape of aggregates
and the compaction´s methods to which they are subjected 2. To simplify the evaluation of ballast
and asphalt mixture, the present work has the objective to generate an algorithm that re-creates
virtually the mixing and compaction process of ballast and aggregates and evaluates the influence
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of aggregates’ shape on the porosity of ballast and asphalt after compaction.
This problem has been previously analysed using the Discrete Element Modelling (DEM) method 4,
which is very computationally intensive. To accelerate the simulation of asphalt’s virtual aggregate
packings, the computers game engine NVIDIA´s physX has been used. This method can simulate
the discrete nature of the granular mixture, so as use particles with complex shapes and concavities
without the high computational costs involved in DEM [6][7]. In addition, the game engine performs
calculations based on physical laws and takes into account the dynamics of the rigid aggregates [8].
The algorithm developed in the game physics’ engine allows to include aggregates of a range of sizes
and shapes, to evaluate their influence on the final porosity and, has been used to produce virtual
ballast and asphalt aggregate packings with realistic Void in Mineral Aggregates (VMA), which is the
space between the aggregates that is occupied by bitumen and air voids [9]. While ballast has been
simulated by simply subjecting the virtual aggregates to vibration, the effect of binder in asphalt
mixture had to be simulated by changing the gravity values during compaction.
To evaluate the precision of the algorithm, ballast and asphalt granular materials have been produced
experimentally, X-rayed, and their VMA structures evaluated and compared to those of virtual ma-
terials. The VMA parameters that have been analysed are the total volume of pores, their specific
surface area, pore size average, global connectivity and tortuosity and, the results obtained indicated
that the game physics’ engine is able to simulate realistically the VMA of asphalt.
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The understanding of colloid filtration, transport by fluid flow and their attachment to solid surfaces,
is a long standing problem that affect the development of efficient strategies for bio-remediation, pro-
duction and storage of fresh water. Classical approaches, like the Colloid Filtration Theory (CFT),
do not capture the complex behaviors that has been often observed in colloid transport experiments
through porous media. In particular, column experiments exhibits anomalous - long tailing - phe-
nomena in Breakthrough curves (BTC) and power law decay in spatial deposition profile. However,
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on the one side: stochastic approaches are often invoked to recover consistency with experimental
data, but often without a direct link with the pore-scale processes, where filtration takes place. On
the other side: a proper characterization of such anomalous transport and retention is hard to obtain
since most of the available data were collected over short temporal and spatial scales. We propose a
novel theoretical model and a new experimental set-up for filtration by porous media. The derived
model and our experimental data enable us to investigate how the microscopic processes of transport
and attachment impact the macroscopic phenomenon of filtration.
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The Carito-Mulata is a Venezuelan field with a complex compositional system which changes from
gas condensate at the top to an under saturated black oil in the flank. Asphaltene precipitation
has becomes a serious problem in this field, plugging the porous medium, wellbore and production
facilities which strongly affect the productivity and final recovery of the area. Recently, the imple-
mentation of some EOR strategies such as CO2 flooding, nitrogen flooding and WAG (natural gas)
has been evaluated as alternatives to increase the recovery factor of the reservoir. However, it has
been observed that most of those miscible solvents potentially aggravate asphaltene precipitation.
Therefore, it has been considered necessary to define a representative numerical model to predict
the phase behavior of asphaltene precipitation and deposition.
In this study, the effect of natural gas injection (at different methane concentrations) on the asphal-
tene precipitation process was investigated. PVT analysis was used to match a Peng-Robinson EOS
in order to reproduce the phase behavior of the system. Asphaltene precipitation as function of pres-
sure was modeled by a pure solid model which was matched by measurements of precipitation onset
pressures. Then, predictions of the effect of natural gas injection on asphaltene precipitation behav-
ior were performed. A solid deposition model was matched based on core analysis to reproduce the
porosity and permeability reduction by asphaltene deposition.
The provided model was able to describe the phase behavior of reservoir oil encountered with a
compositional disturbance caused by injecting light fluids into the reservoir. The changes in the
onset of asphaltene precipitation for different injections showed that asphaltene precipitation effect
is aggravated as the concentration of methane decrease, which in turns aggravated the porosity and
permeability reduction.
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Microbially induced CaCO3 precipitation by urea hydrolysis is a proposed ground improvement
technique that relies on either growing a community of ureolytic bacteria in-situ (bio-stimulation)
or injecting a pure strain of lab-grown ureolytic bacteria (bio-augmentation), then using these bacte-
ria to precipitate CaCO3 in the soil. For the bio-augmentation approach to be effective and efficient,
it is crucial that we can predict the bacterial attachment properties for a range of soil types and
environmental conditions as the location of attachment will largely determine where CaCO3 precip-
itation occurs.
To answer this question, we used a modified chromatography system consisting of an HPLC pump,
HPLC columns of 4 mm internal diameter and 250 mm length, and a high sensitivity scanning flu-
orescence detector. The system was used to inject Sporosarcina pasteurii into the HPLC columns
packed with sand or soil, monitor effluent breakthrough curves, and compare transport character-
istics with a conservative tracer. Measurements of cell size distribution in the bacterial suspension
before and after injection were made with dynamic light scattering, as was the suspensions zeta
potential.
Parameters investigated were: soil type, particle size distribution, and degree of compaction; bacte-
rial concentration, suspending media composition, pH, and ionic strength; the effect of a ‘fixation
fluid’ (Harkes et al., 2010) before and after bacterial injection; and the effect of flow velocity (Tobler
et al., 2014) as well as length of no-flow attachment periods.
Breakthrough curves were modelled with the two-region non-equilibrium convection-dispersion
equation (Tang et al., 2010). The difference between bacterial transport and conservative tracer
transport was used to derive bacterial attachment parameters. The validity of these parameters
was tested by using them as input for a field-scale model of MICP (Minto et al., under review) and
comparing with field-scale experiment results from the literature.
Results indicate that bacterial attachment is a complex process and highly dependent on soil prop-
erties and environmental conditions, however those intending to use MICP for ground improve-
ment will have some control on where Sporosarcina pasteurii attachment occurs by controlling ionic
strength, injection flow rate, and injection point spacing.
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Having vastly utilized in other disciplines such as hydrogeology, and petroleum engineering, pore
networks have faced less attention in geotechnical engineering and particularly unsaturated soil me-
chanics. Unsaturated soil mechanics deals with soils in their two-phase state where two or more than
two fluid phases coexist and flow inside soil porous medium. In order to obtain various fundamental
characteristics of unsaturated soils such as soil water retention curve, unsaturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity as well as effective stress parameter, one would need detailed information about fluid phases
and their interfaces [1-3]. Such information is not easily available. Sophisticated experimental set
up such as triaxial testing equipped with simultaneous micro-tomography imaging may be one pos-
sibility for such purposes to look at hydromechanical behavior of unsaturated soil while detailed
information from the fluid fabric, phases and interfaces inside the porous skeleton is obtained. How-
ever, such advanced techniques are not yet available due to complexity of having enough resolution
as well as imaging and loading at the same time. Pore network models (PNMs) which target captur-
ing structural features of soil porous skeleton can be utilized to model multiphase flow therein at the
same time the porous skeleton can be updated and used as a mean to model coupled processes such as
hydro-mechanical or chemo-hydromechanical processes. However, the pore network models which
consist of pores and throats as idealization of the soil porous skeleton still suffer from mathematical
and geometrical simplifications which can influence their simulations. Furthermore, extraction of
the required information to construct a pore network is another challenge. In this presentation, a
review of the state of art in applications of pore networks in unsaturated soil mechanics is briefly
offered [4-7]. Next, major challenges in application of pore networks for modeling hydraulic pro-
cesses as well as hydro-mechanical coupling of unsaturated soils are presented. Possible solutions
to alleviate these shortcomings are discussed. The presentation ends with future perspectives and
possibilities for the use of PNMs in modeling various processes in unsaturated soils.
Keywords: Pore network models, unsaturated soils, soil water retention curve, hydro-mechanical
coupling, soil porous skeleton
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The impact of intraformational baffles on carbon mineralization
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Lithological heterogeneity plays an important role in geological carbon storage [1, 2]. The impact
of heterogeneity at reservoir scale upon flow and CO2 trapping capacity has been well recognised 1.
But there exists a knowledge gap regarding the quantitative impact of sub-meter scale lithological
heterogeneity on the mechanisms and the volume of CO2 stored in the sub-surface. This mainly
results from the lack of relevant field data documenting heterogeneity at sub-metre scales as well as
computationally intensive nature of dynamic simulations implementing small scale lithological het-
erogeneity in reservoir models. As a consequence, lithological heterogeneity in the form of intrafor-
mational baffles often gets neglected CO2 trapping studies at reservoir scale. Carbon mineralisation
is one trapping mechanism which appears to be enhanced at the lower boundary of intraforma-
tional baffles. In this case, divalent cations are mobilised from the higher amount of clay minerals
and (partly) reprecipitate as carbonate cements [3,4,5,6]. Therefore, neglecting baffles in reservoir
scale models might lead to an underestimation of the volume of CO2 permanently trapped in the
sub-surface. This study addresses the need to better understand the role of small-scale lithological
heterogeneity on CO2 trapping, specifically carbon mineralisation. Geostatic models with common
sedimentary structures and rock types are developed and used in multiphase reactive transport sim-
ulations to assess the nature of geochemical reactions and the rate of mineralisation in baffles.
Initial core analysis was used to deduce the nature of cm-scale heterogeneity, which occurs in the
form of sedimentary structures like cross bedding, planar bedding and massive bedding. The ob-
served sedimentary structures are replicated in cm-scale static models developed within the software
SBED v4.3. Rock types are defined and characterised based on the analysis of physical and chemical
properties like porosity, permeability, capillary entry pressure and mineral composition. The mod-
els are then populated with different rock type classes and their respective properties. A total of 80
model realizations were built to assess the complete impact of heterogeneity in sedimentary struc-
ture, porosity, permeability, mineral composition and specific surface area of clay minerals upon
carbon mineralization. Static model realizations were then exported to TOUGHREACT v1.2 where
multiphase multicomponent reactive transport simulations were performed. CO2 was injected as a
supercritical phase, dissolved to the point of saturation and the CO2 enriched water reacted with
the mineral assemblages of the different rock types implemented in various model realizations. The
changes in volume fractions of different minerals as well as the rates of porosity and permeability
evolution were studied over a simulation period of 1000 years.
Results from large number of simulations were utilised to derive an upscaled law relating the change
in volume fraction of carbonate minerals as a function of heterogeneity in porosity, permeability
and mineral composition. The latter was quantified in terms of dimensionless parameters referred
to as heterogeneity factors. The models honour facies, sedimentary structure and rock type distribu-
tion based on field data and hence give confidence in realistically quantifying the volume of carbon
trapped via mineral trapping after incorporating the effect of lithological heterogeneity at sub-meter
scales.
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Non-Newtonian fluids such as biopolymers (e.g., Polyacrylamide solution) have been used for soil
and groundwater remediation and enhanced oil recovery. While laboratory and field scale studies
including modeling of non-Newtonian fluid flow in porous media as a remediation agent has been
studied, but those have been limited to temperatures at or above 30℃. Little is known about the
flow characteristics of biopolymer solutions through a porous medium, especially at the range of
low temperatures that are experienced in cold regions. Hence, it is critical to understand the impact
of temperature on the flow or rheology of non-Newtonian fluids in soils, because the adsorption ki-
netic of each contaminant is different. Once the flow characteristic is understood, the effectiveness
of non-Newtonian fluids in remediation of adsorbed contaminants can be assessed. Our hypothesis
is that the difference in rheological characteristics between Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids
make the latter a better candidate for remediation of adsorbed contaminants from soils at different
thermal regimes. We have investigated the rheological characteristics of non-Newtonian fluids in
comparison to Newtonian fluids at 0.6℃, 5℃, 15℃, 19℃ and 30.6℃ to understand their strain, con-
tact angle and viscosity changes with at different stress and concentration levels. We used both
Guar gum and Xanthan gum solutions as non-Newtonian fluids. OFITE model 900 viscometer and
Tantec contact angle meter were used to record the changes in viscosity and contact angle for con-
centrations of 0.5g/l, 1g/l, 3g/l, 6g/l and 7g/l of the polymer solution. The range of shear rate applied
varied from 17.02 s-1 to 1021.38 s-1. Effect of salt on rheological characteristics were studied by sepa-
rately adding NaCl (10g/l) and KCl (10g/l) to each polymer solution. It was observed that the sample
solutions with high concentrations (3g/l, 6g/l, and 7g/l) behaved as non-Newtonian shear-thinning
fluids. Shear thinning behavior decreased with decrease in concentration. Currently, flow character-
istic of Newtonian fluid and non-Newtonian fluids in a synthetic (glass-tube-bundle setup) porous
media is being studied at temperatures of 5℃ and 19℃. Through these experiments, the mobility and
behavior of non-Newtonian fluids under various thermal regimes will be characterized and its effec-
tiveness in removing contaminants from porous media will be understood. Results of laboratory
studies of rheological and flow characteristics of non-Newtonian fluids in synthetic porous media
will be presented.
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Fronts in two-phase flow in porous media: hysteresis and dy-
namic capillarity
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In two-phase porous media flow, different type of fronts can be observed in injection or drainage
experiments in long columns and inside viscous fingers. For a homogeneous one-dimensional non-
deformable media with a constant total influx, the dimensionless governing differential equations
can be reduced to
\begin{equation}
\frac{\partial S}{\partial t}+\frac{\partial }{\partial x}\left[f + N_g h + N_c h \frac{\partial p}{\partial
x}\right]=0. \phantom{abcdefgh} \text{(1)}
\end{equation}
Here Nc is the capillary number, Ng is the gravity number and f, h are fractional flow functions
and x points along gravity. Two unknowns are involved: S, the saturation of the wetting phase and
p, the difference between pressures of the two phases. Commonly it is assumed that fractional flow
functions, as well as the phase pressure difference, are functions of the saturation of the wetting
phase, i.e.
\begin{equation}
f=f(S),\;h=h(S),\;p=P_c(S). \phantom{abcdefgh} \text{(2)}
\end{equation}
However, models based on this assumption cannot explain phenomena like saturation overshoot or
finger formation, which are observed experimentally but ruled out as solutions to (1)-(2) 1. More-
over, history dependent effects are disregarded both in p and in f, h 2.
In this work, we consider non-standard models, where dynamic and hysteretic effects are included
in (2). As an example, the following expression is used to expand p:
\begin{equation}
p\in P^+_c(S)-P^-_c(S)\cdot\mathrm{sign}(\partial_t S)-N_c \tau \partial_t S. \phantom{abcdefgh} \text{(3)}
\end{equation}
To understand how the behaviour of fronts changes upon adding these effects, we consider travel-
ling wave (TW) formulation [3,4,5]. First, the situation whenNg = 0 and hysteresis is not present in
f , is analyzed. Next, Ng large case is investigated where the flux function becomes non-monotone.
Finally, the effects of adding hysteresis in f and h are discussed. The entropy solution of (1) in the hy-
perbolic limit Nc ↘ 0 are derived using the TW analysis. These solutions have much wider variety
compared to the ones derived using Oleinik entropy conditions, e.g. they include non-monotone pro-
files and up to three shocks. In the end, numerical results are presented that support the analytical
findings.
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For decades, water injection has been utilized by different petroleum operators to increase ultimate
oil recovery. Considering the limitation of available fresh water resources, especially for offshore wa-
ter injection platforms, seawater is often injected. Seawater is full of oxidants such as sulphate and
it cools down reservoir temperature; therefore, it changes microbial ecology of petroleum reservoirs.
Nitrate, as a stronger oxidant has been injected in some of seawater injection projects to reduce the
environmental footprint of seawater injection by dominating nitrate reducers over sulphate reduc-
ers [1,2]. Literature works through gene analysis of injection water and production water samples
have revealed that nitrate injection significantly shift the microbial community composition toward
nitrate reducing microorganisms [3,4]. This change in microbial community is suggested to be due
to different mechanisms. For example, heterotrophic nitrate reducing microorganisms can cut down
in the electron donor available for sulphate reducing microorganisms. They also produce nitrite that
has an inhibitory effect on sulphate reducing microorganisms. On the other hand, reports from oil
operators show an insignificant effect of nitrate injection on the activity of sulphate reducing mi-
croorganisms 5. Therefore, it seems that genomic-based experiments cannot represent the active
microbial community that is developed through seawater flooding.
In this work we employ a coupled thermal-hydrodynamic-microbial model to reveal the distribu-
tion of different active microorganisms in a model reservoir (corresponding to an industrial case).
We show that in current nitrate injection concentrations, nitrate effect on microbial ecology is in-
significant. We will also address how biologic processes induced by seawater injection and nitrate
treatment affect porous media characteristics. Utilizing a reactive transport model help decision
makers in petroleum companies to design more effective reservoir souring mitigation strategies. On
top of that, it contribute in less production of toxic H2S gas, and less consumption of toxic H2S
scavengers.
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Low Salinity Modified Water (LSMW) injection is considered as promising advanced water based En-
hanced Oil Recovery (EOR) technique. Understanding the mechanism of modified water injection
and its impact is complex due to several chemical liquid-solid interactions. In this work, we focus
on the experimental study to investigate the effects of Low Salinity Modified Water injection on oil
recovery by in situ monitoring of fluid displacement relying on X-Ray CT imaging.
We present sets of core-flooding experiments carried out on outcrop sandstone plugs to investigate
the effect of formation water, Low Salinity water and modifying its composition on oil recovery. All
the core-flooding tests were conducted in tertiary mode by reducing the salinity and modifying the
ionic composition of injected water. The dynamic interaction between different injected water and
rock minerals in absence and in presence of crude oil were also tested.
The results of core-flooding experiments document the differential effects of Low Salinity Modified
Water on increasing the pH and wettability alteration toward water wet, reducing residual oil satu-
ration therefore resulting oil recovery improvement. We also emphasized the crucial influences of
different injected waters and crude oil interaction with pore surface minerals to better assess the
LSMW efficiency on oil recovery. With the aid of advanced core-flooding setup integrated with in-
dustrial X-Ray tomography, we were able to deeper understand and access the complex dynamics
displacements according to diverse resolutions, leading to advanced characterization of the effects
of local sample inhomogeneity on oil recovery.
By optimizing the water salinity and composition, LSMW injection as advanced water based EOR
technique, can be implemented to enhance oil recovery in favorable conditions.
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Assessment of the computational model performance against experimental data can be extremely
informative, but cumbersome since the experiment in question has probably not been designed
to serve as a basis for the validation of the computational model. On the other hand, pure code
inter-comparison studies cannot ensure that a successfully participating model indeed maps the re-
ality.
Investigating the correctness of the software representing such a model constitutes an important
part of the model validation process. The main challenge in the validation of computational models
arises from the possibly large uncertainties that are present in the experimental data as well as in
the simulation results.
To formulate and conduct benchmarks which assist in the uncertainty-aware validation of compu-
tational models, we propose a Bayesian validation framework that incorporates parameter and con-
ceptual uncertainty. Incorporation of a fully Bayesian approach will yield an optimal bias-variance
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trade-off against the experimental data and will provide an integrative quantity of the model valida-
tion.
Additionally, in order to guarantee the feasibility of the proposed framework for computational
demanding models, we incorporate model reduction techniques using an Adaptive arbitrary Poly-
nomial Chaos Expansion (AaPCE). An adaptive algorithm is formulated for automatic identification
of the significant coefficients of the aPC expansion by employing Bayesian model selection in a
Bayesian updating of reduced model. Hence, a rather few aPC terms are eventually preserved, which
obtained at a reduced computational cost compared to the full aPC expansion.
The method is illustrated on the validation of a model developed by Fetzer et al. (2016) to investigate
the effect of turbulence and roughness on coupled porous-medium/free-flow exchange processes.
The experimental results are taken from Davarzani et al. (2014).
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Dispersion associated with fluid flows in porous media is of broad interest owing to its implications
in, e.g. contaminant transport, nuclear waste disposal, exploration of fossil fuels and geothermal
energy extraction etc. For systematic studies of such systems, a good understanding and predictive
numerical models of dispersion are essential.
Subsurface formations exhibit, typically, a high degree of spatial variability in their properties over
by a broad range of length scales. To deal with the associated inherent uncertainties and with their
average effects on the contaminant transport, various stochastic dispersion models have been devel-
oped. A major difficulty, thereby, is that the relevant properties, e.g. the permeability, are spatially
correlated.
Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) [Berkowitz et al. (1995), (1998)] models and its variants,
thereof, have enjoyed considerable success in predicting the non-Fickian stochastic dispersion in
flow networks. Le Borgne et al. (2008) have introduced a correlated CTRW method for continuous
heterogeneous porous media which, in some cases, proved to be predictive for longitudinal stochastic
dispersion. No convincing CTRW results have been published for transverse dispersion in continua,
however.
The Markovian Velocity Process (MVP) model [Meyer and Tchelepi (2010)] and the Polar MVP
(PMVP) model [Meyer et al. (2013)] are based on Langevin equations for the velocity, which are
used for the tracer particle evolution. The coefficients, in its formulations, can be parametrized
based on the permeability and the velocity statistics obtained from a limited number of Monte-Carlo
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realizations. Numerical studies with exponentially correlated log-normally distributed permeability
fields show that these methods provide very accurate longitudinal and transverse dispersion profiles
at a small fraction of the cost required for the MC simulation. However, for more complicated perme-
ability distributions, e.g. with Gaussian correlation structure or with channels, the use of Langevin
equations becomes inadequate.
Recently, a data driven Discrete Temporal Markov Velocity Process (DTMVP) model was presented
[Delgoshaie et al. (2018)], which proved to accurately predict stochastic dispersion in porous me-
dia with log-normal permeability distribution having Gaussian- or exponential correlation struc-
tures.
Our current work integrates the ideas from CTRW, PMVP and DTMVP, and aims at porous me-
dia with multi-modal permeability distributions and more complex multi-point statistics. Unlike in
CTRW for continua, variable step lengths are used in the discrete particle trajectories and the effect
of the transverse particle coordinates is taken into account, as was established in the PMVP model
formulation. Numerical studies with the proposed model and comparisons with reference MC data
demonstrate the range of applicability.
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A Novel method to couple an environmental bioremediation system with a subsurface renewable
energy storage system is presented. This method involves first treating unsaturated contaminated
soil using in-situ thermally enhanced bioremediation; the thermal system is powered by renewable
energy and coupled with a long-term energy storage system for follow on energy requirements
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after remediation is achieved. After remediation goals are achieved, the thermal system can then be
used to store renewable energy in the form of heat in the subsurface for later use. This method can
be used for enhanced treatment of environmental pollutants for which temperature is considered a
limiting factor. For instance, this system can be used at a wide variety of petroleum-related sites that
are likely contaminated with hydrocarbons. A case-study example was analyzed using a previously
developed numerical model of heat transfer in unsaturated soil. Results demonstrate that coupling
energy storage and thermally-enhanced bioremediation systems offer an efficient and sustainable
way to achieve desired temperature–moisture distribution in soil that will ultimately enhance the
microbial activity.
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During routine /special core analysis (R/SCAL) plots of relative permeabilities against saturation
always intersect at the so-called cross-over point, indicating there is a certain flow set-up whereby
relative permeability of the NWP becomes equal to that of the WP 1. A virtual saturation value can
then be identified. In addition, so long as the mobility ratio equals flow rate ratio (a direct result of
flow analysis for steady-state conditions), the corresponding, cross-over value of the flow rate ratio,
can be indentified to be equal to the inverse of the NWP/WP viscosity ratio 2. In addition, analysis
of steady-state two-phase flow, from an energy efficiency point of view, has revealed a universal
flow characteristic, the existence of a unique locus of the so-called critical flow conditions, whereby
the energy efficiency of the process (NWP flow rate per unit power spent) attains locally maximum
values. Both of these universal theoretical results are verified against ample experimental evidence
1. The existence of a unique locus of critical flow conditions per N/W/PM system has opened new
perspectives in effectively describing the sought process in terms of the actual independent variables,
i.e. the NWP and WP flow rate intensities or -equivalently- the capillary number and the flow rate
ratio 3. Corresponding, critical values of the saturation and the flow rate ratio can also be identified
for different N/W/PM systems and flow conditions.
In an effort to improve our understanding of the behavior of the sought process and its inherent,
universal flow characteristics, we have plotted cross-over against critical values of saturation and
flow rate ratio. The values have been retrieved from a review of 180 published relative permeabil-
ity diagrams, pertaining to different N/W/PM systems and flow conditions 1. Preliminary results
indicate a latent, weak correlation between the cross-over and critical values of the saturation. The
correlation becomes linear when the viscosity ratio approaches unity, i.e. when the viscosity of the
NWP approaches that of the WP. Similar, but more weak correlations have been observed for the
cross-over /critical values between saturation and flow rate ratio.
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Fluids confined in nanometer-size porous geometry exhibit unique properties that have no equiva-
lent in the corresponding bulk systems. As such, they deserve an extensive interest for their high
potential of technological innovation.
Fundamentally, it turns out that the exact nature of the surface-liquid interaction is one key-parameter,
which affects the phase behavior, structure, dynamics and fluid flow.
In this presentation, we report how the precise control of the liquid/liquid and liquid/surface inter-
actions can be used to direct the structural and dynamical properties of nanoconfined fluids. Our
strategy is based on the use of carefully designed mesostructured porous materials along with bi-
nary solvents with amphiphilic interactions. It relies on the combination of an extensive number
of complementary methods, both experimental and numerical, encompassing temporal and spatial
windows that range from the molecular to the macroscopic scales.
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A significant unconventional resource for energy is the methane gas stored in shallow coalbeds,
known as coal seam gas. An integrated experimental and numerical framework is developed for
evaluation of unique transport phenomena in coal and quantify its pertophysical properties. Two
scales of gas flow exist in coal cores: flow in fractures and diffusion in matrix. The diffusion process
is quantified by the gas diffusion coefficient while flow in fractures determines gas permeability. We
explore dynamic permeability of coals as subsurface reservoir ages and apply special core analysis
techniques to identify several trends apparent in coal relative permeability data as coal transitions
from a low to high effective stress state. These observed trends are related to the cleat width distri-
bution, high irreducible water saturation, gas slippage and matrix deformation linked to the poroe-
lasticity of coal. We use Krypton saturated X-ray images to evaluate the diffusion process in coal
matrix, estimate diffusion coefficient and employ them to interpret unique dynamic petrophysics of
coal. Overall, our results provide novel physics-based evidences for coal properties and we suggest
practical dynamics trends of permeability and relative permeability curves of coal to be used for
reservoir engineering and simulation.
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Large undisturbed columns (LUC) provide the possibility of well-controlled laboratory experiments
of macroporous and fractured media to investigate transport pathways and the risk of pesticide
leaching to the groundwater. We have conducted several flow and solute transport tests in large
undisturbed columns (diameter 0.5 m, height 0.5 m), which were excavated from an agricultural
field site in Denmark with a fractured clayey till geology. Hydraulic tests were performed on the
columns to determine the main hydraulic properties. A series of solute transport tests was performed
under in-situ pressure and temperature conditions. First a mixture of different pesticides (bentazone,
MCPA, tebuconacole) was injected, followed by an injection of a conservative bromide tracer and
finally by an injection of the color tracer brilliant blue, all under constant flow conditions. After the
brilliant-blue tracer injection, the column was opened and segmented, which allowed to map the
location of conductive fractures and to inspect the column interior.
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Distinct macropores and fractures could be identified as major transport pathways, with a strong
hydraulic conductivity contrast between fractures and matrix. Several fractures contained iron pre-
cipitate that partly blocked the fractures and channeled the flow in the open parts. Based on the
mapping and on the characterization of the clayey till matrix, a detailed 3D discrete fracture model
was setup to simulate the flow and solute transport in the column considering both the preferential
flow through the fractures and the interaction with the clayey-till matrix. The pesticides used in the
flow-through experiments have different sorption and degradation characteristics, which were ana-
lyzed in the laboratory and included in the model simulations. The model allowed interpreting the
resulting breakthrough curves of the pesticides and of the bromide tracer in the LUC setups taking
into account the physical and biogeochemical processes controlling the transport and breakthrough
of the different compounds. Furthermore, the influence of various parameters on solute transport
through macroporous fractured clayey till could be analyzed with a sensitivity study using the cali-
brated model.
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Net pay (NP) is a reservoir interval containing the most recoverable hydrocarbons. Determining this
thickness would be a key parameter of the volumetric calculations and predicting reservoir behav-
ior. It is also really practical in controlling and optimizing drilling processes and well perforation
by providing more accurate quantities. Hence, it is essential to precisely measure the location of the
NP and estimating the correct hydrocarbons volume. To do that, cut-offs identification is considered
as a suitable way to eliminate unwanted reservoir segments which do not contribute to oil and gas
production.
In current work, a synthetic reservoir is first modeled and classified into an optimum number of
hydro flow units (HFUs), using flow zone indicator (FZI) method. Regarding to any HFU, various
cut-off values are defined to form the different cases. The effects of the different amounts of the
cut-offs on cumulative oil production are then evaluated by employing dynamic simulation of the
reservoir. This is done using Eclipse coupled with MATLAB. Meanwhile, Genetic Algorithm (GA)
is applied to find the optimum value of cut-offs. The discrepancy with the base case value of the
cumulative oil production is assumed as an objective function to be the minimum.
Despite the lack of general procedure for cut-offs identification, the results showed that great im-
provement in the extreme reservoir heterogeneity. This is achieved by dividing reservoir into differ-
ent flow units. More important, via implementing cut-off limitations, it can be seen that not only
results will not face to a significant changes, but a better perception of net pay interval can be pro-
vided.
This study was aimed to introduce a new method for estimating reservoir net pay beyond the conven-
tional methods and rule of thumbs. In case of requiring reliable approximation of the volume of oil in
place, it is necessary to prohibit non-reservoir segments or subcritical character rocks contributions.
To meet this, it is essential to use a dynamic method which is introduced in current study.
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The standard liquid transport processes in porous media happen through the usual network of in-
terconnected pore bodies and pore throats (here called the primary network). When a non-wetting
phase displaces a wetting phase from a porous sample (drainage), thin films of the wetting phase are
bound to be left on the surface of the constituting grains (for example when air displaces water from
a porous rock, thin films of water are left behind, covering the rock grains). Under certain conditions,
isolated liquid films can eventually merge, forming a secondary network of interconnected films and
capillary bridges that can effectively enhance the overall connectivity of the medium and act as a
new pathway for fluid transport. We have performed experiments using transparent networks with
the objective of studying these unconventional transport processes. After the usual drainage process,
a set of trapped liquid clusters remains in the sample, but we observe that a small portion of them
can surprisingly still be drained. This kind of unconventional drainage event can only be possible
due to the enhanced connectivity introduced by the secondary network of thin films and capillary
bridges. We have observed the existence of an active zone behind the main drainage front where the
probability of these unconventional drainage events is maximized.
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In order to maintain production capacity, it is essential to obtain sufficient knowledge about in situ
fluids and the production of liquids from the reservoir. In addition to the importance of measuring the
multiphase flow, there are also major problems. As the complexity of the multiphase flow has created
difficulties for modeling this flow, measuring these flows in the topics related to their recognition, has
created a new chapter. Multiphase flow meters technology has created new capabilities using other
technologies; this technology has solved many problems of conventional methods and in addition
have been able to respond well to the industry’s needs in this field. In this paper, these technologies
are studied and the limitations and advantages of multiphase flow meters are examined.
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Oil displacement by water which contains microorganisms able to produce bio-surfactants is one of
the most promising methods of oil recovery. The bio-surfactant significantly reduces the surface ten-
sion and weakens the negative role of capillary oil trapping. The second effect caused by surfactants
is inversion of wetting, which is even more important for oil recovery, since it allows separating
oil from pore walls, making it non-wetting (in carbonate reservoirs). We develop the mathemati-
cal model of this process, which takes into account both mentioned effects. The model of wetting
alternation is its key point. On the macroscale this effect leads to the modification of the relative per-
meability curves, which may be modeled by special kinetic relationships. The closure relationships
for the characteristic time of wetting inversion has been obtained by modelling this process at the
pore-scale. The numerical method of diffuse interface was applied to system water-surfactant-oil
separated by a meniscus on a solid surface.
For the kinetics of bacterial population grow and decay, we suggest new nonlinear relationships,
which enables to model various physiological stages, including the lag stage.
The results of modeling have shown the appearance of specific regimes of self-organization proved
in the form of auto-oscillatory waves in time and in space.
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The large potential that fuel cell technology offers, not only in mobility, but also in terms of storage
of renewable and excess energy has resulted in a high demand for research in this field, to increase
the performance of fuel cells and extend their areas of applicability. Amongst these research efforts
is the study of the gas diffusion layer (GDL), a porous domain between the flow field and the cata-
lyst layer of a fuel cell. Alongside mechanical stabilization of the membrane electrode assembly and
the reduction of electrical and thermal resistances, its main role is the optimization of reactant gas
distribution as well as improved removal of product water from the cathode catalyst. This results in
a non-trivial mass transfer occurring inside the GDL which is further complicated by the accumu-
lation of liquid water through condensation, which has been shown to block pores and thus reduce
the overall mass transport. The exact mechanisms with which the different species are traversing
this porous medium is still not fully understood and holds strong potential for optimization. The
characterization of the evaporative transport and removal of water from the GDL in particular could
help to increase fuel cell performance. The benefit would stem on the one hand from a reduction of
liquid water in the GDL domain, leaving more open pore space for the transport of fresh gas to the
catalyst layer, and on the other hand, the large latent heat consumed by an optimized evaporation
process could be used as primary cooling mechanism for fuel cells, reducing their overall size and
ancillary equipment needed. Recent numeric investigations by Safi et al. 1 suggest the contribution
of a convective transport region in the GDL to the overall mass transfer. This convection reduces
the overall diffusive path length the gases have to overcome in the GDL and has the potential to
influence future GDL design to take full advantage of this effect. Experimental as well as computa-
tional investigations of different GDL types, operational conditions and evaporation geometries are
carried out to understand their influence on this convective region and its effect on evaporation. An
X-ray tomographic microscopy compatible ex-situ cell setup is used to emulate the conditions found
on the cathode side of a fuel cell. This enables monitoring of the water front in the GDL. Water is
supplied to the cell at a controlled pressure using an injection pathway allowing the evaluation of
the evaporative flux.
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Multiphase multi-rate mass transfer model for anomalous trans-
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Anomalous transport phenomena occur in a wide range of industrial and environmental applications.
For example, such phenomena are encountered in the study of heterogeneous porous media, which
are of pivotal importance in modern oil&gas and aquifer remediation research. Generally, standard
Fickian diffusion models fail to accurately model solute transport in complex porous media like
natural soil or fracture matrices, due to the wide range of mass transfer rates between zones of
mobile contaminant (advection dominated) and immobile contaminant (diffusion dominated). In
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fact, these transfer rates depends on the complexity and variety of the pore geometry (for example
polydisperse and clustered particles or randomly shaped fractures) which is not accounted for in
Fickian diffusion models.
A model that account for porous systems with multiple transfer rates between one mobile zone
and a set of immobile zones is the Multi-Rate Mass Transfer (MRMT) model (Haggerty & Gorelick
1995). The MRMT is based on the multi-continuum concept, where different zones are represented
as different continua communicating through first order transfer functions or linear mechanisms
such as the Fick’s first law (Carrera et al. 1998). In the latter case, an integral formulation of the
coupling term is often employed, which takes the form of the convolution of the solute concentration
with a memory function which reflects the geometry and the heterogeneity of the immobile region.
While this method was initially developed for groundwater applications as a natural extension of the
dual-porosity model, it has also been applied to fracture-matrix transfer (Geiger et al. 2011).
In this work, we present an implementation of the MRMT model based on the opensource finite
volume library OpenFOAM that is suitable for simulating scalar transport in subsurface multiphase
flows. This implementation comes as an extension of the open-source toolbox porousMultiphase-
Foam (Horgue et al. 2015) that provides a series of novel features. First, we extend the Implicit
Pressure Explicit Saturation (IMPES) method employed in the toolbox to non-orthogonal grids and
strongly coupled systems by mean of a set of fixed point Picard iterations. Second, we implement
a MRMT model for the solute concentration, which gives rise to a set of coupled equations, one for
each immobile region. These equations are discretized implicitly in time, resulting in a semi-implicit
method consisting in a pressure coupling loop enclosing a concentration coupling loop.
We discuss the numerical aspects of the MRMT model, comparing accuracy and performance of
a monolithic solution of the MRMT equations (which are linearly coupled) against a segregated
algorithm. Furthermore, results from the MRMT are compared against a range of test cases to assess
its accuracy and efficiency. Our code is made available to the public through GitHub.
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Water sorption into and evaporation from thin porous media- a thermographic study
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lands
In the context of ink-jet printing, the interaction of water based inks with paper remains a subject
where detailed understanding of the interplay of all the dynamic processes involved is lacking. In
general, the study of the transient wetting or uptake of water by a porous medium is complicated
due to the complex interplay between the movement of the wetting front and the interfacial effects
arising from vapor transport, evaporation and the subsequent re-condensation or sorption. To this
end, we have studied the evaporative cooling and sorptive heating of thin porous media as a function
of the substrate speed (representing the printing speed in ink-jet printing) with the aim of obtaining
the specific thermal signature of water-vapor-paper interaction(s).
The experimental set-up consists of a sheet of paper fastened onto a motorized translation stage. A
stationary injector is connected to a motorized syringe pump that supplies water onto the suspended
sheet of paper. The constant speed of the motion Usub of the substrate is varied in the range 0.2 to 3
mm/s. An infrared (IR) camera is used to measure the temperature field T(x,t) of the substrate upon
injection of water. The volume of water on the paper is kept constant in time by the syringe pump to
compensate for the loss due to absorption. Different types of printing paper were used in the study.
The salient feature of the experiment is the maintenance of a steady liquid front (wet zone) into
which the dry substrate is moved at pre-defined and controlled speeds (Usub). This implies that the
transient effects will die out and the system reaches a steady state. Moreover, the rigid body like mo-
tion of the substrate aids in maintaining stationary boundary conditions. The speed of the substrate,
amongst other parameters, controls how far ahead of the nozzle the wetting front can propagate.
Furthermore, we developed a 1D continuum model for water imbibition into unsaturated thin porous
media including evaporation/condensation and heat transfer, which is coupled to a 2D model ac-
counting for buoyant gas phase advection, vapor transport and heat transfer in the atmosphere
above the porous media. We have obtained an excellent agreement between the results of the exper-
iments and the results of the numerical model.
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Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are regarded as one of the most promising energy storage technologies
for stationary applications due to the possibility of decoupling power (dependent on the perfor-
mance of the electrochemical cell) and energy (dependent on the size of the storage tanks). The
majority of existing and emerging RFBs use porous carbonaceous electrodes where redox reactions
take place at the fiber surface, which is both electrochemically active and electronically conductive.
However, these porous electrodes (e.g., carbon-fiber papers and felts) are re-purposed gas diffusion
layers (GDLs) traditionally used in fuel cells and have not been designed to meet all RFB require-
ments. This fundamentally limits the performance and cost of these devices, making it necessary
the synthesis and design of novel porous materials for RFBs.
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In this work, mass transport of active species to the reactive surface area of thin fibrous electrodes
(thickness~102 µm) used in RFBs is examined under convection-diffusion-reaction conditions by
means of direct numerical simulation (finite-volume method). Pressure-driven laminar flow is mod-
eled together with the convection-diffusion equation for species transport, considering a heteroge-
neous first-order reaction rate at the fiber surface. A comprehensive parametric analysis is carried
out to assess the dependence of the drag coefficient, Sherwood number and electrode utilization on
Reynolds, Schmidt and Damköhler numbers. Furthermore, the impact of key geometrical parame-
ters is analyzed, including the porosity and the roughness of the electrode (defined as the ratio of the
electrochemically active area, i.e., the micrometer-scale surface area of the fibers, to the macroscopic
planform area of the electrode).
The proposed “computer-to-battery” approach is aimed to provide fundamental knowledge for the
construction of optimized electrodes in the lab with improved power output and reduced pumping
losses. The study will also provide important information for porous media manufacturers and ven-
dors to establish a best-practice guideline, which can link a desired battery chemistry to an optimized
electrode design.
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Assembly compression induces large deformations in fibrous electrodes of redox flow batteries (RFBs),
leading to significant changes in its mass and electrical transport properties, which impact cell per-
formance and lifetime. Moreover, the rib-channel pattern of the bipolar plate results in a highly
inhomogeneous compressive load on the electrode, so that while large strains are produced in the
region under the rib, the virtually uncompressed region under the channel partially blocks the flow
field. This creates important spatial variations in the mass and charge transport rates through the
electrode and increases the pressure drop in the cell. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the
effects of assembly compression is essential for an appropriate description of the physicochemical
processes and pumping losses that take place in RFBs.
In this work, micro X-ray computed tomography images of inhomogeneously compressed carbon-
felt electrodes (0.89 µm/voxel), acquired at the Zeiss Centre for Correlative Microscopy in the Elec-
trochemical Innovation Lab, are examined. Seven compression ratios are considered, ranging from
0% to 90%. The pressure drop and mass transport of active species are modeled using direct numer-
ical simulation of the mass, momentum and species conservation equations on the 3D segmented
data sets. Specifically, the velocity field is first determined by simulating a laminar flow through
the electrode. Then, the species convection-diffusion equation with a heterogeneous reaction term
on the fiber surface is solved. A detailed analysis of the effect of Reynolds, Schmidt and Damköhler
numbers on the Sherwood number and the utilization factor (defined as the ratio of the actual to the
maximum reaction rate) is performed in randomly selected sub-domains extracted from the regions
under the channel and the land, as well as the transition region between them.
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The results extracted from this analysis will provide key information about the behavior of carbon-
felt electrodes in real-life applications, where the compression ratio and the flow-field width are
important parameters to be optimized.
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Aligned finger structures, with a characteristic width, emerge during the slow drainage of a liquid-
granular mixture in a tilted Hele-Shaw cell. A transition from vertical to horizontal alignment of the
finger structures is observed as the tilting angle and the granular density are varied. An analytical
model is presented, demonstrating that the alignment properties are the result of the competition
between fluctuating granular stresses and the hydrostatic pressure. The dynamics is reproduced in
simulations. We also show how the system may explain patterns observed in nature, created during
the early stages of a dike formation.
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Access to water on Mars plays a critical role in making a manned mission to this planet more afford-
able, sustainable, and feasible. On Mars, water exists in the form of buried glacial ice, subsurface
ice, as part of minerals in common regolith, and poly-hydrated sulphate minerals and clays such
as gypsum and smectite. Gypsum is identified as one of the most efficient resources of water due
to low water release temperature at 150⁰C and contains 20% water by mass. This work was sup-
ported by an Early Stage Innovations grant from NASA’s Space Technology Research Grants Pro-
gram (Award: 80NSSC18K0252) and explores the possibility of using non-mechanical excavation of
water by disaggregating the Martian gypsum. In this paper, a transient pore network model is de-
veloped to determine the optimal excavation size, and to predict the heat and mass leaks occurring
during the disaggregating process. Water transport in the gypsum is modeled through a regular
grid of pores where each pore is regarded as a cylindrical tube with constant length and randomized
cross-sectional areas following Gaussian distribution. The pore-network structure is developed by
connecting four pores at each node. The solid matrix network was built by considering a network
where the cross-sectional area distribution follows the same pore size Gaussian distribution. The
solid network and the pore network are coupled to allow interaction between thermal and mass
transport in the modeled gypsum rock. The heat transfer between the two networks is modeled
with the assumption that heat transfer only occurs through conduction. Boundary conditions on
the gypsum deposit near the excavation site are obtained by solving the Laplace equation in the far
field. The domain of the model was confined to the volume of 1 m3. The temperature under the
enclosure at the disaggregation site interface is set at 25ºC and held constant, and the ambient tem-
perature is extracted from available data of Mars atmosphere. The first analysis performed with this
model was the identification of the frost isotherm (0ºC) line. The frost line at the extreme ambient
temperature of -55ºC is close (less than 0.2 m) to the gypsum disaggregation interface which restricts
the percolation of water through the gypsum rock, i.e., water loss is confined through the gypsum.
The frost line moves farther down from the excavation site when the Martian temperature reaches
-10ºC but it is still within reach of the expected excavation depth of one meter.
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The transport of chemical species in porous media is ubiquitous in subsurface processes, including
contaminant transport, soil drying and soil remediation. We study vapor transport in a multiscale
porosity material, a smectite clay, in which water molecules travel in mesopores/macropores be-
tween the clay grains but can also intercalate inside the nanoporous grains, making them swell.
The intercalation dynamics is known to be controlled by the type of cation that is present in the
nanopores; in this case exchanging the cations from Na+ to Li+ accelerates the dynamics. By infer-
ring spatial profiles of mesoporous humidity from a space-resolved measurement of grain swelling,
and analyzing them with a fractional diffusion equation, we show that exchanging the cations
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changes mesoporous transport from Fickian to markedly subdiffusive. This results both from modify-
ing the exchange dynamics between the mesoporous and nanoporous phases, and from the feedback
of transport on the medium’s permeability due to grain swelling. An important practical implication
is a large difference in the time needed for vapor to permeate a given length of the clay depending
on the type of intercalated cation.
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Chalk is a biogenic limestone comprising a large part of the subsurface in the North Sea Basin. It
hosts both groundwater and hydrocarbon reservoirs and is of importance to a number of industrial
applications. Thus, knowledge of basic petrophysical parameters such as porosity and surface area is
crucial to decide e.g. whether exploitation of a particular field is economically viable. Traditionally,
these parameters would be determined by extracting core plug samples from larger rock cores and
performing macroscale laboratory experiments on these. Due to the extensive costs of coring an
exploration well, the core log of many fields is sparse and presumably marginally viable fields have
not been logged but drilled through. This rotary drilling process produces small chips of the rock that
are unusable for classical core plug analysis but large enough for imaging by X-ray nanotomography.
In this presentation, we show data for the specific surface area of chalk produced by image analysis
of nanotomography data and compare them to values determined by nitrogen physisorption (BET
method). The tomography data were recorded at BL47XU at SPring-8 (Japan) at a voxel size of ~40 nm
and subsequently denoised, segmented and meshed. Surface area was calculated from the triangular
surface meshes. In BET, the surface area is determined by adsorbing monolayers of nitrogen on to
the pore surface of a previously degassed sample and measuring the amount of adsorbed nitrogen.
Given that the probe and sample sizes in the two methods (image resolution for tomography and
nitrogen molecules for BET) are orders of magnitude different we still find good agreement for about
half of the samples, i.e. samples with specific surface area of ~1 m2/g. For the remaining samples,
BET delivers values that are a factor of 2-3 larger than estimated by nanotomography. Both sets
of samples span about the same range of porosity, so we can conclude that the higher surface area
samples contain a large amount of pores below the resolution limit of tomography.
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Upscaling transport of nanoparticles in porous media
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Nanoparticle transport in porous media is a multi-scale problem, with length scales spanning from
the nano scale, where the nanoparticle-soil interaction forces control the deposition, up to the Darcy
scale, where the macroscopic equations governing nanoparticle transport are formulated. Hence, it
is important to study nanoparticle transport at different length scales in order to understand the
dominant mechanisms controlling particle retention at each of these length scales, and the relation-
ship between these mechanisms. In this study, a comprehensive mechanistic approach is employed
by integrating pore-scale processes into Darcy-scale models through pore-network modeling to up-
scale nanoparticle transport in porous media to the Darcy scale. The first step in upscaling using
pore-network modeling is to obtain relationships between attached mass and aqueous mass for a
single pore. Therefore a mathematical model is developed to simulate nanoparticle transport in a
cylindrical pore by considering various processes such as advection, diffusion, hydrodynamic wall
effects, and nanoparticle-collector surface interactions. Pore-scale results are then used to develop
correlation equations for the averaged deposition rate coefficients of nanoparticles in a cylindrical
pore under unfavorable conditions as a function of various pore-scale parameters. At the next step,
nanoparticle transport is upscaled from pore scale to the Darcy scale by incorporating the correlation
equations for the pore-averaged deposition rate coefficients into a multi-directional pore-network
model. Pore-network modeling provides correlation equations for the Darcy-scale deposition rate
coefficients under unfavorable conditions as a function of various measurable Darcy-scale param-
eters, including: porosity, mean pore throat radius, mean pore water velocity, nanoparticle radius,
ionic strength, dielectric constant, viscosity, temperature, and surface potentials on the nanoparticle
and grain surface. The developed correlation equations are found to be consistent with the available
experimental results, and in qualitative agreement with colloid filtration theory for all parameters
except for the mean pore water velocity and nanoparticle radius. Such correlation equations provide
fundamental insights for predicting the movement of pathogenic viruses and engineered nanoparti-
cles in the subsurface, and thereby to protect drinking water wells from contamination.
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The skin is an organ with an ordered, highly differentiated structure, providing vitally important
barrier properties for the organism. In particular the stratified epithelial layer of the epidermis in-
cludes various sources of heterogeneities both with respect to morphology as well as to function.
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Complementing the experiment, mathematical modelling and corresponding simulations are attrac-
tive tools for improving our understanding the skin and its barrier properties, e.g., by identifying
rate-limiting steps, providing predictions and guiding the experimental design.
In this spirit, the focus of this presentation will be on a mechanistic bottom-up description. The
corresponding model is based on first principles from physics, thermodynamic considerations, and
comprises microscopic sub-structures. This yields a multi-scale model in which structural effects
spanning a variety length and time scales need to be included. We present examples of on-going
research in the field, provide application-oriented results and also comment on the underlying math-
ematical tools and numerical algorithms.
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In many scientific fields, certain input quantities in the analysis of physical processes have a stochas-
tic (”unsharp”) nature and cannot be adequately represented by sharp values. With appropriate tech-
niques, such as the Monte Carlo method, the influence from the stochastic nature of input values
can be taken into account, at the expense of a high number of computations. In order to limit the
required computational effort depending on the characteristics of the individual physical problem,
the number of input values with stochastic nature can be limited a priori with a sensitivity anal-
ysis. The Random Set Theory combines interval analysis and a simple probabilistic formulation of
physical quantities, leading to an attractive method for computations with “unsharp” input values at
significantly lower cost than Monte Carlo simulations. Of particular importance for the simulation
of multiphysical processes in porous media is the fact that the method does not pose any restrictions
on the nature of the modelled process in terms of boundary conditions, process non-linearity and
constitutive models in contrast to some alternative approaches such as the Stochastic (SFEM) or the
Random Finite Element Methods (RFEM). Depending on the available input data, the interval-based
approach can be practically more feasible than methods pased on probability density functions. Here,
we demonstrate the capabilities of the Random Set Method by applying it to analytical solutions of
classical geotechnical problems and by linking it to the Finite Element Method (RSFEM) for the sim-
ulation of multiphysical problems in geotechnics and geoscience using Cast3M and OpenGeoSys.
The results will be discussed in the context of alternative approaches.
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Modelling deformation and flow during fault-reactivation in argilla-
cieous rocks following fluid injection
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The creation and evolution of flow-paths are one of the dominant factors to consider when evalu-
ating the safety of deep geological repositories. These flow paths consist of the pore space in the
geotechnical barriers as well as in the host rocks on the one hand, and of discrete networks of
existing fault zones and newly developed fractures on the other. The degree to which major and
minor faults contribute to the overall flow and transport behaviour can change abruptly when faults
become activated by mechanical, thermal or hydraulic perturbations. In the international project
Decovalex, a task is dedicated to studying the topic of fault reactivation in low-permeable argilla-
ceous rocks using field data from a fault slip experiment in the Mont Terri underground research
laboratory in Switzerland (Gulielmi, 2016). Here, we present the results of the BGR/UFZ team mod-
elling different aspects of the in-situ experiments using an enriched finite element formulation to
represent the geological discontinuities (faults and fractures), which has been implemented into the
open-source finite element framework OpenGeoSys. The fault reactivation process is modelled us-
ing cohesive zone formulations. We discuss the ability of different constitutive formulations for the
activated/non-activated fault zones in capturing the data obtained from the field tests. We further
highlight numerical challenges associated with the transition to stimulated properties at the edge of
the activated fault domain present in the current implementation and suggest alternative numerical
schemes. Finally, we put the results in the context of a novel phase-field implementation available
in OpenGeoSys in which discontinuities are represented using a phase-field variable.
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Permeability of a porous media is known to be a function of some aspect of the geometry of the
pores. However, since geometry is difficult to quantify, permeability is often related to empirical
and non-unique features of the porous structure such as tortuosity, void fraction and Euler character-
istics. Minkowski functionals can be used to quantify the interface between two phases (solid-fluid).
Using the data from flow simulations about thousands of complex shaped bodies, we present a sta-
tistical relationship between the Minkowski functionals and permeability, keeping the porosity and
other flow features constant. We make some remarks about the Darcy and Darcy-Forchheimer laws
and show how boundary layer separation plays a role in such a system. We then train a Neural
Network to predict permeabilities in order to assess the relevance of Minkowski functionals to truly
homogeneous porous media.
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transient groundwater model used to manage a sedimentary aquifer?
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Almonte-Marismas aquifer system maintains the biodiversity richness of one of the most sensible
wetlands in Spain, which depends on groundwater quantity and quality. Spanish Geological Survey
has been studied the aquifer for more than 40 years and plenty of different hydrogeological numerical
models have been built. Now, the new challenge is to change the concept of previous homogeneous
models and take into account the heterogeneous hydrogeology in order to make an accurate water
resources management. The consideration of 3D geostatistical hydrofacies simulation has been the
latest improvement of the management mathematical model. The restructuring of the sedimentary
system of the Almonte-Marismas aquifer into seven hydrofacies contributed to a more realistic char-
acterization of the hydrogeological properties of each geological unit in the model, leading to a more
natural flow pattern. This previous hydrological model, with a detailed description of the units in a
7 layer vertical discretization, was tested in a stationary state framework. The present work wants
to go further in the use of this model, integrating this new spatial variable discretization into the
transient state. NWT MODFLOW package and UCODE software will be used to automatically in-
terpolate hydrogeological parameters and perform sensitivity analysis. ModelMuse and ModelMate
software (USGS) will allow running the mentioned packages to solve the transient groundwater flux
related to the complex sedimentary Almonte-Marismas aquifer system.
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Pore size distribution effects on the mechanical behaviour of nanoporous
silicon structures
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The full potential of nanostructures is yet to be realized in the multi-disciplinary world of nan-
otechnology for introducing new functionalities. Porous media is one such domain emerging as
truly nanoscale building blocks through nanoporous structures. A remarkable surface-to-volume
ratio in nanoporous materials offers many applications in the field of batteries and fuel cell technol-
ogy. Nanoporous silicon (np-Si) is among those nanostructures enabling on-chip integration with
electronic systems. Furthermore, bio-compatibility in np-Si facilitates high resolution detections of
chemicals, biomolecules and cells for new-generation diagnostic devices, where the mechanical in-
teractions play a critical role on bio-detections. Therefore, the determination of the np-Si mechanical
behaviour has become challenging for improving the performance in sensing purposes. Although
a few studies have been carried out regarding pore geometry effects on the np-Si mechanical re-
sponse, the pore distribution effect on mechanical properties remains to be addressed for further
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insight into nanomechanical characterisations. In this study, we perform molecular dynamics simu-
lations to study pore size distribution effects on the mechanical behaviour of np-Si crystal structures.
Elastic modulus and ultimate strength are determined through uniaxial tensile tests. The influence
of pore volume fraction on mechanical response is investigated by stress analysis along the liga-
ment thickness. Results show a decrease on the ultimate strength through increasing the pore size.
A non-uniform stress distribution along the ligament thickness reduces the Young’s modulus and
fracture strength. Results in this work can provide a guideline for future design and fabrication of
np-Si structures for ultra-sensitive detections.
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Phase-field method vs. volume of fluid (VOF) for simulating im-
miscible two-phase flow in porous media
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Understanding fluid flow phenomena in porous media is a crucial issue in petroleum, chemical, and
material engineering. In oil and gas reservoirs, fluid flow simulation is one of the most powerful tools
to predict reservoir behavior in the future and the response of the reservoir to different production
scenarios and enhanced oil recovery (EOR) schemes that may be planned after primary recovery of
the oilfield.
Volume averaging method is always used to simulate different transport phenomena in porous media
including oil and gas reservoirs. However, in the last decade, pore scale modelling started to gain
more attention because of the advances in pore scale-imaging, developed mathematical algorithms,
and the exponential growth of computational power.
In this short communication, we solve phase-field model in a single pore channel and compare the
results to volume of fluid method (VOF) on the same domain from a selected publication from the
lietrature. The immiscible two phases are water and oil with different contact angles and viscosities.
The results show some difference in residual oil/water distribution within the pore channel, which
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urges more research in this direction to understand the flow behavior at pore scale and predict it
numerically more precisely.
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Hot fluid injection in porous media has a wide range of applications in chemical and petroleum indus-
tries. Whether to consider the medium undergoes local thermal equilibrium (LTE) or local thermal
nonequilibrium (LTNE) depends on different parameters like velocity of fluid, thermal properties of
fluid and solid materials, just to name a few. LTE and LTNE are intensively discussed in the litera-
ture but until now, there is no consensus where to use both mathematical models. In this paper a
comparison between both cases will be illustrated with an example related to thermal enhanced oil
recovery in 1D where the steam is injected in a permeable formation (saturated with heavy oil) and
condenses into hot water where it will displace the heavy oil to the production well after decreasing
its viscosity to a reasonable value. The results show that at the first stage of steam injection where
the velocity of steam is very high the LTNE model is the best to describe the process while later on
the velocity will drop down and LTE model is accurate enough to describe the process.
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A versatile model for mass transport abnormalities applicable to
molecular displacements complemented by tracer test
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Mass transport in porous media often reveals deviations from Advection-Dispersion Equation : strong
assymetry of propagators and break-through curves suggest small scale motions described by stochas-
tic process equivalent to stable motion subjected to random time change. Pulsed Field Gradient Nu-
clear Magnetic Resonance determines the Fourier transform of molecular displacements, and tracer
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tests (possibly deduced from other NMR measurements) document tracer density : we describe nu-
merical approaches for Fourier transform and density of such process in order to interpret these two
observables attached to molecular motion.
Stable motion is the simplest generalization of Brownian motion. As the latter, it is a Markov process,
has zero average, and represents random fluctuations around some mean flow. Yet, it allows very
large displacements in some privileged direction compensated by many small opposite motions. The
density of particles performing stable motion satisfies a Partial Differential Equation incorporating
spatial derivatives of non-integer order beside the first order time derivative. The particular case of
Brownian motion corresponds to the ADE.
A random time change modifies the time schedule of the sample paths of any stable motion (possibly
Brownian) by inserting immobile steps of random duration. This modifies the above PDE by adding
a memory operator equal to the convolution of the fisrt order time derivative with some kernel deter-
mined by the distribution of the immobile steps. The new process is not Markovian. A well-known
particular case is the mobile-immobile model used since decades in porous media: it corresponds
to Brownian motion and to exponentially distributed pausing times (of finite mean). Other stable
motion combined with the same time change was observed in some saturated porous media. Many
other time changes are possible: for immobile steps of stable duration (of infinite mean) the memory
operator is a time derivative of fractional order, also observed in porous media.
Stable motion subjected to random time change form a huge family of models : they are character-
ized by the 4 parameters of stable motion (including the average velocity), and by the pausing time
distribution which can belong to infinitely many families indexed by their own parameters. Two
simple examples of such families are cited above. Each of them depends on two parameters . We
discuss a method that finds which of these two families is the best adapted to mass transport in
a medium in which data document molecular displacements Fourier transform and break-through
curve. It is based on a very general expression of displacement Fourier transform, not obvious for
non-Markovian process. This observable is measured at very small time-scale, and data analysis
finds the optimal parameters in each family of time changes, a preliminary stage before comparing
the merits of the families. However, some indeterminacy (with one degree of freedom) remains be-
cause some parameters are better detected at larger time scale : comparing tracer tests removes the
indeterminacy.
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Accuracy of Hydraulic Rock Properties derived from X-ray-Tomographic
Images – Insights from Laboratory Experiments on Porous and
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Hydraulic properties of rocks are controlled by the geometry of open pores and fractures. The geom-
etry of individual pores and fractures, but also the tortuosity of the conduit network affect the flow
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properties and may change in response to the state of stress or chemical exchange between solid and
fluid and thus may evolve with time. Nondestructive imaging methods, such as X-ray tomography,
provide insight into the geometrical characteristics of pore networks on the laboratory scale. Today
these methods can be applied to samples subjected to reservoir conditions. Combining imaging and
flow-through experiments will help to predict the development of liquid-resources reservoirs and
thus to increase the efficiency of reservoir exploitation.
Porosity and permeability of different sandstone varieties were investigated in standardized labo-
ratory experiments and compared to their counterparts calculated from X-ray tomography images.
The total porosity was determined from the ratio between bulk and matrix density. Effective porosity
was independently deduced from water imbibition. We investigated the sensitivity of segmentation
of images gained from X-ray tomography with respect to (a) resolution of the intensity images, (b) de-
noising filters (median and non-local means), and (c) different global thresholding methods.
Porosity characterization was complemented by flow-through experiments to derive permeability
of low-porosity samples with a single natural or artificial fracture subjected to confining pressures
between 2.5 MPa and 30 MPa. Fractures were oriented parallel to the flow direction. At each pres-
sure level, effective permeability was determined from steady-state flow based on Darcy’s law. In
addition, a full 3D image was recorded by a µCT scanner with a 225 kV multifocal X-ray tube to
gain information on the fracture aperture. The flow-through cell was placed inside the µCT scanner.
Samples measured 10 mm in diameter resulting in a voxel resolution of approximately 10 µm. The
mean fracture aperture was derived from the intensity images and used to estimate fracture perme-
ability using the cubic law.
The porosity of the sandstone varieties ranged between 3 % and 25 %. The reconstructed inten-
sity images of the highly porous sandstones exhibited distinctly bimodal intensity distributions en-
abling fairly reliable porosity estimates. Low-porosity sandstones exhibited unimodal or skewed
intensity distributions. The applied global thresholding algorithms yield highly variable porosity
estimates.
A resolution exceeding the characteristic length scale of pores is mandatory for accurate porosity
estimates. Filtering of datasets does not improve segmentation results and thresholding algorithms
are biased by the amount of unresolved pore space. Resolution is equally significant for the geomet-
rical characterization offractures, characterized by two adjacent surfaces of large lateral extension at
a small distance. The limited resolution of X-ray micro-tomography leads to non-resolved apertures
that in turn lead to erroneous permeability estimates when using the cubic law.
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Effective conductivity and permeability of a versatile, graph-based model of random structures are
investigated numerically. This model, originally introduced in Gaiselmann et al. (2014) allows one
to simulate a wide class of realistic materials. In the present work, an extensive dataset of two-
phase microstructures with wide-ranging morphological features is used to assess the relationship
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between microstructure and effective transport properties, which are computed using Fourier-based
methods on digital images. Our main morphological descriptors are phase volume fractions, mean
geodesic tortuosity, two “hydraulic radii” for characterizing the length scales of heterogeneities, and
a “constrictivity” parameter that describes bottleneck effects. This additional parameter, usually not
considered in homogenization theories, is an essential ingredient for predicting transport properties,
as observed in Gaiselmann et al. (2014). We modify the formula originally developed in Stenzel et
al. (2016) for predicting the effective conductivity and propose a formula for permeability. For the
latter one, different geometrical definitions of the hydraulic radius are compared. Our predictions
are validated using tomographic image data of fuel cells.
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ABSTRACT: In permeable pavement, open-graded aggregate materials contribute largely to the me-
chanical behavior of the system as base/subbase layers. Under the traffic loading, the accumulation
of permanent deformation is one of the main forms of distress of pavement structure. This study
investigated the permanent deformation in open-graded aggregate materials based on multistage
repeated load triaxial tests. Two materials with different particle size distribution were tested and
then the accumulation of permanent deformation were modelled using the time-hardening approach.
The materials parameters of the predictive model were optimized using the repeated loading triax-
ial test data. The results showed that the multistage repeated loading triaxial test procedure has
the potentials to be used for characterizing the permanent deformation of open-graded aggregate
materials.
Keywords: permanent deformation; open-graded aggregate, triaxial test.
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The Effect of Injection Rate on Fluid Invasion Patterns: Immis-
cible Two-Phase Fluid Displacement in 2D Laser-Manufactured
Micromodels
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Corresponding Author(s): ran4@hw.ac.uk
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The physical process whereby an immiscible fluid phase replaces a second resident fluid in a porous
medium is characteristic of many subsurface processes that include remediation of non-aqueous
phase liquids, enhanced oil recovery, and CO2 storage(1). Therefore, understanding of fluid displace-
ment mechanisms at the pore level is essential to improve existing technologies in the petroleum and
hydrology industries. The aim of this study is to enhance our understanding of invasion processes
of immiscible fluids at the pore scale. To do so, we use laser-manufactured micromodels that are
made of transparent, borosilicate glass substrates(2). Micromodels are simplified, two-dimensional
(2D) representations of natural porous media that enable direct visualization of processes within pat-
terned microstructures(3). An experimental visualization setup is used to vary injection rates and
observe fluid invasion patterns in immiscible two-phase fluid displacement experiments in laser-
machined micromodels. The components of the set-up include a syringe pump for fluid injection, a
uniform light source, and a camera mounted on a translation stage for image acquisition. To imitate
reservoir conditions, fluid displacement experiments are conducted at capillary numbers ranging
from 9.5×10-6 to 1.9×10-5. Direct numerical simulations are a useful tool to improve our ability to
predict the dynamics of immiscible two-phase flow in porous media. Accordingly, in this work the
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micromodel visualization studies are complimented with simulations and results from the experi-
ments are used to validate the numerical models. The Cahn–Hilliard phase-field method is applied
for direct numerical simulation of the two-phase flow experiments.
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Novel insights into two-phase flow dynamics due to wettability
alteration during low salinity waterflooding
Rimsha Aziz1 ; Vahid.J NiasarNone ; Pedro Martinez2 ; Omar Emmanuel Godinez Brizuela3 ; Hassan Mahani4
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Low salinity waterflooding has proven to accelerate oil production at core and field scales. Wetta-
bility alteration from a more oil-wetting to a more water-wetting condition has been established as
one of the most notable effects of low salinity waterflooding. While wettability alteration at the
interface between fluids and rock has been critically studied from chemical point-of-view, there is
no clear understanding of (i) signature of wettability alteration on dynamics of two-phase flow, (ii)
role of hydrodynamic transport and mixing between the low salinity water and the formation brine
(high salinity water) in wettability alteration, (iii) role of pore heterogeneity in two-phase dynamics
due to wettability alteration.
To address these objectives, computational fluid dynamic simulations of coupled dynamic two-phase
flow, hydrodynamic transport and wettability alteration in a 2D domain were carried out using the
volume of fluid method. The numerical simulations imply that the presence of stagnant regions in
the tertiary oil recovery impedes the potential of wettability alteration for additional oil recovery.
Hence, it would be favourable to inject low salinity water from the beginning of waterflooding to
avoid stagnant saturation. Also, the role of pore-scale heterogeneity in additional oil recovery due
to low salinity waterflooding has been discussed.
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Using direct numerical simulations to uncover the mechanisms
of two-phase flow between GDL interfaces in fuel cells
Daniel NiblettNone ; Vahid.J NiasarNone ; Stuart Holmes1
1 University of Manchester
Corresponding Author(s): daniel.niblett@manchester.ac.uk
Understanding the mechanisms of two phase flow in fuel cell porous transport layers is necessary
if the challenges related to water management in fuel cells are to be addressed. In this talk, the
mechanisms of two-phase flow are evaluated with connections to the micro-porous layer and the
gas channels.
Using the Finite Volume Method of OpenFOAM and the volume of fluid method solver with IsoAd-
vector interface reconstruction, air-water two-phase flow within a reconstructed fuel cell gas diffu-
sion layer is performed to understand the coupling between the microporous layer and gas channel.
Although the method is not efficient to simulate operation (low Ca), it can give insight into the de-
velopment of mechanistic models through understanding of the local scale coupling between layers.
Often the GDL is modelled isolated from the adjacent layers resulting in mechanisms not being fully
resolved. Coupling of the pore scale resolved porous layer and gas channel allows for the effect of
droplet growth and detachment to be seen internally on the porous media. Using the sharper inter-
face method, numerical diffusion and mass conservation are improved, allowing for faster and more
accurate simulations to be performed.
The concept of applying an artificial MPL is evaluated by addition, allowing the quantification and
visualisation of the water management properties it adds, along with the importance of MPL cracks
in the two-phase flow dynamics. This work provides insights in to the complex interplay between
the free flow and porous media flow under two-phase flow conditions, which has not been addressed
in detail.
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How seismic faults and well test data analysis may help to bet-
ter model the sub-seismic faults: a study of impact of a fractal
dimension choice on flow.
André Fourno1 ; Alexandre De Lima2 ; Denis José Schiozer2 ; Benoit Noetinger1
1 IFPEN
2 State University of Campinas
Corresponding Author(s): benoit.noetinger@ifpen.fr
Carbonate reservoirs presents a large number of faults that cannot be fully identified due the lack of
seismic resolution. So one of the key points for modeling fractured reservoirs is the characterization
of sub-seismic faults, which are almost invisible and that may impact significantly fluid flow behav-
ior. An approach (Verscheure et al. 2010, Verscheure et al. 2012) was proposed to characterize the
fault network and to model the sub-seismic faults keeping a geological consistency of seismic faults.
This approach captures the spatial fault organization thank to a fractal dimension. A stochastic algo-
rithm based on multiplicative cascades (Darcel et al. 2003) is then used to generate the sub-seismic
faults.
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The poster presents a synthetic carbonate reservoir with its associated fault network. A fault analy-
sis is performed. The results show a variability of fractal dimension according to different reservoir
areas. After, each fault network is characterized by fractal dimensions taking into account the differ-
ent portions of the reservoir and also the full fault network. A key aspect of modeling the sub-seismic
faults is to make a good choice of the fractal dimension. Consequently, it raises questions about if
we should use a single fractal dimension for the whole reservoir or one fractal dimension by area. In
order to illustrate the impact of this choice several sub-seismic fault models are built. Subsequently
for each associated sub-seismic fault networks an upscaling step is done. The upscaling step is per-
formed using an analytical upscaling (Oda 1985). The results of this upscaling step is then studied
and commented from a flow point of view. Thus, the KH variability and the equivalent block sizes
have been studied. In a second time, well data is also analyzed for identifying the hydraulic conduc-
tivity (KH), the presence or not of seal faults, the presence of major conductive area and the distance
of these objects from the well. Both well test analysis and fault network analysis are used for better
choosing the sub-seismic model, whose better fits the conceptual model of flow behavior.
The current study found that for this reservoir the best option is to use a single fractal dimension for
representing the whole reservoir area. The poster shows the importance of using multi-disciplinary
competences (geostatistical and well test analysis) in the process of understanding the reservoir be-
havior.
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Experimental gas permeability studies on synthetic microporous
materials
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Gas transport in tight rocks is of relevance in various geotechnical contexts such as carbon dioxide
sequestration, nuclear waste disposal and the exploitation of shale gas and coalbed methane. These
transport processes are typically controlled by fluid-dynamic (e.g. slip flow) and rock mechanic (pore
compressibility) effects.
Numerous modeling approaches have addressed various aspects of gas transport in gas shales, but
there is a notorious shortage of reliable experimental data to validate or verify the modeling results.
Some major issues are uncertainties regarding the experimental starting and boundary conditions
and material properties (pore size distributions, mechanical properties etc.). Recent studies (Fink
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et al., 2017) have shown that interpretations of transport mechanisms in low-permeable rocks are
still controversial. In order to reduce the complexity encountered in natural rocks one approach is
to reduce the amount of undefined parameters by conducting fluid flow experiments on synthetic,
homogeneous and well-defined porous media. The “NanGasPor” project has been initiated to link
the modeling side and the experimental side, improve communication and create feedback.
A first set of flow experiments with different gases (Helium, Nitrogen, Argon, Hydrogen) was car-
ried out using fused silica capillaries with diameters in the µm-range to assess reproducibility of
measurements and consistency with established flow models. Using the Hagen–Poiseuille law for
cylindrical capillaries and compressible fluids the viscosity values were calculated for the different
gases and compared to literature data (NIST database). For a capillary with a nominal diameter of 10
µm the results were found to be in good agreement with the literature data. The same measurements
with a capillary 2 µm, nominal ID, significant offsets were observed. These could be compensated
consistently by adjusting the diameter value to 1.62 µm. BIB-SEM investigations of the material
yielded an average effective capillary diameter of 1.4 µm. The experimental work is now focusing
on the identification of the causes and consequences of these inconsistencies for interpretation and
modeling of fluid transport in narrow capillaries.
Another series of flow tests is being conducted on sintered ceramic plugs that provide a homoge-
neous pore network with a narrow pore-throat distribution. Helium pycnometry, low pressure ni-
trogen adsorption (BET), mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and BIB-SEM are used for a compre-
hensive characterization of the specimens. Porosity values range around 29% with the most promi-
nent pore diameter, determined by MIP, of 70 nm as compared to a nominal diameter of 50 nm.
Determination of effective transport pore size and permeability by means of fluid flow experiments
yielded values between 34 and 65 nm, respectively, depending on the pore shape model. BIB-SEM
images show irregular and angular pore shapes. Permeability coefficients measured with different
gases range around 30 µD (3•10 17 m²) and are not affected by induced stress changes. Due to the
rigidity of the ceramic material fluid-dynamic effects (1st or 2nd order slip flow, transitional flow)
can thus be investigated without interference of poro-elastic stress effects.
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Apparent Permeability of Gas Shales – Caution when comparing
simulation results with experimental data
Author(s): Steffen Nolte1 ; Reinhard Fink1
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For decades experimentalists found that apparent gas permeability coefficients can be successfully
approximated by the linear Klinkenberg equation under laboratory conditions. In recent years, how-
ever, an increasing number of simulation (e.g. lattice Boltzmann) and experimental studies found
deviations from the 1st order slip model claiming that these deviations can be attributed to 2nd order
fluid dynamic effects in the transitional flow regime.
Here we show based on careful examination of available literature data that deviations from the 1st
order slip model result from a misinterpretation of the effective stress conditions. Apparent per-
meability coefficients measured with gases on low-permeable rocks always reflect a combination of
fluid-dynamic behavior and the stress state of the sample. Therefore, fluid dynamic effects are evalu-
ated over a range of pore pressures at constant effective stress conditions. This is done by assuming
Terzaghi’s principle to be valid, which is highly inaccurate for gas shales, as stress dependent per-
meability rather follows a more complicated modified effective stress relationship [1,2]:
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σ’ = Pc – χ Pp (1)
The permeability effective stress coefficients χ is usually ≤ 1, indicating that pore pressure has a lesser
influence on effective stress than confining pressure. Inaccurate χ values (e.g. assuming Terzaghi’s
principle) lead to “apparent” deviations from the 1st order slip model. This is confirmed by careful
examination of the available literature data.
To our understanding, the sensitivity of apparent permeability coefficients to changing χ values
should be examined before simulating experimental 2nd order slippage models. The error that is
introduced strongly differs between samples and stress levels and can be reduced by measuring on
stress-insensitive samples at high stresses.
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We have conducted a series of microfluidic experiments on the glass and geomaterial micromodels at
ambient and HPHT conditions to investigate physics and dynamics of salt precipitation, governing
mechanisms, and influencing factors. We have shown that the trapped water films in porous or frac-
tured media have enough continuity and conductivity to transport residual brine to an evaporating
front, and cause an increase in the rate and amount of precipitated halite crystals. The pressure gra-
dient imposed by capillary-back flow and imbibition processes can produce significant conductivity
and stability of the water films. Laboratory observations suggest that the salt precipitation during
CO2 injection is a time-evolving and self-enhancing phenomenon which has the following charac-
teristics: (a) in addition to the aqueous phase, salt crystals can precipitate and grow on the interface
of rock and CO2 flow pathway. (b) salt crystals are covered with a thin water film of brine that is
attracted by surface energy effects and hydrophilic nature of salt crystals. (c) micrometer-sized salts
have a porous structure of densely precipitated aggregates with narrow pore throats between the
crystals, which provides a potentially large capillarity to the salt aggregates to imbibe water over
long distances. (d) micrometer-sized crystals that precipitate on the interface of solid and CO2 stream
enhance the distribution of brine, increase the surface area for evaporation and growth, and hence,
accelerate the evaporation rate. (e) evaporation, precipitation, and growth of salt bodies induce fur-
ther nucleation and precipitation, which in turn contributes to an increase in capillary transport and
suction. The results also indicate that CO2 phase states and pressure-temperature conditions govern
the magnitude, distribution and precipitation patterns of salt precipitates. Injection of gaseous CO2
resulted in higher salt precipitation compared to liquid and supercritical CO2. The thermodynamic
conditions influence salt precipitation via water solubility in CO2, maximum water flux into CO2
stream, and balance between the imposed viscous forces and capillary-driven backflow. The CO2
phase states also affect the relationship between the injection rate and extent of precipitated salts.
It is shown the higher the injection flow rate, the lower the salt coverage. A conceptual framework
was introduced that suggests salt precipitation may be not only a near-well phenomenon but also
a sealing mechanism that can impede CO2 leakage from fracture networks. The research outcome
highlights the mechanisms and processes that are crucial to consider during the investigation of salt
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precipitation induced by CO2 injection because it has implications for both injectivity and contain-
ment assessments. For a better reservoir-scale numerical modeling, such mechanisms need to be
incorporated and scaled-up in the reservoir simulator. The present approach for modeling salt pre-
cipitation using the volumetric approach in the reservoir-scale numerical simulator may not reflect
the required physics for investigation of salt precipitation induced by CO2 injection.
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Numerical methods for detection of kidney disease using tissue
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Medical imaging is of key relevance in both the understanding of organ function as well as defection
of disease. Several challenges arise in the use of time-series data, in particular related to the deforma-
tion of the observed organ as a consequence of the person breathing during the acquisition.
In a novel perspective, we see the deformation field not as an artifact to be removed, but rather as a
potential source of data. Recognizing that chronic kidney disease may manifest itself in alterations
in the mechanical properties of the kidney, we propose to use inverse modeling of time-sequences
of MRI images as a non-invasive diagnostic tool.
In this talk, we review the development of an inverse modeling framework and efficient numerical
methods applicable to large data sets of the form typically encountered in medical imaging. Fur-
thermore, we show the applicability of our approach both in terms of phantom data, as well as by
analyzing newly acquired MRI sequences of healthy volunteers and patients.
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Numerical modeling of wave propagation in fractured porous fluid-
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Wave-induced fluid flow study is actual nowadays because seismic attenuation may indicate frac-
tured highly-permeable reservoirs. We propose a numerical algorithm for wave propagation in
porous fluid-saturated media with complex systems of connected fractures to study the connectivity
effect on the wave attenuation.
First, we generate a discrete fracture network using simulated annealing approach, with fracture con-
nectivity varying from almost nonintersecting fractures to the models with high percolation length.
After that, we perform statistical analysis for generated models with different percolation length to
study the geometrical and topological features of the obtained structures. Resulting models contain
mesoscopic fracture clusters. Generated models are used for further numerical modeling of seismic
wave propagation to observe the influence of fracture connectivity on the resulting wavefields and
wave attenuation.
Proposed numerical technique for modeling the plane wave propagation is based on the finite-
difference approximation of Biot’s dynamic equations. We model the fast P-wave propagation within
a broad frequency range from 1 to 10 kHz. Set of numerical experiments is performed for the case
of relatively high background permeability and higher permeability of the fracture-filling material.
Results show the presence of intensive fracture-to-background flow between fracture clusters and
the background. Resulting wavefields are used to estimate the frequency-dependent inverse qual-
ity factor demonstrating the attenuation. Obtained estimations show a significant increase of the
wave attenuation due to intensifying FB-WIFF. For the other set of experiments, we use models with
no FB-WIFF due to very low permeability and are performed to investigate the impact of fracture-
to-fracture fluid flow appearing within the connected fractures. Fracture-filling material models
present here the cases of the rock before and after CO2 sequestration, which affects the stiffness and
permeability of the material. Analogous estimations of the attenuation are obtained demonstrating
the relative increase of FF-WIFF due to partial dissolution of the fractured material, but almost no
attenuation dependence on the fracture system geometry and percolation length. Besides, in both
cases, the value of the attenuation is negligibly small, and the propagating wave has no significant
change in amplitude as well and velocity.
This research was supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research grants no. 18-05-00031, 16-
05-00800, 18-01-00579, 18-35-00253.
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Numerical assessment of organic source rocks’ flexibility at the
atomistic scale an its implications on transport at the nanoscale
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Shale-gas recovery from unconventional reservoirs is a very slow process that exhibits anomalous
behaviour at large scales such as non-Fickian productivity decline. Recent studies, focusing on the
subnanoporosity of the organic matter called kerogen (where the hydrocarbons are produced and
trapped during maturation), has been carried out to elucidate these features [1,2,3,4]. Unfortunately,
the molecular force field used in these studies is not adapted to capture flexibility effects such as
swelling upon fluid adsorption. Those findings are thus restricted to the case of very mature ma-
trices wher flexibility effects are negligible. In this work 5 we present a re-parameterization of the
non-bonded part of the AIREBO C/H potential, achieved to reproduce experimental equations of
state for alkane chains, and use it to study the mechanical properties of two - raw and fluid-filled -
porous amorphous carbon matrices obtained from quench molecular dynamics simulations, serving
as proxys for mature and immature kerogens. While, as expected, the mature matrix is somehow
insensitive to pressure and tempreature effects, we observe a huge dependence of the density (and
thus porosity) of the immature matrix on applied pressure, temperature and fluid loading. Especially,
while some open porosity might be observed at atmospheric pressure, the raw immature matrix sig-
nificantly shrinks in volume at geological pressures (25-100 MPa) where only traces of closed poros-
ity remains. However, the presence of trapped/adsorbed hydrocarbons can significantly open the
porosity.
As a consequence, the adsorption isotherms for the immature matrix does not plateau at large fluid
pressure and simply increases linearly and the diffusion coefficient increases with the quantity of
adsorbed fluid instead of decreasing as in the rigid case. We upscale these results with a Continuous
Time Random Walk method on lattices built on 3d tomograms obtained by Transmission Electron
Microscopy [6] with a subnanometric resolution to account for the impact of the mesopores (2 nm <
d < 50 nm) which are scarcely distributed among the microporous carbon matrix. We show that the
transport properties are not qualitatively impacted by the presence of the mesopores. An analytical
model is derived for the upscaled diffusion coefficient that accounts for sorption between the two
porous phases.
1 K. Falk et al., Nature Communications, 6:6949, 2015.
2 J. Collell et al., Journal of Physical Chemistry C, 119(39):22587–95, 2015.
3 A. Obliger et al., Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, pp. 3712–3717, 2016.
[4] A. Obliger et al., Nano Letters, 18(2):832–7, 2018.
5 A. Obliger et al., Langmuir, 34(45):13766–80, 2018.
[6] J. Berthonneau et al., Procceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the USA, 2018.
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A key determinant impacting mixing and reaction in subsurface media is heterogeneity of pore
space. We use X-ray imaging and direct numerical simulation to examine the impact of physical het-
erogeneity on mixing-driven fluid–fluid multispecies chemical reaction in porous media. Exemplars
of a homogeneous medium (bead pack) and a highly complex heterogeneous medium (microporous
Portland limestone) are used to have a variety of pore-scale complexity which is reflected in different
physical heterogeneity.
In bead pack we solve the Navier-Stokes equations and the advection-diffusion equation for con-
centration fields using the finite volume method and we consider each grid cell as a completely
mixed batch reactor (Oliveira et al., 2018). We compute homogeneous reversible reactions in the
liquid phase using a geochemical model Reaktoro (Leal et al., 2016). We simulate flow through the
Portland image using a methodology which consists of direct numerical simulation in the complex
macro- and micropore space resolved by differential X-ray imaging, and anchoring porosity mea-
surements to the throat (and pore) sizes obtained from mercury injection porosimetry (Bijeljic et al.,
2018). Flow in dual porosity media is described using Stokes equation in macropore space combined
with Darcy term representing flow in microporosity. Diffusion coefficients in microporous regions
are a function of porosity.
We quantify the effect of heterogeneity on mixing by analysing spatially resolved maps of concen-
tration of species and their reactor ratio. In contrast to the bead pack, the heterogeneous flow field
in the carbonate led to much more transverse mixing, with reactants provided throughout the sim-
ulation domain.
The impact of heterogeneity on reaction dynamics in the carbonate is observed from the comparison
of the spatially resolved maps of the rates of formation and consumption of species after different
numbers of pore volumes injected. We observe a highly non-uniform spatial distribution of reaction
rates. The evolution of the species reaction rates reveals new insights on the reaction dynamics:
while some of the species reach an asymptotic rate, others still show transient non-monotonic be-
haviour. This implies that in multispecies reversible reactive transport in natural porous media reac-
tion rates exhibit much more complex behaviour in comparison to bimolecular irreversible reaction,
which needs to be considered in analysis.
We demonstrate that PDFs of velocity in voxels in which reactions occur reveal different impacts of
transport in macroscopic pore space and microporosity on both formation and consumption rates
of species. For both bead pack and carbonate, we observe different relative yield values for each
species, implying that the difference from the fully mixed system is species dependent. However,
due to different nature of mixing in the carbonate, we observe a much more fluctuating behaviour
in comparison to the bead pack.
Overall, we demonstrate that multispecies reactive transport at the pore scale can have highly inter-
esting features of coupled transport and reversible reaction dynamics that can be used in describing
larger scale behaviour.
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Foam injection in porous media has been investigated for a variety of applications in the oil industry,
especially, for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR). Foam injection technics developed for EOR can also be
applied to soil remediation processes to remove Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPL) from aquifers.
The primary purpose of foam injection in soil remediation operations is to control the permeability
of porous media to divert the flow from high to low permeable zones in aquifers. There are some
major differences between oil reservoirs and aquifers. For instance, porous media in oil reservoirs
are mainly low permeable and consolidated, and under high pressure and temperature conditions.
While, polluted aquifers are mainly unconsolidated and highly permeable. As a consequence of these
differences, in-situ foam generation in aquifers is questionable, and also foam flow in aquifers calls
upon further investigation.
Generally, understanding of foam flow in porous media is hampered due to complex behaviour of
foam and apparent contradictions in foam studies. For example, some authors indicated Newtonian
1 behaviour of foam flowing in porous media, others shear-thinning 2, shear-thickening 3, a mixture
of Newtonian and shear-thinning [4] or dependent on foam quality (foam gas volume fraction) 5. In
addition, it must be noted that most studies presented in the literature concern low permeable media
for EOR applications.
The objective of this study is to determine, experimentally, the rheological behaviour of bulk foam
and to investigate foam flow in high permeable unconsolidated porous media by performing numer-
ous laboratory experiments and finally to scale-up, theoretically and/or numerically, the foam flow
from pore to Darcy scales.
At first, the rheological parameters of the bulk foam, pre-generated using a fine sand-packed col-
umn, were measured by a rheometer. The bulk foam for 85 % foam quality was found to have a
non-Newtonian yield stress fluid behaviour, which could be correctly represented by the Herschel-
Bulkley model. Then, the pre-generated foam has been injected into fine sand and also calibrated
glass beads packed columns (4 cm internal diameter, 40 cm height). In each experiment, a fixed qual-
ity foam is injected for different total flow rates, where gas and surfactant solution rates are changed
simultaneously. Pressure drops are measured over the 1D column for each flow rate, thus allowing
to investigate the macroscopic flow rate (Q) – pressure gradient (∇P) relationship. The macroscopic
flow of 85% and below foam quality for various unconsolidated porous media clearly leads to Q(∇P)
featuring a yield stress behaviour.
The experimental results are the basis to validate foam upscaling in porous media, where foam was
considered as a single-phase Herschel-Bulkley fluid. This assumption is valid when the bubble size is
much smaller than the pore size. The closure problem obtained by homogenization from the general
case of non-Newtonian fluids flow in porous media [6] is solved numerically for yield stress fluids
for different 2D and 3D unit cell geometries.
In this talk, experimental and numerical results will be presented, and the experimental data will be
compared to the upscaled results.
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Soil Structure – the elusive and fragile scaffolding for soil ecolog-
ical functioning
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Soil biological activity often imparts structural signatures such as biopore networks and aggregation
of soil particles with a nonrandom spatial arrangement of soil constituents that reflect numerous eco-
logical and hydrological feedbacks. A simple and intuitive definition of soil structure is the binding
and spatial arrangement of soil constituents that support physical and biological traits not found
in a disturbed soil with the same constituents (i.e., texture, organic matter). As a fragile product
of soil biological activity, it encompasses traits invisible to the eye (mechanical and ecological) that
contribute to the difficulty of defining soil structure rigorously. The picture is further complicated
by the existence of “managed” soil structure by tillage and land management that only marginally
relies on biological activity. We will examine the similarities and differences between natural and
managed soil structure in terms of goals and impacts on eco-hydrological processes. Of particular
interest for the mini symposium is to examine how maximizing yields for increased food production
would affect soil structure management (tillage) decisions in the presence of a glaring gap in the sci-
entific basis and quantification of soil structure resulting from the largest geo-engineering operation
on Earth – the annual tillage of arable lands.
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Observation and modelling of capillary instabilities, front pin-
ning and drainage/imbibition hysteresis in two-phase displace-
ments across a single constriction
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Two-phase fluid displacements in porous and fractured solid materials are essential to environmen-
tally relevant processes such as secondary oil recovery, soil irrigation, filtering and CO2 seques-
tration. Displacements proceed by fluid invasion of individual pores or gap openings, most often
through sudden interfacial motions or Haines jumps induced by capillary instabilities. Localised
jumps give rise to fluid rearrangements that may themselves trigger new instabilities, leading coop-
eratively to spatially-extended avalanches of fluid invasions (Haines jumps). The relevance of local
capillary instabilities and Haines jumps in the fluid invasion of porous media has led to an increas-
ing number of in-depth investigations using sophisticated experimental techniques with improved
spatial and temporal resolution. At large scales these irreversible events give rise to hysteresis of
imbibition-drainage cycles, of capital importance to engineering applications and hydrology.
In this work we focus on the physics of the capillary phenomena involved in the fluid invasion or
withdrawal of a single constriction in a laboratory model of an open fracture. This simple setting
features elementary Haines jumps in the form of irreversible pinning-depinning events, piston-like
steady displacements, and reversible front pinning. The sequence of events depends on the displace-
ment direction, so that two opposite depinning events in an imbibition-drainage cycle give rise to
an elementary hysteresis cycle, which we identify with the physical building block of macroscopic
pressure-saturation hysteresis cycles.
The simplicity of the experiment makes it suitable to theoretical modelling. We write down a quasi-
static local pressure balance at the two-phase fluid interface that reproduces all the features observed
experimentally. It provides also quantitative predictions that are satisfied experimentally with re-
markable accuracy, using only material and geometrical properties of the experiment with no fitting
parameters. We believe that the modelling approach proposed in this work may represent the micro-
scopic building block of physically grounded (as opposed to phenomenological) macroscopic models
of hysteresis of multiphase flows in disordered media.
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Understanding the drying of colloidal dispersions is of great importance to a variety of processes
such as the production of particulate matters and in the drying of coated layers which has several
factors to consider that impacts the product quality 1. The solidification of these complex systems
during drying can lead to the formation of various mechanical instabilities, such as cracking and
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buckling of films, as a result of the build-up of stress [2-4]. In the present study, the effect of the
suspension properties on the competition between the binding and peeling of colloidal films on solid
surface was investigated. To do so, we conducted a comprehensive series of experiments with aque-
ous mixtures of silica nano-dispersions and polyethylene oxide (PEO) polymers. Time-lapse digital
microscope images of the droplets show how an increase in polymer concentration and molecular
weight reduced the curvature of the peeled films until the critical point is reached at which debond-
ing is arrested. This is the result of the polymers changing the suspension properties which in turn
influences the stress distribution acting across the surface. Thus, we show that the peeling of films
can be controlled by modifying the properties of the suspension.
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With the recent GIEC 1 report about global warming urging humanity to increase its efforts on the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere, in order to limit the temperature increase
to 2℃ maximum, research on the geological storage of carbon dioxide appears more sustained than
ever. Geological storage of CO2 consists in injecting pure CO2 or CO2-saturated water in deep ge-
ological formations where it is expected to be trapped over several hundred or thousand years and
can thus no longer participate in global warming 2. This storage can be performed in a variety of
geological settings such as depleted gas and oil fields, deep saline aquifers or very reactive mafic and
ultramafic geological formations 3.
However, since the injection in the deep saline aquifers stores the CO2 in the porosity of the rock
under gas or supercritical state, legitimate concern is raised about the safety and long-term behavior
of such dynamic multiphase hydrosystems. Indeed, in case of failure of the caprock, CO2 would be
able to leak to the surface with potentially dramatic effects [4]. The storage of CO2 in mafic and
ultramafic formations appears then as a very appealing technology since it involves the mineraliza-
tion of the carbon by precipitation with the major alkaline earth metals (i.e., Mg, Ca…) leached from
the formation itself. Carbonation of mafic rocks can be done either ex-situ (carbonation of mine
tailing) or in-situ (carbonation of the peridotite in natural ophiolite fields or carbonation of basalt
formations). Large ophiolite formations (Oman, Papua New Guinea, east coast of Adriatic Sea…)
are expected to have a storage capacity of several billion tons of CO2, which combined with other
geological storage technologies may help to limit global warming to acceptable levels.
However, experimental results show that the feasibility of such a process is limited by an inherent
negative feedback due to the passivation of the reactive surface and the clogging of the porosity
by magnesite and amorphous silica precipitation [5,6]. Indeed, it appears that magnesite and silica
precipitate directly on the surface of the reactive minerals and isolate it from the incipient flow of
enriched carbon dioxide brine. Additionally, the precipitation of magnesite was observed to clog the
natural fractures and decrease the overall permeability of the sample. As a result, only a small por-
tion of the geological formation will react with CO2 bearing brines, limiting strongly the potential
storage capacity of such geochemically reactive reservoirs.
In this study, we present experimental results on the carbonation of natural cores of serpentinites and
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peridotites, by the continuous injection of carbon-saturated water. We show, similarly to previous
numerical studies [7], that the Péclet (relative importance of diffusion and convection processes) and
Damköhler (relative importance of convection and chemical processes) numbers control the localiza-
tion of the magnesite precipitation as well as the initial geometry of the porosity and permeability
(in particular the grain size and the potential presence of natural or engineered factures). A care-
ful control of the key parameters such as the temperature, the confining pressure and the flow rate
of the CO2-saturated water permits then an optimization of the reaction, by limiting the clogging
and the potential passivation of the serpentine reactant. Such results are particularly interesting for
the design and the optimization of pilot sites and the development of this technology at industrial
scale. Furthermore, the experimental results are useful for numerical modelling, risk analysis and
the management of the carbon dioxide storage reservoirs.
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Complex chemical EOR processes, such as in alkaline or surfactant flooding, are typically optimized
on their phase behavior and by core flood experiments. However, the information from classical
experiments are rather limited, because they do not directly give insight the details of oil mobilization
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and displacements – in core floods, typically oil production and differential pressure are measured,
which are both 1D data sets. The phase behavior is typically measured in test tubes and not under
realistic flow (mixing) conditions in porous media flow.
Chemical EOR is changing interactions between fluids and the porous medium and is therefore
manifested on the pore scale, where fluids are actually displaced. However, pore scale observations
are typically suffering from a limited field of view especially for multiphase flow effects, which may
not be representative for the overall system or the displacement.
In the frame of this study, we investigate displacements of crude oil by water and alkali solutions in
order to optimize injection-water compositions for tertiary recovery. The study takes advantage of
the high spatial and temporal resolution of microfluidics in order to observe fluid phases in the pore
space, their distribution and displacements. Changes of the wetting state, breaking of oil clusters
and the formation of emulsion phases as characteristic for the displacements have been observed. In
order to overcome the limitation of the relatively small field of view, oil clusters have been analyzed
by statistical and topological means showing a systematic change form water flooding to EOR.
The study shows that (a) cluster analysis can be used for EOR screening and – in the present case –
is more indicative with respect to EOR performance than production data from the same experiment.
The study might be a first step towards statistical fingerprinting for optimizing EOR processes. (b)
classical phase behavior experiments do not reflect (or just partly) the phase behavior in the porous
medium under flow conditions. (c) the formation of (micro) emulsions in the pore space leads to
pinning effects and is therefore of disadvantage for the displacement.
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Cross-property relations are relations between two different relative properties, the latter being de-
fined as non-dimensional ratios of the effective properties of porous or fractured materials and their
dense and compact (i.e. pore-free and non-fractured) counterparts. In this contribution we recall
that, as long as the microstructure as a whole is statistically isotropic, our cross-property relation,
which has originally been derived for correlating the Young modulus and thermal conductivity of
porous ceramics with convex isometric pores 1 and has later been generalized to other elastic mod-
uli (shear and bulk modulus) 2, can be used also for estimating the effective properties of partially
sintered ceramics (where the pores are essentially concave) [3-5]. Since partially sintered ceramics
are metrically and topologically similar to porous sandstone and other (potentially oil-bearing) sed-
imentary rocks, the cross-property relations can be used in these cases as well. Moreover, we show
that our generalized cross-property relation is able to capture extreme deviations from spherical and
isometric pore shape 2, so that it can be used even for estimating the relative properties of fractured
ceramics and rocks (where the pores degenerate to extremely oblate shapes with negligible volume
fraction). This is possible, because the exact single-inclusion solutions for spheroidal pores can be im-
plemented in effective medium approximations for elastic properties and thermal conductivity [6,7].
The present contribution is based on extensive numerical calculations with computer-generated dig-
ital microstructures of virtual materials, using the commercial software package GeoDict® both
for microstructure generation and effective property calculation, and takes into account the whole
range of possible solid Poisson ratios from extremely auxetic (-0.99) to extremely incompressible
(+0.49), so that the results are essentially of general validity, irrespective of the special material in
question.
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Porous ceramics and sedimentary rocks can have many common microstructural features. In par-
ticular, partially sintered ceramics exhibit an interconnected pore space with essentially concave
pores, resulting in very low thermal conductivity (compared to porous materials with convex pores),
when the pores are empty (vacuum voids) [1,2]. Diagenetically solidified sedimentary rocks exhibit
very similar microstructures and properties. By contrast, materials with convex pores exhibit much
higher thermal conductivity as long as the pores are empty and isometric [1,2]. In this contribution
we investigate the influence of the pore shape on the porosity dependence of thermal conductivity
of porous ceramics and sedimentary rocks with empty, water-saturated or high-conductivity pore
space. As long as the pores are empty (vacuum voids) and spheroidal, the whole analytical appara-
tus of micromechanical porous media theory can be applied, i.e. single-inclusion solutions (which
are in this case identical with the self-consistent model), Maxwell-type models, Coble-Kingery re-
lations, differential models, and exponential relations 3. Also for the opposite, high-contrast, case
(i.e. highly conductive pores in a low-conductivity solid) simple asymptotic relations are available
[4-6], whereas for the low-contrast case the two-point (Hashin-Shtrikman) and three-point (Beran)
bounds, and the self-consistent model (Bruggeman-Landauer relation), can be invoked, i.e. the ana-
lytical apparatus of composite theory is available (not necessarily restricted to spheroidal pores) [4-6].
In this contribution the analytical predictions based on the single-inclusion solution for spheroidal
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pores are confronted with results obtained from numerical calculations on virtual materials with a
wide range of different computer-generated model microstructures (isotropic, random): overlapping
convex pores or concave pores between overlapping solid particles of spherical or spheroidal (pro-
late or oblate) shape. The commercial software package GeoDict® is used both for microstructure
generation and effective property calculation.
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Chlorinated solvent contaminants are among the most recalcitrant aquifer contaminants which can
cause serious health problems (e.g. kidney and liver damage) and some are considered as carcino-
genic. They are classified as DNAPLs, i.e. dense non-aqueous phase liquids. The scale of the problem
posed by these contaminants is globally significant due to their wide industrial use since the begin-
ning of 20th century e.g. in metal processing plants. Removal of chlorinated contaminants from the
host aquifers can be done by water injection (soil flushing). In an aquifer water is the wetting phase
and the chlorinated solvent acts as the non-wetting phase. It is known that such a displacement is
always less than 100% efficient due to capillary action, therefore, a portion of these contaminants
will remain trapped in the host aquifer1. Previous studies have shown that a non-wetting oil phase
becomes disconnected into small oil droplets trapped in pores of the host rock as water is injected
into the rock. Aquifer remediation technologies are designed to target this trapped contaminant to
either (i) pump it out for ex-situ treatment, or (ii) degrade it, in-situ, into less harmful substances.
The latter has received more attention recently as it offers a non-invasive means for contamination
elimination.
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Nanoremediation is an emerging technology with great potential for in-situ degradation of chlo-
rinated contaminants and many other metal contaminants (e.g. Cr, As, etc.). The technology in-
jects Fe0 nanoparticle in form of aqueous suspensions into contaminant bearing sediments2. These
nanoparticles are highly reactive and excellent electron donors (Fe0   Fe2++ 2e¯). Chlorinated sol-
vents can readily accept those electrons and release their chlorine atoms in form of ions. Example
reaction: (C2H2Cl2+ Fe0 + 2H+ C2H4 + 2Cl¯+ Fe2+). Specifically, nanoremediation has benefited
from recent developments in industrial scale manufacturing of engineered nanoparticles at low cost.
While nanoremediation concept is proven to be successful at laboratory, pilot, and field scales, the
existing practice is far from optimised. This study contributes to the design of an optimum nanore-
mediation process, targeting remediation of the contamination source that contains the chlorinated
solvent in form of a disconnected residual phase. We have studied the mechanisms that occur within
the pore space of the contaminant-bearing sediment as the chemical reactions explained above oc-
cur.
We present the outcomes of our 4D (time-resolved, 3D) experiments comprising flow injections
and simultaneous 3D imaging using X-ray computed micro-tomography (micro-CT) technique. The
study has been conducted at the Brazilian synchrotron. The specific chlorinated contaminant un-
der study is Trichloroethane (known as TCE). For the first time, we have captured the evolution of
TCE phase structure/distribution, in 3D, during the nanoremediation process. Our data show that
the gas phase released during the chemical reaction remobilises the trapped TCE phase, facilitat-
ing its complete removal in subsequent soil flushing processes. Our findings provide new insights
into the pore-scale physics of the nanoremediation process and contribute to optimisation of this
process.
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Mobility of zero-valent iron nanoparticles in porous media - A
study using X-ray computed micro-tomography
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In this contribution we present the results of our study on the progressive porous media clogging in-
duced by deposition of zero-valent iron nanoparticles (nZVI). We study this specific particle since it
has proven to deliver effective degradation of chlorinated hydrocarbons when injected in sub-surface
layers contaminated by these organic-based toxic substances. The technology is known as nanoreme-
diation and is an emerging technology with great potential for in-situ remediation of contaminated
aquifers. For the degradation to occur the nZVI particles need to be injected (in form of aqueous
suspensions) into the contaminant bearing sediments1. nZVI nanoparticles are highly reactive and
excellent degraders of the chlorinated hydrocarbon contaminants by reduction reactions.
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While the nanoremediation concept is proven to be successful at laboratory, pilot, and field scales,
there are a number of limitations to the technique, including the mobility of nZVI suspensions in sub-
surface sediment layers. Particle agglomeration and retention in porous media restricts efficient de-
livery of nZVI nanoparticles to the contaminated zones. The two primary challenges of working with
nanoparticles in porous media: (i) particle aggregation and (ii) particle retention causing clogging1.
These challenges are, mainly, dealt with by controlling the size and surface charge of nanoparticles,
the chemistry of fluids (ionic strength and pH), and the sediment surface charge. Given their small
sizes (<100nm) compared to typical pore-throat sizes of naturally occurring sediment layer (≥10s
µm), nanoparticles should cause no clogging issues, if suspended properly. However, nanoparticles
form aggregates (~µm size) which reduces mobility, surface area, and reactivity.
Darcy-scale modelling approaches commonly used to describe nanoparticle transport in porous me-
dia are based on a modified advection-dispersion equation that incorporates exchanges with the
porous matrix, namely deposition and release (DR-ADE). The DR-ADE formulations (e.g. clean bed
deposition, straining, ripening, blocking) are derived assuming a range of pore-scale processes that,
in common laboratory tests (column tests), cannot be investigated and verified in details, but only in-
ferred from large-scale observations. Here we used the experimental results obtained at pore-scale
(using X-ray computed micro-tomography2) to obtain darcy-scale data, averaged on our sample,
which were then fitted with a DR-ADE, similar to column test results, using the software MNMs.
MNMs are the particle transport models developed at the Polytechnic University of Turin (Politec-
nico di Torino). This software (freely available) is the only coupled flow and particle transport model
currently available. It models porous media clogging through a range of mechanisms as outlined
above. By combining the fitting results and the detailed information on real pore-scale processes
occurring in our sample, we verified the validity of the attachment/detachment kinetic models typi-
cally implemented in the DR-ADE. Our data is a sequence of 3D images which were captured before,
during, and after injection of nZVI suspensions in a sand column. Analysing these images shows
how accurate and inclusive the previously identified clogging mechanisms included in the MNMs
are.
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Chemical flooding is gaining increased attention for the purpose of enhanced oil recovery. In the
experimental part of this study, the impact of solutal Marangoni effects on improving the oil pro-
duction in a micromodel is investigated by conducting several alkaline chemical floodings. To do
so, and to make a surface tension gradient, two alkaline flooding experiments under identical initial
and injection conditions but two different injection fluids were carried out. In the first experiment, a
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solution of magnesium sulfate [MgSO4], and in the second experiment, sodium carbonate (Na2CO3)
solution were used. Moreover, a simulation study is performed using computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) to verify the results obtained in the laboratory. Observations after stopping the injection
of fluids showed that in the first experiment, the distribution of fluids were completely stationary,
while after stopping the injection of sodium carbonate, a spontaneous and twirling movement of
fluids in the porous medium was detected. Tracking of changes in distribution of fluids showed
that the circular movements of fluid due to Marangoni effects can be effective in draining of the
unswept regions, that can be a powerful mechanism for improving the oil recovery factor. More-
over, it accelerates the mass diffusion of the chemicals at locations with less available concentrations
in the fluid. This would have implications for wettability alteration process that is another important
mechanism in improving the oil recovery factor. The CFD results also approved that the Marangoni
effects exist in chemical flooding processes for which the wettability alteration would profoundly
be influenced.
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Oil production from wells suffers from formation of water in oil (water-oil) emulsion which would
result in increased oil viscosity and consequently higher pressure drops along the well. These are
frequently reported to link closely to chemistry of oil in terms of asphaltene and resin contents of
crude oil. Asphaltenes are the polar molecules of the crude oil which may serve as stabilizers for
water-oil emulsions. In this study, the stability of water-oil emulsions is investigated by means of
varying the concentration of asphaltene and resin. Thereafter the pertinent mechanisms of emulsion
stability are proposed. The water-oil emulsions are prepared from water and crude oil naturally with-
out the use of any surfactant. The colloidal instability index (CII) is used to investigate the effects of
oil compounds on stability of emulsions. The utilized emulsion has exhibited higher stability for the
CII index value of 0.87 as asphaltene is about to become unstable and precipitate around this point.
The formed emulsion has its highest number of dispersed droplets in the CII index of 1.08. How-
ever, this emulsion becomes severely unstable as time elapses due to the accelerated precipitation of
asphaltene.
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The complexity of earthquake ruptures in poroelastic media arises from the interaction between
stick-slip frictional instabilities and poromechanical couplings. One of the most fascinating fea-
tures of natural and triggered earthquakes is the possibility of supershear ruptures, where rupture
fronts propagate faster than the shear wave speed. Supershear earthquakes typically lead to large-
magnitude events, with potentially more damaging impact on ground infrastructure.
Understanding elastodynamic processes during the rupture of induced earthquakes requires numeri-
cal simulations where a realistic fault constitutive behavior and rock poroelasticity including inertia
are coupled. We simulate earthquake sequences induced by fluid injection near a strike-slip fault,
assuming a rate-and-state fault and the Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic model for the porous rock. We
are able to resolve the full earthquake cycle, interseismic, aseismic/nucleation and dynamic-rupture
phases, by using a monolithically-coupled, adaptive time-stepping scheme.
We observe that poroelastic coupling acts as an enhanced coseismic weakening mechanism during
earthquake rupture, due to the undrained pressure response leading to a significant pore pressure
increase localized near the compressional rupture front. This undrained pressure increase may pro-
mote further failure ahead of the advancing front, leading to supershear rupture propagation. By
simulating earthquakes with different confinements and degree of poroelastic coupling, we charac-
terize the hydromechanical factors controlling the sub-Rayleigh to supershear transition.
Our results show that there is an abrupt transition from sub- to super-shear rupture regimes as the
effect of the undrained coseismic response decreases. In particular, the compressibility of injected
and resident fluids around the fault emerges as a key parameter to understand the occurrence of
supershear earthquakes in natural and induced earthquakes.
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Oil production, storage, and transportation are always prone to pollution such as oil spills with
detrimental and long-lasting impacts on the environment. Oil pollution in marine operations can
seriously endanger the livelihood of aquatics. This requires stringent legislation and tangible imple-
mentation of approaches to counteract such hazardous circumstances. Present approaches including
the use of oil adsorbents are usually costly and also are overshadowed by the lack of continuous oil
separation. Accordingly, new methods for oil spill removal from water phase are required to remove
oil from water phase continuously and also be cost effective. In this study, a new method is proposed
which uses a porous medium as a robust filter for continuous separation of oil from water.
A nanoparticle-modified porous medium is developed as a filter to remove oil from water phase.
For achieving this purpose, a polyurethane sponge is used as a porous medium which, in turn, can
simultaneously absorb both oil and water phases. By the use of magnesium stearate nanoparticles
as surface modifier agent, and phenol-formaldehyde resin as the sticker agent, the surface wetta-
bility of porous medium was then altered from neutral wettability to highly oil wet. Once this is
accomplished the wettability and surface roughness of porous medium were measured using drop
shape analysis (DSA) apparatus. After that, produced nanoparticles were dispersed in the base fluid
(ethanol) using ultrasonic apparatus. Then, phenol-formaldehyde resin was used to stick nanoparti-
cles onto pore walls. The next stage was to coat the pore walls with produced solution containing
nanoparticles and the sticker, and then drain the porous medium. After coating porous medium,
contact angle measurements and absorption efficiency were evaluated using DSA apparatus. The
results demonstrated that the absorption time for oil phase was decreased from 5 seconds to less
than half a second. Water contact angle measurements also showed an increase in contact angle
from 105° to 167°. The resultant porous medium was able to absorb oil phase spontaneously and can
be used as a filter for oil removal from water phase.
The coating method poses some challenges. Here, the cost effective immersion method was used to
coat pore walls with nano-particles. SEM images prove that this method was able to coat pore walls
throughout porous medium. At the final stage, the modified sponge was used as a filter, and a pump
was used for continuous oil removal from water phase. The resultant findings demonstrated that 500
cc of oil was removed from water phase without producing any water, and also continue the suction
using pump, resulted no water production. This approach can be employed in many situations such
as marine tanker accidents to separate oil from water phase and also to minimize costs of respective
pollution.
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CO2 concentration in the atmosphere has increased drastically due to human activities, especially
the worldwide use of fossil fuels. It is now rising at a rate of 1 ppm per year, leading ahead to no-
table global warming (Yang Fang, 2010) which in turn causes several phenomena such as increasing
sea level, loss of fragile ecosystems, increased floodings and droughts (Pachauri et al., 2014). One
of the best midterm techniques to resolve the issues related to emission of CO2 gas, is Carbon Cap-
ture and Storage (CCS) in geological reservoirs (Bruant et al., 2002). The long-term storage of CO2
in the terrestrial biosphere, underground or in the oceans to decrease the increasing rate of CO2
concentration in the atmosphere, is known as CO2 sequestration (Reichle, 1999). Recent studies by
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the International Energy Agency have indicated that CCS can contribute to 14% of the reduction in
global greenhouse gas emissions required by 2050, in order to limit global warming to 2 ℃ (Miri,
2015).
Different parameters of a candidate reservoir, such as injectivity, storage capacity and containment,
should be assessed to conduct a successful CO2 sequestration project. Among these parameters, stor-
age capacity is evaluated by numerical reservoir simulation. In this work, flow of CO2 through one
of the Middle East depleted oil reservoirs was simulated and resulted storage capacity and storage
efficiency of this reservoir were investigated. Matlab reservoir simulation toolbox (MRST), an open
source framework with finite volume compositional capability, was applied to examine storage ca-
pacity, storage efficiency of the reservoir and flow path of CO2 in the porous media. In the simulated
model of the reservoir, CO2 enters from one open boundary of the reservoir and rises continuously
up-structure. The simulated model was run for a two-year period and results revealed that 11% of
the total reservoir pore volume can be occupied by CO2. Furthermore, it was found that 80% of all
trapped CO2 in pore volume is mobile that resides in up-structure of the reservoir.
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Geotechnical engineers have been concerned for many years for determining the conditions under
which a geostructure would fail. In order to determine the failure load and the mechanism type,
mathematical, constitutive and numerical models have been used. As an example, we can consider
the case of a slope subjected to seismic loading. Here, the mathematical model has to describe the
coupling between the solid skeleton and the pore fluids. The contributions of Olek Zienkiewicz and
Bernardo Schrefler have been of paramount importance for both saturated and unsaturated soils. To
describe soil behaviour, constitutive relations are used. We will consider here Generalized Plasticity
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models for both saturated and unsaturated soils where we have included a state parameter. Regard-
ing numerical models, most of practical cases have been modelled using coupled finite elements.
Special techniques have been proposed in the past years to improve the accuracy of the models.
Once failure has been triggered, large deformations and displacements can occur. New mathematical
models enlarging the domain of application of the classical pre-failure models have been derived, tak-
ing into account large relative displacements between phases. Regarding the rheological behaviour
of fluidized soil, the progress has been much slower, and much work lies ahead of the concerned
researchers. During last years, we have explored the similarity between rheological models and vis-
coplastic constitutive equations of Perzyna’s type, which seem to provide a suitable bridge between
solid and fluidized geomaterials behaviour.
Regarding numerical modelling, lagrangian meshless techniques such as SPH provide a suitable
framework. In cases of landslides propagating distances much larger than their initial length, thin
layer approximations provide suitable compromises between accuracy and cost of computation.
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In order to understand subsurface processes in porous media at the continuum scale, it is firstly vital
to understand how these processes behave at the pore scale. Microfluidic devices are an essential
tool to conduct flow experiments that can be visualised on a pore-by-pore level. These experiments,
underpinned by numerical simulations, have the potential to bring new insights into the processes
and help to better constraints macro-scale models. Pore-scale numerical models have greatly im-
proved in recent years and are now capable of reproducing micromodel flow experiments qualita-
tively. However, pore-by-pore quantitative comparison cannot be achieved due to the absence of a
fully controlled repeatable benchmark for pore-scale multiphase flow modelling. Three dimensional
(3D) printing allows for cheap and fast manufacturing of complex porosity models, enabling inves-
tigation of specific flow processes. However, in order for 3D printed micromodels to be used for
creating a fully controlled repeatable benchmark, there are two major challenges to overcome: reso-
lution and wettability control. Although 3D printer has recently been used to manufacture porosity
models at a resolution up to 200 µm, it is still unknown if sufficient repeatability can be achieved
to benchmark numerical models. Moreover, the ability of current 3D printer to print micromodels
with different wettability has not yet been investigated. In this work, we assess the capability of a
FormLab Form2 stereolithography printer to generate homogeneous and heterogeneous pore struc-
tures in a repeatable fashion at resolutions form 500 to 200 microns. Control of wettability may be
achieved by printing using different available materials such as standard or ceramic resins. A work-
flow to analyse the variability of experiments is presented and a map of “fully repeatable” features
is generated, than can then be used to compare quantitatively with numerical modelling.
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Colloidal silica hydrogel based grouts are being investigated for formation of ground barriers, es-
pecially for nuclear decommissioning purposes. Potential applications include pre-treatment of the
ground beneath, and surrounding, legacy structures prior to the retrieval of hazardous wastes and
the formation of horizontal and vertical barriers surrounding unlined waste disposal trenches.
Over the last thirty years, colloidal silica hydrogel has been investigated, and more recently deployed,
as a low viscosity grout for permeation grouting in soils and for grouting fractured rock. Colloidal
silica hydrogel has a number of properties that make it attractive. It has an initially low viscosity
(close to water) which means that very low injection pressures are required. The gel time of colloidal
silica hydrogel can be controlled from minutes to several days and, once gelled, it has a hydraulic
conductivity lower than 10^−10 m/s In addition, it is considered to be environmentally inert and
with particle sizes<100 nm, it has high penetrability.
Colloidal silica is an aqueous dispersion of silica particles, which are generally uniform in size and
can range from several, to hundreds, of nanometres. A colloidal silica dispersion can be destabi-
lized via the controlled application of an electrolyte. Once destabilized, silica particles form siloxane
bonds (Si-O-Si), resulting in an increase in the viscosity and eventually a connected matrix of nano-
particles, i.e. a gel.
Given the near-surface conditions the grout is meant to be deployed, the effects on hydro-mechanical
properties of colloidal silica hydrogel upon the interaction with the environmental conditions are of
particular interest, especially given the severe cracking conditions colloidal silica might show.
This research aims to put forward a conceptual model able to interpret the cracking (upon drying)
and swelling (upon leaching) mechanisms of colloidal silica, when coupled with different soils types
(e.g. sand, silt and clay). A microstructural analysis has been carried out in order to investigate
the different stages of a colloidal silica grouting in soils: from colloidal silica gelling (gel forma-
tion) to the behaviour of colloidal silica during repeated cycles of drying and wetting. A gelling
mechanism is proposed based on the comparison between a time-lapse sequence of TEM images on
colloidal silica during gelling and the respective mesoscopic and macroscopic measurements, such
as particle aggregate size and dynamic viscosity. Once gelled, the colloidal silica particle configura-
tion and their interaction with different soil particles is investigated by means of SEM images and
X-CT tomography. This microscopic conceptual model is then used to interpret X-CT tomography
and synchrotron X-ray tomography that shows cracking and swelling patterns in grouted soil sam-
ples during cycles of drying and wetting. These results are related to the measured changes in bulk
hydraulic conductivity.
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The solid system in deformable porous media undergoes deformation with the flow of fluid. Most
of the current methods for modeling of granular geomaterials try to infer some statistical properties
to describe the complexities and then regenerate the medium. These techniques, however, cannot
extract very complex information and, thus, they produce unrealistic packing, which are physically
unlikely. Eventually, the final models for simulations are usually not similar to the real materials
and they make a significant underestimation for risk assessments and other related evaluations. In
this presentation, for the first time, the available granular materials are used directly, without any
parameters’ extraction amongst, which results in much more accurate models of such materials
for any specific scale. Consequently, our new method based on Discrete Element Method and actual
particles for dealing with the models with realistic shapes and morphologies will be presented, which
will incorporate various physics such as flow, and irregular particles. The developed computational
model will be discussed using a few 3D examples.
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In this study, the drying behaviour for a variety of calcium alumina- and hydratable alumina-bonded
refractory castables was investigated in the temperature regime of first-drying, i.e., the initial drying
up to 300 oC. Using a specialized high-temperature Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) setup, we
were able to directly and non-destructively measure the spatially and temporally resolved moisture
distribution, while simultaneously measuring the temperature distribution as well. These measure-
ments give for the first time a direct insight into the drying behaviour of castables and show that the
drying front speed and temperature are strongly correlated with control of key material parameters
such a as binder content and water demand. Based on the measurements and a simplified model one
can directly determine the permeability at high temperatures. These measurements provide a direct
insight into the steam pressures which are generated within the samples and hence in the risk of
explosion.
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Soil functions are determined by a complex arrangement of pores, particles, and aggregates, which
may change in time, as a result of both ecohydrological dynamics and human activity. The soil
pore size distribution (PSD) is a key determinant of soil functions, and its accurate representation
has the potential to improve hydrological and crop models. A modeling framework is proposed
for the time evolution of the PSD which takes into account both natural and artificial processes,
including tillage, consolidation, and changes in organic matter. The power-law PSD is shown to be
the solution of a master equation for the pore radii, and the equation is parameterized to capture
the changes in the PSD as a result of the soil processes considered. The benefit of this method for
determining soil functions over the widely used pedo-transfer functions (PTFs) is that it allows for
the history of the soil, rather than only its present state, to be taken into account. The PSD model
is coupled to a minimal ecohydrologic model which is used to explore the impact of contrasting
management strategies (e.g. irrigation, fertilization, organic matter inputs) on the soil structure and
function.
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We discuss a method to evaluate pores sizes in nanoporous material and compare it to volumetric
procedures. In particular, we focus on differences regarding the respective contributions of surface
layers and capillary condensate as well as the assumptions used in the analysis. Next, we show that
the pressure dependence of the adiabatic modulus of argon confined in Vycor glass, βad, is enhanced
compared to bulk liquid. We discuss whether the pore pressure also affects the isothermal modulus,
βiso, or the heat capacity ratio, cp/cV = βad/βiso 1.
1 K. Schappert and R. Pelster, J. Phys. Chem. C, DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b08136
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Heterogeneity of geological materials poses various problems when evaluating reservoir quality and
storage potential. We analysed samples of different sedimentary facies of a Rotliegend sandstone
from the Flechtingen High (Northern Germany) to determine the influence of depositional environ-
ment and diagenetic history on mineralogical composition and its impact on porosity and perme-
ability.
We employed high resolution computer tomography (CT) (voxel size: 2.4 µm) and focussed ion beam
– scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) (voxel size: 0.01 – 0.03 µm) for direct pore space and min-
eral distribution analyses with focus on sub-micrometer zones like feldspar cement boundaries and
diagenetically grown illite meshwork pore fillings. As shown by 1, sub-resolution porosity in CT
models can drastically influence flow properties. We found that about 20 - 30 % of the segmented
initial pore space is rather porous (φ < 100 %) than pure void (φ = 100 %). Thus, we utilized a Navier-
Stokes-Brinkmann approach that allows to refine flow properties of observed CT models using void
and porous domains. Porous domain properties were derived from Navier-Stokes simulations on
FIB-SEM models. For comparison low temperature N2 adsorption and He-porosimetry data were
used to characterize bulk permeability (Kbulk), total porosity (φtotal), BET surface area and pore size
distributions (PSD). X-ray diffraction (XRD) Rietveld analyses gave quantitative mineralogical infor-
mation about the different facies and the clay mineral pore fillings.
Cross bedded layers show slightly higher Kbulk values (3.8 – 5.1 mD) compared to laminated layers
(1.5 – 2.3 mD) which correlates with feldspar cement content. However, calcite and clay cement
phases show variance between the samples but no correlation with permeability and porosity. This
can be attributed to the pore structure of these cement/grain interfaces with pore radii below 0.05 µm
as observed by FIB-SEM. Interfaces connected to feldspar cements show open pore networks with
pore radii up to 0.5 µm. Such areas are particularly relevant for quantifying fluid flow as treating
these spaces as pure voids, when in fact they represent semi-porous rock, will lead to an overesti-
mation of simulated permeability values (compared to measured Kbulk) by more than one order of
magnitude (40 – 50 mD).
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A new mathematical model for the macroscopic behavior of a material composed of a poroelastic
solid embedding a Newtonian fluid network phase (also referred to as vascularized poroelastic ma-
terial), with fluid transport between them, is derived via asymptotic homogenization. The typical
distance between the vessels/channels (microscale) is much smaller than the average size of a whole
domain (macroscale). The homogeneous and isotropic Biot’s equation (in the quasi-static case and in
absence of volume forces) for the poroelastic phase and the Stokes’ problem for the fluid network are
coupled through a fluid-structure interaction problem which accounts for fluid transport between
the two phases; the latter is driven by the pressure difference between the two compartments. The
averaging process results in a new system of partial differential equations that formally reads as a
double poroelastic, globally mass conserving, model, together with a new constitutive relationship
for the whole material which encodes the role of both pore and fluid network pressures. The math-
ematical model describes the mutual interplay among fluid filling the pores, flow in the network,
transport between compartments, and linear elastic deformation of the (potentially compressible)
elastic matrix comprising the poroelastic phase. Assuming periodicity at the microscale level, the
model is computationally feasible, as it holds on the macroscale only (where the microstructure is
smoothed out), and encodes geometrical information on the microvessels in its coefficients, which
are to be computed solving classical periodic cell problems. Recently developed double porosity
models are recovered when deformations of the elastic matrix are neglected. The new model is rel-
evant to a wide range of applications, such as fluid in porous, fractured rocks, blood transport in
vascularized, deformable tumors, and interactions across different hierarchical levels of porosity in
the bone.
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Sampling the reservoir formation is performed at an early stage of reservoir characterization. The
choice of sample size (sidewall, plugs or whole-cores) has important impacts for the operation of
a hydrocarbon reservoir. Increasing the sample size requires dedicated and complex bottomhole
operations to extract whole-cores, which significantly impact the operational costs and poses opera-
tional risks. When designing a data acquisition campaign, reservoir engineers must weigh the need
for larger samples size against the costs, typically using methods such as value of information analy-
sis. In this work, we discuss such constraints in the light of the REV concept. Some typical questions
faced by geoscientists are: 1) to what extent larger samples are necessary to describe the reservoir?
2) are the laboratory results meaningful, i.e, do they represent real physical properties?
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We performed a systematic comparison of representative elementary volumes (REV) for single- and
two-phase flow and elastic properties on a variety of sandstone and carbonate reservoir rocks. All the
relevant petrophysical properties (flow fields, absolute, stress fields and capillary pressure curves)
were calculated through direct numerical simulation on tomographic images, at the pore and the
core scale. Velocity fields are obtained by solving of Stokes equation in the pores. Stress fields are
the result of finite element solutions which consider the voxel images as finite elements. Finally,
capillary pressure curves are obtained through a geometric method (maximum spheres).
This work presents a thorough comparison between the flow and elastic REVs. We will discuss
how the presence of multiscale heterogeneity (present in some carbonate rocks) affects the REV. To
conclude, we will also examine how the choice of the sample size must be made based on the kind
of information desired (single or multi-phase, flow or elastic) and the complexity of the reservoir
rock.
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We present a computational implementation we developed to estimate the effective elastic param-
eters from segmented microstructural images, with focus on the use of ordinary personal comput-
ers. The effective elastic parameters are computed using computational homogenization framework
with the aid of the finite element method (FEM). Micro-scale X-ray computed tomography (micro-
CT) were used to image porous heterogeneous materials, e.g. composite materials and rock samples.
One of the main challenges in the present context is the generation of a finite element (FE) mesh
for a representative volume element (RVE) of the actual material. Here, we convert the micro-CT
images into input data through a direct voxel to FE transcription. Thus, each voxel is adopted as an
eight-node hexahedral element. To use the FEM, the element size needs to be significantly smaller
than the pores and/or grains sizes, typically a few microns. With this discretization, millions of de-
grees of freedoms (DOFs) are required in the FEM model, to analyze a small material block. The large
number of FEs restricts the application of a standard FEM, due to limitations in computer-processing
time and memory storage. Therefore, the analyses performed here are carried out by means of an in-
house written software, using C++ programming language and OpenMP extension for parallelism.
To handle large linear systems, a special technique known as element-by-element (EBE) implemen-
tation is adopted. The implementation takes advantage of the fact that all elements in the mesh are
of the same size. In addition, as is common for the EBE implementation, the resulting linear system
(that is not assembled) is solved with the aid of a preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) algorithm.
Furthermore, the computations for each element are performed in parallel. However, as the tasks
may not be distributed arbitrarily between the processors, the elements are divided into different
“groups” (or “colors”) such that elements of the same group do not share nodes, avoiding attempt to
update the same vector entry simultaneously, causing memory contention or dirty read/write entries.
Finally, to consider the asymptotic multiscale homogenization theory, we applied the so-called peri-
odic boundary conditions (PBC). The basic assumption behind the use of PBC is that the numerical
model is a RVE of an unbounded (statistically homogeneous) medium, i.e. a periodic microstructure
is assumed throughout the medium. In the context of the FEM, PBC can be applied by assigning the
same equation number to corresponding nodes at opposite sides, forcing the displacements at these
corresponding nodes to be equal and satisfying equilibrium. Our implementation is able to handle
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comfortably images of 400×400×400 voxels (~2E8 DOFs). Each analysis (one simulation for a unidi-
rectional uniform-strain field with PBC) takes approximately 2 min to run for a 100×100×100 voxels
input image (3 million DOFs), 20 min for a 200×200×200 voxel input image (24 million DOFs), and 2
h for a 400×400×400 voxel input image (193 million DOFs). In all the analyses, the PCG convergence
criterion used was 1.0E-8 for the relative norm of the residue vector. We also validated the results
obtained numerically by means of experimental tests.
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Bayesian methods for full waveform inversion facilitate uncertainty quantification, including allow-
ing us to construct interval estimates and characterize the posterior distributions of the model un-
knowns. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods produce posterior distributions subject to
fewer assumptions, such as normality, than deterministic Bayesian methods. However, MCMC is
computationally a very expensive process that requires repeated solution of the wave equation. Ulti-
mately, a large proportion of these models (often 90%) are rejected. To reduce computational expense,
we apply a two-stage MCMC algorithm, which uses a coarse-grid filter to quickly reject unaccept-
able proposals generated in the process, to the seismic velocity inversion problem. Our filter stage
uses operator upscaling applied to the acoustic wave equation which provides near-perfect speedup
in parallel with essentially no communication between processors. The coarse grid wave equation
solution produces data that is highly correlated with the data obtained from the full fine-grid so-
lution, thereby ensuring that the upscaled solution is a good filter. Three numerical experiments
demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the method: one assuming velocities are known while
inverting for unknown laterally varying interfaces, one assuming interfaces are known while invert-
ing for velocities in a model with an angular unconformity, and one where both velocities and inter-
face positions are unknown in a flat-layered model. We find that the two-stage MCMC produces the
same results (i.e., posterior distributions, constructed by kernel density estimation, and uncertainty
information, namely medians and highest posterior density intervals) as the traditional Metropolis-
Hastings MCMC. Furthermore, the two stage substantially reduces the time-per-trial by 40% while
increasing the acceptance rate from 9.1% to 89.4% for the flat-layered experiment. Therefore, the
two-stage MCMC method for seismic full waveform inversion is an appropriate, less computation-
ally expensive replacement for Metropolis-Hastings MCMC.
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Mixing-limited bimolecular chemical reactions at pore-scale
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Corresponding Author(s): lazarojorgeperez@gmail.com
Mixing processes control chemical transformations such as precipitation/dissolution
or degradation reactions that are fast compared to mass transfer processes. Chemical
reactions are intrinsically local phenomena, while many applications require predictions
at large scales. Physical and chemical heterogeneities are found at all scales and are
at the root of complex spatial concentration distributions, segregation of reactants and
phenomena related to the notion of incomplete mixing.
In order to assess the impact of medium and flow heterogeneity at pore-scale on mixing-
controlled reactions, we study the bimolecular irreversible chemical reaction A + B →
C. We consider the reactive displacement of B by a continuous injection of A in a
2-dimensional porous medium characterized by a random distribution of grain size and
position. We use a reactive random walk particle tracking (RWPT) method to simulate the
reactive transport problem. This approach is fully equivalent to the advection-diffusion-
reaction-equation. We observe three different regimes for the evolution of the product mass
mC(t). In the first regime the reaction is controlled by diffusion, in the intermediate regime
it is dominated by advective heterogeneity and characterized by incomplete mixing, in the
third, asymptotic regime, mass production is controlled by hydrodynamic dispersion. We
quantify the full evolution of the product mass through the dispersive lamella model (Perez
et al., 2018), based on an effective dispersion coefficient, which captures the features of
stretching, compression and coalescence of the mixing front. The effective model predicts
accurately the total mass of C. The developed methodology is applied to the pore-scale
experiments reported by Jimenez-Martinez et al. (2015).
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Network models for physical and biological processes in porous
media
Francisco Perez-Reche Perez-RecheNone
Corresponding Author(s): fperez-reche@abdn.ac.uk
The structure of porous media can be remarkably complex and understanding how such complex-
ity affects processes occurring in the porous space can be extremely challenging. In this talk, I
will illustrate how modelling the pore space as a complex network can help understanding the ef-
fect of intricate structure on physical and biological processes in porous media. In particular, I will
summarise our methods to investigate biological invasions in soil and capillary condensation in tech-
nologically important porous media. Or modelling of soil biological invasions is based on network
representations of the pore space derived from 3D digital images of soil samples scanned with X-ray
micro-tomography. Networks are then used as a substrate to describe the spread of generic mi-
croorganisms in terms of epidemic-like mathematical models which we studied through numerical
simulations. We found that the remarkable structural heterogeneity of soil typically favours micro-
bial invasions. The mechanisms behind this general observation are closely related to the topology
of the pore space network. Our description of capillary condensation is also based on network mod-
els of porous media but condensation is described in terms of lattice gas models that can be mapped
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to spin models with heterogeneity. Such mapping allowed us to obtain exact solutions for relatively
simple network topologies that are sufficient to explain important features of sorption-desorption
curves at the macroscopic level.
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When large volumes of fluid are injected into subsurface reservoirs the enhanced fluid pressure can
interact with existing mechanical stresses to cause shear movement of faults. This shear movement
is associated both with seismic activity and enhanced permeability, thus leakage potential, of the
fault, and the process is therefore a major safety concern for engineering operations such as carbon
storage and wastewater injection. Numerical simulations of injection scenarios can be used to better
understand, and ideally quantify, uncertainty related to the injection. However, the computational
cost of the simulations is high even in the deterministic case. The problem has multiple classes of
uncertain parameters, including the position and orientation of subseismic faults, the flow properties
of the reservoir, existing stresses, and the frictional resistance to sliding of the faults. This calls for
efficient approaches to uncertainty quantification in a high-dimensional parameter space.
Monte Carlo based sampling methods converge with rate cN−1/2, where c is typically well approx-
imated by a constant, and N is the number of samples. Increasing the number of samples with
two orders of magnitude to get a single order of magnitude error reduction is often numerically
intractable. Variance reduction methods aim at reducing the computational cost by decreasing the
constant c, rather than increasing N . These methods include Multi-Level Monte Carlo methods that
are suitable when a hierarchy of correlated models of different degree of fidelity can be established,
e.g., multiple physical grids of different resolution. For problems in fractured porous media, it is
cumbersome to introduce conforming grids of different degrees of refinement.
An alternative means to obtain variance reduction that does not rely on a hierarchy of different mod-
els (for instance when only a single unstructured grid is available) is offered by stratified sampling
methods. The idea is straightforward: the stochastic domain is partitioned into disjoint subsets, so-
called strata, and a suitable number of samples are drawn from each stratum. The number of samples
can be chosen differently from standard Monte Carlo sampling to achieve an estimator with signif-
icantly reduced standard error. Thus, the number of times an expensive numerical simulator needs
to be called, can be reduced with significant computational speedup as a result.
We introduce two novel methods for variance reduction via stratified sampling. The first method
uses ideas from adaptive mesh refinement, applied to the stochastic instead of the physical model.
The stochastic domain is adaptively stratified, and the samples are sequentially allocated to the strata
for optimal distribution.
Theoretically optimal stratification is obtained by defining strata based on the level curves of the
function to be approximated. However, this function is in general unknown since it is exactly what
we want to estimate. The second method we present relies on this idea of adaptive stratification
based on successively more accurate contour level functions.
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The proposed methodology is demonstrated on geomechanics problems of fractured reservoirs. Com-
putational speedup with respect to brute force Monte Carlo sampling is obtained, and explained in
terms of the underlying function we wish to compute.
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Microbial reduction of selenate to less mobile forms (selenite and elemental selenium) can stabilize
selenium (Se) in mined waste rock, which can also provide reactor substrate for in situ treatment of
mine-affected water. These biogeochemical processes require careful balancing of oxidants (oxygen
and nitrate, NO3) and reductants (carbon). Molecular biology and biological engineering methods
have been used to characterize the microbial ecology and metabolic capacity of waste rock and mine-
affected water for mining operations in the Elk Valley, located in southern British Columbia, Canada.
Batch and column studies of native microbial capacity to reduce Se in saturated waste rock showed
that oxygen and NO3 inhibition of Se reduction is overcome via carbon addition as methanol, glyc-
erol or coal-derived native carbon in no-carbon controls. Biofilm grown on waste rock in saturated
aerobic column tests was capable of 50 to 99% NO3 reduction followed by 40 to 95% Se removal;
Se was sequestered in the biofilm as selenite. Microaerobic NO3 reduction and selenate removal
increased to 95 and 75%, respectively, with 25% sulfate removal. Denitrification and Se reduction
to elemental Se was most rapid and efficient under suboxic conditions, as high as 99%. The extent
of denitrification and Se reduction also varied in response to the form and concentration of carbon
added to the column tests.
Microbial community structure in nitrate and Se-reducing biofilm from saturated waste rock back-
fill was described using 16S rRNA sequencing. Microaerophilic biofilm contained sequences be-
longing to NO3-reducing, iron-oxidizing Thiobacillus and iron-reducing Albidiferax, with most se-
quences similar to the hydrocarbon-degrading genus Polaromonas. Less abundant sulfate-reducing
Desulfosporosinus were observed with the sulfur-oxidizing genera Sulfuritalea, especially in suboxic
columns. Methylotenera were common in methanol-fed columns. Abundance of Se-reducing bac-
teria such as Dechloromonas, Anaeromyxobacter, and Acidovorax increased as oxygen decreased.
The Se-reducing genera were less abundant than nitrogen, iron, and sulfur-cycling genera, which
represent more of the energy and mass cycled in mined environments.
Applying the tools of biotechnology and principles of microbial ecology to the understanding of
biomineralization is effective not only for management of NO3 and Se in mining, but also for man-
agement of sulfur, iron and other metals in a wide variety of industrial settings.
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Two-fluid model for supercritically adsorbed films of hydrogen
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Sorption-based hydrogen storage for hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and methane storage for low-carbon-
footprint, near-zero-emission internal combustion engines are at the forefront of energy storage for
advanced, clean, sustainable transportation. Storage by adsorption is fully reversible, achieves fast
fill/discharge by simple pressurization/depressurization, and operates at much lower pressure than
compressed hydrogen or methane. We have investigated the density, thickness, and volume of ad-
sorbed hydrogen films at 77 K and methane films at 298 K in a variety of porous carbons synthesized
at the University of Missouri [1, 2]. Samples include monoliths, powders, activated carbons, and
pyrolytic carbons. The films, adsorbed at supercritical conditions, are monomolecular. The analysis
decomposes stored hydrogen and methane into a high-density adsorbed film and low-density non-
adsorbed gas (two-fluid model), coexisting in the pore space, and determines the fraction of pore
volume occupied by the two phases. Saturated film densities, film thicknesses, and film volumes are
determined from high-pressure excess adsorption isotherms.
Saturated hydrogen film densities at 77 K are 100-120 g/L across all samples at pressures as low as
35-70 bar. This is 1.4-1.7 times the density of liquid hydrogen at its normal boiling point, 71 g/L (20
K). Experimental film thicknesses are 0.30-0.32 nm, and fractions of total pore volume filled with
high-density film are 0.25-0.53. Thus high storage capacities, in excess of liquid hydrogen, can be
achieved at 77 K in appropriately engineered nanoporous carbons.
Saturated methane film densities at 298 K are 390-420 g/L, comparable to that of liquid methane
at its normal boiling point, 420 g/L (112 K). Experimental film thicknesses are 0.40-0.41 nm. We
paraphrase adsorbed methane films as “liquid methane at room temperature.”
The dense films occur at a temperature T/Tc = 2.3 and 1.6, for hydrogen and methane, where Tc = 33
K and 190 K is the liquid-gas critical temperature, above which no bulk liquid exists at any pressure.
The high-density films above Tc do not contradict the non-existence of bulk liquid: the film is not a
bulk, 3D phase, but a monomolecular 2D phase. Monte Carlo simulations confirm the observed high
density and small film thickness. The hydrogen film thickness, ~0.30 nm, equals the H2-H2 closest
approach distance. The resulting picture is that the adsorption potential pins hydrogen molecules
to the surface as densely packed layer short of lateral repulsion setting in.
Applications include:
– Parametrization of the Ono-Kondo isotherm for excess adsorption in terms of experimental film
volume, saturated film density, and binding energy;
– Binding energy (heat of adsorption) from excess adsorption at a single temperature;
– Transition from “storage by high film density” to “storage by high gas density” in arbitrary pore
geometries;
– Film volume divided by film thickness (“two-fluid-weighted” surface area) is smaller than the BET
surface area because it counts area in narrow/wide pores with a large/small weight, while BET counts
area in narrow and wide pores equally. For H2 at 77 K, the difference is ~20%.
– When is high surface area per unit volume a reliable predictor of high volumetric storage capacity
of an adsorbent?
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In soil remediation applications, the cleaning of highly viscous DNAPLs is still a pending problem
due to low recovery rates and high operational costs 1. It is shown that decreasing the dynamic
viscosity of DNAPLs (Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids), using hot water flooding technique, in-
creases its recovery rate 2. The technique investigated in the current work consists in a moderate
pre-heating up to 50 ℃ of the subsurface using electrical resistances followed by DNAPL pumping.
The main objective of this work is to study the temperature effect on a viscous DNAPL recovery
at both Darcy and field scales. The highly viscous DNAPL, sampled from a real polluted site, has a
dynamic viscosity ranging from 0.01 Pa∙s at 50℃ and 0.1 Pa∙s at 10 ℃.
A one-dimensional Tempe cell (5.8 cm diameter, 5.6 cm height) has been used to measure capil-
lary pressure versus saturation curves at 20 ℃ and 50 ℃. The experimental setup consists of a two-
dimensional transparent tank (50 cm length, 30 cm height, 7.8 cm width) filled with glass beads. The
bottom 15 cm of the tank height is saturated with DNAPL while the top part is filled with water
to model DNAPL pumping tests. An electrical resistance heats the tank from its left side until a
steady state is achieved while the tank is kept at room temperature. Saturation fields are obtained
with imaging technique, geophysical sensors, and frequency domain reflectometry methods and the
temperature fields are measured with thermocouples.
Given that the DNAPL from the polluted site is a mixture of different chemical compounds where
some of them are not identified, another couple of fluids, ethanol and canola oil, with similar thermo-
physical behavior have been chosen for preliminary experiments. These experiments are used to
validate a numerical model developed via COMSOL Multiphysics®. Muskat’s extension of Darcy’s
law for two-phase flow has been used, coupled with transient heat transfer via convection and con-
duction. Thermal dispersion and local thermal non-equilibrium effects have been taken into account
in this numerical model. Non-isothermal pumping experiments with DNAPL and water fluids have
been performed.
The preliminary results show an asymmetric pumping cone with lower DNAPL saturation values in
higher temperature zones (left side of the tank). In addition, it shows that heating the tank from 20
℃ to 50℃ increases the DNAPL recovery rate by about 20%. However, the simulated temperature
fields are not completely matching the experimental ones, in particular, near the water and DNAPL
interface. This may be due to the use of the empirical interfacial heat transfer and dispersion co-
efficients. The simulated recovery rate is also underestimated compared to experimental recovery
results.
Therefore, a one dimensional column experimental study is under investigation in order to measure
the effective thermal properties of above-mentioned couple of liquids in porous media. Moreover
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field scale experiments on a 10 m per 10 m contaminated site are under study to quantify the ef-
fect of temperature on DNAPLs recovery rates in industrial conditions on a formerly contaminated
soil.
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In the framework of underground flow in low permeability rocks, fractures act as preferential path-
ways for the flow. Within this framework, the discrete fracture network (DFN) models explicitly
represent all the fractures in the network, endowing each fracture with its own geometrical features
(position, size, orientation…) and hydro-geological properties (fracture trasmissivity). Geometrical
and hydro-geological properties of the fractures are typically not (fully) known, and the fractures
forming the network for underground flow simulations in DFNs are sampled from given probabilis-
tic distributions. Due to the large amount of uncertainty affecting the description of the fractures,
uncertainty quantification (UQ) is a crucial issue.
The complex geometry of the computational domain makes UQ a challenging issue on several re-
spects: firstly, the high computational cost required by a single simulation can make the overall UQ
analysis an unfeasible task, if a naive method is adopted; second, the stochastic generation of the
fractures is likely to generate critical geometrical configurations which can result very challenging
for the meshing process, which is known to be a major issue in flow simulations in DFNs; finally,
since the network connectivity largely depends on geometrical parameters, a stochastic description
of the geometry of the network can result in abrupt changes of the connectivity, yielding a non-
smooth behavior of the quantity of interest in the stochastic parameter space, which prevents the
successful application of, e.g., stochastic collocation strategies.
We propose a viable approach for performing UQ analyses on the output of DFN models; the ap-
proach is based on Multi Level Monte Carlo (MLMC) method, applied in conjunction with a well
assessed underlying solver for performing DFN flow simulations, which is extremely robust with
respect to geometrical complexities in the network. The ability of the solver to handle complex ge-
ometries with no mesh constraints, also allowing the use of coarse meshes, makes its combination
with MLMC a quite effective tool for UQ analyses in fracture networks.
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Introduction
The phase separation of hydrogen is a current research theme in the field of space technology which
is of special interest concerning two different applications in future cryogenic propulsion systems:
on one side for the gas- or vapor-free delivery of the liquid propellant to the combustion chamber
and on the other side for the liquid-free venting to condition the propellant. Phase separation can
be realized using the retention capability of a screen or double screen against liquid as shown by
Behruzi et al. 1.
Both applications are conceivable with autogenic pressurization in a one species two-phase system
consisting of liquid hydrogen and hydrogen vapor as well as pressurization with a non-condensable
gas in a two species two-phase system consisting of liquid hydrogen and gaseous helium.
In this project a cryogenic test facility has been developed which allows to analyze the physical
effects which are combined with the retention capability of a double screen against a sloshing of
liquid hydrogen in hydrogen vapor environment during ground and microgravity tests.
Numerical test predictions
The development of the test facility required the provision of test predictions of the expected physi-
cal effects.
Using the commercial computational fluid dynamics program Flow-3D, a first two dimensional, nu-
merical, model could be produced. The model depicts the physical effects radial wicking, capillary
rise with overlaid pressurization, bubble point pressure and screen cross flow pressure loss in com-
bination under isothermal, incompressible conditions.
Cryogenic test facility
With the aid of the test predictions, the development and building of the cryogenic test facility could
be accomplished.
The double screen consists of two cylindrical dutch twilled weave metal screens with 200 warp and
1400 weft wires per square inch. The screens are fixed inside an inner glass tube, which is immersed
into an amount of liquid hydrogen provided inside an outer glass cylinder.
The cryogenic thermal environment has been provided by a helium bath cryostat which contains
the described test section and which can be housed inside a drop capsule.
Experiments
An experimental campaign consisting of 14 tests in earth gravity and three drop tests in micrograv-
ity using the drop tower at the University of Bremen has been conducted.
With the aid of an external pressurization system different differential pressures acting at the vapor
phase of the outer glass cylinder have been applied to accelerate the liquid hydrogen towards the
double screen.
During all tests wall and screens temperatures have been measured. In addition to that the differ-
ential pressure of the hydrogen vapor phases between the inner and outer glass cylinder has been
recorded as well as the absolute pressure of the hydrogen vapor phase at the inner glass cylinder.
Using a laser for illumination and an endoscope with connection to a CCD camera, videos could be
recorded to track the liquid movement.
The experimental results confirm the predicted governing physical effects. In addition to that, influ-
ences due to evaporation and condensation have been observed. Both, numerical and experimental
results will be presented.
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The heterogeneity of rocks represents a challenge for interpreting and using outcomes from multi-
phase flow experiments carried out on laboratory samples. While the capillary pressure-saturation
function, pc(S), is known to vary spatially and cause local saturation development during immis-
cible displacements, its variation remains difficult to measure. This is particularly challenging for
rocks with complex fabrics, such as carbonates. In this study, we present a workflow for the dy-
namic measurement of core- and subcore-scale drainage pc(S) curves in heterogeneous porous me-
dia. Multi-rate, two-phase core-flooding tests are conducted on three carbonate rocks with direct
observations of local saturation data using X-ray computed tomography. The interpretation of the
experiments is done by fitting the parameters of the pc(S) curve, while describing both steady-state
saturation and pressure profiles with a detailed one-dimensional model that accounts for the varia-
tion of subcore-scale properties in the direction of displacement. Workflow validation is achieved
by means of synthetic data, thereby demonstrating the uniqueness of the solution of the resulting
multi-objective optimisation problem. The model accurately reproduces experimental data on the
three rocks and enables computing the effective core-scale pc(S) curve in the limit of zero velocity,
as it would be expected during a porous plate experiment. The output of the proposed technique
is however much richer and includes the relative pc(S) curve that is universal and independent of
the specific pattern of heterogeneity, in addition to a set of scaling factors. The latter describe the
distribution of the pc(S) curves at the subcore-scale due to heterogeneity and form the statistical
basis needed for upscaling studies.
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Dynamic synchrotron microtomography for direct in-situ capil-
lary flow visualization in functionalized porous material for pas-
sive microfluidics
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Capillarity driven lab-on-chips (LOC) are small cheap devices in which fluids autonomously flow in
functionalized porous channels. LOC performances are strongly dependent on the microscale fluid
dynamics, which is in turn influenced by factors such as pore geometry and surface chemistry.
Deep understanding and characterization of pore scale fluid flow are therefore important to optimize
capillarity driven LOCs. In this framework an experimental study was carried out at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) to visualize the dynamics of water imbibition in the LOC
porous channels through fast X-Ray micro computed tomography (µCT). A total of 10 poly-methyl
methacrylate (PMMA) samples with different hydrophilic properties (i.e. different contact angels)
were continuously imaged during water imbibition at the beamline ID19 of the ESRF, with space res-
olution of 1 µm and maximum time resolution of 0.5s for a total of 12s. To ensure sufficient contrast, a
solution of water and potassium iodide was used. The reconstructed images at different time frames
were imported in Avizo 9.5 (Visual Sciences Group, www.vsg3d.com) where phases (air, water and
solid phase) could be segmented. In the first place, this allowed us to visualize in situ and with suffi-
cient time resolution the flow of water in the porous matrix. From this the presence of a preferential
wicking directions in the LOC, probably due to the fabrication technique, was observed. Secondly,
it was possible to investigate the pore filling mechanisms and to study the evolution of water satura-
tion both of the pore space and of single pores which were identified through a watershed algorithm.
These results, moreover, provided a powerful tool to validate multiphase pore-network (PN) models.
PN models are relatively cheap computational model useful to study fluid transport properties at
the pore scale but direct validation of multiphase PN is quite difficult. A PN was extracted from the
imaged samples and used to develop a multiphase dynamic imbibition model, whose results were
compared to those obtained from dynamic µCT images.
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Chemical methods to increase permeability of a skeleton are used to intensify hydrocarbons extrac-
tion. One of these technologies is in-situ combustion via the injection of an oxidizer, capable to
dissolve a part of the skeleton and make high-permeability channels. However, the process of multi-
phase flow in porous medium with the formation of a gaseous phase is related with the development
of different unstable phenomena. The influence of these phenomena on parameters of the flow de-
termines a high interest for studying such processes both experimentally and theoretically [1-5].
During the laboratory experiment a self-oscillating mode of reaction was observed when the rate
of the flow in the porous medium and the pore pressure began to fluctuate quasi-periodically. The
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forming of gas phase occurs in waves as called secondary oxidation waves [6-8].
The purpose of the work was to find a correlation between amplitude, period of these waves and the
pressure gradient experimentally. Also, the ratio of concentrations of acid and oxidizer at which a
certain flow regime occurred was experimentally studied.
The experiment was carried out in a flat cell formed by two transparent polycarbonate plates. The
external size is 350x200x45 mm, the gap size between two plates – 350x160x15 mm. There are two
outlets for tubes at the top of the cell. One of the tubes is used for the mineral oil and oxidant solu-
tion injection and another one - for keeping pressure constant by removing excess oxidant solution
and oil. Injection is performed with a peristaltic pump LOIPLS-301 with consumption 70 ml/min.
The bottom of the cell is covered with a grid. There are 15 pressure sensors Honeywell 24PC15SMT
in the center of the one of the plates with the interval 20 mm.
As a model of chemically active skeleton technical glass beads (diameter - 300-400 µm) uniformly
mixed with sodium bicarbonate are used. Mineral oil models a highly viscous fracture. For chemical
reaction with the gas phase discharge a citric acid solution is used.
First, a mixture of glass beads and sodium bicarbonate is poured into the cell. Then mineral oil is
pumped in the cell through the inlet. After the whole mixture gets saturated with oil, pumping oil
stops and the acid solution is pumped. As a result of the flow of the oxidizer secondary oxidation
waves arising with a constant period were observed.
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shows the readings from pressure sensors that confirm the presence of a periodic process. As a result
of experimental work, it was found that the period of pressure fluctuation in the secondary oxida-
tion waves weekly depends on the pressure gradient and the amplitude of these waves increases
with decreasing pressure gradient in the cell
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,
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.
The curve separating the two flow regimes: with pressure oscillations and the regime of stable flow,
was found experimentally
Indico rendering error
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. For the existence of secondary waves some critical concentrations of oxidizer and reducing agent
are necessary.
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Magnetic resonance imaging to assess changes in transport prop-
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The understanding of the porosity evolution in porous media due to mineral reactions and its impact
on the transport of fluids and solutes is important, since this is a key factor, for example, regarding
the long-term behaviour of engineered systems in the underground. The implementation of such
coupled processes into numerical codes requires a mechanistic understanding of the relevant precip-
itation/dissolution processes in porous media and model validation with quantitative experiments.
In this context, we conducted two sets of flow through column experiments - following the exper-
imental concept of Poonoosamy et al. (2015) and Singurindy & Berkowitz (2003) - to investigate
the effect of barite and gypsum precipitation following dissolution of celestine and calcite, respec-
tively, and consequential permeability changes. These experiments were modelled using the reac-
tive transport code OpenGeosys-GEM. Although the Kozeny-Carman equation used in this context
is widely applied in numerical models to describe porosity and permeability changes due to mineral
dissolution/precipitation, it distinctively underestimates the permeability changes observed in our
experiments. Instead, a porosity-permeability relationship involving a critical porosity at which the
porous medium becomes impermeable had to be considered in the model to reproduce the experi-
mental findings. Currently, we are developing experimental approaches combining in-situ imaging
methods such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to gain a mechanistic understanding of the phys-
ical meaning of the so called critical porosity. For this purpose, the experiments were repeated in a
Bruker super wide bore MRI scanner with a field strength of 4.7T. By conducting multi-slice multi
echo measurements (Pohlmeier et al. 2010) for the determination of translational relaxation time
maps we monitored the evolution of the pore size distribution during the precipitation progress. In
addition, the influence on the flow patterns was monitored using deuterium as tracer. This approach
will enable to investigate process specific porosity/permeability relations, in this case due to mineral
precipitation, which can be introduced into reactive transport simulations.
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As a quintessential example of porous media, soils act as complex filters of hydroclimatic forcing,
giving rise to moisture variability at different spatial and temporal scales. These dynamics exert
strong controls on vegetation and soil microbial life and in turn feed back on meteorological and
hydroclimatic conditions, thus propagating to larger scales with profound impacts on ecosystems
and society.
We discuss upscaling of such processes in a way that preserves the essential nonlinearities, origi-
nating from pore-scale processes in the soil and plant tissues, while surrogating high-dimensional
hydroclimatic variability by means of probabilistic components. The resulting description offers use-
ful simplifications for ecohydrological, biogeochemical, geomorphological and climatic analysis and
allows us to integrate from daily to decadal timescales and beyond to address problems related to
land-use and water resources planning. We discuss examples related to plant water stress and plant
productivity as well as soil carbon and nutrient dynamics. The challenges for rigorous upscaling and
coupling of ecohydrological processes in soils offer a unique opportunity for the scientific commu-
nity to contribute to the pressing need of using soil and water resources in sustainable way.
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Wind action at the soil surface potentially controls the movement of gases (including greenhouse
gases and water vapor) in the near-surface soil as well as exchange of these gases with the atmo-
sphere. Part of the mechanism behind this gas movement has recently been shown to be wind-
induced horizontal pore gas movement within the near-surface soil.
The objective of this study was to investigate how these wind-induced horizontal pore gas velocities
depend on near-surface wind speed, wind gustiness, soil gas permeability, and distance to the soil
surface.
Velocity profiles for wind-induced, horizontal pore gas flow as a function of soil depth in the top
15 cm of the soil, were determined using a recently presented tracer tracking method for measur-
ing wind-induced pore gas velocity profiles in porous media. Measurements were carried out using
two dry, granular porous media for different combinations of wind speed, wind gust frequency and
medium particle size, in a wind tunnel to assure controlled conditions. N2 was used as tracer gas.
Media particle sizes were 1.18 – 2.36 mm and 4.75 – 10 mm, exposed to wind speeds of up to 6 ms-1
and gust frequencies up to 1 Hz. Experiments were based on the 2k factorial design.
Results indicate, that average wind speed, wind gustiness and soil medium physical properties, all
have a significant influence on both absolute horizontal pore gas velocities, as well as on the overall
shape of the pore gas velocity profiles as a function of soil depth.
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Swelling of Shale-rocks create several problems 1 during underground drilling operations, such as
stuck-pipe/drill-bit. However, swelling of shale-rocks can close the gaps between rock (wellbore)
and casing –therefore no cementing is needed – which can save a lot of time and money and such
a “natural” closing ensures “no-leakage” during further drilling and production phases (i.e., gas pro-
ducing wells). The field experience reveals that some shale-rocks are good candidate for swelling
and some are not. Understanding clay swelling and clay consolidation are important for clay deposit
management works –especially in Port areas. There are several parameters influence the swelling
and consolidation of clay/shale, such as- porosity, clay-quartz contents, stress difference between
field and drilling zone etc. Therefore, to plan a safe and efficient drilling operation through shale-
rocks and to manage clay deposits, we should understand the swelling mechanism of shale and the
consolidation mechanism of clay. In this work, we have introduced a discrete element model, based
on Monte-Carlo technique. We define a probability of swelling for all the clay grains in the clay/shale
sample that includes the effect of stress-difference, porosity, temperature etc. The time evolution of
grain swelling results in bulk swelling behavior of the sample and the simulation result qualitatively
matches with the observations of shale/clay swelling experiments [2,3].
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Evaporation of saline solutions in porous media leads very often to the formation of typically thin
and porous salt crusts at the surface 1. The crust formation has a great impact on the evaporation
rate, which can be reduced by more than one order of magnitude in comparison to the evaporation
period preceding the crust development 2, 3. The mechanisms leading to this strong reduction are
not yet fully understood. One particular point of interest is the formation of an air layer below
the crust. This layer offers a much greater resistance to water transport which has to occur in
vapour phase, consistent with the observed very strong decrease in the evaporation rate. To elucidate
the mechanisms leading to the air layer formation, we present a new specific experiment where a
suspended crust is first generated in a Hele-Shaw cell. After which the suspended crust is exposed to
humid air on its bottom side and to dry air on its top side. This configuration leads to a dissolution-
precipitation process characterized by dissolution (deliquescence) at the crust bottom as well as
precipitation on top due to ion transport through the crust and surface evaporation.
The experiment shows that the crust must be considered as a two layered thin porous medium with
possible in-between separation as a result of upward migration of its top layer. This dissolution –
precipitation driven migration of the top layer leads to the formation of an air gap between the two
layers of the crust. Thus, the experiment very clearly shows how an air barrier can form below the
crust.
The crust dynamics resulting from the dissolution – precipitation process will be discussed in detail
with the aid of optical image processing techniques, SEM images of the bottom and top layers and a
model helping delineate the crust dynamics various regimes depending on the competition between
the dissolution and precipitation processes.
A major conclusion is that the mechanical effects are of second importance in the dynamics of salt
crusts, which essentially are driven by solute transport within the crust and dissolution-precipitation
phenomena. This study of the salt crust opens up the route towards a much better understanding of
evaporation from a porous medium with salt crust formation as well as a variety of particular crust
patterns, such as the polygonal patterns at the surface of salars 4.
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Cell-extracellular matrix interaction and the mechanical properties of cell nucleus have been demon-
strated to play a fundamental role in cell movement across fibre networks and micro-channels. From
the point of view of application understanding this process is important to describe on one hand the
spread of cancer metastases and on the other hand to optimize medical scaffold that can be use to
cure chronic wounds. From the point of view of mathematics, the problem need be addressed using
different methods, starting from modelling cell adhesion mechanics to the inclusion of influence of
nucleus stiffness in the motion of cells.
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In this talk, we will discuss the upscaling of reactive transport in evolving pore-spaces within the
project ResKin. The overall goal of the project is, to predict the change of permeability and porosity
due to calcite dissolution in a Plug-Flow experiment, using numerical upscaling on µCT-Image Data.
We will give an overview over the project and discuss the newly developed methods used in the
project and show early results.
Pore-Scale Simulation
As the upscaling process relies on pore-scale information, direct numerical simulations of the disso-
lution process are needed. All pore-scale simulations needed for the project are done with PoreChem
1, a software package developed at Fraunhofer ITWM, dedicated to the simulation of reactive flow
on the pore-scale. The software can compute the flow of a fluid in the pore-space, as well as the
diffusive and advective transport of solute species. PoreChem solves the Navier-Stokes-Brinkman
equations in the pore-space, then transport and reactions are simulated by solving the reaction-
diffusion-advection equation with the resulting velocity solution. All equations are discretized with
the finite volume method on a regular grid, where a fast voxel based solver enables calculations di-
rectly on µCT-Images. For the project, the software has been amended to compute reactive transport
by coupling it to the geochemistry solver Reaktoro. Also, a numerical scheme has been implemented
to simulate the evolution of the pore-space due to the dissolution of the calcite. In the first part of
the talk, we will introduce the numerical schemes used for the pore scale simulation and present
results on the direct numerical simulation of the dissolution process.
Numerical Upscaling of Reactive Transport
The second part of the talk concerns the upscaling of the reactive transport. The problem of upscaling
of reactive transport has been studied for a long time and is a well-established field. In the talk, we
will shortly review the application of the homogenization method to transport problems, and show
how different scaling regimes lead to different cell-problems, which have to be solved to compute
effective diffusion and dispersion tensors 2. Then we show how, using the software PoreChem, the
relevant cell problems can be solved numerically on the pore scale for large 3D data sets and macro-
scale diffusion and dispersion tensors can be computed.
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Upscaling Reactive Transport With Evolving Geometries
In the final part of the talk, he will give an outlook on the extension of the numerical upscaling to
evolving pore-spaces resulting from the dissolution of the calcite phase, as this is a major objective
of the project. To this end, we plan to implement a coupled micro-macro simulation algorithm 3,
where the effective transport parameters are recomputed after each time step and in each grid cell.
However, as solving the full model at every instance is computationally infeasible, we are planning
to implement reduced order modeling methods to solve the required cell problems. In this talk we
will discuss the numerical methods and the challenges presented by this approach, such as extending
existing methods to problems with evolving computational domains.
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Aim of this study is obtaining time development of the mass transfer coefficient and relationship
between the actual hydraulic conductivity and the saturation by the entrapped gas bubbles during
the course of entrapped air dissolution in otherwise water-saturated sand. The changes in gas sat-
uration occur only because of the gas mass transfer between bubbles and partly degassed water
flowing through the sand column. In the experimental set-up water driven by a peristaltic pump
first passes through vacuum membrane degasser into total dissolved gas probe. Then, it enters ves-
sel with submerged sand column. Given the water level in the vessel is kept at a constant level, mass
of water and air in the sample can be determined gravimetrically. The samples were prepared from
the coarse sand. Initial full saturation of the samples was achieved by packing the samples under
degassed deionized water. Samples were subsequently drained at suction pressure 5 kPa and then
submerged in air-saturated water for re-saturation that induced bubbles trapping. Then series of
inflow outflow experiments was conducted. Firstly, the ponded infiltration experiment with water
in equilibrium with atmosphere removed the mobile bubbles from the porous space. Then the de-
gasser was turned on and air bubbles dissolution phase of the experiment started. Total dissolved
gas probes recorded the concentration of dissolved air at the inflow and at outflow. The hydraulic
conductivity was determined using a Darcy law from known hydraulic gradient and measured wa-
ter flux. The experiment was maintained until the sample mass (and therefore the water and gas
saturation) remained constant. The outcome of the experiment is a replicated record of time devel-
opment of the mass transfer between air bubbles and flowing water in a coarse sand. Additionally,
the relationship between hydraulic conductivity and gas saturation was developed during the same
experiment.
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The search for clean and sustainable automotive fuels has driven the study of carbon-based adsorbed
natural gas (ANG) tanks, for next-generation clean vehicles [1-8]. Storage of methane in such a tank
is fully reversible under the standard fill/discharge protocol: pressurization to 35 bar at ambient
temperature to fill the tank (adsorption); depressurization to 2 bar at ambient temperature to empty
the tank (desorption) 5. The low pressure of 35 bar, compared to storage as compressed natural
gas (CNG) at 250 bar, allows for much thinner tank walls, which reduces tank weight, volume, and
compression costs and enables a conformable tank geometry. An Al-based ANG tank filled with
high-performance carbon monoliths [5-7] weighs 50% less and occupies a volume 20% less than an
Al-based CNG tank with the same fuel capacity 5.
The filling process of the tank is accompanied by a large thermal response (heat release) from loading
and compression of gas into the pore space (pump 4.2 kg CH4 into 40-liter vessel holding 21 kg of
carbon monoliths) and exothermic adsorption of gas from the pore space onto the carbon (adsorb 3.9
kg CH4 onto 47 km2 of surface area). During a fast fill (80% full in 2 min), the temperature rises from
23 ºC to over 90 ºC in 2 min [7], and one seeks to reduce this high temperature by fast heat transport
from the inside of the tank to the outside. In this paper we analyze data for the temperature vs.
pressure evolution during the first 2 min, which shows a quasi-linear increase T(p) up to p = 30 bar
(t = 0.5 min) and then a sharp rise in T, in terms of three different models of mass and heat transfer for
t = 0–0.5 min: (I) Adiabatic compression of gas in the pore space without heat sink (fast gas transport
into pores, slow heat transfer in carbon matrix); (II) Adiabatic compression of gas with carbon as heat
sink (fast gas transport into pores, fast heat transfer in carbon matrix); (III) Adiabatic compression
of gas with carbon as heat sink, but compression only in volume outside of the monoliths (slow
gas transport into pores, fast heat transfer in carbon matrix). We find that experimental T(p) data
follows Model II with high precision (also for filling with natural gas instead of pure methane) and
that Models I, III give vastly different T(p) profiles. Heat release due to adsorption sets in only at t >
0.5 min. The overall conclusion for t = 0–0.5 min is: gas transport into pores is fast; heat transport
in carbon matrix is fast; adsorption of gas on pore walls is slow.
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To model and simulate transport processes in porous media the flow characteristics such as the per-
meability and the capillary pressure as well as their hysteresis effects need to be quantified. Also, the
solute transport is restrained by the tortuosity of the pore structure. All those physical parameters
and effects must be considered saturation dependent. The characterisation of the transport param-
eters for textiles is very challenging. Especially natural fibres like cotton are complex, due to their
natural growth and varying pore scales. For many materials the hydrophily and hygroscopy need
to be considered. Another difficulty is the characterization of the planar textile structures. The aim
of this contribution is to show experimental methods to characterize porous transport parameters
for textiles using the example of cotton.
To characterize the saturation dependent permeability and capillary pressure for a textile stripe the
experimental setup of 1 is applied. It consists of an upward, a horizontal and a downward section
which use different physical phenomena to characterize the fabric. The horizontal and the downward
section show a characteristic mass flux, which is recorded and utilized to determine the capillary pres-
sure and permeability. A high humidity is adjusted to reduce evaporation effects. Consequential,
the hygroscopy of the cotton and the initial saturation need to be considered.
Additionally, the hysteresis effect of the capillary pressure is investigated in capillary height exper-
iments, which are elucidated in 2. The saturation is determined for dry and pre-wetted textiles for
different height segments. The results for imbibition are compared to the capillary pressure satura-
tion relation of the previously described setup in 1.
Furthermore, capabilities to expand the setup of 1 to quantify the saturation dependency of the ef-
fective diffusion are demonstrated.
Prospectively, further physical aspects will be investigated and quantified experimentally, including
deformation, dispersion and adsorption processes. As a next step, textile continua will be exam-
ined and a link to planar textile structures will be modelled depending on the compression ratio.
The described experimental methods offer the opportunity to model, simulate and validate trans-
port processes in textiles. 3 shows the utilization of the particle-based simulation method smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) to simulate the moisturization of a porous medium, which will be
extended with additional transport processes.
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Pore-network - lattice Boltzmann method hybrid model for mul-
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Two-phase flow through porous media can be simulated by means of the multicomponent Shan-
Chen lattice Boltzmann method [1-2] (see figure 1). However, such simulations require a significant
computation time. Thus, in order to optimize the computation resources, we present a hybrid model
that combines the efficiency of the pore-network approach and the accuracy of the lattice Boltzmann
method at the pore scale 3.
In this work, the evolution of capillary forces, fluid morphology and water content are evaluated
during the drainage of a granular assembly made up of 40 spheres. The sphere-pack system is de-
signed with a porous membrane located at the bottom of the sample to ensure a complete drainage.
A pressure gradient is imposed to mimic the displacement of the interface. This method enhances
a continuous description of the complex liquid morphologies that are formed during the drainage.
The results are compared with a new model based on the decomposition of the granular assembly
into small subsets (see figure 2), in which lattice Boltzmann simulations are performed to determine
the entry pressure Pe, the primary drainage curve and the liquid morphology for each pore throat.
In each elementary problem that is solved with the LBM, both phases (typically water and air) are
initially in equilibrium. Then, the fluid-fluid interface is displaced as the capillary pressure increases.
When the capillary pressure reaches the entry pressure Pe, the non-wetting phase (air) invades the
pore body. Pe is determined for all the subsets and the global problem is assembled and solved at
the network scale 3.
This technique leads to a complete analysis with a smaller computation domain. Besides, some areas
of the granular assembly can be excluded from the simulation (empty pores and isolated cluster with
no flux). Thus, the multiscale coupling takes advantage of both Pore-Network and LBM reducing
the computational cost. The work is completed with results obtained with approximations (such as
the Incircle and the MS-P method) that predict hydrostatic properties within very reduced comput-
ing time computation time, therefore, suitable to replace LBM simulations when the computation
resources are limited.
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Two-phase flow through porous media can be simulated by means of the multicomponent Shan-
Chen lattice Boltzmann method [1-2] (see figure 1). However, such simulations require a significant
computation time. In order to optimize the computation resources, we present a hybrid model that
combines the efficiency of the pore-network approach and the accuracy of the lattice Boltzmann
method at the pore scale 3.
In this work, the evolution of capillary forces, fluid morphology and water content are evaluated
during the drainage of a granular assembly made up of 40 spheres. The sphere-pack system is de-
signed with a porous membrane located at the bottom of the sample to ensure a complete drainage.
A pressure gradient is imposed to mimic the displacement of the interface. This method enhances
a continuous description of the complex liquid morphologies that are formed during the drainage.
The results are compared with a new model based on the decomposition of the granular assembly
into small subsets (see figure 2), in which lattice Boltzmann simulations are performed to determine
the entry pressure Pe, the primary drainage curve and the liquid morphology for each pore throat.
In each elementary problem that is solved with the LBM, both phases (typically water and air) are
initially in equilibrium. Then, the fluid-fluid interface is displaced as the capillary pressure increases.
When the capillary pressure reaches the entry pressure Pe, the non-wetting phase (air) invades the
pore body. Pe is determined for all the subsets and the global problem is assembled and solved at
the network scale 3.
This technique leads to a complete analysis with a smaller computation domain. Besides, some areas
of the granular assembly can be excluded from the simulation (empty pores and isolated cluster with
no flux). Thus, the multiscale coupling takes advantage of both Pore-Network and LBM reducing
the computational cost. The work is completed with results obtained with approximations (such as
the Incircle and the MS-P method) that predict hydrostatic properties within very reduced comput-
ing time computation time, therefore, suitable to replace LBM simulations when the computation
resources are limited.
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With the growing access to sophisticated X-ray imaging capabilities, there has been an increase in
pore-scale research to more accurately capture fluid flow behavior in permeable media. Image pro-
cessing has, therefore, become an integral part of porous media research. In particular, segmentation
of the various phases (oil/brine/rock) is critical for the estimation of fluid saturation, fluid and rock
topology, and pore connectivity, among other pore-scale parameters. Standard thresholding tech-
niques that operate by marking a shift in the grayscale intensity among the involved phases, fail
to give superior performance when segmenting these phases. However, thresholding techniques
continue to be heavily used due to their ease of use. Together with this, newer machine learning
techniques, being more involved, are less commonly utilized. A comparison showing the tradeoffs
and benefits of these techniques is lacking. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to compare the
effectiveness of different image segmentation techniques in view of applications to porous media
research. Three techniques, namely, thresholding, supervised machine learning, and unsupervised
machine learning, were compared. Performance comparisons were made on bulk estimates, such
as porosity, saturation, total phase surface area, as well as pore-scale estimates, such as interfacial
areas, and Euler characteristic. For this, two-phase (air/brine) X-ray micro-computed tomography
images were acquired at rest in a sintered glass bead pack. The images were captured at two different
voxel resolutions, namely, 6 µm and 18 µm. The high-resolution images were used as a target case
for comparison purposes. The results showed that average thresholding and supervised machine
learning techniques result in porosity, saturation, and phase fraction estimates that are closer to
the target case. With the exception of total surface area measurements, segmentation results from
unsupervised machine learning were found to be mostly away from the target case. Furthermore,
supervised machine learning provided good measures of air-brine interfacial areas by accurately
capturing three-phase contact regions. Lastly, all segmentation techniques gave close measures of
air phase Euler characteristic, but the results were unreliable for the measure of the solid phase,
likely due to the sensitive nature of the measure. Overall, we find that although computationally
intensive, supervised machine learning approach for image segmentation appears to be the most
reliable, whereas the unsupervised machine learning approach appears to be the least reliable. This
research provides the reader an awareness of some of the newer image segmentation techniques,
their implementation, their success, and their limitation with regards to application in porous media
research.
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Upscaling transport processes in porous media from the pore- to the Darcy scale is challenging. It
is well known that transport often displays non-Fickian behavior at laboratory and field scales. This
can be traced back to the geometric heterogeneity at pore-scale that triggers highly heterogeneous
spatial distribution of the velocity and thus a broad range of solute particle transition times and ar-
rival times. An upscaling model must be able to reproduce the behavior of advection and diffusion
processes that control the velocity that solute particles experience during their transport into the
porous media, using measurable macroscopic properties. To study these mechanisms, we run parti-
cle tracking simulations on a 3D real rock digitized sample and investigate the transport properties
through a wide range of Péclet regimes. For infinite Péclet cases, the velocities remain correlated on
spatial scale imprinted in the pore structure. The transport in these conditions is anomalous and the
breakthrough curves for instance exhibit an early peak and a pronounced tailing. We show that a
one-dimensional Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) based on a Markov process for the predic-
tion of the particle velocity captures and predicts transport properties such as breakthrough curves,
propagators and moments. This velocity process is based on a relaxation scheme that enforces the
velocity correlation on a spatial scale related to the average pore length of our sample. Conversely,
for finite Péclet numbers, diffusion affects noticeably the transport behavior. Breakthrough curves
exhibit new features such as earlier arrivals, a delayed peak, and a large time cutoff. The features
are linked to the diffusive motion that occurs on a temporal scale and enforces particles to jump
from a streamline to another, and thus modify the spatial and temporal velocity series. For upscal-
ing, we propose a one-dimensional CTRW model coupling the advective velocity change (occurring
with a give spatial frequency) and the diffusive velocity change (occurring with a given temporal fre-
quency). The model is able to reproduce the observables, such as the breakthrough curves, modeled
by the 3D pore scale simulation for a wide range of Péclet regimes.
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The generalized network model is an efficient yet flexible tool for prediction of two-phase flow
through porous media at the pore scale, as well as a platform to characterize and analyze of micro-CT
images of multiphase flow. In this work we present a validation of this model against micro-CT im-
ages of two-phase flow experiments. We first quantify the uncertainty in experimental data, mapped
onto the pore-network as an analysis tool. Then we compare the network model predictions with
the experimental measurements on a pore-by-pore basis as well as in terms of average/upscaled
flow properties. These comparisons are used to evaluate the accuracy of the network model and
identify potentials for further improvement. We conclude with a discussion on how this validation
work moves the pore-network model toward a more predictive tool by utilizing the data obtained
from micro-CT imaging and the core-scale measurements such as capillary pressure and relative
permeability.
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Two-phase flow dynamics in porous media plays a pivotal role in many industrial applications, such
as enhanced oil recovery, geological carbon storage, and inkjet printing. There have been many
pore-scale studies of two-phase flow dynamics in porous media by direct numerical simulation (DNS)
models like VOF, LBM, and SPH. Their practical importance, however, is usually compromised by
a small computational domain due to the heavy computational demand, and discrepancy of flow
dynamics due to the oversimplification of contact line dynamics.
Alternatively, the pore-network modeling, as an efficient meso-scale model, has also been widely
used in porous media study. Most of previous pore-network models are percolation-based models,
which were mainly used to obtain materials properties like relative permeability and capillary pres-
sure relationship (Patzek, 2001). Though a few dynamic pore-network models have been developed,
they are limited by the oversimplification of pore-network elements (i.e., regular polyhedrons) (Qin,
2015). Therefore, they are not suitable to the study of a realistic porous medium.
In this work, we aim to develop a pore-network model which can be used to quantitatively study two-
phase flow dynamics in porous media. The first and crucial step is to properly represent complex pore
spaces with well-defined pore-network elements. We start with the pore-network extraction from
a Synchrotronic X-ray scanning. We will discuss how complex pore structures are approximated by
tubes of various cross sections. Then, we will introduce our state-of-the-art dynamic pore-network
model for both drainage and imbibition. Finally, we will report our numerical results in terms of
temporal phase distributions, drainage and imbibition rates, dynamic capillary and phase pressures,
and interfacial areas.
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To study the physics of colloidal liquid evaporation and colloidal particle deposition during the non-
isothermal drying of colloidal suspension in micro-pore structures, a hybrid lattice Boltzmann model
(LBM) is developed here. An entropic multiple relaxation-time multirange pseudopotential two-
phase LBM (EMRT-MP LBM) 1 for isothermal interfacial flow is firstly coupled to an extended tem-
perature equation (ETE) 2 for simulating non-isothermal liquid drying. Then the coupling model is
further coupled with a modified convection diffusion equation (MCDE) to consider non-isothermal
drying of colloid suspension 3. The ETE and MCDE are solved by the finite difference scheme (FDM)
with the same lattices as in LBM. With all the sub-models, this coupled model is capable of consid-
ering the main physical phenomena at play: two-phase fluid flow, heat/mass transport and solidifi-
cation.
We consider two drying events. First, drying of colloid suspension in a two-pillar micro-pore struc-
ture is simulated, and the final configuration of colloidal particles is compared with experimental
one. A good agreement is observed between each other. Second, under the heating temperature
of 70 Celsius degree, drying of colloid suspension in a complex spiral-shaped micro-pore structure
containing 220 pillars is simulated. The drying pattern follows the spiral shape due to the capillary
pumping, which indicates the liquid is transported from large pore to small ones driven by capillary
pressure difference. Since the colloidal particles are passively carried with liquid, they accumulate at
the small menisci during the drying process. When the local liquid is dried out at the small menisci,
the colloidal particles are deposited as solid structures between the pillars (mainly), or around the
surfaces of pillars (slightly). As a result, the particle deposition exhibits the spiral route. Qualita-
tively, our simulated liquid and particle configurations agree well with experimental ones during the
entire drying process. Quantitatively, our model captures that the evaporation rate and the particle
accumulation rate decreasing slowly during drying similar to ones in experiment, which is due to
the deduction of liquid-vapor interface area.
In conclusion, our nested model has shown the capability and accuracy by simulating non-isothermal
drying of colloid suspension in a complex micro-pore structure both qualitatively and quantitatively,
as it includes all the required physics and captures all the complex features observed experimentally.
Such a tri-coupled LBM has a high potential to become an efficient numerical tool for further inves-
tigation of the real and complex engineering problems with drying of colloids suspension in porous
media.
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In the recent years, because of the requirement to transition towards a low carbon economy for
climate change mitigation, saline aquifer storage of CO2 has emerged as an important strategy for
CO2 sequestration. Apart from the large storage capacity, the potential storage reservoirs for CO2
must have sufficiently high porosity and permeability to provide sufficient volume for CO2 and to
allow injection of the CO2 1. Therefore, it is vital to characterise these reservoir storage sites and
conduct detailed experiments to analyse how heterogeneities in rock properties at sub-seismic res-
olution can influence the spatial extent of the plume migration and secondary trapping processes,
such as dissolution. Core-flooding experiments have been routinely used in the last decades [2,3]
for analysing these rock formations. The ability to validate observations from core-flooding experi-
ments with suitable numerical simulations can provide key insight on the underlying physics beyond
the experimental measurements, including sub-metre scale distributions of velocity and other rock
properties, such as longitudinal and transverse dispersivity.
In this work, we explore a novel approach where the imagery generated during core-flooding ex-
periments is analysed with detailed numerical simulations of the transport process within the rock
core. To this aim, two and three-dimensional numerical simulations are conducted using the reac-
tive transport code CrunchFlow 4. For both experiments and simulations, a Ketton Limestone rock
core of diameter 5 cm and length of 10 cm is used. The geometry and operation conditions are ex-
actly same as the experiments used in 5 where the transport of a solute was imaged dynamically by
Position Emission Tomography (PET).
In the simulator, each grid cell in the solution domain was assigned a permeability value, which
was calculated using different methods, namely by using (i) the Kozeny-Carman based permeability
model [6], (ii) Fractal-Geometry permeability model [7] and a (iii) thresholding method that uses the
corresponding gas saturation maps acquired during a drainage test to identify low and high perme-
ability regions. The predicted results of the simulations are compared with 3D images of the solute
plume obtained by PET and show that the use of a porosity-based permeability distribution gives a
good agreement with the experimental results in terms of the predicted residence time distribution
and averaged internal concentration profiles within the core, However, these model-based simula-
tions fail at capturing the spreading of the solute caused by the subcore scale heterogeneity in the
rocks. On the other hand, simulations where the gas saturation-based permeability map was used
show a better agreement with the experiments in terms of both averaged values and in the spatial
distribution of the predicted solute plume migration. These are further analysed in terms of spatial
measures of mixing, such as the scalar dissipation and the dilution index. Various realisations of
the calibrated permeability map are built by varying the spatial distribution of heterogeneity in the
numerical model, thereby providing a statistical basis to the experimental observations on one rock
sample.
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One of the possible solutions for the CO2 sequestration is its mineralization. During this process,
secondary calcite precipitates in the pore space. This may eventually lead to clogging of the flow
pathways, which is undesirable, as it prevents CO2 from spreading further into the underground
reservoir. To understand better the impact of carbonate cementation on the pore-space geometry,
we have analyzed the natural cementation on the rims of solution pipes formed in the Middle Upper
Pliocene coastal calcarenite in Apulia (Italy) and compared the pore-space characteristics with those
of uncemented host rock.
We used small angle neutron scattering techniques combined with the measurements of composition
(XRD), porosity (He pycnometry) and permeability (MICP, mercury intrusion) to quantify the impact
of cementation on pore space characteristics. We find a significant drop in porosity in the cemented
rocks (17% vs 49% in the host rock) and an associated 20-fold decrease in permeability. Interestingly,
however, the specific surface area (SSA) in the cemented samples is almost 10 times larger than that
in the host rocks, which indicates that roughness of the rock-pore interface markedly increases dur-
ing the cementation. The combination of MICP and neutron scattering techniques have shown that
this increase in the roughness of pore interfaces takes place on all scales – down to the nanometer
scale, thus the reactions leading to cementation are not limited to the regions of the fastest flow,
largest porosity and high permeability.
Finally, the analysis of neutron scattering data allowed us to calculate the fractal dimension of the
pore interface, D. For each sample, this parameter is different for the population of accessible pores
and inaccessible pores. In the host rock D=2.30 (2.65) for accessible (inaccessible) pores. In the
cemented sample, D is markedly increased and reaches respectively 2.7(3.00). Large values of D indi-
cate rough and convoluted interface. A particularly striking result here is that D=3 for inaccessible
pores in the cemented sample, meaning that the surface of the internal pore network fills almost
all the internal space. We hypothesize that such a highly convoluted pore structure results from
the negative coupling between flow and permeability during the calcite precipitation processes. The
deposition of reaction products forces the rock penetrating fluid to find new pathways of increasing
tortuosity, which eventually forms a structure akin to a D=3 interface devoid of bulk.
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In subsurface characterization, its properties are reconstructed with a set of limited data using a
history-matching algorithm. In our study we focus on the characterization of the permeability field
in an aquifer using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, which are reliable procedures
for such reconstruction. The MCMC algorithm is serial in nature due to its Markovian property.
Moreover, the calculation of the likelihood information in the MCMC is computationally expensive
for flow problems in the aquifer. Running a long MCMC chain for a very long period makes the
method less attractive for the characterization of the aquifer. In contrast, several shorter MCMC
chains can substantially reduce computation time and can make the method more suitable for the
characterization. However, the convergence of such MCMC chains should be carefully studied. In
this talk, we consider multiple MCMC chains for a single-phase flow problem in the aquifer and
analyze the convergence of the chains.
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Cost efficient carbon negative technologies will play an important role in GHG mitigation. Injection
of flue gases from industrial sources and power stations into geothermal reservoirs achieves heat
recovery and gas storage. Numerical reservoir modeling of this option is important to improve ex-
isting understanding of subsurface interactions and forecast energy recovery. The main objective of
this study is to estimate optimal injection strategies, overall energy balance and cost benefits for a
representative flue gas EGS project. Non-isothermal numerical reservoir simulator was developed
for this study. Complete equations and solution algorithms are presented. The conservation equa-
tions describe the overall mass and energy balance coupled with component transport. Appropriate
models have been used to estimate the effect of this thermal gradient on rock and fluid properties. A
highly accurate multi-parameter equation of state (EOS) based on the span-wagner approach is used
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to describe the multicomponent (H2O, CO2, N2, CH4, other flue gas components) phase behavior.
This EOS predicts accurate fluid property and phase conditions for wide pressures and temperatures.
Literature values are used. The coupled differential equations are implemented in Python and solved
in a sequentially implicit method. The results from this study will focus on well placement, well type
(vertical, inclined, horizontal), pressure control, when and how much and how long can be injected
and how soon will the breakthrough occur at production wells. One strategy of note is to use hor-
izontal wells to inject gases at the bottom of the reservoir and produce at the top of the reservoir
to control pressure. One possibility to dispose of the produced brine is to dissolve flue gases at the
surface and reinject into the reservoir. This will immediately reduce the pressure buildup associ-
ated with injection. All of these strategies depend on the geology, geomechanics, petrophysics, fluid
properties and other conditions unique to the reservoir.
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Natural convection in fractured porous media has become an important focus of scientific research
in the last decades. Important engineering applications can be found in several industrial and envi-
ronmental applications such as in oil and gas recovery, fuel cells, geothermal energy, groundwater
contamination, saltwater intrusion, nuclear waste disposal, flow through salt formations, among
others. Thus, there is a need to understand the physical processes of natural convection in fractured
porous media.
The objective of this work is to provide better understanding of the effect of fractures on natural
convection in porous enclosure. Particularly, we aim to understand the effect of fractures locations,
density, aperture and hydrodynamic properties on the heat transfer and convective flow processes.
We consider the problem of square porous cavity with differentially heated vertical walls. This prob-
lem is widely used in the literature to understand the physical processes of natural convection in
heterogeneous porous media. However, to the best of our knowledge, fractured configuration, which
is one of the most challenging form of heterogeneity has been never studied in this context. Thus,
we consider several fractured configurations and we develop numerical simulations to investigate
the effect of fractures on velocity field, temperature distribution and heat flux as measured by the
Nusselt number.
To correctly represent fracture embedded in the porous matrix, we use the Discrete Facture Model
(DFM). This model is highly accurate as it can represent fractures explicitly without any simplifi-
cation. However, numerical solution of this model with standard numerical methods can lead to
numerical artifacts that affect the solution to various degrees and in consequence the physical be-
havior of the system. To avoid this problem, we implement a high accurate solution based on the
Eulerian-Lagrangian Localized Adjoint Method (ELLAM). For verification issue, we tested our nu-
merical solution against a standard finite element model based on Discrete Facture Network model
developed in the frame of COMSOL Multiphysics®. We use the ELLAM model to establish relation
between heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics and the fracture properties.
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We apply the asymptotic homogenization technique to the equations describing the dynamics of a
heterogeneous material with evolution of its internal structure. We refer to this phenomenon as
to material remodeling and we interpret it with the production of plastic-like distortions. The latter
ones being accounted for by means of the Bilby–Kröner–Lee decomposition. The asymptotic homog-
enization approach is applied to a heterogeneous body comprising two hyperelastic materials. The
whole study is framed within the limit of small elastic distortions, and provides a robust framework
that can be readily generalized to growth and remodeling of nonlinear composites. We complete our
theoretical model by performing numerical simulations.
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In a porous medium, understanding the evolution of the interface between two miscible fluids, when
one fluid displaces the other one is of fundamental importance. Localized spatiotemporal patterns
can develop with the interplay of reaction and diffusion processes, when two reactants A and B
of an oscillating reaction are placed in contact. Using the classical Brusselator model, we show
numerically the existence of localized oscillations in the reaction zone depending on the initial con-
centrations of the reactants. We further explore the influence of hydrodynamic destabilization by
introducing a viscosity gradient on the initially oscillating patterns. The interface between the flu-
ids deforms into finger-like patterns leading to a viscous fingering instability, when a less viscous
fluid displaces a more viscous one. Reactive systems are able to trigger this instability as soon as
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the chemical reaction changes the viscosity of the interplaying fluids. Nonlinear simulations of the
related reaction-diffusion-convection equations with the fluid viscosity varying with the inhibitor
concentration show an active coupling between the oscillatory kinetics and the viscously-driven in-
stability. The periodic oscillations in the concentration of the intermediate species induce localized
changes in the viscosity, which in turn affects the fingering pattern. Guided by the properties of
the underlying reaction-diffusion dynamics, we show that localized changes in the viscosity profiles
can induce oscillations in an initially non-oscillating reactive system while, as a corollar, nonlinear
kinetics can trigger viscous fingering in an initially viscously stable stratification.
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pEDFM is firstly proposed by Tene et al. to extend EDFM to be adaptive to a wide range of fracture
permeabilities (i.e. from flow barriers to highly conductive fractures). Jiang and Younis made several
improvements upon the original pEDFM and applied the improved pEDFM to resolve the limitation
that EDFM could induce large errors for multiphase displacement processes. Their works indicate
that original EDFM is only adaptive to the production simulation of multistage fractured well, but
pEDFM may be superior because it can be adaptive to more general cases.
This paper firstly points out that there are still some problems in current pEDFM, lying on the algo-
rithm in pre-process for three-dimensional (3D) cases, the formula of transmissibilities of additional
fracture-matrix (f-m) connections and lack of additional fracture-fracture (f-f) connections. Then,
corresponding improvements are presented to resolve these problems, and these improvements in-
cludes practical algorithm to select projected faces of fracture cells for 3D cases, practical algorithm
to calculate the area of the union of projections for 3D cases, the modified physical transmissibili-
ties of additional f-m connections and the extended pEDFM considering additional f-f connections.
Some numerical examples are implemented to illustrate the necessity and validness of these improve-
ments.
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Numerical simulation of coupling flow and geomechanics for frac-
tured reservoirs
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Natural fractured reservoirs (NFRs) now contribute a great deal of world’s proven hydrocarbon re-
serves. Compared with conventional reservoirs, NFRs exhibit a high degree of heterogeneity and
complexity created by fractures, and geomechanical effects play an important role in production,
which is observed from field practice. Therefore, accurate modeling and simulation of the flow in
fractured reservoirs are quite challenging, and an accurate and efficient numerical simulator of cou-
pling flow and geomechanics for fractured reservoirs is necessary.
This paper presented a hybrid numerical model of extended finite element method (XFEM) and em-
bedded discrete fracture model (EDFM), the novelty of which lies on coupling flow and geomechan-
ics for fractured reservoirs, especially considering the effect of the dynamic propagation of water-
flooding induced fracture. In the proposed hybrid model, XFEM is applied to numerically solve the
displacement, stress and strain fields in fractured media, and corresponding geomechanics models
for different flow media including matrix, natural fractures, hydraulic fractures and water-injection
induced fractures, especially the water-injection induced fracture propagation model, are presented
to link the stress-field parameters with flow parameters and determine the length and direction of
propagating water-flooding induced fracture. Based on the flow parameters, the pressure and sat-
uration fields in the reservoir can be computed by EDFM. For the next time step, the boundary
conditions of the stress field are updated by calculated fluid pressure in this time step, and above cal-
culation steps are iterated to compute the stress and flow fields of each time step. Some numerical
examples are implemented to illustrate the validness of this hybrid numerical model.
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Thermodyna mic driving forces, as chemical, osmotic and thermal forces can cause transport of flu-
ids in porous media. So far, most of the two-phase flows in porous media have been investigated
at isothermal conditions, with the pressure gradient as the only driving force. The fluid transport
in porous media due to a temperature gradient is therefore still posing unsolved practical as well as
theoretical problems. In fact, it was shown in the literature that a temperature difference of only
40℃ can overcome a hydraulic pressure difference of more than 10 bar. Internal simulations sug-
gest that an even higher hydraulic pressure might be achievable at a smaller temperature difference.
The understanding of this phenomenon may open up a possibility for further generalizations of the
description of the two-phase flow and could also give valuable information for practical applica-
tions like sea water desalination, fuel cells or oil and natural gas recovery. The aim of the project
is to understand the role of thermal driving forces for fluid transport in porous media, when it is
acting alone or in combination with mechanical forces.  The problem will be investigated with non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations and non-equilibrium thermodynamic modeling of one
or more immiscible fluids in a porous membrane. By coupling the two simulation approaches, an
improved description of the two-phase flow in porous media is expected which can be used to opti-
mize properties of porous media in a more realistic manner and may even lead to the development
of new applications. 
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We investigate porous media applications that contain evolving solid phases due to heterogeneous
reaction. At the pore scale, we consider a coupled system of partial differential equations. It con-
sists of transport equations for the species’ concentrations while taking the processes of convection
and diffusion into account. The interface between an attached layer of immobile chemical species
and the fluid is characterized by means of a level-set. Applying two-scale asymptotic expansion
in a level set framework, a micro-macro model emerges that is comprised of several levels of cou-
plings: Macroscopic equations describing transport at the scale of the porous medium (macro scale)
include averaged time- and space-dependent coefficient functions. These functions may explicitly
be computed by means of auxiliary cell problems (micro scale). Finally, the pore space in which the
cell problems are defined is time- and space dependent. The pore space’s geometry is determined
by means of the level-set equation and information from the transport equation’s solutions is used
to determine the explicit geometric structure (micro-macro scale). We complement our theoretical
results with numerical computations. For the level set equation an upwind scheme described by
Rouy and Tourin is applied. (Extended) Finite Element Methods are used for the evaluation of the
cell problems and the transport equation. Ultimately, we investigate the dissolution of an array of
calcite grains in the micro-macro context.
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Microaggregates are the fundamental building blocks of soils and thus important for its structure,
properties and functions. Although there has been much research on the links, dynamics, stability,
and structure of soil microaggregates, there is still a substantial lack of quantifying the relationships
between the key factors of their dynamics. Those key factors are soil fauna, microorganisms, roots,
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inorganics, and physical processes [Totsche et al. 2017]. We assess the complex coupling of bio-
logical, chemical and physical processes at different scales with the help of a mechanistic modeling
approach in order to gain a model-based mechanistic understanding of the formation, build-up, com-
position, properties and stability of microaggregates.
Our dynamic framework combines biomass development and structural changes in the solid origi-
nating from stabilizing sticky agents or electric effects in a comprehensive micro-macro model [Ray
et al. 2017]. It uses a versatile discrete cellular automaton method (CAM) on the microscale with
a continuous PDE formulation on the micro and the macroscale. This means that the underlying
time-dependent computational domain for the pore scale, i.e. the distribution of a solid, biomass,
a wetting, and a non-wetting fluid is determined discretely by means of a CAM. The diffusion of
mobile bacteria, possibly transforming into immobile biomass, nutrients, and ions are prescribed by
means of PDEs, likewise, the surface concentration of a sticky agent tightening together solid or bio
cells (in the cellular automaton context) is considered. The idea of using a CAM setting with biofilm
growth at the pore scale goes back to work in [Tang / Valocchi, Tang et al].
To omit the explicit tracking of interfaces as it is necessary in level-set approaches we use this com-
bined discrete-continuum approach. As the soil is evolving in this setting we have to use a discretiza-
tion for the PDE systems in the fluid that is robust and handles discrete discontinuities. The local
discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) method is suitable for this task.
One main objective of this research is to examine the strong interplay between functional properties
and geometric structure. To that end standard homogenization results are used to compute the soil’s
characteristic properties such as porosity or effective diffusion tensors for the resulting complex and
time-dependent geometries.
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Microbially induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICP) is a process in which bacterial processes
are used for cementation of granular media for applications in geotechnical engineering, soil con-
solidation, and environmentally friendly alternatives to concrete 1. In our work, we apply lactic
acid producing bacteria to dissolve calcium carbonate, then in the next step calcium carbonate is re-
precipitated due to hydrolysis of urea which induces consolidation of the material. The final product
is called bio-concrete. In this process, urea is hydrolyzed and as a result the carbonate content and
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pH increases, which consequently induces crystallization of calcium carbonate. The complex inter-
play of different factors related to living organisms and geochemical processes has made it difficult
to develop an accurate model for MICP 2. A multi-component reactive transport model need to be
supplemented by kinetic expressions for ureolysis and precipitation, as well as explicit modeling of
microbial attachment and detachment 3.
We will present a lattice Boltzmann (LB) approach to model the MICP process described above on the
pore-scale. We will describe how to couple the LB model to a full geomechanical solver, so that the
chemical and mineralogical reactions can be accurately modeled. Bacteria are added to the model as
point sources for lactic acid production and hydrolysis of urea. The rate of reactions is given by the
local chemical environment of the bacteria and amount of nutrients.
Nucleation criteria, based on thermodynamic surface properties, will be incorporated to simulate
mineral growth and gas production. A semi-empirical cementation criterion based on tracking of
new solid-solid contact area will be used as a proxy for the strength of the material. The tempo-
ral development of porosity, permeability, and strength will be studied for a range of parameters.
This work is integrated with a coordinated laboratory project, which studies MICP on grain and
micro-scale 4. The model developed is benchmarked against experimental data. The main aim of
the modelling work is to numerically investigate the consolidation process, which is important for
the strength of the final product, as a function of bacteria concentration, bacteria distribution and
activity, required amount of nutrition and other process parameters. Applicability of our modelling
approach to study these processes will be demonstrated.
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Flexible Framework for Two-Phase-Flow in Extremely Heteroge-
neous Media
Tatiana ReicheNone
Corresponding Author(s): tatiana.reiche@grs.de
The assessment of the long-term safety of a deep underground repository for radioactive waste re-
quires a comprehensive understanding of the system and appropriate numerical tools. RepoTREND
is a numerical tool being developed by GRS for simulating
• the release of contaminants and
• their transport through the near-field and far-field to the biosphere, including
• the estimation of the radiological consequences for man and environment.
It is applicable to different concepts of final repositories in different host formations.
For a typical repository model the model area is extremely heterogeneous. Neighbouring grid el-
ements can essentially differ with respect to their properties and the relevance of the effects that
have to be considered additionally to the underlying basic processes, such as the two-phase flow in
porous media. Such heterogeneities can lead to the necessity to vary the basic equations over the
model regions. For instance, the rock convergence dynamically changes the pore volume in some
region. The convergence process is controlled by a number of additional factors, and the change of
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the pore volume is described by a nonlinear differential equation that has to be integrated into the
global equation system for the relevant region. The relevance of effects depends on the environment
parameters and may change during the simulation time. For example, rock convergence gets irrele-
vant as soon as a final value of porosity is reached.
During a simulation of the processes in a repository for radioactive waste, numerous different effects
have to be considered additionally to the basic process. Various physical models that use different
equations and variables have to be implemented. Specific challenges in developing the structure of
a simulator program are to enable a flexible choice of models for different regions of the modeled
area, their combination during a simulation and an easy way to extend the program by new models
and effects.
The program code of RepoTREND is designed as a framework for solving a general nonlinear equa-
tion set. Different physics are realized as models in a library form. A model is defined as a base
model using a certain set of variables with the possibility to build other models from this base model
by variable switching (according to the current system state) and by modifications due to the addi-
tional effects (additional terms, modified equation parameters etc.).
Therefore, a model is defined by certain equation(s) of state and certain routines for taking account
of the relevant effects, organized as a library of equations and a library of effects. This code structure
makes it easy to incorporate new equations and effects.
Different models can be assigned to different grid blocks. Any grid block is defined by its own set
of equations. The full set can be reduced:
• by Schur-complement method, which reduces the full set to a primary set relevant for the appro-
priate block row in the common matrix system,
• by reduction of the implicit level of the primary set.
These operations are performed on individual grid blocks.
The coupling of physical models is described in implicit manner: directly solve the linear couplings
between variables by including all equations (block rows prepared for any grid block) in the same
matrix system.
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Modeling of wavefields in saturated elastic porous medium based
on thermodynamically compatible system theory for multiphase
mixture
Author(s): Galina Reshetova1
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2 Sobolev Institute of Mathematics
Corresponding Author(s): kgv@nmsf.sscc.ru
A multiphase model and its application to the wavefields numerical simulation are discussed for the
description of compressible fluid flow in elastic porous medium. The proposed model is an extension
of the unified model of continuum mechanics proposed in [1,2]. The derivation is based on the theory
of thermodynamically compatible systems and on the model of nonlinear elastoplasticity combined
with the multiphase compressible flow model 3. The governing equations of the model include the
phase mass conservation laws, total momentum conservation law, equation for relative velocities of
phases, equations for deformation gradient of the medium and balance equation for porosity. They
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form a hyperbolic system of conservation form equations and satisfy fundamental laws of thermo-
dynamics. Two types of phase interaction are introduced in the model: phase pressure relaxation
to the common value and interfacial friction. The inelastic deformation also can be accounted by
the source terms in the equation for the deformation gradient. The formulated model can be used
for study a compressible fluid flow in a deformable elastoplastic porous medium in general, and for
modeling wave propagation in a saturated porous medium in particular.
The governing equations for small amplitude wave propagation in the uniform porous medium sat-
urated with a single fluid medium are derived. They form the first-order hyperbolic PDE system
written in terms of stress and velocities and, like in Biot’s model, predict three type of waves: fast
and slow longitudinal waves and shear wave existing in the fluid-saturated porous medium. For
the numerical solution of these equations an efficient numerical method based on staggered-grid
finite difference scheme is used. The solution of some numerical test problems is presented and
discussed.
1. Dumbser, M., Peshkov, I., Romenski, E., Zanotti, O. High order ADER schemes for a unified first
order hyperbolic formulation of continuum mechanics: Viscous heat-conducting fluids and elas-
tic solids, Journal of Computational Physics, Vol. 314, P. 824-862, 2016.
2. Dumbser, M., Peshkov, I., Romenski, E., Zanotti, O. High order ADER schemes for a unified
first order hyperbolic formulation of Newtonian continuum mechanics coupled with electro-
dynamics, Journal of Computational Physics, Vol. 348, P. 298-342, 2017.
3. Romenski, E., Belozerov, A.A., Peshkov, I.M. Conservative formulation for compressible multi-
phase flows, Quarterly of Applied Mathematics, Vol. 74(1), P. 113-136, 2016.
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Albert Reynolds1 ; Zhenyu Guo1 ; Emilio Sousa1
1 University of Tulsa
Corresponding Author(s): reynolds@utulsa.edu
We consider a system whose measurable outputs (observed data) depend on parameters (system
variables) and controllable inputs (controls), where the system is represented by a system of discrete
equations obtained by applying the finite volume method to an initial-boundary-value problem for
a set of coupled evolutionary nonlinear partial differential equations. This discrete system repre-
sents the forward model for predicting the behavior of the system given the input controls and the
coefficients (dependent parameters) in the discrete system. These coefficients (parameters) are the
components of the model, or vector of model parameters, m, where m is treated as a random vector.
It is assumed that information independent of the evolutionary behavior of the system is available in
the form of a prior model for m where the prior model is represented by a prior probability density
function (pdf). The posterior pdf, conditional to the observed data, can then be formally constructed
by Bayes theorem.
In problems of interest, there are an infinite number of plausible models, i.e., models that are con-
sistent with both the prior information and the observed dynamic data. Generation of such models
using data assimilation techniques is relatively easy, e.g., by gradient-based randomized maximum
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likelihood, however, the goal is not simply to find such models but to find an ensemble of mod-
els that characterizes the posterior uncertainty in m, i.e., in the Bayesian framework, the ensemble
members should be samples from the posterior pdf. Given a correct sampling of the posterior pdf,
the uncertainty in future performance predictions of the system can be characterized by solving the
forward model for each model in the ensemble.
We provide a framework for data assimilation and sampling the posterior pdf that uses machine
learning throughout. Our focus is on support vector regression (SVR) although, potentially, online
deep learning neural networks also can be used. Two basic ideas are that (i) one can develop a reliable
SVR proxy for the forward model of the system during the data assimilation process by following
the iterative procedure developed in which one updates the proxy model as the data assimilation
proceeds; (ii) by using the final SVR proxy developed to replace the computationally expensive for-
ward model, one can afford to perform Metropolis-Hasting Markov chain Monte Carlo (MH-MCMC)
to construct parallel Markov chains of sufficiently long length to ensure that the chains converge
to the posterior pdf. Using the SVR proxy, the cost of computing the value of the posterior pdf at
any proposed state m is very inexpensive and correct uncertainty characterization incurs a com-
putational cost which is equivalent to at most a few thousand runs of the forward model. Using
an SVR training algorithm with a different iterative updating designed for the specific application,
we develop a computationally efficient procedure to optimize controls. One lesson learned is that
insight into the mathematics/physics/objectives of the problem considered informs the proper appli-
cation of SVR. Examples presented pertain to reservoir history matching, prediction and uncertainty
quantification.
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Experimental and numerical study of the compression dependency
of the permeability of nonwoven
Sarah Staub1 ; Ralf Kirsch1 ; Stefan Rief1
1 Fraunhofer ITWM
Corresponding Author(s): rief@itwm.fraunhofer.de
Nonwoven media play a crucial role in several technical applications, e.g. filtration processes. Due
to large pressure drops, compression may occur leading to the decrease of the flow permeability
of the medium. The permeability dependency is quite important when it comes to predicting the
behavior of a filter element by means of simulation.
In this talk, we study the compression dependency of the permeability of a nonwoven. Therefore,
we use the DMA measuring device to plastically deform the nonwoven. In a second step, the perme-
ability is measured by the TEXTEST FX 3300.
The numerical study is based on µCT images of the uncompressed nonwoven and of the plastically
deformed structures. The permeability is computed by the software GeoDict. The second simulation
approach uses the image of the uncompressed nonwoven and virtually compresses it by the Fraun-
hofer structural mechanics code FeelMath and, finally, computes the permeability.
In the presentation, we will illustrate the three approaches to determine the compression dependency
of the permeability of a nonwoven and give a comparative study of the results.
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The Multiscale Robin Coupled Method for two-phase flows in porous
media
Author(s): Franciane Rocha1
Co-author(s): Fabricio Sousa 1 ; Roberto Ausas 1 ; Gustavo Buscaglia 1 ; Felipe Pereira 2
1 University of Sao Paulo
2 Mathematical Sciences Department, The University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, TX, USA
Corresponding Author(s): fr.franciane@gmail.com
The Multiscale Robin Coupled Method (MRCM) is a domain decomposition procedure that has been
developed to efficiently approximate velocity and pressure fields for single-phase flows in highly
heterogeneous porous media (see 1). It generalizes other well-established multiscale mixed methods
(2, 3) that are based on domain decomposition and it adds great flexibility for the choice of interface
spaces.
We investigate the approximation of two-phase flows in porous media using the MRCM to compute
velocity fields. We consider an operator splitting strategy, where a scalar conservation law for the
saturation of one of the phases and the velocity field are updated sequentially. The choice of parame-
ters for the MRCM is thoroughly investigated, demonstrating its accuracy compared to other popular
methods. We vary both the order of polynomials for interface spaces and the Robin parameter (that
allows us to produce MMMFEM-like 2 and MHM-like 3 approximations for the velocity fields). The
improved accuracy that the MRCM produces for single phase flow problems in the approximation of
velocity and pressure fields is also observed for the saturation field. Thus, the original findings for
the MRCM are fully preserved in the approximation of two-phase flows. Moreover, we produce a
more accurate solution for problems with high contrast permeability coefficients when compared to
other existing multiscale methods. The efficiency and accuracy of the MRCM make it a competitive
scheme for uncertainty quantification in subsurface problems.
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Robust discretizations for fluid-flow problems in deformable porous
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The numerical simulation of the coupling between mechanical deformation and fluid flow in porous
media has become of increasing importance due to the wide application of these models in different
fields ranging from geomechanics and petroleum engineering, to biomechanics.
The governing systems of partial differential equations of poroelastic models involve parameters
which typically vary over several orders of magnitude from one application to another, making its
stable discretization and efficient solution a challenging task.
Robust discretizations with respect to all the physical parameters are needed for this type of prob-
lems to obtain reliable numerical solutions. This is a very important task, and some efforts are being
carried out in this address by the scientific community.
In this talk, we discuss about stable discretizations for poroelastic problems, for which stability esti-
mates uniformly independent on the physical and discretization parameters are derived.
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Understanding the behavior of BTEX on the vadose zone using
simple 1-D finite differences modeling
JAVIER RODRIGO-ILARRI1 ; María-Elena Rodrigo-Clavero2 ; Luis Romero-BallesterosNone
1 UNIVERSITAT POLITECNICA VALENCIA
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This work shows the results obtained when applying VLEACH, a simple one-dimensional finite-
difference model, to analyze the contamination caused by a BTEX spill coming from a set of under-
ground storage tanks located on a new fuel station in Valencia.
Specific studies of the impact of fuel spills on the vadose zone are currently required when trying
to obtain the environmental permits for new fuel stations. The development of One-Dimensional
mathematical models of fate and transport of BTEX on the vadose zone can therefore be used to
understand the behavior of the pollutants and identify the main environmental consequences that
should be addressed and controlled during the operational phase of the facilities.
The VLEACH model is used. VLEACH - a simple One-Dimensional Finite Different Vadose Zone
Leaching Model - uses an numerical approximation of the Millington Equation, a theoretical based
model for gaseous diffusion in porous media. This equation has been widely used in the fields of soil
physics and hydrology to calculate the gaseous or vapor diffusion in porous media.
The model describes the movement of organic contaminants within and between three different
phases: (1) as a solute dissolved in water, (2) as a gas in the vapor phase, and (3) as an absorbed
compound in the soil phase. Initially, the equilibrium distribution of contaminant mass between
liquid, gas and sorbed phases is calculated. Transport processes are then simulated. Liquid advective
transport is calculated based on values defined by the user for infiltration and soil water content.
The contaminant in the vapor phase migrates into or out of adjacent cells based on the calculated
concentration gradients that exist between adjacent cells. After the mass is exchanged between the
cells, the total mass in each cell is recalculated and re-equilibrated between the different phases. At
the end of the simulation, (1) an overall area-weighted groundwater impact for the entire modeled
area and (2) the concentration profile of BTEX on the vadose zone are calculated.
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Application of Yield Stress fluids porosimetry Method and pore-
network modelling to characterize the pore size distribution of
packs of spherical beads
Antonio RODRÍGUEZ DE CASTRO1 ; Mehrez AGNAOU2 ; Azita AHMADI-SÉNICHAULT1 ; Abdelaziz OMARI3
1 Arts et Métiers ParisTech
2 University of Waterloo
3 Bordeaux-INP
Corresponding Author(s): antonio.rodriguezdecastro@ensam.eu
The Pore Size Distribution (PSD) is known to profoundly influence the movement and distribution of
fluids inside a porous medium as well as the transport and reaction of chemicals. In this respect, some
properties that are intimately linked to the PSD, e.g. capillary pressure curves, are important inputs
to reservoir simulation software and provide valuable information for management and decision
making. Despite the rapid progress in non-destructive imaging techniques such as X-ray Computed
Tomography, Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) is still the most commonly used method to deter-
mine PSDs although its toxicity is well established. Recently, Yield Stress fluids porosimetry Method
(YSM) has been identified as a promising clean alternative to MIP 1. This technique is based on the
particular percolation patterns followed by yield stress fluids, which only flow through certain pores
when injected at a given pressure gradient. Indeed, as the pressure gradient is increased, smaller and
smaller pores are open to the flow of these fluids. In previous works, YSM was used to characterize
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natural and synthetic porous media [2, 3], and the results were compared with MIP showing rea-
sonable agreement. However, considerable uncertainty still remains regarding the pore dimension
characterized by each method. This arises from the highly complex geometry of the interstices in
real porous media, which contain tortuous pathways of extremely variable cross-sections and irregu-
lar shapes, and the different physical phenomena at stake in each method. Therefore, a critical stage
for the validation of YSM consists in achieving successful characterisation of model porous media
with well-known pore morphology and topology. With this objective in mind, a set of four packs
of glass beads were characterized in the present work using different porosimetry methods. First,
pore and throat size distributions were computed from a 3D digital image by using a pore-network
modelling approach. Then, the generated pore networks were used to numerically simulate a MIP
test. Finally, a set of YSM laboratory tests were performed in which a yield stress fluid was injected
through the four packs of spherical beads at different flow rates and the stationary pressure drop
was measured. The PSD determined from YSM tests was then compared to the results of MIP and
network modelling, allowing the identification of the pore dimensions being characterized by each
technique. The results of this research elucidate the causes of the discrepancies between the con-
sidered porosimetry methods and demonstrate the usefulness of the PSD provided by YSM when
predicting transport in porous media.
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We compare the mixing of a dyed and a clear fluid by constant and time-dependent flows inside a
transparent Hele-Shaw cell (length: 400 mm, width 50 mm, aperture H = 0.4 mm) with randomly
distributed circular obstacles (diameter d = 1.4 mm, height H) covering 20% of the area of the cell
walls^{5}. A dyed and a transparent solution of same viscosity (1.8 mPa.s) and density (1.95 g/cm^{3})
with a dye diffusion coefficient D_{m} = 4.06 10-4 mm^{2}/s are initially separated by a linear front
perpendicular to the mean flow parallel to the length. Three types of experiments are performed:
transmission in which the mean flow velocity U is constant, echo^{2} in which flow is reversed after a
preset time Tinv (penetration distance T_{inv} U) and oscillating flow^{4} with a sinusoidal flow rate
variation of period T, amplitude A and zero mean value. The instantaneous concentration map is
obtained by measuring light absorption through the cell with a suitable calibration. One determines
at any given time the mean location and width of the front: their variation with time over a chosen
time lapse provides a global dispersivity l_{d} = D/U and mean velocity U.
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Reference transmission experiments performed at different Péclet numbers (Pe = UH/D_{m}) show,
for 1 \lt Pe \lt 30 a geometrical dispersion regime (ld \eqsim cst)^{1,3} associated to the flow disor-
der introduced by the obstacles and, for Pe \gt 30, Taylor dispersion with ld \propto Pe (for Pe \lt 1
molecular diffusion would be dominant with ld \propto 1/Pe).
Echo dispersion experiments with only one injection–suction cycle provide a dispersivity signifi-
cantly larger at the end of the injection (t = T_{inv}) than of the cycle (t = 2 T_{inv}), implying a
partial reversibility of dispersion with respect to the flow reversal. Both ld(T_{inv}) and ld(2 T_{inv})
increase with Tinv and reach different limits l_{d}^{trans}> l_{d}^{eco} at long times This is illustrated
by comparing the the displacement fronts contours at t = T_{inv} and 2 T_{inv}
For oscillating flows, geometrical dispersion only occurs for large oscillation amplitudes (A = 8 and
40 mm) and up to Péclet numbers Pec = 80 and 300 increasing with A: the corresponding dispersiv-
ity is smaller than for transmission and increases with A. Above Pe_{c}(A), the results are similar to
those obtained for flat cell walls^{4} and depend of the ratio \tau_{m}/T of the transverse diffusion
time H^{2}/D_{m} and the period T. For \tau_{m}/T \ll 1 one has quasi-stationary Taylor dispersion
modulated with the period T and, for \tau_{m}/T \gg 1, partly reversible Taylor dispersion in which
the periodic distortions of the front follow those of the Poiseuille profile. Compared to echo exper-
iments, oscillating flows provide additional information when the number of oscillations increases:
l_{d} oscillates and reaches a limit intermediate between l_{d}^{trans} and l_{d}^{eco}.
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Cavitation, the formation of a vapor bubble in a metastable liquid, is relevant in many fields, ranging
from engineering to natural sciences. In most cases, the occurrence of cavitation in porous materials
is disregarded. Standard models assume that the evaporation of a fluid confined in a porous material
requires the creation of a vapor path from the surface to the core of the material, via the propagation
of the liquid-vapor interface. However, recent experiments have shown that cavitation does occur
in some mesoporous silica materials. On the other hand, In model materials such as porous silicon
(p-Si) or porous alumina (p-Al), cavitation has never been observed except for a single experiment
on p-Si.
In order to clarify this fundamental issue, we have undertaken systematic experiments, using porous
alumina (p-Al) and porous silicon (p-Si) as model materials. p-Al and p-Si present unconnected
pores, which can be tailored in an ink-bottle geometry, that is cavities in contact with the gas reser-
voir through small constrictions. We use a large variety of fluids (helium, nitrogen up to the critical
point, alkanes). Classical volumetric adsorption isotherms are measured together with optical inter-
ferometry and light scattering to obtain a direct signature of cavitation events. We present here the
first set of results from these systematic studies.
First, we have studied hexane condensation in p-Al pores with diameter in the range 10-40 nm.
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When closed with very small apertures, all samples exhibit a brutal emptying at the vapor pressure
P = 0.33 Psat, a signature of cavitation. This value is close to the one expected for homogeneous
cavitation in classical nucleation theory, suggesting that confinement effects are small down to 10
nm pore size.
Second, we have studied hexane and nitrogen condensation in p-Si « duplex » samples made of a
layer of large pores (mean cavity diameter 25 or 50 nm) in contact with the vapor phase through
an upper layer of small pores (mean neck diameter 12 nm). In that case, white light interferometry
allows to track independently the liquid fraction in both layers. We find that cavities exhibit a brutal
emptying while the necks remain filled. This is again a signature of cavitation. It occurs at a vapor
pressure in the range 0.5 - 0.7 Psat, which rather points to heterogeneous cavitation. Surprisingly,
we find that the cavitation thresholds strongly depend on the cavity geometry. Optical imaging
of monolithic p-Si samples reveals that cavitation events are spatially correlated. This might be an
evidence for pore-pore coupling effects in p-Si.
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Multiphase flow in porous media is important in a number of environmental and industrial applica-
tions such as CO2 sequestration in geological formations, enhanced oil recovery, soil remediation,
and energy storage technologies. Capillary, viscous and gravitational forces determine the dynamics
of two-phase immiscible flow and the competition between these forces can lead to highly unstable
flow. Previous studies of unstable two-phase flow at the core-scale have demonstrated that these
processes are not described adequately by the standard two-phase extension of Darcy’s law 1. This
is not surprising given that this Darcy-based approach relies on very strong assumptions, including
scale separation between the local events and the large-scale phenomena as well as that the fluid-
fluid interface is locally stable at the pore-scale. More importantly, it is assumed that the shear stress
exerted at the non-wetting/wetting fluid interface has no impact on large-scale behavior. Indeed, in
the extension of Darcy’s law the interactions between the fluids are neglected and the relative per-
meabilities represent the drag force due to the flow of each fluid over the solid surface. This approach
neglects the possibility that momentum transfer between the two flowing phases may act also as a
driving force. The interactions between both fluids, however, can be significant and the drag due
to the momentum transfer across the fluid-fluid interfaces might be important. For more than 60
years, authors have questioned whether this viscous coupling effect is important or not. Recently,
we observed that during drainage experiments, when the displaced fluid is being trapped in a porous
medium, this phase is not immobile but shows a driven cavity flow due to the shear stress resulting
from the displacement of the other phase that is still flowing, thus showing interfacial viscous cou-
pling effects 2.
In this work, we used microfluidic experiments to provide a detailed understanding of the magnitude
of viscous coupling effects during two-phase flows and to understand the underlying flow mecha-
nisms in order to develop a satisfactory quantitative model. For drainage experiments in micromod-
els, using the micro-PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) technique, we measured velocity profiles and
the profiles of local rate of dissipation of mechanical energy within trapped globules of water. We
identified different regimes of viscous coupling that depend on the pore topology, the interfacial
area, and the viscosity ratio between the phases. We found that the localization of the rate of vis-
cous dissipation strongly depends on the topology of the pore space.
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By performing a detailed study of these viscous dissipative events, we explored the origins of dissi-
pative processes at pore scale and their consequences on the upscaling of rock and fluid properties,
i.e. relative permeabilities.
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Do deformation bands influence CO2 storage volume?
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Understanding the role of geologic heterogeneities in porous media is a key factor for providing
accurate estimation of CO2 storage capacity and integrity. Multiple studies have been conducted
to understand the effect of heterogeneities on CO2 distribution and migration. None have yet fo-
cused on investigating the influence of small-scale structural heterogeneities within the reservoir.
In highly porous sandstones (porosity >12%) strain localization results in the development of de-
formation bands, rather than fractures. Since it is common that porous sandstones in aquifers are
affected by deformation, we should expect that deformation bands may be present in potential stor-
age sites. Individual deformation bands form due to fracturing and sliding of the grains, generally
decreasing porosity and permeability of the rock. As strain increases, clusters of deformation bands
may coalesce, often accompanied by dissolution and cementation, further reducing the porosity and
permeability. These structures are well below the resolution of seismic data, and are clustered so
may not be detected in borehole surveys, yet if the capillary entry pressure of the deformation bands
is not exceeded, the potential reservoir storage volume is reduced.
To understand the role of deformation bands on fluid flow, core flooding experiments were conducted
on cores of Navajo sandstone taken from the damage zone surrounding a small fault. The first core
sample is characterized by a single diagonal deformation band; the second has a dense network of
deformation band clusters which divide the rock into several compartments. We conducted both
single-phase radiotracer pulse experiments using micro-PET imaging and two-phase core flooding
experiments using medical X-ray CT scanner. For the multiphase experiment at reservoir pressure
conditions, 100% CO2 or N2 were injected into water saturated core samples, imposing progressively
higher flow rates and measuring the capillary pressure curves. For better understanding the compli-
cated geometry of the deformation bands in 3D, we also acquired scan images with higher resolution
micro-CT scanner.
Experiments show that in both samples, the bands hinder the fluid flow. However, the effect on
flow depends on the deformation band network geometry and the properties of the bands. In the
single deformation band sample, different steady state CO2 saturation levels occur in the host rock
due to the presence of the band. However, in the core containing clusters of bands with pressure
solution, the fluid is compartmentalized despite a high differential pressure across the core. At the
end of the drainage experiment, several compartments have zero N2 saturation. These results have
implications for CO2 storage projects: unanticipated compartmentalization in the storage reservoir
could strongly effects the injectivity and migration of the CO2 plume by reducing potential CO2
storage volume.
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Chemically-driven convective dissolution in a porous medium
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Chemical reactions are known to induce convective dissolution in partially miscible stable density
stratifications in a porous medium. We conduct a linear stability analysis using frozen time ap-
proximation to identify the critical conditions for instability and numerically study the convective
dynamics of a system where the dissolving species A decreases the density of the host phase upon
dissolution, reacts with a solute B to produce C via an A + B→ C type of reaction. While the equiva-
lent non-reactive case is dominated by diffusion alone, it is possible to achieve enhanced convective
dissolution and increase the flux of dissolution of species A by increasing the difference between
the Rayleigh numbers of the product C and reactant B above a certain critical value. This critical
value obtained from the linear stability analysis is consistent with nonlinear simulations. We show
that the dissolution flux can be further enhanced by increasing the ratio of the initial concentration
of reactant B with respect to A. Results presented here show that chemical reactions can initiate
and strongly influence convective mixing, which has to be accounted for in various geological situ-
ations such as the dissolution of porous rocks or the dissolution of carbon dioxide at the bottom of
oceans.
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Multiscale Image Based Modelling of Plant-Soil Interaction
Tiina Roose1
1 University of Southampton
Corresponding Author(s): t.roose@soton.ac.uk
In this talk I will describe a state of the art image based model of the soil-root interactions, i.e., a
quantitative, model of the rhizosphere based on fundamental scientific laws. This will be realised by
a combination of data rich fusion of structural and chemical imaging methods, integration of experi-
mental efforts to both support and challenge modelling capabilities at the scale of underpinning bio-
physical processes, and application of mathematically sound homogenisation/scale-up techniques
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to translate knowledge from rhizosphere to field scale. The specific science question I will address
with these techniques is how to translate this knowledge from the single root scale to root system,
field and ecosystem scale in order to predict how the climate change, different soil management
strategies and plant breeding will influence the soil fertility.
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Flow velocity distribution of a shear-thinning fluid in porous me-
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The complexity of flow topology in natural environments, chemical transport and resulting reactivity,
arises from the random spatial organization of the host medium, the interaction at the fluid-solid
interfaces and the rheological fluid properties. The rheology of non-Newtonian fluids (that show
a shear rate dependence of their viscosity) combined with the complex pore structure present in
most man-made and natural porous media makes challenging to predict the flow distribution and
the associated solutes spreading. We present a microfluidics set-up that is used to quantify the pore-
scale velocity distribution of Newtonian and a shear-thinning fluid. The method is based on tracking
suspended fluorescent particles, via time-lapse video-microscopy, flowing through a microfluidics
replica of confined media. The objective is to investigate how the fluid rheology impacts its velocity
distribution and macroscopic dispersion and how these behaviors diverge from what is known for
Newtonian fluids.
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A numerical tool for computing the thermal radiative properties
of digitally generated cellular materials
Benoit Rousseau1 ; Jerome Vicente2
1 LTeN UMR CNRS 6607
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Corresponding Author(s): benoit.rousseau@univ-nantes.fr
Refractory ceramic-based open-cell foams know a growing interest for the conception of high-temperatures
energy conversion systems in reason of their remarkable characteristics such as high thermal-shock
resistance and good corrosion resistance. These porous materials (porosity spans from 70 up to 95 %)
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can be described by an interconnected network of struts or ligaments delimiting cells, the association
of cells in space ensuring the propagation of gaseous fluids. The foams are used in the design of vol-
umetric solar receivers, heat exchangers, burner stabilizers, catalyst support among others. In this
context, it appears crucial to propose an accurate determination of the thermo-physical properties
of the foams at high temperatures (up to 1800 K), in order to propose appropriate prediction of heat
transfer behaviours for dimensioning afterwards suitable systems. From all the thermo-physical
physical properties, the thermal radiative properties are less investigated because of the huge efforts
required to directly measure them with experimental set-up. This framework makes that today nu-
merical modelling is the best way today to provide the missing data.
On the last decade, the emergence of X-ray µ-tomography in the field of thermal sciences, has re-
sulted in the handling of 3D digitalized images, from which thermal properties have been quantita-
tively calculated. The same images are also able to provide a comprehensive description of the 3D
statistical organization of the solid matter, the latter information being useful to generate virtual
porous media. In this presentation, a home-made software named genMat, (C++, Qt) aiming at com-
puting the thermal radiative properties of any cellular ceramics will be detailed. The foam generation
is initialized, here, by seeding the centers of the cells according to a regular distribution following
a tetrahedral layout. The positions of each center are perturbed according to a criteria that respects
the distributions of distances between neighbouring centers, measured beforehand in real samples.
A fast-marching technique coupled to a watershed algorithm governs then the growth and the seg-
mentation of the pores. The strut geometry is finally controlled by a thickness growth method 1. At
the end of the numerical process, the final porosity can be adjusted with a fast-marching algorithm
and the surface mesh can be provided through a marching cube method for subsequent computa-
tions.
genMat allows therefore the calculation, from the latter 3D reconstructed images of the macroscopic
thermal radiative properties and in particular of the quantities (absorption and scattering coefficient,
scattering phase function) useful for solving the Radiative Transfer Equation. A Monte Carlo algo-
rithm allows the propagation of photons at the mesoscopic scale by taking account the spectral
dependence of the complex refractive index of each solid phases composing the solid foam. The
versatility of genMat is for example useful for connecting the extinctions coefficients computed on
a set of 96 samples 2 with their respective textural parameters (nominal pore diameter and porosity
among others). The resulting law and its accuracy will be will be compared to the other relationships
available in the literature since the pioneering work of Hendricks and Howell in 1996 3.
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Study of the coupled liquid and oxygen transfer in wood: Appli-
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Wine or spirit aging in oak barrel modifies organoleptic quality of the beverage due to two main
phenomena: firstly, the wood releases aromatic compounds which enrich the liquid and, secondly,
transfer properties of wood allow a mild oxygenation all along maturation. This oxygenation may
be affected by the width of the wood rings, the oak species and intensity of toasting in cooperage.
In this paper, a set of experiments is presented for a better understanding of O2 transfer in wood, in
relation with its intrinsic parameters.
The oxygen diffusion through wood is analysed using a custom experimental device. Wood samples
are placed in an airtight holder to obtain 1-D gaseous transfer. To that purpose, a plug is placed
at the back face of the sample to avoid mass transfer. The measurement principle consists in sub-
mitting the front face to a sudden change of O2 concentration and measuring the evolution of O2
concentration at the back face using optical oxygen sensors (First Sensors, XYO). This experiment
reveals that the growth ring width has a strong impact on oxygen diffusion (ten times faster for fine
grain than for coarse grain).
Oxygen transfer is not only related to the intrinsic properties of the wood. It also depends on the
physical state of this porous media, mainly due to its hygroscopic properties. The oxygen diffusion
through the barrel is reduced by the presence of liquid in wood. Thus, it is necessary to investigate
the depth of impregnation front during maturation in barrels.
The moisture content field in wood is studied using a 2-D X-ray imaging system composed of an
X-ray microfocus source (Hamamatsu L8601-01) and a digital X-ray detector (Fibre Optic Imagestar,
Photonic Science). One face of the sample is in contact with either distilled water or a 40 % diluted
hydro-alcoholic solution. Images are recorded at different impregnation times for several months.
An image processing has been developed to automatically analyse the raw data. In particular, image
correlation is used to follow the deformation field. So, we can monitor the migration of the hygro-
scopic water – the so-called bound water causing the swelling of wood cell walls – and of the liquid
flow in the cell lumens. Depending on the wood anatomy and the nature of liquid, the depth of liquid
impregnation varies from 3 mm to 12 mm.
Finally, the coupled liquid and oxygen transfer is intended to be studied by combining the two ex-
perimental devices, which is a great challenge due to additive experimental constraints. During the
impregnation of liquid, followed by the X-ray imaging system, the oxygen content is measured on
the front – inside liquid phase – and on the back side of the sample – inside gaseous phase – through
non-invasive optical oxygen sensor spots (PreSens, PSt6). Several changes of O2 rate are submitted
to the front face. This schedule will enable to assess the evolution of the average coefficient of O2
diffusion during wine and spirit maturation.
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Modeling moisture sorption and desorption in porous materials:
A finite volume approach
Author(s): Pratanu Roy1 ; Yunwei Sun1 ; Stephen Castonguay1
Co-author(s): Hom Sharma 1 ; Elizabeth Glascoe 1 ; Jennifer Knipe 1
1 Lawrence Livermore National Laboraotry
Corresponding Author(s): roy23@llnl.gov
Understanding the process of moisture sorption and desorption in porous materials is important
for a variety of applications, such as electronic packaging, food packaging, hygrothermal building
performance, and material aging and compatibility. In this work we model the sorption-desorption
process in porous materials by coupling diffusion with equilibrium Henry’s absorption and kinetic
Langmuir adsorption. A finite volume method with implicit Euler time-stepping scheme was applied
to solve the coupled unsteady diffusion-sorption equations. A level set framework with smoothed
Heaviside function was used to implicitly treat the moisture concentration and flux at the mate-
rial interface. The code was validated against existing experimental data for moisture uptake and
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outgassing in polymeric materials. Simulations were run to predict the vapor outgassing from an ini-
tially saturated polymeric material inside a closed container. The simulation results were compared
with the experimental results and good agreement was observed. The proposed numerical method
is shown to be well adapted for predicting interfacial mass transfer during sorption-desorption in
multi-material system.
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344.
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A Study in Earthquake and Porous Medium: A Numerical Ap-
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Disorder plays a crucial role while understanding the dynamics of statistical mechanical models,
guided through threshold activated process. Such systems are observed to be useful to explain many
phenomena that includes avalanches with time or external parameters like stress, pressure etc. One
on such model, namely the fiber bundle model is a simple yet useful disordered system that can ex-
plain many aspects of failure processes, starting from laboratory scale (acoustic emissions) to a very
large scale like earthquake. One part of the poster concentrates on how the model can explain the
dynamics of fore-shocks and after shocks, observed in seismic events. Also the poster concentrates
on the analog of this model in fluid mechanics, called the capillary tube model. This model takes
account of the capillary pressure during flow of fluid within the tube. The capillary tube model is
operated with a constant flow rate and the jump in pressure difference is observed across a number
of such tubes interlinked with each other. A capillary tube model can be explored extensively in
order understand the flow fluid (both single phase and two phase flow) through a porous medium.
Such models can be observed in mean field limit, one dimension and higher dimensions as well as
for complicated networks.
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The effect of pore-scale heterogeneities on capillary trapping for
geological storage of CO2
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Improving our understanding of the impacts of small-scale heterogeneities on residual or capillary
trapping is crucial for assessing the potential for long term secure geological storage of CO2 in saline
aquifers. In this work we describe an imaging and pore scale modelling study of the effect of pore
scale heterogeneities (lamination) on capillary trapping of CO2 in laminated sandstone samples from
the Precipice formation in the Surat basin. 3D X-ray computed tomography (micro-CT) was used to
characterize the pore structure of the reservoir cores. We obtain in-situ pore-scale images of the dis-
tribution of super critical CO2 and brine within the samples during low capillary number drainage
and imbibition flooding experiments under reservoir conditions. The 3D images are used directly
as input to a quasi-static pore-scale simulation model. We simulate CO2 injection and subsequent
brine imbibition and investigate the predictive capabilities of the simulation model by comparing on
a pore by pore basis the simulated and CT-imaged fluid distributions. The simulated and experimen-
tal pore filling states are in good agreement for both the drainage and imbibition displacements. The
comparison shows that the quasi-static model, that accounts for piston-type displacement, capillary
dominated pore filling and throat snap-off, provides a good representation of both drainage and imbi-
bition fluid distributions in laminated samples at low capillary numbers. Both the in-situ CT-images
and the pore-scale simulations show that the presence of laminations result in heterogenous capil-
lary pressure and non-uniform saturation distributions. At any given global capillary pressure, the
CO2 saturation is higher in the coarse lamina than in the fine lamina. This delays CO2 breakthrough
and strongly reduces drainage brine relative permeability. For imbibition, the non-uniform initial
CO2 saturation distribution in the different laminas leads to increased capillary trapping of CO2.
Our results show that laminations strongly affect both post-drainage and post-imbibition saturation
distribution.
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Reduced Darcy-Stokes model for flow in fractured porous me-
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Fractures are heterogeneities in geological formations whose transversal extension is significantly
smaller than the lateral one. This fact motivates us to model fractures as lower-dimensional inclu-
sions in the surrounding rock matrix. Usually, the flow in the fracture and in the matrix is described
by the same model, which is the single- or two-phase Darcy’s law. When the flow rate in the fracture
is large enough, the Forchheimer extension of Darcy’s law is applied in the fracture, while Darcy’s
law is used in the matrix. For modelling highly permeable fractures and open channels, a reduced
model is proposed in 1, where the Brinkman equation is applied to describe the fluid flow in the
fracture, and Darcy’s law is used in the rock matrix. This model includes the conservation of mass,
balance of normal forces and a simplified Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition with zero tangential ve-
locity at the fracture-matrix interface. However, assuming tangential velocity equal to zero at the in-
terface is often non-physical. Therefore, we consider a Darcy-Stokes model with the Beavers-Joseph
and Beavers-Joseph-Saffman interface conditions instead, and develop the corresponding reduced
model considering the fracture as a lower-dimensional domain.
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In this talk, we will present a reduced model to describe fluid flow in fractured porous media. The
fractures are modelled as lower-dimensional inclusions, which can store and transport fluid. The flow
system of interest is single-phase, non-compositional and isothermal. The reduced model is obtained
by averaging the Stokes equations across the fracture and coupling them to the full-dimensional
Darcy’s equations in the surrounding rock matrix. We prove the well-posedness of the proposed
coupled model and validate the model via numerical simulations.
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Commonly, capillary pressure - and relative permeability - saturation functions are determined to
characterize the flow behaviour of two fluids in porous media. Close to the saturation end points
the fluid films dominate the flow dynamics [1,2]. The properties of these fluid films depend on the
chemical characteristics of the two fluids and the porous media, the rock structure and initial fluid
distribution, as well as the corresponding wettability and wettability alteration processes of the sys-
tem [3,4,5]. For example, in most oil-reservoirs, the oil-phase behaves as non-wetting phase when
it penetrates a brine saturated rock. The thin brine-films formed during this process impact the
wettability-alteration of the rock by the oil and consequently the wettability dependent flow dynam-
ics occurring during flooding [4,5,6]. In this work we investigated the formation of fluid films during
sample initialization by modelling the coverage of the rock surface by thin water films for capillary
pressures close to connate water saturation. Furthermore, the relationship of surface coverage and
wettability was assessed.
The nano-scale topography was obtained by AFM, and the coverage was computed by a sphere fitting
algorithm from GeoDict. The results were compared to Amott spontaneous imbibition tests on sam-
ples prepared with a similar range of capillary pressures [6]. The tests were monitored with microCT
[7] to assess the impact of wettability. Dynamic processes were captured with the Environmental
MicroCT (EMCT) [8,9] while full core-scale images were acquired with HECTOR [10]micro-CT scan-
ner at the Center for X-ray Tomography of Ghent University (UGCT, www.ugct.ugent.be).
The simulations on the nano-sale revealed that the surface coverage of water varies from 1 % to 50 %
depending on the capillary pressure applied. Based on the pore-size distribution of the studied rock,
the applied range of capillary pressure would be associated with a minor change in saturation. How-
ever, as the wettability alteration process depends on the contact between oil and the rock surface,
the difference in coverage could cause significant differences in the core-scale wettability state [11].
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Following this line of reasoning, the lower the capillary pressure at oil injection in a brine saturated
sample, the higher the surface coverage of the rock by water films, and consequently less wettability
alteration towards oil-wet can be expected. This hypothesis was assessed using production vs. time
curves and droplet shapes from Amott-tests with samples prepared with a similar range of capillary
pressures. The scan results confirmed the results based on the AFM image: The sample initialized at
lower capillary pressure responded more water-wet while the sample initialized with higher capil-
lary pressure appeared more oil-wet.
The results obtained at core- and sub-pore-scale show that the wettability of the system strongly
depends on the capillary pressure applied during initialization and the surface structure of the rock.
Such small-scale surface features cannot be resolved with microCT but only with techniques target-
ing smaller length-scales such as AFM. To correctly measure and model the core-scale wettability
response, these features cannot be disregarded.
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Piston-type (PT) imbibition drives water invasion into porous media and incremental hydrocarbon
recovery. Due to its importance, the process was well studied experimentally and theoretically down
to pore level, e.g., [Oren and Bakke (1998), Patzek (2001)]. It was shown that other mechanisms, for
example snap-off, are unfavorable for prolonged hydrocarbon recovery, because they trap and dis-
connect oil phase. Many researchers have tried to address the effects of wettability alteration on
multiphase flow in porous media. The problem has been studied either by changing the wettability
uniformly throughout micromodels [Zhao et al. (2016)] or by altering the wettability in different
regions to produce a heterogeneous media [Lee et al. (2015)]. Yet, in these studies the wettability
within individual pores is uniform.
We, in contrast, introduce heterogeneous wettability inside pores in a highly controlled and repeat-
able fashion. Here, we present a technique of fabrication of mixed-wet square capillaries with a
selective silane coating. Capillary corners are left uncoated and preserve their water wetness, while
capillary walls are coated and become oil-wet. Such a wettability distribution in pores mimics the
microscopic state of wettability of asphaltenic oil reservoirs.
We have characterized the coating using various high-resolution tools: Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy
(ESEM). All measurements confirm the success of the coating procedure, high quality of the coating
and sharpness of its boundaries. AFM in force modulation mode shows a strong and sharp contrast
in phase and amplitude values across the boundary between the coated and non-coated silica sur-
faces. XPS indicates an increased carbon concentration and a decrease of silicon concentration on
the coated surface, compared with the non-coated side. Controlled condensation of water droplets
with ESEM generates tiny droplets ranging in size from few to 50 microns. Again, a sharp boundary
and an increase in the contact angle on the coated side are observed.
We study water invasion into square capillaries and observed differences between mixed wet capil-
laries, with sides having contact angle around 100° and water-wet corners with contact angle around
40°, and fully oil-wet capillaries. First, we notice that upon drainage the fabricated mixed wet capil-
laries retain water corner filaments, which is a characteristic feature of water-wet capillaries. Fully
oil-wet capillaries do not demonstrate such behavior. In addition, we study capillary rise dynamics
of water in square capillaries and quantify the differences between mixed wet and fully water-wet
capillaries. We also investigate the impact of corner water films on the imbibition dynamics.
In this study, for the first time, we present the 3D high-speed imaging of water/oil interface during
forced-water-PT imbibition into the square cross-section tubes. We employ fluorescence laser sheet
imaging in a plane orthogonal to the direction of flow. The spatial resolution in the direction par-
allel to flow is controlled by the frame rate of the camera and the thickness of the laser sheet. This
technique eliminates the speed limit imposed by conventional laser 3D imaging techniques, which
involve slow movement of the laser source/detector.
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Asphaltenes are a solubility class of petroleum fluids, soluble in benzene or toluene and insoluble in
excess amounts of low-molecular-weight alkanes such as n-pentane and n-heptane. The formation
of solid or liquid asphaltene phase, known as asphaltene precipitation, occurs when the thermody-
namic condition of oil sample changes. The precipitated asphaltene particles may attach to the walls
of porous media, and therefore asphaltene deposition takes place. Light hydrocarbons such as light
paraffins are widely used as diluents in the production and upgrading of heavy crudes. The addition
of a diluent to heavy oil or bitumen alters the chemical forces within the mixture leading to the
aggregation of asphaltenes. Precipitation of asphaltene from oil changes the viscosity behavior of
the mixture and therefore influences the dynamics of viscous fingering. Also, asphaltene deposition
alters the porosity and permeability of the porous media and modifies the flow paths leading to pos-
sible formation damage.
In this study, we model viscous fingering in porous media accounting for asphaltene precipitation
and deposition. To do so, the mass balance equations for solvent and asphaltene are defined, and
the highly nonlinear system of equations is solved numerically. Using the results of numerical sim-
ulations, we explain how asphaltene precipitation and the resulting formation damage caused by as-
phaltene deposition influence the growth of viscous fingers and subsequently the breakthrough time.
This study provides a deeper insight into the influence of in situ generated particles (asphaltenes)
on the dynamics of viscous fingering.
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Dispersion of chemicals in the sub-surface flows is common, for example, in the leakages of con-
taminants into ground water or during carbon sequestration where dispersion plays an important
role in effective mixing between injected CO2 and brine. For large Peclet number flows, disper-
sion is quantified by the dispersion coefficient D = αU , where α is the dispersivity and U is the
velocity. This problem has been studied previously in cases where the medium is homogeneous
(constant α) and the velocity is uniform (constant U ). Therefore, advection-dispersion equation,
∂C
∂t + U
∂C
∂x =
∂
∂x
(
D ∂C∂x
), is generally solved using a method of moving frame of reference, consid-
ering that the solute disperses equally in the forward and backward directions from the mean advec-
tive length, where x = xm = Ut (Ogata & Banks 1961). In contrast, numerous field data shows that
α increases due to heterogeneity with the distance, x, away from the source and generally follows a
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power law (Neuman 1990). As a result, the rate of dispersion at field scale is significantly enhanced
in comparison to classical predictions.
Here, we investigate models of flow-path dependent dispersivity using analytical and theoretical
approaches to enable parameterisation of field-scale dispersion by suitably simple expressions. We
assume that the dispersivity increases with a power of the length of the flow path such that α =
α0x
γ , where α0 is the reference dispersivity at x = 0 and γ is the power law constant.
When γ = 0, which means α does not depend on the flow path, the problem reduces to the classical
case of mixing through molecular diffusion or constant dispersion. In this case, and as reported
by previous researchers like Ogata & Banks (1961), Gelhar & Collins (1971) and others, we get a
symmetrical error function solution for the concentration profile around the mean advective length
xm, where the dimensionless concentration, C(xm), is 0.5 (see the enclosed figure). When 0 <
γ < 1, which means α increases with x, the concentration profile still obeys error function forms,
however, with an asymmetric dispersion across xm, resulting in C(xm) < 0.5. On the other hand,
when γ ≥ 1 such that α increases with x linearly or with an even higher rate, the concentration
decreases exponentially away from the source and does not exhibit error function behaviour. More
precisely, for γ = 1, C = e−x/Ut. In general, we find that C(xm) < 0.5 at xm for γ > 0. As a result,
dimensionless concentration is equal to unity only at the source and smaller elsewhere in the flow
field, as shown in the figure.
In conclusion, as γ increases, C(xm) decreases: This signifies that, with increasing heterogeneity of
the medium, field scale values diverge further from the predictions of classical models. Therefore,
variation of α with x must be accounted in the calculations of concentration.
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Foam increases sweep efficiency during gas injection in enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Surfactant
Alternating Gas, or SAG, is the preferred method to inject foam for both operational and injectivity
reasons. Dynamic SAG corefloods are unreliable for direct scale-up to the field because of core-scale
artefacts. In this study we report, fit and scale-up steady-state data taken in a Bentheimer core for
different surfactant concentrations and total superficial velocities.
We measured steady-state data and fit them to a Local-Equilibrium foam model for scale-up to a
dynamic foam process on the field scale using fractional-flow theory. We apply different parameter-
fitting methods (least-squares fit to entire range of foam qualities (gas fractional flow) and the method
of Boeije and Rossen (2015)) and compare their fits to data and predictions for scale-up. We also test
the implications for injectivity of complete foam collapse at irreducible water saturation.
Each of these sets of data predicts a shock front with sufficient mobility control at the leading edge
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of the foam bank. Mobility control improves with increasing surfactant concentration. In every
case injectivity is better than with co-injection of gas and liquid. The results illustrate how a foam
model without foam collapse at irreducible water saturation (Namdar-Zanganeh and Rossen, 2013)
can greatly underestimate injectivity.
For the first time we examine how the method of fitting the parameters to coreflood data affects scale-
up to field behaviour. The method of Boeije and Rossen (2015) does not give a unique parameter fit,
but the predicted mobility at the foam front is nearly the same among the fits. Predicted injectivity
does vary, however. The least-squares fit to all foam qualities is sensitive to the weighting applied
to data at different foam quality. Gas injection in a SAG process depends especially on data at low
injected water fraction and whether foam collapses at irreducible water saturation, which may not
be apparent from a conventional scan of foam mobility as a function of gas fraction in the injected
foam.
About half the previously published data used for this kind of study find a non-monotonic fractional-
flow function, which would predict a failure of mobility control at the foam front (Rossen and Bruin-
ing, 2007). Many coreflood studies, starting with Apaydin and Kovscek (2001), find initial propaga-
tion of foam to the core outlet, and subsequent eruption of a much stronger foam there, followed by
upstream propagation of that foam to fill the core. The initial eruption of stronger foam evidently
reflects the capillary end effect. We also observed this behaviour in some cases. In fact, in our study,
all cases of a non-monotonic fractional-flow function at steady state were preceded by this event ear-
lier in the coreflood. When the event was did not occur, or steady-state data could be taken before
it occurred, the fractional-flow function was monotonic and a successful SAG process was predicted.
If it is found more generally that the non-monotonic behaviour reflects behaviour dependent on the
capillary end effect, its relevance to field application would be moot.
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Irrigated agriculture accounts for the largest consumptive water use globally. However, the irriga-
tion water requirement is far less than the water withdrawal for irrigation purposes; this is because
significant amount of water losses occur during distribution and application of irrigation water to
crops. With increasing pressure on water resources globally there is a need to conserve available wa-
ter, especially in arid and semi-arid irrigated lands. On farms, irrigation water from different sources
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is transported to the crops through canals or channels. Depending on the prevailing climatic con-
ditions and the characteristics of the canal, irrigation water is often lost during conveyance due to
evaporation and/or seepage, with significant losses due to seepage compared to evaporation. While
it might be difficult to control climatic conditions responsible for evaporation losses, research ef-
forts have focussed on reduction of seepage via canal beds and side slopes, considerably improving
conveyance efficiencies. Seepage is affected by: soil porosity and structure, moisture content, soil
chemistry, microbial activity, water temperature, flow rate and the evolution of soil structure due
to erosion and siltation. In response to these factors, canal beds and side slopes are typically lined
using impermeable materials including bricks, concrete and geosynthetics, among others.
Besides minimising seepage of water from the channel, a suitable lining material should in general: i)
maintain the structural integrity of the channel, ii) prevent growth of vegetation iii) prevent soil ero-
sion and iv) be durable. Additional considerations include financial, environmental and operational
implications. For instance, concrete linings are susceptible to cracking over time, therefore requir-
ing maintenance. Also, concrete is not considered to be an environmentally friendly option given
that its production involves the release of CO2 in significant quantities contributing to global carbon
emissions. On the other hand, geosynthetic materials are less durable in adverse weather conditions
and are susceptible to damage from debris and animals. There is a need for low carbon, environmen-
tally sustainable technologies that can be easily and cheaply deployed for irrigation channel lining
in a range of climatic conditions.
At the University of Strathclyde, we are developing a technology which engineers the growth of fun-
gal hyphae in soils. Hyphae are thin, tubular-structured, thread-like filamentous branches, which
are capable of forming massive fungal hyphal networks (mycelia) over extensive areas. We are in-
vestigating the influence of fungal mycelia (Pleurotus ostreatus) on the hydraulic, mechanical and
erosion characteristics of soils. Findings from our laboratory studies show that the presence of
fungal mycelia can: 1) induce water repellency in soils, delaying the water breakthrough time for
infiltration, 2) reduce soil infiltration due to a reduction in permeability as pores have become filled
with fungi and their associated products, 3) reduce soil erosion by enmeshment and aggregation of
soil grains into larger aggregates, therefore increasing the critical shear stress required to initiate
the motion of soil aggregates and 4) reduce the rate of water loss from soils via evaporation.
These results suggest that fungal hyphal networks have the potential to be deployed to create im-
permeable linings for irrigation channels. The advantages of this novel technology are that it is
environmentally friendly and does not involve the release of toxic materials to the environment, it
is cheap, and could be deployed in an easy manner. Fungi have been found to survive (and even
thrive) in extreme environments and hence they may be suitable for use even in arid regions. With
the provision of minimal growth requirements, fungi can grow over large areas of land, implying
that canals conveying water across long distances could be lined by engineering the growth of fungal
mycelia
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Constitutive relations like relative-permeability and capillary-pressure functions play an important
role in multiphase flow in porous media. They are used in a variety of applications such as oil recov-
ery, geothermal energy recovery and carbon dioxide storage. The relations depend on the detailed
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pore geometry, topology, and the physical properties of porous media (Bedrikovetskii and J. Bruin-
ing (2)). Primary (secondary) drainage Brooks-Corey and modified Brooks-Corey for imbibition can
be used as empirical relations.
Recent P,T multi-phase flow experiments in a dual beam CT-scanner using a heterogeneous porous
sandstone and image analysis (4), has revealed better insight in the pore structure and the effect of
the distribution. Pore-network modeling based on the pore structure has shown that derived rela-
tive permeabilities are in line with experimentally determined rel-perms. Our interest, however, is
to emphasize the difference of the relative permeabilities for primary, secondary drainage and imbi-
bition. Barenblatt, Patzek and Silin1,(3) have emphasized that the imbibition water the viscous forces
favor the large pores, whereas capillary forces favor the small pores. Consequently the pore filling
sequence for imbibition is less straightforward than for drainage where both viscous and capillary
forces favor the large pores. For imbibition the viscous forces start filling the large pores, but capil-
lary forces lead to a delayed filling of the small pores. For drainage the non-wetting phase resides
in the large pores, whereas for imbibition some non-wetting phase may end up in the small pores.
Consequently, the drainage permeability exceeds the imbibition wetting phase permeability. For the
same reason some wetting phase may end up in the large pores, and consequently the imbibition
wetting phase permeability exceeds the drainage permeability. This inspired Barenblatt, Patzek and
Silin to define an effective wetting phase saturation that exceeds the actual saturation, leading to a
similar description as the dynamic capillary pressure defined by Hassanizadeh et al.
Percolation theory (2) gives a straightforward procedure to model non-wetting phase drainage per-
meabilities, for various shapes of the ducts connecting the pore bodies. Percolation theory shows
results for large REV’s. It confirms the finite permeabilities for very low oil saturations. Moreover
its shows that the connate water saturation is extremely small, leading to finite water permeabilities
at very low water saturations; in fact it shows that the connate water saturation approaches zero.
Striking features of percolation theory for the obtained constitutive relations are that the water rela-
tive permeabilities exhibit a marked reduction below a critical water saturation Swc, but continue to
be finite even at very low water saturations. The capillary pressure remains finite even at near zero
water saturations. Primary-drainage oil relative permeabilities are non-zero at low oil saturations.
Imbibition relative permeabilities are derived from some empirical models of pore filling sequence.
Once the pore filling sequence is established we can apply percolation theory to determine the con-
stitutive (rel-perms and capillary pressure). Percolation theory confirms that imbibtion rel-perms
exceed the drainage wetting phase rel-perms, whereas the drainage non-wetting rel-perms exceed
the imbibition non-wetting phase rel-perms as proposed in the paper of Barenblatt, Patzek and Silin.
Our approach differs from previous work in that we use various shapes of non-circular pores and
also combinations of different shapes. Indeed, the porous medium is approximated by a network of
ducts (prisms). We use a finite-element approach to compute the conductivity of arbitrarily shaped
ducts, which are partly filled with oil and water. We use the effective-medium approximation to
obtain the conductivity of oil and water of the whole network. Comparison to a simple network
model shows that qualitatively the same behavior is obtained as with percolation theory except that
for primary drainage non-zero non-wetting phase primary permeabilities occur at oil saturations
much larger than zero.
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Hydraulic fracturing has been proven as an efficient method to improve recovery from unconven-
tional reservoirs. The real reservoirs are made of multiple, soft and stiff layers, which makes the
hydraulic fracturing process more complex. Stress gradient and stress jumps due to the layering
affect the hydraulic fracture geometry, and its efficiency to improve reservoir productivity (Figure
1). Furthermore, the local stresses can be engineered by injection and production from the reservoir
in order to align the minimum stress in the desired direction and towards desired layers. Hence, ac-
curate modelling of hydraulic fracture growth in the presence of stress gradients and sudden stress
jumps is a fundamental requirement for treatment design. In this study, the problem of hydraulic
fracturing in a layered reservoir under stress gradient and stress jumps is investigated using a robust
finite element model (Salimzadeh et al., 2017). Results show under some circumstances the vertical
growth of the fracture may be blocked due to stress gradient and jump. Results also show that the
altered stress distribution can be favourable for forcing the hydraulic fracture growth in the desired
direction and towards desired layers.
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Fracture discontinuities are ubiquitous in reservoirs as a result of geological processes such as joint-
ing and faulting. Due to the intrinsic nature of the fractures and its possible interconnections it
is very common that these geological features play a key role in how the fluids move through the
reservoirs and affects a variety of engineering applications such as geothermal production, CO2 se-
questration, mining operations and oil and gas production. Therefore, it is very important to model
and understand how fractures are generated and propagate through the porous medium under dif-
ferent geomechanical effects such as in situ stresses or tectonic deformation.
Here, a novel approach for hydro-geomechanical modelling of fractured rocks is presented. This
framework is developed by linking a solid mechanics model with a multi-phase fluid flow model
using the immersed-body approach for fluid-solid interactions. The method uses non-conforming
mesh-to-mesh projection to pass variables between an adaptive mesh refining couple multi-phase
fluid-flow solver, and a deformation and fracturing solid geomechanics solver. The adaptive mesh
refining and coarsening of the fluid model further permits the flow within and near to fractures (e.g.
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localised flow, leak-off) to be represented using dynamically adapting mesh. The mass conserva-
tion between the coupled fluid and solid fields is ensured through a globally conservative Galerkin
projection-based mesh interpolation.
To simulate the nonlinear deformation of natural fractures in rock, the geomechanics model is inte-
grated with a ‘joint-constitutive model’ that can capture the aperture variation of rough fractures
under normal and/or shear loading. The solid mechanics is modelled using a Lagrangian specification
in a Finite-Discrete Element Method (FEMDEM) framework called Solidity Project. Multi-phase (in-
compressible and compressible) fluid flow in porous media is considered through a Control-Volume
Finite-Element Method (CV-FEM) based Darcy Flow solver and is called the Imperial College Finite-
Element Reservoir Simulator (IC-FERST).
The coupling framework work in 3D and 2D. The solid domain is meshed independently but fully
immersed in an ‘extended’ coupled fluid domain with the information of the two fields transferred
via the shell-mesh surrounding the solid. To inform the fluid solver with the stress-dependent per-
meability of pre-existing or propagating fractures, a layer of shell-mesh with the thickness defined
by the local hydraulic aperture is generated automatically at the fracture walls. Finally, numerical
results are in both 2D and 3D against experimental results and in more complex scenarios, showing
that the presented framework can model fracture propagation with a very good accuracy.
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Modelling multiphase porous media flows is important in many engineering areas such as uncon-
fined aquifers, geothermal energy extraction, magma reservoirs, CO2 storage, and hydrocarbon
reservoirs. These models are typically composed of several different geological materials, and among
them fractures normally play a key role due to their potential to act as conduits of the fluids. Nonethe-
less, due to the difference in the length scales to be considered when modelling a reservoir, fractures
tend to be upscaled and not represented. Moreover, when modelled, it can be challenging to generate
good quality unstructured meshes for fractured porous media models since domains typically have
very large aspect ratios, complex geometries and many length scales need to be considered. Another
important problem to represent highly fractured system using unstructured grids is the fact that the
classical control volume finite element method (CVFEM) has continuous pressure representation,
and it requires control volumes that span different elements, which creates an artificial “leakage”
for highly heterogeneous domains. These two last problems have been addressed separately for un-
structured meshes in Salinas et al. 2017, and Salinas et al. 2018. In the former a novel formulation
based on CVFEM for simulating multi-phase flow in heterogeneous porous media for challenging
meshes was presented, named double control volume finite element method (DCVFEM). In the lat-
ter, a CVFEM for multi-phase porous media flow with discontinuous pressure representation was
presented. The method does not require control volumes (CVs) that span the boundaries between
elements with potentially differing material properties, enabling an efficient simulation of flow in
highly fractured models.
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Here, we introduce a new efficient CVFEM that combines both approaches, DCVFEM and CVs that
do not span different elements. The method uses discontinuous piecewise linear functions enriched
with bubble functions for velocity and discontinuous piecewise linear functions for pressure evalu-
ated on control volumes (CVs). LBB stability is maintained with a very efficient velocity:pressure
degrees of freedom ratio of 1.25 on tetrahedral meshes. The method, as in Salinas et al. 2018, does
not require CVs to span element boundaries and as a result it is able to accurately preserve saturation
discontinuities across material boundaries. Moreover, the use of control volume representation for
pressure, likewise Salinas et al. 2017, yields significant improvements in stability of the method on
challenging meshes. Our approach ensures mass conservation and the use of implicit time integra-
tion allows the method to efficiently converge using highly anisotropic meshes without reducing
the time-step. Results are presented showing the robustness of the presented method under a set of
highly fractured and complex geometries, requiring very high aspect ratio elements, and using the
black-box iterative solvers provided in the PETSc library.
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Nowadays printing water based inks is becoming the main printing technology due to its print qual-
ity / cost and environment care attributes. Understanding the physical mechanism of ink-paper
interaction is crucial in order to optimize the printing process. The coated paper – frequently used
in graphic arts printing – consists in two different porous layers: a coating and a fibrous. More-
over, studying in more detail the interaction between ink droplets and the coating layer, allows
understanding the dynamics of liquid penetration into coated media. This work proposes that, by
coupling droplet spreading and absorption rate measurements of complex fluids allows a better un-
derstanding of the dynamics of liquid absorption in the porous coated media.
The coating of the coated paper is CaCO3 based, but via the fabrication processes two different
structures can emerge: grounding will results in a “spherical” granular structure while precipitation
will create a needle like structure. Furthermore additives are used in the fabrication process to
enhance absorption of liquid. If the additives enhance the absorption of water based mixtures, the
paper is called inkjet treated; if the absorption enhancement is for oil based mixture then the paper
is offset treated.
As complex fluids water-glycerol-surfactant mixtures are used in this work. The droplets have been
generated with a dispenser in the range of 0.1 uL to 10uL. The investigation methods employed
for this work are Scanning Electron Microscopy, Automatic Scanner Absorptometer, Droplet Shape
Analyser and Optical Microscopy.
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The results of this work are summarized as:
I. For a granular structure, decreasing the surface tension of the mixture increases the absorption
rate for offset coated and decreases the absorption rate of inkjet coated media. This is expected due
to the surface energy of the coatings;
II. The structure of the coating strongly affects the way how the liquid is distributed inside the porous
media. A correlation between spreading and absorption measurements was performed:
- for a granular structure a positive correlation was obtained;
- for the needle-like shape (heterogeneous structure), a negative correlation was observed. As we
propose in this work, the heterogeneity of the coating determines a larger absorption in the direction
of the needles (horizontal), rather than on the depth of the paper (vertical).
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Luiz Sampaio1 ; Margot Gerritsen1 ; Anthony Kovscek1
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The end goal of this project is to have an opensource framework based on the Matlab Reservoir
Simulator Toolkit (MRST, from Sintef) that implements the streamline method for the solution of
highly complex multiphysics flow in porous media. We are particularly interested in the In Situ
Combustion (ISC) process as an Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) technique, where oxygen or air is
injected and heat triggers the initial combustion of the oil in place. A small percentage of the oil
in place is burned providing enough energy to maintain and propagate the combustion front that
pushes an oil bank ahead, of improved quality and mobility. This EOR technique is very challenging
for numerical simulations, as it involves physical subprocesses with significant variations in spatial
and temporal scales, which are coupled in a highly non-linear fashion. The simulation code must be
able to deal with the transport of energy and mass of multiple components. These components may
react and undergo phase behavior, which can lead to severe volume changes.
The system of equations presents a mix of parabolic/elliptic and hyperbolic behavior. The latter is
responsible for the presence of sharp gradients in temperature and compositions. Capturing this is
critical for the solver overall accuracy as reactions are very important and sensitive to local levels
of temperature and concentrations.
For this reason, we pursue an implementation that combines the streamline method for advective
transport with a finite volume method for the non-advective terms in the governing equations. In
the first step, pressure and energy equations are solved on an Eulerian grid, followed by a streamline
tracing step that utilizes pressure gradients and Darcy’s law. Then, energy and mass are transported
along the streamlines, ignoring cross-streamline processes. This system of decoupled 1D problems
can be effectively solved in parallel.
Apart from parallelization, we also like this approach as it allows for tailored solution approaches
on each of the grids, which can be designed, for example, to reduce grid orientation effects that
represent a typical obstacle for ISC and similar processes. A challenge with this approach is that
solutions must be regularly mapped between grids. If not done carefully, these mappings can lead
to excessive smearing as well as convergence problems in the pressure and energy solvers on the
Eulerian grid. It also typically leads to loss of conservation.
In this talk, we will focus on two aspects of the code. The first is a new intrinsically conservative
formulation, that guarantees mass and energy conservation. The second is a specialized 1D solver
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that can accurately capture self-sharpening fronts. The results show that this is achievable without
implementing grid refinement or higher order numerical schemes.
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Phase-field modelling of desiccation cracks in multiphase porous
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Porous media such as soil, rocks and concrete are of great importance in the context of civil engineer-
ing and environmental geomechanics. They consist of a solid skeleton and pores filled with fluids,
e.g. air and water. Complex mechanisms of flow and transport take place within the pore network
and can lead to deformation of the solid skeleton and eventually to fracture phenomena 1.
Phase-field modeling of fracture has recently emerged as an alternative to conventional approaches
such as remeshing, extended finite element methods or cohesive zone modeling. The phase-field
framework can be considered a special type of gradient damage modeling approach, where a diffu-
sive approximation of the crack is taken into account and the continuous phase-field parameter is
used to describe the material integrity. The essential advantages are the possibility to describe ar-
bitrarily complicated fracture patterns such as nucleation, branching and merging, without ad-hoc
criteria on a fixed mesh, through the solution of partial differential equations derived from varia-
tional principles [2-5].
Phase-field modeling of fracture in porous media has been addressed in some recent publications
[6-7], which however have only focused on the fully saturated case. Objective of this contribution
is to describe fracture in partially saturated porous media using a phase-field approach [8]. In this
study the air phase is assumed at constant atmospheric pressure with negligible density (passive air
phase assumption) and the solid skeleton is described by its linear-elastic properties. Quasi-statics
processes are studied. The equilibrium equations of the porous media, the mass balance equation
of the liquid water and the phase-field evolution equation constitute a nonlinear coupled and time-
dependent system of equations, which needs to be discretized and linearized. We formulate the cou-
pled non-linear system of partial differential equations governing the problem with displacements,
capillary pressure and crack phase-field as unknowns. The spatial discretization is carried out with
finite elements of appropriate order for the different unknowns. We discuss its solution and present
some relevant examples on desiccation tests [8].
The previous model has recently been extended taking into account the contribution of the air phase
and the dynamics (u-p approach). The first preliminary numerical results will be shown and dis-
cussed.
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Multiscale, pore-scale modeling of fluid mechanics using digital
images and direct numerical solutions on unstructured meshes
Author(s): Karsten ThompsonNone
Co-author(s): Paula C. Sanematsu 1
1 Louisiana State University
Corresponding Author(s): psanem1@lsu.edu
Multiscale modeling is important in porous media applications because of the enormous range of
length scales that affects many processes. The term “multiscale modeling” is broad, encompassing
a variety of theories and computational methods. In this work, we focus specifically on modeling
disparate length scales that occur in pore-scale modeling of fluid flow and solute transport, starting
from the nm scale (e.g,. surface and wetting films) and spanning up to mm-to-cm length scales
(e.g., multiple pore dimensions necessary to capture representative volumes and predict spatially
averaged parameters). A few examples of processes where multiscale processes are coupled over
these length scales include solute transport in dual porosity systems, nanoparticle transport and
retention in heterogeneous media, in-situ condensation, drainage at low wetting-phase saturations,
and slow-release solute delivery from nanoporous structures.
While many multiscale techniques rely on integrating different methods for different scales, a promis-
ing technique for some applications of pore-scale modeling is direct modeling using unstructured
meshes with various levels of refinement. This approach involves selective application of orders-of-
magnitude mesh refinement to resolve the different scales, followed by computational methods that
remain accurate over the entire range. This meshing methodology is ideally suited for multiscale
digital images and, if implemented with a technique such as the finite element method (FEM), it is
well suited for direct methods for flow and particle transport as well as multiphysics models.
In this work, we use a multiscale meshing technique and a high-order FEM for Stokes equations to
efficiently model nm- and mm-scale fluid mechanics in a single direct numerical simulation. The
meshing is performed using a new point-insertion technique that can operate on multiscale digi-
tal images (e.g., spatially registered CT images) or on geometric images with multiple scales (e.g.,
computer-generated porous media or CAD files for microfluidics). The point-insertion algorithm is
coupled to a black-box signed distance function for the material surface, which in turn allows high
levels of refinement for complex geometries, while controlling mesh quality – an important factor for
contrasting length scales. Low-Reynolds number flow is simulated using FEM with P2P1 elements,
which provides high accuracy and is not overly sensitive to mesh quality. In order to verify accuracy
of velocity fields at orders-of-magnitude smaller scales, we use sphere packings with known velocity
profiles to quantify mm-scale flow patterns and evaluate flow within artificial nm-scale features with
known geometry such as cylindrical “pinholes”. Results indicate that this approach is an efficient
and effective method for image-based modeling using multiscale digital images, and for capturing
fluid mechanics over dramatically different length scales within a system.
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Structural characterization of nanoporous materials by small-angle
X-ray scattering
Heiner Santner1
1 Anton Paar GmbH
Corresponding Author(s): heiner.santner@anton-paar.com
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a well-established method used for determining structural in-
formation on inhomogeneities in nanoscaled materials. The typical measured size range is between
1 nm and 200 nm making SAXS perfectly suited for analyzing nanoporous and nanoparticulate sys-
tems which include mesoporous (pore width < 50 nm) and macroporous (pore width > 50 nm) ma-
terials. In the scattering process SAXS is sensitive to sample domains or areas of different electron
density, therefore it can probe various parameters within a nanoporous material, provided that the
size range is within the resolution limit of the SAXS method: pore size/diameter, inter-pore distance,
radial electron density profile and also the specific surface area. After all SAXS is an important com-
plementary technique with respect to other characterization methods of porous materials such as
microscopy and gas sorption methods. A particular advantage of SAXS is that it can measure spe-
cific surface of inaccessible, closed pores or inclusions. Furthermore SAXS provides averaged results
which are representative over a large sample area or volume.
In this contribution we will present different applications of SAXS for characterizing porous materi-
als. A high internal surface makes such materials very attractive for their application in e.g., energy
storage, catalysis, molecular sieving. Their ability to selectively adsorb atoms or molecules of certain
size and shape is closely related to their internal pore size and geometry. In addition to bulk mate-
rials, mesoporous system are also applied and studied as thin films on solid substrates. The porous
nature of these films results in high interfacial surface areas which also make them applicable for
various applications. Such thin film surfaces are analyzed using the grazing-incidence (GI) SAXS
method in which the incident X-ray beam is directed onto the sample at a very shallow angle and
therefore probes the surface of the material.
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Finite element/finite volume framework for phase-field fracture
in saturated porous media
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Understanding the fluid-driven evolution of crack networks in a permeable medium is of prime im-
portance for many scientific and engineering problems, among them unconventional oil and gas
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recovery, enhanced geothermal systems, water flooding processes and magma effusion. In this talk,
we present a combined finite element/finite volume approach for solving the Biot poroelasticity
equations together with a phase-field model for crack propagation. The proposed approach mono-
lithically couples a finite element discretization of stress equilibrium to a control volume form of
the fluid mass balance, which is further coupled iteratively to the phase-field equation in finite vol-
ume form via alternate minimization. The main goal of the formulation is to allow for discretization
length scales that are much larger than the fracture apertures. To achieve this, we make use of
alternative degradation functions that minimize loss of stiffness in the mechanical response prior
to fracture for coarser meshes, and upscale the effect of flow in open fractures to the surrounding
medium. The proposed model is applied to several numerical examples, and in addition we investi-
gate the performance of different linear solvers for the resulting systems of equations.
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The flow field plates in a fuel cell still have potential for optimization which can lead to an increase in
fuel cell performance, one of the targets set by the U.S. Department of Energy. One way to optimize
this flow field plate is, to develop a flow pattern, which diminishes the drawbacks from the current
industry standards like serpentine and parallel pattern, like non-uniform reactant distribution and
water management problems.
For this reason, a tree-shaped flow pattern, inspired by biological transportation networks, was
picked, enabling the authors to achieve a uniform distribution of reactants in the fuel cell, increasing
its performance 1. The diameters of the channels in the bifurcations were related by the Murray’s
law providing minimal entropy production 2. In this work we varied the width and depth of the
flow channels, and the number of generations was determined by the Peclet number providing the
diffusion transport in the gas diffusion layer. The energy loss due to the T-shape bifurcations and
non-laminar entrance flow in each channel were accounted for. Both 1D and 3D computations of
the pressures and velocities in the channels has been used for detailed calculations of the energy
dissipation due to viscous and hydraulic losses in the flow field plate. The optimal design was deter-
mined from the observation that certain units with optimal efficiency have a uniform distribution of
entropy production [2,3]. The best designs with constant and gradually diminishing depth of the con-
sequent channels were compared to the classical serpentine design and proposed for improvement
of the fuel cell efficiency.
Acknowledgement:
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ing scheme, project number 262644, PoreLab.
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Three-phase flow is ubiquitous in many energy-related physical processes such as oil recovery, car-
bon dioxide geo-sequestration, fuel cells optimisation and contaminant removal (Blunt, 2017). Mod-
ern world keeps requiring more energy due to the increase of the population, to be balanced with a
decrease in the emissions of greenhouse gases due to the efforts in mitigating climate change. For
these reasons, the combination of gas driven enhanced oil recovery (EOR) with CO2 storage (CCS)
is one of the challenges the world has to tackle for its sustainable development (IEA, 2017).
Recently, X-ray micro-CT tomography has allowed for major improvements in the understanding of
two-phase flow (AlRatrout et al., 2018; Blunt et al., 2013; Bultreys et al., 2016). In our studies we not
only apply the techniques developed for two phases to systems where three phases – water, oil and
gas, involved in EOR and CCS – are present, but also develop new methods required by the addi-
tional complexities in three-phase flow. We were able to image the flow of the three phases during
and after their injection in porous rocks, for different rock geometries and wettability (Scanziani et
al., 2018).
The first experiment was the injection of oil in a water-wet Ketton sample fully saturated with brine,
followed by first waterflooding, gas injection, and second waterflooding. The sample was imaged
after each injection step using a laboratory micro-CT scanner. The second experiment was similar
to the first one, but was performed at Diamond synchrotron facility, allowing dynamic imaging with
time resolution of 50 seconds. The third experiment was designed to be at the reservoir conditions,
where the reservoir carbonate sample, the brine and the crude oil were used from a producing oil
field in the Middle East. This sample was aged, causing a change in wettability towards oil-wet con-
ditions and the experiment was performed in laboratory based micro-CT scanner.
The results of the three experiments allowed us to have a deeper understanding of respectively (i)
the fundamentals of fluid arrangement, recovery and trapping in three-phase flow for a water-wet
sample (Figure 1); (ii) dynamics, namely evolution of the oil layer thickness, connectivity and inter-
facial area, and (iii) how the change in wettability – measured by an in situ contact angle method
(Scanziani et al., 2017) – affects the wettability order, and hence all the other quantities previously
mentioned (as an example, the pore occupancy changes are shown in Figure 2).
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Hydrated porous systems with their high surface availability are attractive substrates for biofilm
growth. A prime example of such a system is the hyporheic zone of streams hosting diverse micro-
bial communities concealed within the sediment interstices. Within this sedimentary environment,
fluid flow constrains microorganism dispersal and biofilm growth. However, the interplay between
hydrodynamics, biofilm architecture and dispersal in porous systems remain poorly understood.
To better appreciate these links, we designed porous-like fluidic devices, exposed to streamwater
flow containing bacterial cells. Biofilm formation and local hydrodynamics were investigated using
time-lapse microscopy and micro-particle image velocimetry. We additionally studied the transport
dynamics of motile and non-motile cells through the porous landscape in presence and absence
of mature stream biofilm. We found two different architectures: a biofilm coating the grains and
streamers extending into the pore space. We show that the architectural differentiation was the
result of biofilm growth on the grains and of cell retention by the streamers. Our work advances
previous studies on biofilm architectural formation in porous systems and discusses the ecological
relevance of different dispersal strategies.
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Hierarchical porous materials are widely used for adsorption, separation, catalysis etc. as they com-
bine several porosity scales to overcome slow diffusion in their nanoporosity while maintaining
a large specific surface area. Fluids in such multiscale confinement exhibit rich thermodynamic
and dynamical behaviors that are significantly different from their bulk counterpart: surface forces
and reduced dimensions affect phase transitions due to capillary condensation, freezing, etc. and
transport in such nanoporous media exhibits a broad range of novel phenomena. As a result, while
adsorption and transport in a nanopore is reasonably well understood in the limiting cases of liquid
filled pores, the complex interplay between thermodynamics and dynamics still lacks satisfactory
description for multiscale porous media such as hierarchical porous solids.
In this work, atom-scale simulations were coupled to a multiscale lattice model to obtain explicit
descriptions for the coupling between macroscopic transport and the thermodynamics of the con-
fined fluid. By investigating the role of pore size, pressure, temperature and surface chemistry, we
are able to sketch a ‘transport phase diagram’. More in detail, the microscopic behaviors obtained
at the molecular scale allow us to construct a hierarchical lattice model with transport coefficients
explicitly derived from Statistical Mechanics. We address how macroscopic transport arises from
contributions where gas and liquid phases contribute. Experimental adsorption and dynamical mea-
surements at different scales (from the nm to the micron scales) can readily be included in our model.
Successive upscaling allows us to predict the macroscopic transport in hierachical porous materials
from simple experimental topological data as obtained from tomography, electron microscopy, etc.
We demonstrate that our simple approach can be employed to optimize the adsorption and transport
of fluids confined in multiscale porous solids.
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Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells are one of the major technologies for electrified
mobility. From a fluid dynamic perspective, fuel cells are a rather complicated multi-component
multi-phase flow problem in a variety of thin porous layers, in general in thermal non-equilibrium.
This leads to a variety of complex processes that interact and have to be described correctly in order
to predict the behaviour of the fuel cell under operation.
In my talk, I will explain the role of the different layers of a PEM fuel cell and point our the major
physical effects, that have to be taken into account. The intention is to give an overview of the
technology for those participants that are not so familiar with fuel cells, but would like to know
more and maybe start their own research in the field of fuel cells.
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Polymers are used in a wide field of industrial applications such as fuel cells, building materials, and
fibers. High-resolution characterization and quantification of polymer microstructure is essential
to improve our understanding in modification of naturally occurring polymers and in the manu-
facturing processes of synthetic polymers. The microstructure controls the chemical reactivity, the
mechanical properties, and the transport properties of polymers, and thus governs properties such
as the durability of fuel cells, the resistivity against weathering and heat of plastics and building
materials.
In the recent years a range of imaging methods were established to study the properties of polymers,
such as wide range X-ray scattering, small angle X-ray scattering, small angle neutron scattering to
study the crystalline structure and FTIR and Raman spectroscopy to study the composition. Gen-
erally, Cryo-SEM is ideal to study microstructure and porosity of polymer composites and liquid
polymers. However, the typically rough specimen surfaces - resulting from the freeze fracturing
process - often do not allow a reliable investigation and quantification of the nanostructures, such
as nanoparticles, phase contacts and nanoporosity from the SEM micrographs. The identification of
these structures is important since they affect physical processes such as absorption and diffusion,
and their accurate assessment is required for process simulations.
Cryo-BIB-SEM (Broad Ion Beam milling and Scanning Electron Microscopy) is a newly established
imaging method (Schmatz et al., 2015, 2017, Jaiser at al., 2017) that allows studying the microstruc-
ture of cryogenically stabilized samples on large (up to 4mm²) planar, and damage-free sample cross-
sections. The technology allows, among others, the ex-situ investigation of drying processes in poly-
mer thin films and studying the formation of bio films on fiber surfaces.
In this contribution a range of application examples of the Cryo-BIB-SEM technology will be pre-
sented comprising paint, fuel cells, plants, biofilms, bentonite/polymer composites, and liquid crys-
tals.
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A detailed knowledge of flow in brain microvascular networks (MVNs) is crucial for various funda-
mental aspects related to nutrient supply in the brain, for which the cortical vasculature is crucial.
However, until today, a profound understanding of topology and perfusion of the cortical vascula-
ture is lacking 1.
We simulate flow in three realistic MVNs from the mouse somatosensory cortex, which have been
obtained by two-photon laser scanning microscopy 2. The realistic microvascular networks are em-
bedded in a tissue volume of ~1mm3 and consist of up to 16,000 nodes connected by tortuous vessels.
The bi-phasic nature of blood originates from the presence of red blood cells (RBCs). Our numerical
model has the unique feature of tracking individual RBCs 3, which is in contrast to other commonly
used blood flow models [4,5]. This approach enables us to minimize the number of empirical func-
tions required and to resolve fluctuations resulting from varying RBC concentrations. To assign
suitable pressure boundary conditions over the entire depth we embedded the realistic MVN into a
large, but representative artificial microvascular network [6].
Our study focuses on: (1) The pressure drop in different vessel types of the MVN, (2) the trajectories
of individual RBCs through the MVN and (3) on general flow properties, such as velocity and capil-
lary transit time. All aspects are analyzed with respect to cortical depth.
The trajectories of individual RBCs reveal that RBCs tend to exit the capillary bed at a similar cortical
depth at which entering it. Hence, in the capillary bed the preferential RBC flow direction is hori-
zontal. It remains to be shown if the capillary bed is built to enforce this preferential flow direction
or if it solely results from the applied pressure field.
Furthermore, we show that close to the cortical surface the pressure drop is largest in the capillary
bed, while deeper in the cortex it becomes dominant in arterioles. We postulate that these differences
are relevant for the up-regulation of blood flow in response to neuronal activation (neurovascular
coupling). Indeed, we suggest that different regulation mechanisms might be in place depending on
cortical depth.
Interestingly, we observe a significant decrease in RBC velocity with depth. As oxygen discharge
from RBCs to the surrounding tissue is a diffusion driven process, the observed velocity differences
will also affect oxygen diffusion from RBCs to tissue. It seems likely that RBCs travelling through
deeper cortical layers will be less saturated with oxygen than close to the cortical surface. Conse-
quently, deeper cortical layers might be more sensitive to disturbances in perfusion and thus more
prone to oxygen depletion.
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Modeling Mass Transport in Porous Transport Layers of PEM Wa-
ter Electrolysis Cells
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A combination of power-to-gas technology and proton exchange membrane (PEM) water electrol-
ysis is an energy storage option which is versatile regarding fluctuating electrical input, storage
durations and distributed energy demands 1. PEM water electrolysis’ efficiency is however dimin-
ished by overpotentials resulting from mass transport through porous transport layers (PTL).
Feed water is transported through the PTL to the anode catalyst where it is split into protons, elec-
trons and oxygen. Oxygen forms a gas phase and needs to be removed through the PTL in counter-
current direction as remaining oxygen interferes with further electrolysis. Consequently, the opti-
mization of PTL properties requires identification of dominant transport mechanisms which are to
date unknown due to the lack of empirical or measured data.
We therefore examine several Titanium, sintered powder PTLs which have been characterized by
means of 3D tomography and in situ, electrochemical measurements [2,3]. From the latter, overpo-
tentials accounting for mass transport through PTL are extracted based on experimental observa-
tions at varying operating pressures 2.
We show that novel results of a 1D, multiphase, multicomponent, porous medium continuum model
describing fluid fluxes and component transport are consistent with experimental data for different
operating conditions and varying PTL properties. Model results also show that diffusive transport is
negligible over a wide range of operating conditions. Calibrated capillary pressure and relative per-
meability functions differ significantly from standard model predictions based on contact angle and
pores size distribution (PSD) [4,5], yet they agree well with capillary flow porometry measurements
for similar PTL materials [6]. Model parameters could, however, only be transferred between materi-
als to predict mass transport overpotentials, when materials had different PSD but identical particle
size distributions and assumingly equal wettability. This fact leaves the model’s and overpotential
extraction’s overall validity undecided, yet it might also be a result of highly diverse wettabilities
amongst considered materials.
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Numerical investigations of flow processes in fractured porous media are of interest to determine
properties of underground matter and heat transport and underground fluid storage. The determi-
nation process of hydraulic properties includes generation of transient field data by hydraulic stim-
ulations such as pumping operations and inverse numerical simulations. Numerical calculations are
commonly based on diffusion models; hence hydro-mechanical coupling is not taken into account
and even extended diffusion-based formulations often fail, when the numerical results are compared
to experimental observation. Immediate non-local volumetric, pressure-induced changes caused by
the (elastic) deformation of the fractures act faster than pressure diffusion in the fluid. The different
propagation dimensions in time result in inverse water level fluctuations also known as Noordber-
gum effect on the reservoir scale. Besides volumetrically-triggered phenomena, mechanical fracture
deformations might lead to local permeability changes. In case of large fracture deformations, the
effective fracture permeability changes have an immediate impact on the diffusion process, i.e. the
characteristic diffusion time. In order to capture both, non-local and local phenomena, a highly
non-linear fracture flow model for deformable high aspect ratio fractures (length vs. aperture, i.e.,
δ > 1000) is introduced. The hybrid-dimensional model is motivated by low Reynold numbers flow
and assumes pressure driven Poiseuille-type flow within fluid-filled fractures. This leads to a nu-
merical efficient dimension-reduction of the fracture domain. Coupling of the surrounding porous
matrix and the hybrid-dimensional flow model results in a numerically stiff system. Interface ele-
ment formulations are used to solve the resulting system monolithically in order to guarantee nu-
merical stability and efficiency, respectively. The work closes with a discussion of numerical results
obtained for various characteristic hydro-mechanical scenarios. We will show, that large aperture
changes of fluid-filled fractures lead to non-linear effects which qualitatively affect pressure-fluxes
relationships.
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Long-term lysimeter data of 12 weighed lysimeters are collected, processed and analysed to study
the effect of soil properties on evaporation rates. Therefore, data of bare soil periods occurring dur-
ing fallows of cropland lysimeters are studied. Data of five years are selected (2014-2018). The soil
columns in the lysimeters are undisturbed, originating from different sites in Germany. In general
four different soil types can be distinguished. The soil texture varies between sandy silt and silty
sand.
The lysimeters’ weighing systems have an accuracy of ±0.01 mm and a resolution of ±0.001 mm for
the seepage water reservoir mass. Data are recorded in one minute intervals. Hence, actual evap-
oration can be determined with a high accuracy. Within the depths of 10, 30, 50 and 140 cm soil
water content, heat flux, water potential and temperature are recorded. Moreover, a climate station
is collecting information about wind speed, precipitation, air temperature and radiation in 10 minute
intervals.
The diverse measurement methods and the collected data about soil parameters and climate give us
further information about the soil water fluxes at different temporal scales. Because of the long time
periods which are evaluated a comparison of evaporation in wet and dry seasons can be made.
This outdoor experiment makes it possible to observe the soil state variables and evaporation under
natural conditions. Thus, model simulations and phenomena observed in laboratory can be com-
pared with the outdoor experiments to determine how well they display the natural conditions.
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The evaporation data is analysed statistically to compare the diurnal evaporation rates between the
different soil types. Moreover, a model developed with HYDRUS-1D including water vapour trans-
port is used to reproduce the evaporation rate of the observed soils. Model results and observations
are compared.
Preliminary evaluation of the data is showing, surprisingly, that there is no statistical significant
difference of evaporation rates between the soils with different texture.
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Microbially enhanced coal-bed methane (MECBM) production is an innovative idea to stimulate
biogenic coal-bed methane production by providing nutrients to the native microbial community.
Through additional substrate in the subsurface, a stimulation of microbes occurs, which leads to an
increase in methane production well beyond the amount that could be expected from the addition
of substrate alone. Experimental studies, performed at Montana State University, provide the basis
for modelling MECBM production with two-phase multi-component transport processes using the
numerical simulator DuMuX 1.
We will present the calibrated and validated numerical batch model that was obtained using experi-
mental results from 2. The model is able to capture the interaction between microbial activity, coal
bioavailability, biofilm growth and decay as well as CH4 production.
The numerical batch model is extended to simulate column studies. The batch and column models
are used to test various hypotheses on different processes e.g. coal bioavailability, biofilm condi-
tions and retardation effects when injecting substrate. The numerical model aims to provide further
understanding of the relevant processes involved in MECBM as well as a general understanding of
biochemical reactions coupled with possibly changing flow and transport conditions in the subsur-
face.
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Microscale Analysis of deforming saturated porous media: Terza-
ghi stress principle and the Significance of Shear and Plasticity in
Hydrostatic Compression
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At the macroscale, the governing equations often include the Terzaghi effective stress principle or
a generalization of the principle containing a Biot coefficient. These equations are often used in
geotechnical engineering and bioengineering, and can be derived using concepts from multivariable
calculus (total differential), but in many applications the model does not predict well what is ob-
served. Experimental data from geophysics literature exhibit nonlinear pressure-volumetric strain
relations and a strong dependence on just the Terzaghi effective pressure, defined as confining pres-
sure minus pore pressure. A microscale analysis demonstrates a plausible reason for why the Terza-
ghi effective pressure (without the Biot coefficient) plays such a dominant role. The results show
that the stress field within a relatively small region around a pore contains shear stress proportional
to the effective stress that produces a cascade of effects including the increased likelihood of the
material entering into a plastic regime and pore sizes changing significantly.
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The macroscale governing equations for charged porous media are not yet standardized – different
upscaling approaches yield different results, although not as different as one might expect upon first
examination. Here we compare two approaches: hybrid mixture theory [1,2] and homogenization
3, to show that at its core, the two approaches give remarkably similar results for the generalized
Darcy’s equation and the generalized convection diffusion equation.
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Like other cells, lung-cancer cells need a variety of substrates to keep up their metabolism and even
start the proliferation process. In particular, a sustainable energy supply is necessary for proliferat-
ing cells. As a result, the increasing nutrient consumption leads to a depletion in the infested tissue,
and a blood-vessel growth is triggered. Thereby, vascular growth factors are expressed from the
cancer cells stimulating the proliferation of endothelial cells.
These processes can be described using a macroscopic continuum-mechanical model on the basis
of the Theory of Porous Media. Therein, the solid constituents, namely the tissue cells as well as
metastases, compose the porous skeleton which is saturated by immiscible pore liquids, the blood
and the interstitial fluid. Furthermore, the latter is considered as a real mixture consisting of the en-
ergy supplying nutrients, migrating cancer cells and the vascular growth factors (VEGF) as well as
the solvent. The process of main interest is the proliferation and its link to vascular growth. During
the proliferation, VEGF initiates the blood-vessel growth increasing the nutrient concentration and
speeding up the proliferation. Furtheron, this general and rather complex continuum-mechanical
model is reduced. Since the additional nutrient demand is counteracted by modifying the mass-
production terms of the nutrients and the cancer cells, the blood vessel growth is omitted leading
to a much simpler and computationally cheaper model. Both models are governed by their mass
balances and the overall momentum balance and solved within the finite element tool PANDAS. Nu-
merically, the system of equations is spatially discretised by applying Taylor-Hood elements. The
temporal discretisation is realised with an Euler time-integration scheme. In the numerical examples,
the results of both models are adjusted to the same proliferation data set enabling the comparison
between the different approaches. Therefore, the maximum likelihood method is utilised to optimise
the parameters of the corresponding mass-production terms.
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This talk presents an upscaled model for crystal precipitation and dissolution in a saturated porous
medium with a perforated solid matrix. In case of high flow rates and a not strictly impermeable
solid matrix (e.g. rocks) the importance of flow within the grains increases such that it needs to be
included. Therefore, we model the solid matrix itself at the pore-scale as a porous medium. Hence,
at the pore-scale we consider a Darcy-Stokes system, where the Beavers-Joseph boundary condition
at the corresponding interface is proposed. The model contains a free boundary allowing changes of
the microstructure due to crystal precipitation and dissolution, which is captured by a level-set ap-
proach. Asymptotic expansions leads to an upscaled model describing the process via Darcy’s law, a
transport equation and corresponding effective coefficients given by the evolution of the microstruc-
ture. The macroscopic Darcy permeability as well as the diffusivity are computable from solutions of
underlying cell problems. Moreover, well-posedness of the upscaled model is investigated.
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Digital rock physics (DRP), like other analytical techniques, relies on the assumption that the exam-
ined samples are representative for the property of interest. With the contrasting requirements of
large sample volume and high image resolution for DRP, representative elementary volumes (REV)
often result in computational domains that exceed 10243 voxels.
Here, we present and evaluate a new reactive transport model for the simulation of acidizing treat-
ments. With this model we can handle large REV up to 3072³ voxels.
The injection of hydrochloric acid is used to stimulate a carbonate reservoir by enlarging the pore
space with the goal of increasing the permeability. Different dissolution patterns develop in the
rock, depending on the injection rate and the concentration of the acid.
Indico rendering error
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These patterns can be predicted with reactive flow simulations and the injection parameters leading
to the most favorable dissolution of the reservoir rock and the correlated permeability increase can
be determined. In our approach, the mineral dissolution process is modeled as a combined contin-
uum/particle method, using the numerical code(s) in the DRP software GeoDict® and the scientific
software MATLAB®.
In this ongoing project, numerical experiments qualitatively verify the numerical model. The model
reproduces the dissolution patterns from the literature 1. We simulate on a carbonate sample from
the Grosmont formation (Alberta, Canada) published in a DRP benchmark study 2.
Four numerical experiments replicate the patterns described in the literature 1. They correspond to
the four distinct dissolution patterns: face dissolution, conical wormhole, wormhole, and uniform
dissolution. The formation of the patterns depends on the fluid velocity and acid concentration.
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Although with the currently existing numerical code, the accessible computational domains are al-
ready larger than the ones reported in the literature 3, we are presently further optimizing the code
for performance. Our aim is to compare our results with time sequences of µCT-scans of real disso-
lution processes.
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Fractured rock formations are of crucial importance in a variety of reservoir applications, such as
geothermal energy, CO2 sequestration, nuclear waste storage or unconventional oil and gas recovery.
The fracture configuration and hydraulic properties of individual fractures dominate preferential
fluid flow paths in fractured media, since fractures of particularly high or low conductivity act as flow
conduits and barriers, respectively. Fracture configurations in fracture networks are often highly
complex, which makes mesh generation for discrete fracture networks and the background matrix
difficult.
In recent years, this has lead to an increasing focus on the development of numerical methods which
allow generation of separate non-conforming meshes for fractures and matrix. For example, Köppel
et al. 2 proposed a Lagrange multiplier method for a non-conforming finite element formulation,
which they successfully applied to a benchmark suite of 2D cases. However, flow through fracture
networks is governed by 3D effects.
This work therefore expands on their previous studies by presenting a distributed Lagrange mul-
tiplier/fictitious domain method for single-phase flow in 3D discrete fractured porous media on a
parallel computing framework. Next to Köppel et al. 2, we build on work by Krause and Zulian
3, who developed a L2-projection variational transfer method for 3D, scalable, parallel information
transfer. We combine the Lagrange multiplier method with the L2-projection to model single-phase
fluid flow through 3D fracture networks. As the fractures are represented by lower-dimensional
manifolds, the L2-projection algorithm has been extended for surface-volume interaction, to be able
to transfer information between surface elements and volume elements for fractures and matrix,
respectively. To this end, the method has been implemented successfully and a comparison of 2D re-
sults to state-of-the-art methods 1 in the field shows good agreement. Furthermore, we validate the
method for 3D fracture networks by comparing to results from conforming mesh simulations which
we used as a reference. Moreover, different discretization schemes and mesh convergence will be
discussed. Finally, we apply the method to realistic fracture networks with hundreds of fractures.
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Our results demonstrate that the Lagrange multiplier method is capable of modeling single-phase
flow through realistic 3D fracture networks.
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Flow simulations in fractured porous materials are extremely challenging for the geometrical com-
plexity and multi-scale nature of typical domains of interest. Fractures are regions in a porous ma-
terial characterized by a dramatic change of material properties, with one spatial dimension, the
thickness, which is orders of magnitude smaller than the other two dimensions and than the whole
domain. On the other hand, fractures might have a significant impact on relevant flow characteris-
tics, such as flow directionality, and for this reason, in many circumstances, their explicit representa-
tion is to be preferred to the use of upscaling techniques defining homogenized material properties.
According to Discrete Fracture and Matrix (DFM) models, fractures in a porous material can be repre-
sented as planar interfaces of co-dimension one, thus overcoming the difficulty related to the simul-
taneous representation of the scale of fracture thickness and of domain size. Nevertheless, fractures
can form an intricate network of intersections, thus generating extremely challenging computational
domains. Fluid flow in DFMs is governed by the 3D Darcy’s law in the bulk domain and by a 2D re-
duced Darcy’s law on a tangential reference system to each fracture, coupled by fracture/matrix and
fracture/fracture interface laws. Standard numerical approaches for the simulation of flow in DFMs
are based on finite element discretizations on meshes conforming to the various interfaces, in order
to enforce the required matching conditions. But, as fractures can arbitrarily intersect each other, a
variety of geometrical entities might be generated, such as fractures intersecting with extremely nar-
row angles, small fractures intersecting much larger fractures, simultaneous presence of very small
and very large fracture intersections, and so on. This geometrical complexity and multi-scale nature
of the domain can severely limit the applicability of numerical methods based on mesh conformity,
for the impossibility of generating good-quality conforming mesh of such complex domains.
A new approach for the simulation of the flow in fractured porous materials is here presented and
analyzed. The method is based on the numerical optimization in order to enforce matching condi-
tions at fracture/matrix and fracture/fracture interfaces in such a way that no mesh conformity is
needed. The solution is obtained as the minimum of a cost functional expressing the error in the
fulfillment of interface conditions, constrained by multi-dimensional Dacy’s law in the bulk domain
and on the fractures. The resulting method is extremely flexible and robust, thus providing a viable
option for simulations on large scales.
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Nowadays it is well accepted by the scientific community that physical forces have a primary role on
cancer evolution. Tumor growth is impeded by the anatomical structure of afflicted organs and the
properties of the tissue specific extracellular matrix. The growing tumor mass presses the stroma
and reduces the matrix permeability for drugs and nutrients while matrix stiffening and mechan-
ical forces impact proliferation rates and drug performance [1, 2]. Analogies with inert soft con-
densed matter (e.g. colloids, polymers, viscoelastic fluids, etc.) have been considered to understand
mechano-biological responses of tumor cells to physical forces; these studies during the last fif-
teen/twenty years have successfully explained several complex behaviors of cells and tissue dynam-
ics, such as reorganization of cell populations and cancer invasion 3 demonstrating the effectiveness
of mechanistic approaches.
A mechanistic model for numerical simulation of tumor growth has been recently proposed by Sci-
umè et al. 4. This model is founded in the rigorous theoretical framework provided by Thermo-
dynamically Constrained Averaging Theory (Gray and Miller 5). Tumor mass is considered as an
open thermodynamic system exchanging mass and energy with the host tissue and its vascular and
lymphatic systems. The mathematical formulation originally developed for tumor growth during
the avascular stage has been recently developed including angiogenesis and blood vessels as an ad-
ditional phase. These new features allow modeling also the vascular stage and evolution of blood
flow due to the presence of the tumor and angiogenesis.
Tumor and its microenvironment are modeled as a multiphase continuum including five phases: the
extracellular matrix, ECM, tumor cells, TC (mixture of living and necrotic tumor cells), healthy tissue
cells, HC, interstitial fluid, IF and blood B. The ECM is the solid phase of the system and is modeled
as a deformable porous continuum, while TC, HC, IF and B are modeled as immiscible fluid phases.
Two porous compartments are considered: the vascular porosity saturated by the blood phase and
the extravascular porosity saturated by cells and interstitial fluid. Despite the two porosities are
not connected, they can exchange mass (e.g oxygen) through vessels’ walls, which constitute the
interface between the two porous compartments and sustain pressure difference between blood and
fluids in the extravascular space. An internal variable describes formation of new capillary vessels
and the consequent increase of vascular porosity and permeability. Release of tumor angiogenic fac-
tors by hypoxic cells induces production of a migratory phenotype of endothelial cells that sustains
the angiogenesis process.
Numerical studies of glioma growth in different culture conditions are shown to highlight poten-
tialities of the presented model. As a perspective, thanks to the introduction of microvasculature,
the model can be further improved for study of drugs delivery within tumor and its surround-
ings.
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The vast majority of microorganisms are exposed to fluid flow, whether in natural environments,
the human body, or artificial systems. Flow plays an important role in a broad variety of micro-
bial processes, including nutrient uptake and fertilisation, as well as in many industrial applications,
ranging from wastewater treatment to the production of biofuels. However, despite the pervasive
occurrence and implications of a fluid dynamic environment, its influence on the transport and at-
tachment of bacteria to surfaces remains poorly investigated and understood, especially in complex
geometries that best describe real systems. The aim of this work is studying the influence of flow on
bacterial transport and surface attachment in porous structures.
To examine surface colonisation in model porous media, we investigated the effect of laminar flow
on motile bacterial suspension around a single pillar in a microfluidics channel, mimicking a single
pore of a porous medium. We developed a microfluidics platform where we could study both the
effect of pillar diameter and of the local flow velocity on the transport and surface attachment of the
opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa. In order to broaden the generality of this study,
we considered also corrugated surfaces.
First, we present a phenomenon by which the combination of bacterial motility and shear results in
a higher cell concentration near the walls of a channel and consequently in a strong enhancement
of bacterial attachment to surfaces compared to quiescent conditions 1. Thanks to the same mech-
anism, the topological features of the flow in porous structures promote the attachment of bacteria
to specific regions of the surface and shape their distribution.
With a systematic experimental and numerical study, we show that the combined effect of flow past
pillars of different dimensions and bacterial motility can increase the capture efficiency at imposed
flow velocity compared to bacterial swimming speed. These results underscore the importance of
fluid flow in triggering bacterial attachment and biofilm formation under common environmental
conditions, with significant consequences in a broad range of ecological, industrial, and medical
problems.
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Developing a sound theoretical description for the flow processes in smectite-rich soils and rocks
have remained a challenge due to the complex microstructure effects of smectite clay minerals and
adsorption-induced swelling phenomena. The pore system of compacted smectite can be simplified
by two scales of porosity: i) the interlayer porosity which includes the spaces between the unit layers
of smectite (microstructure) and ii) the macro porosity which represents the pore spaces between the
particles and aggregates of particles. Water adsorption/desorption in the interlayer spaces between
the clay platelets (interlayer hydration/dehydration) can induce microstructure deformation, affect-
ing the fluid flow in macro pores. Understanding the evolution of fluid flow in partially saturated
system of smectite is crucial for developing accurate predictive models for water flow and chemical
transport in this material.
We present a model to describe the evolution of hydraulic conductivity of compacted smectite by in-
cluding the theoretical explanations of adsorption induced microstructure deformation. The model is
based on describing the evaluation of pore system variations of smectite with relative humidity using
a geochemical approach for describing the underlying mechanisms of hydration/dehydration. We
will present a hydraulic conductivity model for compacted smectite by revisiting the Kozeny-Carman
(KC) relationship with regards to the microstructure properties and the effects of adsorption-induced
deformation/fabric evolution. The hydraulic conductivity model presented provides strong correla-
tions with the experimental data reported on the evolution of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
with suction for compacted smectite-rich clays (bentonite).
We present a series of numerical analysis of the water flow in partially compacted bentonite under
confined hydration. The accuracy of the new model for hydraulic conductivity will be examined
through the numerical analysis presented against experimental data reported in the literature. The
importance of adsorption-induced deformation of microstructure on the overall rate of macroscopic
saturation process will be demonstrated. The developments in the research presented, provide fur-
ther theoretical explanations and new insights on the mechanisms controlling the flow behaviour in
smectite-rich geo-materials.
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Energy storage is regarded as one key solution for handling the fluctuating renewable sources of
energy. Whereas a lot of research in energy storage focuses on electricity, there is also a huge po-
tential in the storage of heat, e.g. as seasonal storage in house heating or as short-time storage for
enhancing the efficiency in industrial processes.
Within the different technologies for heat storage, thermochemical heat storage stands out due to
its large storage densities and the theoretical possibility of a nearly loss-free storage.
Thermochemical heat storage uses the difference in chemical potential of a reversible reaction. Dif-
ferent materials are suitable for thermochemical heat storage and span a large temperature range
thus allowing a wide range of applications. The storage material usually is handled in form of pow-
ders or particles to ensure a large surface area for a fast and controllable chemical reaction.
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Modeling this systems is a tool to investigate and promote this promising technology. However it is
challenging as a lot of processes interact: flow in a porous medium, transport of gaseous components,
chemical reaction of solid and gaseous components under enormous release of heat which affects the
fluid properties and changes the properties of the solid. Furthermore, the thermochemical reactor
itself has to be represented sufficiently accurately in the model as it affects crucially the different
mentioned processes.
In order to handle this complexity different approaches of model coupling are envisaged:
- Iterative coupling of transport and reaction is compared to a monolithic approach in terms of accu-
racy and efficiency.
- If the heat is released at the reactor surface, this boundary is best represented by coupling the
porous medium flow heat-conductively to a free flow domain. This coupling is challenging, as it
either necessitates an expensive spatial resolution of the free flow or a sophisticated averaged or
analytical representation, e. g. by so called wall-functions.
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\begin{abstract}
Modeling heat transfer in porous media at high-temperatures, as in thermal protection systems dur-
ing atmospheric entry, requires the understanding of both solid and radiative conduction. At lower
temperatures, the primary mode of heat transfer is solid conduction through both material and gas
phases. At high temperatures, however, the radiative component becomes dominant. To model
these phenomena at the micro-scale, a high-fidelity representation of the materials microstructure
is obtained through the use of X-ray micro-tomography. The micro-tomographic scans provide high
resolution 3D reconstructions, upon which simulations are conducted on Cartesian grids.
A common assumption for solid conduction is that the thermal conductivity of the various phases
is isotropic. Although this assumption is often valid, there are many materials that have anisotropic
properties at the micro-scale, including fiber-based and woven materials. To simulate the isotropic or
anisotropic solid conduction, a fully-conservative finite volume scheme based on the Multipoint flux
approximation (MPFA) technique~\cite{mpfa} has been formulated and implemented into the Porous
Microstructure Analysis (PuMA) software~\cite{puma}. One challenge in modeling solid conductiv-
ity of porous materials is determining the constituent thermal conductivities, which often change
with temperature. Experimental and numerical techniques to determine these values will be dis-
cussed.
For the computation of the radiative component of the thermal conductivity, the tomographic scans
are processed using a Marching Cubes algorithm and the relevant view-factors are then obtained
using a collision based Monte-Carlo method. The final steady-state heat fluxes into and out of each
face are solutions to an algebraic system of coupled equations, with the view-factors as coefficients,
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solved using an under-relaxation iterative method. The radiative conductivity computed is com-
bined with the solid conduction component calculated using PuMA to determine the total effective
conductivity.
The simulation tools were verified against several analytical steady-state solutions and compared to
previous computational studies. The conduction and radiative transfer models were then applied
to fibrous and woven materials used by NASA as thermal protection systems and the results were
compared to experimental data when available.\\\\
\end{abstract}
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Transport of bacteria is still an ongoing problem. This study explored the effect of initial air-dried
condition of natural soil on the transport and removal of microorganisms that has not been studied
by other researchers. Transport and release of bacteria were investigated before and after soil water
repellency (SWR) breakdown under a consecutive but separate leaching process for the saturated
(at suction of 0 cm) and unsaturated flows (at suction of –5 cm). Hydrophilic Escherichia coli and
hydrophobic Rhodococcus erythropolis (PTCC 1767) were separately infiltrated into the air-dried
(at suction of –15000 cm) wettable and water repellent natural soil columns. Cell-free leaching was
performed by tap water using a disk infiltrometer for a four-pore volumes (0–4PVs) when an in-
fluent concentration of bacteria (3×108 CFU ml–1) was poured on the column surface. That was
immediately continued by further six-PVs (4.10–10 PVs) as the second influent injection performed.
Bromide (Br–) was simultaneously infiltrated into the columns at the rate of 10 mmol L-1 for the both
pulses. Br– transport was influenced by the initial air-dried and respective wet conditions of both
media for different hydraulic conditions. The wettable soil had a significant capacity to retain both
due to higher free surface energy as the result of clay content (p<0.001). The water repellent soil,
however, released considerable amount of bacteria after breakdown of water repellency (p<0.001).
Hydrophobic R. erythropolis transport was greater than hydrophilic E. coli in both soils with dif-
ferent manner, but, E. coli was more released. The retention patterns of bacteria were uniform and
exponential; depending on soil, strain, and water flow type. The data illustrated bioaugmentation
programs using R. erythropolis can be promising for subsurface media under low water content
conditions. Further research using micro-tomography and scanning electron microscope (SEM) is
warranted to illustrate the fate of such high retention rate of bacteria in the air-dried wettable soil
in the short and long spells.
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Santa Olalla lagoon, situated in Doñana National Park (Spain), is an important reservoir of biodiver-
sity. The lagoon is a hypogenic wetland which receives the discharge of the aquifer of the aeolic
sands on a regional scale. This fact allows the maintenance of a permanent water regime without
suffering a reduction in the volume of the lagoon´s water. This situation contrasts with the general
condition of other small wetlands in the Park whose hydrological degradation is, in some cases, ex-
treme due to the intense pumping.
The evolution of the current state of the aquifer could impact into the Santa Olalla lagoon, degrading
its water reservoirs and causing the loss of ecosystem services. In the framework of global change
scenarios and exploitation conditions, numerical modeling offers a powerful tool to study how the
lagoon would be affected.
Presently, the current model of the regional aquifer does not represent the lagoon and its relations
with the aquifer. The proposal of this study is to identify the adequate numerical representation
of Santa Olalla lagoon in both, a steady-state and a transient model. The present works proposes
a finer spatial discretization and the implementation of different boundary conditions in the model
(i.e. LAKE and DRAIN packages). The identification of the appropriate model structure to represent
the lagoon was based on contrasting between the calculated and observed levels in piezometers of
the lagoon’s environment and the water balance of the lagoon, which have been obtained in the
different variants of the model. The MODFLOW code was applied in its implementation with the
ModelMuse interface and the Local Grid Refinament-2 (LGR-2) package, to refine the mesh in the
lagoon’s environment.
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Soil remediation, enhanced oil recovery, CO2 storage and geothermal energy are among the most
important applications of porous media research and are notable examples of multiphase flow pro-
cesses through porous media. In these situations mathematical modelling and simulation are among
the most important tools available to predict subsurface processes and to asses feasibility and risk,
since measurements below surface are very difficult or not possible at all. The mathematical and com-
putational problems then appearing are most challenging. The modelling leads to coupled nonlinear
partial differential equations, which change type and involve largely varying physical properties
of the soil, such as porosity, permeability as well as soil composition. Moreover, the sheer size and
scale of the domains pose computational challenges in their own right and make the design of robust
discretisation methods a non-trivial task.
In the recent years, coupled problem where different models are coupled, have become one of the
main focuses of porous media research. Therefore, further exploring the techniques and ideas laid
out in [2, 3], we present advances in the development of robust solvers for such problems on the
basis of model based domain decomposition. We combine a globally convergent L-scheme with a non-
overlapping domain decomposition of the two-phase flow system as well as the Richards equation,
making use of a linearised Robin type interface condition to decouple both problems and obtain a
globally convergent scheme which is robust and allows to account for very heterogeneous soil prop-
erties such as vastly different and even discontinuous permeabilities.
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On this poster We present a convergence result and discuss a range of numerical experiments for the
coupled full two-phase flow and Richards case. Due to its robustness the presented scheme, called
the LDD scheme, is well suited to handle couplings of different physics such as porous media flow
with poromechanics, either as a solver in its own right as presented here or a as a preconditioner in
conjunction with a Newton based solver, as is explored in 1.
Thus, the LDD scheme constitutes a notable contribution to handling these types of problems.
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Heterogeneity in sedimentary rock makes prediction of subsurface flow behaviour difficult. Sharp
changes in permeability can be found as unconformities such as layer boundaries or laminations
and cross-laminations within individual subsurface formations. They contribute to effects such as
capillary entrapment, channelling or early breakthrough and foam generation. They can have a sig-
nificant impact on the successful application of a displacement process, be it for oil recovery or for
aquifer remediation. It is desirable to conduct flow experiments under controlled conditions with
pre-defined model porous media with the desired features of heterogeneity represented. Laboratory
experiments studying subsurface processes are often conducted with tubular sand-packs or rock
tubes called cores. Naturally found rocks often have a variety of structural features that affect ex-
perimental results and make the modelling of the effects of a single feature difficult. Sand-packs,
on the other hand, are unconsolidated and extremely difficult to compact. Therefore, in this study,
we explore several methods of preparing controlled synthetic pore frameworks of pre-defined di-
mensions in tube-shaped samples. The degrees of freedom in parameters are limited by the degree
of resolution expected for certain type of experiments. In this work, our attempts are directed to-
wards creating layered cores with homogeneous individual layers and sharp, monotonic changes in
permeability in between, for experiments concerning foam generation and gas trapping. We tested
synthetic glasses of mono material, heterogeneous materials and both, with high/low permeability
interfaces. We determined the quality of the interfaces, heterogeneity and pore surface qualities.
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Next to this, high temperature preparations of clay rich grain aggregates were prepared and their
pore structure analysed by using micro-computed tomography. The grains are fused at elevated
temperatures and contact points are transformed to contact planes. Lastly, well-characterized, com-
pacted and consolidated sand-packs were created. These packs initially hold point contacts between
the grains, creating a maximum porosity. Compaction is achieved using centrifugal force and con-
solidation is achieved by drainage of a wetting fluid under vacuum, during compaction. Advantages
and disadvantages of these techniques, together with the suitability of the end-result with respect
to our experimental requirements, is discussed. Every sample was analysed through permeability
measurements and X-ray computed tomography. The layered sintered glass cores were also used
to conduct core-flooding experiments with foam generation across abrupt increments in permeabil-
ity. The sintering process is sensitive to the physical dimensions of the core such as length and
diameter. Repeatability is limited and imperfect sintering near the edges of a core can significantly
affect the relative permeability of individual phases. The structural integrity of cores made from
sintered clay rich grain aggregates is sensitive to the heating and cooling cycles. Inhomogeneous
temperature profiles often lead to fractures within the core and repeatability can not be ensured. The
compacted sand-packs, using a centrifuge, produced the most promising results in terms of homo-
geneity within the samples. On average, a 15-35 % reduction in permeability is achieved as a result
of compaction.
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The microbial turnover of organic matter in surface waters is suspected to affect the processes of
flocculation, sedimentation and consolidation, leading to the formation of layers of different rheo-
logical properties in the transition zone between the water phase and the genuine river bed. Under
anaerobic conditions, degradation of organic matter leads to gas formation, obstructing sonic depth
finding, impeding sedimentation and delaying consolidation. Gas generation reduces sediment den-
sity, viscosity and shear strength, thereby impacting detection and maintenance of the navigable
depth and decreasing the stability of subaquatic constructions 1. The gas production in sediments
due to the degradation of organic matter can have a significant effect on the sediment rheological
properties, such as yield stress and thixotropy. The extent of organic matter degradation depends
on the amount (source term) and the degradability of the organic matter. Degradability is, amongst
others, controlled by the extent of immobilization of organic matter in complexes with the mineral
phase (silt, clay) and the subsequent shift of available organic matter to the less accessible, higher-
density pool 2.
In a vertical cut, four layers can be distinguished between the upper (water) and the lower (riverbed)
boundary: suspended particulate matter (SPM), fluid mud (FM), pre-consolidated sediment (PS) and
consolidated sediment (CS). The role of the physicochemical properties of the organic and mineral
phases in these layers for organic matter degradability and its influence on the rheological proper-
ties are investigated in the framework of the projects BIOMUD and RHEOMUD (www.mudnet.eu).
Over four years, the spatial and temporal variability of biogeochemical and rheological properties
of sediments from nine locations in the area of the Port of Hamburg are investigated. First results
show a clear decreasing gradient in organic matter degradability from upstream to downstream of
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the port 3. In the vertical cut, a decrease in organic matter degradability from upper layers (fluid
mud) to deeper layers (consolidated sediment) is associated with an increase in the shear stress at
given shear rates. The direct effect of gas production on the rheological properties is analyzed by
performing rheological analyses on fresh and differently degraded samples using two different ge-
ometries (Couette and Vane), which were proven to be the most suited for this type of experiments
4. Stress sweep tests are carried out to determine the yield stress of the samples whereas shear rate
increasing and decreasing ramps are performed to analyze the thixotropic behavior of the samples.
This study enables to directly link the degradation of organic matter to the rheological properties of
the sediments.
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Polymer flooding is established as a promising, low risk and efficient enhanced oil recovery tech-
nique. The general consensus in the petroleum industry suggests that volumetric sweep efficiency
improvement due to the favorable mobility ratio of polymer flooding on the macroscale is the main
mechanism of increasing oil recovery and microscopic sweep efficiency is not affected by polymers
1. This means that a polymer solution would not reduce the residual oil saturation on the scale of
individual pores beyond the residual saturation after water flooding. However, recent experimental
and field results indicate that the microscopic sweep efficiency of polymer flooding could be sub-
stantially higher than that of water flooding [1-3]. Thus a microscopic investigation of the polymer
flow and of the characteristic properties of a polymer solution are needed to gain clear insight into
the pore scale mechanism of oil displacement by a polymer solution in porous media.
In our experiments, we have studied the flow of aqueous polymer solutions in a quasi-two-dimensional
microfluidic device. The microfluidic cell was fabricated by soft lithography techniques and consist
of oil wet UV-curable glue. Initially the cell was completely saturated with oil, which is subsequently
displaced by flushing a polymer solution. Primary observations indicated unstable and fluctuating
(wobbling) oil-polymer solution interfaces and lower residual saturations, in comparison to a flood
of water or aqueous glycerol solution having the same zero shear viscosity as the polymer solutions.
Qualitative observation of the flow path lines occurring during a polymer flush in the microfluidic
device was performed by adding fluorescent particle to the aqueous phase. The results indicated the
occurrence of fluctuations in the flow path lines deviating from laminar flow even in the creeping
flow domain (low Reynolds number), in contrast to Newtonian fluids in the same flow condition.
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Further focus on the oil-polymer solution interface shows that the observed instabilities in the bulk
flow destabilize the oil-polymer interface and act in favor of displacement of entrapped oil ganglia by
exerting an extra force to the interface and consequently are capable of improving the microscopic
displacement. These fluctuations and unsteady pattern of flow path lines seem to originate from vis-
coelastic properties and elasticity of the polymer solution and depend on flow rate, the design of the
polymer solution (polymer concentration, salinity, etc.) and geometry of the porous media.
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We present a numerical scheme to model two-phase flow in porous media where capillary forces
dominate over viscous effects. The volume-of-fluid method is employed to capture the fluid-fluid in-
terface whose dynamics are described based on a finite volume discretization of the Navier–Stokes
equations. Interfacial forces are calculated directly on reconstructed interface elements such that
the total curvature is preserved. The computed interfacial forces are explicitly added to the Navier–
Stokes equations using a sharp formulation which effectively eliminates spurious currents. The
numerical model is validated in terms of physics, robustness, and mesh convergence, using an ex-
tensive hierarchy of static and dynamic test cases including wetting effects at the solid interface in
two and three space dimensions.
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Amu Darya is a Mesozoic-Cenozoic large depression basin spanning Eastern Turkmenistan and
southwestern Uzbekistan. EIlj Gas Field is located in the north of Amhe Basin. The reservoirs are
carbonate rocks deposited by Jurassic Carlovian gentle slope platform and Oxford marginal shelf
platform. The main sedimentary facies are overlapping shoal and platform margin levee reef. The
reservoir space is mainly primary pore due to the undeveloped tectonic movement in this area. In
this paper, the cores drilled from exploration wells in EIlj Gas Field are selected for reservoir physical
property testing. The measurement of porosity includes microscopic observation of the cast slices
of cores, displacement testing of cores and crushing measurement. For permeability measurements,
gas permeability is measured by nitrogen. Based on the experimental results, intersection diagrams
of porosity and permeability and relative permeability-oil saturation curves are plotted. Four types
of cementation of pore were identified by microscopic slice observation, namely, base cementation,
pore cementation, contact cementation and mosaic cementation. Textural maturity is at a high level.
The physical property evaluation criteria of primary pore reservoirs in carbonate reservoirs can be
established by the experimental results in this paper. And the relationship between porosity and
permeability of carbonate reservoir is positively correlated. This conclusion can guide oil and gas
exploration and give priority to the exploration of primary porous sedimentary facies zones with
high porosity, which is conducive not only to the discovery of oil and gas fields with large reserves,
but also to the oil and gas exploitation after putting into production.
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NAPL remediation techniques using surfactants, such as enhanced pump and treat (“SEAR”) and
micellar flooding, provide a faster and more efficient way to recover NAPL from subsurface. Micel-
lar flooding is a recovery technique that relies on the ability of surfactants to mobilize the NAPL
phase by reducing the interfacial tension between the aqueous and NAPL phases. The application of
micellar flooding for NAPL recovery has been limited to laboratory studies and some pilot scale/full
field applications. This paper presents results from a full-scale field application of the micellar flood
process designed to recover a LNAPL (Jet fuel) from a surficial sandy aquifer located at a tank facility
in western Jutland, Denmark.
Phase behavior and flow experiments were conducted with field samples to identify suitable surfac-
tant formulations. A field–scale simulation model was developed that indicated that a line–drive
pattern with hydraulic control wells would be optimal for NAPL recovery. Based on the experi-
mental and simulation studies, the micellar flood was implemented in 8 stages on the full field. In
addition to monitoring during the field implementation, monitoring was conducted immediately af-
ter and for a period of more than 1 year. Post surfactant flood site monitoring consisted of sampling
water from multi–levels and from recovery wells. Groundwater samples were analyzed for Total
Petroleum Hydrocarbon (TPH) and benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene (BTEX).
The field implementation resulted in more than 90% recovery (approximately 32,700 kg of LNAPL)
based on the mass balance using Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and chemical soil analysis (Total
Petroleum Hydrocarbon, TPH and BTEX) data. Both pre-flood and post-flood LIF data are presented
and discussed. The pre-treatment and post-treatment mass discharges were also monitored, which
led to a relationship between mass discharge with the mass reduction in the source zone. This paper
discusses the results of the field application and presents the monitoring methods and their imple-
mentation in the field, as well as the lessons learned from the field operation. Also, mass discharge
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Γ–model commonly used for DNAPL modelling, was successfully implemented for LNAPL remedi-
ation. Studies of field applications of surfactant remediation processes are not readily available; it
is especially rare to present a study of micellar flooding implementation for remediation processes.
This paper provides insights about the micellar flooding process that will be useful in designing
future applications.
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We consider the flow of two immiscible phases in a porous medium. At the scale of pores, these
fluids are separating by an interface, of which properties are influencing the flow. Since on its turn
this interface moves with the flow, its location is not known apriori. In mathematical terms, this
translates into a free boundary problem.
For many practical applications, the main interest is in the behaviour of the system, as averaged at
the Darcy scale. This is usually modelled through the mass balance equations for the two fluids, and
through constitutive relationships relating the phase pressures and velocities to the phase satura-
tions, respectively the phase pressure difference and their phase saturations. Such relationships are
often postulated beforehand, and then validated experimentally under suitable conditions. Often,
the connection to the processes at the scale of pores is diluted.
This presentation is focusing on the scale transition when deriving the Darcy scale models. Specifi-
cally, we start with the model at the scale of pores, where the flow of each fluid phase is described
by the Navier-Stokes equations. At the interface separating the fluids we impose the continuity of
the fluid velocities and of the tangential components of the normal stresses, whereas the jump in
their normal components depend on the surface tension effects. In particular, Marangoni effects are
considered.
In a first attempt, a simple pore geometry is considered: a long, thin pore. Assuming that the ratio
between the pore width and its length is small, we use asymptotic expansions to derive effective
equations valid at the Darcy scale. These equations are derived for different capillary numbers and
viscosity ratios. In particular, we show that the surface tension effects are important for small cap-
illary numbers whereas Marangoni effects are visible for moderate capillary numbers. Finally, the
Darcy scale models are validated by numerical experiments comparing the outcome of the upscaled
models with the averaged results of the direct pore scale simulations.
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High resolution X-ray Computed Tomography (μCT) is an imaging technique to visualize 3D struc-
tures, non-destructively and non-invasively. Recently, the possibilities to visualize dynamic pro-
cesses in-situ by adding a time dimension has gained interest. This study illustrates the method to
visualize the removal of olive oil from kitchen sponges made of polyurethane under dynamic condi-
tions (rinsing, squeezing and cleaning by adding detergents) and the results can be used as modelling
inputs for the evaluation of sponge behaviour during absorption and removal of food soil. However,
the possibilities of imaging fatty liquids (olive oil) in water simultaneously are limited due to the
low difference in X-ray attenuating coefficients at the X-ray energies commonly used in μCT 1. For
the first time, time-dependent imaging of this type of system was established with sufficiently large
contrast gradient between water (with/without detergent) and olive oil (model fatty liquid) by the
application of suitable fat-sensitive X-ray contrast agents. Two different contrast agents (magnetite
powder (Fe3O4) and brominated vegetable oil) were evaluated. The contrast agent and olive oil were
mixed and subsequently added on to the sponge. The contrasted olive oil filled sponges were then
rinsed and squeezed in a unique laboratory loading device with a fluid flow channel designed to fit
inside a rotating gantry-based X-ray μCT system. Results suggest the use of brominated vegetable
oil as a preferred contrast agent over magnetite powder for enhancing the attenuation coefficient
of olive oil in a multi fluid filled kitchen sponge. The contrasted olive oil solution does not phase
separate and does not adsorb strongly to the sponge inner surfaces during the cleaning process by
detergents. The application of contrast agents also helps in accurately tracking the movement and
volume changes of soils in compressed open cell structures. With the in house-built cleaning de-
vice, it was quantified that almost 99% of cleaning was possible for contrasted olive oil (brominated
vegetable oil with olive oil) dispersed in the sponge. This 4D-μCT (time dependent imaging) ap-
proach allowed for realistic mimicking of the cleaning process and provided closer evaluation of the
effectiveness of cleaning by detergents to minimize bacterial growth.
References:
1 Brown, K.; Schlüter, S.; Sheppard, A.; Wildenschild, D. On the challenges of measuring interfacial
characteristics of three-phase fluid flow with X-ray microtomography. J. Microsc. 2014, 253, 171–
182.
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Pore size and permeability of the concrete are governing factors that control properties such as corro-
sion resistance, chemical attack resistance, fire resistance, thermal resistance and acoustic resistance.
A disconnected pore network is the primary requirement for having the above-mentioned properties
in abundance. Researchers have developed 3D printed cellular structures using cement paste, which
is the main binding agent in concrete. However, the pores are connected and do not offer the prop-
erties as mentioned in the beginning. The present work is focused on the development of 3D printed
concrete structure with disconnected pores or cells. The pore structure of the autoclaved aerated
concrete is taken as the reference to 3D print the structure. The size of the pores is dependent on
the rheology of the concrete mix. It is demonstrated that this 3D printed concrete structure with
disconnected pores has better strength to mass ratio, thermal insulation, accoustic resistance, and
flow resistance for ingressing liquid.
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The physics at fluid-solid interfaces 1 dominates the fluid dynamics and heat transfer in micro and
nano flow systems. However, we still do not understand fully how to characterize the fluid-solid in-
teractions and evaluate their effects on the flow (for example, gas adsorption and surface diffusion).
Molecular Dynamics (MD) is arguably the best tool to explore nanoscale interfaces, provided accurately-
calibrated intermolecular potential functions are available. Unfortunately, it is very computationally
intense, so various solvers that couple MD to continuum-fluid computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
have been proposed. These aim to balance accuracy against computational cost by only using MD
in interfacial regions while the bulk flow is solved using CFD.
Continuum-fluid CFD is inappropriate for microscale gas flows, due to nonequilibrium (or rarefac-
tion) arising, when the mean free path of molecules is comparable to the height of channels. For
example, velocity slip and temperature jump occur at bounding surfaces, which are widely mod-
elled using
diffusive boundary conditions 2. However, a detailed role of solid walls on thelocal gas behavior can-
not be characterized accurately by such a general boundary model 3. The gas transport in the bulk
in micro-confined geometries can be described using the Boltzmann equation. Simplified models,
e.g. the BGK equation, are often adopted in such cases, with the Discrete Velocity Method (DVM)
employed for a numerical solution deterministically. The DVM has been shown to produce reliable
data for rarefied gas flows from low to high speed 4.
This work addresses some of the challenges in describing, at the same time, both the non-equilibrium
behavior in the gas and the complex gas-solid interactions. We propose a hybrid model that couples
MD to DVM: accurate MD simulations calculate the velocity distribution function (VDF) for gas
molecules in the vicinity of molecularly-resolved solid walls; then, this VDF is introduced as a nu-
merical boundary condition to a DVM solver for the BGK equation for the bulk flows. We show
results of validations of this MD/DVM
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hybrid method for different benchmark flows: Fourier, Couette, and Poiseuille. Comparisons with
the solutions produced purely by DVM or MD with diffusive boundary conditions demonstrate the
advantages and limitations of this hybrid approach.
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The exchange of surface and subsurface waters is important in understanding and predicting large
scale transport processes in streams and rivers. Accurately capturing the influence of small-scale fea-
tures associated with turbulent dispersion on exchange in an upscaled framework is necessary for
developing reliable predictive models at the reach scale. Using direct numerical simulations (DNS),
we fully resolve turbulent flow and hyporheic exchange in an open channel. The spatio-temporally
averaged DNS velocity and scalar diffusivity profiles are used to parameterized a 2D particle track-
ing model. Breakthrough curves and rate of surface mass loss to the subsurface in the 2D model
agree with the DNS after a sufficient distance downstream from particle injection. Additionally, we
parameterize a 1D dual domain coupled Continuous Time Random Walk (ddc-CTRW) with surface
and subsurface travel time/distance joint pdfs and successfully reproduce the behavior of both the
DNS and the 2D particle tracking model. Once fully parameterized, the ddc-CTRW enables accurate
predictions of breakthrough curves, while reducing cpu time by orders of magnitude when compared
with DNS.
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The development of unconventional resources has been boosted by the advancement in horizontal
multi-stage fracturing technology. However, horizontal multi-stage fracturing need a lot of water
and low water flow back after fracturing decreases oil and gas productivity greatly. Horizontal wells
with acid etching hole completion may be as a good choice to handle this issue. A detailed study
for production forecasting of horizontal wells with acid etching hole completion in unconventional
reservoirs is significantly necessary.
This paper presents a new approach for predicting production of horizontal wells with acid etch-
ing hole completion in unconventional reservoirs. The transient pressure model for horizontal wells
with acid etching hole completion is derived by utilizing the point source function, Newman Green’s
function and Laplace transformation. Well bottom hole pressure is calculated based on the numerical
inversion algorithm and a template curve is made. Production decline template curve is also made
based on relationship between the transient pressure and production. Production rate by horizontal
wells with acid etching hole completion and that by multi-fractured horizontal well is compared.
Results demonstrate that, in the log-log plots of dimensionless pressure derivative versus dimen-
sionless time and the log-log plot of dimensionless production versus dimensionless time, wellbore
storage flow, radial flow to acid etching hole, linear flow to acid etching hole assemble, bilinear flow
from the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) to acid etching hole assembles and from outer reservoir
to the SRV, and pseudo radial flow of the whole reservoir including the outer region. Comparison of
production rate by horizontal wells with acid etching hole completion and that by multi-fractured
horizontal well indicates that horizontal wells with acid etching hole completion gives a higher pro-
duction rate at the middle and late stage. If multiple assemble of acid etching hole is designed, the
production rate at early stage may become also higher than that by multi-fractured horizontal well.
This work can provide another choice for improving production and a new approach for produc-
tion forecasting of horizontal wells with acid etching hole completion in unconventional reservoirs.
Also, it can provide guidance on optimization of acid etching hole completion design in horizontal
wells.
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The relative permeability is an important parameter in oil and gas production forecasting. People
often acquire the relative permeability from experiments or correlations. For gas condensate reser-
voir, the current experiment costs a lot if considering gradual condensation. The correlations of
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relative permeability are often used these years, such as X-model, Corey or BrookseCorey model,
viscous-coupling model and Chima’s model. However, for gas and condensate reservoirs, if using
these correlations, the condensate blocking and gas and condensate oil deliverability reduction will
be overestimated. Hence, it is extremely important to propose a new gas–condensate relative perme-
ability correlation for purpose of accurately forecasting gas and condensate oil production.
In this paper, we firstly analyze the gas and condensate occurrence and their filtration mechanism
in the porous media. Secondly, we develop microscopic filtration models and relative permeabil-
ity models for the condensate oil droplets, oil film and oil plug based on force analysis. Thirdly,
we establish the final relative permeability correlation for condensate oil by combining these three
models together and derive the gas relative permeability correlation. Finally, we validate the pro-
posed model by experimental data in literatures and reservoir simulation in Yakela gas condensate
reservoir.
Microscale force analyses show that forces acting on the condensate oil droplets, the condensate film
and the condensate plug include gravity, interface force, gas flow carrying force, pressure driving
force, supporting force of the water film adhering to the pore wall and viscous force. Condensate
oils flow pattern (including the condensate oil droplets, the condensate films and the condensate
plugs) in porous media is microscopic non-linear and the corresponding model consists of three
parts: threshold pressure gradient term, Darcy flow term and inertial flow term. Both experimental
data and results evaluated by the proposed model show that the condensate relative permeability is
concave-convex-concave in shape with increasing condensate oil saturation, especially in low per-
meability condensate gas reservoirs. Good agreements between experimental relative permeabilities
and those evaluated by the proposed model are obtained, and the gas and oil productions forecasted
by reservoir simulation incorporating the proposed relative permeability also agree the real gas well
production performance. Results also indicate that the condensate relative permeability curve does
not always monotonically increase with condensate saturation for low permeability condensate gas
reservoirs, the highest condensate relative permeability is between 30% and 70%. Thus, for a gas con-
densate reservoir, large gas and condensate production rates in middle stage of development process
are recommended.
The relative permeability model proposed in this paper is theoretical derived based on microscale
force analysis and has been validated by experimental data and reservoir simulation. It is an essential
parameter in well performance forecasting and reservoir simulation. Also, it can be as a reference
to determination of the rational working system for condensate gas reservoirs.
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Brazil is one of the largest fertilizer consumers in the world, since the agriculture is an important eco-
nomic activity. However most of fertilizers are imported and, in the case of N-NH4+, more than 85%
were imported in 2017. On the other hand, the discharge of wastewater containing ammoniacal ni-
trogen (N-NH3) from various anthropogenic activities is contaminating and increasingly degrading
the water quality. Because most of them present high ammonia concentration, alkaline pH and high
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salinity, the efficiency of the traditional biological process in removing nitrogen is affected. There-
fore, the use of natural porous material with high cation exchange capacity as filters may solve this
problem. This study tested the use of a natural zeolitic material (clinoptilolite and mordenite) and a
clay mineral (vermiculite) for NH4+ removal from solution and, after this treatment, its application
as a slow release fertilizer in soil. This kind of fertilizer is more proper to the tropical conditions,
since the traditional fertilizers are very soluble, and the plants cannot absorb all available nutrients.
Zeolites and vermiculites are aluminosilicate with high cationic exchange capacity. This property is
due to the large replacement of Si4+ by Al3+ in their tetrahedral sheet, which is compensated by the
presence of cations inside the cavities of zeolite and in the interlamellar space of vermiculite - which
can be exchanged for other ones from the external environment. The NH4+ removal efficiency by
both materials was investigated in batch tests using a synthetic solution with 100 mg L-1 of NH4+.
The best efficiency in ammonium removal by zeolite and vermiculite were, respectively, 85% (4.25
mg g-1) reached in 30 min, and 67.26% (3.8 mg g-1) in 24 h; and the optimum pH was 4 to 8 for
zeolites and 7 for vermiculite. The best efficiency of zeolite than vermiculite is because the porous
structure did not change during the exchange process, while the interlamellar space of vermiculites
changes according to the ion radii involved in the process. Therefore, in addition to removing NH4+
from wastewater, the used zeolite and vermiculite filters media were also be tested as slow release
fertilizer. The capacity of these materials in releasing NH4+ was tested by leaching methods using
distilled water and acid solution (acetic solution with pH 4.9) according to the Brazilian regulations.
This test revealed that the acid solutions leached more NH4+ (10 mg L-1 for zeolite and 50 mg L-1
for vermiculite) than distilled water (2 mg L-1 for both zeolite and vermiculite). Although the acid
solution released more NH4+, this loss represented, respectively, only 12% and 29% of the total NH4+
retained in the zeolite and vermiculite structures. Therefore, the results of this work revealed that the
porous minerals as zeolite and vermiculite can transform an industrial contaminant into a valuable
nutrient for plants.
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Fertilizers are commonly used in agriculture to increase crop yield. Excessive fertilizers application
may result in unnecessary soil enrichment, their release into environment, groundwater pollution
and a higher cost for crop production. When fertilizers are applied to soil, a part of it may drain
through the soil profile via gravity. Additionally, preferential flow paths developed in soil may hinder
the uniform distribution of fertilizer. Root zones occupy a relatively small volume in soil profile
so it would be of great importance to target the root zone for fertilizers application and not the
entire soil profile. Therefore, developing novel methods for minimizing fertilizers usage and effective
application will impact positively human health, environment and economy.
Foam (defined as a dispersion of gas in a continuous liquid phase) may offer an excellent opportunity
for targeted fertilizer delivery to the root zone due to its unique mobility characteristics. Foam
exhibits apparent viscosity of a few orders of magnitude higher than its constituent gas and liquid in
porous media leading to low mobility. This results in formation of a more uniform displacement front
moving into soil profile and thus more uniform distribution of fertilizers in soil. Foam bubbles have
a low density and are less susceptible to gravity and consequently leaching. Moreover, the higher
surface area of foam bubble could also improve the adsorption of fertilizer around plant roots. The
aim of this research is to evaluate the potentials of foam to serve as a targeted fertilizer delivery
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vehicle in soil. To do so, leaching experiments were conducted using cylindrical soil columns (30 cm
in height, 4 cm in diameter). Two sets of experiments were performed. In the first and second set,
fertilizers were applied to the soil profiles mixed with liquid surfactant and foam, respectively. Foam
was generated by injecting gas into the mixture of fertilizers and surfactant. In both sets, the leachate
was collected from the bottom of the columns every 24 hours. Our preliminary results suggest
less leaching when fertilizers were applied into the soil with foam. Extra analysis and experiments
using foam with different properties are required to investigate the potential of foams for targeted
fertilizers delivery to improve the retention and absorption of fertilizers in the region of interest as
well as maintaining high local concentration, retarding deep drainage and increasing residence time
in the root zone.
Grassia, P., E. Mas-Hernandez, N. Shokri, S.J. Cox, G. Mishuris W.R. Rossen (2014), Analysis of a
Model for Foam Improved Oil Recovery, J. Fluid Mech., 751, 346-405.
Osei-Bonsu, K., P. Grassia, N. Shokri (2017), Relationship between bulk foam stability, surfactant
formulation and oil displacement efficiency in porous media, Fuel, 203, 403-410.
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The excess accumulation of salt in soil is a global problem and is one of the most widespread soil
degradation processes in the world. Accumulation of salt in soil adversely influences the plant
growth, vegetation and crop production. As water evaporates, salt concentration in the pore space
increases continually until it precipitates. Recent studies confirmed the porous nature of the pre-
cipitated salt and the complex dynamics of its evolution during evaporation (Shokri-Kuehni et al.,
2017, 2018). The presence of porous salt at the surface causes top-supplied creeping of the solution
feeding the growth of subsequent precipitation. Such a phenomenon leads to additional water evapo-
ration from soil and will impact the interaction between water table, soil surface and the evaporative
fluxes.
In the present study, we have investigated saline water evaporation from porous media in the pres-
ence of water tables fixed at various depths below the surface. Our results illustrate the significant
impact of the presence of hydraulically connected precipitated salt at the surface with the water table
on the total cumulative water losses. High-resolution thermal imaging enabled us to investigate the
rapid temperature changes of the surface precipitated salt in the presence of a water table, providing
further confirmation of precipitated salt contribution to the evaporation. Our results showed that as
long as the water table was hydraulically connected to the surface, more salt precipitation occurred
at the surface when the water table was deeper. This was consistent with our results obtained by
continuum-scale numerical simulation (Jambhekar et al., 2015) where higher solute concentration
close to the surface was obtained when the water table was deeper. Moreover, we made use of two
global-scale databases containing topsoil salinity, soil texture and water table depth data to reveal
the relevance of our findings to the large-scale responses and the relationships between the water
table depth and soil salinity at the global-scale. Our multiscale analyses illustrate how the pore-scale
physics constrain the responses at the global scale.
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Recently, experimental small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments identified a possible phase
transition of methane adsorbed in MCM-41 and SBA-15, two cylindrical silica mesoporous adsor-
bents, indicated by a unexpected increased in the adsorbed fluid density at liquid-like conditions
1. To better understand this observed phenomena, we used Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics
simulations to examine the adsorption of methane in cylindrical silica mesopores of varying size
and at varying temperatures and pressures. Our initial simulation results identified a roughly 10
% increase in the density of the liquidlike adsorbed phase for either an isotherm with increasing
pressure or an isobar with decreasing temperature and that this densification is associated with a
local maximum in the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption. Subsequent analysis of the simulated fluid,
via computation of bond-orientational order parameters of specific annular layers of the adsorbed
fluid, showed that the layers undergo an ordering transition from a disordered, amorphous state to
one with two-dimensional hexagonal structure. Furthermore, this two-dimensional restructuring of
the fluid occurs at the same thermodynamic state points as the aforementioned densification and
local maximum in the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption. We thus conclude that the densification of
the fluid is the result of structural reorganization, which is signaled by the maximum in the isosteric
enthalpy. Owing to the qualitative similarity of the structural transitions in the simulated and exper-
imental methane fluids, we propose this hexagonal reorganization as a plausible explanation of the
densification observed in SANS measurements 2. Lastly, we discuss why this structural transition
has never been previously observed and how it may impact the transport properties of the adsorbed
fluid.
1 W-S. Chiang et al., Langmuir, 32:8849 (2016).
2 D.W. Siderius, W.P. Krekelberg, W-S. Chiang, V.K. Shen, and Y. Liu, Langmuir, 33:14252 (2017).
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Natural designs of efficient heat and mass exchangers
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Fluid flow systems for delivery of oxygen and nutrition, as well as removal of waste, can be found
in all natural living systems. Respiratory and blood circulation systems in animals, trophic fluid sys-
tems in sponges, and veins in plants are examples of optimal transportation systems with minimum
energy losses 1. The nasal cavity in reindeers gives an example of efficient heat and mass exchange,
able to quickly heat up the ambient air from -30℃ to 38℃ and to moisturize it from ~20% to 100%
2. An equivalent 1D model based on measured data of perimeters, cross-section areas and distri-
bution of blood vessels along the nasal airway of the reindeer showed better performance during
respiration, than a simple cylindrical shaped reference nose [2, 3]. Moreover, while the fully de-
veloped reindeer’s nasal geometry is more efficient at lower temperatures, the reindeer calf’s nasal
geometry showed an opposite trend. In both cases, performance was quantified in terms of entropy
production.
In this work, we use the equivalent 1D model to study the influence that nasal geometries of polar
and non-polar animals have on heat and mass transfer. In addition, we estimate their efficiency as
air heaters and moisturizers. We show that the use of the equivalent tube hydraulic diameter Dh
does not properly describe the influence of the complex non-convex cross sections on heat and mass
transport. Thus, a new parameter accounting for the tortuosity Td of the different cross sections
is proposed. The nasal airways of the juvenile reindeer, reindeer calf, and a white-tailed deer are
classified in terms of Td, and the entropy production during respiration is computed taking this new
parameter into account. The geometry of these efficient natural systems can be used as inspiration
for the design of energy-efficient mass- and heat-exchange processes.
The authors are grateful to the Research Council of Norway (RCN) through its Centres of Excel-
lence funding scheme, project number 262644, PoreLab. NK is grateful to .the HighEFF Centre for
Environmental-friendly Energy Research, RCN project no 257632/E20
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Entropy: A Sandstone and Carbonate case study
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Reservoir engineers use field-scale properties for simulations and production predictions. Inaccura-
cies in prediction could lead to considerable uncertainty in reserve estimation. Field-scale proper-
ties of a reservoir are calculated by upscaling macroscopic properties such as permeability, porosity
and surface area. These properties are calculated from numerical simulations on a representative
elementary volume (REV). Unless the REV has captured essential information about the rock micro-
structure, computing macroscopic properties and upscaling to field-scale would be futile.
The current technique for identifying a REV of porous media is based on binary images and needs
computationally heavy numerical simulations. Using binary images discards essential information
about the rock micro-structure and there exists no ground-truth for validation; one must rely on
laboratory measurements. In fact, without defining a REV, the laboratory analyses that are reported
for petroleum reservoirs are not representative of the large-scale subsurface.
In this work, an alternative direct interpretation method of grayscale images obtained after micro-CT
reconstruction is presented. The method allows capturing inherent heterogeneities present in the
reservoir rocks in its original form and provides a more realistic estimation of macroscopic properties
for robust upscaling to field-scale. The novel method uses second-order entropy to define a REV for
the case of Berea sandstone. This entropy is calculated from the Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix,
a visual descriptor of the micro-CT images based on the grey-level intensities and their occurrences.
This method allows automation of REV selection process and incorporates information which is
otherwise lost during binary segmentation of micro-CT images.
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Dynamics of multiphase flow in porous media: pore-filling I-n
mechanisms, snap-off and trapping
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Understanding the pore-scale dynamics of multiphase flow in porous media is important in many
processes such as water infiltration in soils, oil recovery and geological CO2 storage. These dynam-
ics have been studied in two dimensions for decades; however, the pore-scale processes leading to
snap-off and trapping have not been investigated in a realistic three-dimensional geometry in such
details. The time-dependent information is important to validate models of pore-scale displacement
and to quantify how the balance of viscous and capillary forces control the exact nature of trapping.
Using fast synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography, we visualize and quantify pore-to-pore displace-
ment during secondary imbibition in a Ketton limestone sample. By superimposing the pore-throat
network extracted from the segmented pore space on time-resolved tomographic images, we have
obtained information about various pore-filling mechanisms, called In, (where n is the number of
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throats filled with non-wetting fluid), snap-off and trapping events. Our findings suggest that pore-
filling and snap-off events strongly correlate with the aspect ratio (the ratio of pore radius to throat
radius). A high value of the aspect ratio (>2.1) is found to be favourable for snap-off over pore-filling
for I1 events. On the other hand, throat shape factor shows a weaker correlation. This analysis is
further being conducted on the complete time-series datasets to obtain statistics on I2 to In events. In
addition, we have found a few unexpected pore-filling events leading to the formation of sub-singlet
ganglion, which will be explored further by performing direct numerical simulations.
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To control the catastrophic increase of anthropogenic CO2 in the atmosphere, CO2 can be sequestered
in deep saline aquifers as one of the safest and economical mechanism. Due to very deep injection,
the injected CO2 is in supercritical or liquid phase and injection temperature is much lower than
reservoir temperature. Supercritical CO2 is lighter than brine. A saline aquifer with overlaying
caprock is the most suitable formation for CO2 sequestration. Injected CO2 moves upward and
spreads below a low permeability hard caprock, which behaves as a barrier. The supercritical CO2
dissolves in the brine by molecular diffusion. In the deep saline aquifer, gravity assisted plume mi-
gration and gravitational fingering process assist the dissolution trapping. For a very large range of
temperature, the density of brine with dissolved CO2 is higher than fresh brine. Existing literature
discussed the effect of capillary pressure at reservoir scale for the isothermal condition. We numeri-
cally simulated CO2 dissolution process in brine by continuous injection of supercritical/liquid CO2
at the lower temperature than reservoir temperature. The reservoir was considered fully saturated
with brine and no CO2 was present initially. It is known that the density of brine and solubility of
CO2 in brine are the function of temperature. Hence the density variation within the reservoir de-
pends on both temperature and dissolved CO2 concentration fields. This forms a density imbalance
along with the evolution of the capillary transition zone. We coupled the buoyancy-driven convec-
tion with heat transport stimulated by cold injected CO2. We found that the temperature distribution
was largely controlled by the injection rate and reservoir permeability. The vertical density gradient
which is responsible for gravitational instability and buoyant convection are affected by the reservoir
temperature, injection temperature, reservoir permeability, and injection mass flow rate. Thermal
effects are negligible at lower reservoir temperatures and gravitational fingering and dissolved CO2
plume migration is very similar to those in isothermal case. When the reservoir temperature is very
high compared to injection temperature, overall CO2 dissolution process is significantly different
from the isothermal condition. In such cases, unsteady convection and bulging of the plume are
observed depending on the formation permeability.
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The interplay between capillary and viscous forces in immiscible two-phase flow in porous media
makes the flow rate non-linear with change in the pressure drop and the volumetric saturation of
the two fluids [1,2]. Change in the fluid saturation alters the viscous forces due to the difference
in the viscosities of the individual fluids, as well as the capillary forces due to the surface tension
at the interfaces. However, in the regime of high capillary number, one can neglect the capillary
forces and the flow should only depend on the viscosities of the two individual fluids while changing
their saturations. We demonstrate that, at high capillary numbers, the two-phase flow in porous
media may be characterized by an effective viscosity that is well described by the Lichtenecker-
Rother equation that connects the effective viscosity with the individual fluid viscosities and their
saturations by an exponent α. Moreover, the exponent α characterizes different regimes of the flow
depending on the pore geometry, wettability and viscosity of the fluids. We find α = 1 when fluids
are well mixed with small bubbles, α = 0.6 in two- and α = 0.5 in three-dimensional systems when
there is less mixing with the appearance of big bubbles, and α = -0.5 when there are lubrication
layers exist along the pore walls 3. Our arguments are based on analytical and numerical methods,
namely the pore-network modelling and lattice Boltzmann simulations.
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An alternative approach for solving the VTN-stability testing prob-
lem of a multicomponent mixture
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In this contribution we present various methods for solving the phase stability testing problem at
constant volume, temperature, and moles (V TN -specification) of a multicomponent mixture. This
problem can be formulated as a nonlinear unconstrained optimization problem. Different method
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including the Cuckoo search or the Differential evolution will be shown. Comparison with the stan-
dard Newton-Raphson method with line-search will be given. The performance of the algorithms
will be shown on examples from literature with different levels of difficulty.
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The long-term saturation of porous media, such as concrete or limestone, immersed in water has
been theorized to be governed by dissolution and diffusion of compressed air in spherically en-
trained voids 1. Modeling such a process is of practical interest as higher water saturation results in
an increased likelihood of failure if the medium is exposed to freezing [2,3]. Prior to predicting the
long-term saturation rate for a macroscopic and polydisperse material system 4, it is first necessary
to clearly detail how compressed air bubbles dissolve and then diffuse through a porous shell. A
novel set of coupled equations is derived to predict the size reduction of compressed gases in an
individual air void in a porous medium. The derived model is general and can be compared to the
Epstein-Plesset equation 5 and Duncan and Needham’s experimental results [6] when the porous
shell is sufficiently large and treated as water. The results clearly highlight the difference in mecha-
nisms of bubble dissolution dynamics in fluids and porous media. The derived model is then used to
approximate bubble dissolution dynamics expected for porous materials with spherically entrained
air void systems and a parametric study is carried out to investigate the influence of air void size,
diffusivity of the porous media, and initial dissolved gas concentration in the porous shell.
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Natural gas (NG) is often regarded as a “transition fuel” as we move to replace high-carbon fossil fu-
els with renewable energy sources due to its lower cost and cleaner burning. Yet, fugitive emissions
of methane (the main component of NG and a very potent greenhouse gas) from NG infrastructure
could compromise these potential environmental benefits, as well as pose significant health and
safety concerns. Improved methane leak detection technologies will be essential to ensure a prompt
response, allowing timely mitigation of environmental impacts. Atmospheric methane emissions
from underground NG distribution pipelines are particularly difficult to evaluate due to the complex
nature of subsurface methane transport in natural soils, variable atmospheric conditions, and inter-
actions at the land-atmosphere interface. Yet, accurate and timely detection of such emissions are
vital in identifying underground pipeline leak locations, which in turn can have regulatory, environ-
mental, and health implications.
To better inform leak detection technology development, a field-scale testbed was developed to sim-
ulate NG emissions from underground low-pressure pipelines. The testbed is configured such that
methane concentrations can be measured both in the subsurface (using methane sensors as well as
underground sampling ports) and in the free flow at and above the soil surface (using a Picarro G2203
methane analyzer) in tandem with other relevant subsurface and atmospheric properties (e.g., soil
moisture, near-surface wind, and temperature). A series of experiments are underway to assess the
effects of subsurface (i.e. soil moisture, leak rate, pipeline burial depth), surface (i.e. vegetation, road-
ways), and atmospheric (i.e. wind speed and temperature) conditions on the transport of methane
through the subsurface and the development of the concentration profiles in the free flow close to the
soil surface. The findings from these field studies, in combination with numerical modeling efforts,
will provide useful insight to increase the accuracy in detecting, locating, and quantifying leaks from
NG distribution lines.
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of freezing and thawing process was performed on two samples
of different porous materials, each one in two replicates. The soil freeze sample assembly consisted of
two Plexiglas cylinders, the outer dimensions of the set-up was 6 cm in diameter and 12.5 cm high.
The inner cylindrical container (3 cm in diameter, 6 cm high) was filled with the sample material.
The inner cylinder was insulated by vacuum. On the top of the porous media, a glass disk (2.8 cm
in diameter, 1 cm thickness) was placed to define the upper boundary of a material during freezing
and thawing. One inflow tube and two outflow tubes at the top of the inner cylinder were used for
circulation of cold nitrogen gas as a freezing medium to the top of the sample. The temperatures of
the freezing medium were continuously recorded by the temperature sensors located outside of the
MR coil. The first sample packing consisted of 72 glass beads, 0.8 cm in diameter immersed in the 1
mM/L GdDTP2-∙2Na+. In the second sample, the coarse sand was packed in 0.5 cm thick layers in
the same sample solute. Total eight freezing-thawing cycles were performed and recorded on the
samples. As a result, time-lapse series of 3D MR images were obtained. The geometric distortion of
these 4D MR images due to magnetic field inhomogeneity had to be elaborated prior to the process
analysis. The analyses of the freezing-thawing process on glass beads revealed interesting effects
while thawing, where the thin layers on the glass beads surface exhibited faster melting in otherwise
homogeneous ice. The impact of MRI heat transfers has to be evaluated. The freezing-thawing fronts
recorded of sand samples were relatively uniform. Small changes in sand structure as a consequence
of volumetric ice-water changes are studied. The spatiotemporal analysis of the frozen water volume
is done. The data are available for a two-phase ice-water simulation models evaluation.
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Cleaner and more efficient combustion strategies are integral in the transition to a global low-carbon
energy system. Matrix-stabilized combustion in porous media has been identified as an opportunity
with the potential for overcoming technological barriers associated with conventional combustion
systems. Matrix-stabilized combustion is facilitated in porous-media burners (PMBs), consisting of a
solid porous structure (typically made of alumina, zirconia, silicon carbide, or other heat-conducting
materials) to enhance the internal heat-recirculation, thereby achieving excess-enthalpy combustion.
Matrix-stabilized combustion is an advanced combustion strategy, offering the following advantages
(i) Stable and robust operation of flexible and low-calorific fuels; (ii) Extended power modulation and
turn-down ratios; (iii) Improved thermal efficiency and extension of lean flammability limits; (iv) In-
creased volumetric heat release; and (v) Significant reductions of emissions of CO and NOx. These at-
tractive properties are achieved through the enhanced heat exchange between gas phase and porous
structure as a result of the large solid-gas interfacial surface area of the porous matrix. Furthermore,
the porous matrix alters the hydrodynamics of the flow by enhancing the mixing and perturbing the
flame structure and surface area. To investigate this latter phenomenon, pore-scale direct numerical
simulations of premixed combustion in a two-dimensional array of adiabatic disks are conducted.
Numerical calculations are obtained by solving the reactive Navier-Stokes equations with finite-rate
chemistry. The pore-space of the random and ordered configurations are characterized by means
of the Delaunay triangulation using the disks center points, where the edges approximate the pore
channel lengths between neighboring obstacles. The flame consumption speed is computed for a
range of inlet velocities, array configurations, and disk diameters, varying from half to three times
the flame thickness. From these results, a combustion-regime diagram is developed that character-
izes the combustion mode in terms of the porous media microstructure, flame kinematics, and global
combustion properties. Since adiabatic boundaries between the solid and gas are imposed in these
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simulations, the incoming flow is not preheated from the solid. Therefore, the results isolate the
hydrodynamic interaction of the porous media and the flame and quantify the lower limits of the
consumption speed in porous media burners.
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Horizontal freezing and thawing of water were carried out in the laboratory on fully saturated
packed sand sample (15 cm in diameter and 20 cm in height). The experimental setup consisted of
plastic tube covered on its sides and bottom by insulation layers. The sample assembly was placed
into the precisely controlled freezer chamber. The top of the sample was covered by a stainless steel
plate. Initially the sample was equilibrated at +5 and +10 ° C then the temperature inside the chamber
was changed to - 5 and -10 ℃. The inner temperature of sand sample was monitored in three depths
by thin temperature sensors (109 SS, Campbell Scientific) horizontally inserted into the sample. Tem-
perature development in three temperature sensors was obtained during freezing and thawing cycles.
The experiment aims to provide information on freezing dynamics and thermo-mechanical changes
during the freezing and thawing cycles. The data were compared with simulations obtained by a
numerical model. The model is based on the heat balance within the sample assembly and a modi-
fied heat equation for the porous medium temperature allowing for the phase transition below the
freezing point depression. The comparisons of the thermal behavior show good agreements both in
quantitative and qualitative sense and are presented.
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Experiments such as those of Gramling et al. (2002) are a good example of how the upscaled Advec-
tion Dispersion Reaction Equation (ADRE) can fail to predict reactive transport of solutes in porous
media – even in seemingly homogeneous settings. This is mainly due to the inability of the upscaled
dispersion term in the ADRE to treat spreading and mixing separately, leading to over-predictions of
mixing and hence reaction. Recently, several models have been proposed to account for imperfectly
mixed conditions at the subscale. However, these typically artificially impose a time-dependency on
the mixing state of the system, either through an “unmixed” initial condition (e.g., Ginn, 2018) or in
the form of a time-evolving reaction rate (Sanchez-Vila et al., 2010). This limitation might prevent
these models from being readily generalizable to other scenarios, where a single “time origin” of the
subscale mixing process may not be possible to define. That is, in a real system it is not just incom-
plete mixing associated with the initial condition that matters; complex flow through the porous
medium may trigger events that continuously induce incomplete mixing states. Here, to account for
this, we propose a Random Walk model that naturally accounts for the generation and destruction
of subscale concentration variability. We first show how the occurrence of subscale mixing events
mathematically leads to a memory function describing the time evolution of a concentration per-
turbation experienced by a particle. Then, motivated by parsimony, we introduce a simplification
to render our model memoryless (Markovian). To demonstrate the model’s veracity, we show its
ability to effectively reproduce real data from simple experiments. Finally, we apply it to more com-
plex reactive transport problems and use it to analyze the implications of mixing limitation in more
realistic settings.
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Lagrangian Modeling of Solute Transport with Equilibrium Reac-
tions
Author(s): Guillem Sole-Mari1
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1 Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
2 Notre Dame
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Corresponding Author(s): guillem_sm@hotmail.com
Lagrangian methods such as Random Walk Particle Tracking (RWPT) can be an attractive alter-
native to Eulerian methods for simulating solute transport in porous media. These methods are
virtually free of numerical dispersion and instabilities, which makes them particularly well-suited
to advection-dominated problems. Recent advances have allowed us to incorporate increasingly
complex non-linear reactions in RWPT models, which were traditionally limited to linear reactions.
To date, however, standard random walks could only simulate chemical equilibrium by explicitly
modeling the pertinent forward and backward kinetic reactions involved in the equilibrium. To
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avoid unphysical temporal fluctuations this can require overly restrictive small time steps, as, by
definition, the reaction rates of equilibrium reactions are very fast compared to the time-scales of
interest. Here, we present a novel random walk method that overcomes these limitations and is ca-
pable of simulating transport while incorporating equilibrium reactions. In our approach, numerical
particles represent conservative components, whose transport parameters at any given time reflect
chemical speciation. The proposed methodology can also simulate the interaction between kinetic
and equilibrium reactions. To demonstrate its applicability, we present some simple examples, as
well as a more complex case study of heavy metal mobilization caused by the leakage of dissolved
CO2.
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MHFEM with BDDC for two-phase flow in porous media in 2D
and 3D
Author(s): Jakub Solovský1
Co-author(s): Radek Fučík 2
1 FNSPE, CTU in Prague
2 Czech Technical University in Prague
Corresponding Author(s): jakubsolovsky@gmail.com
This work deals with the application of the BDDC method for two-phase flow problems in porous
media.
We briefly describe the spatial discretization of the problem which is based on the mixed-hybrid
finite element method (MHFEM) and semi-implicit time discretization. Then in detail, we describe
the BDDC method, discuss the differences between the 2D and 3D cases, and present necessary
modifications of the algorithm to improve its efficiency for a more complicated 3D case. We describe
the parallel implementation of the method and highlight the critical steps of the algorithm that affects
the performance and scalability.
The parallel implementation is then tested on benchmark problems in 2D and 3D and its efficiency
is investigated on various meshes.
The numerical results on the computational cluster Galileo at CINECA indicate that the method
preserves high computational efficiency for increasing numbers of processes and, therefore, allows
solving problems on very fine meshes.
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Concentration fluctuations and dilution of non-reactive solutesin hierarchical and multiscale geological media
Reza Soltanian1 ; Faranak Behzadi1 ; Felipe de Barros2
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Hydrogeological heterogeneity exists over multiple spatial scales. Such heterogeneity leads to irreg-
ular spreading of solute clouds resulting in larger surface area which in turn augment the dilution
rate. In this work, we quantify the dilution index and concentration fluctuations of solute bodies
in geological formations displaying hierarchical sedimentary architecture through the use of the
Lagrangian concentration framework. This allows for a fundamental understanding of how dilu-
tion arises from the hierarchical architecture of sedimentary facies, and allows for a quantitative
decomposition of dilution into facies‐related contributions at different scales within the hierarchy.
The proposed Lagrangian model is based on hierarchical expressions of the spatial covariance of the
log-permeability (Y ). The spatial correlation structure in the covariance expression is the probability
of transitioning across facies types of different scales, and they are parameterized by independent
and quantifiable physical attributes of sediments including univariate statistics for Y, and the pro-
portions and lengths of facies. The model is illustrated in the well‐documented tracer test at the
Borden research site. We show how different scale of sedimentary architecture contributes to the di-
lution enhancement of the solute cloud at the relatively homogeneous Borden site. By quantitatively
decomposing the dilution and concentration fluctuations into facies‐related contributions, we gain
fundamental insights on the key factors controlling the time‐dependent rate of dilution.
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STUDY ON THE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF OIL IN NANO-CHANNELS
Fuqan Song1 ; Kai Ji1 ; Haoze Gao1
1 School of Petrochemical and Energy Engineering, Zhejiang Ocean University
Corresponding Author(s): songfuquan@zjou.edu.cn
The flow characteristics of oil in nanometer pores play an important role in porous membrane sep-
aration and purification, biological membrane ion channels, microfluidic chip, mems research man-
ufacture and development of unconventional oil and gas fields, especially in the development of
low permeability and ultra low permeability reservoirs. In this paper, anodic alumina membranes
with pore sizes of 26.1nm, 67.0nm, 89.2nm, and 124.0nm are used as flow channels to conduct single-
phase oil flow experiments, and the characteristics of oil flow at nanoscale are analyzed. The results
show that the flow of single-phase oil in the nanochannel is in line with the linear characteristics
described by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, but the experimental flow is smaller than the theoreti-
cal flow. When the shear rate is close to 0, the experimental results are consistent with the theory:
when the proportion of the boundary layer is 1, and the proportion of the boundary layer decreases
rapidly with the increase of shear rate when the shear rate is small, and the proportion of the bound-
ary layer decreases slowly with the increase of shear rate and gradually becomes unchanged when
the shear rate is large; The ratio of resistance coefficient decreases nonlinearly with the increase of
shear rate, while at the high shear rate, the ratio of resistance coefficient decreases slowly with the
increase of shear rate and approximates the ratio of resistance coefficient under ideal conditions;
The flow of a single-phase oil in the nanochannel has a quasi-threshold pressure gradient; There is a
quasi-start-up pressure gradient in the flow of single-phase oil in nanotubes, and the quasi-start-up
pressure gradient decreases with the increase of nanometer pore diameter.
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Understanding fluid transport through hardened cement paste
from 3D image observation
Yang SONGNone
Corresponding Author(s): 121948267@qq.com
Hardened cement paste contains the most important pore structure of concrete, which plays a vital
role in durability and permeability of concrete. To reveal the pore characteristic of hardened cement
paste and analyze its permeability, we scan and reconstruct the pore structure of hardened cement
paste by Focusing Ion Beam/Scanning Electron Microscope (FIB/SEM) and 3D reconstruction soft-
ware Avizo, respectively. The resolution of the two FIB/SEM samples is 10×10×10 nm3 and the sam-
ple size is 6×6×8 µm3. Then, equal area method and continuous pore size distribution (PSD) method
are applied to analyze the pore size distribution of hardened cement paste. And the pore structure is
studied by the simulated mercury porosimetry and compared with results of mercury porosimetry
test. Finally, permeability simulation is applied to the 3D pore structure based on Lattice Boltzmann
Method (LBM) and the simulated results are compared with the measured values of hardened cement
paste. Results show that the observed size of two specimens can only partially represent the pore
structure characteristics of the hardened cement paste and thus more FIB/SEM observation should
be focused for the representativeness The PSD of the hardened cement paste obtained by the equal
area method is larger and mainly concentrated in the 110 120nm, while the continuous PSD method
can better simulate the complexity of the pore structure and “invade” from the inner pore structure.
Its diameter is mainly concentrated in 50~90nm. Based on the pore structure image, the simulated
mercury porosimetry is to simulate the physical mercury intrusion process. The peak pore diameter
is 50nm and the result is similar to that of mercury porosimetry test. Based on the 3D pore struc-
tures of two samples, the simulated permeability results are 2.17×10-18m2 and 3.12×10-18m2, which
is lower than the measured one of 2.57-8.51×10-17m2. This is mainly because the samples for perme-
ability test generate some microcracks during the sample drying and thus enhance the connectivity
of pore network.
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Fluid-driven fractures are of specific interest for various fields of the energy sector. In particular,
for enhanced geothermal energy plants, naturally occurring cracks of the rock are widened by the
injection of highly pressurised cold water to augment the rock’s permeability. Thus, the flow rate
of the heated water can be increased leading to a higher energy output. Furthermore, in hydrocar-
bon exploitation, additional artificial fissures and cracks are created by fluid injections to enhance
the availability of oil and gas in subterranean natural reservoirs. The control of these exploitation
techniques is still widely based on empirical methods. To enlarge the knowledge of the ongoing
processes and prevent severe geological consequences, a systematic and theoretical understanding
of fluid-driven fractures is necessary.
In this regard, a continuum-mechanical model for fluid-driven fracturing is presented on the basis
of the Theory of Porous Media and the phase-field approach to fracture. Hereby, the material is de-
scribed on the macroscopic scale as an immiscible mixture of a solid phase, representing the porous
skeleton, and fluid constituents. By use of this model, either a single pore fluid saturates the solid,
or a liquid and a gaseous pore fluid inhibit the solid skeleton for the additional consideration of par-
tially saturated porous material. Moreover, a scalar phase-field variable is introduced to describe the
fracturing process, characterising a diffuse crack pattern. Hereby, the crack propagation in the solid
skeleton is induced by the pressure field of the injected fluid. The presented continuum-mechanical
model is governed by the momentum balances together with the mass and volume balances of the
constituents, and an evolution equation for the phase-field variable.
The resulting set of coupled partial differential equations is solved using the numerical finite-element
solver PANDAS. Hereby, the spatial discretisation is realised by Taylor-Hood elements, while the
time is discretised using a backward Euler scheme. Finally, two- and three-dimensional numerical
examples of crack propagation are presented to show the capabilities of the model.
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Pore-scale modeling of coupled hydro-geochemical processes
Cyprien Soulaine1 ; Sophie Roman2 ; Christophe Tournassat3
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Corresponding Author(s): c.soulaine@brgm.fr
The development of predictive capabilities for reactive multiphase flow in fractured formations is
crucial to assess the long-term integrity of storage systems in the subsurface as well as the safe ex-
ploitation of subsurface energy resources. As of today, such capabilities remain limited for fractured
porous rock in the sense that important phenomena such as the multiphase flow in the fracture, the
evolution of the fracture aperture, and the effects of the rock mineral composition are poorly rep-
resented or simply neglected. In this presentation, we discuss the recent progress we made in the
understanding and the modeling of the coupled hydro-geochemical processes including dissolution
and precipitation in heterogeneous rock starting at the pore-scale.
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The multiscale perturbation method for the solution of time-dependent
porous media flows
Fabricio Sousa1 ; Het Mankad2 ; Ali Alsadig2 ; Felipe Pereira2
1 University of São Paulo, Brazil
2 The University of Texas at Dallas
Corresponding Author(s): fsimeoni@icmc.usp.br
In the numerical solution of two-phase flows in porous media, multiscale domain decomposition
methods based on mixed formulation (see MMMFEM 1, MHM 2, MuMM 3 and MRCM 4) offer the
possibility of improving the speedup in parallel computations. This is achieved by decomposing
the PDE domain in non-overlapping subdomains, where a local set of multiscale basis functions is
usually pre-computed. The final solution is obtained as a linear combination of these multiscale
basis functions by solving a reduced problem to impose continuity at the interfaces between subdo-
mains, which is much cheaper than solving the whole problem. When simulating fully saturated
incompressible two-phase flows, due to the coupling between the elliptic equation modeling the
Darcy law and the hyperbolic conservation law modeling the transport of the saturation of one of
the phases, this set of multiscale basis functions has to be recomputed every time step of a simula-
tion. The Multiscale Perturbation Method (MPM) is then employed to avoid the recalculation of all
multiscale basis functions. The method consists of applying regular perturbation theory to compute
an approximation in a give time step, in terms of multiscale basis functions computed at earlier time
steps, resulting in a much faster procedure as compared to the recalculation of all multiscale basis
functions.
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Fluid flows in the subsurface of the Earth’s crust are central to several pressing environmental and
societal challenges including the geological storage of carbon dioxide, hydrocarbon recovery and
aquifer contamination containment. Current macroscopic flow behaviour is described using a con-
tinuum mechanical description. During multiphase flow, constitutive properties, capillary pressure
and relative permeability, are described using an extended form of Darcy’s law. The longstanding
justification for this is that the fluids flow in connected pathways, and the interface between phases
is an invariant partition 1.
However, it has been observed that this partition is not always stable, and that the fluid phase in-
terfaces can dynamically rearrange, even during steady-state flow. The dynamic rearrangement of
flow pathways leads to variations in the connectivity of the fluid phases which governs the key
characteristics of subsurface multiphase flow – energy dissipation during flow and trapping. By un-
derstanding the controls on the displacement dynamics within pores, we will be able to link their
role to larger scale manifestations of flow such as relative permeability. In this work we observed
drainage using X-ray micro-CT in a water wet bioclastic Estaillades carbonate rock. We explored
the role of capillary, viscous and inertial forces on intermittent pathways through variation in the
capillary number, and groups of observations with either nitrogen or decane as the non-wetting
phase. We have developed a technique to identify intermittency in time-averaged images and have
assessed the role of intermittency for a range of fractional flows for two different total flow rates for
both fluid pairings.
We found that a range of parameters are controlling the location and frequency of dynamic interface
fluctuations. These intermittent connections are important in controlling the connectivity of the
non-wetting phase. The inclusion of intermittent areas with the non-wetting phase, reduces the
number of disconnected non-wetting phase ganglia significantly (see Figure 1). It also is responsible
for providing a connected pathway across the subvolume analysed for the lower fractional flow
of the non-wetting phase. Capillary forces play an important role in intermittency, with the non-
wetting phase always occupying the largest pores, brine always occupying the smallest pores and
intermittency occurring in the intermediate sized pores. As the capillary number of the non-wetting
phase increases it can invade smaller pores and intermittency then occurs in smaller pores (Figure
2).
The length of the non-wetting phase ganglia being connected by intermittent pores was used as a
proxy for the inertial forces for that ganglia. This was compared to the pore radii for the intermittent
pores causing the connection (Figure 3). Figure 3 shows that although there is no distinct relationship
between the length of ganglia and the intermittent pore size, for a single ganglia, the range of pore
sizes being occupied is narrowly distributed. This suggests the force in a ganglia is controlling the
intermittency, but between ganglia, there are other factors, such as pore geometry, that are also
influencing intermittency.
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INVESTIGATING THE ENHANCED MASS FLOW RATES IN PRESSURE-DRIVEN WATER FLOW THROUGH NANOPORES
Author(s): Alexandros StamatiouNone
Co-author(s): Kokou Dadzie 1
1 Heriot-Watt University
Corresponding Author(s): alexandros.stamatiou@hw.ac.uk
Over the past two decades, several researchers have presented experimental data from pressure-
driven water flow through nanotubes. They quote flow velocities which are four to five orders
of magnitude higher than those predicted by the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus far, attempts to
explain these enhanced mass flow rates at the nanoscale have focused mainly on the introduction of
wall-slip boundary conditions for the velocity field. In this paper, we present a different theory. A
change of variable on the velocity field within the classical Navier-Stokes is adopted to transform the
equations into mathematically and physically different equations. The resulting equations termed re-
casted Navier-Stokes equations contain additional diffusion terms whose expressions depend upon
the driving mechanism. The new equations are then solved for the pressure driven flow configuration
in the case of water flow in a long nanochannel. Analogous to previous studies of gas flow in micro-
and nano-channels, a perturbation expansion in the aspect ratio allows for the construction of a 2D
analytical solution for the streamwise component of the new velocity. In contrast to the slip-flow
models, this solution is specified by a no-slip boundary condition at the channel walls. The mass
flow rate can be calculated explicitly and compared to available data.
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CONSISTENT DISCRETIZATION OF FLOW FOR INHOMOGENEOUSGRAVITATIONAL FIELDS
Michele Starnoni1 ; Inga Berre1 ; Eirik Keilegavlen1 ; Jan Martin NordbottenNone
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We present a consistent discretization of flow that includes a, generally heterogeneous, gravity field.
So far, the traditional approach has been to represent the pressure as a potential, and let the discretiza-
tion consider only deviations from the potential, by ignoring gravity effects in the discretizations.
This approach is however inconsistent for inhomogeneous gravitational fields, as caused e.g. by two-
phase effects, density variations and certain variants of vertically averaged models for CO2 storage.
Our discretization, termed gravitationally consistent multipoint flux approximation (GCMFA), is
based on the idea that jumps in gravitational forces over the faces act as flux imbalance, and thus
induce an additional pressure gradient in the sub-cells. Here, the traditional formulation is extended
to the case including gravity by introducing an additional set of right hand side to the local linear
system solved in the MPFA construction, thus obtaining an expression of the fluxes in terms of jumps
in cell-centers gravity. It is shown that when the material properties are piecewise constant, the dis-
crete flux operator is exact for piecewise linear functions. Applications to two-phase flow are also
presented and discussed.
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1 Fraunhofer ITWM
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Filter media can be produced based on several materials, e.g. non-woven, woven and spacer fab-
rics. All variants have in common that they are built-up by fiber networks, whose effective behavior
like permeability, membrane and bending stiffness strongly depend on the microscopic morphology.
These morphologic parameters are given e.g. by porosity, fiber anisotropy and length of unsupported
fiber paths related to their thickness. Furthermore, the structural aspects can change during the de-
formation of the filter medium due to the fluid-structure interaction induced by the fluid pressure.
Therefore, a coupled problem accounting for the filter deformation and the perfusion properties is
solved. Implicitly, the effective filter permeability and stiffness depend on the applied pressure dif-
ference. Thus, different length scales are taken into account. On the one hand the microstructure is
regarded with highly resolved fibers and on the other hand the complete filter is captured in terms
of effective permeabilities. The scale bridging between the two-scales is elucidated.
We propose an asymptotic analysis for the coupled linearized problems with evolving back-coupling
of the filter bending. At the microscale a Fast-Fourier transform (FFT) based approach for the com-
putation of the effective bending stiffness of filters is applied. To this end, an extension of existing
FFT solvers for tensile and shear loading to bending is presented. Finally, a coupled two-scale algo-
rithm for the iterative computation of the effective filter properties depending on the actual pressure
difference is presented.
The talk is illustrated by several numerical examples, which are validated by analytical formulas.
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ABSTRACT: The interest in developing microbial induced carbonate precipitation as a cement re-
pair alternative in oil and gas wells stems from the fact that this biotechnology can penetrate pore
networks and fractures that conventional cement grouts cannot, due to their low viscosity. Cur-
rently, researchers are investigating the potential of MICP as a wellbore barrier technology to repair
and mitigate hydrocarbon leakage through a) micro-channels in the cement matrix b) micro-annuli
as communication pathway between the casing and the wellbore cement sheath. Research to-date
assumes that the treated volume is fully water saturated. However, in subsurface applications for
hydrocarbon leakage and repair, multiple fluids may be present, and the properties of the wetting
fluid may effect bacterial and calcite crystal attachment. The impact of hydrocarbons and other well-
bore treatment fluids on biomineralization processes at the microstructural scale, including bacterial
attachment and subsequent carbonate precipitation are largely unknown.
During an MICP treatment process, the spatial distribution and strength of calcite attachment is key
to the hydraulic and mechanical performance of the treated material. Carbonates that precipitate
in pore throats can form bridges in between the individual sand gains which result in increased
strength of the porous media and some reduction in permeability. Carbonate biominerals that pre-
cipitate on grain boundaries within the pore space provide additional grain roughness, which leads
to an increase in nucleation sites for further precipitation of calcium carbonate crystal polymorphs.
Continued biomineral treatment results in a decrease in rock porosity. But how do changes in the
wetting phase downhole affect the precipitation processes?
In this experimental study, we explore the effect of biomineralization on the microstructural and
physical properties of a series of batch cemented samples in the presence of typical downhole fluids
(hydrocarbons and wellbore treatment fluids) on MICP and determine how these affect the forma-
tion of a “biomineral-seal” in the subsurface. We use Scanning Electron Microscopy to evaluate the
spatial location and extent of the carbonate crystal/bacteria attachment.
We use UCS tests to compare the mechanical behavior of the bio-grouted sands in terms of compres-
sive strength due to different wetting agents.
To investigate the attachment of precipitated carbonates and bacterial cells (entombed in calcium
carbonate) to grain boundaries or calcium carbonate (free-floating) precipitated within pores, cryo-
Focused Ion Beam Scanning Microscopy (cryo-FIB/SEM) is deployed. These results will open a new
way in the investigation of the 3D structures of micro and nano-structural features of a MICP ce-
mented sand. Moreover, the suggested application of FIB/SEM technology will reveal new insights
on biofilm/carbonate crystal attachment and is going to represent a new way of imaging microscopy
of biological and geological material.
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An OpenFOAM solver has been developed, capable of modeling buoyancy, advection, diffusion, and
reaction of acid in geometries consisting of both fully fluid and heterogeneous porous media regions.
Furthermore, the dissolution of porous media and with it the transition from Darcy-Forchheimer to
fully fluid flow is accurately captured. With this solver, along with meshing schemes capable of
constructing geometries consisting of fully fluid, porous media, and unaffected solid regions from
three-dimensional CAD drawings, the impact on wormhole formation and directionality is shown
to depend heavily on: Fluid properties, flow characteristics, and domain geometry. The importance
of modeling three-dimensional domains, as opposed to two-dimensional domains is also observed.
Full well completion models, including liner, perforations, and heterogeneous porous media, were
analyzed to assess the feasibility of affecting wormhole directionality with heavy acids.
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Understanding and accurately calculating relative permeability is of critical importance to clarify
the multiphase flow behaviors in porous media, and relative permeability is predominantly affected
by the liquid-solid molecular interactions (contact angle of wet-phase). In this paper, a relative
permeability model is proposed to investigate the oil-water flow behaviors in water-wet nanopores
based on modified no-slip Hagen-Poisenille equation. The proposed model takes into account the
water-wall interactions, viscosity of water and oil, pore wall roughness and pore size distribution
(PSD). The velocity distribution and relative permeability of proposed model are validated with the
results of molecular simulations and experiments. The results show that the relative permeability
strongly depends on the contact angle: the increasing contact angle reduces the adsorbed water
viscosity and increases the slip length that result in the different increasing values of permeability
of single water phase and relative permeability of oil phase, thus, the oil phase relative permeability
increases first and then decreases with an increasing contact angle, and with contact angle of 40-
50o, the relative permeability of oil phase reaches the maximum and that of water phase reaches the
minimum; the increasing oil viscosity increases the oil phase permeability, due to the “lubricating” of
the water phase, the oil phase relative permeability is greater than the permeability of single phase
of water at low water saturation and with great ratio of oil viscosity to water viscosity; the pore wall
roughness predominantly affected the contact angle, therefore, the relative permeability strongly
depends on the roughness which reduce the relative permeability of oil phase and increase that of
water phase; according the PSD analysis, the smaller the average pore radii, the smaller the relative
permeability of oil phase and the greater the relative permeability of water phase. This work focuses
on the relative permeability of two-phase flow in porous media and can be used in shale or tight oil
recovery and ground water flow.
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Tight sandstone reservoir is an important part of unconventional resources. The flooding is difficult
to be carried out on the rock due to its low-permeability. CO2 huff-puff is a good solution to im-
prove the recovery of such reservoir. Manual fracturing is often used to provide high-speed seepage
channels for underground fluids to furtherly enhance the oil recovery. In this study, the tight sand
aliquots are fractured with the Brazilian splitting method, and saturated with the simulation oil (10.5
cp, 0.821 g/cm3). CO2 huff-puff experiments under constant injection pressure (15 MPa) are made
on the matrix prior to the splitting and the fractured plugs. The CO2 huff-n-puff characteristics in
these two aliquots are investigated using the NMR (TE=60 us, TW=10 s). A four-pore model based
on the T2 spectrum is constructed to illustrate the distribution of oil in the full-scale pores.
Results showed that the T2 range at about 0.05-200 ms, and the T2 cutoff (T2c) values are about 10-30
ms for the unfractured aliquots. Pores in this abstract are divided into four parts according to the
relationships between T2 and pore diameter: fracture (200 ms < T2< 400 ms), macropore (T2c < T2<
200 ms), mesopore (1ms < T2< T2c), and micropore (T2 < 1 ms). Contrast to the pore distributions
in the matrix, splitting introduces new fractures and decreases some components in the macropores,
but changes the meso and micro pores unobviously. It suggests that some of the macropores in
the original matrix evolved into fractures after splitting. 3 rounds of CO2 huff-puff can basically
stable the residual oil saturations in both kinds of samples. The fracturing does not change the oil
displacement law in pores significantly. The oil is recovered first from the fractures and then from
the macropores and mesopores in turn. But not all oil in the macropores can be recovered. After 3
rounds of huff-puff, the right edge of all T2 spectrums do not move close to the T2c simply, but shrink
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gradually and remain stable at about 110-140 ms. The right boundaries of residual oil in moveable
pores cannot be obviously changed by using the matrix or fractured aliquots. The peak represents
the residual oil adhered to the surface of the particles in the form of film, which is resulted by the
wettability differences between the gas and oil to the particles. The enhanced recovery in the last
rounds of huff-puff is mainly contributed by the oil recovered from the mesopores. The unchange-
able of T2 of the micropores means the CO2 huff-puff could not recover the oil in clay particle pores
no matter in the matrix or the fractured aliquots. Compared to the matrix, a higher final residual oil
saturation (about 18%) is observed in the fractured plug. The splitting mode used in the study plays
a critical role for the decreasing of oil recovery. The four-pore mode based on NMR described in this
study provides new insights into the understanding of the dynamic distribution of oil in matrix and
splitting fractures on the CO2 huff-puff processes in the full pore scale of tight oil reservoirs.
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Abstract—For hydraulic fracturing design in unconventional reservoirs, it is of significant impor-
tance to accurately predict proppant distribution in a fracture, as the distribution of proppant af-
fects fracture conductivity and fractured well productivity. In this paper, a three-dimensional mul-
tiphase modelling approach has been applied, and the equations defining the fluid-proppant and
inter-proppant interaction have been solved using the finite volume technique that uses hybrid Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics model (Euler model coupled with Discrete Element Method) to simulate
proppant distribution in hydraulic fractures in the unconventional reservoir. The predicted simula-
tion results were validated against the experimental study by Tong and Mohanty 1. Based on the
previous literature [2-4], the existing studies used planar and fixed fracture geometry to study prop-
pant transport neglecting the fluid leak off from the fracture wall or fracture-matrix interface and
fracture tip screen out. In this work, a realistic fracture geometry is developed with fluid leak off rate
defined along the fracture length to mimic the fluid leak-off from the fracture into the surrounding
porous reservoir. Additionally, the effect of fracture roughness and dynamic fracture propagation
is included in the model.
Next, a case study is designed to use foam (Non-Newtonian fluid) as fracturing fluid and mitigate
the challenge faced by petroleum industry of quick deposition of the proppant transport and sus-
pension in thin fracturing fluid due to the very low viscosity of thin fracturing fluid. A parametric
study is then performed to investigate the effect of variation in proppant properties (proppant addi-
tion schedule, proppant size, fractional flow of proppant), fracturing fluid properties (fluid viscosity,
fluid leak-off rate, injection rate) and geomechanical properties (fracture width, fracture tip screen
out). In addition, the placement of multi-size proppant distribution in horizontal and vertical well
configuration was investigated.
The proppant transport in hydraulic fractures has been studied comprehensively. Lighter proppants
can be injected early followed by heavier proppants to maintain high propping efficiency. Based on
the simulation results, it is recommended that a composite process of over-flushing and tail-in with
large proppant particles at a low injection rate can improve proppant distribution in the fracture,
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which will greatly increase the productivity of fractured wells. Only when the equilibrium height of
the proppant dune is reached can the later injected proppant be transported farther into the fracture.
This study has solved the challenge of early deposition of the proppant transport in thin fracturing
fluid used in shale gas reservoirs and enhanced the understanding of the interaction phenomenon
between proppant and fracturing fluid. Depending on the nature and properties of the proppant
and hydraulic fracture, this study can provide a basis for understanding the ways to characterize the
fluid flow, proppant transport, and distribution through the hydraulic fracture in the unconventional
reservoir and accordingly optimize the hydraulic fracturing design.
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Detailed characterization of flow and transport processes within complex fracture networks remains
many challenges.The fluid flow is mainly controlled by the fracture structures. Fractures have com-
plex shapes, and their intersections and connectivities with other fractures also lead to complex
flow. We aim at quantifying the complex fracture structures by topological data analysis and find-
ing interaction between the structure and flow with 3D fracture network models. We use persistent
homology, which is a tool for evaluating complex and multi-scale features in the geometry and is
usually used to analyze connected components, holes/tunnels, and voids in data of any dimension.
We also conduct flow experiment using synthetic fracture network models created by a 3D printer.
3D printer technologies allow us to control any shapes of structures. Our study clarifies relation-
ships between the geometries that can be detected by persistent homology and hydraulic properties
obtained from the fracture network models.
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Karst-on-a-chip: microfluidic studies of dissolution of an ana-
logue fracture
Piotr Szymczak1 ; Florian Osselin2 ; Filip Dutka1 ; Silvana Magni1 ; Max Cooper1
1 University of Warsaw
2 Institut des Sciences de la Terre d’Orleans
Corresponding Author(s): pszymczak@gmail.com
Dissolution of fractured and porous media introduces a positive feedback between fluid transport and
chemical reactions at mineral surfaces leading to self-focusing of the flow in pronounced wormhole-
like channels [1,2]. We study the flow-induced dissolution in a simple microfluidic setup, with a gyp-
sum block inserted in between two polycarbonate plates, which is the simplest model of a fracture 3.
This gives us a unique opportunity to observe the evolution of the dissolution patterns in-situ and in
real-time. By changing the flow rate and the aperture of the fracture we can scan a relatively wide
range of Peclet and Damkohler numbers, characterizing the relative magnitude of advection, diffu-
sion and reaction in the system. Additionally, as the aperture is increased, a transition is observed
between the fractal and regular dissolution patterns. For small gaps, the patterns are ramified frac-
tals. For larger gaps, the dissolution fingers are found to have regular forms of two different kinds:
either linear (for high flow rates) or parabolic (for lower flow rates). The experiments are supple-
mented with numerical simulations and analytical modeling which allow for a better understanding
of evolving flow patterns. In particular, we find the shapes and propagation velocities of dominant
fingers for different widths of the system, flow rates and reaction rates. Finally, we comment on
the link between the experimentally observed patterns and the natural karst systems - both cave
conduits and epikarst solution pipes.
1 Hoefner, M. L. and Fogler, H. S. Pore evolution and channel formation during flow and reaction in
porous media. AIChE J. 34, 45–54, 1988
2 P. Szymczak, A. J. C. Ladd, Wormhole formation in dissolving fractures, J. Geophys. Res., 114,
B06203, 2009
3 F. Osselin, P. Kondratiuk, A Budek, O. Cybulski, P. Garstecki, P. Szymczak Microfluidic observation
of the onset of reactive infiltration instability in an analog fracture, Geophys. Res. Lett., 43, 6907-
6915, 2016
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An accurate characterization of kinetic parameters related to degradation processes in saturated
porous media is key for a proper modeling of reactive solute transport and the coupled mixing and
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dispersion processes. Degradation processes, as well as microbial growth, are often described by
non-linear kinetics with consumption rate laws, r = ±dC/dt, of the form r = kKC / (1 + KC). This is
the case, for example, of: (1) the Monod model, describing degradation processes related to organic
matter preservation, denitrifcation or trace metal speciation and mobility linked to the iron cycle
in shallow-water sediment, (2) the Langmuir-Hinselwook (L-H) model, describing heterogeneous
catalysis processes and widely used in water treatment or, (3) the Michaellis–Menten (M-M) model
describing enzymatic catalysis. The kinetic parameters k ([M][T]-1) and K ([M]-1) are commonly es-
timated from measured time (t) series of the reactant concentration (C) using non-linear regression
analysis. However, data heterogeneity in time, low data density and the intrinsic non-linearity of
the method can result in a substantial parameter uncertainty.
By identifying the Natural Time Scales (NTS) of the general reactive Monod type cycles, this work
presents a new procedure, the NTS method, to extract robust kinetic information from arbitrary dis-
tributed experimental reactant concentration-time data. Two natural scales are identified: (i) tf=kK,
describing the fastest time to perform one run of the catalytic cycle, and (ii) ts=C0/k, the slowest
time it would take to chemically transform an initial amount of matter, being C0 the initial concen-
tration. Thus, the reactive transport equation results in a linear combination of functions weighted
by the tf and ts time scales, from which the kinetic parameters can be easily computed using a linear
regression. The NTS method has been first tested using experimental data from the heterogeneous
photocatalysis of naphthalene (as reactant) and TiO2 (as photocatalyst) in a tubular bench reactor
under different physical, chemical and flow conditions. Then, the method was tested using field
measurements of the dissolved oxygen (DO) consumption in heterogeneous sediments of a shallow
lagoon under different climate conditions. In both cases, the NTS method shows an excellent be-
havior, with smaller regression errors than those of the standard non-linear analysis. Moreover, the
density, distribution or extension of the data has no significant influence on the estimation of the
kinetic parameters.
Finally, the Kinetic Family (KF) concept is presented to analyze the roll of the inhibition factor, KC,
on the natural time scales (tf to ts ) calculated for the two study cases. The KF concept is probed to be
useful to analyze the influence of physicochemical variables, such as flow, radiance and temperature,
on the NTS and the kinetic behaviour of complex biogeochemical processes.
Acknowledgements: MICINN (project-CTM2011-28984) and Coimbra Group.
Keywords: natural time scales, kinetic family, reaction rates, heterogeneous photocatalysis, shallow
lagoon.
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We develop a 1D-two phase analytical model that considers the impact of transport and potential
determining ions (PDI) interactions with carbonate rock to identify the underlying mechanisms of
the modified salinity water flooding; to that end, we utilize a large set of core flooding tests including
several in-house experiments on the reservoir chalk (Taheri et al., 2019). Based on the experimental
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conditions of the tests, e.g., the ionic composition of the injecting brine and rock surface composi-
tion, we quantify the adsorption of PDI’s on the rock surface using an in-house surface complexation
model (Eftekhari et al., 2017). Further, we tune different models for oil and water relative permeabil-
ity with and without the adsorption effect using a modern search-based optimization algorithm to
match the oil recovery and pressure drop history. We found that an acceptable match during the ter-
tiary and post tertiary mode can only be obtained by including the wettability modification as a con-
sequence of PDI adsorption. The analyses of the core flooding tests show that the oil breakthrough
is not always commenced immediately when the brine composition is altered in tertiary mode. In
most cases, a delay in the oil breakthrough was observed which may be due to the wettability modi-
fication processes. This wettability change can be due to the adsorption of PDI or reduction of total
salinity of the injecting brine. This observation, combined with our ability to accurately model the
adsorption of PDIs on the carbonate surface enables us to identify the important PDIs that may cause
the wettability change in carbonates.
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Most of the current models treat wettability change through adsorption as an equilibrium process,
i.e., an instantaneous adsorption of ions at the rock-brine and oil-brine interface that alters the sur-
face properties towards a more water-wet or oil-wet behaviour. However, there is plenty of experi-
mental evidence that points to a much slower wettability change than a process that can be described
by a simple chemical equilibrium. Here, a mathematical model is presented to analyze the influence
of salinity reduction and brine composition modification on the wettability alteration of carbonate
rocks. A one dimension-two phase flow model is developed that couples an in-house Surface Com-
plexation Model (SCM)(Eftekhari, 2015) with analytical and numerical solutions of oil-water flow
and ionic species transport equations. The adsorption of potential determining ions is described by
either the predicted adsorption isotherms by the optimized SCM or by a rate-dependent equilibrium
reaction. The model is empowered by a modern search based algorithm to fit the oil recovery and
pressure drop curves in core flooding tests by adjusting the Corey’s relative permeability parameters
and the reaction rate constants. The outcome of our analysis from a large set of reported core flood-
ing experiments and some in-house tests shows that carbonate rock wettability modification during
modified salinity water flooding is a time-dependent phenomenon. We precisely modelled the ob-
served delay in the occurrence of oil breakthrough in the tertiary mode in many tests by including
the interactions of potential determining ions (PDIs) with the carbonate rock surface. Our mathe-
matical analysis of the modified salinity water flooding combined with our precise estimation of the
equilibrium interactions of PDI’s with the rock surface shows that the observed delay in the mobi-
lization of oil in the core flooding experiments can be explained by an equilibrium or rate-dependent
adsorption curve for the PDI’s, depending on the experimental conditions.
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The behavior of complex fluids inside porous media may be very different from when they are not.
This is a problem encountered in many biological or industrial applications ranging from impregna-
tion of fibrous materials to immiscible multi-phase flow in porous media.
Of all the different types of non-Newtonian fluids, many undergo behavioral changes depending on
the stress or strain applied. One may cite the Carreau rheology which is Newtonian at low shear
rate but behaves as a power law fluid above a certain shear rate. Another example is the yield stress
fluid that responds as a solid below a critical stress and as a power law fluid above.
At the mesocopic level, this rheological approach can also be extended to immiscible displacements
in porous media. In this case, the fluids may each be Newtonian but the interfacial tension between
them makes them effectively behave in a non-Newtonian way. For instance, a minimum level of
stress is required for a non-wetting phase to invade small pore throats. The local flow rate will then
be different below and above this threshold.
The purpose of this presentation is to study the coupling between the heterogeneity of a porous
medium and a rheology with a change in behavior. We study a very simple model called bi-viscous,
where the fluid is Newtonian but with a change in viscosity at a particular shear rate (or shear stress).
The coupling between the disorder and such a simple rheological model leads to a very rich problem.
In particular, two limit cases of this problem present universal behaviors sharing the universality
class of percolation or the directed polymer problem.
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The capillary desaturation curve (CDC), which indicates nonwetting-phase saturation as a function
of capillary number (Nca), is one of the most fundamental concepts in describing fluid transport and
flow in porous media. The conventional definitions of Nca were initially proposed for 3D porous
media, yet many experimental studies use these definitions for 2D pore networks. Experimental
observations and theoretical analysis show that flow in a 2D pore network, e.g. a microfluidic device,
is very different from that in 3D porous rock. Direct application of the conventional Nca may lead
to incorrect conclusions for fluid transport in geological formations.
We propose a new capillary number (Nca) definition for 2D etched micromodels. The new definition
is derived from a force balance on a nonwetting ganglion trapped by capillarity. It incorporates the
impact of pore microstructure on mobilization. The geometrical factors introduced can be estimated
directly from image analysis of the pore network etched in the micromodel, without conducting
flow experiments. The improved fit of the new Nca to published data supports its validity. The new
definition yields a consistent trend in the CDC. The conventional Nca definitions proposed for porous
rock give a large scatter in the CDC for data in micromodels. This is due to the different type of flow in
micromodels, as 2D networks, relative to 3D geological porous media. In particular, permeability is
dominated by channel depth in micromodels with shallow depth of etching, and generally there is no
simultaneous multiphase flow under capillary-dominated conditions. We compare the conventional
and new Nca, showing that the conventional CDC overestimates the velocity at the mobilization by
a factor of tens to thousands for a variety of micromodels in published studies.
The new definition could be applied as a mobilization condition for nonwetting phase in microfluidic
evaluations across a variety of processes: removal of DNAPL (Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid)
contaminants in aquifers and soils; enhanced recovery of oil in reservoirs; or trapping of CO2 in
CCUS (Carbon Capture Utilization and Storage).
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Foam flow with oil in porous media is involved in numerous processes across a variety of fields, i.e.
aquifer and soil remediation, oil displacement, and carbon storage. Understanding the interplay of
foam and oil or other non-aqueous phases in porous media is key to improving prediction and control
of these processes. A widely used implicit-texture foam model predicts a surface describing foam
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apparent viscosity as a function of fractional flows. The surface folds on itself, that is reminiscent of
catastrophe theory. This means, in the folded region, that there are multiple foam states fitting same
injected fractional flows. A displacement therefore corresponds to more than one possible solution.
Numerical simulations suggest the displacing state among the multiple possible injection states but
do not explain the reason.
We address the issue of multiple steady states from the perspective of wave propagation, using
three-phase fractional-flow theory. The wave-curve method is applied to solve the two conservation
equations for composition paths and wave speeds in 1D foam flow with oil. There is a composition
path satisfying the conservation equations from each possible injection state J to the initial state I.
In all cases examined with multiple steady states, two of the paths feature negative wave velocity at
J; such a solution does not correspond to the physical injection conditions, i.e. forward propagation
of the given state. The stable displacement is the one with wave speeds (characteristic velocities)
all positive along the path from J to I. We observe that either a state with strong foam or a state
with nearly collapsed foam gives a stable displacement, but never the intermediate, unstable state.
Which state makes the displacement depends on the initial state of a reservoir. A boundary curve in
ternary saturation space defined here captures the dependence of the choice of the displacing foam
state (strong or collapsed) on initial condition.
In applications, foam is not co-injected with oil, but it mostly likely flows concurrently with oil
at some distance away from the injection well, resulting in multiple possible foam states for the
same local fractional flows. In particular, in oil recovery, complexities in fluids and rock leave part
of the oil in place after initial efforts of flooding. In environmental application, injected foam is in
direct contact with non-aqueous contaminants in soils and aquifers. The findings here could identify
the displacing state among the multiple foam states given the initial conditions. This could help to
designers to optimize and maximize the benefit of foam processes.
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Coal is typical porous media. The coal and gas outburst in crosscutting is the most serious dynamic
disaster in coal mine in China. The relationship formula between the critical effective stress and the
exposed area was deduced according to the fold catastrophe model. The maximum exposed areas
of Fuxin Sunjiawan coal mine were presented under the different mining depth. The relationship
between the exposed area and the critical effective stress was analyzed. The -1100m outburst coal
seam in Sunjiawan mine of Fuxin was regarded as the research object. The influence experiment
of the exposed area on the coal and gas outburst was performed using triaxial outburst instrument
designed and developed by ourselves the coal briquette was put in the outburst instrument. The
triaxial pressures were applied to the coal samples to simulate the stress environment of coal seam.
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The different exposed area was simulated by changing the weak surface area(30.19 34.21 and 38.48
cm2). The results show that the critical effective stress increases with the exposed area increase
based on the experiment and theory. The formula validity of the critical effective stress is verified.
The critical effective stress and exposed area are main factors of the intensity of coal and gas outburst
in crosscutting. The distribution of coal powder after outburst has the characteristics of fluctuation.
The outburst energy and intensity near the exposed face both increase with the increment of exposed
area and critical effective stress. The conclusion has important reference significance to prevent the
outburst in crosscutting.
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Accurate thermodynamic analysis of supercritical fluids adsorp-
tion on shale and coal
Xu Tang1 ; Robert Mokaya1
1 University of Nottingham
Corresponding Author(s): xutang2050@outlook.com
Understanding supercritical fluids (scCH4/scCO2) adsorption mechanism on shale and coal lays the
foundation for unconventional gas resource estimation and enhanced gas recovery via carbon diox-
ide injection. However, accurate thermodynamic potentials of scCH4/scCO2 adsorption on shale
and coal were and are rarely reported because of the lack of a reliable approach for obtaining the
true adsorption uptake from measured adsorption isotherms and the routinely used but oversimpli-
fied Clausius–Clapeyron (C-C) approximation. This work develops a rigorous framework for direct
description of measured scCH4/scCO2 adsorption isotherms (up to 27 MPa and 355 K) on shale and
coal and for straightforward calculation of the intrinsic thermodynamic potentials by considering
non-ideal gas behaviour and the contribution of the adsorbed phase. By this method, the tempera-
ture dependence as well as the uptake dependence of the thermodynamic potentials can be readily
investigated, where the former cannot be revealed using the C–C approximation. The influence
of the adsorbed phase and the gas behaviour (real gas or ideal gas) on the thermodynamic poten-
tials are also investigated, which shows that neglecting either the real gas behaviour or the adsorbed
phase volume always results in an overestimation of the thermodynamic potentials. This work there-
fore justifies the method to obtain the true thermodynamic potentials for scCH4/scCO2 adsorption
on shale and coal. The developed framework also lays the foundation for future investigations of
the thermodynamics and heat transfer characteristics of the interaction between scCH4/scCO2 and
shale.
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Learning Parameters and Constitutive Relationships with Physics-
Informed Deep Neural Networks
Alexandre M TartakovskyNone
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I will present a physics-informed deep neural network (DNN) method for estimating parameters
and unknown physics (constitutive relationships) in partial differential equation (PDE) models. We
use PDEs in addition to measurements to train DNNs to approximate unknown parameters and
constitutive relationships as well as states. The proposed approach increases the accuracy of DNN
approximations of partially known functions when a limited number of measurements is available
and allows for training DNNs when no direct measurements of the functions of interest are available.
Physics-informed DNNs are used to estimate the unknown space-dependent diffusion coefficient in
a linear diffusion equation and an unknown constitutive relationship in a non-linear diffusion equa-
tion. For the parameter estimation problem, we assume that partial measurements of the coefficient
and states are available and demonstrate that under these conditions, the proposed method is more
accurate than state-of-the-art methods. For the non-linear diffusion PDE model with a fully un-
known constitutive relationship (i.e., no measurements of constitutive relationship are available),
the physics informed DNN method can accurately estimate the non-linear constitutive relationship
based on state measurements only. Finally, I will demonstrate that the proposed method remains
accurate in the presence of measurement noise.
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Introducing a New Conceptual-Physical Model for Simulation of
Groundwater Flow in a Porous Medium Using a Network of Pipes
Parjang Monajemi1 ; Hamed Tavakolipour1
1 Fasa University
Corresponding Author(s): hamedtp@gmail.com
In this paper, a new analog model is introduced in order to simulate groundwater flow under steady
state condition. The model is a 2D network of horizontal and vertical pipes connected by junctions.
Pipes and junctions in this model are simplifications of the throats and pores of a real porous medium.
By assuming that the model follows Hagen-Poiseuille law, it is shown that the governing equation
of the model is the Laplace equation which governs steady-state flow in a saturated homogenous
porous medium. Further, the physical apparatus of the pipe network is constructed in a laboratory
scale by connecting real pipes and junctions.
Similar scenarios are studied by conceptual analysis and the constructed lab pipe network model. In
this regard, groundwater flow under a dam and groundwater flow in confined aquifers are modeled.
The results are then compared to numerical solutions to illustrate the accuracy of the proposed model
which shows an excellent agreement, making the pipe network model a novel tool for simulating
groundwater flow.
Finally, it is notable that unlike other analog groundwater models, pipe network model is a simpli-
fication of a real aquifer as it clearly shows how groundwater flows in confined aquifers. Besides
the visual aspect of the model, another great advantage of pipe network model over contemporary
models is the simplicity in simulating impermeable barriers and heterogeneity through a porous
medium which makes it highly applicable for observing numerous observations in a great variety
for groundwater modeling and educational purposes.
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Permeability change during the growth of dense 3D geomechan-
ical fracture networks
Author(s): Robin N Thomas1
Co-author(s): Adriana Paluszny 1 ; Robert W Zimmerman 1
1 Imperial College London
Corresponding Author(s): robin.thomas11@imperial.ac.uk
Fractured rock permeability is known to vary significantly due to the change in connectivity and
morphology of individual fractures, which emerge from the mechanical process of fracture propaga-
tion. We demonstrate the use of three-dimensional finite element simulations of fracture growth to
generate geomechanical discrete fracture networks (GDFNs), and then quantify the flow properties
and effective permeability of these networks. By directly simulating the physics of rock deformation
and fracturing, mechanical features that are routinely observed in fractured rocks emerge naturally
from the simulations, including anisotropy, non-planarity, and fracture intersections. Following
advances in methods for fast and accurate calculation of fracture tip stress intensity factors using
the virtual disk integration technique, handling fracture intersections, and accurate simulation of
fracture surface contact, geomechanical networks can now be generated at unprecedented fracture
densities. GDFNs are generated through forty to fifty individual growth steps, and contain over 150
individual fractures. To achieve this, a cubic volume is first initialised with two sets of disc-shaped
flaws. In set one, fractures have small initial radii and are oriented perpendicular to the direction
of tension. Fractures in set two are larger and are oriented almost parallel to the direction of ten-
sion, reflecting an earlier phase of deformation. A geometric representation of the domain is stored
separately from the discretising mesh, and updated as growth progresses. The rock is assumed to
be granite, and its deformation in tension is simulated using the finite element method, treating
the matrix domain as homogeneous, isotropic and linear-elastic. Fracture propagation is a function
of the local changes in stress intensity factors along the fracture tips. Fractures perturb their local
stress field, leading to activation of otherwise inactive (set two) fractures due to stress amplification,
and suppression of other fractures in shadow zones. The final shape of geomechanical fractures is
determined primarily by the local fracture neighbourhood, rather than by their initial shape. In set
one, final fracture surface areas of the different fractures vary over an order of magnitude. Over
the course of many growth steps, the fracture intensity (P32) of the networks increases by an or-
der of magnitude, to reach ranges comparable to the densities observed in deep crystalline rocks.
The flow properties and effective permeabilities of several dense GDFNs are examined at different
growth steps and fracture intensities, assuming Darcy flow in the matrix and laminar flow in the
fractures. The steeply inclined fractures (set two) provide important vertical connectivity for flow
in the network. At later growth stages, the dense network becomes sufficiently interconnected, and
percolates. The permeability tensor of a GDFN is shown to be a function of both the stress state
during network formation, and present stress state.
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Modeling dynamic particle filtration processes using coupled pore-
to-continuum multiscale modeling
John Blears1 ; Karsten ThompsonNone
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Mechanical filtration of particles by a porous media is important in applications such as emissions
control, pharmaceutical sterilization, and sand control during oil production. Modeling this process
using first principles is difficult because of the strong interplay between particle- and pore-scale
phenomena and behavior at the much larger length scales relevant to many of these problems. For
example, retention efficiency generally decreases over time, which in turn alters the distribution of
particle sizes removed from the flow. These factors, along with corresponding changes in permeabil-
ity and dispersion behavior, impact the macroscopic distribution of flow and particle sizes. Despite
the range of scales involved, all of these effects tie back to interactions between specific particle sizes
and pore geometries at the microscopic scale.
We have studied the use of a concurrently coupled pore-to-continuum computational model for this
problem. Particle retention, particle dispersion, permeability and porosity changes are modeled from
first principles using an image-based physically representative network model. Macroscopic behav-
ior is modeled using a traditional numerical implementation of the advection-dispersion-reaction
(ADR) equation. Concurrent coupling occurs between these two models by embedding an indepen-
dent network model within each grid block of the numerical ADR model and allowing the network
to advance in time alongside the ADR. The ADR model passes boundary conditions to the embedded
network models (such as the incoming particle concentration and size distribution); the network
models pass back the aforementioned continuum parameters. In this way, each embedded network
model represents the current state of its host grid block (describing a pore structure that has been
altered by whatever history, sequence, and size distribution of particles may have been filtered up
until that time at that particular location). Additionally, because the pore-scale models operate on
first principles, they are able to accept whatever sequence of particles may still come from their up-
stream neighbors – something almost impossible to envision with an empirical approach.
In this work, we present network modeling algorithms and the concurrent coupling scheme that
allows efficient communication between the pore and continuum scales.
A 1:1 concurrently coupled model (i.e., identical spatial dimensions as well as timesteps for the
pore-scale domain and the continuum grid block) was used for validation and testing of parame-
ter communication. The methodology was then applied to situations where the pore-scale modeling
occurs on much smaller and shorter scales than in the continuum model, and the challenges and
errors introduced by the process are discussed. Finally, the potential of this multiscale modeling
process is demonstrated by applying it to situations in which a traditional empirical approach is not
viable.
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Advances in conformal mixed finite element methods for gener-
alized poroelasticity
Kent-Andre Mardal1 ; Marie E. Rognes2 ; Travis Thompson2
1 Simula Research Laboratory, University of Oslo
2 Simula Research Laboratory
Corresponding Author(s): tthompson@simula.no
The equations of generalized poroelasticity, or MPET, describe the flow through multiple fluid net-
works in a porous media. In the quasi-static case, these equations read as: for a set of N fluid
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networks, find the displacement u and the network pressures pn for n = 1, . . . , N such that
\begin{equation}
\begin{array}{lr}
- \text{div} \left (2 \mu \varepsilon(u) + \lambda \text{div} u \right) + \sum_{n} \alpha_{n} \nabla p_{n}
= f & (1)\\
c_{n} \partial_t p_{n} + \alpha_{n} \text{div} \partial_t u - \text{div} \kappa_{n} \nabla p_{n} + S_{n} =
g_{n} & (2)
\end{array}
\end{equation}
for n = 1, . . . , N . The characterizing parameters for each fluid network are the Biot-Willis co-
efficient αn, the storage coefficient cn ≥ 0, and the hydraulic conductivity tensor κn, while Sn
represent transfer terms in/out of network n. When N=1, the system (1)-(2) reduces to the classical
Biot equations.
The MPET equations, long utilized in geomechanics, are seeing increased use in biomechanics. In-
deed, the multiple network poroelasticity theory aptly models the multiple fluid networks encoun-
tered in e.g.~the brain: such as extracellular spaces, vasculature and paravasculature 1. In biome-
chanics application the storage coefficients, permeability tensors and Lam{\’e} coefficient λ can pose
challenges for numerical discretizations. In the brain, for instance, storage coefficients and perme-
ability tensors may typically be very small and with possible jumps. Solving (1)-(2) using standard
finite element discretizations can present numerical issues such as the loss of discrete stability. This
fact has spurred recent interest in developing numerical methods, and preconditioners 2, which are
robust in the intrinsic limits of elastic, and poroelastic models; including λ → ∞, κn → 0, and
cn → 0.
In this talk we overview recent advances in conformal mixed methods for the MPET equations.
Topics to be overviewed include a-posteriori error estimates for (1)-(2), uniform stability for the
Poisson-type subproblem arising from introducing network fluxes of the form:
\begin{equation}\begin{array}{lr}
z_n = - \kappa_n \nabla p_n, & (3)
\end{array}
\end{equation}
and the role of this result in the context in the discrete stability of (1)-(3) for 0 < κ≪ 1.
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Plug formation of a ferromagnetic and glass beads mix
Louison Thorens1 ; Knut Jørgen Måløy2 ; Mickaël Bourgoin3 ; Stéphane Santucci3
1 PoreLab - University of Oslo
2 University of Oslo
3 ENS de Lyon
Corresponding Author(s): louison.thorens@ens-lyon.fr
We study experimentally the flow of a granular mixture, composed of glass beads and ferromagnetic
particles immersed in a glycerol solution, slowly dragged inside a narrow tube. The invading air-
liquid interface loads a portion of granular material that clogs the tube due to friction with the
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confining walls. When the pressure is too high, the packing is destabilized and creates a “plug” of
granular material. The process repeats, such that the advancing interface leaves a trail of plugs along
the tube.
We investigate the formation of the first plug necessarily forced by the use of an external magnetic
field, leading to the start-up of the process all along the tube. Finally, we show the impact of the
different concentrations of particles on the different lengths visible in the obtained patterns.
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Numerical estimation of compacted illite multiphase transport
properties from pore-scale simulations using FIB-SEM images
Aliaksei Pazdniakou1 ; Anne-Julie Tinet2 ; Magdalena Dymitrowska1 ; Fabrice GOLFIER3 ; Jerome Vicente4 ; Marc
PratNone
1 IRSN, PRP-DGE/SRTG/LETIS
2 GeoRessources - Université de Lorraine
3 Université de Lorraine - GeoRessources Laboratory
4 IUSTI - Aix-Marseille University
Corresponding Author(s): anne-julie.tinet@univ-lorraine.fr
The low permeability of sedimentary clays as well as their chemical characteristics make them par-
ticularly suitable to serve as a natural barrier for radioactive waste geological storage (Andra, 2005).
Due to the low permeability, the gas, mainly the hydrogen, originating from the bacterial corrosion
of the metallic parts of the facility can be accumulated through time causing significant pressure
rise at the interface between sedimentary clay and the facility components. If the pressure is high
enough, the gas can enter the water saturated pores by triggering various transport mechanisms
(Cuss et al. 2014). For low gas pressures, the gas transport is dominated by advection-dispersion
(Bardelli et al. 2014), while for higher pressures the gas is able to penetrate the water saturated
pores leading to the continuous visco-capillary flow. If the pressure is too high, gas may cause a
modification of the pore space geometry (Cuss et al. 2014). In this work, we will focus on the inter-
mediate multiphase flow without structure evolution. Developments in digital rock physics allow us
to study this phenomenon numerically. In this study the multiphase transport properties (relative
permeabilities and retention curve) were numerically calculated using pore-scale simulation method
inside a 3D sample reconstructed from the Focused Ion Beam – Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIB-
SEM) images of a compacted illite. For this purpose, the Lattice Boltzmann Model (LBM) (Pazdniakou
et al. 2018), the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (Pazdniakou and Dymitrowska 2018) and a
morphological model based on Pore Network Model (PNM) were applied. The results obtained by
these numerical methods are compared and analysed. We demonstrate that the LBM and SPH pro-
vide similar predictions of the relative permeabilities and capillary pressures for carefully chosen
parametrization which results in similar dimensionless numbers. The curves obtained by PNM are
also rather similar to those obtained through direct modeling. We also demonstrate the importance
of decent geometrical discretization, especially needed to calculate precisely the capillary pressure
for low water saturations.
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Insights into the physical interactions of water based ink withporous paper
Nicolae TOMOZEIU1
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Corresponding Author(s): nicolae.tomozeiu@oce.com
Nowadays the world of printing is rapidly evolving, especially due to the inkjet technologies, which
offer the flexibility of digital printing at a breakthrough cost price, productivity, print quality and
versatility. Water based inks add to all these characteristics a very important feature: environmen-
tal care. The R&D department of Océ Technologies, a Canon company, is a major player in the
development of inkjet technologies for many different applications.
The main purpose of the research described in this work is to gain a deeper un-derstanding of the
physical processes that characterize the ink – porous paper interaction. Understanding processes as
ink spreading, evaporation and imbibition into porous substrate is vital to have prints of high qual-
ity. Using both experimental and computational modeling, the overall objective is to determine the
printing parameters that control quality of the print considering the ink physical properties and the
paper characteristics. The paper is characterized in terms of porosity, surface roughness and surface
energy. Droplets and thin layers of complex liquids (mixtures of aqueous liquids with polymeric-
colloidal particles) deposited on coated paper have been investigated during drying. Experimental
methods as optical spectroscopy, light microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Automatic
Scanning Absorptometer (ASA) and Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) are employed for this
study. For each method of investigation the main models, including their strengths and limitations,
are presented.
It is well known that fast absorption of the ink carrier liquid into the paper and fast fixation of the
ink pigment on the surface are crucial in high speed and high quality inkjet printing. This study
reveals which parameters affect the absorption process to be able to control the mechanisms and to
optimize the print quality.
The results can be considered as a base for future studies of ink absorption into porous coated paper,
as well as of aggregation of colloidal particles on surfaces.
Keywords: inkjet printing, porous paper, droplet spreading, evaporation, ab-sorption in porous pa-
per
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Microemulsion-Based Conformance Treatment: Fluid Optimiza-
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Corresponding Author(s): victor.torrealba@kaust.edu.sa
Waterflooding from reservoirs with high permeability layers or thief zones is challenging owing to
preferential water channeling that leads to poor sweep efficiency and high water cut. Recently, a
novel microemulsion-based conformance technique was proposed showing promising results from
numerical simulations. In this paper, we show experimentally for the first time the effectiveness of
the proposed treatment using a microfluidics approach.
We use hard lithography nanofabrication workflow to make a micromodel on a silicon wafer. The mi-
cromodel consists of a low permeability model with a high permeability thief layer running through
the middle. We use brines ranging from 10,000-100,000ppm of NaCl, pure decane oil, and differ-
ent ratios of sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate surfactant and isobutanol. Phase behavior scans are
conducted for four surfactant-alcohol ratios, while maintaining a constant mass of amphiphilic com-
ponents.
The hard lithography workflow we present allows for the fabrication of high-fidelity micromodels
for conformance treatment studies. Scanning electron microscopy characterization shows that the
thickness of the fabricated micromodel is greater than 80μm, with pore throat sizes of 7 and 14μm
for the low and high permeability regions, respectively. For the fluid characterization, we observe
that the resulting microemulsions are more viscous for the lower alcohol content case and as the
micellar morphologies approach cylindrical structures. The microfluidics experiment showed that
injection of small volumes of the target formulation was successful in generating a high viscosity
microemulsion in the high permeability channel away from the injection site, which helped both in
diverting flow to the previously unswept regions and keeping injection pressures low.
In this paper, we show experimentally for the first time the impact of a newly proposed microemulsion-
based conformance treatment using a microfluidics approach. Our results indicate that the injection
of small volumes of chemicals is sufficient to generate a high viscosity microemulsion in the thief
layer, which diverts flow to the unswept areas to improve oil recovery.
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Direct Visualization of the Inaccessible Pore Volume Effect ofPolymer Chains in a Dual Porosity Medium Using a Microfluidic
Technique
Victor Torrealba1 ; Hussein Hoteit1
1 King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
Corresponding Author(s): victor.torrealba@kaust.edu.sa
Polymer flooding improves oil recovery by decreasing the displacement mobility ratio. However, the
interaction of polymer chains with porous media is not fully understood. One example is inaccessible
pore volume (IPV), causing polymer components to accelerate compared to a tracer component (e.g.,
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salt). This effect can be harnessed to improve the effectiveness of polymer flooding. In this paper we
shed light into the relationship between polymer chain size and inaccessible pore using a microfluidic
technique.
We employ a hard lithography approach to fabricate a micromodel on a silicon wafer. The micro-
model consists of a representative elementary volume that has large and small square features de-
scribing both the high and low porosity media. The corresponding pore throat sizes for both high
and low porosity media are 10 and 1μm, respectively. The size distribution of polymer chains is char-
acterized using dynamic light scattering. The inaccessible pore volume effect is directly visualized
using a particle velocimetry technique.
The presented hard lithography workflow allows for the fabrication of high-fidelity micromodels for
enhanced oil recovery studies. Scanning electron microscopy characterization shows that the thick-
ness of the fabricated micromodel is greater than 20μm. The particle size distribution study shows the
dependence of polymer aggregate size with both salinity and concentration for two HPAM polymer
of different molecular weights. As expected from scaling arguments, the increase in aggregate size
coincides with higher polymer concentration, lower salinity, and higher molecular weight. From the
microfluidics experiments, we observed a pronounced inaccessible pore volume effect for solutions
with aggregate size comparable to the pore throat size of the low porosity medium.
The insights from this research allow for an improved understanding of polymer-rock interactions,
with emphasis in the inaccessible pore volume effect. We highlight how polymer selection can be
harnessed to improve the effectiveness of a recently proposed slug-based polymer flooding method.
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Experimental investigation of the impacts of microtopographic
and vegetative roughness elements on near-surface airflow and
soil moisture dynamics using a coupled wind tunnel-porous me-
dia test-system
Author(s): Andrew Trautz1
Co-author(s): Tissa Illangasekare ; Stacy Howington 2 ; Matthew Reimann 1 ; Ignacio Rodriguez-Iturbe 3
1 Colorado School of Mines
2 Engineer Research and Development Center
3 Texas A&M University
Corresponding Author(s): atrautz@mines.edu
Vegetation, topography, or other natural/anthropogenic structures act as roughness elements which
alter near-surface airflow patterns and velocity profiles by extracting kinetic energy from the flow.
As air flows around, over, or through an obstructing roughness element, regions of accelerated flow
develop above and at its sides. A sheltering “quiet” zone, or a wake zone of asymptotic recovery,
simultaneously develops downstream of the roughness element that has been consistently shown to
extend to a distance approximately equal to 7-10 times the height of the roughness element. Within
this wake zone, the velocity decreases significantly, and the turbulence intensity increases compared
to the undisturbed upstream profile - a recirculating eddy may even form. Understanding such flow
phenomena is important to many near-surface problems involving coupled heat, was, and momen-
tum exchange processes including: sedimentation/erosion, land-atmospheric interactions (evapo-
transpiration), ecohydrology, and agricultural water management. The impact of localized changes
to the fluid dynamics and flow profile has been extensively studied in the context of aeolian transport
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in both the field and wind tunnel setting. Very little work in contrast has focused on the effects of
the feedbacks associated with flow variability on local evaporation dynamics affecting water avail-
ability at the scale of a single or limited number of roughness elements. This study explores how
microtopographic and vegetative elements individually, and collectively, impact local aboveground
airflow and the associated near-surface soil moisture dynamics (i.e., availability and spatiotemporal
distribution). Data generated from a series of published and unpublished experiments conducted
over the last two years at the Center for Experimental Study of Subsurface Environmental Processes
low wind speed micrometeorological wind tunnel-porous media test-facility are used in this inves-
tigation. This facility allowed high spatiotemporal resolution datasets to be generated in both the
atmosphere and subsurface at a 7-meter length scale (of which a 3-meter subset was used) under
carefully prescribed and controlled conditions. Key flow variables (i.e., velocity, turbulence inten-
sity, shear stress) measured in the atmosphere with laser Doppler velocimetry and autonomously
monitored soil moisture distributions are analyzed herein upstream and downstream of the rough-
ness elements. Results demonstrate that the roughness elements create different flow regions and
patterns that affect the local soil moisture dynamics to varying degree. Comparison of the results
further shows that the shape and size of the roughness elements are important factors affecting
the atmospheric air flow field and the subsequent distribution and availability of near-surface soil
moisture. It is the belief of the authors that collection of experimental datasets can help lead to
the development of better conceptual and numerical coupled heat, mass, and momentum porous
media-free fluid models and improve the observation strategies and predictive tools currently used
by researchers involved in the study of soil-plant-atmosphere continuum processes and agricultural
water management.
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Multiscale domain decomposition methods for the simulation of multiphase flows in porous media,
aiming at high performance and scalability, has been the focus of intensive research motivated by
the practical needs of the energy and environmental sectors. The main idea is to decompose the
computational domain into non-overlapping subdomains in which local small problems are solved.
In order to recover a global solution, continuity of flux and pressure need to be fulfilled at the in-
terface between subdomains. These compatibility conditions are then relaxed and enforced through
low-dimensional spaces, reducing the number of unknowns to be solved, turning it to a relatively
inexpensive task. Examples of such type of methods are the MMMFEM 1 (Multiscale Mixed Mortar
Finite Element Method) and the MRCM (Multiscale Robin Coupled Method) 2. The drawback asso-
ciated with such procedures is a discrepancy in continuity (of pressure or normal fluxes, or both) in
fine scales. Downscaling procedures are then needed to recover local conservation of the velocity
field at the fine grid level between subdomains interfaces.
In this presentation, we propose two new downscaling procedures based on a minimum overlap-
ping for the velocity field. We investigate the applicability of such methods when tested on single-
phase flow problems using the MRCM, and compare them in terms of accuracy to a standard tech-
nique.
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Modelling of bone-cement-injection processes in cancellous ver-
tebral bones
Author(s): Zubin Trivedi1
Co-author(s): Christian Bleiler 1 ; Arndt Wagner 1 ; Oliver Röhrle 1
1 University of Stuttgart
Corresponding Author(s): zubin.trivedi@mechbau.uni-stuttgart.de
Percutaneous vertebroplasty is a commonly used practice for restoring the structural strength of
vertebral bones affected by osteoporosis via the injection of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) into
the cancellous structure of the bone. However, in some cases, the bone cement can leak outside
the bone leading to complications like pulmonary embolism. A model that can simulate the cement
flow inside the cancellous structure of the bone is beneficial to predict the cement filling pattern and
prevent such cases. A three-dimensional multiphasic model of a vertebral bone using the Theory
of Porous Media has been developed that can simulate the injection of the bone cement. However,
there is always the question of underlying permeability values and material properties to be used
in the model. In particular, the properties of the bone and its permeability can vary for individual
patients.
Towards the solution of this problem, a parametric investigation is investigated to characterise the
permeability with respect to basic geometric parameters. This study is carried out using a porous
medium with a regular microstructure since its permeability is easy to measure and the geometric
parameters can be analysed. Firstly, a simple method is established to determine the permeability
of a regular microstructure using two models in tandem: a pore-scale model and a REV-scale model,
giving the resultant permeability of the microstructure. Subsequently, a parametric investigation is
carried out, using closed-packed structures of uniform-sized spheres, wherein the packing structures
and the radii of spheres were varied to tune the porosity and the specific surface area respectively
in a controlled manner. The permeability was computed and plotted against a range of values of
the parameters for analysis. The tortuosity values of the packing structures were computed using
the Kozeny-Carman equation. The values were found to be constant for the most part, implying
agreement of the permeability computation with the Kozeny-Carman equation. The values were
also found to be close to the measured values of tortuosity found in the literature for packed beds of
random spheres.
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Numerical investigation of fracture propagation in porous medium
under shear stimulation of fluid flow
Hau Trung Dang 1 ; Inga Berre1 ; Eirik Keilegavlen 1
1 University of Bergen
Corresponding Author(s): hau.dang@uib.no
We are interested in low-pressure stimulation of naturally fractured porous media, as applied e.g. in
enhanced geothermal systems. Naturally occurring fractures are considered joint surfaces that can
withstand tectonic stresses due to friction by asperities in the fracture walls. Hydraulic stimulation
by the injection of fluids in the fracture network can overcome the frictional resistance, leading
to shear deformation along the fracture surfaces. The shearing is associated with a dilation of the
fracture aperture and increased permeability. Here we study how the shear deformation will alter
the local stress fields, and can potentially trigger fracture propagation. The porous medium and fluid
flow are modeled by the discrete fracture-matrices model that the fractures are treated as interfaces
and allows the fluid transport from high-permeable conductive fractures to the rock matrix and vice
versa. We treat the rock matrix as a linearly elastic medium. The governing equations are discretized
by a combination of finite element and finite volume methods. We discuss the numerical modelling
of fracture propagation in this setting, with an emphasis on representation of the new fracture in
the computational grid by a novel adaptive re-meshing technique. Numerical examples shows the
interaction between fluid pressure and mechanical forces.
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Green synthesis of nZVI suspensions from plant extracts for in
situ remediation of polluted groundwater
Christos Tsakiroglou1 ; Mihalis Karavasilis1
1 Foundation for Reserach and Technology Hellas - Institute of Chemical Engineering Sciences
Corresponding Author(s): ctsakir@iceht.forth.gr, mkaravas@iceht.forth.gr
Fruits, vegetables, herbs and grains (e.g. tea, grapes, sorghum bran) contain polyphenols at high con-
centration, and the plant extracts may act both as reducing agents of iron salt and as capping agent
for iron nanoparticles. Beyond the high solubility, low toxicity and biodegradability of polyphe-
nols, during the nano-iron green synthesis, neither hazardous materials are used for the reductant
or capping agent, nor any hazardous wastes are generated. Compared to other nZVI manufacturing
processes, the resulting suspension is not undergone oxidative corrosion during its storage, shipping
or use. This new synthetic method is an extremely simple green approach that generates bulk quan-
tities of relatively stable nanocrystals of iron (Fe) using plant extract at room temperature [1-3].
In the present work, plant extracts were produced from Camelia synesis (Green Tea) and Punica
Granatum (Pomegranate), and the total concentration of polyphenols was measured in terms of
equivalent concentration of Gallic acid by using the Folin-Ciocalteu method. nZVI suspensions were
synthesized in semi-batch reactor by injecting, at constant influx rate of 4 mL/min, a pre-specified
volume of plant extract in an aqueous solution of FeSO4 7H20. To monitor the kinetics of nZVI
synthesis reaction, the pH and redox potential (Eh) of the solution were recorded as functions of
time with the aid of a data acquisition system. The transient responses of pH and Eh could be re-
garded as “signatures” of the overall nZVI synthesis process and used in a “pattern recognition”
procedure to forecast the properties of synthesized nano-materials. The nanoparticles were char-
acterized by a variety of techniques: Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), ζ-potential, XPS, ATR-FTIR,
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TEM. The reactivity of nZVIs assessed through their ability to reduce hexavalent chromium Cr (VI).
In aqueous solution of Cr (VI) prepared by using K¬2Cr2O7 salt and Cr (VI) reduction tests were
performed in batch reactor through their mixing with the synthesized nZVI suspension nano-iron
effused in it. The concentration of dissolved hexavalent chromium was determined by using 7196A
method.
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We consider the stationary 2D flows in a channel with rigid boundaries is partially filled with a
porous medium. The pure fluid is bounded by solid or free rigid boundary, while the channel bottom
is solid. The method uses Berman transformation to build the 2D solution. Free flow is described by
the Navier–Stokes equations, the filtration flow is described by Darcy–Brinkman equations, and the
interface boundary conditions by Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker model. Numerical modeling shows
the transversal flow into the porous medium exists in the wide parameter range. The transversal
velocity magnitude is of order 1/Re. The dependence of velocity on porous medium permeability
and thickness of the porous medium is examined. Stability of 2D flow is analysed numerically;
the flow is more stable than pure plane-parallel. The transversal flow becomes significant at low
Reynolds numbers; it also should be taken into account in long channels.
The study is financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project 18-71-00057).
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Boundary layers at ”fluid - porous medium” interface
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We present an analysis of 2D convective flows near the interface between free fluid and porous
medium. There are series of problems considered:
- forced flow over the porous medium;
- free convection near heated boundary;
- free convective plume over point heat source at the boundary.
All the problems permit self-similar transform when the permeability changes along boundary by
the power dependence. The profiles of flow velocity and temperature (in convective problems) are
investigated under the different system parameters. It is found the non-linear convective terms are
the important for boundary-layer formation.
The study is financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project 18-71-00057).
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Cements and concretes are porous materials used in many varied applications, ranging from the
built environment to within the human body. The permeability of cements and concretes to aque-
ous solutions is of significant relevance to many of these practical applications. For example, reduced
permeability will reduce ingress salt water in coastal or maritime infrastructure; minimising chloride
attack and reducing the degradation of the concrete.(1,2) Consequently, the generation of hydropho-
bic surface coatings for concretes has been of significant recent research interest.(2–5)
Biomineralisation provides a method to coat cements with various materials, such as calcite [CaCO3]
or hydroxyapatite [Ca5(PO4)3(OH)2]. In this work we demonstrate that biological deposition of
hydroxyapatite directly onto a cement substrate generates a hydrophobic mineral layer which com-
pletely coats the surface, minimising water ingress into the cement substrate. We also describe the
biochemical reactions which underpin this deposition process, which involves synergistic interac-
tions between the cement, growth medium, and bacterial culture. We establish that the roughness
of this coating can be altered by varying between biological and non-biological synthesis meth-
ods.
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Numerical characterization of intrinsic permeability based on 2D
and 3D data
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It has been a matter of debate in the literature, whether two-dimensional (2D) approaches, either
experimental or numerical, can sufficiently describe three-dimensional (3D) phenomena in porous
media, such as flow and transport, precipitation, biofilm growth and its effect on the intrinsic prop-
erties of the porous medium, etc.1
When it comes to physical experiments where imaging is of essence, there are some limitations in
the quantitative characterization of the third dimension. In the case of optical microscopy, there is
practically no information on the depth of the domain under observation. However, techniques like
fluorescent and confocal microscopy, as well as X-Ray Computed micro-Tomography
(μXRCT), can effectively give physical and morphological information on the (otherwise) invisible
third dimension. Still, even in these techniques, there are some physical limitations regarding the
field of view, refractive index matching, the acquisition time in comparison to the time scale of the
effect under observation, etc. These issues make the use of such techniques not always a practical
choice.
In order to investigate the effect of the visualization method on the estimation of three- dimensional
concepts, such as intrinsic permeability and flow patterns, the limitations of each imaging technique
need to be addressed and accounted for. Under this scope, a (2D) micro-model made of glass (using
the wet-etching technique) replicating the flow network of a natural porous medium, with dimen-
sions of 20 x 10 x 0.02 mm3, was used in micro-fluidic investigations.
First, the intrinsic permeability of the flow network was experimentally measured. Then, the pore
morphology of the micro-model was visualized with an optical microscope (2D), and with μXRCT
(3D). Given the limitations of each approach, such as the small field of view in μXRCT or the lack of
information in depth in optical microscopy, combinations of imaging methods and domain dimen-
sions derived from the same microfluidic flow cell were taken into account.
Based on the morphological data acquired with both techniques, creeping flow (Stokes) simulations
have been performed in 2D and 3D. The output of both types of simulation is e.g. the effective
(coarse-grained) intrinsic permeability. The 2D/3D numerical scheme is a Cartesian-grid-based MPI-
parallelised Finite Differences Stokes solver which allows for large-scale simulations and slip bound-
ary conditions.2
To conclude, the results from the numerical simulations were compared to the experimental data for
intrinsic permeability, in order to develop a new efficient dimensionally-reduced numerical model
which will potentially be able to incorporate the morphological and geometrical features acquired
from both imaging approaches to a model which can effectively approximate the experimentally
measured values.
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Recent advances in the DeProF theoretical framework for two-phase flows in porous media - Where we stand and where we
could go.
Marios Valavanides1
1 Universit of West Attika
Corresponding Author(s): marval@uniiwa.gr
The DeProF tentative theory for two-phase flow in porous media is built around a hybrid mechanis-
tic/stochastic model 1 that is based on the concept of decomposition in prototype constituent flows,
namely, connected pathways, ganglion dynamics and emulsion-type /drop traffic flows, each show-
ing different levels of disconnectedness of the non-wetting phase. The model accounts all essential
pore-scale phenomena on a mechanistic basis and up-scales these into corresponding network-wide
cooperative effects using a stochastic approach. The momentum balance in the entire flow is regu-
lated by the relative intensities of the NWP and WP flows (inducing viscous flow resistances within
the bulk of the NWP and WP) and the degree of disconnection of the NWP (inducing capillary resis-
tance across the N/W interfaces). Steady-state flow conditions settle-in when each dissipative term
is counterbalanced against the other two. The balance point is regulated by the flow conditions. This
is so because viscous and capillary resistances do not depend on the flow conditions in the same way.
The DeProF model takes into account the contribution of all system properties correctly in appro-
priate reduced numbers; in particular, viscosity disparity vis-à-vis capillarity, wettability and pore
network structure, leading to the derivation of an improved, system-reduced, capillary number. In
that context, modeling redundancies associated to the system properties are reduced to a minimum.
Being very efficient in correctly and consistently predicting, not only the relative permeabilities on
the Darcy scale, but also, the interstitial structure of the flow, the DeProF model evolved in a re-
search tool. With extensive simulations across orders of magnitudes in terms of flow conditions and
over different fluid systems it was possible to reveal the underlying, inherent systematic structure
of biphasic flows in porous media across different flow regimes 2. Just recently, it was possible to
derive universal scaling functions for flow-dependent relative permeabilities 3; the corresponding
closed form expressions can now be easily integrated into true-to-mechanism, FEM solvers showing
improved performance in terms of specificity.
In parallel, energy efficiency analysis of the sought process revealed a universal flow characteristic,
the existence of a unique locus of critical flow conditions whereby the energy efficiency of the pro-
cess (NWP flow rate per kW spent) attains locally -in terms of flow conditions- maximum values.
This characteristic property was remaining in latency until revealed in an extensive retrospective
examination of relative permeability diagrams 4. The existence of a unique locus of critical flow
conditions per N/W/PM system has opened new perspectives: (a) in describing the process in terms
of the actual independent variables (the two flow rate intensities); (b) in deriving universal energy
efficiency and relative permeability maps; (c) in developing methodologies for the normative char-
acterization of biphasic flows as to the predominance of capillary or viscosity effects, the taxonomic
classification of relative permeability diagrams and the effective characterization of pore network
structures, using just a few, carefully selected, characteristic numbers 5; and (d), in terms of prac-
tical applications, by providing a powerful tool in designing more energy efficient interventions in
process design (e.g. in EOR displacements or filter applications).
To provide a concrete theoretical justification of the existence of critical flow conditions, the DeProF
framework implements the maximum entropy production principle and accounts the total entropy
as the sum of two terms: the thermal entropy production at the molecular level scale and the config-
urational entropy production at the scale of the ensemble of physically admissible interstitial flows
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[6]. The former is estimated directly by viscous and capillary hysteresis dissipation; the latter has
been estimated by deriving an appropriate Boltzmann-Gibbs type expression accounting the process
microstates.
The presentation will conclude with a list of open problems and research directions to explore.
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Energy efficiency optimization in n-spot recovery processes based
on critical flow conditions and integration of flow-dependent rel-
ative permeability scaling functions.
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We show the potential applications of the recently furnished, universal, energy efficiency map for
two-phase flows in porous media and the associated locus of critical flow conditions 1, as an analysis
and design tool for processes of immiscible two-phase flow in porous media. In particular, we have
chosen a typical case in n-spot remediation campaigns as a paradigm, and selected the best flow
set-up aiming to achieve maximum energy efficiency in terms of the flow rate of the non-wetting
phase (NWP) per unit power spent in the pumps. In particular, we have considered the case of re-
covering the NWP from an initially uniformly polluted (saturated) formation implementing typical
n-spot arrangements 2.
At first, the best set-up for the central well, i.e. to operate as a source (injector) or as a sink (pro-
ducer), is deduced. That result came straightforward from an energy efficiency analysis, considering
the form of the two-dimensional locus of critical flow conditions over the process domain of the
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inherently independent variables of the process, namely the conventional capillary number of the
WP, Ca, and the NWP/WP flow rate ratio, r.
Then, by incorporating the universal, flow dependent relative permeability scaling functions, re-
cently revealed 3 from systematic, extended simulations 4 with the DeProF hybrid mechanistic-
stochastic model for two-phase flow in pore networks 5, into FEM flow integrators, we were able to
predict the flow field within the formation (streamlines and flow intensities for the NWP and WP)
for a variety of characteristic flow scenarios (operating the central well as a source or sink, different
ratios of flow intensities, etc.). The incorporation of closed-form analytical expressions for the rel-
ative permeability scaling functions (true-to-mechanism across the entire domain of the two-phase
flow regime) has substantially improved the performance of the FEM integrator when compared to
previous adaptations that implemented look-up tables for the relative permeability values.
The two-phase flow problem was treated as an equivalent one-phase (saturated) flow problem of a
virtual fluid having a local effective mobility equal to the sum of the local mobilities of NWP and
WP. The FEM algorithm solves the equivalent 1-ph (saturated) flow problem (potential) combining
Darcy’s law with the continuity equation and momentum equation, while considering dependence
of the local effective hydraulic conductivity on the local flow conditions. The local flow conditions
are described by the total flow rate intensity, i.e. the effective (equivalent one-phase) superficial
velocity, equal to the sum of the NWP and WP velocities. Now, for a local set of WNP and WP ve-
locities, the local values of Ca & r are readily computed and the local value of the effective mobility
is estimated as the sum of the local individual mobilities of NWP & WP. The mobilities (or, equiva-
lently, the relative permeabilities), and the reduced pressure gradient, are now provided analytically
by flow-dependent relative permeability scaling functions. Implementation of standard one-phase
Darcy velocity vs pressure gradient relation for the equivalent phase (a virtual mixture of NWP &
WP) delivers the new effective superficial velocity (of the equivalent one phase flow). This latter
velocity is decomposed into a set of local NWP & WP superficial velocities according to the value
of the local flow rate ratio. The procedure is integrated along the effective flow streamlines which
coincide with the actual 2-ph flow streamlines.
The integration scheme has been applied to a variety of injection/production patterns, solitary wells,
direct and staggered line drives, 5-, 7- and 9-spot well arrangements 2 and for different orientations,
including gravity effects. We present results for the predicted flow fields and corresponding global
energy efficiency values attained.
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Pore-scale visualization and quantification of saturated solute trans-
port using fast micro-computed tomography
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Understanding solute transport in porous media is key for various applications in engineered and
natural porous media, such as groundwater management and building stone performance. Pore
scale heterogeneity has a significant impact on spreading and mixing during solute transport, which
complicates upscaling (Dentz et al., 2011). Boon et al. (2017) indicate that three-dimensional ex-
perimental CT-data at the core scale can characterize the impact of rock heterogeneity on solute
spreading and mixing. Direct visualization and quantification of solute concentration fields at the
micron-scale has however remained difficult. In 2018, Van Offenwert et al. presented first results
on quantitative correctness of dynamic micro-CT experiments of solute transport in sintered glass.
A basic methodology to determine transport properties such as the dispersion coefficient was also
provided.
In this study, we extend this research by quantifying solute spreading patterns separately in the
pores of a sintered glass sample using dynamic laboratory based X-ray micro-CT (Dierick et al.,
2014). First, the sample was fully saturated with demineralized water and a high quality micro-CT
image was acquired prior to the experiment. Then the sample was injected with a tracer solution of
10 wt% CsCl at a flowrate of either 0.25 µl/s or 0.5 µl/s. The high quality pre-scan was segmented
and used to identify pores and pore throats in the sample, by applying a pore network extraction
algorithm (Raeini et al., 2017). The average grey value in each pore throughout the solute injection
experiment was then used to determine the local tracer concentration in each individual pore over
time. For every pore a breakthrough curve thus defines the evolution of the tracer concentration
versus time. Parameters describing these curves can be used to characterize the internal velocity
and dispersion of the solute in the pore space.
Sintered glass samples were used in our first experiments to minimize image artefacts. Similar ex-
periments were then also performed on more challenging rock samples with higher levels of het-
erogeneity. The results can be used to evaluate the influence of pore-scale heterogeneity on solute
transport and to validate pore-scale simulations.
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Liquefaction mitigation of Fraser River sand with Microbial In-
duced Desaturation and Precipitation (MIDP)
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1 Hohai University, Arizona State University
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A new alternative bio-mediated ground improvement known as microbial-induced desaturation and
precipitation (MIDP) can be used to stimulate the formation of nitrogen gas and precipitation of
calcium carbonate minerals in the soil. A framework on how to assess the potential of MIDP for
field applications is presented. Cone penetration tests were performed and samples were collected
near the embankment along the south arm of the Fraser River in Richmond, BC Canada. Results from
the cone penetration tests were used to assess the cyclic shear resistance. Consolidated undrained
triaxial tests were conducted reconstituted Fraser river sand to investigate the effect of MIDP on
liquefaction triggering. Results showed that biogenic gas desaturates the soil, dampens excess pore
pressures and influences the phase transformation stress. Stiffness can be improved by both the
gas production and calcium carbonate precipitation. Cyclic tests show that MIDP can significantly
improve the dynamic response of sand. The definition for the onset of liquefaction changes from
pores pressure ratio criteria to shear strain criteria at higher CSR values.
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Long-term deformation rate of sealed concrete samples as a vis-
cous response of the material to capillary forces
Abudushalamu Aili1 ; Matthieu Vandamme2 ; Jean-Michel Torrenti1 ; Benoit Masson3
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2 Ecole des Ponts ParisTech
3 EDF-DIN-SEPTEN
Corresponding Author(s): matthieu.vandamme@enpc.fr
Concrete and cement paste samples that are kept free from any mechanical loading and in sealed
conditions (i.e., exchange no moisture with their surroundings) deform over time. This deformation
is called autogenous shrinkage. Experiments show that, in the long term, autogenous shrinkage
evolves linearly with the logarithm of time. In this study, we aim at shedding some light on the
physical origin of this long-term logarithmic kinetics. More specifically, we aim at verifying, through
an exhaustive analysis of experiments from the literature, whether this kinetics can be explained by
a creep (i.e., a viscous deformation) of the solid skeleton under the action of capillary forces due to
self-desiccation –an idea first proposed by Hua et al. (Cem. Conc. Res., 1995)–.
Indeed, when a cement-based sample is kept in autogenous conditions, hydration consumes the pore
liquid, which leads to the partial desaturation of the pore space, to the creation of curved interfaces
(i.e., menisci) between the pore liquid and its vapor, and hence to a decrease of internal relative
humidity. Consequently, the pressure of the pore liquid becomes more and more negative (w.r.t.
the atmospheric pressure), which translates into a compressive stress applied to the solid skeleton.
Since the solid skeleton of cement-based materials is viscous, under the action of this stress induced
by capillary effects, one expects the sample to shrink over time. Here we aim at verifying whether
the long-term rate of autogenous shrinkage one would predict based on this physical explanation is
consistent with the long-term rate of autogenous shrinkage measured experimentally. To do so, we
perform an exhaustive analysis of autogenous shrinkage data from the literature.
In a first step, based on an estimation of the viscous properties of the various concrete and cement
paste samples whose autogenous shrinkage was measured, we calculate to what stress their solid
skeleton had to be submitted, in the long term, to explain the measured long-term rate of autogenous
shrinkage. Then, we calculate an estimate of the stress induced by capillary effects, as b* S_L * p_C,
where b is the Biot coefficient, S_L the liquid saturation, and p_C the capillary pressure. The various
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terms are calculated through a combined used of measured evolutions of internal relative humidity,
Power’s model, Kelvin’s law, and Eshelby-based homogenization tools. We estimate that this stress
can reach up to about 10 MPa in the materials with the lowest water-to-cement mass ratios. We
eventually find out that this stress induced by capillary effects compares well with the stress to
which the solid skeleton must be submitted in the long term to explain the measured long-term
rate of autogenous shrinkage. We conclude that considering that the long-term rate of autogenous
shrinkage is a viscous response of the sample to capillary forces induced by self-desiccation seems
to be a reasonable assumption.
Related reference:
Aili, A., Vandamme, M., Torrenti, J.-M., & Masson, B. (2018). Is long-term autogenous shrinkage
a creep phenomenon induced by capillary effects due to self-desiccation? Cement and Concrete
Research, 108, 186–200. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cemconres.2018.02.023
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Validation of functional-structural root system models using MRI-
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The root system is the plant’s organ that has the important function of taking up water and plant
nutrients from the soil. Root system functioning depends on its multiscale structure: the size and
structure of cells in the conductive tissues, the development and spatial organization of tissues, and
the network of root segments that make up the root system. Breeders select for these structural
properties of roots and root systems to develop crop varieties with high water and nutrient effi-
ciencies that give a high or stable yield under non-controllable adverse environmental conditions
(droughts, nutrient poor soils, soil salinity, …). But, a direct relation between the functioning of a
root system and its structure is not at hand. Functional-structural root system models that simulate
the relations between root architectural and hydraulic properties, and the spatio-temporal patterns
of water and solute fluxes in the root zone can therefore play an important role in this selection pro-
cess. However, it must be first demonstrated that these models accurately reproduce the processes
they intend to describe but this is a challenging task for two reasons. First, the root system is the
so-called ‘hidden halve’ of the plant so that its structure and the flow and transport processes in
the soil towards individual roots are hard to observe. Secondly, the properties that control water
flow in root segments and that are required as input parameters in structural-functional root models
vary with age and root order and quantitative information about these relations is scarce. In this
paper, we demonstrate how this deadlock could be broken by combining co-registered root structure
and tracer distributions obtained from magnetic resonance imaging, a functional-structural root sys-
tem model, and inverse modeling. The main features in the tracer patterns were well reproduced by
the model using root hydraulic parameters that were obtained using inverse modeling and that were
found to correspond with available information about these parameters in the literature. The simula-
tion results further demonstrated that water uptake location and intensity cannot be directly derived
from neither observations of tracer accumulation nor water depletion. This proves that functional-
structural root system model simulations, combined with observations, are required to translate the
observed variables (tracer accumulation and water depletion) into information about local processes
and root system properties.
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Carbonation is one of the degradation processes in concrete that destroys passivation layer around re-
inforcement bars, which then leads to corrosion of reinforced steel and to the end-of-life of concrete
structures. Moreover, cementitious materials always tend to cracking, which accelerates carbona-
tion, because fractures form a free flow path for gaseous water and CO2. However the link between
fracture properties and carbonation reaction remains undetermined yet. Carbonation reaction in
concrete involves dissolution of calciferous compounds, such as portlandite and CSH phases and
precipitation of calcium carbonate. Such dissolution-precipitation reactions alter pore and fracture
geometry at pore scale, and thus affect the reactive transport inside the porous medium. Change
of material geometry alters effective transport properties at higher scales. In order to correctly esti-
mate the change of transport properties during carbonation reaction, pore-scale modelling was used.
In this research work carbonation on rough fracture surface has been modelled at pore-scale. The
numerical model is based on lattice Boltzmann method and combines diffusive transport of reactive
species, mineral dissolution-precipitation reactions of cement phases and geometry update. Fracture
surface and capillary pores build the material geometry, while small pores are not resolved explicitly
and only mineral mass and volume are tracked. Reactive transport was coupled with the geochemi-
cal solver PHREEQC and pore size controlled solubility was incorporated, which allowed transport
through a calcite layer and precipitation in larger pores instead. The results intend to serve as in-
put for further continuum-scale model and provide better understanding of carbonation reaction in
fractured cement pastes.
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A Multi-instrument Approach to the Characterisation of Irradi-
ated and Virgin Nuclear Graphite
Ben Veater1 ; Giuliano Maurizio Laudone1 ; Katie Louise Jones1 ; Natasha Stephen1
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Graphite is used in a number of reactor designs as an essential component. It serves two purposes,
as a moderator and as a structural component of the reactor core. Under temperature and irradia-
tion, graphite is subjected to a number of physical and chemical processes which compromise the
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integrity of the material over time. This is a cause for concern in the industry, especially as the fleet
of reactors in the UK reaches and surpasses its predicted operating life-time.
Radiolytic oxidation is a process in which graphite subjected to irradiation in the presence of carbon
dioxide coolant, is oxidised. This results in weight-loss and reduction in density. The mechanism
for this process is unknown, but its effects are well documented. High energy collisions dislocate
carbon atoms, relocating them to neighbouring, energetically favourable positions. The net result of
this process is an expansion in the material along the C axis (perpendicular to the graphite lattice)
and shrinkage along the A axis (parallel to the graphite lattice). This irradiation-induced dimensional
change causes a challenge due to graphites structural role in the nuclear reactors core.
As a result, research has been commissioned to investigate this material in a variety of novel ap-
proaches. Historically, studies focused on individual techniques, which concentrated on limited
scales (micro / meso / macro). This research is unique in that it attempts to span all scales using
a multi-instrument method. Previous research by the EFMG group using pycnometry, mercury
porosimetry and gas sorption, has shown this is a viable approach. This project continues to build
upon the work done prior, adding to it multi-scale image analysis using state of the art FIB-SEM and
high resolution X-ray CT scanning instrumentation. Instrumental data was used in conjunction with
in house proprietary software PoreXpert to model a variety of phenomena including permeability,
tortuosity and diffusion. This data will be compared to models using the tomography meshes and a
physics modelling suit such as OpenFoam.
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Effects of spatial heterogeneity on flow and transport in variably
saturated porous media
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The description of the flow field in unsaturated porous media is essential to understand subsurface
solute transport and reactive phenomena. Heterogeneity and connectivity of the medium lead to a
distinct spatial distribution of the fluid flow velocities. This distribution dictates the development
of preferential pathways and, hence, controls both the spatial distribution of chemicals and their
residence time. 2D images of phase distributions (water and air) from steady-state millifluidic exper-
iments, in combination with computational fluid dynamics, were used to study the impact of phase
saturation on the velocity field and the particle transport through the porous medium. We found
that the velocity distribution falls off exponentially at high velocities independent of phase satura-
tion, showing an increasing characteristic velocity as saturation decreases. However, low velocities
in the distribution drop-off algebraically following a similar power-law behavior independent of
saturation. The observed longitudinal spreading of particles, which turns non-Fickian as soon as
the medium is slightly desaturated, is theoretically explained from the velocity distribution in the
stagnation zones.
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Effect of surfactants on film formation in inkjet printing on dense
and porous media
Gianmarco Venditti1 ; Myroslava HanyakNone ; Anton Darhuber1
1 TU/e
Corresponding Author(s): g.venditti@tue.nl
Inkjet printing is one of the most flexible techniques for printing and for contactless deposition of
fluids on various substrates in general. Patterns are obtained by depositing a multitude of closely
spaced droplets that coalescence and form a continuous film. Ripples and undulations are present
initially, which will disappear if the ink has enough time to ‘settle’ before solvent evaporation or
solidification. We show that in the case of water-based inks, the presence of surfactants tends to
slow down this levelling process significantly. We studied the impact of surface-active solutes on
the levelling of ink ripples on porous and non-porous substrates. We present a theoretical model as
well as numerical simulations that yield an estimate of the retardation of up to a factor of 8.
Figure 11: enter image description here
Figure 12: Non-dimensional levelling time as a function of non-dimensional surfactant concen-
tration.
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Figure 13: Typical ink thickness profile of N = 9 overlapping inkjet-deposited lines. The black
solid line represents the initial distribution immediately after deposition. The dashed and dotted
lines represent the height profile after leveling (t tlev) and after capillary redistribution (t tred),
respectively.
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Multiscale dentinal porous medium modeling using image restora-
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Elsa Vennat1 ; Denis Aubry2
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Restoring teeth is part of dental practitioner daily practice. The longevity of the restorations is
impacted by the mechanical and physical environment of the tooth. However, how the loads are
macroscopically distributed in the tooth is not well known and restorations are still not durable
enough. Our final aim is to investigate the stress distribution taking account the microscopical scale
knowledge (microstructure and local mechanical properties).
In this study, we focus on the main tissue of the tooth, the dentin which is a hierarchical porous media
(Vennat et al., 2009). At the tissue scale, it is made of three main structures: the tubules (micrometric
cylindrical holes filled with physiological fluids), the peritubular collar (a micrometric highly miner-
alized cuff surrounding the tubules) and intertubular dentin. At a lower scale, intertubular dentine
is itself a composite made of collagen fibers and hydroxyapatite crystals with characteristics length
of tenth of nanometers order of magnitude.
The mechanical properties of the dentinal tissue depend on the structure of its porosity and het-
erogeneity surrounding the tubules (Vennat et al., 2017). But image acquisition only provides a
partial/localized view of the microstructure.
Here, it is proposed to build an extension to these known areas using an image restoration technique
such as inpainting with texture (Schönlieb, 2015). Then it will possible to affect local mechanical
properties to the microstructure features and study the tissue global mechanical behavior.
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Application of Micellar Flooding for Soil Remediation at a DNAPL
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Enjelia Veony1 ; Konstantinos Kostarelos1 ; Pushpesh Sharma1
1 University of Houston
Corresponding Author(s): eveony@uh.edu, kkostare@central.uh.edu
Chlorinated hydrocarbons are the most common contaminants in the USA. Perchloroethylene (PCE),
a dense non–aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL), is used in abundance as a solvent in dry cleaning in-
dustry and is also used as a degreaser. Soil contamination by PCE can take place due to leak in
PCE storage facilities and by improper disposal. Recovery of leaked DNAPLs is problematic due to
capillary trapping phenomena resulting from high interfacial tension (IFT) between the DNAPL and
aqueous phases rendering the DNAPL immobile; thus, the only effective means of recovery relies
on dissolution of the DNAPL into the groundwater that is pumped and treated above ground (P&T).
To date, the only surfactant based method used full–scale is known as Surfactant–Enhanced Aquifer
Remediation (SEAR) focuses solely on increasing the apparent solubility of DNAPL into the aqueous
phase and shorten the time needed to recover the DNAPL. However, surfactants can also be used to
decrease the IFT between the aqueous and non–aqueous phases. Micellar flooding relies on mobi-
lizing trapped DNAPL by reducing the IFT. This approach can shorten the DNAPL time further by
eliminating capillary trapping thereby mobilizing the DNAPL. The work presented in this paper will
describe the screening and phase behavior studies conducted to identify suitable surfactant formu-
lation. The selected formulation achieved a solubilization parameter (SP) of 7.8 at a salinity of 4,650
mg/L NaCl. A 1–D flow experiment was performed to evaluate the performance of the selected sur-
factant formulation in dynamic conditions. The column experiment resulted in mobilizing trapped
PCE in sand, recovering 79% of the residual PCE as mobilized DNAPL bank. Additional 20.5% PCE
was recovered as solubilized in the microemulsion. In total 99.5% of the residual PCE was recovered
by micellar flooding process. Furthermore, no gel was observed.
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Elucidating the effects of tapered flow channels on the perfor-
mance of vanadium redox flow batteries
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The recent growth of intermittent renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar, requires a si-
multaneous growth of grid-scale energy storage facilities to provide energy resilience and reliability.
Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are electrochemical devices that stand out as potential candidates for the
storage of large amounts of energy in an economical and flexible way due to their ability to decouple
power and energy capacity. However, one of the main drawbacks that hinders the widespread com-
mercialization of RFBs is their relatively low power density, which results in large stack size and high
system cost. In recent years, the optimization of engineering aspects, such as electrode materials and
cell architectures, has become a key element on the roadmap towards high-performance and cost-
effective RFBs. In particular, flow fields are responsible for the transport of active species to/from
the electrochemically active area of the electrode (i.e., the surface area of the fibers) and, therefore,
their design significantly affects the overall power output and efficiency of the system.
In this work, the effects of interdigitated channel tapering on the performance of sulfuric acid-based
vanadium RFBs are examined experimentally, numerically and theoretically. Critical performance
metrics, such as peak power density, limiting current density, round-trip efficiencies and pressure
drop are obtained experimentally using flow cells with the tapered flow fields and compared to the
ones obtained with the conventional (i.e., non-tapered) flow fields. The results are further examined
by means of a macroscopic multiphysics model. According to the dilute solution theory, the trans-
port of charged species in the electrodes (V2+, V3+, VO2+, VO2+, H+, HSO4-, SO42-) is described
by the Nernst-Planck equation, where the convection term is determined through the Navier-Stokes
equations (including Darcy’s viscous resistance). Besides, the volumetric consumption/production
rate of species due to the electrochemical reactions is modeled by Butler-Volmer equations, and the
dissociation of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) into bisulfate (HSO4-) and sulfate (SO42-) ions and protons (H+)
is modeled by a dissociation source term. The electronic (solid) and ionic (liquid) potentials are ob-
tained from the conservation of charge, where the effective ionic conductivity of the electrolyte is a
function of species concentration. A simplified model is adopted for the membrane and its interfaces,
considering that the fully-saturated membrane is impermeable to all species except protons, and that
the proton concentration and ionic potential are continuous across the membrane-electrolyte inter-
face. Under these hypotheses, the ionic potential in the membrane is determined from the charge
conservation equation (i.e., the ionic current due to proton transport) with an effective ionic conduc-
tivity that depends on the proton concentration. The latter is assumed equal to the concentration of
fixed sulfonic acid groups in the membrane, as given by the electro-neutrality condition.
Preliminary results show that the use of novel flow-field designs can be an effective way to develop
RFBs with superior performance, while maintaining pumping losses in acceptable levels.
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With the advent of graphene material, membranes based on single-layer nanoporous solids appear as
promising devices for fluid separation, be it liquid or gaseous mixtures. The design of such architec-
tured porous materials would greatly benefit from accurate models that can predict their transport
and separation properties. More specifically, there is no universal understanding of how parame-
ters such as temperature, fluid loading conditions or the ratio of the pore size to the fluid molecular
diameter influence the permeation process. In this study, we address the problem of supercritical flu-
ids diffusing through both simplified models of single-layer porous materials 1 and realistic porous
graphene molecular structures.
We performed extensive Equilibrium (EMD) [1,2] and Non Equilibrium (NEMD) 3 simulations to
document the physical mechanisms involved at the molecular scale. We propose a general consti-
tutive equation for the diffusional transport coefficient derived from classical statistical mechanics
and kinetic theory, which can be further simplified in the ideal gas limit. This transport coefficient
relates the molecular flux to the fluid density jump across the single-layer membrane. It is found
to be proportional to the accessible surface porosity of the single-layer porous solid and to a ther-
modynamic factor accounting for the inhomogeneity of the fluid close to the pore entrance. Both
quantities directly depend on the Potential of Mean Force that results from molecular interactions
between solid and fluid atoms.
Comparisons with EMD simulations performed on simplified models show that the kinetic model
captures how narrowing the pore size below the fluid molecular diameter lowers dramatically the
value of the transport coefficient 1. We also demonstrate that our general constitutive equation
allows for a consistent interpretation of the intricate effects of temperature and fluid loading condi-
tions on the permeation process. Furthermore, we performed NEMD simulations to investigate the
range of applicability of our theoretical model in the case of pressure gradient driven flows 3. We
show that discrepancies should be expected as the pore size increases, as purely non-equilibrium
effects come into play.
Recently, we have extended this work to realistic models of single-layer nanoporous graphene mem-
branes 4. We will report our latest results and show how our theoretical approach pertains to the
case of gas separation (methane, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, etc) by porous graphenes.
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Currently, the integration of large datasets and powerful computational capabilities has resulted in
widespread use of machine learning (ML) in science, technology, and industry. Most of the recent
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ML developments focus on supervised methods which require huge training tests. However, these
supervised ML methods are not highly applicable to science-driven applications where typically
available datasets for ML training are very limited. The supervised ML methods are also impacted
by adversarial problems which can cause inaccurate ML predictions when a random noise is present
in the training data which also a major limitation of science applications. In contrast, unsupervised
ML methods allow for unbiased extraction of hidden (latent) features that characterize key spatial
and temporal processes present in the analyzed datasets. In this way, the unsupervised ML methods
are relevant problems in the general area of data exploratorily, data analytics, and model diagnos-
tics. The unsupervised ML methods can be also applied for detection of disruptions and anomalies,
and discovery of unknown dependencies and phenomena represented in the datasets. The unsuper-
vised ML methods are also powerful tools for development of physics and reduced-order models
representing data and model outputs.
Recently, we have developed a series of novel unsupervised machine learning (ML) methods based on
matrix and tensor factorizations coupled with custom k-means clustering and sparcity constraints,
called NMFk and NTFk. Our novel unsupervised ML techniques are powerful tools for objective,
unbiased, data analyses to extract essential hidden (latent) features in data and model outputs. Our
methodology is capable of identifying the unknown number of features charactering the analyzed
datasets, as well as the spatial footprints and temporal signatures of the features in the explored data
domain.
Here, we present (1) detailed discussion of the developed NMFk/NTFk methodology, (2) extensive
testing and verification of the novel methods and developed computational tools, (3) a series of
real-world applications of the NMFk and NTFk methods. The applications include diverse sets of
problems including multi-phase flow, fluid and geothermal extraction, material characterization,
polymer phase transitions, groundwater contamination transport, and fast irreversible bimolecu-
lar reactions. NMFk and NTFk are capable to process large datasets (GB/TB’s) utilizing advanced
computational frameworks such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, and MXNet to efficiently utilize GPU and
TPU hardware.
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We studied water transport in mesoporous silicon layers (pore size ∼ 3 nm in diameter) in three
different situations: spontaneous imbibition triggered by capillary condensation 1, steady-state per-
vaporation where liquid is fed on one side of the medium and evaporated at the other end 2, and
drying in air and vacuum [unpublished].
Both imbibition and pervaporation display a coherent set of results, with different regimes as a func-
tion of vapor pressure (relative humidity) allowing an independent measure of both the permeability
and the intinsic capillary pressure of these nanoporous layers. Both values are consistent with 3 nm
pores with values in the 10− 20 m2 and –100 MPa range, respectively.
Drying, on the other hand, is much faster than expected from a receding liquid front limited by
Knudsen diffusion in the nanopores, which suggests the potential importance of surface flows or
other mechanisms. Even more surprisingly, the drying front progresses linearly in time even in
vacuum, which is difficult to account for with simple drying models that I will discuss.
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Multi-phase flow and particle transport in fractured systems are critical processes to characterize
and optimize for efficient extraction of subsurface resources. Multi-phase flow in fracture networks
is critical in evaluating sweep efficiency for hydrocarbon recovery and is a current topic of interest
since alternate fracturing fluids to water are being considered such as nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
For many subsurface energy applications, particles called proppants are introduced into the flow to
prop open fractures and play a critical role in optimizing hydrocarbon or heat extraction in hydraulic
fracturing and geothermal operations. Proppant effectiveness and fate is not well known since oper-
ations typically take place kilometers underground making in situ proppant transport measurements
infeasible. We use microfluidic experiments and Lattice Boltzmann simulations to 1) explore sweep
efficiency of oil using nitrogen and water at high T,P in 2D fracture networks and 2) characterize
proppant transport in 3D fracture networks.
We conduct direct visualization experiments with a microfluidic system to reveal the mechanisms
and to quantify the recovery rates of oil from fracture networks. We compare the effectiveness of
water, nitrogen and supercritical carbon dioxide at reservoir conditions in a process mimicking the
huff-and-puff method in both dead-end and connected fracture systems. Injection of supercritical
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supercritical carbon dioxide results in the highest recovery rate with an average end-point recovery
of about 90% in the connected fracture network and 60% in the dead-end fracture network. N2 has
lower solubility in oil and hence showed a lower recovery rate of 40% in the connected fracture net-
work and 25% in the dead-end fracture network. Injection of water had no effect on oil mobilization
since water is insoluble, immiscible and incompressible. The main mechanism of enhanced recovery
is gas exsolution from the liquid phase as pressure was decreased below the bubble point pressure.
Because the gas is distributed throughout the oil phase, bubble nucleation, growth, coalescence, and
elongation occurred throughout the fracture network.
In addition to 2D microfluidics experiments at high P,T, we conduct 3D microfluidics experiments to
characterize proppant transport under ambient conditions. Fluid flow and particle transport through
porous media is inherently a three-dimensional problem but experiments have been hindered by the
challenge of tracking particles in three dimensions. High fidelity simulations have been hindered
both by the lack of experimental validation and the high computational cost of three-dimensional
simulations with the proper flow physics. We are integrating 3D fluid flow simulation with three-
dimensional experimental particle tracking methods to characterize complex fluid and particle trans-
port in synthetic fractured media with the aim to optimize proppant dispersal within a fracture
network. High resolution, three-dimensional particle tracking experiments integrated with three-
dimensional particle flow simulations aim to move beyond the two-dimensional microfluidic and
lattice Boltzmann studies. We present our first attempts at tracking particles through synthetic frac-
ture networks and Lattice Boltzmann simulations of these experiments to illuminate 3D processes
that were not captured in our previous 2D simulations and models.
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Fracture networks often dominate fluid flow through subsurface reservoirs (e.g., geothermal energy
applications, unconventional oil and gas recovery, radioactive waste disposal, and CO2 sequestra-
tion). This is due to the significantly higher permeabilities of fractures, vs the surrounding rock ma-
trix. To understand and quantify flow structures in the subsurface, it is therefore important to asses
fracture network geometry and the influence of its hydraulic properties. Gaining specific knowledge
of fracture network properties is difficult, however, since monitoring hydraulic properties at great
depth is both difficult and associated with uncertainties.
We therefore present two methods to rapidly compute fluid flow rates in discrete fracture networks.
Both methods rely on algorithms for combinatorial optimization in graph networks and are called
the Hanan Shortest Path Maxflow (HSPM) and the Intersection Shortest Path Maxflow (ISPM).
Both methods translate discrete fracture network geometries and properties to an abstract graph
network. Next, an adapted max flow algorithm is used to estimate the overall fluid flow rate through
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the fracture network and individual fractures. This is achieved with a shortest path decomposition
of the max flow algorithm’s flow assignment.
We compare HSPM and ISPM flow calculations to benchmarks of explicit numerical results for
individual fracture network test cases and stochastic realizations. Results of the computed flow
rates by the HSPM and ISPM show high accuracy, while not requiring long run times or mesh-
generation.
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Immersed boundary methods provide an efficient way to simulate fluid structure interaction. No
remeshing of the fluid domain is required in case of solid displacements and no a-priori knowledge
of the solid fluid boundary is necessary, thus immensely simplifying the set up of HM simulations
with complex surface geometries. Fluid and solid processes are simulated on different domains.
The domains are superimposed in such a way, that the solid is immersed into the fluid. They have
non-matching meshes and are coupled using L2-projections, which transfer the physical properties
between the meshes.
We show with geometries sampled from granitic rock specimens how immersed boundary methods
can replicate the change of fluid flow patterns of a fracture under increasing normal pressure and
how increased fluid pressure leads to solid displacements in the rock.
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Multi-phase flow and reactive transport processes in porous media are of importance in many engi-
neering applications. We are interested in the situation when evolving interfaces are encountered
on the pore scale. This is the case for interfaces separating two immiscible fluids, or when the pore
geometry is changing in time due to processes like dissolution or deposition.
Instead of a standard sharp-interface approach we focus on phase field models to describe these in-
terfaces: Additional phase field variables are introduced as a smooth approximation to the indicator
for each of the phases. The Cahn–Hilliard equation determining the evolution of these phase field
variables is then coupled with the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations.
We discuss the construction of a phase field model for three phases (fluid-fluid-solid). An important
criterion is thermodynamical consistency, i.e. obeying the second law of thermodynamics. For jus-
tification of the model the sharp interface limit is identified through asymptotic analysis.
An advantage of the phase field ansatz is that homogenization techniques are easier to apply. We
conclude with the upscaling of a fluid-solid phase field model as well as some remarks on the nu-
merical implementation.
Parts of this work have been done in cooperation with Carina Bringedal, Sorin Pop, and Christian
Rohde.
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Vacuum freeze drying is a process that is applied if products with high sensitivity to water activity
and temperature shall be dried very gently. Examples are pharmaceutical or food products. As
this process is carried out at temperatures and pressures below the triple point of water, capillary
forces that would lead to the shrinkage of product or degradation of the biological components
are excluded. However, to decrease drying time and to increase the throughput of dryers, drying
temperature is usually set close to its maximum. This procedure indeed demands a careful control
of process conditions if product collapse and degradation shall be avoided. For this reason, current
research focusses on the development of predictive models that help to estimate optimum drying
conditions at maximum process efficiency.
The lyomicroscope is an experimental tool that is often applied to study drying of frozen solutions.
It provides a vacuum chamber cooled by liquid nitrogen and de-pressurized by a rotary vane pump.
The frozen solutions are confined in the chamber between the transparent glass surface plate (in front
of the microscopy lenses) and the heating shelf at the bottom [1,2]. The investigated area typically
has the form of a cylindrical disk with diameter d = 3 mm and a height of only several 100 microns.
The frozen disks are essentially porous structures formed by the solid skeleton of the amorphous
solute and pores saturated with frozen water 3. So far, drying of these disks is principally described
with macroscopic approaches, such as v(m/s) = k(P’-P)/s (with drying front velocity v, thickness of
the dry solid s, saturation vapor pressure P’ at the sublimation front and lyomicroscope chamber
pressure P), with the aim to identify the transport coefficient k of the porous dry zone and to study
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collapse phenomena. The macroscopic approaches, however, strongly simplify the situation because
size of the ice crystals is basically distributed with a standard deviation depending on the freezing
conditions (in 4 the pore sizes evolving from the sublimation of ice crystals varied roughly between
6 µm and 28 µm to 48 µm). The pore size distribution of the dry solid though strongly affects the
vapor transport through this zone as it essentially occurs in the transient regime between Knudsen
diffusion and viscous flow 5. If additionally temperature varies only slightly with depth, the vapor
transport and thus drying might be accelerated at the bottom side of the frozen disk, i.e. where the
latent heat for sublimation is provided, due to the higher vapor transfer rates. This implies that the
velocity of the sublimation front v varies with depth. Obviously, the continuum approach appears
to be not appropriate to study lyophilization, even in such a simple situation as the thin frozen
disk in the lyomicroscope. We therefore propose a pore network model of lyophilization. In a first
step, we will show, based on the assumption of quasi-steady heat transfer and vapor flow in the
transient regime, that the local sublimation front velocity depends on the pore size distribution and
temperature.
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In drying of porous media (such as soils, building walls, clay, wood, foods, pharmaceuticals etc.)
a partially saturated zone temporally evolves, in which the liquid phase (to be removed from the
medium) is fragmented by gas capillary fingers penetrating this zone.
The mass transfer through the partially saturated zone can be separated into three different transport
mechanisms: i) the transport of liquid through liquid clusters spanning the partially saturated zone,
ii) the transport of liquid through liquid films spanning this zone and iii) vapor diffusion, the latter
being important only in the presence of thermal gradients 1. In previous analyses, e.g. [2-3], the
liquid films were essentially modelled as a system of continuous corner films, also referred to as thick
or capillary films, wetting the crevices and corners of the void space. These films can be distinguished
from the very thin films driven by the disjoining pressure. The latter have no impact on the drying
rate and are neglected. However, contrary to model systems such as straight channels, e.g. [4-5], it
is not obvious that corner films can really form a system of continuous films in a porous medium.
Actually, another type of secondary capillary structures, referred to as discrete secondary capillary
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structures (DSCS), can form. Liquid bridges at contact points between particles, [6], or liquid rings
around pillars in model systems, [7], are two examples. Although liquid bridges can form long
chains in certain geometries, e.g. [8], the liquid rings and bridges are most often considered as
discrete objects in the analysis of the drying process. A key question is the hydraulic connectivity
of the DSCS. As shown in [7], rings are only present in the partially saturated zone, given hydraulic
connectivity by liquid bridges. In the dry zone, however, where hydraulic connectivity is absent, the
DSCS dry out. This is in contrast with the continuous corner film model, e.g. [2-3], which predicts
that the continuous film region can also develop into a predominantly gas occupied zone upstream
of the invasion front. In brief, the continuous corner film model leads to consistent results with
the experiments as regards the drying kinetics but does not truly correspond to the DSCS generally
expected in the pore space.
To overcome this contradiction, we study drying of pore networks with liquid films of different
morphologies under quasi-isothermal conditions in 2 and 3 dimensions using the different concepts
from the literature as well as the novel concept of virtual pore network models representing the films
as a sub-network. The simulation results are compared to the results of microfluidic experiments
with 2D pore networks. We demonstrate that the liquid permeability through the partially saturated
zone is significantly increased in presence of the liquid films if they can form an interconnected liquid
region spanning the two-phase zone between the invasion and the evaporation fronts.
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The performance of an electrolyser drastically decreases at high current densities mainly because of
kinetic losses associated with the mass transfer resistances through the GDL 1. To overcome these
limitations the GDL should conceptually be designed so as to allow maximum supply of the electrode
with water (educt) and simultaneous removal of oxygen (product), flowing countercurrently through
the GDL. This requires a deep understanding of the pore scale distribution of gas and liquid phase at
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certain operating conditions. To achieve this, pore scale study of mass transfer through the porous
medium based on pore network models and microfluidic experiments can be helpful 2. From previous
studies it is known that the gas-liquid distribution can be controlled by the pore size distribution and
the geometrical arrangement of larger and smaller pores, temperature gradients and wettability, e.g.
in drying 3, drainage [4,5] or imbibition [5,6]. The aim is thus to show the impact of these parameters
on the steady state water saturation of the GDL for different operation conditions. For this purpose,
we apply pore network modeling with drainage and imbibition concepts. As the GDL is a thin porous
medium, with only a few pore rows over the thickness of the GDL, the size of the pore network can
be adjusted to the size of the GDL. This allows us to simulate the through plane mass transfer and
to identify the steady state liquid saturation for different properties of the GDL.
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The production of geothermal energy is a renewable low-carbon energy source for heating and elec-
tricity production widely available around the world. In low-enthalpy conduction-dominated set-
tings, geothermal operations typically use doublets where the water extracted from the production
well is re-injected back into the reservoir at an injection well to maintain reservoir pressure. With
time, the cooled water reaches the production well, and due to the resulting temperature drop, the
doublet will eventually be abandoned. The uncertainty in the timing of the cold-water breakthrough
complicates the estimation of the system lifetime and thereby its profitability.
The reduction in the economic risk of geothermal projects directly depends on computer-assisted
simulations. Studies performed in the hydrocarbon industry indicate a large potential for an en-
hanced economic output of projects by application of uncertainty reduction and dynamic optimiza-
tion methods. These improvements are strongly required for geothermal energy to become more
affordable and feasible for industrial developments.
In this presentation, I will demonstrate how uncertainty quantification and risk analysis can be ad-
dressed in practical simulation studies for geothermal operations. These studies generally can help in
further improving the economic output of projects and the wider deployment of geothermal energy.
A sensitivity analysis with ranking effects influencing the thermal breakthrough in low-enthalpy
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geothermal projects will be presented. In addition, the application of in-depth water diversion tech-
nologies will be suggested for an extension of geothermal doublet lifetime.
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Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are promising rechargeable electrochemical devices for grid-scale en-
ergy storage, but further cost reductions are needed for ubiquitous adoption of this technology.
Research efforts have primarily focused on molecular discovery, there has been significantly less
attention paid to the development of other critical system components. Of particular importance
are the porous electrodes used in the electrochemical stack. Today’s electrodes largely draw from
the fuel cell material set, but, within a RFB, the porous electrode must perform a number of different
roles including providing active surfaces for electrochemical reactions, facilitating uniform liquid
electrolyte distribution, and supporting low pressure drops. Thus, before advanced electrodes can
be developed for RFB applications, performance-limiting factors for the present materials set must
be quantified. However, unambiguous analysis is challenging in an operating RFB due to the com-
plex coupling of transport and reactions which varies as a function of state of charge during cell
cycling. Deconvoluting the role of electrode properties on flow battery performance requires the
development of diagnostic techniques that enable electrode characterization under well-controlled
but application-relevant conditions.
To this end, we systematically compare the operando performance of RFBs containing selected car-
bon paper, felt, and cloth electrodes using the single-electrolyte cell configuration 1 and a model
organic redox couple (TEMPO/TEMPO+) 2. Using polarization and electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy, we quantify the impact of electrode microstructure on battery performance. We find that,
depending on the electrode choice and flow conditions, current densities as high as 450 mA cm-2
can be achieved at an overpotential of 0.3 V with a cell area specific resistance as low as 0.7 Ω cm2.
This result suggests that, through appropriate cell engineering and materials selection, high power
performance may be realized in nonaqueous flow batteries. Finally, building on this acquired knowl-
edge, I will discuss our recent efforts in the bottom-up fabrication of hierarchically-organized porous
electrodes.
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Pore structures are complex but fundamental to fluid flow and developing a better understanding
of single and multi-phase flow largely relies on quantifying the pore structure. We introduce a
new pore structure quantification method which employs 2D scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images with higher resolutions. SEM provides a larger scales of pore sizes ranging from nano size to
centimetre and the complex pore structures can be captured as well. The method discretizes the pore
space into a set of connected pore elements which capture the pore geometry and topology.
This new quantification method combines the advantages of the maximal ball and medial axis meth-
ods and overcomes their problems. By employing the maximal ball concept, pore bodies are defined
sufficiently to coincide with the geometrical pores. The method also uses the medial axis transfor-
mation to preserve the topology of the pore structure. The method discretizes the pore space into
a set of connected pore elements which capture the pore geometry and topology. The distinction
between pore bodies and pore throats is discussed and an alternative methodology proposed where
we discard the difference and treat them altogether as pore elements. These pore elements can also
be used to construct a bond and node network, however, we suggest that the distinction between
pore bodies (network nodes) and pore throats (network bonds) should be discarded in favour of
connected pore elements.
To demonstrate the value and functionality of the pore structure quantification method, it is applied
to a set of 2D SEM images of a heterogeneous sandstone. The relationship between pore structures
quantified by the new method and fluid flow properties is discussed. The results show fluid transport
properties are highly related to the geometrical and topological properties of pore structures. And
the pore networks constructed by the new quantification method can predict reasonable agreement
of absolute permeability with the Lattice Boltzmann method. Overall, complex pore structures can
be quantified completely by implementing the new quantification method.
In future work, we plan to extend the method to 3D and apply it to X-ray micro-CT volumes. We
also propose to investigate the relationship between 2D and 3D topological properties and perform
simulations to validate the treatment of the pore space as a single set of pore elements rather than
introducing a distinction between pore bodies and pore throats.
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Experiments are performed to study the closed-loop effect of gas hydrate formation and decompo-
sition on the flow properties of a fine-grained quartz sand specimen. The high resolution X-ray
CT images of the test specimen at different experimental stages are acquired. In order to elucidate
the changes in pore structure of the test specimen, topologically representative pore networks are
established. The evolution of the flow properties during gas hydrate formation and decomposition
is further evaluated. The results show that, gas hydrates occupancy in pore space exhibit differ-
ent modes; they grow mainly as the grain-cementing mode except some intermediate stages, where
pore-filling or load-bearing hydrates are observed. It is also found that the formation and decom-
position of gas hydrates can cause the pore structure and flow properties changed. Increase of gas
hydrate saturation results in a sharp decline in water relative permeability, larger irreducible water
saturation and smaller gas-water percolation zone, while gas relative permeability does not exhibit
obvious changing law. The decomposition of gas hydrates will exert a greater influence on the flow
properties described above than gas hydrate formation does. The increase in frequency percentage
of 10~20μm pores within the fine-grained test specimen after experiments might be caused by gas
hydrate decomposition induced damage of pore structure.
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The application of multi-fractured horizontal well has made great progress in the development of
tight oil reservoirs. However, the oil production will decrease rapidly and the estimated ultimate
recovery is still low in the tight reservoir with low pressure in china when the well is on production
using depletion. To improve this situation, the advance gas injection (AGI), which is a process of gas
injection and soak before production, is evaluated to analysis the effect and mechanism.
The simulation model is built to describe exactly the flow behavior of oil swelling and viscosity reduc-
tion after crude oil dissolved CO2 in the tight matrix. Oil viscosity can be decreased after advance
gas injection and soak, oil relative permeability increased by calculating in the simulation model.
The soak time and injection rate are optimized by a series of comparison and sensitive analysis. AGI
can enhance the pressure of wellbore and fracture connecting with wellbore by gas injection, which
can decrease the effectiveness of stress sensibility and extent the stable production period. Oil re-
covery can be enhanced 10% by the comparison between depletion and depletion after AGI. And oil
recovery can be enhanced 5% by the comparison between huff-n-puff and huff-n-puff after AGI.
The approach of AGI can be regard as an effective EOR measure because it can enhance pressure
near the wellbore, and decrease the oil viscosity and replace the oil in the matrix.
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Analysis of Dynamic Structure Characteristics of Foam Fluid Trans-
port in Porous Media Based on Fractal Theory
Author(s): Fei Wang1
Co-author(s): Dongxing Du 1 ; Xu Dong 1
1 Qingdao University of Science and Technology
Corresponding Author(s): wangfeiupc@163.com
The evaluation and simulation of foam fluid are still mattering of significant debate despite the large
number of available studies due to the excellent properties of foam and its successful applications,
especially in oil and gas field development which include enhanced oil recovery, matrix acidizing, gas
breakthrough control, plugging removal, etc. The control of gas mobility and the liquid production
profile show the great potential of foam as an intelligent fluid. The properties of foam fluid are
substantially determined by its dynamic structure in porous media; however only a few studies that
investigate and perform measurements related to such structure have been reported. In this research,
a new method based on fractal theory is proposed for evaluation of aqueous foam in porous media.
As a first step, we attempt to carry out a quantitative investigation of foam structure in porous
media based on fractal theory directly without bothering to consider the changing of gas and liquid
or lamella and the fractal characteristics of foam in porous media are confirmed by image processing
and calculations. Accordingly, the foam dynamic structure is quantitatively studied by defining and
calculating the foam fractal dimension. Secondly, a concise relation is established between the foam
fractal dimension and time. Finally, a sensitivity analysis is carried out by discussing three major
factors affecting foam structure in porous media and bubble size was also analyzed. The results show
that:(1) Foam fluids have fractal characteristics in porous media, exhibiting a box-counting fractal
dimension between 1 and 2 based on 2-dimensional images.(2) The fractal dimension of aqueous
foam is nearly time-independent during displacement.(3) Three factors affecting the foam structure,
namely temperature, concentration and pore structure were separately analyzed. The trend in fractal
dimension was still constant with the changing of time, but the value was different at different
conditions.(4) Analyses of bubble size illustrated that a smaller foam fractal dimension indicates a
more uniform distribution of bubbles throughout the foam.
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Experimental Study on the Variation of Micro structure of Coal
under surfactant
Author(s): Laigui WANGNone
Co-author(s): Wenbo An
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Abstract: Coal is a low permeability solid medium with pores and fracture structures. In this pa-
per, the surfactants were used to modify the coal to improve the coal permeability, porosity and
gas extraction efficiency. The change of physical and mechanical properties of coal after modified
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by surfactants were analyzed via the combination of macroscopic methods (contact angle, mercury
injection, permeability and uniaxial compression) and microscopic methods (X-ray diffraction, scan-
ning electron microscope, fourier transform infrared spectrum). The micro modification mechanism
of coal was revealed via the calculating method of quantum chemistry. The results showed the
following facts, (1). The best modification condition were 0.5 wt.% of SDS solution mass concentra-
tion, 48 hours of modification time, and 40 ℃ of modification temperature by contact angle test, and
the effect of SDS solution on coal modification was better than that of CTAB solution and NP-40
solution. (2). The permeability and porosity of coal were increased ans the uniaxial compression
strength and elastic modulus of coal were decreased after modified by surfactants. (3). The micro
experiments showed that the pore distribution of coal changed from micro pore or transition pore to
medium pore or large pore, which could explain why the porosity increased. The surface functional
groups of coal were changed and the the hydrophilicity was increased, which was the reason why
the contact angle of coal was decreased. (4). The mineral content of coal was changed, the carbonate
mineral was decreased and the silicate mineral was increased, which was also the essential reason
of the macroscopic physical and mechanical change of coal.
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Research on Non-linear Porous Seepage Model of Multi-Fractured
Horizontal Well in Shale Gas Reservoir
QIANG WANG1
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Corresponding Author(s): dream2008@petrochina.com.cn
The technology of multi-fractured horizontal well is the one of the most effective and efficient meth-
ods to develop shale gas reservoir. Referring to absorption/diffusion effect, stress sensitivity effect
in shale formation and slippage effect and, a compound flow model of multi-fractured horizontal
well is built and its analytic solution in Laplace space is also obtained. Using Stefest numerical rever-
sion technology and Duhamel principle, taking wellbore storage and skin effect into consideration,
a non-dimensional productivity model in real space is built and its solution is resolved, thus drawing
standard template of non-dimensional productivity model and carrying out sensitive analysis of in-
fluencing factors. According to the consequences of realistic application, this model can predict real
productivity of a multi-fractured horizontal well and the forecast accuracy is high enough to solve
real problem. The result shows that production of multi-fractured horizontal well in shale gas can
be divided into three seepage zones and five stages. In the first stage when linear flow in artificial
fractures is dominant, production relatively high whereas the decline rate is also high; in the middle
stage when linear flow in nature fractures or micro-fractures is dominant, production and decline
rate are both decreasing; in the final stage when linear flow in matrix is predominant, production
period long with low production rate. This paper builds foundation for learning complicated seepage
law of multi-fractured horizontal well, forecasting productivity of multi-fractured horizontal well in
shale gas reservoir, revaluating result of artificial fracturing and optimizing fracturing parameters
of horizontal well.
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Hysteresis in Adsorption and Desorption Isotherm for Shale Gas
in Realistic Kerogen models
Runxi Wang1 ; Qiang Sheng2 ; Jun Li3 ; Matthew Borg4 ; Yonghao Zhang5 ; Jason Reese2
1 University of Edinburgh
2 The University of Edinburgh
3 King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals
4 The university of Edinburgh
5 Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of Strathclyde
Corresponding Author(s): runxi.wang@ed.ac.uk
Shale gas production from the unconventional reservoir has received significant attention. The com-
plex mechanisms of gas transport and multiscale hierarchy of porous structures make the under-
standing and prediction of gas recovery a challenging question. In organic-rich shales, methane
molecules can accumulate in nanoscale cracks or slits, which is called free gas, while they can be
adsorbed on the solid surface of nanoscale cracks/slits or in molecular nanopores of kerogens, called
absorbed gas. Kerogens, where petroleum and natural gas form, are a mixture of organic chemi-
cal compounds that make up a portion of the organic matter in sedimentary rocks.1 The absorbed
molecules can supplement the free gas molecules after desorption while the free gas molecules can
be absorbed into nanopores during their transport process. However, we have not obtained complete
understanding about the dynamic properties of gas adsorption or desorption in kerogens. Thus, it is
essential to explore the adsorption and desorption of methane molecules in kerogens to understand
the shale gas behaviours.
In this work, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is employed to investigate the adsorption and
desorption dynamics of methane molecules between kerogen structures2 and a chamber under a
certain pressure. As shown in Fig. 1, on the right of this chamber, a solid plate, with external
force applied, is used to maintain controllable pressure during adsorption/desorption. The effects of
maturity level and kerogen densities on adsorption/desorption will be investigated.3 We expect to
observe a hysteresis between the adsorption isotherm and desorption isotherms,4 based on which,
the adsorption and desorption mechanisms will be analysed. We intend to identify the type of ad-
sorption isotherm of methane in kerogens and examine the effect of the pore size distribution on
the hysteresis phenomenon. Finally, we plan to theoretically analyse dynamics evolutions during
adsorption or desorption, to help understand the interaction between adsorbed gas and free gas in
shales.
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Hydraulic fracture optimization in tight oil reservoirs using arti-
ficial intelligence
Author(s): Sen Wang1
Co-author(s): Qihong Feng 1 ; Farzam Javadpour 2 ; Shiqian Xu
1 China University of Petroleum (East China)
2 The University of Texas at Austin
Corresponding Author(s): wangsena1@126.com
Optimizing the parameters of multistage fractured horizontal wells is essential for the economic
development of tight oil reservoirs. In general, this process is performed by integrating reservoir
numerical simulator and optimization algorithm. However, this task is time-consuming and expen-
sive because hundreds of simulations cases, or even more, are required to forecast the production
performance during each simulation. Given that the powerful capacity of artificial intelligence (AI),
developing fast proxy model on the basis of advanced AI techniques may provide an alternative av-
enue to alleviate the computational cost and improve the optimization performance. In this study,
we build a fast proxy model using Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) network to predict hydrocar-
bon production, and then this model is coupled with the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution
Strategy (CMA-ES) to optimize hydraulic fractures in tight oil reservoirs.
We first generated the production data set from a generic hydraulic fractured model using an industry-
standard simulator. The ranges of reservoir parameters resemble real tight oil plays in China. A total
of 168 cases were simulated to obtain the production performance. Then we conducted a statistical
correlation analyses to determine the controlling factor in tight oil production. We found that reser-
voir permeability, initial pressure, hydraulic fracture length, fracture conductivity, horizontal well
length, dissolved gas-oil ratio, and bottomhole pressure are the most influential factors. Therefore,
in our proxy model, we considered these seven parameters as the input factors and the production
data in the 15 years as the output factor. The LSTM network model is trained using 75% of the
data and the other 25% was used for testing. Meanwhile, to examine the performance of our model,
two commonly-used AI methods, i.e., the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and the Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), were also employed to train these data. We evaluated these models through the
average absolute relative deviation (AARD), coefficient of determination (R2), and the normalized
root mean square error (NRMSE). Our results indicate that in comparison to SVM and ANN, whose
AARDs are 13.6% and 18.4%, respectively, the prediction performance of LSTM is much superior
(7.1%).
We then coupled LSTM network and optimization algorithm to tune fracture parameters to maxi-
mize net present value of tight oil. CMA-ES was utilized to solve this optimization problem because
this choice has been demonstrated in our previous work. We showed that the combination of LSTM
model and CMA-ES is very efficient, which decreases the computational cost of traditional numer-
ical simulation method by at least 60%, and the optimum value is also better. This method shed
light on the production optimization of unconventional reservoirs, but more generally for porous
media-related prediction.
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Pressure-driven two-phase flow of Gas and water in shale nanopores
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Gas production from shale systems has emerged as a pivotal energy resource. Owing to the widespread
nanopore and complex mineralogical composition, mass transfer through shale matrix is extremely
complex. Up to now, our knowledge on the physics of fluid transport in nanoporous shale mainly
focuses on single gas phase, whereas the influences of water introduced during hydraulic fractur-
ing on the gas migration has seldom been explored. Here, on the basis of grand canonical Monte
Carlo (GCMC) simulations and molecular dynamics, we studied methane and water two-phase flow
in both organic and inorganic nanopores of shale.
Although amorphous kerogen model has been proposed for shale, we used carbon nanotube to mimic
organic nanopores in shale matrix because the sizes of pores located in shale kerogen (<2 nm) are
much smaller than those commonly observed in shale (2-100 nm). For the inorganic nanopores,
we explored montmorillonite (clay) substrate. We first conducted GCMC simulations to study gas
adsorption in shale nanopores containing various amounts of preadsorbed water molecules, from
which the static configuration without driving force were obtained. Although the introduction of
water molecules reduces gas adsorption, different phenomena are observed in shale organic and in-
organic nanopores. These water molecules tend to form a cluster within carbon nanotube, which
acts as a piston and tremendously impede gas diffusion. However, an adsorbed water membrane is
present at the clay surface, causing less impact on gas transport. We attributed the reason to the
weak water−carbon affinities and strong hydrogen bonds.
Then this model was used in subsequent flow simulations. We applied a constant gravitylike force,
in the direction parallel to the basal planes, to all the gas and water molecules to study the pressure-
driven flow behavior in shale nanopores. Similar to the single phase flow, we observed interfacial
slip between gas/water and solid substrate. However, two-phase flow pattern changes as the pres-
sure gradient increases above a size-dependent threshold value, leading to the deviation of linear
flow. In the inorganic nanopore, as the pressure gradient is smaller, the pattern is similar to the
slug flow observed for two-phase flow at the macroscale, whereas as the gradient increases, the gas
phase breaks through the water and the pattern resembles an annular flow. Because the behavior of
two-phase flow depends on the structure of each phase, the linear flow fails when the flow pattern
changes. However, when confined in carbon nanotube, the flow pattern remains almost unaltered
because of its ultrasmooth surface and perfect molecular structure. We computed the velocity pro-
files of both phase and estimated the slip length, from which we build a mathematical model to
characterize the two-phase flow behavior in shale nanopore. This work, which explores gas-water
two phase flow in shale organic and inorganic nanopores, has implications for the development of
shale gas but more generally for mass transfer through nanoporous media.
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Data Driven Models Using Machine Learning Methods to Predict
Well Productivity in Montney Formations
SHUHUA WANGNone ; SHENGNAN CHENNone
Corresponding Author(s): shuhwang@ucalgary.ca
With the commercial development of the unconventional tight and shale reservoirs, data on geology,
well completion, stimulation, and production are also accumulating rapidly. In this talk, data-driven
models are built for Montney formation to predict the first year cumulative production and optimize
the fracturing parameters, such as the proppant tonnage and the fracturing fluid volume. Data of
a total of 4790 horizontal wells in the Montney formation were firstly collected. General data vi-
sualization and statistical data analysis are conducted to qualitatively and quantitatively interpret
the relationships between the stimulation design strategy and the 12 months well production. Then,
6 features are identified as the most important variables for fractured well performance by using
the recursive feature elimination with cross validation (RFECV) method. Based on these features,
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four supervised learning approaches including random forest (RF), adaptive boosting (AdaBoost),
support vector machine (SVM), and neural network (NN) are evaluated to predict the first-year oil
production in the Montney Formation. Results show that 88.6% of observations fall into the 90%
prediction intervals, indicating that the developed production forecasting model is reasonable and
robust for further fracture stimulation design. Furthermore, the newly developed prediction models
are successfully used to identify the optimal range for the mass of proppant and volume of fracturing
fluid.
The AI-based fracture design system is of practical useful for reservoir engineers to design the hy-
draulic fracturing process when drilling a new horizontal well in Montney Formation. Furthermore,
such AI-based system can also be used to design fracturing parameters for other Formations as long
as corresponding data sets are fed into the system and re-trained the models.
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Effect of cyclic injection on migration and trapping mechanisms
of immiscible fluids in porous media
Sookyun Wang1 ; Minhee Lee2 ; Jung Gi Um1 ; Seon-ok Kim2
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Corresponding Author(s): sookyun@pknu.ac.kr
In geological CO2 sequestration, the behavior of CO2 within a reservoir can be characterized as two-
phase flow in a porous media. For two phase flow, these processes include drainage, when a wetting
fluid is displaced by a non-wetting fluid and imbibition, when a non-wetting fluid is displaced by a
wetting fluid. In CO2 sequestration, an understanding of drainage and imbibition processes and the
resulting NW phase residual trapping are of critical importance to evaluate the impacts and efficien-
cies of these displacement process. This study aimed to observe migration and residual trapping of
immiscible fluids in porous media via cyclic injection of drainage-imbibition. For this purpose, cyclic
injection experiments by applying n-hexane and deionized water used as proxy fluid of scCO2 and
pore water were conducted in the two dimensional micromodel. The images from experiment were
used to estimate the saturation and observed distribution of n-hexane and deionized water over the
course drainage-imbibition cycles. Experimental results showed that n-hexane and deionized water
are trapped by wettability, capillarity, dead end zone, entrapment and bypassing during 1st drainage-
imbibition cycle. Also, as cyclic injection proceeds, the flow path is simplified around the main flow
path in the micromodel, and the saturation of injection fluid converges to remain constant. Exper-
imental observation results can be used to predict the migration and distribution of CO2 and pore
water by reservoir environmental conditions and drainage-imbibition cycles.
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It is important to correctly determine the shale oil apparent permeability in the development of shale
oil reservoirs. However, due to the extremely low pore size and complex pore network (organic and
inorganic), it is difficult to accurately determine the apparent permeability of shale oil by experimen-
tal methods. Moreover, because of the limited number of coring, at present, we can only obtain the
permeability at the core location. How to theoretically calculate and predict all permeability of the
whole reservoir scale is still an unsolved problem. In this study, a stochastic apparent permeability
(ALP) model of shale oil was established based on SEM images and nitrogen adsorption test data. The
model considers structural parameters including roughness, tortuosity, total organic carbon (TOC),
and pore distribution in organic matrix and inorganic matrix. Additionally, in organic pore, the
model considers velocity slip and near wall flow, while in inorganic pore, the model incorporates
physical adsorption. Then an artificial neural network has been designed that is able to predict the
apparent permeability of the formations using the data provided by stochastic model. The results
show that the oil molecules in adsorbed layers can imped flow for organic matrix especially the
matrix is strong lipophilic, while, if inorganic matrix is strong oleophobic, the large slip length in
inorganic pore can significantly increase the ALP. With the increase of TOC content, tortuosity and
roughness, the ALP all decrease. The input data used in the training include SEM images, nitrogen
adsorption test data, structural parameters, and oil properties such as viscosity and density. Trained
models were developed using the data and used to predict ALP was not part of the training. The
results also indicate that when enough valid data is obtained, machine learning techniques offer
promise for formation permeability estimation.
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An research and application of yield variation law of fractured
wells in tight oil straight well￿A case of the Daqing Oilfield, China
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Using the reservoir engineering method, we established a mathematical model for the production
capacity of straight well seam fracturing wells in tight reservoirs considering the sorption effect.
The flow patterns of straight wells under the conditions of joints were analyzed, and the seepage
and crack complexity were analyzed for the impact of capacity. Studies have suggested that the
osmotic action accelerates the recovery of crude oil in the matrix of the pressure zone. The stronger
the osmotic effect, the more complicated the fracture network, the larger the fracturing scale and
the higher the yield. On this basis, combined with the production status of the fractured wells of 10
vertical wells in Daqing Oilfield, the production curve of cumulative production and dimensionless
production was established. The contribution of cracks and matrix to productivity was analyzed, and
different factors were analyzed. We also analyzed the effect of fracturing scale, matrix permeability,
water content, initial productivity and fracturing well location on the fracturing effect of straight
seams. The research suggested that in the tight oil block, the production decline of the fracturing
wells in the seam network is in line with the exponential decline. After 12 months, the output is
reduced to 50% of the initial output, and the substrate yield accounts for 20% of the maximum output.
Fracturing scale and water content are the decisive factors affecting the fracture fracturing capacity.
The initial capacity is the stable production time of the fracturing wells and the matrix permeability is
the later production capacity of the fracturing wells. In tight oil areas, only seam-controlled reserves
can be effectively developed.
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Pore Scale Investigating of Multi-phase Flow in Tight Reservoirs
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Corresponding Author(s): xiukunwang@cup.edu.cn
Multiphase flow is commonly encountered within tight reservoirs, however, the previous studies are
more focused on single phase flow. Due to the extremely low permeability of tight formations, the
experimental measurements are not capable to be performed. Attempts are made by applying the
techniques of digital rock analysis and pore network modeling to investigate the multiphase flow
mechanisms in tight reservoirs. This work follows this way. Firstly, a stochastic pore network gen-
eration algorithm and a two-phase flow simulation method are presented. This algorithm is applied
and validated in Berea sandstone. By applying the introduced algorithm, the micro and macro pore
networks are generated for tight formations, then the multi-scaled pore network is established after
upscaling the micro pores to a micro-patch. Finally, the oil-water flow is simulated within this es-
tablished multi-scaled pore network and some analysis and discussions are conducted. The results
imply that the characteristics of pore systems in tight formations pose an extreme impact on the
multi-phase flow mechanisms, especially the wettability of micro-pores and the pore-throat aspect
ratios.
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Wellbore cement integrity under CO2 geologic storage (CGS) conditions is a key factor to assure
safe and permanent storage of CO2. Wellbore cement integrity may be impaired and the structure
of cement may be altered as a result of CO2 attack. To understand how CO2-induced structure
alteration in oil well cement under CGS conditions affects well integrity in CGS projects, this paper
reports an experiment of reaction between CO2 and oil well cement under CGS conditions. Samples
were scanned by Micro CT before and after reaction. The Micro CT is capable of operating at 140KV
and 10W, has a maximum resolution of 10µm. To simulate the reaction between CO2 rich brine
and oil well cement at CGS conditions, our team has developed a testing system which provides the
storage temperature and pressure.
The samples were made by standard class G oil well cement used for CGS pilot projects. The cement
was cured at CO2 storage formation conditions: 62℃, 17MPa, and 1 wt% NaCl solution. The curing
was maintained for 14 days. The diameter of the samples was 10 mm. Every sample contained a small
borehole at center (around 1 mm diameter) that made the samples suitable for examining seepage
through small leakage pathways within cement. During the reaction experiment, the samples were
placed in the high-pressure, high-temperaure testing system for 14 days, given a temperature of 62℃
and a CO2 partial pressure of 17MPa. The goal of this experiment is to evaluate how the geochemi-
cal reactions between dissolved CO2 and cement affect structure of the cement. Change of borehole
geometry was not observed in the Micro CT images. However, a region with decreased porosity
around the borehole due to CaCO3 precipitation and a region with increased porosity around the
borehole due to Ca(OH)2 and C-S-H dissolution were observable. Initial distribution of cementitious
materials and solution buffering governed the width of the high-porosity region and CaCO3 precip-
itation region. This study demonstrates a 3-D sample characterization technique that can be used to
investigate CO2-induced structure alteration of oil well cement.
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High-enthalpy Geothermal Simulation with Multi-level Physics
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When modeling the process of cold water injection into a steam-saturated high-enthalpy geothermal
reservoir, numerical simulation often experiences convergence issues when target time step needs
to be reduced. The key point behind this behavior is the volume reduction due to the condensation
process which can temporarily decrease grid-block pressure in a particular range of physical and
numerical parameters. This phenomenon is commonly known as ‘negative compressibility’. As a
consequence, this effect creates a region in the solution space where the gradient of the residual
governing equations does not point to the direction of the solution. As the consequence, if the ini-
tial guess (which is often taken from the solution at previous time-step) is located in this region, the
nonlinear iterations based on Newton-Raphson approach will guide the solution towards the wrong
direction which prevents the convergence at the targeted timestep. Therefore, the time-step should
be severely restricted in the simulation process. To tackle this problem, we propose the continua-
tion method with multi-level physics using Operator-Based Linearization (OBL) technique. In OBL
approach, the continuous operators in the governing equations, related to different physical mech-
anisms (e.g. convection or conduction), are translated into multidimensional tables. In the course
of the simulation, only the supporting points are evaluated based on the reference physics while
points between them are interpolated. This provides a unique mechanism where nonlinear physics
can be represented at different levels of accuracy. The coarser the representation is, the more linear
the operators become. In our continuation approach, we start with the coarse approximation of the
governing physics in pressure-enthalpy solution space. Due to a more linear form of operators, the
negative compressibility effect is absent and only a few nonlinear iterations reduce residual below
the predefined tolerance. Next, the OBL approximation is modified towards the reference nonlinear
physics by increasing resolution in OBL tables. With the refinement in physics, the solution will
gradually approach the final results where residual will satisfy the convergence criteria of the refer-
ence physics. As the result, the total number of timesteps and nonlinear iterations is significantly
reduced in comparison to conventional simulation with fine resolution physics.
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Dynamic Effects of Capillary Number on Relative Permeability
of Porous Sandstone and Carbonate Rocks
Ying Da Wang1 ; Traiwit ChungNone ; James McClure2 ; Ryan ArmstrongNone ; Peyman MostaghimiNone
1 UNSW
2 Virginia Tech
Corresponding Author(s): yingdawang56@gmail.com
The comparative ability for phases to flow in the presence of each other in multiphase porous media
is best described by the relative permeability. It is used as an upscaled parameter from microscopic
pore scale flow to the macroscale Darcy flow of practical porous systems. Traditionally measured
at low capillary numbers that result in a static, flow independent relative permeability, the impact
of the dynamic nature of relative permeability at intermediate capillary numbers is underexplored
and underused. This is becoming increasingly important to characterise as natural gas reservoirs
and EOR techniques such as polymer flooding become more prolific. We apply Lattice Boltzmann
Methods for Porous Media (LBPM) to numerically determine the dynamic effect that capillary num-
ber has on the relative permeability of sandstone and carbonate rocks imaged by micro-computed
tomography (micro-CT). By applying a morphologically adaptive simulation algorithm, relative per-
meability curves are reliably obtained numerically within 24 hours for 600-cubed domains, run with
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1000 CPU cores. We show results that match with laboratory experiments, and the dynamic relative
permeability curves are used to generate a type curve extension to Corey parameters for reservoir
scale simulations. We run case studies with a modified IMPES routine, showing differences in pro-
duction profiles and project NPV and expect the application of dynamic relative permeability models
in reservoir simulation to continue gaining relevance.
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Derivation of new water drive characteristic curve formula forultra high water-cut oilfield
Yingsheng Wang1
1 17611452667
Corresponding Author(s): 511970934@qq.com
Currently part of the domestic water drive reservoir has entered the stage of extra high water cut
,for which, the ratio of relative permeability and water saturation relationship curves upward hap-
pens, this also lead to water drive characteristic curve upward. So using the conventional water
flooding characteristic curve to forecast the actual oil field production will produce large deviation.
So this article is based on the actual data of oil field, analyzing a number of the back part of the ratio
of relative permeability and water saturation curve upward from different oil block, gives a new
expression of the ratio of relative permeability and water saturation, at the same time, the author
deduces the new water drive characteristic curve with the new expression of the ratio of relative
permeability and water saturation, and applied it in the actual oil field production, the results show
that the new water drive characteristic curve can predict the oil production well for the back part of
conventional water flooding characteristic curve , it has good applicability for the extra high water
cut stage forecasting.
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A semi-analytical interpretation model of pulse decay measure-
ments on ultra-tight rocks
Author(s): Yue Wang1
Co-author(s): Steffen Nolte ; Garri Gaus ; Alexandra Amann ; Bernhard Krooss ; Moran Wang 1
1 Tsinghua University
Corresponding Author(s): wangyue14thu@163.com
Unconventional natural gas has become an increasingly important energy source in recent years and
attracted active research and development accordingly. One key problem in unconventional natural
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gas reservoir exploitation is the determination of viability for commercial production, where perme-
ability is a critical parameter. The pulse decay method is one of the most widely-used experimental
methods for permeability measurements and various interpretive models have been established to
process the recorded pressure data. However, most models only evaluate the late stage of a pressure
pulse decay test. This makes the measurements very time-consuming and nearly impracticable for
ultra-tight rocks like shales.
In this contribution we present a new semi-analytical model aimed at the determination of apparent
gas permeability coefficients of ultra-tight rocks. This method is derived from the unidirectional
unsteady porous flow equation, incorporating the consideration of gas compressibility and slippage
effects. Unlike previous models, this analytical interpretation accounts for the early stage data of
pulse decay test, namely the time before significant pressure increase is observed on the downstream
pressure side.
In order to validate the proposed method, measurements were performed on a core sample of the
Cretaceous Eagle Ford shale, Texas, USA, under different pore and confining pressures. Helium
was used as the test fluid to minimize the effects of gas adsorption on the pore walls. Permeability
coefficients obtained from this new approach agree well with those from the classical pulse decay
evaluation while the duration of the tests was reduced from hours to minutes. The model presented
is a good supplement for the pulse decay method and suitable for the measurement of ultra-low
permeability coefficients, down to the nanodarcy range.
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Disorder characterization of porous media and its effect on fluid
displacement
Zhongzheng Wang1 ; Yixiang Gan1 ; Kapil Chauhan1
1 The University of Sydney
Corresponding Author(s): zwan4662@uni.sydney.edu.au
Most porous media have intrinsic random pore structure. A modified disorder index I_v is proposed
here to characterize the disorder of the media. Different displacement patterns (stable displacement
and fingering) under the same flow condition and fluid property are obtained by simulation using
Lattice Boltzmann method. We analytically demonstrate how increase in disorder promotes finger-
ing due to the uneven distribution of local capillary pressure. It is shown that the displacement
efficiency under different wetting conditions and disorder well correlates with the distribution of
capillary pressure. A power law relation between the fluid-fluid interfacial length and saturation
of invading fluid is proposed by taking geometry into account. The parameters in the power law
relation can be predicted by a single index, the capillary index I_c, which captures the combined
effects of the topology disorder and wettability.
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Reduced Complexity Modelling of CO2 Leakage Through Faults
Francesca Watson1 ; Mary Kang2 ; Florian DosterNone ; Mike CeliaNone ; Jan Martin Nordbotten3
1 SINTEF Digital
2 McGill University
3 University of Bergen
Corresponding Author(s): francesca.watson@sintef.no
Quick and efficient numerical simulations are required for risk analysis and characterisation of CO2
storage sites. Vertical equilibrium (VE) modelling is an efficient form of reduced complexity mod-
elling. It exploits the fact that in typical CO2 storage scenarios CO2 floats on resident brine due to
buoyancy. This allows us to reduce the explicitly represented dimensions from 3 to 2 by modelling
horizontal flow in the reservoir numerically and then reconstructing the vertical configuration of
fluids analytically. However it is not possible to model vertical flow in VE models and this might
be important if injected CO2 encounters a leaking vertical fault. We have developed an analytical
solution for fault zone leakage which can be included in VE models. Fine scale simulations have
been carried out using the Matlab Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST) to model two-phase leak-
age of CO2 and brine through a fault zone. Results have then been used to develop an explicit
model relating fault geometry, total fault leakage rate and CO2 layer thickness with CO2 leakage
rate through the fault. This leakage rate can be included as a sub-grid scale source term in the VE
modelling framework, thus allowing us to quickly model many realisations of CO2 injection into
faulted reservoirs.
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Fast artificial µCT-scans from 3D-structure models using Gaus-
sian Random Fields
Andreas WeberNone ; Andreas Wiegmann1 ; Nicolas Harttig2 ; Christian Wagner2
1 Math2Market GmbH
2 math2market
Corresponding Author(s): andreas.weber@math2market.de
The measurement of segmentation quality is a challenge in 3D-image processing of e.g. micro com-
puted tomography (µCT) scans or FIB-SEM images. A precise evaluation of the results of segmenta-
tion (or postprocessing) is often not possible because level of noise, signal strength, and position of
image artifacts are unknown in real 3D µCT-scans. A common method to overcome this challenge
is to examine a ground truth data set, where artificial noise and artifacts are added. The source of
the ground truth data set can either be a generated 3D-model of a structure or segmented 3D-images
from a real µCT-scan.
Recently, different ways of simulating 3D-images from real µCT-scans have been introduced, often
using a tomographic forward projection to obtain the x-ray projection images. Noise and other ar-
tifacts are added on the projection space images to reproduce those found in real images obtained
from µCT scanners. Then, these images are reconstructed, resulting in typically defective 3D µCT-
scans with well-known ground truth.
Here, we present a different technique to generate these artificial 3D µCT-scans starting from a
3D structure model using GeoDict®. Instead of back-transformation to the projection space, this
technique uses Gaussian Random Fields (GRF) and Euclidean Distance Transform (EDT). Common
µCT-scan artifacts, such as beam hardening, are added by modifying gray values based on the EDT
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of solid and pore space voxels. Typical image noise in 3D µCT-scans is achieved by adding a GRF,
which can be parametrized to generate fine, coarse, and multi-level noise. Other artifacts, such as
stripes and shadows, are simulated by applying certain FFT filters.
If a real µCT-scan is available for comparison, the generated artificial µCT-scan can be modified fur-
ther to resemble the original as exact as possible. This is accomplished by histogram matching of
the generated µCT-scan, such that the same gray value distribution is achieved.
The use of structure generation like in GeoDict to obtain the artificial µCT-scans yields the possibil-
ity to alter one parameter while keeping others unchanged. For example, in a generated granular
structure model, the positions of the grains can be randomly modified while keeping the overall
solid volume fraction and/or tortuosity of the structure unchanged. In this way, a large set of simi-
lar artificial 3D µCT-scans can be generated to optimize image segmentation workflows or to train
neuronal net segmentation algorithms.
Further, our approach is not limited to generating µCT scans and could be used for other types of
image acquisition methods, such as FIB-SEM or Confocal Microscopy.
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The critical factor for relationship between permeability and for-
mation factor of porous media: Body-to-throat ratio, tortuosity
and connectivity
Author(s): Wei WeiNone
Co-author(s): Jianchao Cai ; Yuxuan Xia
Corresponding Author(s): weiw2015@gmail.com
Characterizing transport characteristics of porous media becomes a significant role in a wide range
of geophysical fields. It is significant and valuable for the exploitation of petroleum resources, water
resources and geothermal energy. An analytical permeability model of pore-throat ratio is estab-
lished with capillary bundle fractal model in this work. The model combines with permeability and
electrical conductivity to explore the function of pore size and pore-throat size. Furthermore, a
novel method with tortuosity and connectivity to characterize permeability of porous media. The
pore structural factors information is extracted and exactly express the influence for permeability.
The results are agreement with permeability-formation factor model. Considering these deficien-
cies, the final part provides some advices for the further study on the relationship between electrical
conductivity and hydraulic properties.
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Numerical simulations of turbulent flows and heat transfer inregular porous structures
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Porous media can be found in nature with a broad range of geometrical characteristics and are
also involved in many industrial and scientific applications with simplified regular structures. Such
regular porous structures receive increasing importance because of manufacturing techniques based
on selective laser melting. In several industrial applications, the pore-scale Reynolds number exceed
the critical Reynolds number (which is about 300) and the flow in the porous structure is found to
be turbulent. For such applications, the pore-scale flow and heat and mass transfer behavior is still
not well understood. Here Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) help to understand the complex
flow features. For example, for a regular porous medium, consisting of square cylinders, DNS can be
used for a very detailed flow analysis. In such investigations, it was found e.g. by anisotropy analysis
using a barycentric map that the turbulence in porous media is highly isotropic in the macro-scale,
but not in the micro-scale. After looking into the microscopic behavior, it is also very important to
investigate the interaction between a porous structure and a free-flow. For example, the flow in a
T-junction with a flow vertically discharged through a structured porous medium can be analyzed
numerically. For such larger domains of course DNS would not be appropriate for case studies. Thus,
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods can be used. For such investigations, it is of
particular interest to study the interface between porous structure and free channel flow. Numerical
investigations can help in such configurations to understand e.g. the limitations of the Beaver-Joseph
interface conditions and can help to find ways to improve it. This will then help improving models
based on REVs to better capture the link between porous structures and free flows.
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A pore-scale approach to couple mass, momentum and energy at
the interface between free flow and porous-medium flow
Author(s): Kilian Weishaupt1
Co-author(s): Timo Koch ; Vahid.J Niasar ; S. Majid Hassanizadeh 2 ; Rainer Helmig 1
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2 Utrecht University
Corresponding Author(s): kilian.weishaupt@iws.uni-stuttgart.de
Systems of coupled free flow and porous-medium flow appear ubiquitously in nature and in technical
applications. Examples for interface-driven transport and exchange processes include soil evapora-
tion, fuel cell water management or food drying.
A pore-scale description of these systems (e.g. by means of DNS) is very often
unfeasible due to the highly complex geometry of the porous material.
Averaged REV-scale approaches often fail to describe the region
close to the interface to the free flow in sufficient detail which might be required to account for pore-
scale effects pore-scale effects like local saturation distribution patterns that can strongly affect the
global behavior of the coupled system.
Here, we propose a novel hybrid model that is able to capture pore-scale effects at the interface in
ample detail while maintaining a comparatively low computational effort which allows the simula-
tion of rather realistic scenarios. The key feature of this approach is a pore-network model which
represents the transition region between the porous matrix and the free flow. The model comprises
three computational domains: the free-flow region where the (Navier-) Stokes equations are solved,
the transition zone described by the pore-network model and a bulk porous domain accounted for
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by Darcy’s or Forchheimer’s law. Appropriate coupling conditions ensure the continuity of mass,
momentum and energy fluxes as well as thermodynamic consistency between the respective subdo-
mains.
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Controlling the mechanics of nanoporous metals by adsorption
and superficial electric charging
Jörg Weissmüller1
1 Hamburg University of Technology and Helmhotz-Centre Geesthacht
Corresponding Author(s): weissmueller@tuhh.de
Nanoporous metals may rightly be considered wallflowers in a symposium focusing on natural ma-
terials, concrete and the like. Yet, these materials exhibit a rich bunch of phenomena in the field
of adsorption-induced deformation phenomena. This is partly the result of the electric conductivity
of metals. When the pore spaces filled with aqueous electrolyte, the resulting metal-water hybrid
nanomaterials contain two separate electric conduction channels – electrons in the metal, ions in
the electrolyte – that are capacitively coupled along the entire pore surface and that afford a precise
and reversible control of the state (adsorption, electric charging) of the pore surfaces. This enables
the operando control of many of the macroscopic materials properties 1. With respect to mechanics,
it is possible to control the external dimensions, the stiffness, and the mechanical strength of sam-
ples. Furthermore, the sorption-strain coupling can be inverted – external loads then create electric
signals. These signals are unusually robust, suggesting that metals can be effectively turned into ef-
ficient piezoelectrics by incorporating them into a hybrid nanomaterials design strategy. Appealing
scientific issues also live in the nanoscale self organization processes behind making nanoporous
metal by dealloying, and in the coarsening phenomena that underlie the opportunities for precisely
tuning the structure size between 5 nm and 500 nm. The talk will provide an overview over this
active field.
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Microbial processes that allow pollutant biodegradation in toxic
and inaccessible micro-environments within porous media
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Pollutants and metal oxides sequestered deep within narrow pores too small for cell access, and
in toxic microenvironments deemed inhabitable, are often thought to be inaccessible to microbial
degradation. However, dissimilatory metal reducing bacteria have evolved the capacity for extracel-
lular electron transfer. In this presentation, I show results demonstrating diffusion based electron
shuttling between the bacterium Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 and a metal oxide across a physical
separation created by a nanoporous barrier in a microfluidic reactor. Real-time quantification of
electron flux across this barrier by MR-1 strains with different electron transfer capabilities revealed
that this bacterium exports flavins to its surroundings when faced with no direct physical access to
an electron acceptor, allowing it to reduce metals via diffusion at distances exceeding 60 microns.
An energy balance indicates flavins must be recycled for S. oneidensis MR-1 to yield energy from
lactate oxidation coupled to flavin reduction. Both experimental and modeling results indicate that
flavins are recycled at least 24 times, depending on flow conditions. This energy saving strategy,
which until now had not been systematically tested or captured in environmentally relevant sys-
tems, suggests that electron shuttling microorganisms have the capacity promote bioremediation in
physically distant or potentially toxic microenvironments.
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KuffuorNone
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Many applications involving porous media—notably reservoir engineering and geologic applications—
involve tight coupling between multiphase fluid flow, transport, and poromechanical deformation.
While numerical models for these processes have become commonplace in research and industry,
the poor scalability of existing solution algorithms has limited the size and resolution of models that
may be practically solved. In this work, we propose a multistage Newton-Krylov solution algorithm
to address this shortfall. The proposed solver exhibits rapid convergence, good parallel scalability,
and is robust in the presence of highly heterogeneous material properties. The key to success of
the solver is a block-preconditioning strategy that breaks the fully-coupled system of mass and mo-
mentum balance equations into simpler sub-problems that may be readily addressed using targeted
algebraic methods. Numerical results are presented to illustrate the performance of the solver on
challenging benchmark problems.
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AI-based identification of binder and fibers in 3D images of non-woven
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Fibrous structures are present in many materials, including nonwoven media used for filtration, non-
woven in diapers, or gas-diffusion layers used in fuel cells. An important characteristic of nonwoven
media is how binder is distributed in them. Resolving this question can be tackled by using 3D imag-
ing techniques such as µCT-scans or synchrotron radiation scans. One crucial issue is that the binder
often has the same gray values in images as the fibers and thus, cannot be identified using global
thresholding.
Here, we present an alternative technique using machine learning to identify the binder through the
shape of the solids in the 3D image. The method works on segmented images but is currently being
extended to work directly on gray value images.
The idea of the method is to start by using the built-in structure generation capability of the GeoD-
ict® software to create realistic 3D structure models of gas diffusion layers. In these models, every
individual fiber and the location of the binder are known exactly through the entered generation
parameters. In this manner, pairs of images with individual fibers and binder in separate colors vs.
images with only solid and empty information can be used to train neural networks to identify the
detailed information in the black and white images.
Figure 14: Figure: Setup for training and using neural networks. Left: binder and fibers have
the same gray value. Middle: neural network. Right: binder and fibers have different labels.
The figure presents how, in the training phase, the neural network learns from the realistically-
looking generated or artificial images. In the training phase, both the image on the left and the image
on the right are generated with GeoDict®. The same figure also illustrates how during the usage
phase the neural network predicts the image on the right from the input of the segmented image
on the left. For the usage phase, the segmented image is obtained from a µCT scan or synchrotron
radiation scan.
The talk describes the models for the fibers and anisotropic binder distribution, as well as the choice
of topology of the neural networks, the validation of the quality of the determination of the binder
for models. Finally, the talk proceeds to show the use of machine learning to identify the individual
fibers in the scans.
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Time-Correlation Functions of Immiscible Two-Phase Flow in PorousMedia
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In a steady state of immiscible two-phase flow in porous media, the instantaneous flow rate un-
dergoes fluctuations around a steady mean. These fluctuations are due to the constantly changing
saturation in the individual pores of the porous media and the random distribution of pore sizes.
Such a situation has much in common with equilibrium and steady states in atomistic statistical
mechanics where fluctuations around the steady mean arise from random thermal motion.
Linear response theory implies that the decay of such microscopic fluctuations is governed by the
same physics as the relaxation of a macroscopic system driven out of equilibrium. Thus, one can
calculate transport coefficients from time-correlation functions of the equilibrium system via the
Green-Kubo method. The latter finds application in not only equilibrium and steady state situation
but can be extended to stationary systems with slowly decaying power law correlations and even to
aging system 1. It appears that time-correlation functions of multiphase flow in porous media have
not been studied in this context, which may open a novel route to determine transport properties of
such flows.
In this study, we use a periodic network model 2 to investigate the behavior of time-correlations
function of the flow rates and velocity in steady state. We show that such time-correlation functions
do indeed converge and that the transport matrix is symmetric, thus obeying the Onsager relations.
These findings imply that the assumption of local equilibrium is valid and that the framework of
non-equilibrium thermodynamics applies to steady state immiscible two-phase flow. The findings
therefore support a recent effort to extend non-equilibrium thermodynamics to flow in porous media
3.
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After nearly 65 years of research on Taylor dispersion and literally thousands of papers on the sub-
ject, it is reasonable to ask if there is anything interesting left to be said about it. However, there
still remains one outstanding problem in Taylor dispersion theory that has resisted a very satisfac-
tory theoretical description. This is the problem of the relaxation of the initial condition at so-called
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“early” times in the Taylor dispersion process. Although a number of methods have been proposed,
the constraints on the results are usually quite severe (e.g., asymptotic expansions that are only
valid for exceptionally small times, or formulations that apply only to particularly simple configura-
tions).
In this talk, we will discuss some of the history of this problem, and recent results that have been ob-
tained by our group for describing the full range of the transport process from early to asymptotically-
long times. Our approach is based in conventional PDE theory, and a somewhat unconventional
approach to averaging. In particular, we derive an effective mass balance evolution equation not
scale invariant upon averaging. The averaged equation contains an exponentially decaying (in time)
source term that does not appear in the original microscale balance. The role of this source term
is to account for the relaxation of the initial condition by redistributing mass within the domain
(hence, the integral of the source term over the entire domain is zero). This leads to a final result
that is able to represent spatially non-symmetric distributions of the average concentration at early
times, and approaches the conventional Taylor-Aris result at asymptotic times. We compare the
results of our upscaled representation with those computed from direct numerical simulation at the
microscale; good fidelity between the two methods is observed. The approach has interesting appli-
cations to other kinds of systems where upscaling in the proximity to specific initial configurations
(e.g., reactive transport; ecological dynamics) is important.
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Enzyme Induced Carbonate Precipitation (EICP) has been shown to be an effective means of sup-
pressing fugitive dust through wind tunnel testing. In EICP, agriculturally derived urease enzyme
catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea to induce the precipitation of calcium carbonate in the presence of
calcium ions in an aqueous solution. The EICP solution is sprayed on the soil surface to form a crust
that is resistant to wind erosion. In coarse-grained granular soils, the EICP solution penetrates the
surface too quickly to develop a well-defined crust. Bench scale testing showed that addition of a
hydrogel (a hydrophilic polymer) to the EICP solution slowed the penetration rate and enhanced
formation of the crust on the surface of a granular soil. Additional benefits include reducing water
loss (and increasing reaction time) and localization of the reaction products around inter-particle
contacts during crust formation. The resulting crust has a greater resistance to wind erosion than
the EICP solution without addition of a hydrogel. Besides enhancing the erosion resistance, cre-
ation of a surficial crust via urea hydrolysis may also affect the soil permeability. Previous work has
demonstrated that crust formation can establish a water-impermeable surface (Stabnikov et al. 2011),
however, a resistant crust can also be obtained with negligible changes to the hydraulic conductivity
(Montoya et al. 2018). Preliminary testing with small-scale EICP treated samples show nonuniform
dispersion of the solution through nearly the entire sample depth. Addition of the polymer to the
EICP solution produces a more uniform crust and a consistently defined treatment zone, but further
limits permeability by inducing pore clogging. We present the results of experiments which were
performed to characterize the crust in terms of thickness, composition, penetration resistance,and
permeability. Methods for characterizing the crust include SEM imaging to determine crystal mor-
phology, acid washing to determine calcium carbonate content, and thickness will be measured via a
penetrometration analysis and supplemented with calipers. This analysis compares current research
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of EICP and hydrogel-enhanced EICP solutions with previous work evaluating an effective crust that
limits the effects on soil permeability while increasing the surficial strength for erosion control and
dust suppression.
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Pore network modeling of cathode catalyst layer of proton ex-
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In this paper, a pore network model is developed to investigate the coupled oxygen and proton
transport and reaction process in the cathode catalyst layer (CCL) of proton exchange membrane
fuel cell (PEMFC). The developed model is validated by comparing the predicted polarization curve
with the experimental data, and the parametric studies are carried out to elucidate the effects of CCL
design parameters. The results show that with decreasing the CCL thickness and the Nafion content,
the cell voltage reduces at the low the current density but becomes increased when the current
density is higher. The cell performance also can be improved by increasing the proton conductivity
of Nafion in the CCL. Furthermore, it is revealed that the CCL with the Nafion volume decreasing
along the thickness direction exhibits better performance as compared to the one with uniformly
distributed Nafion at the high current density.
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Evaporation from thin porous media with mixed intermediately-
wet and hydrophobic networks
Rui Wu1
1 Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Corresponding Author(s): ruiwu@sjtu.edu.cn
Evaporation from porous media with mixed wettability is still unclear, and different results have
been reported experimentally. To address this issue, a pore network (PN) model with the capillary
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valve effect is developed to shed light on evaporation from thin porous media with intermediately-
wet and hydrophobic networks. The PN is composed cubic pore bodies connected by cylindrical
pore throats. Gas invasion in the PN is dominated by capillary forces and shows the same pattern
in the purely hydrophilic and hydrophobic PNs. Effects of the hydrophilic fraction on evaporation
are trivial if hydrophilic and hydrophobic pore bodies have the similar threshold pressure. When
hydrophobic pores have a lower threshold pressure than hydrophilic pore bodies, gas invasion dur-
ing evaporation can be divided into two stages; and the evaporation rate at the constant rate period
increases first and then reduces with the increase of the hydrophilic fraction. Furthermore, we
also discuss effects of pore wettability and structure on evaporation in mixed wet PNs with super-
hydrophilic and hydrophobic pores, and reveal three limiting cases for gas invasion. We find that
effects of the hydrophilic fraction on evaporation in porous media depend on not only the pore
wettability but also the pore structure.
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Numerical Simulation of fluid flow in unsaturated porous media
using the SPH method
Tobias bernd Wybranietz1 ; Sabine Przybilla None ; Pierre Sabrowski None ; Joachim VillwockNone
1 Technische Universität Berlin
Corresponding Author(s): twybranietz@beuth-hochschule.de
The aim of the presented work is to apply Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) to the moisture
penetration of porous solids. SPH is a meshfree Lagrangian Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
method. It is based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations by calculating particle interaction
based on smoothed physical fields. The resulting model reproduces precisely the physical behaviour
and allows numerical scalability and efficiency.
Suitable SPH formulations were used to discretize the macroscopic description of porous fluid trans-
port processes, including the saturation dependency of capillary pressure and permeability. To re-
alize the interaction between adjacent fluid and porous medium, different physical and numerical
approaches were applied. Similar to 5, porous properties were assigned to the water field, allow-
ing mass exchange between the two phases. Additionally, a pore pressure based on hydrological
approaches was introduced to include external fluid dynamics [7]. Based on the mass transition
between fluid and porous media, particles with different masses arise near the interface. The in-
teraction between those particles is handled by a merging algorithm [9] and correction methods to
increase mathematical consistency and avoid numerical instabilities [6].
Furthermore, the concept of a new boundary condition is presented, which could allow the interac-
tion between SPH fluid particles and the Standard Triangulation Language (STL) format and shows
many advantages with respect to the interface modelling between fluid and porous media 3. This
interfacial treatment not only increases numerical accuracy compared to ghost particle models 1, but
also has the potential to couple SPH with other methods such as Finite Element Method (FEM). Thus,
a performant numerical modelling for the combination of free surface flows, deformations of porous
media and transport processes in the connected porosity would be possible prospectively.
As a foundation, the dive.sph software is extended by the presented models. It provides a state of the
art SPH framework including the pressure extrapolation wall boundary 1, pressure or volume flow
defined open boundaries [8], the delta-SPH correction method 2 and an efficient CPU-parallelized
neighbour search algorithm 4.
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The model is validated by comparing simulation results to experimental data. Finally, the verifia-
bility and applicability of porous media simulations for water absorption in soils und textiles were
presented. Future work regards the modelling of hysteresis effects, the inclusion of the correlation
between wetting and mechanical behaviour, solute transport and adsorption mechanisms.
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Simultaneous determination of pore space and tortuosity fractal
dimensions based on 3D CT images
Author(s): Yuxuan XiaNone
Co-author(s): Jianchao Cai 1 ; Wei Wei
1 China University of Geosciences (Wuhan)
Corresponding Author(s): xiayx@cug.edu.cn
The petrophysical properties of rocks, such as thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, and fluid
transport, have been studied based on fractal geometry theory in many areas over several decades
and determination of fractal dimensions is always the focus of researches and applications by means
of fractal-based methods. In this work, a new method for calculating pore space fractal dimension
and tortuosity fractal dimension of porous media is derived based on fractal tortuous capillary model
assumption. The presented work establishes relationship between fractal dimensions and pore size
distribution, which can be directly used to calculate the fractal dimensions. The published pore size
distribution data for 8 sandstone samples are used to calculate the fractal dimensions and simultane-
ously compared with prediction results from analytical expression. In addition, the proposed fractal
dimension method is also tested through Micro-CT images of three sandstone cores, and are com-
pared with fractal dimensions by box-counting algorithm. The good consistency of two comparisons
proved our new method and also proved that there is a self-similar fractal range in sandstone when
excluding smaller pores and the fractal dimensions are intimate related to the microstructures of
porous media.
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History matching is a major challenge for a large number of uncertain parameters. In general, if
the adjoint model can be implemented, the adjoint-based minimization algorithm is one of the most
efficient approaches nowadays to handle large-scale inversion problems. However, the implemen-
tation of the adjoint model requires an overwhelming programming effort, and the legacy code of
forward simulation model is not always available. We have recently developed a machine-learning
based subdomain POD-TPWL to assist an adjoint-based history matching without the need of model
intrusion. Here a machine-learning based RBF interpolation approach is integrated with domain
decomposition to efficiently construct subdomain reduced-order model. The adjoint of this reduced-
order model can be implemented very easy.
From a computational point of view, a local parameterization where the parameters are defined in
each subdomain separately is very attractive. In this study, we presents a local parameterization
through integrating principle component analysis and domain decomposition to independently rep-
resent the spatial parameter field within low-order parameter subspaces in each subdomain. This
local parameterization allows us to perturb parameters in each subdomain simultaneously and the
effects of all these perturbations can be computed with very few full-order model simulations.
The performance of this SubDomain POD-TPWL with Local Parameterization, referred to LP-SD
POD-TPWL, has been assessed through the benchmark SAIGUP model. Comparisons with the clas-
sic finite-difference based history matching show that this proposed subdomain history matching
approach obtains comparable history matching results much faster. This local parameterization has
high scalability, since the number of sampling points depends primarily on the number of the local
parameters in each subdomain and not on the dimension of the underlying full-order model. Activat-
ing more subdomains results in much less local parameter patterns and enables us to run less model
simulations. Given the need for training input and output in machine learning as well as model order
reduction approaches, our proposed subdomain reduced-order model reduces the required number
of training cases relative to previous approaches by use of subdomain instead of global represen-
tation of dynamics, and of a radial basis function model with coefficients that are learned from a
limited number of training runs. For the cases studied in this work, to optimize 78 global PCA pat-
terns, LP-SD POD-TPWL needs 56 = 22+(2×12+1)+9 simulations, among them, 22 simulations are
used to collect the snapshots for POD, 25 simulations are used to construct the initial subdomain
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reduced-order model, and the remaining 9 simulations are used to update the reduced-order model
in additional 9 outer-loops.
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,
The problem about the deposition and transport of particles in horizontal fracture or mini-channel
is widely exists in both environmental and industrial applications, such as the particle migration
and deposition progress existing in the fracturing development of unconventional oil and gas and
related pollution treatment issues in groundwater reservoir with fractures. The roughness of frac-
ture roughness is a significant feature which have effect on the flow in channels. Thus, in this paper,
the particle flow characteristics in rough fractures is investigated. The Gauss Model is used to con-
struct the rough surfaces of fracture, based on it, the movement of dispersed particles is simulated by
CFD-DEM (Computational Fluid Dynamics- Discrete Element Method) coupling method. Particles
experience up and down motion, swaying around in the three-dimensional rough channel and their
overall movement is a spiral trajectory. In addition, one comprehensive analysis of the sedimentary
particles indicated that the deposition distance of particles is inversely proportional to the particle
size and density ratio. Moreover, the impacts of both the rough bottom and the sides are considered.
The uneven distribution of granular sediment is captured by simulation and the mechanism that par-
ticles tend to settle in the valley of rough bottom and the corners of rough sides is analyzed from the
perspective of the particles collisions and kinetic energy dissipation. The trajectory morphogenesis
of flowing sparse particles and distribution of deposited particles in fracture are impacted with wall
roughness while the law of particle separation is less affected which is more related to the particle
parameters. Overall, this work can give a clear insight in to the sparse particles flow in horizontal
fracture with rough surfaces with the aid of CFD-DEM simulation strategy.
Keywords: Fracture; Roughness; Particles; CFD-DEM coupling; unconventional reservoirs.
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Multi-scale Extended Finite Element Method For Fractured Geo-logical Formations
Fanxiang Xu1 ; Hadi Hajibeygi1 ; Bert Sluys1
1 TU Delft
Corresponding Author(s): f.xu-4@tudelft.nl
Underground reservoir fluid pressure change, resulting from either resource extraction or fluid injec-
tion, leads to stress field change within the subsurface and its surrounding formations. The stress-
field change can cause unfavorable surface displacements (i.e., subsidence or uplift) and activate
faults and fractures (i.e., induced seismicity). These consequences can lead to growing opposition
in the society towards the use of underground resources for supply of affordable energy (e.g., as
in hydrocarbon) and renewable energy (e.g. geothermal production and energy storage). The ge-
ological formations span large length scales and are typically highly heterogeneous and massively
fractured at different scales. As such, accurate and efficient simulation of mechanical deformation in
heterogeneous fractured geological formations is a key factor in maintaining the safety of operations.
For mechanics analysis the finite element methods (FEM) have been developed extensively in the
literature. To account for fractures accurately, extended finite element method (XFEM) provides an
advantage of avoiding complex meshes. For geoscientific applications, there exists several fractures
over large (km) length scales. For such application, having a scalable and accurate XFEM method is
extremely important. To achieve this, we present the first multiscale extended finite element (MS-
XFEM) method. MS-XFEM develops local multiscale basis functions which allow for constructing
accurate coarse-scale systems. The coarse-scale system is then solved, and its solution is interpo-
lated (prolonged) back to the original fine-scale resolution by the means of the same multiscale basis
functions. Both enrichment functions along the fracture nodes and tips are considered. In the MS-
XFEM independent coarse grids for matrix and fractures are used, which results in a convenient
strategy for large-scale applications with complex fracture networks. For several test cases, the MS-
XFEM performance is investigated compared with the classical XFEM method. MS-XFEM casts a
promising approach for real-field analyses of mechanical deformation influenced by the reservoir
pore-pressure change.
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Flow and heat transfer in a microchannel partially filled with a
microporous foam involving effects of flow inertia, flow/thermal
slips, thermal non-equilibrium and thermal asymmetry
Huijin Xu1 ; Changying Zhao1 ; Kambiz Vafai2
1 Shanghai Jiao Tong University
2 University of California, Riverside
Corresponding Author(s): xuhuijin@sjtu.edu.cn
A theoretical study of forced convection in a parallel-plate microchannel partially filled with a porous
medium is performed based on the local thermal non-equilibrium (LTNE) model. The two walls
sandwiching the channel are exposed to thermal asymmetry boundary conditions, and the flexible
porous medium is not connected to the walls. Effects of flow inertia in porous medium, velocity jump
at the porous/fluid interface, and flow slip and thermal slip at the solid/fluid interface are involved.
Exact solutions are obtained for velocity and temperature in both porous medium region and fluid
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region. The flow heterogeneity coefficient defined for describing the nonuniform distribution of fluid
flow is especially considered, and the effect of flow heterogeneity on heat transfer is revealed. The
entropy generation analysis is performed for heat transfer and fluid friction irreversibilities in the
channel partially filled with a porous medium. The benchmark solution provided in this work can
be used for improving numerical scheme accuracy and validating similar research.
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The laplace transform embedded discrete fracture model method
for the simulation of complex fracture system
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Co-author(s): Baojiang Sun 2 ; Wei Zhang 3
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Corresponding Author(s): 20170048@upc.edu.cn
A new numerical method, the Laplace Transform Embedded Discrete Fracture Model (LTEDFM)
method, is presented for the simulation of fluid through porous media with complex fracture sys-
tem. The flow is governed by Darcy’s flow in both matrix and fracture. The cell centered structured
grid is employed to discretize the spatial domain for matrix. The fracture is embedded to the matrix
grids. The fractures are modelled by lower-dimension line in 2D transport problem and interface in
3D problem in spatial discretization. In the computational process, the fractures keep the equivalent
dimension. By taking Laplace Transform to time, the backward Euler difference for time discretiza-
tion is avoided and is replaced by a semi-analytical method. This guarantees the accuracy and sta-
bility for time domain. The projection-based embedded-discrete-fracture method (pEDFM) is used
to efficiently model the fractures and barriers. The method is tested by the existing semi-analytical
methods, discrete fracrure models and standard finite difference simulators. Some numerical ex-
periments are showed and the results are presented in detail. It is demonstrated that the proposed
LTEDFM method is accurate for single flow in complex geology situations. The computational effi-
ciency and robustness is also assessed.
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A machine learning method for joint optimization of well loca-
tion and hydraulic fracture parameter design
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Unconventional tight oil/gas have been developed during recent years, and a large number of hy-
draulic fractured wells have been drilled to improve the reservoir recovery. However, poorly de-
signed well location and hydraulic fracture parameter in a low permeability oil/gas reservoir devel-
opment can result in suboptimal production performance.
Focusing on well location and hydraulic fracture parameter (e.g., size, conductivity, location) opti-
mization, we developed a machine learning approach to maximize the life-cycle net-present-value
(NPV). Firstly, the reduced order models (ROM) is developed. The Latin Hypercube Sampling method
is used to sample the parameters that need to be optimized. The Improved Projection-based Embed-
ded Discrete Fracture Model (pEDFM) (Jiang J, Younis R M. An improved projection-based embedded
discrete fracture model (pEDFM) for multiphase flow in fractured reservoirs[J]. Advances in Water
Resources, 2017, 109: 267-289.) based simulator is employed for the simulation run of each training
samples. After all the training simulations are completed, the input parameters and the calculated
NPV are collected. The Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) algorithm is applied to
generate the ROMs.
Then, we validate the predictions by ROMs with the results computed from improved pEDFM base
simulator. The StoSAG (Fonseca, R. R. M., Chen, B., Jansen, J. D., & Reynolds, A. (2017). A stochas-
tic simplex approximate gradient (StoSAG) for optimization under uncertainty. International Jour-
nal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 109(13), 1756-1776.) is chosen to estimate the optimal
variables (i.e., well locations and hydraulic fracture parameters). Different synthetic reservoir ex-
amples generated with geostatistical modelling methods are tested to validate the accuracy of the
constructed ROMs. The accuracy and computational efficiency are both analyzed. Finally, we apply
the methodology to the optimization of a real low permeability gas reservoir. With the aid of ROMs,
the performances for production are optimized.
The proposed machine learning approach associated with StoSAG optimization algorithm is con-
firmed to be a good optimization tool to achieve optimal well location and hydraulic fracture param-
eters for low permeability oil/gas reservoir development. To the best of our knowledge, this work
represents the first step to the optimization of well location optimization and hydraulic fracture pa-
rameter in a low permeability oil/gas reservoir by combing the advanced numerical simulator and
machine learning method.
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Experimental Study on Gas Accumulation Mechanism of Sand-
stone Gas Reservoirs in Sulige Gas Field, Ordos Basin, China
Xuan XuNone ; Yong HuNone ; Weijun Shen None ; Chunyan Jiao None ; Jiping WangNone ; Yingli ChenNone
Corresponding Author(s): cugxuxuan@163.com
The understanding of gas accumulation in sandstone gas reservoirs is crucial for developing and
optimizing the gas productivity. The gas accumulation in sandstone gas reservoirs is influenced by
reservoir properties such as reservoir permeability, filling power and temperature. In this study, the
experimental system of gas accumulation in gas reservoirs was established, and twelve full diameter
core samples from Sulige gas field were designed to simulate the process of gas accumulation. The
effects of the reservoir permeability, filling power and temperature, were analyzed. The results show
that there exists a threshold pressure of the hydrocarbon accumulation in the low-permeability tight
sandstone reservoirs. The reservoir with the permeability of 0.1 mD is about 2.0 MPa while the one
with 0.01 mD is 10.0 MPa. The lower the permeability is, the higher the threshold pressure is. The
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slower balance process will lead to a higher balanced pressure. The filling process is divided into
three different stages, including critical fill stage, rapid increase stage and gentle increase stage. The
rising velocity and range of gas saturation as well as water yielding pores, are quite different in
the different stages. The gas-bearing property has a positive correlation with reservoir quality and
filling power, which shows a very good logarithmic function relationship. These results can provide
a better understanding of gas accumulation for improving the gas recovery and development benefit
in sandstone gas reservoirs.
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Enhanced Thermal Recovery Mechanism of CO2 - Assisted Steam
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Steam injection is an effective method of thermal oil recovery and plays an important role in the
development of heavy oil reservoirs. Steam condensation experiment with CO2 is carried out to
investigate the enhanced thermal recovery mechanism of CO2 – assisted steam. The heat transfer
process between pure steam, mixed vapor and solid wall was studied by condensation heat transfer
experiments. The effects of coagulation method, CO2 content in mixed vapor and mixed vapor flow
rate on condensation heat transfer were analyzed. The results show that the condensation between
pure steam and the wall is dropwise condensation, while the condensation between the mixed va-
por and the wall is film condensation. Compared with dropwise condensation, the heat transfer
enhancement mechanism of film condensation includes increasing the heat transfer resistance dur-
ing condensation, reducing the condensation heat transfer coefficient of steam, and slowing the heat
exchange rate between steam and wall. As the CO2 content in the mixed vapor increases, the con-
densation heat transfer between the steam and wall is deteriorated. As the flow rate of the mixed
vapor increases, the condensation heat transfer between the steam and the wall is enhanced. This
study is conducive to optimizing steam development methods and achieving geological storage of
CO2.
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The Effect of Rock Deformation during CO2 Flooding and Storage
Using Pore Scale Characterization
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Understanding the influence of CO2 injection on rock deformation is one of the key elements to
analyze CO2 Enhanced gas recovery and long term CO2-storage in tight sand gas reservoirs. Rock
deformation is a pore scale phenomenon, yet previous studies did not conduct comprehensive pore
scale characterization during CO2 Flooding and Storage. This study utilizes integrated pore scale
characterization techniques to study the phenomenon.
We present CO2 injection experiments performed on 14 sandstone samples, which include sand
stones with natural fissures, shear fissures and artificial sanding crack fissures. Firstly, the core sam-
ples are characterized using nitrogen permeability and X-ray micro-computed tomography (micro-
CT). Then, the core samples were flooded with freshwater, then natural gas, and finally supercrit-
ical CO2 (scCO2). To calculate permeability, the pressure difference across the core samples was
monitored during these fluid injections. After the flooding experiment, nitrogen permeability and
micro-CT was repeated to characterize pore scale deformation. After the experiments, the numerical
simulations coupled with nonlinear rock deformation model with fluid flow were performed. The
simulation results give a detailed understanding of the experimental mechanic system in pore scale.
The results show that the damage rate of permeability decreases with the increase of initial perme-
ability and increases linearly with the increase of irreducible water saturation. The recovery rate
of permeability increases with the increase of initial permeability during CO2 flooding. Matrix and
fissure cores showed respectively 29-47% and 40-86% decrease in permeability in production process.
While after CO2 flooding, Matrix and fissure cores showed respectively 74-87% and 32-73% recov-
ery in permeability. The permeability damage of the sample can be explained by the stress path
followed by the reservoir controls the evolution of the effective stress state, and with it the changes
in deviatoric stresses.
The evolution of the stress state, captured as a stress path, significantly affects the gas production
profile and CO2 storage capability. This research of spatial and temporal changes in stress state laid
the basis for studying CO2 storage and enhanced gas recovery.
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Experimental investigation on the stress sensitivity of permeabil-
ity in naturally fractured shale
Diansen Yang1
1 1. State Key Laboratory of Geomechanics and Geotechnical Engineering, Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Wuhan, Hubei 430071, China
Corresponding Author(s): dsyang@whrsm.ac.cn
In this paper, we present an experimental investigation regarding the stress sensitivity of permeabil-
ity in naturally fractured shale. Gas permeability tests were performed on the fractured cylindrical
shale samples under loading and unloading conditions. Different hydrostatic stress and gas pressure
levels were chosen to investigate the dependence of permeability on stress. The permeability of the
fractured shale decreases with increasing hydrostatic stress, re-increases during unloading and is ir-
reversible during loading and unloading processes. The gas pressure exhibits a significant effect on
the permeability in comparison with the hydrostatic stress. Small gas pressure changes (e.g., 2 MPa)
induce a comparable change in permeability with a large hydrostatic stress change (e.g., 40 MPa).
The gas pressure gradient on the permeability will be discussed. The fracture aperture was estimated
by recording the volume change during loading and shows that the aperture change is consistent
with the permeability evolution during loading, which is more complicated at a higher hydrostatic
stress value. The roughness of the fractured surface was also analyzed and will be discussed in
combination with the permeability evolution.
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Experimental investigation on anisotropic permeability and its
relationship with anisotropic thermal cracking of oil shale under
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A high-temperature triaxial permeability testing machine was used to study anisotropic permeability
of oil shale at stresses that emulate in-situ conditions. The threshold temperature of permeability
in the direction perpendicular to bedding is 450℃ and in the direction parallel to bedding is 400℃.
The magnitude of permeability of perpendicular bedding is low than 10-20 m2 below 450℃, and
increase from 10-19 to 10-17 m2 at 450℃-600℃. The magnitude of permeability of parallel bedding
is 10-19 to 10-18 m2 below 400℃, and increase form 10-16 to 10-15 m2 at 400 to 600℃. The ratio
of permeability of parallel bedding to permeability of perpendicular bedding was maximal at 450℃.
Simultaneously, sample microstructure was characterized by X-ray computed tomography. Thermal
cracks mainly occur in the bedding direction, and cracks perpendicular to the bedding are rare.
Thermal cracks caused by increased temperature are the main reason for the change of permeability
in the direction parallel to bedding, and the connection of macropores is the main reason for the
change of permeability in the direction perpendicular to bedding.
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Integrated simulation of Darcy and Stokes flow for porous rock
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It is common to directly import 3D pore structure taken from high-resolution X-ray computed tomo-
graphic images and to evaluate the pore morphology and flow characteristics in porous rocks. The
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16-bit gray-level X-ray images are subjected to the series of image processing to segment the binary
pore structure which serves as the analysis domain and this workflow has been widely adopted for
the micro-scale studies on hydraulic phenomena in porous media. This appears intuitive and straight-
forward while the segmented pore domain may change depending on the image resolution and seg-
mentation methods. As the range of pore size varies, the sufficiently large pore can be captured as
it is while the small pore could belong to either pore or solid phase with respect to bimodal-shaped
CT number histogram. Also, how the virtually apparent pores are captured highly depends upon
the segmentation approaches. Therefore, it leads the uncertainty in the connectivity, smoothness,
and volume of pore and can cause the misinterpretation of transport properties. We herein a new
methodology to reasonably estimate the permeability of porous rock by providing the scientifically
sound decision-making process. Based on the pore size distribution curve obtained from the exper-
imental measure, we set the separating diameter (ds) which puts the boundary between ‘apparent
pore’ and ‘gray pore’. Herein, the apparent pore voxel should have a porosity of 1 while gray pore
voxel has a porosity from 0 to 1 so that the summation of pore volume from both apparent and pore
voxels should be equivalent to the experimentally measured porosity. Then, any other voxels become
‘solid’. The determination of apparent and gray pores therefore depends upon the image resolution
under analysis and the separating diameter. Once ternary components (i.e., apparent pore, gray
pore, and solid) are assigned to each voxel, Brinkmann force lattice Boltzmann method (BF-LBM) is
implemented for the flow simulation. In this study, the X-ray CT images of Navajo sandstone from
Utah, U.S.A. are taken with the resolution of 4.17 µm. Results highlight that the separating diam-
eter explicitly determines which pores correspond to ‘gray pore’ so that the regime of Darcy flow
largely changes. However, the variation of computed permeability resides within acceptable ranges
compared with values computed by other conventional methods. Also, the computed permeability
seems most analogous to the experimentally measured one when the separating diameter is close to
the mean pore diameter. This observation suggests that either under or over-estimated permeability
by conventional approaches can be correctly calibrated regardless of image resolution by solving
both Darcy and Stokes flow regime using BF-LBM.
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A new method for simultaneous determination of in situ porosity
and permeability under reservoir conditions: insights from gas
diffusion on gas shales with nanopores
Feng Yang1
1 China University of Geosciences, Wuhan
Corresponding Author(s): fengyang@cug.edu.cn
Accurate estimation of in situ porosity and permeability is crucial for successful evaluation and de-
velopment of unconventional reservoirs. However, gas porosity measured on cores using a helium
pycnometer (Boyle’s Law) or rock fragments using the buoyancy method (Archimedes principle)
is commonly performed at ambient pressure. Many studies have shown that the porosity and per-
meability can be strongly dependent on the effective stress, and thus the porosity measured on
core/crushed samples at ambient conditions will be larger than in situ porosity. There are now mul-
tiple methods for laboratory determination of permeability for unconventional tight oil/gas reser-
voirs. The conventional (steady–state flow) method for permeability determination is not adequate
for low–permeability shale cores. The low flow rates across the core plug are difficult to measure, and
the tests are quite time consuming. The crushed–rock permeability (GRI) determined from helium
expansion is performed on crushed samples under unconfined conditions. Pulse–decay technique is
commonly preferred to determine the permeability of tight rocks.
The ideal method of evaluating the petrophysical properties of rocks under stress would be to de-
termine permeability and porosity simultaneously. In this paper, we derive an analytical model for
non–steady–state gas flow through a core based on gas diffusion theory. Diffusion equation that
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describes gas diffusion as a function of porosity and permeability are presented. Shale samples from
Lower Silurian strata of Sichuan basin, China are characterized using TOC analysis, helium pyc-
nometer (grain density, and porosity), low–pressure gas adsorption (BET specific surface, pore size
distribution, and pore volume). A laboratory apparatus was constructed to measure the pressure
decay as a function of time as gas diffuses to the core samples. The pressure decay can be used to
determine the in situ porosity and diffusion coefficients. Diffusion coefficients are sensitive to both
pore volume and permeability and are used to determine the gas transport property. Simultaneously,
pulse–decay measurements and crushed–rock permeability experiments are also performed to com-
pare the results of different methods.
Results show that the porosity derived from diffusion experiments at ambient conditions agree with
the porosity determined on helium pycnometer. However, there are significant difference between
unconfined pycnometry porosity and in situ porosity. The specific pore volume of shale plugs de-
crease more than 10% from unconfined state to in situ condition. The diffusion coefficients of helium
on these shale plugs are controlled by pore structure and TOC content, and are at the magnitude of
10-11–10-8m2/s at room temperature. The permeability values derived from gas diffusion on core
plugs under different effective pressure agree with pulse–decay permeability values, and are higher
than crush–rock permeability values.
The developed method only mount sample once and can be used to measure the porosity and perme-
ability simultaneously under in situ stress conditions, which reduce test time and samples required.
Furthermore, the porosity and permeability are evaluated at the same stress cycle, which eliminates
any concern over permanent stress–hysteresis effects on the core and provide an intrinsically con-
sistent porosity–permeability data.
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A Digital Image Correlation Analysis on the Rapid Reduction Mech-
anism of Permeability in Low-Permeability Sandstone Reservoirs
Jing Yang1 ; Jianwen Ye1 ; Yao Li1
1 Chengdu University of Technology
Corresponding Author(s): jingyang1125@gmail.com
Low-permeability sandstone reservoirs play a great role in the exploration and production of oil
and gas resources, but most of them show a rapid reduction on permeability at the beginning of
production process and present a depleted production rate along with the time. To figure out the
rapid reduction mechanism of permeability, this research performed an experimental study using
low-permeability sandstone specimens. Using a digital image correlation method, a binary image
process was used to capture a fluid flow passage through the microscopic pore structures. Com-
bining with a laser engraving technique, a simplified displacement experiment was conducted and
found that the rapid reduction on permeability was caused by the loose grain particles, which can be
transferred with the fluid and thus block the pore throats. These preliminary findings can provide
guidance for improving the prediction accuracy on the well productivity and the understanding on
a rapid depleted production rate at the beginning of the production history.
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Multiphase SPH simulation based on an improved boundary model
Author(s): Qianhong YangNone
Co-author(s): Jun Yao
Corresponding Author(s): s17020254@s.upc.edu.cn
Abstract: Smoothed particle hydrodynamics is a Lagrangian meshless method,which has unique
advantages in modelling various interface phenomena such as interface fragmentation and large
deformation. In this paper, under the background of multiphase flow in oil production, a numerical
model is established using SPH multiphase method. Various interface phenomena are explored by
solving the continuous surface tension model (CSF).Firstly, the governing equation of multiphase
SPH model are given, as well as the SPH discrete format of pressure gradient, viscous force, surface
tension, and various numerical processing techniques. Meanwhile, the viscous force proposed by
Hu and Adams1 is modified in this paper. Base on the work of Qiang hongfu2 and Krimi3,a new
boundary condition is proposed. In order to verify the correctness of this model, the contraction and
concussion of square droplet at different density ratios are tested. The results are consistent with
Laplace solution. On this basis, the simulation of rising bubble at a high density ratio(DR=1000) is
performed. Finally, the three-dimensional cases are tested. Taking highly computational features of
this method into consideration, techniques such as parallel computing are applied to accelerate the
simulation. The research in this paper provides an effective numerical method for multiphase flow
in petroleum engineering and expands the application of SPH method in engineering field.
Keywords: smoothed particle hydrodynamics; multiphase flow; continuous surface tension model;
large density ratio; parallel computing
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The Research of Microscopic Remaining Oil on the Basis of Dis-
placement Experiment and Digital Core
SHAN YANGNone ; YI ZHAONone
Corresponding Author(s): 15153242100@163.com
The research of microscopic remaining oil on the basis of displacement experiment and digital core
is based on micro-model manufacturing and microscopic remaining oil displacement experiment.
Combined with three-dimensional digital cores obtained by X-ray computed tomography and analy-
sis of pore network extraction, microscopic displacement mechanism and remaining oil entrapment
mechanism are utilized to predict the distribution of microscopic remaining oil.
On the basis of pore network, micro-model is made of glass and sculpted by laser, which is conve-
nient to be observed and recorded and is capable of conducting experiment under the circumstance
of high temperature and high pressure to explore the microscopic displacement and remaining oil
entrapment mechanism. Samples are carefully selected and through a series of steps including two
dimension to three dimension reconstruction, sub-volume extraction, filtering, segmentation, open-
ing, skeletonization three dimensional digital core pore-network is constructed. In order to extract
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pore-network model precisely, the improved NLM filtering algorithm is applied based on the struc-
tural comparison, and multi-constraint binary segmentation and micro-pore throat identification
are utilized to enhance the boundary recognition.Experiment simulation and numerical modeling
are combined to promote the accuracy and reliability.
Tazhong 402 reservoir is in the extra-high water-cut stage, whose characteristics are summarized as
“five high and one low”, namely, high water-cut, high recovery level, high temperature, high degree
of mineralization and low heterogeneity. After a long period of recovery, the pore network, grains
and minerals are experiencing transformation, which leads to the complicated distribution patterns
of microscopic remaining oil. Therefore, microscopic displacement experiments are conducted and
X-ray computed tomography is utilized to reveal the microscopic displacement and remaining oil
entrapment mechanism, thus to predict the distribution of remaining oil, providing evidence and
reliability of further tertiary recovery.
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Fluid displacement and trapping during two-phase steady-state
flow in complex carbonate imaged by synchrotron x-ray micro-
tomography
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1 University of Edinburgh
2 Heriot-Watt University
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Multiphase fluid flow has been intensively studied within relatively homogeneous pore structures
such as bead packs and sandstones. It has been shown that pore network characteristics such as
the network topology, the pore size distribution and surface morphology can strongly affect the
displacement and trapping of fluids by varying local capillary pressure and thereby changing the
preferable path of fluids. In more complex media such as carbonates, fluid displacement and trapping
in highly tortuous pore networks comprised of multiscale porosity are less-well understood. To find
out how these factors impact the process, we conducted in-situ two phase core-flooding experiments
in an oolitic Indiana Limestone with multiscale pore size and two different pore surface morphologies
at the microtomography beam lime 2-BM at the Advanced Photon Source. The 3 mm diameter, 10 mm
long core was saturated with oil, then flooded with brine to an irreducible oil saturation, followed
by oil re-injection and steady-state (oil and water simultaneously) injection, using potassium iodide
brine and dodecane as aqueous and oil phase, respectively. The entire injection process was imaged
in 4D using 1-second 3D data acquisition in 20 second intervals. The excellent microtomographic
data with a spatial resolution of 2.2 micron per pixel allowed visualisation of fluid flow in the sample
and quantitative analysis of pore-scale fluid displacement processes. Here we show 4-dimensional
data of 1) fluid trapping and displacement in a complex pore structure during drainage and imbibition.
2) The effect of two different surface morphologies, smooth, drusy calcite surfaces and rougher oolite
surfaces, on the contact angle and fluid saturation. We found that in this specific pore structure,
steady state injection of two fluids does not lead to a monotonic saturation change that occurs in non-
steady-state injection or reaching a steady saturation level, but a sinusoid saturation - desaturation
- resaturation behaviour in the recorded time-lapse. At this stage of our ongoing interpretation
we believe that this is caused by a dynamic competition of two immiscible fluids that both have the
access to the same complex pore space. The pore surface morphology may influence this competition
by partially altering local contact angles within pores, therefore causing a complex local capillary
pressure. This study provides insights on fluid behaviour in complex pore structures and varied
pore surface topology during steady-state flow, which are beneficial for improving fluid simulation
predictions.
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Pore-scale simulation of shale oil flow based on pore network
model
Author(s): Ke Wang1
Co-author(s): Yongfei Yang 2 ; Jun Yao 3 ; Yaohao Guo ; Zhihui Liu 4
1 Research Center of Multiphase Flow in Porous Media, China University of Petroleum (East China)
2 China University of Petroleum (East China)
3 Research Centre of Multiphase Flow in Porous Media, China University of Petroleum (East China)
4 China University of petroleum (East China)
Corresponding Author(s): yangyongfei@upc.edu.cn
The characteristics of shale reservoirs are complex: nano-scale pore throats, multi-scale, rich in or-
ganic matter. Shale oil flow in nanoporous media is affected by micro-scale effect, which is described
by slippage and adsorption phenomenon. In addition, micro-fractures make shale oil flow more com-
plicated. In this study, a pore network model with different organic matter contents was established,
and corrected shale oil flow equation was introduced. The effects of slip length, viscosity ratio of
adsorbed phase to bulk phase, thickness of adsorption layer on network permeability were analyzed
under different organic matter contents. Shale permeability has positive correlation with slip length
and negative correlation with viscosity ratio and thickness of adsorption layer. The flow capacity
of inorganic and organic pore throats was different, which lead to distinct effect of organic mat-
ter content on permeability. With organic matter content increases, connectivity of organic pore
throats increases, permeability was further improved. A method of integrating micro-fractures in
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pore network model was proposed to build pore network model with micro-fractures. Effects of an-
gle, aperture and amount of fracture on shale oil flow combined with slippage and adsorption were
analysed. The result show that fracture significantly improved network permeability, the mecha-
nism of slippage and adsorption further enhanced permeability.
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Impact of Temperature on Sandstone based on CT images
Author(s): Haiyuan Yang1
Co-author(s): Yongfei Yang 2 ; Jun Yao 3
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2 China University of Petroleum (East China)
3 China University of Petroleum
Corresponding Author(s): yangyongfei@upc.edu.cn
Rock thermal damage induces the physical and mechanical changes, which are crucial to thermal
recovery. To investigate the changes due to heat, three sandstone samples were heated to 100℃,
200℃, 300℃, 400℃, 500℃ and 600℃, respectively. The porosity and permeability measurements
and CT scanning were conducted after samples natural cooling at various temperature points. The
results show that as the temperature increases, the porosity and permeability of sandstone show the
fluctuating increase which can be categorized in three stages. The recrystallization of minerals occur
at 200℃ from CT images. With the temperature increase, the direction of rearrangement change.
For thermal damage mechanism, thermal expansion is the initial reason of porosity and permeabil-
ity increase. The interaction between thermal expansion and recrystallization result in the decrease
of porosity and permeability. The rearrangement of minerals is the main reason of porosity and
permeability increase at high temperature. The change of fracture aperture can be explained by the
mechanism.
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Characterizing the Plugging Capability of New Bilayer-Coating
Microspheres for In-Depth Conformance Control: Mathematical
Modeling and Laboratory Study
Yulong Yang1 ; Tingting Cheng1 ; Jirui Hou1 ; Zhenjiang You2 ; Yang Liu1 ; Fenglan Zhao1 ; Jun Li1
1 China University of Petroleum, Beijing
2 University of Queensland
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Microspheres are commonly applied for conformance control within heterogeneous reservoirs. How-
ever, due to the premature aggregation in wellbore neighborhood, the injected particles cannot trans-
port deeply into the reservoir. To solve this problem, microparticles covered with two layers of
functional coatings are developed for in-depth conformance control. The proposed bilayer-coating
microspheres (BCMS) are expected to transport deeply into porous media, given that the rigid outer
layer is designed to protect the adhesive inner coating. The objective of the present work is to char-
acterize the adhesion property and plugging behavior of BCMS at reservoir temperature and fluid
salinity. The Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory is used to calculate interactions
between particles, which reveals a significant repulsion between the external coatings of different
particles, indicating the elimination of premature particle aggregation. The static tests show that
BCMS exhibits resistance to high temperature and salinity. Laboratory coreflood tests and mathe-
matical modeling on BCMS injection are performed. We present the governing equation system for
the deep-bed filtration of BCMS in porous media, accounting for the limited retention concentration
and the velocity difference between the suspended particles and the carrier fluid. The exact solution
for one-dimensional flow is derived. The measured pressure drops across different core sections
agree with the modeling results with high accuracy, which validates the analytical model. BCMS
shows promising potential application for in-depth conformance control, owing to its ability of deep
transport into porous media.
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Research and Application of Numerical Method of Evaluation
of Fracturing Effects in Large Scale Volume Reform of Vertical
Wells
Author(s): Zhengming Yang1
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At present, the evaluation methods of fracturing effects under large-scale volumetric reforming of
vertical wells are commonly used for direct fracturing effects evaluation methods such as micro-
earthquake technology and inclinometers, but they can only evaluate the fracturing effect at a certain
point in time, can’t evaluate the whole process of fracturing effect .This paper is based on the charac-
teristics of ”Fracture network” flow in the large scale volume reform of vertical wells, through studied
the intelligent PEBI mesh division, the relationship between the permeability of different zones and
the pressure and pressure derivative curves, and the influence of different parameters on the pres-
sure curve. established numerical method for evaluation of fracturing effects of large scale frature
network of vertical wells. Based on the data of fracturing fluid returning, well testing and production,
the numerical evaluation of fracturing effect of four repetitive volume reforming wells in different
periods of ChangQing was carried out, and the scale and permeability transformation features of
volume fracturing in different periods were given ,these well guided oilfield production.
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Unsaturated flow through fracture intersections: competition be-
tween gravity and capillary force controls fluid splitting of droplets
Zhibing Yang1 ; Song Xue1 ; Yi-Feng Chen1
1 Wuhan University
Corresponding Author(s): zbyang@whu.edu.cn
We present an experimental study on the flow splitting behavior at a fracture intersection under
unsaturated condition. The flow cell is composed of a vertical fracture intersected by a horizon-
tal fracture, forming an overturned T-shape. Deionized water is injected at the top of the vertical
fracture. Different combinations of apertures of the vertical (bv) and the horizontal (bh) fractures
are considered. Experimental results confirm that the gravity-driven flow in the vertical fracture
transitions from droplet to rivulet mode as the flow rate increases. By image analysis we quantify
the flow dynamics through the intersection, and especially focus on the partitioning efficiency ()
defined as the percentage of flow partitioned into the horizontal fracture. When bv < bh, we find
that the droplets completely imbibe into the horizontal fracture ( almost equals to 1) for injection
rate smaller than a threshold value. For higher flow rate, the droplets split in such a way that the
partitioning efficiency is proportional to the injection rate. This behavior can be well explained by a
force balance analysis at the fracture intersection. The findings are further supported by numerical
simulations of droplet flow through intersections.
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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Study of Wettability Modifica-
tion and Mineralogy of Bandera Brown.
Author(s): Sherifat Yesufu1
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2 Shell Global Solutions International B.V.
Corresponding Author(s): s.yesufu17@imperial.ac.uk
One characteristic of porous media is the large surface-area to volume ratio, which enhances surface-
fluid interactions of any kind, e.g. in catalysts, adsorption studies, Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) in
oil reservoirs, etc. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a technique to characterise such surfaces at
length scales ranging from µm to the nm. The use of AFM to characterise rock surfaces though has
been very limited. It has the potential to carry out 3D imaging of the surface topography and give
information about interaction forces at the pore surfaces. In this study, the capabilities to investigate
porous media with AFM will be presented based on an example of mineral modification in Bandera
Brown rock.
In AFM, the forces between the sample surface and a microscopically sharp tip can be determined
from the deflection of a flexible cantilever which holds the tip and, in essence, acts as a spring
of known force constant. Thus, by utilizing an AFM tip functionalised with oil components, the
wettability of a mineral surface can be ascertained from the adhesion forces between its pore surfaces
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and these oil components. Basically, simulating the interactions between crude oil and the mineral
surface. This process is quite useful in EOR for ascertaining conditions in the pores of reservoir
rocks. However, the difficulty lies within the fact that reservoir cores (particularly sandstones that
consist of iron-bearing clay minerals), once brought to the surface, become oxidized, thus deviating
from anaerobic, reducing conditions within the rock formation. Expectedly, experimental results
obtained using these oxidised cores differ substantially from field tests, as wettability is observed to
vary depending on the redox state.
In this work, the capability of the AFM for characterisation of the mineralogy of an outcrop sand-
stone, Bandera Brown, at the pore scale from 3D imaging, as a direct corroboration of Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis will be explored. Furthermore, this technique will be used to
probe the possibility for modifying the wettability of the pore surfaces of Bandera Brown, by mea-
suring the interactions with oil components such as the hydrophobic methyl end groups (-CH3) and
hydrophilic carboxyl end groups (-COOH).
Keywords: 3D imaging. AFM. SEM. Wettability. Adhesion. Sandstones.
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Asymptotic mathematical model of gas filtration through thin
porous wall
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Classical filtration theory considers a lot of porous media in a great variety of possible configura-
tions, including thin porous bodies. The mentioned thin bodies, in particular plates, membranes and
shells, are often occurred in different applications in modern sciences and technologies. As a result,
processes of filtration across such bodies are interesting from the practical point of view and well
investigated at the moment by experimental and theoretical methods. However filtration in non-
asymptotically thin bodies did not attract so attention of investigators and, as a rule, such bodies
were investigated on the base of general model of porous body filtration. At the same time, it is
evident that small thickness of the considered bodies in comparison of their other reference sizes
gives an opportunity to build an asymptotic mathematical model, using the relation of correspon-
dent reference sizes as a small parameter. The present work represents such attempt concerning
gas filtration through non-asymptotic thin porous body (porous layer). It is necessary to note, that
the authors of the present work had preliminary experience in the heat conduction across thin solid
body problem, which is similar to the considered problem, and correspondent analysis tools were
developed in previous works by the authors. Classical gas filtration theory mainly deals with isother-
mal filtration process. However in the case of thin body there is possibility a sufficient temperature
difference between opposite sides of the wall. In dependence of parameters of the rigid frame and
gas filtration flow, there are three mathematical models of the investigated phenomena: The first
one is the mentioned isothermal case, what means that the temperature gap is absent and mass of
gas is negligibly less than the mass of the rigid frame. The second one is one-temperature model,
what means that the temperature distribution in the wall is completely determined only by heat
conduction of rigid frame, since the mass of gas in negligibly small similar to the first case. And
the third one is two-temperature, which takes into account a heat transfer between the gas and the
rigid frame. However, the last model is very seldom occurred in applications. Beside of that, it is
extremely complicated, therefore it is not considered here.
According to asymptotic approach, the solution is founded as a small parameter expansion. The
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obtained zero approximation is described by boundary-value problem for ordinary differential equa-
tion, which can always be solved analytically. The following approximations can be treated analyt-
ically too, but this procedure can occur too complex and it is better to obtain numerical solution in
such case. The proposed approach is formulated in local coordinate system connected with the body
surface and, as a result, it is effective for bodies of complex geometrical shapes. Another advantage
of the approach is opportunity of analytical treatment of relevant nonlinear terms.
The described above approach is illustrated by several examples of calculations.
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Porous electrode is widely used in commercial electrochemical devices. The porous configuration
allows high interfacial area for electrochemical reactions. Considering the complex geometry and
topology together with the coupled kinetic, transport and thermodynamic processes, detailed treat-
ment of the electrochemical cell at particle scale is formidable, if not impossible. Volume averag-
ing technique developed for describing flow and transport in porous media has been employed for
modelling of batteries and fuel cells. Averaging the particle-scale equations over a representative
elementary volume (REV) results in the so-called porous electrode theory. This theory has seen
successful applications in simulation of electrochemical systems. Over the years, efforts have been
made on extending the theory to non-ideal active materials, on comparing Newman’s porous elec-
trode model with upscaled equations from volume averaging of generalized Poisson-Nernst-Plank
(PNP) equations, and on thermodynamics based derivation of Butler-Volmer equations for lithium
intercalation kinetics, to name a few.
Volume averaging adopted in porous electrode theory will be re-examined theoretically. Issues with
current porous electrode theory will be discussed and demonstrated through numerical examples.
Relevance to upscaling of electrochemical systems, like identifying macroscopic parameters from
particle-scale simulations, will also be covered.
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A numerical and experimental study of drainage processes in pre-
dominantly 2D microfluidic porous domains
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Immiscible two-phase flow in porous materials is a process of significant scientific and applied inter-
est, encountered in numerous technological applications related to energy and the environment (e.g.
subsurface water flow, oil recovery, soil remediation and geologic carbon sequestration). Unlike
processes that include only single-phase flow, which are typically approximated at the REV-scale
using Darcy’s law (thus exhibiting a linear dependence between flow rates and the applied pressure
difference), in two-phase flow the combined effects of viscous, capillary and gravity forces within
the heterogeneous/tortuous pore space render a highly non-linear flow problem which strongly de-
pends on pore-scale properties. As such, immiscible flow processes within porous materials can be
efficiently treated using novel pore-scale-resolved Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS), as well as
pore-scale microfluidic experiments. Such approaches provide significant potential for upscaling the
results for use in the context of field-scale simulators.
In this contribution, we study the dynamics of immiscible two-phase flow in PDMS microfluidic
porous structures that consist of randomly distributed circular or polygonal pillars to “mimic” the
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tortuous nature of a natural porous material. A non-wetting fluid (i.e. water) is injected from one
side of the microfluidic structure to displace the initially resident wetting phase (i.e. fluorinert) at
different flow rates in a drainage-like process. During the displacement process we record the dy-
namics of the phase distributions and the corresponding inlet pressure. We also calculate the average
capillary pressure by using a novel methodology that relies on the recorded dynamics of the radii of
curvature across interfaces. Our experimental results are then compared against a series of 2D nu-
merical simulations performed at similar flow conditions with a commercial finite element simulator.
The latter solves directly for flow and interfacial flow dynamics using a coupled implementation of
the level set method and the laminar Navier-Stokes equations. The numerical simulations are found
in very good agreement with the experimental results in terms of saturation topology, pressure
distribution, and overall time scales over a wide range of capillary numbers, while they also offer
significant physical insight on the effects of the domain depth (which is not explicitly accounted for
in the simulations) on the dynamics of the drainage process. Furthermore, we recover a rich diagram
of phase distribution patterns with respect to the Capillary number and viscosity ratio despite the
small/finite dimensions of the computational/experimental microfluidic domain.
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Study on occurrence state of tight oil is important to reservoir evaluation and development and many
methods are proposed to study it. However, intuitive means and multi-factor analysis are extremely
rare. In this study, a nanofluidic technology with a capability of describing pore structure of tight
oil was applied to characterize the fluid occurrence state directly, and a SLD (simplified local den-
sity) model coupled with various of influencing factors was revised to describe how fluid exists in
nanopores.
Nanofluidic experiments and SLD model were combined to investigate the occurrence state of nanopore
fluid. Nanofluidic chips fabricated with photolithography and reactive-ion etching were made with
silicon and silica, respectively. The adsorbed film saturated fluid in nanofluidic chips was imaged
by ESEM under different materials, temperatures, pressures, pore sizes and fluid components (C5,
C8, C10). Then the thickness of adsorbed film was measured from SEM images, which can directly
illustrate the influences of wettability, formation conditions and fluid properties on occurrence state.
Based on the experiments, the SLD model was revised by coupling with wettability changes under
different conditions.
The nanofluidic experiment results indicated that the density profile was greatly influenced by wet-
tability, temperature, pressure, fluid component and pore size. First, wettability determined the fluid
density proflie at pore wall (adsorption phase) and pore center (bulk phase): under hydrophilic silica
chip, the adsorbed phase density was smaller than the bulk phase density. Second, the density of
adsorbed phase decreased as the temperature increased, and it increased with an increase in pres-
sure. Third, an increase in heavy components led to an increase in the density of the adsorbed phase.
Last, a larger pore size resulted in a thicker adsorbed film. The revised SLD model demonstrated the
density of adsorbed phase and wettability were affected by temperature and pressure. Specifically
, the wettability of the pore wall tended to be hydrophilic, and the density of adsorbed phase de-
creases with an increase in temperature. Additionally, the density of adsorbed phase increased, the
wettability tends to be hydrophilic with an increase in pressure, but the influence of wettability is
rather small, thus the density still increased.
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3D printing application for flow and mechanical deformation in
a single fracture network
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Corresponding Author(s): hyoon@sandia.gov
3D printing of geomaterial analog has the potential to enhance hydrogeological and mechanical inter-
pretations by generating engineered samples in testable configurations with reproducible structures
and tunable surface and mechanical properties. The use of 3D printed samples allows us to over-
come sample-to-sample heterogeneity that plague rock physics testing and to test material response
independent from material variability. In this work, we used two different printing techniques (stere-
olithography (SLA) and inkjet printing) to create single fracture network systems. For single fracture
system, a set of X-ray computed microtomography (micro-CT) images of a shale core sample with
single fracture network was segmented to create a digital fracture system for 3D printing. Aperture
sizes in a single fracture network range from ~ 0.2 to ~1 mm. In particular, transparent fractured
specimens based on 3D reconstruction of micro-fractured rock (i.e., 3D digital rock) were printed
to study fluid flow characterization and manipulation. Here we describe the design of single frac-
ture network and the progress of printing practices. CAD features have been integrated into the
printing, including sample end pieces with a luer lock. With printed fracture samples, water inflow
was tested to evaluate the impact of fracture aperture distribution on the 3D meniscus with the
micro-CT system. Contact angle of water phase distribution at different locations was analyzed for
different printed fractures with varying aperture sizes. Various finite element and lattice Boltzmann
numerical simulations including (non-)reactive transport and multiphase flow cases are performed
to study fluid flow characterization in a single fracture network. For multiphase flow, the Confor-
mal Decomposition Finite Element Method (CDFEM) has been employed to capture water flow in
the fracture network with a dynamic contact angle. We will discuss these integrated approaches
using 3D printing and numerical simulations of fractured porous media to establish a science-based,
rather than empirical, workflow for understanding and predicting fluid-rock interactions in fractured
media.
Sandia National Laboratories is a multimission laboratory managed and operated by National Tech-
nology and Engineering Solutions of Sandia, LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Honeywell Inter-
national, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under
contract DE-NA-0003525.
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Interplay among Roughness, Flow, and Transport in Rough Sin-
gle Fractures: The Critical Role of Velocity Correlation on Anoma-
lous Transport
Seonkyoo YoonNone ; Peter KangNone
Corresponding Author(s): yoonx213@umn.edu
Fractures in rocks often act as major fluid pathways thereby exerting dominant control over many
important subsurface processes. The complex interplay among fracture roughness, fluid flow physics
and mass transport is known to cause anomalous transport that cannot be described with the Fick-
ian framework. However, the current understanding on how the interplay controls anomalous trans-
port through single fractures is still fragmental. We systematically investigate the complex interplay
among roughness, flow, and transport in rough single fractures, and demonstrate that velocity cor-
relation is the key mechanism that controls anomalous transport. We quantify fracture roughness
with Hurst exponent (H ), fluid flow conditions with Reynolds number (Re), and transport conditions
with Péclet number (Pe). To gain a complete picture of the complex interplay, we analyze all com-
binations of the three parameters in the range of H : 0.7 - 0.9, Re: 1 – 100, and Pe: 100-100000. In
the rough-walled condition (H = 0.7), the size of eddies grow significantly as Re increases, whereas
in the smoother conditions there is no significant emergence of eddies. We use a particle tracking
approach for solute transport that provides Lagrangian information. We also implemented an algo-
rithm that identifies eddy zones and distinguishes residence times in the eddy zone and in the main
flow channel. When Pe is smaller than 10,000, the eddies caused by roughness induce heavy tailing
in residence time distribution (RTD) since the eddies trap solute particles. This confirms the previous
studies which reported eddies as the origin of the heavy tailing. However, when Pe is larger than
10,000, we find the opposite result: the tail of RTD in the low-roughness conditions are heavier than
the high-roughness conditions. When Pe is high enough, the eddies no longer act as trapping zones
since particles hardly enter the eddy zones. The eddies rather act as a slip boundary that decreases
the Lagrangian velocity correlation thereby reducing tailing. This implies that the eddies caused
by fracture roughness can reduce late time tailing via velocity correlation breaking, which is con-
trary to the previous studies that identifies eddies as the origin of late time tailing. We further show
the critical importance of velocity correlation across Re and validate our findings with a correlated
CTRW that honors the velocity correlation.
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Flow and transport in fractured poroelastic media
Ivan Yotov1 ; Ilona Ambartsumyan2 ; Eldar Khattatov2 ; Truong Nguyen1
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Corresponding Author(s): yotov@math.pitt.edu
We study flow and transport in fractured poroelastic media using
Stokes flow in the fractures and the Biot model in the porous
media. The Stokes-Biot model is coupled with an advection-diffusion
equation for modeling transport of chemical species within the
fluid. The continuity of flux on the fracture-matrix interfaces is
imposed via a Lagrange multiplier. The coupled system is discretized
by a finite element method using Stokes elements, mixed Darcy
elements, conforming displacement elements, and discontinuous Galerkin
for transport. The stability and convergence of the coupled scheme
are analyzed. Computational results verifying the theory as well as
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simulations of flow and transport in fractured poroelastic media are
presented.
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Since the 1980s experimental and field studies have found anomalously slow propagation of foam
that cannot be explained by surfactant adsorption. Friedmann et al. (1994) conducted foam propa-
gation experiments in a cone-shaped sandpack and concluded that foam, once formed in the narrow
inlet, was unable to propagate at all at lower superficial velocities towards the wider outlet. They
hence concluded that long-distance foam propagation in radial flow from an injection well is in
doubt (or questionable).
Ashoori et al. (2012) provides a theoretical explanation for slower or non-propagation of foam at
decreasing superficial velocity. Their explanation connects foam propagation to the minimum ve-
locity utmin or pressure gradient  Pmin required for foam generation in homogeneous porous me-
dia (Gauglitz et al., 2002). The conditions for propagation of foam are less demanding than those
for creation of new foam. However, there still can be a minimum superficial velocity necessary for
propagation of foam, except that it could be significantly smaller than the minimum velocity for
foam generation from an initial state of no-foam.
In this study, we extend the experimental approach of Friedmann et al. in the context of the theory
of Ashoori et al. We use a cylindrical core with stepwise increasing diameters such that the superfi-
cial velocity in the outlet section is 1/16 of that in the inlet. N2 foam is created and stabilized by the
widely used surfactant formulation C14-16 alpha olefin sulfonate. Previously, we map the conditions
for foam generation, in a Bentheimer sandstone core, as a function of total superficial velocity (foam
trigger), surfactant concentration and injected gas fraction (foam quality). In this study, we enrich
the content of the map with the conditions for downstream propagation of foam, after its creation
in the narrow inlet section at greater superficial velocity. Meanwhile, we are also interested in in-
terpreting our results for both foam generation and propagation in terms of local pressure gradient,
which plays a dominant role in the mobilization and creation of foam.
Our results suggest that the minimum superficial velocities for both foam generation and propaga-
tion increase with increasing foam quality and decreasing surfactant concentration, in agreement
with theory. The minimum velocity for propagation of foam is much less than that for foam gen-
eration. In the end, the implications drawn from our lab results for field application of foam are
discussed, by translation between linear core-floods and radial propagation of foam around injec-
tion well.
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Reactive Flow in Unconsolidated Sandstone: Implications for Car-
bon Geosequestration
Hongyan Yu1 ; Lebedev Maxim2 ; Iglauer Stefan3
1 Northwest University
2 Curtin University
3 Edith Cowan University Western Australia
Corresponding Author(s): amelia-yu@hotmail.com
Carbon dioxide (CO2) injection into deep saline aquifers is considered a viable solution for large-
scale CO2 storage. However, CO2 mixed with water (live brine) creates a medium strength acid at
high pressure and temperature. Thus, injecting CO2 into a deep reservoir leads to reactive flow. Con-
sequently, it is thus of great importance that these pore-scale mechanisms are understood in detail.
We thus imaged an unconsolidated sandstone samples at reservoir conditions before and after CO2
saturated (live) brine injection in situ with X-ray micro computed tomography (micro-CT) in 3D at
high resolution, and also conducted X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
to explore the effects on the pore structure, associated with that the permeability, mineral morphol-
ogy and composition, and CO2 injectivity. All these properties may change due to fines migration,
rock dissolution and/or solid re-precipitation. We observed that the size of the large pores increased
and the size of small pores decreased, thus enhancing inter-pore connections, drastically increasing
permeability. The main reason can be explained the alternation in pore structure and permeability
is the mechanically fines migration. Some fines particle flush out the core due to the critical flow
velocity beyond the release of fines is triggered and some clay minerals dissolution during the live
brine injection, yielding the porosity and permeability increased. Furthermore, many fractures were
generated in the quartz grain after live brine flooding. We conclude that the pore structure of uncon-
solidated highly porous rock can significantly change after live brine injection, although porosity
is only slightly affected. Injecting CO2 into unconsolidated sandstone can dramatically change the
pore structure and increase the permeability of the rock, which will significantly enhance CO2 in-
jectivity for economic performance.
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A dynamic simulator for gas diffusion and surface adsorption-
desorption in fractured coal
Xu YUNone ; Klaus Regenauer-Lieb1
1 School of Minerals and Energy Resources Engineering, UNSW Sydney, Australia;
Corresponding Author(s): xu.yu@student.unsw.edu.au
Abstract
Coalbed methane is a cause of concern for safety in mines, as well as an unconventional resource.
It is mainly stored in micropores of the matrix, as well as adsorbed on the interface of cleats. The
recovery process of coalbed methane is the flow and diffusion of desorbed gas. To date, no dynamic
simulation environment exists that is capable of simulating the multi-scale thermo-hydro-chemical
feedbacks of gas diffusion and adsorption in a fractured coal. In this work, a pore-scale model of gas
flow and diffusion in fractured coal is proposed. This model is capable of solving the gas diffusion
problem, considering the effects of cross-scale surface adsorption and desorption between methane
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molecules, the coal pores, the matrix during gas flow through the cleat network.
The gas flow and diffusion are governed by the advection-diffusion-reaction equation. The gas ve-
locity and concentration in cleats are controlled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and
advection-diffusion equation which are solved by the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). The natural
cleats are assumed are to be the primary pathways for the gas and water flow through the reservoirs.
The immersed boundary method allows high flexibility as it efficiently deals with curved boundaries.
It is used to solve the momentum and mass exchange on the cleat-matrix interface. The surface sorp-
tion of methane is considered as a chemical reaction only on existing boundary nodes. The reaction
rate for adsorption is given by the linear driven force equation which has been validated and is equal
to the kinetic form of Langmuir isotherm.
As gas adsorption and desorption are significant for the coal bed methane recovery, about 98% of
methane is in the adsorbed state in the micropores. With the numerical model, the effects of surface
area, surface roughness, aperture of cleat and adsorption coefficient on the adsorption amount are
studied and show good agreements with the experimental data. Gas diffusivity is the key factor
for the rate of methane production in petroleum engineering. The relationship between adsorp-
tion/desorption and gas diffusivity is also investigated based on this model. The numerical model is
a robust tool to study the kinetic process of gas diffusion and adsorption. Results of the research can
help people understand the effects of gas adsorption/ desorption on the gas diffusion at small scale
and industrial production at reservoir scale.
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High resolution sequence stratigraphic characteristics of ahe for-
mation,Tarim basin
Chun Yuan1
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High resolution sequence stratigraphy is based on the principle of base-level cycle and the principle
of accommodating spatial variation to reveal the relationship between base-level cycle sequence and
sedimentary dynamics and stratigraphic response process, as well as the corresponding sedimentary
microfacies evolution sequence, preservation status and the development location and output char-
acteristics of favorable reservoir sand bodies, source and interval layers.Use drilling core, logging
(YiNan 4, 2 well and deep YiNan 4 Wells) and outcrop (g kyzyl nur and vomit, Ming) etc, through
changes in vertical lithologic facies , vertical phase sequence and the change of the combined cycle
of the overlay style and geometric relations of strata cycle identification, lower Jurassic in kuche
depression formed can be identified six long-term base level cycle (equivalent to Vail Ⅲ sequence)
and 20 to 23 mid-term base-level cycle (equivalent to Vail Ⅳ sequence);Among them, well Yinan
2 has 20 medium-term base level cycles, well Yinan 4 has 23 medium-term base level cycles, and
well Yinan 4 has 22 medium-term base level cycles .Long-term base level cycle is the foundation
and key to establish high-resolution sequence stratigraphic correlation framework in this area. The
variation of phase combanation,thickness and symmetry is small,thus the whole area can be tracked
and compared.Medium-term base level cycle is the basic unit of reservoir heterogeneity research,
reservoir prediction and combination analysis of source, reservoir and cap.
The determination of the medium-term datum level cycle in the drilling profile is marked by: the
scour phenomenon in the stratigraphic profile and the overlying sediment, the transformation of
lithofacies type or facies combination on the vertical profile, and the change of the thickness cycle
of sand and mudstone;Characteristics of natural gamma curve and apparent resistivity curve.The
sequence interface of the medium-term base level cycle is the small scour surface or intermittent
exposed surface formed when the medium-term base level drops to the lowest point.It can also be
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the transition surface of the medium-term base level decline and rise.According to the character-
istics of the sequence interface and the phase sequence, the medium-term base level cycle can be
roughly divided into three types with obviously different structures:An asymmetric cycle sequence
with upward “deepening”,An asymmetric upward “shallower” cyclic sequence.Symmetric cyclic se-
quence
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High resolution sequence stratigraphy is based on the principle of base-level cycle and the principle
of accommodating spatial variation to reveal the relationship between base-level cycle sequence and
sedimentary dynamics and stratigraphic response process, as well as the corresponding sedimentary
microfacies evolution sequence, preservation status and the development location and output char-
acteristics of favorable reservoir sand bodies, source and interval layers. Use drilling core, logging
(Yinan 4, 2 well and Yishen 4 Wells) and outcrop (Kezlenur group and Tugerming group) etc, through
analyzing changes in vertical lithologic facies , vertical phase sequence and the change of the com-
bined cycle of the overlay style and geometric relations of strata cycle identification, lower Jurassic
in kuche depression formed can be identified as six long-term base level cycle (equivalent to Vail Ⅲ
sequence) and 20 to 23 mid-term base-level cycle (equivalent to Vail Ⅳ sequence);Among them, well
Yinan 2 has 20 medium-term base level cycles, well Yinan 4 has 23 medium-term base level cycles,
and well Yinan 4 has 22 medium-term base level cycles .Long-term base level cycle is the foundation
and key to establish high-resolution sequence stratigraphic correlation framework in this area. The
variation of phase combination, thickness and symmetry is small, thus the whole area can be tracked
and compared. Medium-term base level cycle is the basic unit of reservoir heterogeneity research,
reservoir prediction and combination analysis of source, reservoir and cap.
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1. Objectives/Scope
Numerous authors have contributed to improve our understanding of wettability alternation by
low salinity or smart and ion-tuned water flooding in carbonate reservoirs. The underlying con-
cept of these approaches is to alter the surface wettability by electro-chemical interactions be-
tween oil, specific ions in brine and carbonate minerals. This can be done by manipulating the
composition of injection water. To date, however, there a general lack of quantitative analysis
of how different ions contribute to wettability alternation. In this study, we propose an innova-
tive approach which combines experimental and numerical methods to capture the mechanisms
of wettability alteration by different individual or combination of ions and quantitatively assess
their capacity to enhance oil recovery from an oil-wet carbonate rock.
2. Methods, Procedures, Process
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) with “soft tip” technique, zeta potential and contact angle mea-
surements are carried out to estimate intermolecular forces between oil tip and cleaved calcite at
different brine solutions (NaCl, MgCl2, CaCl2, and Na2SO4 at a constant ionic strength). These
data are used to guide us to manipulate the individual ion. Surface complexes that contributed to
surface charge change are then numerically simulated to optimise the composition of ion-tuned
water. Water flooding is carried out with 6 mm carbonate samples and oil recovery is monitored
and the relative permeability is estimated. At different stages of water flooding, micro-CT im-
ages are taken at resolution of 2 µm to visualise pore scale distribution of contact angles using an
in-housed image processing algorithm. We have also used our in-house reactive transport simu-
lator to reproduce the relative permeability and the production profile of the optimised ion-tuned
water flooding experiment.
3. Results, Observations, Conclusions
AFM force measurements have demonstrated that Mg2+ ions generate less adhesion and stronger
repulsion. In contrast, oil is more likely to adhere onto calcite surface in Ca2+ ions. Therefore
we manipulate seawater containing more SO42- and less Mg2+/Ca2+. Zeta potential results and
contact angle data show that only SW4SO and SW1/4Ca can modify the water-wet to a larger
magnitude. These two waters are selected for the IPhreeqc reactive-transport modelling and pore-
scale flow simulation. The simulation results correlate well with the water-flooding experiments,
which show an additional recovery of up to 15%.
4. Novel/Additive Information
(1) AFM and pore scale micro-CT analysis have allowed us to quantitatively determine the inter-
molecular forces contribute to the changes of wettability and even to visualise these changes. (2)
The current work focuses on carbonate rocks on which very limited amount of studies have been
carried out to date. (3) We suggest a work flow of optimising ions in water (ion-tuned water) for
enhancing oil recovery. (4) The combination of experimental and numerical work flow ensures
target oil recovery, such as the one achieved as part of this study.
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Dust suppression by enzyme induced carbonate precipitation (EICP)
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The fine dust scattering originated from the open-air storage yard and transportation of heavy trucks
brings about the serious civil complaints at the early stage of construction site. The most common
methods to mitigate the fine dust are watering and chemical treatment which are often temporary,
expensive and contaminating groundwater and soil environment. To overcome these issues, we
apply the enzyme-induced carbonate precipitation method to possibly suppress the fine dust. Bac-
teria and enzyme can activate the hydrolysis whereas the in-situ bacteria may be disadvantageous
because of uncertainties in bacterial activity, sensitivity to the soil environment such as bacterial
competition and nutritional status, and bacterial trapping. Therefore, the direct usage of enzyme
can reduce the reaction process of bacterial usage, and allows appropriately controlling the degree
of carbonation. When spraying the EICP solution on the soil surface, one expects that soil particles
are cemented by the precipitated calcium carbonate and fine dust are suppressed during precipita-
tion. We collect the in-situ soil from the construction site which is categorized as SP. The sample
tray has 20 30 5 cm3 and SP soil is compacted to achieve 50 % relative density. The EICP solution is
composed of 0.5 M CaCl2, 0.75 M urea, and 0.5 g/L urease is sprayed to the soil surface with varying
amount from 1 L/m2 to 9 L/m2. The reaction is allowed for 30 hours and the sample is dried in a 60 ℃
for 24 hours. The tray is then placed 180 cm away from the inlet within the wind tunnel which as 40
40 250 cm3 in dimension. The wind velocity of 5 m/s is continuously applied to both untreated and
treated samples. The tray and instrument measuring dust concentration are placed at the location
of 180 cm and 250 cm away from the wind fan. Also, we measure the cone-resistance of treated
sample by customized cone penetration test to examine the sustainability of surface-treated soil and
the effectiveness along the depth. The samples made with the same sequence are prepared in the
cylindrical chamber of 20 cm in diameter and 30 cm in height. The fine dust of treated sample is
significantly decreased compared with untreated sample and the specimens treated with more than
3 L/m2 showed similar values shown in the sample treated with water or salt. The peak value of
the cone resistance near surface sharply increases followed by gradual reduction for EICP treated
sample, exhibiting the high resistance to surface load. From these results, EICP treatment is effective
in find dust suppression with improved resistance and it can further prevent any potential corrosion
of construction machinery due to salt-treated.
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Success of low salinity waterflooding (LSW) is attributed to increasing water wetness of the reservoir
rock. Consequently, surface chemistry of the crude oil/rock/brine interfaces is a critical component
of the process. Many studies, therefore, focus on wettability measurements including, for example,
contact angles, surface charge densities, ion exchange, and zeta potentials, in addition to oil-recovery
flooding. In carbonate rocks, however, injected chemistry is drastically altered by reaction with
reservoir minerals, making injection chemistry irrelevant to in-situ conditions. This presentation ar-
gues that in all laboratory experiments involving carbonate rock, the aqueous flooding solution must
be pre-equilibrated with the reservoir minerals. Otherwise, process chemistry is not that actually
occurring in the reservoir; all diagnostic wettability assessments become misleading.
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To reveal the critical importance of reactive-mineral dissolution/precipitation in LSW, we consider
brine injection into a one-dimensional porous calcite rock containing movable oil. Conservation of
calcium ion of concentration C(t, z) in the aqueous flowing phase reads
ϕSw
∂C
∂t + ufw
∂C
∂z = (1− ϕ)aV rA
where t is time, z is axial distance, ϕ is porosity, Sw is water saturation, fw is fractional water flow,
u is superficial velocity (i.e., frontal advance rate), aV is rock surface area per solids volume, and rA
is the net dissolution rate of calcite (i.e., the difference between dissolution and precipitation rates)
per unit solids area (mol/m2/s).
The key to understanding reactive-mineral equilibration is through the reaction rate, rA. We estab-
lish that for small deviations from equilibrium the governing rate expression is
r=km
[
(KSP /CCO2−3
)− CCa2+
]
/
[
1 + km
√
KSP /(krxnCCO2−3
)
]
; pH < 10
where km (m/s) is the convective-diffusion mass transfer coefficient appropriate to flow through
porous media, krxn is the intrinsic dissolution reaction-rate constant (m/s), Ci is the equilibrium
concentration, and KSP is the solubility product of calcium carbonate.
The reactive transport model is solved at constant (residual) oil saturation and water fractional flow
equal to 1. For a step lowering of injected brine hardness, our predictions are shown as lines in fig.
1 on a semi-logarithmic scale. Effluent calcium concentration from the carbonate core is seen as
a step change from that initially present in the medium ( 0.1 M). For Darxn numbers larger than
10, equilibrium is achieved in the pore-fluid composition. Since experimental krxn is approximately
10−5 m/s, such values ofDarxn are easily achieved on 1.5’’ by 3’’ carbonate core plugs at <1 PV/min.
The calcium concentration front moves as an equilibrium shock wave through the core (with neglect
of dispersion). There is no rock dissolution/precipitation except immediately at the very beginning
of the core (or reservoir). We conclude that aqueous equilibration with carbonate rock is fast.
This conclusion has major implications for understanding LSW. First, injected flooding concentra-
tion is not that appearing in the reservoir pore fluids. Regardless of the injected pH, the in-situ pH
is reset by the equilibrium to a value that depends on the CO2 and Ca+2 content. Such value is
usually lower than 9, as presence of any of these components lowers the pH, and therefore saponi-
fication is unlikely (Yutkin et al. 2018). Second, the proposed dissolution or surface reconstruction
(Chen et al. 2017) recovery mechanisms are not possible. We assert that nowhere in the reservoir,
except directly at the wellbore, there is rock dissolution/precipitation. Any recovery mechanism that
relies on rock dissolution/precipitation cannot occur on reservoir scale. The suggested dissolution
mechanisms can only take place in laboratory experiments. Next, we emphasize that all character-
ization laboratory experiments, such as zeta potentials, contact angles, surface charges, etc., must
be performed with rock pre-equilibrated aqueous solutions so that reservoir conditions are correctly
mimicked. Otherwise, generated results are unrealistic. Care must be taken to ensure that pore-fluid
equilibrium is achieved in laboratory studies.
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Figure 15: Calcium concentration profile and history predicted from reactive transport model
in Eqns. 1, 2. Effluent calcium concentration from a carbonate core is a step change from that
initially in the reactive porous medium to that at reaction steady state. Breakthrough occurs
at 1 pore volume
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Adsorption is a surface phenomenon playing a key role in industrial applications such as heteroge-
neous catalysis, separation, purification or enhanced oil recovery. It consists in the accumulation on
a solid surface of atoms, ions or molecular species from a gas or a liquid phase. Pore sizes in porous
media range from nanometers to millimeters, thus the specific surface can be extremely high leading
to an important quantity of adsorbed molecules.
The adsorption phenomenon is usually studied through the determination of experimental adsorp-
tion isotherms which relate the amount of adsorbed molecules to their constant bulk concentration
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and temperature. The nature of the molecular interactions with the surfaces at play varies from one
system to another, so that there are many adsorption isotherm shapes that can be analyzed by dif-
ferent models. Each model consists of a number of parameters, which define the specific adsorption
isotherm of the different chemical components. If the adsorption isotherms can be well reproduced
by an appropriate model, different information can be obtained about the type of adsorption (phys-
ical or chemical), and the nature of the fluid-solid interactions (exothermic or endothermic).
In this work, we will first report experimental data for static adsorption of AOT (ionic surfactant:
bis (diéthyle-2, hexyl) sodium sulfosuccinate) in amorphous silica. The experimental results reveal
a S-shaped adsorption isotherm which is different from the standard Langmuir isotherm. The aim
of this work is to propose a new isotherm model to adjust the data.
The problem of fitting adsorption isotherms that are not of the Langmuir type is not new. Previous
works already address the problem of modelling non-Langmuir isotherms to match the H, L, S and
C types 1. However, these equations still do not fit adsorption isotherms for surfactants in porous
medium. In order to address this issue, we modify the Langmuir Kinetic model defined by:
￿∗
￿t = ka(Q
∗
a − ∗)− kd∗where ∗ is the amount of adsorbed surfactant, k = ka/kd the adsorption-desorption rate, ka, kd
adsorption/desorption constants, and Q∗a the maximum adsorption capacity. We show that the ex-perimental data can be accounted for if cooperative effects are included in the Langmuir model.
To this goal, we replace the adsorption/desorption rate constant k in the adsorption kinetics by a
concentration-dependent one (in practice, a power law dependence is used). We show that this can
lead under certain hypothesis to a Sips adsorption isotherm in static conditions. The power expo-
nent is linked to the cooperative interactions where adsorbed molecules enhance the adsorption of
new additional molecules.
This model opens perspectives to present a large variety of analytical isotherms which lead to fit
a wider range of experimental data. Furthermore, the proposed isotherms have been used in a
Lattice Boltzmann model in order to study the transport properties of adsorbent tracer in porous
media.
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Adsorption under flow conditions plays an important role in many industrial processes. An exam-
ple is the enhanced oil recovery where surfactants are injected in the reservoir to lower the surface
tension between the oil and the water. However, they also tend to be adsorbed at the solid surface.
Furthermore, surfactants are subjected to a varying velocity field due to the heterogeneity of porous
rocks. In fact, the complex rock structure strongly affects the velocity and therefore the transport
characteristics.
The present work aims to model and understand the influence of the interplay between transport
properties and specific adsorption kinetics on the adsorbed quantity of surfactants in porous me-
dia. We use a Lattice-Boltzmann code based on the two relaxations time (TRT) variant 1. The main
advantage of this scheme is that the physical parameters (viscosity or molecular diffusion) do not
depend on the numerical ones, thus limiting numerical uncertainties.
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We study transport of an adsorbing tracer (e.g. surfactant) in 2D geometries (between two parallel
plates and in porous media). To this goal, we solve the Advection-Diffusion Equation (ADE) coupled
with adsorption kinetics:
￿c
￿t + u￿c− ￿(Dm￿c) + ￿
∗
￿t = 0,where ∗ is the quantity of adsorbed surfactant, c is the surfactant concentration in the liquid phase,
u is the velocity and Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient. We consider Langmuir adsorption
kinetics given by:
￿∗
￿t = ka(Q
∗
a − ∗)− kd∗,
where the corresponding isotherm is defined as ∗ = Q∗akce1+kce with ce being the concentration at equi-librium, k = ka/kd the adsorption-desorption rate, ka, kd the adsorption/desorption constants and
Q∗a the maximum adsorption capacity.At first, in order to compare the transport of passive tracer with the transport of adsorbing tracer, a
pulse is injected between the two parallel plates. Following the spreading of the pulse in the fluid, we
compare the evolution in time and space of the adsorbed and non-adsorbed quantities for different
velocities and k values. Results show that the adsorption slows down part of the molecules causing
tailing in the concentration profile.
We also compute the evolution of the displacement variance as a function of time 2r(t) and deter-
mine its time derivative as D(t) = 12 d
2
r(t)
dt . As expected, for the non-adsorbing tracer, we obtain
D(t) = Deff for t→∞ where Deff is the effective Taylor dispersion coefficient. For the ad-
sorbing tracer, the results of the simulation show that for large time, D(t) also reaches a plateau
withD(t) = Dadseff . This result stands for the fact that even in the case of transport of an adsorbing
tracer an effective dispersion regime exists. It is finally observed that the effective dispersion coeffi-
cient Dadseff depends on the ratio k = ka/kd , it increases when the adsorption dominates.
We then simulate transport of the adsorbing tracer in porous media to study the influence of k on
the spatial concentration distribution. The simulations show that the transport is highly dependent
on adsorption/desorption ratio due to heterogeneity of the velocity field.
Thus, in conclusion, to correctly simulate the transport in porous media, introducing adequate ad-
sorption kinetics is crucial.
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Additive manufacturing is increasingly used for producing high performance parts, such as turbine
blades, medical implants and tools, and for these reasons quality control is an essential part of it.
Hereby X-ray computed tomography (CT) adds value at different stages of the whole process chain
as it offers non-destructive testing at high precision. For instance, prior to manufacturing, powder
for metal printing is analyzed in terms of size distribution, sphericity, foreign particles and porosity
inside the grains. Furthermore, manufactured samples and components are controlled by three-
dimensional (3D) failure analysis and dimensional measuring. An iterative process of X-ray CT
control and printing parameter changes help optimizing the final product. Later in the manufactur-
ing process, powder residues in the interior structures is easily detected as well. The X-ray CT is
also used to regularly verify the system performance of 3D printing machines.
In summary, there is an increasing tendency for Additive Manufacturing for larger series as well
as for critical products which requires new quality control methods in the whole productive chain.
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Therefore, high precision and non-destructive techniques like X-ray CT are in growing demand.
This contribution shows several case studies highlighting the power of various X-ray CT analyt-
ics.
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Recent studies have demonstrated that positron emission tomography (PET) is a valuable tool for in-
situ characterization of fluid transport in porous and fractured geologic media at the laboratory scale.
While PET imaging is routinely used for clinical cancer diagnosis and preclinical medical research—
and therefore imaging facilities are available at most research institutes—widespread adoption for
applications in water resources and subsurface energy resources engineering have been limited by
real and perceived challenges of working with this imaging modality. In this study we discuss and
address these challenges, and provide detailed analysis highlighting how positron emission tomogra-
phy can complement and improve laboratory characterization of different subsurface fluid transport
problems. Specifically, unique experimental design aspects of PET studies will be discussed such as
radiotracer selection and radiotracer handling safety, and a new protocol for radioactivity dosing op-
timization for imaging in geologic materials. Signal-to-noise and sensitivity analysis comparisons
between PET and clinical computed tomography are performed to highlight how PET data can com-
plement more traditional characterization methods. PET imaging is shown to be especially well
suited for solute mixing and spreading quantification due to the high signal-to-noise ratio, excellent
temporal resolution, and negligible influence of radiotracer on fluid transport properties. Analysis of
solute pulse injection experiments indicate that with optimal radioactivity dosing PET has a signal-
to-noise ratio over 50 times greater than that of clinical CT. Examples and analysis will provide a
better understanding of the strengths and weakness of PET and how to best utilize PET-derived data
for future studies.
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Li-ion battery (LIB) separators are porous membranes that electronically isolate the battery’s elec-
trodes yet allow ionic transport between them. As a result, the optimal separator design is a tradeoff
between high cycling performance and battery safety 1.
We developed a method to obtain quantitative 3D datasets of LIB separators using focus-ion-beam
scanning electron microscopic (FIB-SEM) tomography 2. We have applied this to wet-stretched
polyethylene (PE) and dry-stretched polypropylene (PP) separators, which exhibit distinct morpholo-
gies that stem from the different processes used to manufacture them. This allows us, for example, to
quantify the isotopic nature of the PE separator and the anisotropic structure of PP, to run diffusion
and mechanical simulations on realistic structures, and to simulate imbibition of the separators with
electrolyte.
Traditionally, when discussing separator performance, diffusion of lithium ions in the electrolyte-
filled pore space is given by the diffusion of lithium ions in the electrolyte scaled by the effective
transport coefficient of the microstructure, which is the ratio of porosity and tortuosity. Surprisingly,
the effective transport parameters of most separators as measured by experimental methods are sig-
nificant lower compared to values determined by steady-state diffusion simulations or geometrical
approaches [3, 4].
Here, we show that interactions between the separator surface and the electrolyte are responsible
for the differences in effective transport. We modify commercial polyethylene separators with ul-
trathin layers (~1 nm) of selected polyelectrolytes and characterize their performance by EIS, and
by steady-state diffusion simulations [2, 4, 5]. We show that these coatings do not alter the separa-
tors’ geometry, but considerably change their wetting behavior and their ion transport properties.
In imbibition/drainage simulations we demonstrate, that differences in the physico-chemical prop-
erties of the separator-electrolyte interface cause different amounts of gas to be entrapped in the
separator pores during electrolyte infilling. These gas inclusions cause the observed differences in
performance.
We also show that characterizing separators solely by their porosity and tortuosity is insufficient,
and that pore space connectivity should be considered as an additional parameter for separator per-
formance. Our analysis of tomographic data of commercial separators reveals that different poly-
olefin separators have similar porosity and tortuosity, which, in the homogenized picture of lithium
ion cell operation, would imply that these different separators exhibit similar performance. How-
ever, we see in numerical diffusion simulations that these separators strongly differ in their ability
to smoothen local ion gradients. A topological and network analysis of the separators’ pore space
shows that high pore space connectivity more effectively equalizes differences in ion concentration
that can be caused, e.g., by locally blocked pores. We propose that pore space connectivity should be
considered along with porosity and tortuosity in separators, to understand and optimize separator
performance, and that topological and network theory should be applied regularly to characterize
the porous structures in energy applications.
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In the contribution, we present a model of freezing and thawing in a fully saturated porous medium.
The phase transition occurs in pores of the porous medium with grains intact but participating in the
heat transfer, and is accompanied by mechanical effects. The research is motivated by the climate
changes inducing thawing of permanently frozen land with further environmental impact as well
as by the development of advanced materials. Freezing and thawing inside the porous medium is
accompanied by complex processes affected by the material composition, micro-scale interfaces be-
tween phases within the porous medium, bulk properties of the present phases, and ambient physical
conditions. Volumetric changes of the liquid presented in pores subjected to phase change conditions
is one of crucial phenomena.
Due to the generic inhomogeneity of the volume occupied by the freezing porous medium, we focus
on treating the phase transition at microscale. We have developed a micro-scale model describing
mechanical, thermal, and phase change processes within a small sample of a porous medium. The
phase
change is described in the Lagrangian framework by means of the energy, Navier, and phase-field
equations. A coupling of multi-physics and multiple phases is introduced. The model provides
spatio-temporal dependencies of primary variables, the resulting forces exerted on grain surfaces
by the change in specific volume due to phase transition, and possibly, the mean values of the key
quantities useful for upscaling. The model is discussed in the context of small-scale experiments,
and its functionality is demonstrated on several computational studies which follow the recently
published results.
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Improved understanding of microbe-mineral interactions using
droplet-based microfluidics
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Subsurface porous media present an ideal application environment for the precipitation-based tech-
nology called Microbially Induced Calcium carbonate Precipitation (MICP). During MICP, precipita-
tion is facilitated by an increase in alkalinity which can result from the ureolytic activity of certain
microbes. Such ureolytic biomineralization has been of interest for several subsurface applications
such as soil strengthening and stabilization, concrete and limestone remediation, subsurface barrier
creation as well as groundwater remediation.
Meso-scale flow reactors allow for an understanding of the overall process and how it can be con-
trolled on relevant scales. This is undeniably important from an application standpoint, but meso-
scale studies do not offer insight into microbe-mineral interactions at the micro-scale. Phenomena
at the micro-scale indeed will determine the success of MICP at the larger scale. For instance, it is
hypothesized that precipitation starts at the bacterial cell itself because the negatively charged cell
attracts calcium ions. However, this has not been shown definitively at the single cell level, other
than with post-mortem scanning electron microscopy images of dried precipitates with cell-sized
indentations, which might be prone to artifacts. The main goal of this project was to monitor cell
growth and MICP at the single cell level and visualize the precipitation process, including, crystal nu-
cleation, aggregate growth and microbe-mineral associations. To investigate such microbe-mineral
interactions, we developed microfluidic chips to generate miniature droplets containing single cells
of the ureolytic bacterium Escherichia coli MJK2, a strain modified to express a green fluorescent
protein as well as to carry out ureolysis. The droplets contained dissolved urea, calcium and other
nutrients to promote MICP. Bacterial growth as well as calcium carbonate nucleation and growth in
stable droplets were recorded via real-time microscopy using Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy.
Calcium carbonate was detected by its ability to auto-fluoresce under UV light, and the precipitate
polymorph was identified using Raman Spectromicroscopy.
Droplets provide a means to study real-time cell attachment and growth as well as crystal nucle-
ation. These processes are impossible to visualize or quantify in the subsurface, which is where a
majority of MICP applications are proposed to occur. Droplet based studies can thus be used to ma-
nipulate cell attachment, thus promoting biofilm formation in porous media. Also, it is important
to control which calcium carbonate polymorph forms during MICP because it affects the stability
of the precipitate. With the limited potential for sampling during field-scale applications of MICP,
it is difficult to control, or even identify calcium carbonate polymorphism. Droplet microfluidics is
a novel approach to monitor real-time changes in calcium carbonate crystal phases. The potential
to control biofilm formation or polymorphism can be explored readily using droplets by changing
the chemical make-up or environmental conditions. The ability to control these factors could aid in
maximizing the efficacy of MICP treatments in field applications.
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In this work, we consider mixed finite element discretizations for a double-porosity model of single-
phase Darcy flow in naturally fractured reservoirs. The model is suitable for regularly distributed
micro-fractures showing interconnections with the surrounding porous matrix. This interconnec-
tivity is represented by a mass transfer function between the fractures and the porous matrix. The
spatial approximation is based on the so-called multipoint flux mixed finite element method. Such
a method, which has been successfully applied for solving single-porosity flow models (cf. [1, 2]),
is extended here to the double-porosity case. In a two-dimensional setting, it considers the low-
est order Brezzi-Douglas-Marini spaces in combination with special quadrature rules. This strategy
allows for local flux elimination and reduction to a cell-centered pressure scheme, in the spirit of
multipoint flux approximation schemes. Depending on the symmetry of the quadrature rule un-
der consideration, two variants of the method are derived: a symmetric scheme, suitable on spatial
meshes consisting of quadrilateral elements obtained asO(h2)-perturbations of parallelograms, and
a non-symmetric scheme, designed to preserve the accuracy on general distorted meshes. Numeri-
cal experiments show first-order convergence for both the fracture and porous matrix pressures and
velocities, and second-order superconvergence for the pressures at the cell centers. In addition, first-
order convergence is observed for the normal components of the velocities on the element edges.
Further applications of practical interest, such as quarter five-spot configuration problems, are also
discussed.
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Although lithium ion batteries are state-of-the-art technology there are several aspects that are still
not well understood e.g. degradation and aging mechanisms. However, not only these effects are a
matter of current research, engineering applications require also an understanding of how the cell
architecture and production as well as the system design influence the cells properties. In all these
respects physical modeling and computer simulation can help to gain more understanding and to
improved batteries.
Based on our theory on ion, charge and heat transport 1 in active electrode materials and elec-
trolyte we have developed the “Battery and Electrochemistry Simulation Tool” (BEST), which al-
lows for three-dimensional simulation of lithium ion batteries with explicit consideration of virtual
or measured electrode microstructures. In this model the species transport is consistently coupled to
thermal effects. Based on the microscopic model we have derived a homogenized electrochemical-
thermal 3d-model for cell scale simulation 2, usable for instance in cell design studies.
In this contribution we will briefly review the model and discuss thermal effects like the different
sources of heat and how they vary with space and time (i.e. soc). Due to the implications for degra-
dation phenomena, we will pay attention to spatial fluctuations of several quantities and study their
dependence on microstructural properties. Furthermore, the results from the microscopic simula-
tions will be compared to the cell scale computations, where fluctuations are much less pronounced.
Besides an increase in temperature there are also mechanical phenomena that accelerate degradation
and reduce cell life time. Therefore, we present our approach to couple electrochemistry to effects
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resulting from volume change in the active material 3. By simulations we show how mechanical
stresses increase during charging in the granular microstructure. Stress invariants are calculated
and the effect on the cell performance is discussed.
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Experimental investigation of microbial induced calcium carbon-
ate precipitation induced by Sporosarcina pasteurii on the mi-
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A promising alternative to conventional concrete production methods uses microbial induced car-
bonate precipitation (MICP) via urea hydrolysis to form a concrete-like consolidated material, often
referred to as bio-concrete 1. This type of material is especially interesting in high volume, low
strength applications, such as soil consolidation and geotechnical engineering 2. The urea hydrol-
ysis reaction is catalyzed by the enzyme urease and results in a pH increase and the production
of carbonate ions. In the presence of calcium ions, this can result in calcium carbonate precipita-
tion. If the crystallization occurs in a granular medium a solid material can be produced. We aim to
combine urea hydrolysis catalyzed by urease-producing bacteria with calcium ions provided by the
dissolution of calcium carbonate (chalk), induced by acid-producing bacteria, to obtain bio-concrete
that does not require the use of an external calcium source. Well known ureolytic bacteria are
Sporosarcina pasteurii. Key factors for controlling the urea hydrolysis reaction and CaCO3 precipita-
tion are enzyme concentration and activity, urea concentration, the amount of dissolved inorganic
carbon, pH value, calcium concentration, and the availability of nucleation sites 3. To get a better
understanding of how those factors influence the properties of the consolidation of granular mate-
rial like sand or soil, it is important to understand the formation of the consolidated material on the
microscale. Factors like crystal morphology, crystal size and distribution, porosity and adhesion to
the granular media will determine the mechanical properties of the consolidated material.
Here we describe an experimental methodology to study microscale consolidation processes in real-
time and in situ. Sporosarcina pasteurii are used as the source of urease, and calcium carbonate (chalk)
is dissolved in lactic acid as a calcium source, mimicking a calcium source obtainable by growing lac-
tic acid-producing bacteria in the presence of chalk. Real-time pH monitoring of the crystallization
process is performed with the help of a pH sensitive dye in small volumes to get a better understand-
ing of the kinetics of the underlying urea hydrolysis reaction. Crystal growth is monitored by light
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microscopy to study crystal growth kinetics. The morphology, shape and size of the formed crys-
tals are characterized by micro-Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy. In addition,
experiments are performed in a sample cell that is compatible with optical microscopy. This allows
studying crystallization in the presence of a granular medium with spatial and temporal resolution,
and to understand how dissolution and crystallization processes depend on the concentration and
the distribution of bacteria. The experimental data obtained are used to develop pore-scale numer-
ical models of the dissolution and precipitation processes 4 for a more targeted optimization of the
consolidation process.
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Microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP) by urea hydrolysis has potential as ground improve-
ment method in geotechnical and environmental applications. Field trials of MICP were performed
in Toronto. The suspension of locally enriched ureolytic bacteria was injected into three plots and
each plot had six injection wells surrounding a central extraction well. The injection of bacteria
was followed by injection of chemical solutions containing urea and calcium chloride. The extracted
groundwater was used to dilute the added solutions. Each plot had a different target amount of pre-
cipitation. A numerical model was developed using COMSOL Multiphysics to interpret the obtained
results after MICP treatment and evaluated the effect of different process variables. The applied flow
rates, injection strategy and concentrations were used as variable boundary conditions. The urease
activity and cumulative height of permeable layers were used to fit the simulated results to the
measured concentrations and electrical conductivity. The simulation results provide insight on the
treatment efficiency, distribution of substrates and products throughout the treated area.
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Corresponding Author(s): zengfanhui023024@126.com, swpupengfan@163.com, guojianchun@163.com
In shale reservoir, complex fracture network stimulated from horizontal well multiple fracturing is a
major gas flow channel in the stimulated reservoir volume region. The direction of fracture distribu-
tion is arbitrary and the extending trajectory is complex, meanwhile, the gas flow in shale complex
fracture network has the characteristic of multi-scale flow including continuous flow, Knudsen dif-
fusion and surface diffusion. Previous researchers did not fully consider the two characteristics in
calculating apparent permeability of complex fracture network. Currently, accurate apparent perme-
ability calculation of complex fracture network is of great significance for productivity evaluation
and formulation of reasonable shale gas development plan. In this paper, first, an apparent per-
meability calculation model for single fracture is established, which considers different transport
mechanisms. Then, by simplifying fractures of the complex fracture network to be parallel fracture
clusters, based on the fractal theory and generalized Darcy law, a comprehensive apparent perme-
ability calculation model for different scale fractures is established, and this model can be used to
calculate the apparent permeability of complex fracture network, which comprehensively fuses the
dynamic fracture width variation and gas effective viscosity. The reliability of this model is verified
via molecular simulations. Finally, the influence of different factors on complex fracture network
apparent permeability is discussed in detail. The results demonstrate the following findings. (1) The
comprehensive apparent permeability calculation model in this paper can well calculate the appar-
ent permeability of complex fracture network in shale stimulated region. (2) Under low formation
pressure (less than 5 MPa), the effective gas viscosity rapidly decreases with the decrease of forma-
tion pressure, and it has an obvious reducing effect on apparent permeability of complex fracture
network. (3) The apparent permeability of complex fracture network is positively correlation with
fracture density, shale Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. (4) As the important parameters used
in fractal theory, the values of maximum fracture width and minimum fracture width in complex
fracture network have the vital effect on comprehensive apparent permeability.
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Massive hydraulic fracturing is the core technology for effective development of shale reservoir. The
water-based fracturing fluid used in the fracturing process will be absorbed by nanoporous media
under the effect of capillary force and osmotic pressure. In addition, the spontaneous imbibition
process is also influenced by the external force caused by fracturing operation and viscosity changes
of water phase. Previous researchers did not fully consider the two factors in the model of sponta-
neous imbibition. This paper systematically carries out a research on spontaneous imbibition mode
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of shale gas and analysis of engineering influential factors.
The work in this paper can be summarized as follows: Firstly, the shale pores are divided into non-
clay pores (including organic pores, brittle mineral pores) and clay pores according to the force of
water phase spontaneous imbibition. Secondly, based on the Hagen-Poiseuille equation and the
Navier-Stoke equation, a non-clay porous elliptical capillary bundle spontaneous imbibition model,
considering the non-circular characteristics of the capillary, viscosity changes and the boundary slip
effect, is established. What’s more, taking the fractal characteristics of the pore size and tortuosity
factor into consideration, we have built up a fractal forced spontaneous imbibition model of non-
clay pore, in which the capillary force and the external force plays an important role. Thirdly, based
on the Fritz semi-permeable membrane efficiency model, van’t Hoff osmotic pressure equation and
equivalent salinity model, the calculation model of pore osmotic pressure of shale clay is established.
Meanwhile, on the basis of the N-S equation, we have constructed a model of water phase flow of the
flat capillary bundle, in which the high aspect ratio of clay pores, viscosity changes and the bound-
ary slip effect are considered. Furthermore, a fractal forced spontaneous imbibition model of clay
pore is also established with the capillary force, osmotic pressure and the external force. Finally, we
build a fractal forced spontaneous imbibition model of nanoporous media of shale by combining the
two spontaneous imbibition models above.
The reasonableness of this model has been verified by theoretical analysis and experiments. The
characteristics of spontaneous imbibition and backflow in fracturing wells can be also explained.
Factors affecting spontaneous imbibition of water phase are analyzed. The result shows that the
volume of spontaneous imbibition is positively correlated with time and area of spontaneous imbi-
bition, porosity, external force and slip length, and inversely related to tortuosity, fractal dimension,
viscosity, ratio of pore length and width. At the same time, we carries out an engineering scale
prediction of backflow rate, as well as optimization of engineering parameter.
This paper effectively reveals the mechanism of fractal forced spontaneous imbibition in shale, which
can provide guidance for optimization of the backflow process and hydraulic fracturing parameters.
Keywords: nanoporous media; spontaneous imbibition; fractal feature; external force; viscosity
changes
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Hydraulic fracturing is an important technique in the exploration of shale gas and used widely,
water could displace the methane stored in the shale nanopores and might influence the physical
properties of shale. Complex shale pore surface with different material composition, different ge-
ometry, it’s necessary to consider how the water adsorbs on the surface of shale nanopores. All the
shale matrix pores are in nanoscale, in which the organic kerogen pore radii are mostly less than 10
nm. The nanoscale kerogen pores provide huge specific surface area for shale reservoir. Compar-
ing with the methane fluid stored in shale kerogen organic pores, water shows stronger adsorption
affinity because of its intermolecular interaction with the pore surfaces. Based on a novel molecular
simulation workflow, the kerogen pores are constructed using Molecular Dynamics under typical
reservoir condition (up to 20 MPa). In the confined space of shale nanopores, the pore surface curva-
ture has important implications for fluid phase change, the theory for phase change in macro scale
is no longer suitable for the water phase change in shale nanopore. The surface of confined space
has strong effect on fluid density fluctuations, and in nanoscale the fluctuation of fluid surface ten-
sion weakens the stability of the condensate liquid, we use Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo
methods to model the nanoscale water/kerogen system and research the water adsorption and phase
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change in shale nanopores.
Shale gas has become an increasingly important energy source as a result of the depletion of the
conventional oil and gas resources and an urgent call for cleaner fuels. With the successful applica-
tion of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling, shale gas has attracted more and more attention
in the last decade. As a kind of unconventional fossil energy resource, shale gas account for a great
proportion of the total natural gas amount and production, such as in the U.S., the production of
shale gas has reached to 420 billion cubic meter in 2016 and made up a significant share, which is
up to 56%, of total natural gas production. As a result of the fast development of shale gas industry,
energy structure of the U.S. has changed from importing LNG to exporting it. However, due to the
ultra-low permeability, ultra-low pore connectivity, ultra-fine grain size sand ultra-complex pore
structures in the shale’s rock, assessing and exploring shale’s reservoirs encounters tremendous ob-
stacles.
It was well recognized in the literature that sufficient hydraulic fractured shale’s reservoir is typically
consisted of four porosity systems: organic pores in the kerogen, inorganic pores, natural fracture
and induced fracture. Fluid confined in the nanopores, which includes methane, CO2 and water
vapor, exist as adsorbed state on the surface of organic content and as free-state in the shale’s pores
and fractures systems. With the depletion of the shale’s reservoir, adsorbed fluid desorbs from the
organic kerogen into the matrix’s pores as free fluid, then the free fluid transports to the wellbore
through diffusion and advection flow driven by the difference of concentration and pressure respec-
tively. However, hydraulic fracture technique helps enlarge the production rate and amount of shale
gas, it’s shown from field experience that not all of the injected water flows back to the ground and
the recovery of the flowback water only account for 10-30% of the injected volume in the first few
months, which means that a great portion of the injected water is left behind the fractured shale
porous system, then the irreducible water would have a large impact on the transport and storage
of shale gas. For the purpose of assessing the amount of irreducible water in shale fracture system
and revealing the influence of water on the transport of shale gas, in this paper, we conduct MD
simulation about water adsorption in shale organic pores.
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Coupling virus and salinity transport through porous media.
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Corresponding Author(s): dzhang18@stevens.edu
The reuse of wastewater in agricultural is a common practice worldwide, in particular in arid and
semiarid regions. However, untreated or partially treated wastewater may contain significant con-
centration of fecal microorganism and, therefore, cause microbial contamination with serious public
health concern 1. Therefore, it is important to understand the fate of fecal microorganisms in soil.
The fate and the transport of viruses in soil is governed by attachment and detachment processes at
the solid-liquid interface, which are controlled by the soil properties and the chemical composition of
the solution. The salinity (or ionic strength) is one of the most important factor as it controls the elec-
trostatic interactions between the microorganisms and the porous medium surface and, therefore,
the speed of their migration. Salinity can be significant in untreated or partially treated wastewater.
At high salinity, the attachment of viruses onto a porous medium surface is the dominant process.
However, few studies [2,3,4] quantitatively analyze the effect of the salinity on the transport behav-
ior of virus in porous media. Moreover, these studies do not account for the coupling of the viruses
and salinity, which is evident from experimental observations 2. Missing therefore the possibility to
describe the effect of the variations of salinity with their models.
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Here, a study that explores the effect of salinity on the instability of the virus front during transport
in saturated porous media is presented. One dimensional transport model was developed to cou-
ple microorganism and salinity transport through porous media. The model consists of two mass
conservation equations for viruses and a salt coupled through the constitutive equations of attach-
ment/detachment mechanism. Numeric and analytic solutions of the coupled model were derived
and compared with the numeric solution of the classical uncoupled system. The first two solutions
agree very well, but the latter misses important features of the concentration fronts. In particular,
under salinity reduction, a contaminated soil with virus exhibits a significant concentration peak
due to the detachment of viruses from the solid surface, which is instead not predicted by the un-
coupled system. This work helps to gain an insight into the understanding of the effect of salinity
gradients on virus transport which may occur during wastewater reuse in agriculture.
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Numerical study on the mechanism of fluid flow through thin
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The fluid flow through fractured rock mass has a wide range of engineering applications. In this
case, fracture flow has been concerned from different points. As the fracture network is complex,
researches mostly concentrate on the single fracture which is the base of the fracture network system
1. For a single fracture, the roughness on its surface exerts significant effects on the flow behavior
and consequently influences the permeability. When the aperture of a rough fracture reduces to
a relatively small size compared with the mean free path of the fluid molecular, the flow shows
microscale characters. This paper intends to shed a light on the flow through thin fractures, of which
both the micro effect and the surface roughness effect should be considered. Previous empirical
roughness models for the hydraulic aperture are modified with consideration of the micro effect,
and they show a preliminary pattern of the relationship between two effects. Direct numerical
simulation using the lattice Boltzmann method is conducted on artificially created fractures with
standard roughness following the Gaussian distribution to reveal the competitive relationship of
the two effects on the flow. The result confirms the relationship: for very rough fractures with the
standard deviation of the aperture (σ) greater than about 60μm, e/E decreases with the reduction
of E. However, if the fracture is relatively smooth and σ is smaller than 60μm, e/E shows a positive
relationship. Fractures with σ around 60μm is an equilibrium state of e/E which is not apparently
affected by the change of E 2. The result reveals the mechanism of the fracture flow both affected by
the roughness effect and the micro effect, and it also provides a reference for engineering problems
like the transport of natural gas through microfractures.
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A discrete Boltzmann method investigation for the micro-compressible-
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The multiscale intrinsic of the flow in porous media lead to a great challenge on the simulation
method. Especially for the cases when the flow endures different flow regimes and encounters com-
plex solid matrix, the drastic change on the density and temperature would happen. In this case, a
credible method is in great need. Originated from a two-step coarse-grained modeling from Boltz-
mann equation, discrete Boltzmann method (DBM) was proposed and applied to several complex
flow cases in previous works 1. According to the degree of the nonequilibrium of the flow, various
DB model can be set up and target on specific problems. This method easily couples thermal effect
and adjusts itself with Knudsen effect 2. However, it has not been used for the flow in porous media.
In this paper, a first attempt of the DBM simulation for the flow in porous is shown both with the
modeling processes and benchmarks.
1 Gan, Yanbiao, et al. “Discrete Boltzmann modeling of multiphase flows: hydrodynamic and ther-
modynamic non-equilibrium effects.” Soft Matter 11.26 (2015): 5336-5345.
2 Zhang, Yu-Dong, et al. “Discrete Boltzmann Method with Maxwell-Type Boundary Condition for
Slip Flow.” Communications in Theoretical Physics 69.1 (2018): 77.
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A coupled flow-DEM approach to investigate the effect of embed-
ded gravel on the propagation of hydraulic fractures in glutenite
reservoirs
Guodong Zhang1 ; Ruobing Niu1 ; Bingjie Liu1 ; Kun Chao1
1 Qingdao University of Science and Technology
Corresponding Author(s): zhang_gd1987@hotmail.com
Glutenite is widely found in tight gas reservoirs, but because the permeability and porosity of
glutenite reservoirs are extremely low, hydraulic fracturing treatments are necessary to commer-
cially develop the gas in glutenite reservoirs. Due to the presence of embedded gravel, stress con-
centration and reorientation usually occur, and the stress heterogeneity can significantly affect the
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mechanical response of an intact rock. Because the nucleation, propagation and coalescence of
a hydraulic fracture in glutenite reservoirs involve complicated interactions of particles-gravel and
inter-particles with different sizes, the fracturing mechanisms in glutenite reservoirs are still unclear.
A coupled flow-DEM approach was used to simulate the hydraulic fracturing process to improve the
understanding of fracturing mechanisms in glutenite reservoirs. The microscale geometry hetero-
geneity induced by embedded gravel and multi-sized particles was accurately characterized in DEM,
while a flow algorithm was used to model the fluid flow in glutenite specimens. Gravel with different
sizes and shapes were randomly embedded in the specimens, the interaction mechanisms between
propagating fracture and encountering gravel were investigated, and the effects of geo-stress differ-
ence, gravel strength and grain size distribution were studied.
As can be expected, the macroscale fracture morphology is dominated by geo-stress state, but the mi-
croscale mechanical responses of the glutenite specimens under hydraulic loading are significantly
affected by stress and strength heterogeneities induced by the geometry heterogeneity. At earlier
stage of the simulations, the hydraulic pressure causes sufficient energy in the vicinity of the well-
bore, so cracks can be easily initiated. The stress distribution near the wellbore is governed by geo-
stress state and geometry heterogeneities, for large geo-stress difference, two cracks initiate at the
wellbore wall and finally propagate to form a bi-wing fracture along the direction of the maximum
principle stress, while multiple cracks positions occur at small geo-stress difference, forming compli-
cated fracture morphology with branched fracture. However, when hydraulic fracture propagates
to the far-field region of the specimen, geo-stress difference dominates the global propagation, while
the embedded gravel can cause stress concentration at the interfaces between gravel and matrix, and
the propagating fracture is intended to be attracted into the interface following three interactions
mechanisms (penetration, deflection and termination) with encountering gravel. Although the prob-
ability of a propagating fracture being arrested by encountering gravel increases with the increase
in gravel strength, the hydraulic fracture always can find a least resistance path to propagate, so the
terminal fracture morphologies are similar for specimens with different gravel strengths. In addition,
compared with heterogeneous specimens, more initiation positions form in homogeneous specimens
due to small stress and strength heterogeneities, and stress reorientation frequently occurs.
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Gas reservoirs with edge and bottom water need to drill wells simultaneously in different areas or
to perforate in different physical reservoirs at the same time. Due to the differences in reservoir
properties and connectivity, the overall water invasion characteristics of the gas reservoirs will be
manifested by the law of water invasion under different types of reservoir combinations. In this
respect , use multiple full-diameter cores in parallel with permeability difference, and connect to a
simulation device with a volume of 20000ml water , which is to simulate multi-well collaborative
development process for different physical reservoirs in water flooding, study the mechanism and
dynamics of water invasion. According to the gas reservoir engineering method, the continuous
measurement of gas water yield is realized through the pressure data conversion of the intermediate
container at the outlet end of the experiment. The results showed that: (1) In the process of multi-
well collaborative mining, the water first invaded along the high permeability reservoir and water
first appears in the high-permeability reservoir, followed by the medium-permeability reservoir, and
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the low-permeability reservoir did not produce water. (2) After the gas well produced water, the gas
production rate gradually decreases, the water production rate drops rapidly first and becomes flat
gradually, the water vapor ratio tends to stabilize after decreasing. (3) In the early stage of water
invasion, the bottom pressure drops slowly, the water supplies energy to the gas reservoir, and
the pressure drops rapidly in the later stage of water invasion. (4) The gas wells continue to be
mined after the production of water, and the ultimate recovery rate can reach 59.25%. The wells
are shut down immediately after the water production, and the ultimate recovery can reach 43.5%.
The research results have enriched the understanding of water invasion dynamics and laws in the
multi-well cooperative mining process of edge and bottom water gas reservoirs, which has certain
guiding significance for the exploitation of this kind of gas reservoirs.
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Australian S block belongs to the low coal rank coal seam group, with large block area, many lon-
gitudinal coal seams, thin single coal seam and complex plane distribution. For the many physical
parameters of coal reservoirs, it is difficult to select the main controlling factors, including porosity,
permeability and pore structure etc, affecting the productivity of coalbed methane wells. Firstly,
taking the S block of the D gas field in Australia as an example, based on the oilfield production data,
using the geological modeling and simulation modeling software—Petrel RE, the porosity, perme-
ability and pore structure, coal seam thickness, etc. are correlated with the peak gas production of a
single well. Next, quantitative research and comparison of the factors affecting the above production
capacity, using the gray correlation analysis method to determine the primary and secondary rela-
tionship of various factors, to find out the main controlling factors affecting the production capacity
of coal-bed methane wells.
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Methane hydrate is a new energy source with great potential and abundant reserves. In this paper, a
pore scale model based on the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) is established for methane hydrate
dissociation process. The model combines the single phase flow LB model, the mass transport LB
model, the heat transfer LB model and gas hydrate dissociation kinetics model. The pore scale model
can describe the methane hydrate dissociation behavior coupled nonlinear non-isothermal multiple
physical chemical processes, including intrinsic dissociation dynamics, gas flow, mass transport,
phase change heat transfer, conjugate heat transfer at fluid solid interface and dynamic evolution of
the pore geometries. The various submodels that make up the pore scale model is validated using
the Poiseuille flow and several convection diffusion problems. The results show that the numeri-
cal solution agrees well with the analytical solution which indicates that the model can be used to
simulate the methane gas hydrate coupled multiple physics. The pore scale studies provide deep
understanding of MH dissociation process in porous media, and also allow to quantitatively pre-
dict some important empirical relationships, such as permeability-saturation variation relation, for
continuum models.
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Foam has dual properties of oil displacement and profile control, which has shown potential ad-
vantages and wide application prospect in medium and high permeability reservoirs. However, the
profile control capacity of foam in low permeability reservoirs is different from that in medium and
high permeability reservoirs. This paper aims to simulate the adaptability of foam profile control
in low permeable heterogeneous reservoir. For a particular low permeability reservoir, foam flow
experiments were performed to evaluate its effectiveness of diversion and determine suitable hetero-
geneity range. Heterogeneous model composed of two parallel homogeneous layers: matrix layer
and water channeling layer. The permeability of matrix layer was 1.34 mD, and that of water chan-
neling layer was 5.6mD, 49.8 mD and 464 mD with permeability contrasts of 4.2:1, 37.1:1 and 346:1.
Additionally, we examined the effects of injection ways on foam profile control ability. One way
was injecting foam (simulating foam generation on the ground); the other way was injecting in SAG
(surfactant-alternating-gas, simulating foam generation in the formation). Moreover, Oil displace-
ment experiments were performed to confirm foam diversion effectiveness in communicating layers
using man-made three-layer cores with each layer permeability of 5mD, 80mD and 200mD. Research
results showed that from the perspective of improving water entering into the matrix, foam flooding
favors plugging water channeling passage. There is optimum heterogeneity range: more heteroge-
neous and weaker foam plugging strength is in water flowing channeling layer; less heterogeneous,
more foam into matrix layer and mobility is reduced. In low permeability reservoir of matrix perme-
ability of 1-5 mD, foam profile control is suitable for water channeling and the matrix permeability
contrasts of 30:1-40:1. The fractional flow ratio into matrix increases more than 8% during subse-
quent water flooding. Injecting in SAG have better profile control effectiveness than foam injection.
Relatively less foam enters into the matrix layer and there is less blocking effect on the subsequent
water flooding into matrix layer. Foam flooding in SAG leads to an oil recovery by 13% incremental
oil, while an oil recovery by 9% incremental oil is due to foam injection.
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Uranium release and migration in porous rock under geologic
CO2 storage conditions: a numerical investigation
Liwei Zhang1 ; Xiuxiu MiaoNone ; Yan WangNone ; Manguang GanNone ; Hejuan LiuNone ; Xiaochun LI2
1 Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
2 State Key Laboratory of Geomechanics and Geotechnical Engineering, Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences
Corresponding Author(s): zlw_85@foxmail.com
Geologic CO2 storage (GCS) is widely recognized as a promising strategy to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gas and mitigate global temperature increase. Potential CO2 sinks, such as saline aquifers,
depleted coalbeds and unminable coalbeds, may contain trace amount of U-bearing minerals, and
CO2 injection may trigger mobilization of uranium from U-bearing minerals. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to investigate the potential for uranium mobilization from U-bearing minerals in deep subsur-
face due to CO2 injection. In this study, A TOUGHREACT model was developed to investigate the
potential of U-bearing mineral (UO2) dissolution in a hypothetical deep CO2 storage reservoir. The
reservoir had an average reservoir temperature of 67.5℃ and an average reservoir pressure of 18.7
MPa. Two uranium release mechanisms, i.e., H+-induced UO2 dissolution and HCO3–induced UO2
dissolution, were investigated in this study. Numerical simulation results show that HCO3–induced
UO2 dissolution is the dominant mechanism to cause uranium release. Given a low content of UO2
(3×10-4 vol%) in reservoir rock and a low CO2 injection rate (0.1 million tonnes CO2 per year), the
maximum released uranium concentration in CO2 storage reservoir increased to 6.10×10-5 mol/L at
t=1000 years. In the worst-case scenario (UO2 content was 2 vol% and the CO2 injection rate was
1 million tonnes CO2 per year), the maximum released uranium concentration reached 0.262 mol/L
at t=1000 years. However, released uranium did not migrate toward the shallow aquifer through
leakage pathways specified in the model, while CO2 could migrate upward through the leakage
pathways. In summary, uranium contamination is restrained in deep subsurface and notable migra-
tion of uranium to shallow aquifer caused by CO2 injection does not occur.
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Given reliable parameters, a newly developed analytical model could offer an efficient option to pre-
dict the performance of the multi-fractured horizontal wells (MFHWs) in unconventional reservoirs.
However, one major challenge comes from the significant uncertainty in the fracture network pa-
rameters, e.g., permeability, porosity, stimulated volume size, and fluid characteristics. The objective
of this work is to develop and calibrate an analytical model using data integration methods for the
uncertainty reduction in the description and forecasting of MFHWs.
Considering single MFHW with multi-scale flow and heterogeneous hydraulic fractures in the un-
conventional reservoirs, an analytical model is developed and verified by a synthetic case. Then,
different flow regimes are diagnosed by analyzing the production data of a real field case. What fol-
lows is employing machine learning predictive data analytics techniques to history match in order
to calibrate the parameters of the analytical model and reduce the uncertainty in the forecasting of
unconventional reservoir performance. Lastly, the effects of heterogeneity of hydraulic fractures,
gas adsorption/diffusion on the data integration results are explored and discussed.
Based on the linear flow assumptions, the presented analytical model is shown to simulate and pre-
dict the performance of MFHWs more reasonably by considering the stimulated reservoir volume
(SRV) and fluid characteristics. Through analyzing the results of synthetic case, we are able to iden-
tify the approximate solution and the mainly influencing factors of the individual flow regime. From
the results of comparison, the presented analytical model is shown to well simulate the critical linear
flow regimes which dominate the production of MFHWs in the unconventional formation, and other
flow regimes (e.g., the linear flow in the fractures) that are harder to be observed in the numerical
model. In addition, the least square approach presents desirable capability of reducing the uncer-
tainty in the modeling parameters. Moreover, using the analytical model with the data integration
method, the modeling parameters are adjusted by matching the actual field dynamic data in different
flow regimes, especially the uncertain parameters in stimulated volume and shales.
This work considers the effective region of stimulated volume and develops a linear flow model to
better simulate different flow regimes in the shale reservoirs where MFHWs are applied. An effective
and simple data integration workflow is proposed for uncertainty reduction and calibration of the
formation parameters in the fractured unconventional reservoirs. A real field case is investigated to
assess the performance of the proposed method in practical applications.
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Oil adsorption and diffusion in shale nanopores: Insight of molec-
ular dynamics simulation
WEI ZHANG1
1 China University of Petroleum
Corresponding Author(s): weizhang0919@hotmail.com
Shale contains various minerals. The occurrence behavior and flow mechanism of gas and oil in
organic matters, inorganic material and clay minerals have significant differences. In this study, the
diffusivity of oil in shale pores composed by various mineral types was investigated. The effects of
pore size, temperature, pressure, alkane types, mineral types and moisture content on shale oil diffu-
sion were discussed. The results revealed that the diffusion coefficients of octane in shale nanopores
were on the order of 10-9 m/s2. The adsorption amount of oil in organic matters was almost two
folds larger than that in inorganic composition and clay minerals. However, the diffusivity of oil
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decreases in the order of organic matter, inorganic material and clay mineral due to the ultrasmooth
structure of organic surface. The oil diffusivity increased with the increase of pore size and tem-
perature. Long chain alkane presented a weaker diffusivity due to the larger molecular weight and
intermolecular forces. The temperature effect on long chain alkane diffusion was less evident com-
paring with shorter chain alkane. The exist of water inhibited the adsorption and diffusion of oil in
the pores composed by all kinds of materials. The water inhibiting effect of oil diffusivity was much
more significant in organic pores since the water accumulated as cluster in organic slit, providing
a piston-like process, while a water membrane was presented at the surface of inorganic materials.
This study provided a better understanding of oil diffusion behavior in shale nanopores, which is
helpful for shale oil exploration and development.
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Numerical simulation of fluid flow and heat extraction in En-hanced Geothermal System based on discrete fractures model
Xu Zhang1 ; Jun Yao1 ; Zhaoqin Huang2 ; Zhixue Sun2
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The enhanced geothermal system (EGS) creates an artificial heat reservoir by hydraulic fracturing
and allows heat transmission fluids to be circulated in the reservoir to extract heat from hot dry rock
(HDR), which involves complex thermal-hydraulic-mechanical (THM) coupling process in fractured
rock mass. A THM coupling model based on local thermal non-equilibrium theory is presented with
treating the fractured rock as discrete fractures network and matrix rock. In addition, Wellbores
in enhanced geothermal system provide large heat exchange areas between circulating fluids and
enclosing formation, therefore successful management of subsurface geothermal resources involves
a system comprising wellbores, a hot artificial reservoir and a surrounding formation. A coupled
wellbore-reservoir 3D model considering discrete fractures network is demonstrated to investigate
the heat extraction performance of EGS. The proposed models are validated by comparing it with
several analytical solutions. The characteristics of fluid flow, heat transfer, mechanical response
and heat extraction performance in geothermal reservoir are investigated. The main parameters
controlling the extraction temperature of EGS are also studied by sensitivity analysis. The results
show the significance of taking into account the THM coupling effects and wellbore heat transfer
when investigating the efficiency and performance of EGS.
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Why permeability reduction during carbon geosequestration in
coal seam: an experimental study via direct in-situ microCT scan-
ning
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CO2 enhanced coalbed methane recovery (ECBM) and CO2 geo-sequestration in deep coal seams
has received considerable interest in recent years. However, the permeability decreases during CO2
injection limits technical implementation in many cases. Recently, via direct in-situ microCT scan-
ning at reservoir conditions, we demonstrated that matrix swelling (due to CO2 adsorption in the
coal matrix) leads to coal cleat closure and associated permeability loss. Moreover, we observed that
the internal swelling stress (due to matrix swelling) initiated mineral fracturing (note that miner-
als are embedded in the coal). Here we also present Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations
with which we show how the swelling stress was generated, and how the resulting stress field led
to compressive failure of the mineral phase. These new fundamental insights enable the develop-
ment of advanced ECBM models, which again will further improve methane production and CO2
geo-storage in deep unmineable coal seams.
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Porous beds to mitigate fluctuated fluid across channel flow
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When the boundary conditions are fluctuating, streamlines towards the opposite direction can be
observed across a channel flow. A non-steady boundary condition can be common in flow through
natural porous systems. Moreover, this phenomenon is important when a channelized flow is re-
quired for experimental purposes. The study focuses on how porous medium beds inside the chan-
nel influences dispersion of the opposite velocities caused by fluctuation. Velocity distribution is
studied experimentally using Particle Image Velocimetry for fluid flows through different bedding
permeabilities under different flow rates. Results show that the porous medium retains the coun-
tercurrents caused by fluctuation depending on the permeability and flow rates, while the opposite
velocities are also mitigated after traveling through a hollow channel. The results could provide
insights into the behavior of naturally fluctuated flow in porous media, with effects extended to
transport regimes.
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Computational exploration of the performances of mechanically
constrained MOFs for gas separation
Author(s): Hengli Zhao1
Co-author(s): Aziz GHOUFI 2 ; MAURIN Guillaume 3 ; Bin Zheng 3
1 University of Rennes 1
2 University of Rennes 1.
3 University of Montpellier II
Corresponding Author(s): hengli.zhao@univ-rennes1.fr
Since the first study in the 1990s 1,the hybrid materials, namely the MOFs (Metal organic frame-
works) have attracted a great attention owing to their unprecedented chemical and topological rich-
ness. These MOFs show many potential applications in various domains, such as purification, sepa-
ration process, gas storage, sensor application, catalyst etc.
Here, we aim to understand at the molecular level theadsorption/separation of propane/propylene
confined into the ZIF-8 (Zeolitic Imidazolate Framework) MOFs material (see Figure). To do so,
Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo Simulations in osmotic ensemble were carried out. Adsorp-
tion isotherms of pure components and binary mixtures were predicted whereas dynamics and struc-
ture were investigated from MD simulations. We related the kinetic and thermodynamics aspects
ruling the propane/propylene adsorption and separation.
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Pore-scale Two-phase Flow Simulation in Porous Media Coupling
Pore Network Model and Lattice Boltzmann Method
Jianlin Zhao1 ; Ali Mazloomi MoqaddamNone ; Dominique Derome2 ; Jan Carmeliet3
1 ETH Zürich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich)
2 Empa
3 ETHZ
Corresponding Author(s): zhaojia@ethz.ch
Pore network model (PNM) and lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) are two types of pore-scale simu-
lation methods for two-phase flow in porous media. PNM simulates fluid flow based on simplified
pore bodies and throat bonds extracted from real pore structures. It is very computationally efficient
but not accurate enough to describe the flow details. On the contrary, LBM simulates fluid flow di-
rectly based on the real pore structures. Therefore, it is more accurate but much less computationally
efficient. To combine the advantages of both PNM and LBM, we propose to couple PNM and LBM
to simulate two-phase flow in porous media. First, the real porous media is segmented into single
pore-throat elements without simplification of the pore geometry. Then LBM is used to simulate
two-phase flow in each pore-throat element to explore the pore filling mechanisms in each single
pore. Both the critical capillary entry pressure and capillary pressure – saturation relationship can
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be obtained. Finally, these relationships are incorporated into the PNM to simulate two-phase flow
in the whole pore network composed of all pore-throat elements. To validate the proposed coupling
method, we simulate two-phase displacement in both regular pore networks and real porous media
with the three different methods: LBM, original PNM and the newly proposed method. Both the
drainage and imbibition processes are simulated. Because of the pore geometry simplification and
inaccurate pore filling mechanisms, the displacement patterns obtained by the original PNM shows
significant difference with the LBM simulation results, especially for the imbibition process. As the
newly proposed method incorporates the pore filling mechanisms obtained by LBM simulations, it
can produce similar displacement patterns with the LBM simulation results. In addition, the compu-
tational cost of the new model is much less than only using the LBM. In sum, we propose a pore-scale
simulation method for two-phase flow in porous media coupling PNM and LBM without simplifica-
tion of the porous media, which is more accurate than the original PNM and more computationally
efficient than the LBM.
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Study on the Change of Seepage Field in the Condition of Ex-
treme Water Consumption
Author(s): Liang Zhao1
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For oilfields where the reservoir type is mainly terrestrial clastic rocks, in the process of water flood-
ing, due to factors such as reservoir heterogeneity, water-oil mobility ratio, rhythm, and injection-
production imbalance, with more and more water injection, the reservoir permeability will become
larger and larger, and an extreme water consumption zone will be formed at the bottom of the oil
layer. And then, an advantageous flow channel will appear, and the injected water will preferen-
tially flow along the dominant flow channel to generate turbulence. Finally, a weak seepage zone is
formed at the top of the oil layer, causing the remaining oil to be enriched in the weak seepage zone.
In this paper, a typical loose reservoirs’ five-point well model is established, and the seepage field
parameters are calculated to describe the water flooding development effect and seepage field char-
acteristics. The numerical simulation method is used to calculate the dynamics of water wells and oil
wells after plugging, and the characteristics of pressure field, saturation field change and flow field
change after plugging are analyzed, and the variation law of displacement pressure gradient field in
stratum is described. The mechanism of the flow field adjustment under the threshold of plugging
regulation is summarized.
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Seepage characteristics and fracture numerical experiments on
the action of stress-seepage coupling of the rock with micro ran-
dom fractures
Na ZHAO1 ; Lai-gui WANG1
1 College of Mechanics and Engineering, Liaoning Technical University
Corresponding Author(s): zhaona24@163.com
Abstract:Rock is a naturally formed porous medium material. There are a large number of irreg-
ular and multi-scale micro-pores in the rock. These micro-pores and fractures are closely related
to the physical and chemical properties, pore structure and the seepage characteristics of fluid in
rock. Firstly, through theoretical analysis, the influence on seepage characteristics of the size and
structure characteristics of cracks and pore is given. Blockdyna, a block numerical simulation soft-
ware based on Lagrangian mechanics, is used to generate a random fracture network with Weibull
distribution to simulate fractured rock mass. The fractured rock is regarded as an equivalent con-
tinuum, and the permeability tensor and permeability representative elementary volume(REV) are
studied. Based on the geometric characteristics of fractures, the effects of fracture density, trace
length and dip angle on permeability coefficient of the rock mass are studied, and the permeabil-
ity tensor and the representative elementary volume ( REV) are determined. The results show that
the the representative elementary volume decreases with the increase of fracture density, decreases
first and then increases with the increase of fracture angle, and decreases gradually and tends to be
stable with the increase of trace length. At the same time, numerical simulation of stress-seepage
fracture of the rock mass with different fracture distribution is carried out. The coupling mechanism
of heterogeneous fracture network and pore water pressure is analyzed from micro-scale. The influ-
ence of pore water pressure on rock fracture process and permeability characteristics is analyzed,
and the fracture evolution law and crack propagation mechanism are given. The results show that
the increase of stress-strain corresponding to linear elasticity and non-linear stage is relatively slow
after considering pore water pressure. After the peak strength, the rock ruptures instantaneously,
the stress drops sharply, and the permeability coefficient increases sharply. The peak strength and
residual strength of the rock both decrease and tend to brittle failure. The calculation of seepage and
stress-seepage fracture in fractured rock mass can provide theoretical guidance for the exploitation
and utilization of fractured rock mass resources, such as oil and gas.
Keywords: random fracture; seepage characteristic; stress-seepage coupling; numerical experiment
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Fractal analysis of gas relative diffusion coefficient in porous nanofibers
with rough surfaces
Qian ZhengNone
Corresponding Author(s): tbftbfzhengqian@163.com
Fractal model of gas diffusion through porous nanofibers with rough surfaces is derived, in which
the porous structure is simplified to be composed of a bundle of tortuous capillaries whose pore
size distribution and surface roughness follow the fractal scaling laws. The analytical expression for
gas relative diffusion coefficient is a function of the relative roughness, fiber radius and the other
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microstructural parameters (porosity, the fractal dimension for pore size distribution and tortuosity,
the maximum and minimum pore diameter and the characteristic length). The proposed fractal
model is validated by comparison with available experimental data and correlations. At the same
time, the effect of microstructural parameters of porous fibrous materials on gas diffusion has been
studied in detail. It is believed that the current model may be extended to porous materials other
than fibrous materials.
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Microscopic Residual Oil Recovery Effect by Different Displace-
ment Methods
Taiyi ZhengNone
Corresponding Author(s): 247672813@qq.com
The content and distribution of remaining oil is the important basis for designing and adjusting the
development plan, and also the main basis for evaluating the economic benefit of oilfield. Through
comparison of parallel experimental, research the state of microscopic remaining oil distribution, the
morphological types and the oil displacement efficiency, after polymer(P) flooding, surfactant poly-
mer compound system(SP) flooding and alkaline surfactant polymer compound system(ASP) flood-
ing, further elaborate the different compound system flooding displacement mechanism clearly. The
microscopic residual oil contains five kinds of microscopic remaining oil types, namely, columnar-
shaped residual oil, oil droplet residual oil, film-shaped residual oil, corner-shaped residual oil and
cluster-shaped residual oil. The experimental results show that the remaining oil content after water
flooding, from large to small, is cluster-shaped, columnar-shaped, film-shaped, corner-shaped and
oil droplet residual oil. Further use of aqueous chemical flooding on the basis of water flooding, poly-
mer flooding mainly displace cluster-shaped residual oil, SP flooding system can effective displace
cluster-shaped, columnar-shaped, oil droplet remaining oil, and ASP flooding system have a greatly
displacement effect for all types of remaining oil
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Direct Visualization of Fluid in Nanopores - Fundamental and Ap-
plication in Shale with Nanofluidics
Junjie Zhong1 ; David Sinton1
1 University of Toronto, MIE
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Phase change and fluid transport at nanoscale play important roles in various natural processes
and engineering practices (e.g., shale gas/tight oil production). Fundamentally, they are different
from that at the bulk scale. For the phase change, when the system size decreases to nanoscale, the
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saturation condition will change because of the rapid increase of capillarity and surface adsorption
selectivity. For fluid transport, when the characteristic length of the system is close to the main free
path of the fluid molecule, the description of transport behaviors can fundamentally deviate from
NS equations.
Historically, most of the investigations on nanoscale phase change and fluid transport were carried
out through gravimetric or volumetric measurement of adsorption, in fixed bed geometries, by in-
terferometry or through surface force apparatus. Recent advances in nanotechnology allow for the
direct observation of fluid behavior in deterministic structures such as nanochannel. In this presenta-
tion, we show our experimental works on studying the fundamental hydrocarbon thermodynamics
and fluid mechanics in nanoconfinement, as well as many potential applications in helping industry
understand/optimize primary or enhanced oil/gas recovery in tight formations.
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Capillary imbibition governed by water adsorption in hygroscopic
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Corresponding Author(s): meng.zhou720@gmail.com
Plant matter is being used increasingly in construction and in various other applications thanks to
its remarkable porous and mechanical properties, but water transfers play a critical role on these
properties and their possible alteration. Water in plants may be either in a “free” liquid state in cap-
illaries, or in a “bound” state after adsorption in cell-walls, associated with significant deformation
of the structure. Here we show that the coexistence of these two effects strongly affect the transport
properties.
We demonstrate this from Synchrotron and MRI observation in hardwoods, which exhibit a rela-
tively simple hydraulic structure. Capillary imbibition dynamics appears to be dramatically damped
(velocity decreased by several orders of magnitude), but the liquid can still climb over significant
heights (in contradiction with its dynamics) as soon as sufficient bound water has been adsorbed.
This contradiction is confirmed by 3D Synchrotron images of the internal structure obtained during
imbibition, which show that the liquid-air interfaces in the capillary vessels remain planar, which
implies negligible Laplace pressure, but significantly advance along the vessels, again unexpectedly.
From MRI measurements allowing to distinguish bound and free water, but also direct measurements
of the induced macroscopic deformation distribution in time, we then show that this contradiction
is explained by the adsorption of a slight amount of bound water in the capillary walls. This ad-
sorption governs the process: it momentarily damps wetting and then allows further advance later
when the walls are saturated with bound water. The generality of the process for hygroscopic sys-
tems is demonstrated with a model material, i.e. hydrogel, from which both the position and shape
evolution of liquid-air interface and the adsorption and propagation of bound water may be directly
observed (see below). This suggests the development of bio-inspired porous materials able to absorb
liquid with a tunable timing, for pharmaceutical or chemical engineering applications.
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Similarity between Modeling of Solute and Heat Transport in Frac-
tured Reservoirs with a Generalized Multirate Memory Function
Quanlin ZHOU1 ; Curtis Oldenburg1
1 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Corresponding Author(s): qzhou@lbl.gov
Modeling solute and heat transport in fractured reservoirs has been conducted separately by two
different communities. However, there are several similarities between solute and heat transport
modeling: (1) solute diffusion and heat conduction in the rock matrix, (2) solute advection-dispersion
and heat convection-dispersion in fractures, and (3) diffusive exchange of solute and heat between
fractures and the rock matrix. The diffusive exchange can be handled by a generalized multirate
memory function that takes into account the dimensionality, shape, size, and properties of individual
matrix blocks in a representative elementary volume of fractured reservoirs (Zhou et al., 2017a, b).
Rectangular matrix blocks can be formed by 1, 2, and 3 orthogonal sets of parallel fractures with
different spacing. The global transfer functions in the Laplace domain account for the solute or heat
transport in the fracture network. A suite of semi-analytical solutions is developed by plugging the
multirate memory function into the global transfer functions with various (1-D linear, 1-D radial,
2-D dipole, and single-well injection-withdrawal) flow fields, thereby greatly simplifying solution
development (Zhou et al., 2018).
The huge difference between solute and heat transport modeling is in their matrix diffusivity and
retardation factor, leading to a significant difference in the time scale of fracture-matrix equilibra-
tion. Such a significant difference can improve our understanding of the solute/heat transport in
fractured reservoirs and the sensitivities of geometric and rock properties of matrix blocks in differ-
ent transport regimes. The geometric sensitivities include (1) dimensionless surface area-to-volume
ratio in the early-time regime of diffusion, (2) aspect ratios in the middle-time regime, and (3) shape
factor in the late-time regime. The early-time regime is often involved in tracer tests because of
small matrix diffusivity on the order of 1.0E-10 m2/s, while the late-time regime is often involved
in thermal tests because of higher thermal matrix diffusivity on the order of 1.0E-6 m2/s. The tracer
and thermal tests can be combined to better characterize the properties of the matrix blocks.
This presentation will focus on various sensitivities of solute and heat transport to the geometric and
rock properties of matrix blocks. Both uniform flow and channelized flow in the fracture network
are considered. These sensitivities will help show the values of monitoring in different diffusion
regimes.
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A phase-field moving contact line model with soluble surfactants
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A phase-field moving contact line model is proposed for a multiphase system with soluble surfactants.
With the introduction of some scalar auxiliary variables, the original free energy functional is trans-
formed into an equivalent form, and then a new governing system is obtained. The resulting model
consists of two Cahn-Hilliard-type equations and incompressible Navier-Stokes equation with vari-
able densities, together with the general Navier boundary condition for the moving contact line. We
prove that the proposed model satisfies the total energy dissipation with time. To numerically solve
such a complex system, we develop a nonlinearly coupled scheme with unconditional energy stabil-
ity. A splitting method based on pressure stabilization is used to solve the Navier-Stokes equation.
Some subtle implicit-explicit treatments are adopted to discretize convention and stress terms. We
rigorously prove that the proposed scheme can preserve the discrete energy dissipation. An efficient
finite difference method on staggered grids is used for the spatial discretization. Numerical results
in both two and three dimensions demonstrate the accuracy and energy stability of the proposed
scheme. Using our model and numerical scheme, we investigate the wetting behavior of droplets
on the solid wall. Numerical results indicate that surfactants can affect the wetting properties of
droplet by altering the value of contact angles.
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Pore-scale simulation of imbibition process in a 3D digital rock
Guangpu Zhu1 ; Jun Yao1
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) enhanced oil recovery is a green and promising way to produce oil and reduce
the rapid growth of carbon dioxide released to atmosphere. A pore-scale understanding of CO2
displacement phenomena is important to enhance oil recovery in porous media. In this work, a
direct numerical simulation method is used to investigate the imbibition process of CO2 in a three
dimensional digital rock. The interface between the oil and CO2 is tracked by the volume of fluid
(VOF) method. The capacity and accuracy of the model are validated using a classic benchmark. A
series of numerical experiments were performed over a large range of values of capillary number,
viscosity ratio and contact angle to investigate the imbibition process of CO2 in a digital rock.
Procter and Gamble Student poster award:
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Pore-scale direct numerical simulations of non-continuum flowsby solving kinetic model equations in OpenFOAM
Author(s): Lianhua Zhu1
Co-author(s): Minh-Tuan Ho 1 ; Peng Wang 1 ; Yonghao Zhang 1
1 Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of Strathclyde
Corresponding Author(s): l.zhu@strath.ac.uk
Due to the ultra-small pores in tight porous media such as shale, the gas transport in those porous
space falls into non-continuum flow regimes, and those porous media’s permeability depends both
on the geometry and on the gas media. Accurate pore-scale simulations based on the gas-kinetic
equations can predicate apparent permeability directly. The direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
method for rarefied gas dynamics has been applied to study pore-scale non-continuum flows, but
the ultra-low speed flow in micro-scale porous media make the method extremely expensive. Until
recently, direct Boltzmann kinetic model equation solver has been proposed as an effective alterna-
tive method [1,2]. In this talk, we will present another pore-scale kinetic equation solver developed
in the OpenFOAM framework 3. The advantage of using arbitrary unstructured mesh in OpenFOAM
allows us to resolve the gas-solid boundary with much higher accuracy than the stair-case approxi-
mation used in previous finite difference kinetic schemes. The factors that affect the solver’s perfor-
mance including the pore-space mesh resolution the discrete velocity set will be examined in detail.
In addition, as a simple and direct application of the solver, we investigated the proper definition
of the effective pore size (or characteristic Knudsen number) that should be used in many apparent
permeability models, which are usually derived from simple geometry, to achieve consistent and
better fitting.
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Nowadays, thin porous media have attracted much attention because of their importance to many
various industries. Hygiene products, paper, filters, fuel cells, membranes, textiles, muscular tissues,
and other biological or manufacturing thin compositions widely exist in daily life. The typical char-
acteristic of a thin porous layer is that its thickness is much smaller than its in-plane dimensions. A
stack of thin porous layers creates contact interfaces, whose properties are quite different with thin
layers. Furthermore, the hydraulic properties of a thin porous layer may vary along through-plane
or in-plane directions. Determining the hydraulic properties is essential to understand and model
fluid flow in thin porous media. Regarding the thickness and deformation, it is very difficult to
measure the absolute permeability of a thin fibrous layer. In this work, we constructed a relatively
simple experimental setup for measuring the absolute permeability of a thin fibrous layer. We per-
formed a series of experiments using water or gas phase. The experimental results were compared
with empirical formulas.
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An Auxiliary Space Method for Mixed Finite Element Discretiza-
tions
Batista Juan1 ; Francisco Gaspar2 ; Xiaozhe Hu3 ; Carmen Rodrigo4 ; Ludmil Zikatanov1
1 The Pennsylvania State University
2 University of Zaragoza
3 Tufts University
4 Universidad de Zaragoza
Corresponding Author(s): ludmil@psu.edu
We propose a an auxiliary space method for the solution of the indefinite problem arising from mixed
method finite element discretizations of scalar elliptic problems. The proposed technique uses con-
forming elements as auxiliary space and utilizes special interpolation operators for the transfer of
residuals and errors between the spaces. We show that the corresponding method provides optimal
solver for the indefinite problem by only solving symmetric and positive definite auxiliary prob-
lems.
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Phase separation in spacecrafts is a challenge in microgravity, because spacecraft engines require
a gas-free supply of propellant over a wide range of thermal environments. A method to separate
phases is to use propellant management devices. They use porous materials to separate gas from
liquid and to transport the liquid to the tank outlet. Cryogenic liquids are common as propellants for
spacecraft engines, but they are often subjected to thermal gradients, which leads to evaporation in
a porous structure. Evaporation is an undesirable effect, because it can dry out the porous structure
and therefore reduce the performance of such a structure. Therefore, the wicking process subjected
to evaporation has to be understood.
Numerical simulations of the wicking process in a porous material, subjected to evaporation, are
performed to predict the liquid behavior inside the porous material. A superheated porous structure
is dipped into a cryogenic liquid at saturation temperature. Due to the heat transfer between the
superheated structure and the liquid, the liquid start to evaporate, which affect the wicking process.
Wicking experiments with liquid nitrogen were performed to validate the numerical model.
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Author(s): Pacelli Zitha1
Co-author(s): Panneerselvam Ranganathan 2
1 TU Delft
2 National Institute of Technology Calicut
Corresponding Author(s): pacelli.zitha@bingagroup.com
The dissolution of CO2 in the aqueous phase is one of the most significant physical processes during
geological storage of CO2. It causes density–driven convective mixing, which enables a permanent
sequestration of CO2, reduces the risk of leakage of the stored CO2 and ensures a long-term CO2.
This paper reports a three-dimensional numerical simulation of density–driven natural convection
during geological CO2 storage in homogeneous and heterogeneous formations. The heterogeneity
of the formations is represented by spatial variations of the permeability, generated using sequential
gaussian simulation (SGSIM) method. The convective motion of dissolved CO2–brine mixture is
investigated in terms of CO2 concentration, isosurface profiles and the average CO2 mass flux at top
boundary of the flow domain. At early times, the CO2 concentration profiles show the formation
of many small fingers. The CO2 isosurface profiles, they indicate the primarily transverse mixing
process at the early stages where the formation of transverse roll cell is dominant and at later stage
the vertical mixing where the formation of large–scale fingering is enhanced. At later times the
number of fingers diminishes as fingers merge together. The average CO2 mass flux at the top
boundary decreases quickly at earlier time, then it increases slowly towards stabilised value at the
later times. The effect of Rayleigh number on convective motions is further investigated in this
study.
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Capillary-driven transport of dissolved salt to the drying zone
during CO2 injection in homogeneous and layered porous me-
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Pacelli Zitha1 ; Saskia Roels2
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Corresponding Author(s): pacelli.zitha@bingagroup.com
CO2 injection into saline aquifers poses a serious risk of formation clogging due to ensuing salt
precipitation. Capillary-driven flow of brine can provide a continuous transport of dissolved salt
toward the dry zone around the injection well where it ultimately precipitates due to evaporation. In
this study, core flooding experiments were performed in homogeneous coarse-textured cores and in
layered cores consisting of a coarse-textured layer overlying a fine-textured layer. CO2 was injected
through a well in the upper part of the cores, and the bottom parts functioned as brine sources.
Impairment in injectivity was found due to accumulation of precipitated salt caused by capillary-
driven flow from the brine sources to the upper dryer region. Compared to flow domains without a
brine source, we found that capillary-driven upward flow at first prevents complete clogging because
the porous medium remains wet, but eventually leads to a more severe clogging of the entire domain.
The results show that after sufficient dry-out, a coarse-textured injection layer can draw brine from
an underlying fine-textured layer by capillary forces. A connected fine-textured layer can therefore
contribute to salt precipitation and clogging of the injection layer.
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Multiscale and multiphysics models for geomechanics
Author(s): Paolo Zunino1
Co-author(s): Daniele Cerroni 1 ; Luca Formaggia 1 ; Anna Scotti 1
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Corresponding Author(s): paolo.zunino@polimi.it
The coupled multiphase flow-geomechanics behavior in the presence of a highly heterogeneous me-
dia involving different spatial and temporal scales presents difficulties for reliable numerical simu-
lations. In a reservoir, the fluid flow behavior and the deformation of solid skeleton are strongly
coupled, thereby requiring the mathematical models and numerical methods to take this into ac-
count. Furthermore, both the naturally occurring and induced fractures have strong influences on
both flow and mechanical behavior of the reservoir. On the other hand, the flow in a reservoir may
cause a change in situ stress conditions and pore pressures leading to formation of new fractures and
other geomechanical effects. The coupling of processes, however, complicates the development of
efficient and high fidelity numerical simulation tools. Present capabilities in commercial simulators
are limited to ad hoc coupling of solid mechanics and flow modules. We introduce and discuss new
approaches and algorithms for multiscale simulations of coupled multiphase porous media flow and
geomechanics in complex domains.
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